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that they will

give no cause

for removal

Diamond

1905 DEIACHABLE

After thousands of

they show not a

ROBERT L. MORRELL, writing us from New

York, December 19, says:

"I have spent several thousand dollars on auto

mobile tires of all makes during the past five years,

and I have no hesitation in saying that The Diamond

Rubber Company's new product is superior in my

opinion, to any other American make and equal to

any foreign make.

of putting foreign tires on my new 40 H. P. touring

car and have specified Diamond tires.”

I have abandoned all intention

CLINCHER TIRES

miles of service

scratch or cut

E. W. SWANBROUGH, long manager of the Ram

bler Agency in Denver, wrote us December 13,

During the season just closed 41 Rambler cars

were sold from this garage, and the majority were

fitted with Diamond Tires, though all the leading

makes of tires were used. I can cheerfully say that

the Diamond Tires have given by far the best ser

vice. On one car, after 7000 miles of service, the total

tire troubles have been, one case recovered.”

The treads of Diamond 1905 tires can be renewed

repeatedly, and this fact in connection with their truly

remarkable durability, makes them infinitely more eco

nomical as well as more satisfactory than any other tire

Prospective purchasers of cars should investigate

the tire question and specify the make they want

Our Book “THE PNEUMATIC TIRE” tells all about the proper

N R E Q U E S Tcare of tires. S E N T O

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO.

A K R O N ,

BRANCHES

NEW YORK . 15 Warren St. and 1717 Broadway

BOSTON . . . . . . . 174 Columbus Avenue

PHILADELPHIA . .304-306 North Broad Street

BUFFALO . . . . . . . . . . 41 Court Street

DETROIT . . . . . . .310 Woodward Avenue

ST. LOUIS . . . . . .

O H I O

BRANCHES

CLEVELAND . . . . . . . . 323 Huron Street

CHICAGO . . . . . 167–169 Lake Street

DENVER . . . . . . . . 322 Boston Building

SAN FRANCISCO . . . . . 608 Misson Street

MINNEAPOLIS . . . . 611 First Avenue South

. . . .3966 Olive Street
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First Year

The Machine and the Maid P

A Twentieth Century Love Story

J. A. M.

LL through the long, beautiful sum

mer, whenever he could steal away

from a rather exhausting practice,

Dr. Morton Eastman had driven

Susanne Wickliffe in his automobile.

Sometimes they went leisurely around the

beautiful shaded roads of Cherokee Park,

and on to the Country Club; sometimes at

maddening speed they covered miles of dusty

pike; sometimes they steadily climbed a steep

hill, where they looked back upon the smoky

city, and the river winding through banks of

green. Wherever they went they always

seemed to enjoy themselves, for they were

great friends, and their friendship was found

ed upon a common interest, the automobile.

Dr. Eastman loved his machine. He had

spent weeks studying its structure and had

become lost in admiration of its delicate

organism, the regularity of its heartbeats, its

wonderful circulation and half-human breath

ings. Experiences of various sorts had shown

him that this machine was sometimes given

to maladies peculiarly infantile. However,

in fairness he had to confess that this was

so, not because there was anything consti

tutionally wrong about it, but because the

master had not learned the handling of a

thing so delicate. He realized that just as

a child’s disposition depends upon atten

tion, so likewise does the automobile's. '

Little by little Dr. Eastman found his

greatest pleasure centering in the machine—

a pleasure which he delighted to share with

Susanne. He had never considered whether

he cared for her, nor whether she cared

for him. Enough that she cared for

the machine. She appreciated its merits,
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and was an adept pupil in the handling of

it. She even maintained that she liked the

smell of the gasoline and the rhythmical

beating of the engine. But above every

thing else she gloried in its speed. The

truth is that Susanne loved action above all

things. It delighted her to whizz through

tiny villages, and on past waving fields of

wheat and corn, rambling old farm houses

shaded by stately oaks or walnuts and tum

bling cabins o'errun with grinning pican

IllnleS.

To absorb, as it were, miles and miles of

beautiful Kentucky landscape at one glance

satisfied one of the cravings of her soul. But

along with this delight, there had grown up

in Susanne a somewhat more than friendly

interest in the man. She was beautiful and

clever; she liked to please, and rarely ever

failed, and so this doctor’s indifference to

everything about him except her enthusiasm

for an automobile was rather annoying.

Brought up in Louisville, where people say

nice things as though they meant them, she

was puzzled by this man who was lacking in

all those little arts of speech so dear to a

woman’s heart. If he liked her, what harm

in saying so? What was the use of pretty

gowns if they were not to be noticed? What

was the use of beauty if it was not to be ad

mired? Susanne liked expressive people.

To have a man say more than he felt was

less puzzling to her than to have him say

nothing. She was simply the product of

society. Without realizing it she had put a

premium on insincerity.

One afternoon she returned from a partic

ularly uneventful spin up the River Road,

Copyright, 1905, by Thomas B. Jeffery c. Company
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wää ####chi plainly stamped upon

...her pretty fate:

". ..#hat's:he ... trouble, Sue?” asked her

oRNet sister:::"A man,” answered Sue, “that

cannot apprečiate a good-looking girl has

no soul, and had better be left alone. I’ve

always heard that Yankees are cold-blooded,

and now I know it.”

“And what has brought you to that con

clusion?”

“Well, sister, when I took the machine

through that Market Street crush Dr. East

man called me a trump, and I give you my

word, it is the only nice thing he ever said

about me. For two whole hours this after

noon I’ve heard nothing but levers, brakes,

motors, pistons, ignition, compression, and

all that bosh.”

“And yet, Sue, I understand that in spite

of these drawbacks he is quite a catch, and

that many mothers in Louisville have con

sidered very favorably his qualifications as

a son-in-law.”

“Well, excuse me! My sympathies are

extended to the wife-to-be, for unless he mar

ries a saint she will sue for a divorce inside

of six weeks, and make that automobile co

respondent. It would serve him right if the

old thing would blow up. At any rate, sis,

I'm through playing second fiddle to a gaso

line engine.” So saying, she threw herself

into a chair near her desk, and hurriedly

read this letter:

“DEAR SUE:—

“Saturday I'll be in Louisville with my

“coach and four, and several others. Six

“months without a sight of your beautiful

“eyes will account for my emaciated con

“dition. Paris was no compensation.

“I’m going to Louisville for the sole pur

“pose of seeing you and giving you the

“time of your life. That I am entering my

“nags in the Horse Show is purely inci

“dental.

“I’ll see you early in the evening, and

“please wear that old rose dress with the

“silver trimmings, providing you have a

“shred of it left.

“Your devoted,

“EVERETT CLAY FERGUSON.

“LExINGTON, KY.,

“TUESDAY.”

“Well, that is something to be thankful

for,” said Susanne. “Now, he's a man after

my own heart. Of course, I understand

perfectly well, sister, that he doesn't mean

..T H E R A M B L E R M A G A Z IN E

all he says, and that he is saying the same

things to half a dozen other girls; but he's

sort of refreshing after a summer spent in

trying to get the doctor's sentiments out of

cold storage. Everett and his tally-ho will be

a convenient counteracting agency for this

autoitis I’ve been suffering from lately.”

September had been unbearably hot. The

atmosphere had been so humid that smoke

and dust could not rise, and enveloped the

city in a stifling cloud. People felt sick and

tired and cross, especially those who had re

turned to town after a summer spent in the

North, at the seashore, or in the mountains.

They busied themselves taking back all the

nice things they said about Louisville during

the summer, and gave themselves up to

odious comparisons of their native town with

other places they had been. October, how

ever, was ushered in by gentle, steady rains

which so refreshed and cooled the atmosphere

that every one felt exhilarated. The usual

good spirits soon returned, and the old time

loyalty for State and town again prevailed.

September, with its smoke and dust, had

accomplished a great mission if it caused a

keener appreciation of October, the queen

of months. Certainly, Nature was at her

best. Her charms were irresistible, and as

in the summer, many persons gave them

selves up to the wild joy of living.

In Louisville, for the time being, interest

was centered in nothing more serious than

the Horse Show and the festivities that ac

companied it. Fond parents made this the

occasion for introducing their daughters to

society. Never had Louisville women been

so beautiful; never so beautifully gowned;

never had their reputed grace and charm of

manner shown to such good advantage as

during this time, when society in its various

strata was paying homage to King Horse.

And Susanne was second to none in grace

and beauty. She had never lacked admirers,

but during this festive week there was one

above all others who paid tribute to her

charms. This was Everett Clay Ferguson,

of Lexington, who had come with his thor

oughbreds from the Blue Grass, and had

carried off first prizes for saddle horses and

for four-in-hands, to say nothing of the

seconds and the honorable mention he had

received. Among the men in Louisville, he

was the observed of all observers, and his

somewhat youthful attentions to Susanne

were the subject of much interest to her
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friends. To her, however, it was merely a

natural addition to the admiration to which

she had been accustomed. Fond of excite

ment, she entered heart and soul into all the

gayety of the week; the tally-ho parties to

the Country Club; the delightful canters on

the backs of Kentucky’s finest saddle horses,

the afternoon teas and the dinners, and the

evenings spent at the Horse Show inacease

less promenade. But amidst all this gayety

she continually found 4

herself wondering how

it was impressing her

auto-maniac friend.

One morning the

coach of Mr. Ferguson

had started off with a

party well worth look

ing at. There was the

queenly Alice Adams

who had been heralded

abroad as the most

beautiful woman of the

South; her younger

sister, Anna; Margaret

Winston, dark, dreamy

but fascinatingly droll,

offset by the pretty

plumpness of Pauline

Sayres, by Susanne

Wicklitfe, and by the

chaperone, the clever

Mrs. Fitch. Then there

was Mr. Fitch, and

several young society

fellows typical of their

class; Guy Henderson,

good natured, good

looking, and good for

nothing, too, except as

one of Society’s acces

sories; Harold Phillips,

a clever young journal

ist; Addison Wentworth,

who was reputed to be

the most correct thing

in town, and Everett Ferguson, rich, heir to

a fortune, the happy possessor of good

health and good looks, but hopelessly pre

judiced in the opinion of himself.

With everybody in the gayest spirits the

great coach started ofi. It went out the

Boulevard, which curved about across the

fields between symmetrical rows of oak and

maple. Arriving at Iroquois Park it skirted

the hill beautiful in the wildness of its woods

and flowers. Passing the historic beeches

 

where Zachary Taylor had once carved his

name, when on a hunt, it turned down the

Manslick Road and, going on through the

woods, up hill and down, it finally came to

the steep and rocky road which led to the top

of the hill, where stood a log cabin, the re

treat of the Kennedys. Here the party

had been invited to dinner, and certainly

there was no spot within miles of Louisville

that could compare with it in beauty.

“mun nocron . . . . LOOKED UP AT "rm: SMILING races on THE coacn”

The log house, solid as a rock, had a wide

balcony, corresponding to a gallery within

which divided the huge living room from

the dining room and kitchen. On the bal

cony were hammocks, lounging chairs and

swings—irresistible temptations to laziness.

Inside, the floors were covered with an en

gaging assortment of skins and Indian rugs.

Tables, plants, stuffed birds and animals

stood about at random; while from the log

walls hung guns, spears, pipes and souvenirs
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of hunt and chase. Within was a collection

of old mahogany that would have thrilled the

heart of a connoisseur, and great, old-fash

ioned fireplaces with huge logs stood ready

to dispense good cheer when cooler days

should come. Pumpkins scooped out held

bunches of autumn leaves, golden rod,

dahlias, cosmos and other fall flowers, which

grew in old-time confusion about the house.

Best of all was the unrestricted view in all

directions.

The gay crowd went from one side of the

house to the other, and for a time the very

beauty of the landscape inspired quiet.

Down in the valley were tiny farm houses

with unpretentious orchards and gardens

marked ofi with white-washed fences, and a

little brook winding about, almost hidden by

overhanging bushes, whence came the faint

tinkling of cow bells. Then there arose tier

upon tier of hills, up whose sides roads wound

among the fields of grain, while the trees

kept getting thicker and thicker until the top

of the crescent-shaped ridge was an unbroken

forest just beginning to be tinged with faint

est shades of red and yellow. The scene

was incomparable in its restfulness and

tranquility; but one had only to turn around

through a break in the hills to gain a glimpse

of Louisville,with its smoke,to bring him back

to the realities of life.

After being taken to various points of

interest about the place, the young people

sat down to a dinner such as only an old-time

Kentucky cook can prepare. The long ride

and the bracing air of the hill top had sharp

ened the appetite of each to do justice to the

meal. It was all so delightfully informal,

and they lingered long over the table, laugh

ing and talking, enjoying to the utmost the

gracious hospitality.

Later they took a long walk through the

woods, following an old Indian trail which

ran along the top of the hill and led to an

other cabin, where they stopped to try the

famous swing hung from a huge rock on the

edge of a precipice. They found so many

other things that were novel and interesting

that, before they realized it, the afternoon

was far gone, and they were forced to hurry

back to the cabin, bid the Kennedys an

unwilling good-bye, and climb on to the

coach. It would be late before they could

reach Louisville, and that evening was to be

the most eventful one of the Horse Show.

Among. other attractions, Mr. Furguson was

to drive his famous tandem in competition

for a prize which, last year, was carried

off by the East. Besides, the girls were

“dying” for a little beauty sleep, so the great

coach was started off at an almost reckless

speed.
 

Now, in all the festivities of the week, Dr.

Eastman had taken no part. He was not

interested in the Horse Show; nor in society

in general. His mind was wholly intent

on his profession. Golf, an occasional game

of tennis, and his automobile were his means

of relaxation. He liked people and was

liked in tum, but dances and dinners and

receptions he studiously avoided. For some

reason, during the week the exactions of hLs

practice wearied him, his best friends bored

him, nothing in fact pleased him. He tried

to solace himself by long and novel trips in

his machine, but every day he had come

back more dissatisfied than ever. E\1'

dently something was missing and that

something he now knew to be Susanne “fick

liffe. Strange that he had never thought of

it before.

On the beautiful afternoon when Su

sanne and her friends had dined at the Ken

nedy cabin he felt more restless than ever

to get away from his work and his surroud~

ings. Outside of the ofiice door stood his

automobile and it, too, was throbbing with

something akin to childish eagemess to get

away. And so it happened that he, too.

went out the Boulevard to Iroquois Park.

skirted the hill, and turned down the Mans

lick Road, unconsciously following in the

very tracks of the tally-ho.

The desire to overcome his mood by the

tonic of cool air, seemed to be his mastering

impulse. Up hill and down he went like

one possessed, the little red machine ever

responding to his fervor with a maddening

velocity.

But there was many an abrupt turn in the

roadway, and to make these at such speed

taxed this faithful machine beyond endur

ance, and finally there was a snap, and -.1

stand-still. Out the doctor jumped, and be

came so absorbed in making the repairs that

he was wholly unconscious of approaching

wheels, gay voices and laughter, until the

Ferguson coach swung into sight from be

hind a clump of trees and pulled up beside

him. “Hello, Doctor, what’s up?” called

two or three of the fellows at the same time.

The doctor tumed around, and looked up

at the smiling faces on the coach.
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“I think,” he said, “it is a case of heart

failure.”

“Well, I am mighty sorry,” said Mr. Fer

guson in a tone that really sounded as if he

were, when, as a matter of fact, he felt that

it was good enough for him, Mr. Furguson

being one of the few not yet converted to

automobiling. He looked at the helpless

auto, and then at his own stalwart bays and

could hardly keep back a contemptuous

smile as he continued, “If it’s really heart

failure, we’ll stop at the park and telephone

for a heart specialist to come out to you.”

“Oh,if that is what’s needed,” said Pauline,

“we had better leave Susanne here. She is

the best heart specialist we know.”

“I agree with you,” said the doctor, “but I

could not ask Miss Wickliffe to make such a

sacrifice. Besides I really don’t need help.

You see I came from the corner of Fourth

and Broadway in sixteen minutes and a half

and the machine just stopped for breath.

Will be all right again in short order.”

After some expressions of sympathy and a

few more jokes from the rest of the party,

.\~Ir. Ferguson whipped his horses and the

great coach started off again at full speed.

“I suppose he enjoys that outfit because

it cost three times as much as it is worth,”

said the doctor, as he turned his attention

once more to his automobile, and soon re

paired it. Jumping into his seat, he would

have immediately resumed his journey had

he not heard from a distance the fierce com

mands of Mr. Ferguson to his horses; then

screams and a crash.

Judging, from the sounds, that the coach

had upset, and quickly grasping the possi

bilities of such an accident, he wheeled his

machine around, and in less time than it takes

to tell it, was at the scene of the mishap

which,by some wonderful chance, proved less

disastrous than ridiculous. True, all the

passengers seemed much the worse for the

fall, but nothing fatal had occurred, nothing

really more serious than bruises and scratches

and sprains, which probably appeared more

trivial to the surgeon than to the excited

victims.

Pulling out a. little grip which he always

kept under his seat for emergencies of this

sort, Dr. Eastman quickly set to work to do

what he could in this particular line. He

first bandaged Susanne’s ankle, which was

slightly sprained and had puffed up to twice

its usual size in those few minutes. It was

mighty painful he knew, but he liked the

grit with which she tried to laugh it off. He

tied up the ugly cut on Pauline’s arm, and

adjusted strips of court plaster over the

scratches on Alice Adams’ face, until she

looked like an advertisement for a wrinkle

eradicator. He dispensed arnica for the

black eyes and the bruised noses, all the

while receiving with indifference a choice

assortment of endearing terms and effusive

thanks. These sundry things being accom

plished, he turned his attention to the situa

tion in general.

Near by grazed a yellow goat, evidently

the cause of all the trouble. The unwieldy

coach lay overturned by the side of the road.

One front wheel was gone, the axles were

broken, and two of the horses were fast dis

appearing up the road, while Mr. Ferguson,

whip in hand, coat torn up the back, was

limping a painful pursuit.

“I will see if I can catch those animals,"

said the doctor, as he jumped once more

into his automobile, and started up the road.

Overtaking Mr. Ferguson, he took him into

the seat beside him, and soon caught up

with the fractious steeds. With some difli

culty the two men succeeded in tying the

horses to the machine, and slowly drove

back to the party.

Never was there such a picture of humilia

tion and chagrin as those Kentucky thor

oughbreds presented. Their heads hung,

their ears were limp, their bobbed tails

drooped, their every movement showed how

keenly they felt the disgrace of being thus

shamefully trailed behind a little, spurting

automobile, a thing they had spurned as a

usurper of their rights.

Neither did Everett Clay Ferguson appear

to quite such good advantage as he had from

the elevation of his coach. His knee was

strained, his wrist was twisted, and pain and

temper were plainly stamped upon his face.

“This is duecedly unfortunate,” he said.

“Well, I should say so!” exclaimed the

others.

“I should consider it fortunate,” said the

doctor.

“But I’ll never be able to drive that tan

dem tonight. This wrist is giving me the

-—well, it is just killing me,” said Mr. Fer

guson.

“But it might have been your neck,” said

the doctor.

“Or my neck,” said Susanne.

“And if the doctor hadn’t come along just

when he did we wouldn’t all be in this ele
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gant state of repair, and you would be still

chasing those old horses," said Mr. Hen

derson.

“Well,” answered the doctor, “l§t us con

sider how best to get home. It is my opini

on that those who can walk had better start

ofl at once and lead the horses. It is only

three miles,” he added encouragingly. “I’ll

take Miss Wicklifie home, and I'll telephone

from the park for my other machine to be sent

It canafter Mr. Ferguson and Mrs. Fitch.

. WHILE EVERETT, LEANING AGAINST HIS OVERTURNED

COACH, WAS SOLACED BY THE ODOROUS WHII-‘I-‘S OF

GASOLINE THAT CAME BACK TO HIM

be here in half an hour and will hold five,

so if any of you others prefer to wait and

ride, you can do so. And the next time you

want to go off on an excursion I'd advise a

touring car. It may have heart failure,

but it does not shy at yellow goats."

So saying, he gently helped Susanne to her

old, accustomed place, and taking his seat

beside her, sent his machine flying up the

road, while Everett, leaning against his

overturned coach, was solaced by the odor

ous whifis of gasoline that came back to him.

“It seems a month since I've been in this

machine,” said Susanne by the way of mak

ing conversation.

 

“Does it? It seems a lifetime to me,” said

the doctor.

She took no notice of this remarkable con

cession, but continued: “I suppose you

have been having some fine rides this week."

“Simply intolerable,” he answered.

“Why, that's strange. I've seen you fly

through clouds of dust and enjoy it, and now

the rain has laid the dust, the roads are fine.

and the air is perfect.

“Oh, yes, I know the roads are fine, and

the air perfect, and I was lo_val and

the machine faithful, but you de

serted, and we have discovered, the

machine and I, that you are neces

sary to the combination.

“Oh, as for that, my desertion

was onl_v—well, I really think l

prefer this little auto to any tally

ho I've seen, and—-"

“And what were you going to sa_v

about the driver?" continued the

doctor, looking down into her laugh

ing eyes.

She simply answered with those

eyes.

Six months later Susanne V\'ick

liffe and Dr. Morton Eastman were

married—in the afternoon of Derby

Day.

As the bridesmaids gathered

about Susanne, standing in her trim

traveling dress, ready to sa_v good

bye, one remarked:

“Say, Sue, Everett Ferguson

says your wedding is an insult to

Kentucky thoroughbreds. I ex

plained to him that it was the

anniversary of your mother's wed

ding, but he wouldn't even take

that for an excuse."

“Oh, he had loads of money up on ‘Pro

ceeds,’ and said that if he lost, he would

have nothing more to do with horses, and

would buy an automobile,” said another.

“Hope it'll be like mine" said Susanne.

“Girls, just listen to that. Married twenty

minutes and claiming the doctor's automo

bile as hers! That is what I call ‘Woman‘s

Rights,’ ” laughed Pauline.

“Well, I mean my very own this time.”

said Susanne. “You know I told you I'd

show you my other present from Dr. Eastman

before I left, and there it is now,” pointing

to a beautiful new automobile just pulling

up in front of the door.
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The Tragedy of a Red Sweater

WILLIAM H. PUTNAM OF THE BOSTON TRAVELER

EXT time Dr. Charles A. Tuttle goes

autoing down in the Maine woods,

a bright red sweater won’t be one

of the things that he’ll take along.

Leastwise, he’ll be mighty careful to keep

it out of sight, deep under the canned sal

 

The doctor’s friends hint that he had a

deep laid plan to use the sweater as a bait

for bull moose. If so, it answered a part of

his purpose all right, for he did get a bull out

of it—not one of the moose variety, however,

but an ordinary black, bamyard bull, with

DR. CHARLES A. TUTTLE FREEMAN A- YOUNG AND ROY A. FAY IN THEIR UNIQUE CAMPING OUTFIT

mon, sardines and other articles of the cargo,

when camping for the night.

The automobile in which the three traveled and mm is

:i Model K Rambler, upon which Messrs. Young an Fay

built it strong frame of wood, braced with steel rods, 18 feet

lnng 4 feet, 10 inches wide, and 6 feet high. For about four

feet from the flooring the sids and rt of the rear end were

sheathed, and painted a terre cottu; t en varnished. The roof

was of water proof carria e leather, and extended over the

entire frame, the hood in ront reaching over a foot beyond

the front wheels.

Hung from the frame, about three feet below the roof, was

a 4:6 fool sprin bed. with a hair mattress and full equipment

of blankets. T e seat in front accommodated three, and the

bed reached from either front or rear. ]ust in front of the

no more liking for red sweaters than Muggsy

McGraw has for a post-season licking.

steering gear was a curtain, which rolled up or down, and n

similar curtain at the rear oonverted the body of the vehicle

into n cosey roorn, which was l' hted by n single incandescent

electric light, the power being rnished by storage batteria.

Under the bed was a space 3 feet hi h, 7 feet long and 4

feet, 10 inches wide in which were stor an aluminum camp

outfit, clothi , gasoline and rovisions of various kinds. There

was also an e ectric heater, w ich was used as a radiator, or to

heat soldering irons, or for cooking purposes in case of emer

gency.

The machine was equipped with extra tires and two sets

of electric batteries. There were also two acetylene headlight

and ri kerosene rear-end light, all of which were detached an

used for illuminating the interior of the car.
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There were other things beside the sweater

that warranted young Mr. Bull in doing

what he did.

When an unsophisticated New Hampshire

bull suddenly comes upon an “auto lodging

house” such as Dr. Tuttle had contrived, he

can’t be blamed much if he surmises that

the odd looking apparatus is some kind of a

beast invading his precinct in search of

trouble—especially when there is a red

sweater flapping from the side of it.

New Bedford whaler built on a new plan by

a crazy inventor.

As it trundled along past the farm houses,

the natives barred themselves within and

peeked furtively out at it through the curtain,

meanwhile offering all the prayers they could

remember.

“”Tis some fiend incarnate,” muttered the

rustics, “and 'twill bring a blight down on us,

cover our lands with ten million grasshoppers,

give our cattle thescurvyand poisonour wells.”

-

-

- - - * -

IN AN AUTOMOBILE BED FOR THREE

It was on the outskirts of West Lebanon,

New Hampshire, where it all happened last

October.

With Dr. Tuttle were Freeman N. Young

and Roy A. Fay.

From the rear of the big auto protruded a

couple of wire cot beds, which Messrs. Young

and Fay were to occupy at night, while the

doctor ran the machine.

It all looked somewhat like a hook and

ladder truck loaded for some forest fire, or a

Many a revolutionary musket was pointed

at “the thing,” but nobody dared pop for

fear it would come back and murder the

whole household.

Now, when the poet wrote of “bowling

merrily along in an automobile,” he couldn't

have been thinking of the roads up around

West Lebanon, New Hampshire. It's more

of a case of “bump,” for the street depart

ment doesn’t rake up the sticks and stones

oftener than once a twelvemonth.
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“Doc” knew this well. So after Young

and Fay had donned their pajamas and

crawled into the cots, he took and strapped

'em in with about forty yards of clothesline, so

they wouldn’t “joggle” out.

Along towards morning, when the roosters

were beginning to make the lazy boarders

swear, and the hired men were starting in on

their sixteen hours’ grind, “Doc” steered up

into a nice open field, where there weren't

any “Keep-off-the-Grass” signs, and pre

pared to camp before waking his companions.

So fiercely did the bull charge, that his

sharp horns pierced the canvas sides of the

car and tore from its fastening Mr. Young's

couch.

All snarled up in the splices, he couldn't

extricate himself, and might have fared seri

ously, if “Doc” hadn't hustled for his rifle

and “plunked” the bull for keeps.

They had to pay the farmer a cold fifty

dollars. They didn't dispute the bill, for

he had a seven-tined pitchfork and stood

over six feet in his brogans. He let 'em

keep the “antlers.”

LAND AND WATER VEHICLES USING THE SAME CHANNEL

J. N. WILLYs, OF THE ELMIRA (NEW YORK) ARMS COMPANY, RAMBLER DEALERS, OPERATING THE AUTOMOBILE.

They were to go out hunting, while “Doc”

took a sleep in one of the cots.

It had been raining and the red sweater

“Doc” was wearing was soaked. He took it

off and hung it on one side of the “hotel,”

right over Mr. Young's head.

“Doc” was bent down inspecting the appa

ratus, when something gave it an awful jolt

in the solar plexus, which made its cogs rattle.

A young bull, taking his morning consti

tutional, had seen the red sweater.

Anybody who has been chased across a

ten-acre lot and up into a tree by a mad bull

knows that Dr. Tuttle’s “auto hotel” had

the wrong sign out.

This Auto Saws Wood.

Palmer Jordan of Haddam bought a

second-hand automobile in Providence,

Rhode Island, for a small sum, and has rigged

it up for sawing wood, and it makes unique

and rapid work, says the Hartford Courant.

He saws a cord of wood in from eight

to twenty minutes and then jumps aboard

and runs to the next customer.

The Pope has signified his intention of

using an automobile instead of the light

horse-drawn carriage long familiar in the

Vatican garden.
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The lndian and the Automobile

Savings and Broader Views of Life this Modem Vehicle has brought to a Country Physician

B. M. THOMPSON, M. D.

HE Indians represented in the picture

belong to the Sac portion of the old

Sac and Fox nation, and the tribe of

Blackhawk, one of the most cele

brated Indian chiefs that ever lived. These

Indians, while peacefully inclined, are good

fighters when forced to war. They are

known as the Musquakies, a term given them

by the warlike Sioux, and means coward.

Many of their old men were with the tribe

during the Blackhawk war.

The United States Government has built a

fine school building where they are drilledin

  

INDIANS NE.-\R TAMA, IO\VA

all kinds of manual work, as well as the regu

lar school subjects. But few of this tribe

avail themselves of the privilege of attending

the school as they think that the white man’s

education is not good, and I have no quarrel

to pick with them for that, as the principal

thing that they have learned from the whites

is to be dishonest. These Indians are

not progressive, but wedded to their own

ancient customs, and the educated ones go

back to the wickiup and don the blanket and

breech clout with the rest of them. Their

corn dances and their dog feasts are kept up

with the same fervor as the religious cere

monies of their white brothers, and when they

die a dog is killed to accompany the brave to

the happy hunting ground. In this respect

they are not much behind their white broth

ers, for you have heard the story of the Amer

ican who attended a Chinese funeral and,

observing the duck left on the grave, asked

one of the Chinamen whether the dead

would come out to eat the duck, and was

answered: “Yeppee; allee samee as Meli

can man come outee to smellee flowers.”

The Government pays the Indians an

annuity of $42 per head, and this with the

corn and beans that they raise, and the pelts

they catch in trapping keeps them fairly

comfortable. Two years ago they were at

tacked with the most malignant type of small

pox and the little settlement of less than

three hundred lost fifty eight of their number.

This was a fearful fatality, and could have

been prevented if the proper means had been

used at the breaking out of the epidemic.

I had the first automobile in this county,

and when we first met the Indians coming

with their pony teams, they would all go

through the fence, bucks, squaws and pa

pooses, leaving one squaw (Indian like) to

care for the team, while the rest were safe on

the other side of the fence.

I gave the first chloroform that was ever

given in their village; the case, a partial am

putation of the hand, and when the boy was

under the influence of the anesthetic, and I

began cutting, they thought the boy dead

because he did not move and make an out

cry, and we had an interesting time until I

finished, and brought him out from under

the chloroform.

When we visited them to get a snap shot

to send with this little article, we had a time

getting them into the machine. We backed

the machine up near the wickiup where the

pumpkins were drying, and were going to get a

good picture of it, but an old squa\v came out

with a long knife and a club, and we had to

git. When the bicycles were first used here

they were a great curiosity to them. One

day I was rolling my wheel along the road

home, having punctured my tire and was

without my repair kit, when I met an Indian

who stopped me to say: “Pony heap sick;

belly busted.”

I noticed the other day that one of the

motor journals was trying to persuade coun

try doctors to use automobiles during the

winter. Here is one of them that is using
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his machine every day, and will all winter,

unless the roads get filled with snow. I

have a good warm barn heated with a stove,

and run the machine near the fire when in the

barn, and it is always ready to go. It snowed

here last night but we had the Rambler out

this forenoon, and she went as well as though

the weather was warm.

Ateam istoo slow forme nowand I would

not know how to do my country work now

without the machine. The other day I had

a patient in the country eleven miles from

town and we were gone only an hour and a

half, coming in in twenty-four minutes over

a hilly road. With nearly seven thousand

miles that we have gone over the country

roads, we have never had to be pulled in,

always coming back with our own power and

on our own wheels.

A Trip to Bloemfontein, Cape Colony

DIAMOND FIELDS ADVERTISER

There were many people in town Monday,

November 14, who, when they heard that

three Rambler motor-cars were to attempt

to get across country to Bloemfontein, shook

their heads, and said that although the big

16 horse power car might get there, the

smaller 7 horse power cars would never be

able to accomplish the journey. The driv

ers of the cars, however, thought differently,

and nothing daunted set out on their long

journey.

First to leave town, at a few minutes to 5

o’clock in the morning, was a 7 horse power

car driven by ]. E. Wonfor, and having as

passengers Messrs. Hertog and Koenig.

This car also carried the personal belongings

of its occupants, and food and refreshments

for the road. It was, in addition, fitted with

a heavy canopy top; nothing was altered to

make it lighter than usual. Nothing of

note occurred until Pandamfontein was

reached, where a short stoppage was made

to pick up water. The village was reached

at about 11:30. In the meantime the big

Rambler, with Mr. Bonas’s party aboard,

and the other 7 horse power car, had com

menced their journey, and reached Petrus

burg at about 3 o’clock.

After a short delay, the large Rambler re

sumed its journey, with the assurance of the

good people of Petrusburg that the road

ahead was good, and that the distance was

not more than about thirty miles. This news

cheered the travelers, but they were not long

in discovering that what they had already

gone through was as nothing to what had to

follow. Sand, sand, nothing but heavy sand

for mile upon mile, and ho\v the little car

ever got through was a marvel. Still it

struggled on, and eventually a good,hard

road was struck, which continued for many

miles. The trouble was not over yet, how

ever, for still another heavy belt was met with,

which the car negotiated as successfully as

before. Time was now getting on, and as

Bloemfontein, according to the information

picked up on the road, was getting further

away as the travellers advanced, it was

necessary to go ahead. The car therefore

sped on until its weary occupants were at last

rewarded by sighting the kopjes by which

Bloemfontein is surrounded, and after a long

journey of twelve hours’ duration, the car

pulled up in front of the Queen’s Hotel,

nothing the worse for its long journey, the

only mishap being a punctured tire. The

big car, which left Petrusburg at 3 o’clock,

arrived in Bloemfontein at about 7:30, after

experiencing like troubles to those undergone

by the smaller one. This car was, however,

delayed through darkness setting in, and the

same fate befell the other small car, which

arrived at its destination several hours later.

Wednesday was quietly spent in looking

around the town, and in making preparations

for the return journey. The big car was,

however, at work all day, and had the honour

of taking His Excellency, the Lieutenant

Governor of the Orange River Colony to an

athletic sport meeting, and back again.

The return journey was commenced by

the big car at 5:30, and this time the right

road, by Abraham’s Kraal and Paardeberg,

was taken, with the result that home was

reached at 2 o’clock in the afternoon. Stop

pages of about one hour and a half were made

for refreshments, which leaves the actual

running time occupied on the journey at

seven hours, which is a very good perform

ance for such a small car. Nothing occurred

on the return journey to mar the pleasure of

the occupants, the engine requiring absolutely

no attention at all from the time it left Kim

berley.

The big car, running on schedule time,

reached Kimberley at 7 p. m., and the other

small car shortly afterwards.

It may be added that the Rambler is the

first motor-car to complete the entire jour

ney to Bloemfontein and back.
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The Making of a lVlotor Car

As Seen by a Trip Through a Great American Factory

MOTOR

ROM Chicago, the Chicago and

F Northwestern Railway takes the

traveler through an exceedingly pop

lous and thriving section of the West.

The road passes through many beautiful

suburban towns, all possessing that air of

enterprise and solidity that bespeaks the

__ push and ener

‘W, gy which have

'|' "3 made of the

' ' l\Iiddle VVest

ern States a

  

land of pro

g r e s s a n d

plenty.

On the way,

the traveler is

whirled rapidly

by Zion City,

the miniature

kingdom of the

self - appointed

apostle, Dowie.

In plain view

from the car

window are the

immense lace

mill, the hotel

over which

Dowie exercis

es strict censor

ship in regard

to drinking and

smoking, and,

in the distance,

the tabernacle wherein Dowie preaches the

faith to his devout and ever-willing subjects.

In a short time the train slows up at Keno

sha. Here, among the usual hackmen that

STEAM HAMMER FOR MAKING

DROP FORGINGS

  

ever congregate about railway stations, al

ways is to be found a Rambler that is sent

down from the factory to take callers or vis

itors back to it. Any one familiar with this

custom need merely climb into a seat, and

before he has ridden far along the main street,

a large water tower, bearing the legend,

“Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Co., Rambler Auto

mobiles,” catches the eye. A swing around

the next corner brings into view an immense,

low-lying structure, and we are at the doors

of the Executive Ofiice Building. Here are

met the first evidences of the wonderful sys

tem that pervades the entire establishment.

The first floor is devoted to the ofiices

of Mr. Jeffery, and to the accounting de

partment. The second floor is occupied by

the sales department.

Somewhat over a quarter of a century ago

there was formed in the city of Chicago the

Gormully 8: jetfery Manufacturing Company,

incorporated to make and sell bicycles. Com

mencing with the “ordinary”—the old high

wheel—of which thousands were made and dis

tributed all over the world, they followed the

trend of the times and evolved the Rambler

safety bicycle. For nearly a quarter of a

century the Rambler was sold and rid

den wherever bicycles were used, and it

may be fairly claimed to have been the best

and most popular wheel of its time.

In the late nineties, when consolidations

were being effected in nearly every industry,

the Gormully 81 Jeffery Company was taken

over by the American Bicycle Company,

leaving its founders free to engage in other

business. R. Philip Gormully, however,

died in 1900, and his partner, Thomas

B. Jeffery, decided to settle down for a long

THE ORIGINAL FACTORY BUILDING, AND THE OFFICES
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period of well-earned rest. Before his

plans were matured, the unrest that comes

to every active worker in periods of inactivity

came to Mr. Jeffery, and instead of extensive

traveling, the spirit of work again seized him.

At this time the motor car was just being

introduced into the United States, though for

ten years Mr. Jeffery had been experimenting

with the new conveyance, and had built more

than one satisfactory car. Inoculated with

THE MAIN AISLE OF THE MACHINE SHOP

the automobile fever, Mr. Jeffery purchased

the factory of the Sterling Bicycle Company,

at Kenosha, complete with its splendid outfit

of modern machinery. This was in 1900.

Mr. Jeffery and his sons, Charles T.

and Harold W., immediately commenced

designing a Rambler automobile. The first

Rambler had two vertical cylinders under

the bonnet, a bevel-gear transmission,

"Vy"

$'.£:

and a direct drive—all of which are features

since adopted by most manufacturers.

Use over the rough Wisconsin roads soon

demonstrated that this was not the type of

car to give the best service under severe tour

ing conditions, and, after much consultation,

the orginal design was dropped and work was

commenced on the Rambler as it is now

known to the public, fitted with horizontal

engine and planetary transmitting mechan

ism. Its popularity was so immediate that

the first year's output, consisting of several

hundred cars, was sold during the first three

days of the first show at which the Rambler

was exhibited.

From that time on, the demand for Ram

blers has increased steadily, and the factory

has been added to year by year, until

it is now the largest individual plant for

**

THE TESTING INCLINE, AND THE FACTORY FROM THE REAR

------- ----------
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manufacturing motor cars in this country.

The original building of the Sterling factory

is 600 feet by 100 feet, and, though in its day

it was considered large, it now forms merely

a portion of the machine shop of the great

works of Thomas B. ]effery & Company.

Building after building has been erected until

now nearly ten acres are roofed over, and

entirely devoted to the construction of Ram

bler motor cars. The original ground of

the plant covered seven and one-half acres,

but it is now thirty-three and one-half acres,

includes a banked half-mile cinder

There also is provided a

and

testing track.

A new business, it necessarily followed

that much experimenting was necessary be

fore the proper material for the various parts

of a motor car could be determined upon.

The wisdom and value of these experiments

is best evidenced by the immunity from

trouble of Rambler operators. Every piece

of raw material is tested as to its fitness for

its specific use. Every pouring of metal for

cylinders, crank cases, etc., is analyzed, and.

unless up to the standard, condemned.

Every manufactured part is inspected, not

only by the department inspector, but also

by the general inspector, and it is almost im

 

MACHINES THAT AUTOMATIC.l\LI.\' MAKE THE BOLTS, NUTS AND SMALL PARTS

trussed wooden incline, with grades of twenty,

thirty, and forty per cent. on one side, and

of thirty per cent. on the other. Over these

every Rambler must climb before it is shipped.

The factory proper has employed in the busy

season during the past year over one thousand

men, but that number already is exceeded,

and the mark is expected to be nearly two

thousand in 1905.

Realizing that the demand of the American

public is for a well-built car at a moderate

price, Mr. Jeffery has adhered to the policy

he found so successful in the bicycle days,

and has improved construction while lower

ing its cost, by a most perfect system of

quantity production.

possible for any of the component parts of a

Rambler to possess any visible blemish or

secret defect.

Always sold at less than other cars of pre

stunably equal power, reliability, and appear

ance, the Rambler has been an enigma to its

competitors and perhaps to the general pub

lic, an enigma that can be satisfactorily

solved only by a visit to the factory. There

the many machines, almost human-like in

their action produce parts by the thousand

that are ordinarily bought by the hundred,

and produce them not only cheaper, but

better than they can be bought, because

of the selection of the raw material with

regard to its ultimate use.
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Except for the wooden parts of the car,

and the tires and the spark coil, practically

every part of the Rambler is made in the

Kenosha factory.

The arrangement of the factory is

ideal. The raw material enters at the east

end on a large unloading platform on a

switch track of the Chicago & Northwestern

Railway. That of much bulk remains in

the rough stock room; that of small bulk is

distributed to the various departments to

which it belongs. Each of these departments

has its own stock room and clerk, and is in

sents itself of saws which cut up immense

bars of steel, seemingly as easily as though

it was the softest wood. A circular saw

gnaws through a 4§-inch bar of tough steel

without even a workman as an attendant.

These sawed-off pieces constitute the blanks

from which finally evolve perfect gears and

small parts.

While it is not at first apparent, this im

mense floor space is subdivided into various

departments, each one a shop in itself. The

Jeffery system means that some one part of

the Rambler automobile is manufactured

 

THE AXLE DEPARTMENT

turn regulated and checked by the main

stock room and clerk.

From the second story of the Executive

Building, the visitor has a splendid view of

the main machine shop, a building 100 feet

by 600 feet. Its interior forms a most im

pressive sight—a forest of belting, long lines

of rapidly revolving shafting, the whirr and

hum of busy machinery and an army of men

bending to their work without confusion,

with no lost motion, and with no aimless

shifting around. Everything moves as easily

and as frictionless and with as much pre

cision as do the oil-covered tools that are

slowly forming the shapeless steel into beau

tifully finished motor car parts. As one

walks down the aisle, the curious sight pre

complete in each of these sub-divisions

Every piece, down to the smallest detail, is

made, sent to its special stock room and then

assembled into the completed part. The

axle department furnishes a fine example of

this system. Here may be seen the machin

ing of a heavy yoke, the fashioning of the

split axle, the cutting of the steel gears for

the differentials, and the thousand and one

minor operations involved in this construc

tion. No individual parts leave this depart

ment, the finished axles being fumished to

the assembling shop, ready to hang to the

springs.

When the axle department, with its mul

titude of lathes, gear cutters, shapers, etc., is

left behind, the visitor comes to the sheet
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metal department, where are made such parts

as the gasoline and water tanks, hoods, and

radiators. Here are seen cleverly constructed

shears that cut up sheet-brass and steel as

though they were so much paper. The radi

ators for Rambler Surrey, Types land 2each

contain 824 tubes, and an interesting device

is the machine which converts a short piece

of sheet metal into the required tube. This

is done much more rapidly

than it takes to tell about it,

but speed is essential, since

the necessary daily output

of thirty machines is over

24,000 tubes a day. The

assembling of a radiator

is a skill-demanding pro

ceeding. The face or out

side plates of the radiators

contain 824 holes each, and

when it is considered that

each tube must be inserted

and set separately, and

that the whole structure

when finished must be

water tight, some idea of L.

the patience and deft hand

ling required can be gained.

In the frame depart

ment a long strip of chan

nel section steel is put in

to a press, a touch on a

small lever sets in motion

the immense gears, and PRESSES FOR

the strip of steel is slowly MAKING HEAVY -

pressed into shape. But STWPED PARTS

this is only the initial process. A jig contain

ing all the necessary rivet holes is now securely

clamped to the frame. This insures ab

  

A SIXTEEN TON BOLT-HEADING MACHINE, FOR FORMING DIFFERENTIAL

GEAR BLANK ON REAR AXLE

solute accuracy.

the pressed-steel cross pieces and the neces

sary reinforcements are applied, and by

The holes are drilled,

  

means of redhot rivets the frame is put to

gether, forming an exceedingly substantial

and strong structure. Particular pains al

ways has been taken with

the Jeffery frame, for the

frame forms the foundation

or ground work for both

mechanism and body. A

mere superficial glance at

the design shows at once

the rigidity that always has

been a marked feature in

the Rambler construction.

Next comes the brass

department. Every piece

of brass on a Rambler car

is made right here in the

factory, and the process

can be followed from where

the molten metal leave-5

the spluttering crucible to

where it falls from some
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skillfully-devised machine, the finished pro

duct—bright, clean, and accurate. Close by

are the nickel-plating and polishing depart

ments. Many rows of immense vats, con

taining the nickel solution, are kept busy in

the plating department, and nearby can be

seen the polishing room, with rapidly revol

ving buffs and feathery, dust-distributing

buffing wheels, which convert the dull sur

faces that come from the baths into ones

possessing mirror-like lustre.

 

 

  

\

THE TRANSMISSION DEPARTMENT

Typifying the Jefiery system of making all

their own parts, we next see electricians mak

ing the spark plugs that are so essential to

exploding the gasoline mixture in the engine

cylinders. These are made with the same

care and patience that applies to the larger

parts, not the least detail being slighted.

The stamping department now attracts.

Here sheets of metal are stamped into pieces

of a required size, and then fashioned into

various forms, like so much tissue paper or

tinfoil. As in every other department, the

method of inspection employed is most im

pressive, even to a casual observer. Every

  

.-Q1 at

thing is tested accurately by gauge, and the

slightest variation means the scrap heap.

Some wonderful presswork is done here,

and done in a manner that makes one marvel

at the ingenuity of the modern machine

builder. For instance, here is a machine

that takes a rod of Norway iron, cuts it to

length and threads both ends. This is then

heated and bent to shape without disturbing

the threads that were cut while the piece

was cold. This part is simply a spring clip.

The iron foundry is next

visited, w h e r e are cast

cylinders and such iron

parts as are made in the

rn_old. In this the Jeffery

Company is unique, for

only one other motor-car

plant in the country runs

its own foundry. In the

blacksmith shop are hand

forged many pieces of the

Rambler——the deftness and

skill of the blacksmiths here

are found to conform to the

same high standards that

prevail throughout the

plant.

In another department

we find row after row of

automatic machines, each

constructed and fitted to

produce but one part, fur

nishing a key to the price

solution. Small parts are

standardized, and bolts and

nuts are used of uniform

size wherever possible, a

system reducing the num

ber of parts in a motor car

very materially and enab

ling them to be made much

more economically than

when of different sizes.

On our tour through the mechanical de

partmentwe

halt a mo

ment to look

at the engine

room with

its beautiful

appoint

ments. Here '

is seen the

i m m e n s e'

steam en

gme _wh1ch om: or THE DYNAMOS rimr aux rnr.

fUI'I1lSl1 6 S LIGHT AND VARIOUS Sl\I.~\I.L MOTORS

  

l!   

F
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I.

the power to drive the machinery of this

particular building. Here also is seen an

immense blower by which the exhaust

steam, after it leaves the engine, is utilized

by forcing it through a series of radiators

and heating devices used in winter to heat

the factory. A rapidly revolving dynamo

rect to within one thousandth of an inch

in every instance. All wearing surfaces,

such as crank bearings, piston rings, crank

shaft bearings, and, in fact, every surface

that runs on another, is accurately ground

and fitted. The long life and easy run

Rambler is largely to bening of the

 

PRESS]-IS FOR MAKING THE SMALLER STAMPED SHEET METAL PARTS

in the same room furnishes the many lights

that are available all through the plant even

in the daytime.

From the engine room we pass into a most

interesting department—where the motors

are made. This department is possibly the

best example of the extreme care which is

exercised all through the plant. The cylin

ders and heads as they come from the foun

dry are tested for sand or blow-holes. They

are then machined in tremendously large

lathes, and afterward examined again for

possible defects. The use of jigs to facili

tate accurate and close workmanship is a

rule throughout the various machining pro

cesses, so that each part is absolutely inter

changeable and the measurements are cor

attributed to this exceeding care with small

details. The grinding machines are all

specially built for their work, and they oper

ate with an intelligence that is almost human.

Each piston and connecting rod is weighed

and must come within a fraction of a given

standard before being used. This compels

a balance in the working of the motor that

cannot be secured in any other way, and is

one of the little details that the Rambler

engines so free from vibration. The

boring machines in this department, which

bore the cylinders, also are specially con

structed. The casting is held securely, and

the entire work is done atone operation.

The cylinders are finally reamed out to a.

very accurate gauge, the reaming process
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taking out all tool marks and providing for

the perfectly smooth glass-like finish, which

is absolutely necessary for a good compres

sion.

After the motor is assembled it is put on

a limbering stand. This means that the fly

wheel of the motor is belted to a pulley and

the car is completely assembled, it is given

a road test under all sorts of conditions, and

must secure the head tester’s O. K. before it

is finally sent to its destination, ultimately

to give satisfaction to a pleased user.

From the testing department the disposi

_ tion of the cars rests with the sales depart

  

THE ROOM \\'HERE THE STAMPED SHEET METAL PARTS ARI-I FORMED

run fourteen hours with a mixture of oil and

rouge in the cylinders. This gradually

polishes the piston rings and the inside of

the cylinders to a most accurate fit, giving a

nicety of surface that adds much to the

horsepower eventually derived. The motors

are then run under their own power for a

while in the testing room, and here the eyes

and ears of experts quickly detect the slight

est variation from the adopted Rambler

standard. This is a noisy and bad smelling

place. After the motors are tested, they are

mounted in the car, on a stand facing im

mense tubes that blow cold air on the radi

ators. The quantity of the air is automat

ically adjusted by the speed at which the car

is supposed to run—the higher the speed,

the greater the draft of air—and in this way

it is possible to duplicate exactly the condi

tions of running on the road. This test is

continued for three hours at least and by that

time it is easily possible to detect any slight

flaw that may have arisen. This does not

by any means finish the testing, for, when the

ment. This department is perhaps most

remarkable for its small size, concen

  

GASOLINE TANKS READY FOR THE

ASSEMBLING ROOM

tration being its governing principle.

Every operation, so to speak, in selling Ram

blers is performed systematically, as by an
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A PART OF THE ENGINE TESTING ROOM

automatic machine. Long experience has

provided the most economical way of keep

ing the necessary records with a minimum

expenditure of time, trouble, and money,

and the automatic machinery used in the

factory is not more ingenious in its mechan

 

 

  

IN THE PAINT SHOP. mar or A DAY'S ourrur

ism than is the sales department in its meth

ods. The course of every car from the time

it leaves the factory is traced. Every alter

ation made upon it is recorded; every part

supplied is charged against it, and it is pos

sible to tell exactly and immediately what

the cost of maintaining

every Rambler has been.

A record is kept of every

dealer in every city, of

what he sells, and of ap

proximately the number

sold. Familiarity with

the climatic and financial

condition of the various

sections of the country en

able intelligent estimates

to be formed of their ap

proximate value as motor

car markets. Correct re

cords are kept of all Ram

blers shipped to the vari

ous cities, counties and

states, and approximate

records are kept of the

business in competing cars.

Systematized so that this

information is instantly

available, it can be easily

"."'.-‘Tl
\ I

. __ --<4-“_
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seen that the expense of selling Ramblers

must be far less than the selling expense

of its competitors.

The systems employed by the general sales

department are conveyed to the managers of

  

THE \\'Hl-IEL ROOM, WHERE THE TIRES ARE FITTED

OX THE WHEELS READY FOR THE ASSEMBLERS

the various branches, so that all parts of the

sales organization work in complete har

mony.

Thomas B. ]effery 8: Company is a co

partnership, not a stock company; is with

out a Board of Directors and many-titled

officers; is absolutely independent of any

combination or trust, and, being without all

these things, further argument is perhaps

unnecessary to demonstrate the reason for

and the possibility of the low price of its

product.

 

Ramblers are sold all over the globe.

One of the new models, fitted with

canopy top and all of the other modern

conveniences, has just been shipped to the

King of Siam. Approximately one hundred

machines of the same manufacture were

sold in the Orient during the past season,

due in part to the excellent work done by

the representatives who toured through

E’;ii _ is-iii

l-_.=;; ‘ , _~ i

. ‘ I I  
  

PART OF THE ASSEMBLING ROOM

these countries in one of the little Model

“ E ” Ramblers during 1903. Shipments of

Ramblers were made during the past week

to New Zealand, South Africa and Siam.
  

FACTORY ADDITIONS or 1903-4

Automobile for Gold Seekers.

AMERICAN EXPORTER

Prof. Gilbert E. Bailey of San Fran

cisco has built an automobile which he will

use in prospecting for gold in the famous

Death Valley in Southern California—a re

gion which has been the graveyard of hun

dreds of explorers who have fallen victims

to the awful heat and desolation. It is

absolutely devoid of water and vegetation,

and its reaches of blistering sand are strewn

with the bleaching bones of its victims

men, horses and cattle. Every one knows

this region is rich in minerals, but parties

that have ventured into it even in winter

are forced to carry a large outfit to guard

-Q?-__j -_.-.

against death by thirst. For three prospec

tors eight horses are necessary, six being

devoted to hauling foodstufl. This makes

travel slow. Professor Bailey's automobile

is a runabout, to which he has made a num

ber of attachments for carrying implements

and supplies. He will test its capacity by

some preliminary trials, after which he will

enter the desert.

Automobile trains are to be run on the

wagon roads in Togoland and German

East Africa as feeders to the railway lines.

The colonial administration is now improv

ing the roads and building bridges with this

object in view.
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A Tour from Boston to Maine

With the Engineer who Opened the Route of the Annual Mount Washington Endurance Run

S. H. BAKER

T 2:45 the afternoon of September 28,

A I left Boston in a Model K Rambler,

and passed through Lynn, Salem,

Beverly and Wenham, arriving in

Newburyport at 5, where two friends who

had accompanied me, took the train back

to Boston. Stopped twenty minutes on the

road taking pictures. Left Newburyport,

Massachusetts, at 5:30, making Portsmouth,

MOUNT WASHINGTON HOUSE

New Hampshire, in about forty-five min

utes. Had dinner, and left Portsmouth at

8:30 for Portland, Maine. At the Kittery

Bridge I passed through a toll gate, paying

fifteen cents. Although it was a bright

moonlight night, and clear, it was a lonesome

ride alone. There was a strong cold head

wind all the way, and it was all I could do

to keep awake. Arrived in Portland at

12:05 passing through York, Welles, Kenne

bunk and Biddeford. The roads are very

fair for the country, but quite narrow.

Stopped at the Congress Square.

The next morning I went to the Maine

Motor Carriage Company's place and met

E. C. Jordan and his nephew Harry Jordan.

Had a large box made and put on the side

of the machine for carrying purposes, and it

certainly was a good idea. As we were to

leave for Poland Springs at 3:15 that after

noon, we had our pictures taken. The dist

ance to Poland Springs is twenty-seven miles,

which we made in one and one-half hours

running time, arriving at Poland Springs

House in time for supper. That hotel is

located on one of the most beautiful spots

imaginable. One can see the White Moun

tains eighty odd miles away.

We were up at 7:00 the next morning,

and after breakfast oiled up old “White

Mountain,” as we dubbed the machine.

About 9:15 our party and a native of Poland

(not a Pole) started for the day's run. The

first hill we struck was a frightful one, and

it required all the brakes to hold us in going

down it. We ran, before lunch, as far as

Webbs Mills, Maine, stopping at every cross

road to get mileage, elevations, etc.

At Webbs Mills we ate the lunch we

brought with us, and after taking pictures of

all the boys and girls in the neighborhood,

resumed our journey. We may have hills in

Massachusetts, but they are insignificant

beside those in Maine. My companions

often asked if I wanted them to get out and

walk, but old “White Mountain” never re

fused to carry her load, which, by the way,

was a good one.

On the top of a very high hill in the town

of Mountain (which rightly deserves its

A STOP FOR DINNER

name) I met quite a character by the name

of Robinson, who is the proud owner of an

old flint lock rifle which was brought to this
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country by La Fayette. I took his picture,

which pleased him greatly. We then con

tinued on through Raymond and the edge

of Shakersville and back to the Poland Spring

House. Did not have two minutes trouble

all day, and got back at 3:30 covering about

forty-three miles. All the time the car ran

“great.” '

On the morning of September 30, our

third day out, we left Poland Spring House

at 900 and passed through Webbs Mills,

AT WEBBS MILLS.

Naples and South Bridgeton, where we

stopped for lunch, and where Mr. Iordan also

got a good deal of information. Made a

run down to Bridgeton Station where

there is the only two foot railroad in this

country. It drizzled all day and the roads

were beginning to get muddy and slippery.

We came down the longest hill of the

whole trip, which must have been a mile

long, and at its foot, just below a sharp

curve, are railroad tracks, which makes

 

“wAs IST pas? ”
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the‘ descent very dangerous for both teams

and automobiles.

We next came to Denmark, and then to

Freyburg. Between Denmark and Frey

burg is the largest boulder on record, so I

understand. Its weight is 3,876 tons. From

Freyburg we went to Intervale, and were

making fine time when it began to rain very

hard, so we put up at the Intervale House

for the night, and were royally entertained

on the other side of the mountain, arriving

at Crawford. After stopping for twenty

minutes we pushed on to the Mount Wash

ington House, which was about a four mile

run. This is a most beautiful resort hotel

and cost over a million and a half dollars.

The best in the house seemed none too good

for us, for Mr. Anderson gave us a suite look

ing toward Mount Washington.

The next day was rainy so we did not go

 

LOOKING AT LAFAYETTEYS FLINTLOCK

by the proprietor, who would not accept a

cent when he found out what our mission

was.

The next morning was bright and clear,

so that at about 11:00 we started making

Jackson Station, our first town; then Upper

Bartlett and Bemis Station, and on the way

passed through Crawford Notch to view the

great land slide. The roads here are very

hilly and rough, one in particular, and old

“White Mountain” wanted to quit as the

slow speed began to slip about fifteen feet

from the top, and the gentlemen with me

wanted to push, but I said “no,” and in five

minutes I had the slow speed tightened, and

with all on board we commenced the descent

out, although Mr. Jordan joined Gov.

Batchelor’s party which was out on the same

sort of a trip as we.

Inasmuch as we had, by this time, nearly

finished our trip and were way ahead of our

schedule, we did not start again until about

noon, and took our lunch with us. From the

Mount Washington House we passed the

Mount Pleasant and Fabyan Twin Mountain

House, and the towns of jefferson High

lands, Gorham, Shelbourne, Gilead, West

Bethel and Bethel. We stopped, for the

night, at the Howard House, Bethel. The

day’s run had been through a most beauti

ful country. If the people of New England

only knew about the country and scenery there
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would be more touring. Although this way

back to Poland Springs is much longer by

about fifteen miles than the one we first took,

one can make better time as the roads are

in better condition, and the grades also.

The next morning, October 5, we started

out about 9:30, and went up on Paradise

Hill in order to get the lay of the mountains

and valleys. About 10:30 we started to

wards Poland Springs, passing through

Locke Mills, Greenwood City, Nobles Cor

 

BETHEL

ner, Norway, Welchville, South Poland and

Poland Springs. The day’s trip covered

forty miles. This makes a total distance

from Mount Washington House to Poland

Spring House of 95% miles.

As our trip was finished and we were ahead

of our schedule, Mr. Ricker and Mr. Jordan

thought it would be a good idea to go to

Lewiston because the papers there had given

the trip due notice.

About 11:00 the’ next morning it started to

rain, so we started for Portland by way of

Danbury ]unction which, by the way, is the

nearest railway station to the Poland Spring

House. We stopped at the ]unction for

lunch and also to wait and see if the rain

would not let up a little. But instead, it

started raining all the harder so that, as we

were all anxious to reach Portland that night,

we decided to push on.

After going up a short hill we soon found

that these roads were made of clay, and with

the rain, were not in the best of condition, so

we stopped at the first grocery store and got

two clothes lines and wound them around

both rear wheels. It was well that we did

so as the roads were very slippery, and it was

necessary to get three

more clothes lines in order

to keep the machine from

sliding into the gutter.

The nearer we got to Port

land the harder it rained

and the roads were getting

very bad and the ruts be

gan to get filled with water,

which in some places was

eight to ten inches deep.

Even with an apron on, the

\vater would get up on the

spark plugs and into the

carburetter. But old

“White Mountain” finally

pulled us into " Portland,

a wet and tired lot of

people. We did not start

for Boston until the sec

ond morning after this, as

the roads Zlwere in a very

bad condition on account

of the two days of rain.

On leaving Portland at

8:15 we made for Ports

mouth at 11:15, a distance

of fifty-four miles, which

is very good running time,

as there was a good deal

of slowing down on ac

count of puddles.

Pleasure Before Business

At a recent meeting of a prominent cor

poration in which Winthrop E. Scarritt,

James B. Dill, George Boldt and other dis

tinguished men are directors,some one start

ed talking of his motor car, and the discus

sion grew so warm that no further business

was transacted.

General Booth, who recently concluded

an automobile tour of England from Land’s

End to Aberdeen, in a farewell address to

his comrades and friends, concludes with

“Yours, at motor speed for the Kingdom.”
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Automobile Shows this Season.

December 9 to 25 — Salon d’ Automobile,

Paris.

Ianuary 11 to 24—Importers’ Automobile

Salon, Herald Square, New York.

January 14 to 21—N. A. A. M. show,

Madison Square Garden, New York.

January 23 to 28—Show, Philadelphia.

January 27 to February 4—Automobile

show, Crystal Palace, London, England.

February 4 to ll—N. A. A. M. show,

Coliseum, Chicago.

February 13 to 18—Show, Detroit.

February 4 to 19—International Motor

show, Berlin, Germany.

February 5 to 19—Automobile week,

Nice, France.

February 15—Turin Salon, Italy.

February 21 to March 9-Sportsman’s

show, Madison Square Garden, New York.

February 27 to March 11—Show, Cleve

land.

February 27 to March 4—Show, Toronto,

Canada.

March 4 to 18—Show, Boston.

March 6 to 11——Shovv, Buffalo.

March 18 to 25—.\Iotor Show, Agricul

tural Hall, London, England.

March 27 to April 5—Show, Washington.

 

The Work Springs Perform.

MOTOR VVORLD

Motorists sometimes wonder why auto

mobile springs break or give trouble in other

ways. If one will but watch a car with front

seat and tonneau well filled bowling along

at a twenty-five mile an hour or so gait,

however, the wonder will be lessened. The

rapidity with which these springs have to

yield to the pressure put upon them and

spring up and down is something marvellous

One sometimes wonders which is the worse

—the shock or the recoil; each is great and a.

most severe test of the quality of the springs

By comparison, the springs on a horse-drawn

carriage have little work to do. The pace is

so much slower and the load carrier so much

lighter.

 

How to Strike a Light V/ithout Matches

MOTOR \\'ORl.l)

In the absence of that important little arti

cle, amatch, when out on a lonely road, the

resourceful motorist does not despair. He

knows that he can, at a pinch, obtain a light

by disconnecting one of the high tension

wires on his sparking plug and by placing a.

piece of waste saturated with oil on the plug.

On completing the circuit the spark will jump

from the wire (which is held near the plug

terminal) and fire the waste.

Salad Qil for Lubrication

MOTOR \\'OR LD

Proper lubricating oil is a prerequisite if

the best results are to be obtained. At the

same time there are a number of expedients

that can be made use of at a pinch. To get

one home when stranded through a shortage

of oil almost anything that goes by the name

of lubricating fluid will do; even salad oil

has been known to answer when nothing

else was available. And, expensive as it

was, it proved infinitely better than some of

the heavy oils obtainable at chance roadside

stores. The latter not only give poor results,

but they leave the crank chamber or bearing

in bad shape. The proper way is to open

the drip cock or otherwise run the residue 011'

and then thoroughly clean the parts by sluic

ing them with kerosene, so as to have them

clean and sweet before putting in a supply of

fresh lubricating oil.

 

lncreasecl Efficiency Through an

Economy of Fuel

MOTOR \\'ORLD

When a motorist has become somewhat

expert in the running of his car it will be

found advantageous to gradually cut down

the gasoline feed until the point at which

the motor runs well, but will not stand a

further reduction, is found. The smaller the

proportion of gasoline the more economically

the motor will run and the cleaner it will

keep. This can, of course, be carried to ex
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tremes and the efliciency of the engine inter

fered with; but the proper feed can be deter

mined without great difficulty. The same

process should be applied also to the cylinder

lubrication. When the gasoline and lubri

cating oil are feeding into the cylinder in the

smallest quantities that will produce good

results, the motor should run for a long time

without fouling the sparking plug and on the

minimum amount of fuel.

 

Hints on the Care and Repair of Tires

MOTOR woru.n

The greatest injury that can be done to

tires on a car stored for the winter is to

allow the weight of the car to rest on the

tires. The car should be blocked up, so

that no weight is borne by the tires, and the

tires should then be deflated partially.

This will relieve the tires of all strain, so

that in the spring they should be no worse

for their winter’s storage.

It will sometimes happen that a tire will

become partially or even entirely deflated

without apparent cause—that is, without any

nail or other puncturing instrument being

visible. If you have had experience with

occurrences of the kind, you will immediately

suspect a loosened patch and proceed to veri

fy your suspicions. Partly inflate the tire,

and your ear will tell you whereabouts the

leak is. Only remove as much of the cover

as will enable you to conveniently attack the

job. You will very likely find that, although

the air has burrowed a small channel be

tween the patch and the tube in one place,

other portions of the patch are holding on

tenaciously. Why they do not stick all over

alike is what no one ever could understand.

A drop of gasoline applied with care does

wonders in persuading the patch to peel off,

and afterward in cleaning the surface of

the tube; but do not apply the solution until

you have well roughened the place with sand

paper. Put the old patch away for future

use, and apply a fresh patch, two coats of

solution, spread on thinly, ‘and well rubbed

in, especially the first (you cannot rub the

second coat hard, or the lot peels ofl);

squeeze the patch and tube together as hard

as possible with finger and thumb, beginning

in the center of the patch and working out

to the edges. You may hold a block of wood

under the tube and beat the patch with a

hammer, if preferred, but go gently. One

motorist belabors his patches unmercifully,

and says they never come ofl. Judicious

beating does no harm, and screwing up in the

vise between two pieces of wood, and leaving

all night, also works wonders.

Pneumatic tires should be kept in a tem

perature of about 60 degrees, in a dark place,

and, if possible, out of a draught, and should

never be exposed to the rays of the sun be

fore they are used (the sun has not so much

efiect upon tires after use); if they are, they

will lose their elasticity and become brittle

and small cracks will appear, which will

gradually grow larger. Immediately after

use pneumatic tires should be cleaned from

wet and mud, and cuts in the covers should

be closed so as to prevent water getting in

and rotting the canvas, which is the cause of

many bursts.

In the case of a burst—which happens even

with the best tires—it is better to remove the

entire cover, if you can spare the time. Clean

out the inside with a piece of rag damped

with gasoline, and, when dry, fix in a piece

of thick canvas which is large enough to go

right across the lap over the beaded edge on

each side. While this is drying, attend to

the tube as previously directed, and after

replacing the cover and tube, inflate the

tube to a slight degree and apply the tire

gaiter.

The pump for inflating the tires should al

ways have a pressure gauge upon it, and the

tires should be pumped sufliciently hard if

they are to last any reasonable length of

time. On light cars about fifty pounds to the

square inch; on medium weight cars about

seventy-five pounds to the square inch, and

on heavy cars about one hundred pounds to

the square inch, and racing motor car tires

are frequently pumped to about one hundred

and twenty pounds to the square inch.

It is quite possible to remove a tire without

the aid of a jack by rolling the wheel back

ward and forward. The procedure is as fol

lows: Remove as much of the bead as you

can from the side of the wheel nearest to you,

and then take out as much tube as the cir

cumstances will permit; then roll the car for

ward bodily, and the rest of the cover can be

detached and the tube entirely taken out.

After taking out the security bolts, with the

tire lever you can get the inside bead over

the outside lip of the rim as far as the ground

and by rolling the car backward a few feet

the cover will be free.
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How to Change Gears

MOTOR WORLD

To the novice, gear changing is a ticklish

operation. He can accustom himself to it in

private if he will block up the rear axle well

and stably so that the tires are at least two

inches from the ground level, and wedge the

front wheels at front and back with sub

stantial wedges or planks.

Start up the engine and sit at the steering

wheel seat; depress the clutch pedal slightly

and gently work the speed lever to try and

bring it into the first speed notch. Probably

a grating noise will be heard, and you may

fail to get the wheels properly in mesh. Let

back the lever to its original position and try

again. If the lever goes into the notch, then

at once let up the clutch pedal gently, and

you will notice the rear wheels will at once

begin to revolve. Depress the clutch and

they will stop; let it in again and they start.

Practice this, and afterward try to get in

the next speed higher, first by depressing the

clutch and at the same instant bring the

speed lever into the next higher notch and

immediately let the clutch in gently without

loss of time. The rear wheels will now re

volve faster, and you can then try higher

speeds; then practice reducing the gear by

doing everything in the same order. While

on each of the gears the engine can be run

fast or slow with the throttle and spark levers,

as before mentioned.

The reverse can then be tried exactly in the

same manner, most cars having the reverse

and forward speeds actuated by means of one

lever. In the exceptions to this rule there is

no difliculty in following out the operations

to be gone through if the levers are carefully

examined and their effect noted when they

are operated.

The Evil of Emery Paper

MOTOR \\'ORLD

One of those indispensable articles which

the average motorist carries with him and

places in the same category as bits of wire,

insulating tape, etc., is emery paper He

uses it frequently, all unconscious of the fact

that he is committing a grave fault; for emery

is something that, according to practical

electricians, should never be used on wires,

terminals or anything appertaining to the

ignition system. Said one of the cleverest

men in the electrical business to a Motor

World man recently:

“Don't use emery paper; substitute sand

paper for it and you will have no trouble;

and it will serve every purpose quite as well.

I never let a piece of emery paper come into

my shop if I can help it My men have strict

injunctions not to use it in their work. Why ?

Because, owing to the metallic properties of

the emery, the paper is a prolific cause of

short circuits. The small particles of emery

sometimes lodge just where they can do the

most harm, and as no one ever thinks of

suspecting emery, the closest inspection re

veals nothing wrong.

“Sand paper, on the contrary, is harmless

and perfectly safe. Sand has no metallic

properties, and, being a non-conductor, can

not close a circuit, no matter where the par

ticles lodge. I am firmly convinced that

many seemingly inexplicable short circuits

are attributable to the use of emery paper."

Low-Priced Four-Cylinder Cars.

THE HORSELESS AGE

The automobile public appears to await,

'with feelings of interested expectancy, defi

nite announcements regarding the new

$2,000 four cylinder cars which are semi

ofiicially promised by certain of the manufac

turers. One may be pardoned for wonder

ing what these cars will be like and for asking

the question, “How can they do it for the

money?” It is to be presumed that these

moderate priced, quadruple cylinder cars

will be attractive to a large class of pos

sible buyers, primarily because they are four

cylinder cars, and not because of the par

ticular merits which they may be found to

possess or the special technical advantages

inherent in the four cylinder type, but rather

because they will have as many cylinders

as the high powered imported or domestic

cars which have been the aristocracy of the

automobile world during the few seasons

past.

It is understood that these new four cylin

der vehicles will be rated in the vicinity of

16 horse power. By no means all authori

ties are ready to assert that the four cylinder

type offers as large a sum of total advantages

for,this output, as does the two cylinder

opposed type of engine, which can easily

be built to give the same power. To be sure

there is a slight theoretical advantage in

the four cylinder construction in point of

constancy of torque and freedom from

vibration, but this is often considered to be
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more than oflset by the increased compli

cation due to the four cylinders. A quad

ruple cylinder motor has twice the number

of valves, twice the number of spark plugs

and double the number of reciprocating

parts required by the opposed motor, and

hence is likely to require at least double the

attention and expense of upkeep as does the

simpler engine. It is quite possible that in

certain instances the additional care required

by the four cylinder motor might demand

the hiring of an engineer, while with the

two cylinder construction the owner might

find time to do the less amount of work

which might be expected to be called for.

As a general rule, the class of buyers to

whom a $2,000 machine would specially

appeal, are not people who could well hire

a chauffeur and pay his salary and his hardly

less serious incidental expenses.

Hardly any one doubts that for powers

above 20 horse power a three or four cylin

der motor represents by far the best solution

of the problem, but it is at least open to

argument whether from the standpoint of

the average user a four cylinder construc

tion with an output of 16 horse power does

not sacrifice simplicity to an ideal which is

based not upon technical fitness but which

savors somewhat of foolishness.

 

What Horse Power ls.

What is the relative amount of work that

a man can do in comparison with a horse or

machinery? asks George Ethelbert Walsh

in the St. Nicholas. At his very best the

strongest man stands in pretty poor com

parison, even with a horse, for hard con

tinuous labor. He might perform for a few

minutes one-half horse power of work, but

to keep this up for any great length of time

would be impossible.

Thus the gain in forcing horses to do a

part of the world’s work is enormous. One

horse could exhaust a dozen men in a single

day and still be ready for the next day’s

work.

The measurement of a horse’s power for

work was first ascertained by Watt, the father

of the modern steam engine, and he expressed

this in terms that hold today. He experi

mented with a great number of heavy brew

ery horses to satisfy himself that his unit of

measurement for work was correct. After

many trials he ascertained that the average

brewery horse was doing work equal to that

required to raise 330 pounds of weight 100

feet high in one minute, or 33,000 pounds

one foot in one minute. S0 he called this

one horse power.

This work, however, is not continuous, for

the horse would have to back up after each

pull to lower the line of the pulley, and thus

he would work four hours a day in pulling

330 pounds in the air at the rate of 100 feet

a minute, and four hours in slacking up the

rope. Consequently no horse can actually

perform continuously what is generally called

one horse power. The horse was never

bom that could tug at a rope for eight hours

a day, pulling 330 pounds 100 feet each

minute, without rest or change. Conse

quently, when we speak of horse power we

refer only to the average work a horse can

do in one minutw-that is to say, the rate at

which he can work.

A stong man might pull half that weight

100 feet in the air in two minutes, but he

could not repeat the operation many times

without being exhausted.

For all needful purposes the expression of

one horse power is accurate enough, and

practically shows the measurement of an

average horse’s ‘abilities for working. As a

rule, a strong man can in eight hours, work

at the rate of about one-tenth of one horse

power; that is, it would require ten men to

pull 330 pounds 100 feet in the air in a

minute, and then slack up and repeat the

operation throughout the eight hours of a

working day. The world’s gain in labor

when horses were first employed to help man

in his work was thus tenfold.

 

The Horse and the Automobile.

The trouble with all comparisons between

the horse and the automobile is that they

are not made on a fair basis of work done.

A man owning a driving horse which he

uses for pleasure would consider a forty-mile

drive an exceptional day’s work. The owner

of a motor expects his machine to cover

distances that in the past would only be

made in steam trains. Furthermore, ten

miles an hour would be a remarkable rate

of speed for the horse, while that is a low

minimum for the automobile. Carrying,

as it does, from two to five persons great

distances over all kinds of roads at a high

rate of speed, no equal basis of comparison

in cost can be drawn between the automo

bile and the horse.
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A Good Yoke on Yonson

I tank I tall you about a good yoke on

Yonson. I ban vorking for Yonson and he

send me to town for little yug of whiskey. I

tak some whiskey and some more, and ven I

get back the little yug full of whiskey ban all

going. Yonson he ban mad. He black my

eye ’n punch my noseand call me,“Youdamn

‘Swede’.” He call me “damn Swede,” and

here I ban Norwegian all the time.

 

Saving Money

Levy’s brother died in Chicago the other

day. The undertaker telegraphed to Levy:

“What shall I do with the body? I can

embalm it for $50 or freeze it for $30.” Levy

telegraphed back: “Freeze it from the knees

up for $20; he had his feet frozen last winter.”

 

A Photograph to Order

An Irish woman went to a photographer’s

and, after stating that her husband was dead,

requested a picture of him. On being asked

for a likeness, she said: “Shure, if I had

wan picture of him, wat wud I come here

for P”

The photographer, always ready for fun,

replied: “If you will give me $5 and a dis

cription of your husband, I think I can ac

commodate you.”

“Well,” answered the woman, “he had

red hair, grey eyes, was tall an’ thin, an’

rather nervus.”

On receiving the picture, she said, with

tears streaming from her eyes, “Oh, Dennis,

how you have changed!”

The Colored Porter Who Runs a Railroad

Senator Depew was on his summer vaca

tion when a pompous little man called to see

him, and encountered the colored porter in

the outer oflice.

“I want to see Chauncey Depew,” said

the little man.

“You can’t, sah; he’s gone to Europe,

sah.”

“Well, then, I’ll see his secretary.”

“Sorry, sah, but Mr. Duval he’s done gone

to Europe.”

“Then I’ll see Cornelius Vanderbilt.”

“He’s in Newport, sah.”

“Well, is W. K. Vanderbilt in P”

“No, sah, he’s done gone to Newport,

too.”

“That so? Then I’ll see the vice-presi

dent of the road.”

 

| | Iii

“He's in Albany, sah.”

“How about the second vice-president ?”

“He’s down to long Branch, sah.”
“Is the superintendent in P” i

“He’s out inspecting the road, sah.”

“How about General Passenger Agent

Daniels?”

“He went away to Cape May dis mawnin’. ”

“Who in thunder is running this road,

anyhow,” shouted the little man.

“Well, I tell you, boss,” said the ebon at

tendant, “dis yere road jes’ runs hitself, sah,

an’ dere hain’ nobody needed ‘round to look

after things but me.”

 

Jowph Choate's Wit

The quickness at repartee of our Embas

sador to the Court of St. James is well illus

trated by the following story: During a

“week-end” at an English country house

his neighbor at breakfast one morning

chanced to be a pretty American, who had

come to misfortune in trying to manipulate

her egg in the English fashion. With face

full of dismay she turned to him:

“Oh, Mr. Choate, what shall I do? I've

dropped an egg!”

“Cackle, madame, cackle,” answered the

Embassador.

 

Wondering Still.

The head of the family, with his beloved

sweetbriar and his favorite magazine, had

settled back in the rocker for a quiet, com

fortable evening.

On the other side of an intervening table

was the miniature counterpart of himself,

the wrinkling of whose eight-year-old fore

head indicated that he was mentally wrest

ling with some perplexing problem. After

a while he looked towards his comfort-low

ing parent, and with a hopeless inflection,

asked:

“Pa P7?

“Yes, son.”

“Can God make everything P"

“Yes, my boy.”

“Everything P”

“There is nothing, my son, that he can

not do.”

“Pa, could he make a clock that would

strike less than one P”

“Now, ]ohnny, go right upstairs to your

ma, and don’t stop down here to annoy me

when I am reading.”

Johnny went and is wondering still.
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First Year FEBRUARY, 1905 Third Month

Thirty Days in England With a Rambler
F. R. SPALDING

my wife's first words of greeting at the

Liverpool landing. I could hardly

believe my ears. I had shipped our

motor car from Boston on the second of

August, and taken a later steamer from New

& 4I' all ready to start for London,” were day's delay in getting off. On our way to the

hotel, Mrs. Spalding told me she had left

her sister in Liverpool with our two boys.

On Friday night, when she found that the

ship I was on was not to land until Sunday,

she made up her mind to do all she could so

that we might start

assoon as possible.

With the aid of

the American Ex

press she suc

ceeded in getting

the motor car, a

Rambler, to a gar

age near the Adel

phi Hotel, secured

licenses, and had

the Liverpool

numbers on. I

must confess there

were still some

misgivings for fear

the motor might

get out of order so

far from home,

and you can per

haps imagine, we

heard a number

of remarks drop

ped before we

started, as to the

F. R. SPALDING AND FAMILY IN THEIR MODEL K, RAMBLER

York, arriving on the fourteenth of August,

and had the bills of lading in my pocket;

how could it be?

It was pouring, but at such news, every

thing became bright, for I had expected a two

advisability of

taking a car so

far from its home, without an expert mechanic.

But we never know what can be done until

we try, and as the Rambler had been running

satisfactorily in the States, we were perfectly

willing to take the chances.

Copyright, 1905, by Thomas B. Jeffery c. Company
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With a young Englishman, a fellow voy

ager, as guest, we started from the Adelphi

Hotel at one o’clock, took the ferry to Bir

kenhead, and drove the motor car to Chester.

As the rest of our family was waiting in

London, we did not feel like wasting much

 

  

ON THE ROAD TO BRISTOL

time on the run, so we tarried in Chester just

long enough to get a substantial lunch, and

took our English friend to his home in New

port, just outside of Wolverhampton. Here

we were entertained at an ideal English tea.

The family gave us a cordial welcome, as we

had brought the son home a day earlier than

expected. We left Newport at four o’clock

and went to Birmingham,

cities, and every home seems banked in

flowers. We stayed in London for a week.

and each afternoon made trips in the motor

car to Windsor, Hampton Court, Epsom

Downs and Richmond, incidentally taking

in such places as Hyde Park and the Zoo.

On Tuesday, the twenty-third of August.

we started for Brighton with our five passen

gers and four bags, having expressed our

trunks to Bath. This was one of the best

known and most perfect runs on our trip.

Here we got the first glimpse of an English

watering place with its hundreds of little

bath houses on wheels, its big amusement

piers and fine hotels.

We started the next noon along the shore

and expected to take the motor car to the

Isle of Wight, but when we reached Ports

mouth at four o'clock, things happened. \\'e

inquired of the first bobby we met about the

arrangements for taking the motor car over,

and were informed that it was a day’s job,

and there were not very good accommoda

tions, at that. Just as we received this intel

ligence, and had started for a garage,“bang,"

and we found that both the inner tube and

outer shoe had gone from the ofi' hind wheel.

Fortunately we were within a block of a

garage, so ran in, left the machine for the

night, and took the boat for Cowes, where

we spent the night, and looked o\'er the Island

the next morning. In the afternoon \ve went

 
making one hundred and

ten miles that afternoon.

Monday morning we

started for London, and

covered about one hundred

and ten miles, as we went

through Coventry, Daven

try, Stoney Stratford, Dun

stable and St. Albans, ar

riving at our hotel in Lon

don at three o’clock,

where our boys were on

the steps awaiting us, and

we found they had been

there for several hours,

for fear they might miss

something.

There is a speed limit

in England; but if anybody

is reasonably careful, there

is no trouble in going as

fast as it is comfortable

  

to ride. The roads are

perfect, even through the
CI.O\'F.I.L\'
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back to Portsmouth, where we found the

motor car ready for us, and started for South

Hampton, a short run, where we put up for

the night.

On Friday, we were off for Bath. Our

route lay through Arundel, Salisbury, War

-

BETTWS-Y-COED (CHAPEL IN THE wooD), THE MOST POPULAR RESORT IN waLES FOR ARTISTs,

ANGLERS AND TOURISTS GENERALLY

the Grand Pump Room Hotel had been

closed for two years and a half. This looked

like trouble. However, we found a caretaker

in the building who had the trunks left in

care of an express company, and there was

no difficulty in getting them. We found the

minster and Frome. As we approached

Bath, the country became hilly and very

beautiful. There is a tremendous climb and

then a long decline before one reaches the

city. We had the latest English Baedeker,

so had our luggage forwarded to the best

hotel marked on the list, and were more than

surprised on reaching the town to find that

Coventry is the British headquarters of the cycle industry.

At Epsom, Downs, the Derby and the Oaks, the two great

races, take place in Mayor June of each year.

most delightful hotel, the Poultney, and that

evening Mrs. Spalding and her sister both

told me that chiefly on account of the “Sweet

Kitty Kellaris” they had been anxious to see

Bath. We all took the baths in the after

noon and looked through the Cathedral, and

Saturday left for a run through Devon. We

The best scenery on the Thames lies between Oxford and

Windsor. Near Windsor is Magna Carta Island. A little

house there is said to cover the very stone which King John

used as a table when he attached his signature to the great

bill of rights from which the island gets its name.
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drove through Axbridge, and turned oFf to

visit Cheddar, famous for cheese and caves.

The country commenced to be very hilly

here, and the descent into Cheddar was one

of the most beautiful rides in the country.

The rock formation reminds one of the Gar

den of the Gods. We lunched at Cheddar

with a typical English crowd of holiday

along and gave us some assistance, and in an

hour, we were on the road again, and had

forgotten all about trouble.

We thought we had seen hills before, but

in crossing Exmoor we soon realized that

everything previously had been bumps. \\'e

were greeted on our arrival at Ilfracombe

with the news that a different make of motor

  

 

 

CREWE

makers, for there always is a crowd here at

noon in the season; and then ran to Mine

head on the coast for the night.

It was the height of the season in Devon

and the stag hunting had just begun, so all

the hotels were crowded, but we found a

corner for the night, and Sunday afternoon

started for Ilfracombe. VVe had not been on

the road more than an hour when we heard

a grinding, and found a puncture in that

same ofi hind inner tube again, and this time

it meant business for us, as it was a lonesome

road, and nothing to do but to get to work.

Everybody jumped out, and the wife and I

went at it. A kind hearted bobby came

car had burned completely the day before

from taking fire from the brake, and this

made some of the party a little nervous.

While the hills are two or three miles long,

the grades are gradual, and we had no trouble

in climbing, but the descents were sometimes

rather frightful.

Ilfracombe is most beautifully situated on

the water front and very picturesque, and we

would liked to have tarried, but as everything

was beautiful, we did not want anything to

get by us, so Monday we ran on to Clo\'ell_\',

the quaintest town in England, and fascinat

ing to a marked degree, with its one little

narrow paved street on the side hill at an
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angle of almost forty degrees, running do\vn

into the sea, and always full of sightseers.

The descent here was so steep that we left

the motor car half way down the hill and

continued on foot. We did not stay here for

lunch. We preferred to

lunch at some inn on the

road, where we could get

tea, good bread and butter,

cold joints, bitter beer and

a salad. We always found

such an inn when we

wanted it.

By this time the boys

were getting so they could

crank and start the

machine, and every time we

made a start there was a

contest as to whose turn

it was, and also as to

which one should sit in

the operator’s seat.

From Clovelly we started

back over the more southern

bobby we met, on reaching the city, and

reached the hotel without arrest.

We left Bristol at noon, after visiting the

Cathedral, and doing a little window shop

ping, and ran in the rain most of the way to

  

part of Devon,and stopped

at South Moulton for the

night, and the next

morning, after oiling and cleaning the motor

car, we were off for Bristol. This eighty

mile run was about half the time in the rain.

The roads are so smooth that after a few

hours’ down-pour, one has to look out for skid

ding. I think we had the passengers on the

back seats frightened to a finish, but we

  

EXMOOR

pulled through safely and arrived at Bristol

by eight o’clock. This was the only time we

lighted our lamps, and as we did not have

the regulation lantern on the rear to show

up the car's number, we stopped the first

SHAKESPEARI-1'5 HOUSE, STRATFORD-ON-AVON

Bath, and again went through the Roman

Baths and some of the more modern ones.

The next morning we started for Glou

cester, partly to see the country, partly to

see the Cathedral, but chiefly to see if

we could find the house of the Tailor of

Gloucester, the principal character in one of

the prettiest stories ever written. We

found the street, and what was supposed

to be the house, and came away satis

fied.

his riding in the States, it would be

pretty hard to imagine an eighteen hun

dred mile run or series of runs over a

perfectly smooth park road, and yet this

is what we found all the way, in the

hilliest districts, and over Exmoor, where

we had to get out and open gates. The

surface of the road was perfect, and is

kept so by having at distances of about

two blocks on either side of the road,

piles of stone, with men constantly at work

breaking them. Then too, imagine

every yard in front of every home filled

 

Clovelly is one of the most beautiful villages in England. It

consists of one main street or rather a main stair-case with

houses on each side of the combe. as it is called, a bowl

shaped valley with a narrow opening. The houses are

whitewashed and set ofl' by gay green doors and lattices, mak

ing the effect curiously foreign looking.

To the average motorist who has done
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with flowers, even to the poorest thatch

roofed hut, and you can realize why we

were so enthusiastic.

From Gloucester we started for Hereford

by way of Great Malvern, and reached

Great Malvern early in the afternoon, a

beautifully picturesque town on the hillside,

and among the most beautiful drives; and

decided to stay awhile, and never did get to

Hereford, as the next morning some English

acquaintances, also motoring, wanted us to

run with them through Worcester to Kidder

minster, and we readily accepted. Their

 

 

and here again we received friendly aid, as

two motor cyclists came up, and made light

work of it.

In the morning, after looking through the

home of Shakespeare and Anne Hathaway’s

cottage, we returned to the Potteries. \\'e

spent the night at Worcester, and as we now

had a taste of the Potteries, decided to go to

Stoke-on-Trent and Newcastle, where we

spent a most delightful day. We were now

headed for \Vales. Our next run was to old

Chester, where we put in our time about the

walls and in the many old furniture shops.

 

ARUNDEL CASTLE, FOUNDED IN THE TENTH CENTURY, AND BESIEGED BY HENRY I, AND STEPHEN

machine was a ten horse power de Dion,

with the tonneau oFf. As they were more

familiar with the country, we let them lead

the way, but it was a little hard to keep be

hind them on the hills.

We had a delightful lunch at Kiddermin

ster in one of the most ideal English inns.

Here we left our friends; and as the day was

still young, we decided to run over to Strat

ford-on-Avon for the night. It was on this

run that we had our second delay on the road.

Again we burst an inner tube, and had an

hour’s recreation putting in the new one,

I—r I '

 

One of the attractions of the l-lathawav Cottage where

Shakespeare courted his future wife, is a small garden gay with

old fashioned flowers.

Bristol was at one time the chief seaport on the west coast

of England. Among the numerous naval expeditions which

were sent out were those of John Cabot.

Llangollen is a favorite resort for anglers, who find good

sport in the Dee and its tributaries. The fishcnnen of the Dee

still use the coracle, an ancient British boat, made of skins

stretched over a slight frame-work of wood.

Wruham contains the tomb of Elihu Yale, founder of Yale

University. Hisepitaph reads:

“Born in America. in Europe bred, in Africa travelled,

“in Asia wed,

“VVhere long he liv'd and thriv’d, in London dead.

“Much good. some ill, he did; so hope all’s even.

“And that his soul through rnercy's gone to heaven."

What of the poet?

L_,___
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Llanduno was our

next objective point,

and a more beautiful

run it would be hard to I ";_
imagine, as most of our I ' i

road lay along the shore

through Abergele, Llan

drillo and Colwyn Bay. \ ..

Llanduno holds the 1 ..

record for sunshine in

Wales and, lying in the '

shadow of Great Orme’s , ¢

Head, is most pictur- ‘ '

esque. '

From Llanduno, we

followed Conway River,

past Conway, the most

beautiful castle in 1,‘

Wales, to Bettws-y- -

Coed, nestled among the ,

hills, and the greenest ,'spot in all of our ,"

travels; then through ,

Llangollen, and so back

to Wrexham, Chester

and Liverpool.

We had a month of ,

perfect motoring. We

had no set plans, but

ran when and where

we pleased.

 

 

An express motor

omnibus and parcel de- _

livery service has been

established in the Isle

of Wight.

A Ceorgian's Experience

\V- W. STEVENS

About a year and a half ago I bought a

Rambler automobile, the first in this district,

and have had a good many interesting ex

periences with it. The agent from whom

I got it agreed to take me home in the

machine, a distance of about sixty miles,

and I was sure I had him in a tight

place, on account of the terrible hills.

But the agent didn’t seem a bit wor

ried, and we took all the hills easily, a little

slowly, perhaps, but a lot faster than any

horse would do it. My wife did not know I

was bringing home the machine; in fact, the

first she knew about it the car was at the gate

and I was inviting her to take a ride, which

she did, hesitating a little at first; but after

a three-mile spin she said she liked it first

 

 

 

CLOVELLY, A PARADISE FOR ARTISTS

rate. My little girl, four and a half years old,

objected to it right away because, she said,

“it smelled bad.” She likes it now, though,

and knows so much about it that I am afraid

to leave her alone with it for fear she will get

it started.

When I first got the machine I think I was

the greenest man that ever saw an automobile.

I made it a rule never to trouble the machin

ery till it troubled me, and it took me a long

time to get acquainted with the inside of it.

I ran the machine nearly two thousand miles

before I found out the difierence between the

spark coil and the batteries, and I never

knew what was inside of her till I stripped a

gear one day by running into a deep sand hole

at high speed, which almost stopped the car.

I had to get a tow at that time, and I found

out what was inside when I put in the new
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But it occurred to me that beeswax would

stand gasoline; so I gave a small boy half a

dollar to hunt me up a lump of beeswax.

While he was gone I cut off the spout of an

oil can and slipped it over the pipe. When

the beeswax came I melted it and ran some

between the oil can spout and the pipe, and

plastered some more on the outside, and

finished my trip. Not only that, but Iran for

a week without making a permanent repair.

gear. Now that I know about the gears I do

not feel as if I would ever strip another.

The day after I got the machine I started

out for a forty-mile trip. I stopped for dinner

at a friend's house, and afterwards the fam

ily all gathered to watch me start. Well, I

spent over two hours trying to get the mo

tor started. Finally I took one last walk

around to see if I couldn’t find what was

wrong, and noticed that the gasoline was

PORTSMOUTH

turned off. Every one seems to do the

same foolish thing, and every one has to

get his experience himself.

I have been very lucky with my tires, only

getting my first puncture after the machine

had run about a thousand miles, when a

tire went flat a couple of miles from home.

I have to make all my own repairs somehow,

generally without suitable facilities, and I

quite enjoy figuring it out, when I am not

in a hurry. I broke a gasoline pipe one

day, fifteen miles from the nearest village, and

thought I was going to be hung up sure.

When I got the machine I calculated that

part of the game would be to walk home

sometimes, and at other times be hauled

home by a yellow mule, and I signed an

agreement with the agent to that effect, but

I did not get as much of that as I thought I

would.

The nearest barber is twenty-four miles

away, and I go over to get shaved twice a

week. Before I got the machine I used to

go by train; but find the new method of

transportation much more convenient.

Another good turn the machine did was
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to get me into the position of Road Com

missioner. The roads in my county are ter

rible. I never ride over them if I can help

it, but always cross into the next county.

The people know that those who have auto

mobiles want good roads, and as I had a

machine and my opponent had not, I got the

job. After the first of the year it will be

up to me to see that we get some road im

provements.

I always keep gasoline and oil at my place,

and tourists passing through the country

often come to me when they are in trouble.

One day a party in a French car came to

my place with two broken springs. I am a

peach grower, and have invented a spring

for use in wagons for carrying peaches and

other fruit. So when the tourists asked me

for assistance I just jacked up their machine

and put a couple of peach springs under it,

and off they went. I saw them again on

the way back, and they were still riding on

my peach springs, which seemed to do the

business as well as anything. I am now on

the trail of the punctureless tire problem.

I have often run into places where the

natives had never seen an automobile be

fore. I struck one village where there was

quite a market, and there were about a

thousand people trading. I was out of

gasoline, and left the machine long enough

to go to a drug store and get some. When

I returned I found that all the people had

93$ E‘?

_?. .'_

stopped trading and gathered around my car

so thick that I had to beg and implore them

to let me through to get in. They pawed it

   

THE DESCENT INTO CHEDDAR.

HERE ARE THE LARGEST LIMESTONE CLIFFS

IN ENGLAND

all over and felt of things with a great deal

of curiosity, but did not attempt to get in or

harm anything.

One Sunday afternoon when taking a

young lady out for a spin, I passed two col

ored Sunday-schools. Before I had time

to get past, the children were every one out

on the road, about half of them getting

»

\

If

 
 

IN SOMERSETSHIRE
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through the windows, and the teachers were

in just about as big a hurry to get out as

the pupils. They were still in the road

when we passed out of sight.

Since I have bought an automobile I

would not give $2.50 for the best horse that

ever came out of Kentucky. I have had

only one trip in a horse-drawn rig since I

got my machine, and I don’t want any more.

If I had been driving I would have run the

animal to death, he seemed so slow and

weak; but he was really a fine horse. I

like something that you don’t have to have

any feeling for, even though it may not have

any feeling for you when it goes wrong. I

‘expected that it would cost me something to

keep it going, but it is not as bad as I ex

pected.

In my part of the country the people will

not stand for as much as they seem to in

the North, and a man who goes along the

road without any consideration for others is

liable to get hurt. ' In all my traveling I

have had no difliculty whatever, for I al

ways come to a stop when any horse on the

road seems to be afraid. People appreciate

this, and the automobile has made me a lot

of good friends in this way.

The automobile has made me young

again; it keeps up your interest in people

and things. You get about so much and so

easily. You can take your family out and

goalong way, and make a visit, and get the

good of the fresh air and the scenes in the

country. It makes for good roads and good

neighbors.

  

CHICHESTER CROSS, ERECTED AT THE INTERSECTION

OP FOUR PRINCIPAL ROADS, BY A BISHOP OF THE

FIFTEENTH CENTURY. HERE POOR FARMERS OF

THE NEIGHBORHOOD LONG SOLD THEIR PRODUCE,

UNDER SHELTER, VVITHOUT THE TOLL CUSTOMARY

ELSEWHERI-‘..

As it is in Oklahoma

r. m. rucn/umson, 12.. RAMBLER mzxu-:1:

AT OKLAHOMA crrv

Recently my brother, Will, had busines in

Geary, a small town west of Oklahoma City,

and so I told him I would take him over.

After getting our friend, Floyd Lamb, we

jogged along pretty fast, with nothing of in

  

A FAMILIAR SIGHT IN EVERY ENGLISH RURAL

DISTRICT

terest, except an occasional stop for a shy

horse, until we were about eight miles west.

While running up a long hill, we spied ahead

a horse hitched to a box-buggy. When we got

within about one hundred yards of him he

raised his head straight up in the air. \\’e

knew there was trouble in store, so we

stopped the engine, and Lamb started to

untie the horse and drive him back from the

road, when out of the brush came a

farmer. He took in the situation at a

glance and said, “Let me have that horse.

I will show him how to go up to that

darned thing,” and although Lamb told

him to drive his horse far into the field,

he would not see it that way, and with a

hoop and yell, he swung the frightened horse

around.

After getting a good licking, the horse

came right toward the auto, and raised

on his hind legs, then lowered his head and

kicked from behind. In a moment more he

struck the singletree and knocked it clear ofi

the shafts, and started for the far corner of

the field with nothing on but the throat latch.

The farmer friend had now a sickly grin on

his face. He did not blame us, and we

cranked up and started west.

A little stop at Yukon for refreshments, and

away to El Reno, where we came across two

cow boys eating water mellons in a long lane.

As usual, these cowboys had not tied their

horses, but left them dragging their lariet

rope. No doubt these ponies were not afraid

to cut the wildest steer out of a herd, but

they could not stand an auto, so they ran

pell mell down the lane in the same direction
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we were going. Now we slowed up as we

did not want to cause the cowboy friends

such a long walk, but it did no good, and

after giving the ponies a hot race for three

miles, they jumped to one side in a narrow

lane, and we passed them. We soon arrived

at our destination, where we had supper and

soon retired. Next morning we got up early,

and started home.

At Yukon we found a small country circus

in full possession of the town. Our auto

buckle rim” was put on the market, they

realized that the most telling way of inter

esting the owner of an automobile was to

make an actual demonstration of the tire

and preferably a tire in use on an automobile.

To this end, an advertising campaign was

inaugurated early last fall, and has proven

to be an unqualified success. Some six or

seven diflerent cars were purchased for this

work, the plan being to map out a route for

each car. The cars were driven from town

 

 

 

  

ILFRACOMBE

caused as much excitement as the show, the

proprietor of which invited us to take it in.

We saw part of it, and drove home in three

hours.  

Novel Demonstrations of Tires

That the automobile is something more

than a mere pleasure vehicle has been proven

in a most convincing way by the Hartford

Rubber Works Company, of Hartford, Con

necticut, makers of the Dunlop Automobile

Tire. Soon after their so-called “turn

to town, often making jumps of one hun

dred miles or more in a day. Demonstra

tions were usually made at the garages

of local dealers, owners having been noti

fied in advance of the arrival of the car,

both by letters, and advertisements in the

local papers.

A Rambler, Surrey Type One, has already

covered some eighteen hundred miles since

October on this class of work, and shows

no evidence at all of the unusual service
it has gone through. 'AF
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Automobiling in Hawaii

G. A. TURNER

O the automobile enthusiast look

ing for new scenes, and having time

and inclination, a visit to the Ha

waiian Islands offers one of the

most unique trips that one could imagine.

At first thought one is very apt to imagine

the cost of such a trip would be excessive,

but having enjoyed a visit to these beauti

ful islands I am in position to state facts

  

DIAMOND HEAD, PAST VVHICH THE SHIP STEr\.\lS ON THE \\"AY

TO HONOLULU

as to the cost incident thereto. We took

passage on the Sierra, on which we also

shipped our Rambler touring car, the cost

of transportation for the machine being but

thirty-five dollars for the round trip. The

Oceanic Company accepts an auto for ship

rnent in running condition, the only prepa

ration being the emptying of the gasoline

tank. On steamers of this company the

autos are carried in the baggage room and,

 

Mr. Turner and his party were the first Americans to tour

through the Hawaiian Islands in an automobile and, although

there were for many ears previous a few cars, steam, electric

and gasoline, 0 ated b residents there, automobiling did not

become the fas 'on unti last summer; but it has since taken

such hold that Thanksgiving dav there was a magnificent floral

carnival, of which we shall speak more fully another month.

The Hawaiian Islands are peculiarly attractive to lovers of

this outdoor sport. Even in winter the climate is as mild as a

May day. and the atmosphere, laden with fragrant blossoms.

adds a certain intoxication to the delight of touring. The

scenery of the islands is in many respects unique, for great

mountains, with their awe-inspiring precipices and crater beds,

seem everywhere. Pali, one of these mountains, was the scene

of the rnost dramatic event recorded in Hawaiian history fur,

in 1795. the great conqueror. Kamehameha, defeated warriors

of the King of Oahu, and they. in desperation, leaped from the

Pali rather than live to see their island subjugated. So impres

judging from our experience, one need have

no hesitancy in sending the finest cars in this

manner, as ours reached its destination at

Honolulu in perfect condition and without

a scratch. On our return we took passage

on the Pacific Mail steamer Siberia, but,

strange as it may seem, the port-holes of

this steamer, though it is much larger than

the Sierra, would not permit of the machine’s

being taken aboard through them,

as was the case with the former.

As it would have been necessary to

hoist the auto by a sling, in order

to have brought it on this boat, we

sailed without it, having made ar

rangements for it to follow us b_v

one of the Oceanic steamers.

As the machine is carried in the

baggage room on arrival at Hon

olulu it is practically the first

freight off the steamer, and Hall

8: Co.’s warehouse is but three

minutes’ walk from the dock. Gas

oline of good quality is obtainable

at three dollars and seventy-five

cents per case of ten gallons, and

it did not take us long to fill our

tank. \\'ith a turn of the crank we

started on our most pleasant tour.

The accompanying illustrations

speak convincingly of the quality

and picturesqueness of the various roads. The

roads are being put into condition so that in a

very short time it will be possible, by taking

one of the inter-island steamers, to make a

trip to Kilauea, the largest active volcano in

the world. When this is finished—and

it is promised that it will be by next

year—it will present a most interesting trip

for the automobilist. We intended to make

this trip, but were cautioned not to attempt

sive is this height that travelers do not often speak while gazing

upon or from it. It has been said that if one opens his mouth

at the Pali he cannot shut it again until he gets in the lee of

something—the wind blows so hard.

Haleakala is the largest volcanic cater in the world. In

speaking of his ascent after an all~night ride on horse back up

“the cruelly rugged slope" that rises ten thousand feet directly

from the ocean. Burton Holmes says. as . . “we stand at lust

upon the threshold of the sun's abiding place, and watch the

sleeping Lord of Light, it seems as if we are at the bottom of a

bowl as big as half the universe. ]ust as the sky appears to

form a dome above us, so do the earth and sea appear to form

an inverted dome beneath us, and the circumference of the two

meets at the horizon which apparently is on a level with our

present plane of altitude" The crater is half a mile

In depth, and there rise :1 score of cinder cones from its floor,

mout s of the Inferno that countless ages ago raged there be

neath The lips of those gaping mouths are red and parched
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it, as the lava formation

would ruin thetires.

The climate being semi

tropical suits the gasoline car

to perfection, and during our

stay of one month there was

not an incident connected

with the running of the car

that afforded th_e least

trouble.

The natives and the white

population take very kindly ‘to

the auto. It was quite amus

ing to note the many ways in

which the natives received the

“red devil” in~some of the more

remote districts. I have in

mind a trip we made up

the Kelihi valley. We had

been driving along at a pretty

brisk clip and, in making a

turn, came upon what ap

peared to be a native picnic.

We had given notice of our

approach by a liberal use of the horn,

consequently when we made our appearance

on the turn all were on a lookout to see what

was coming. A number were on the fences

that lined both sides of the road and at first

sight of the machine they nearly broke their

necks in tumbling off and seeking shelter,

and the next moment all we could observe

was black heads peeping out. We stopped

to give them a chance to see the auto, and

very soon the more venture

some of the party approached,

but took great care not to

get too close. We soon

quieted their fears and, before

we knew it, we were in the

center of "a very much inter

ested group with their fears

fully allayed. a

Occasions were very rare

when the horses showed any

alarm or fright. There are

no automobile laws or regula

tions on the islands, and it is

left to one’s common sense

to go where or how he will.

Although there are but two

touring cars on the Islands,

there are several first class

machine shops, which make

a specialty of automobile re

pairs and carry a full line of

tires and other necessaries.

  

AMONG THE BANYON TREES OI-‘ HAWAII

Gasoline is readily obtained, and a good quality

at $3.75 per case of ten gallons. The climate

is particularly suitable for gasoline powered

cars owing to the constant high temperature.

The Von I-Iamm,Young Co. carry a com

plete line of tires and,in conjunction with

their establishment, havea thorough equipped

machine shop. One could start on this trip

with no greater preparation than he would

for a trip to San ]ose. A canopy top

  

THROUGH THE PRIVATE GROUNDS OF E. M. BOYD
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should be carried with a machine, as the

rains, while of only short duration, are a very

frequent occurrence. As they are warm,

however, very little discomfort occurs, and

no doubt they are beneficial as they lay the

dust and make touring all the more enjoyable.

Once arriving at Honolulu one should

lose no time in looking up Mr. Boyd of the

Honolulu Promotion Committee, who knows

all about every road and byway, its condi

tion, grade, distance, the location of the

most attractive plantations and the best hour

to visit them. It was our pleasure to have

him accompany us on many of our little

tours, and he gave us all the information we

asked for regarding the scenic features along

our roadway.

A tour of the Islands in an auto is one of the

most delightful and satisfactory surprises one

could possibly look for. The Pali drive is

one of the most interesting trips of which one

can conceive. The run is from the west to

the eastern portion of Honolulu over excep

tionally well kept roads and there unfolds a

view that would be hard to excel. After a

descent of some five miles one suddenly is

surrounded by rice and other plantations of

exceeding interest. In fact, Honolulu as an

auto touring ground of exceptional interest

is hard to surpass on the globe.

My only regret was that my camera was

not used more freely. However, on many of

our trips the time of day was not the proper

one for taking pictures, and I did not have

time to cover the ground again. Any one

the mark of fire is upon allthat we see. the redness and the black

ness of desolation are the tones that dominate in this gloomy

but im ressive picture. But lift your eyes from the cloud

haunt depths, and gaze afar to the south. There you will

see two glrand imposing outlines, the dim enormous shapes of

the two u e mountains on the at southem-most island of

the archipe ago~Hawaii. The amous Manna Loa rises on

the right, the equally stupendous Mauna Kea, on the left.

These two volcanoes are nearly fourteen thousand feet in height.

Their craters rise four thousand feet higher in the heavenly

seas than Haleakala. Between us and the nearer of them are

fifty miles of space; the further one is over seventy miles away.

Hawaii also has the wonderful Windward Coast Cascades,

the Rainbow Falls near Hilo, and Kilauea. one of the greatest

spectacles in the world, rising fourteen thousand feet above the

sea, upon whose summit is a crater six miles in circumference.

This crater has been inactive for several years, and in its hollows

one can walk for miles in a jungle of ferns and exuberent vege

tation. Besides all this natural scenery, too varied to be more

than indicated here. are the architectural attractions which the

dominating English and Americans have wrought. No city

of its size in the world boasts of more luxurious homes than Hono

lulu. The very approaches to these homes are of almost regal

beauty and dignity. The majority belo to men and women

of our race who, in the early days. went t ere to harvest sugar

cane. Mr. Holmes says that "there is no end to the variety of

Honolulu architecture, and that the words Hawaii and hospi

tality are synonymous to one who has visited this island. Never

in an oorner of the globe, save in the foreign settlement of

Yoko arna, have I found a hospitality comparable to that of

Honolulu in its spontaneity, its unaflected cordiality, in short,

its genuine genuincness."

Need we add that we hope that many of our readers will soon

share the experiences of Mr. Turner and Mr. Holmes in this

new tounng region. which modern tramportation fadlities have

put within the reach of persons of even moderate means.

contemplating this trip should by all means

take his camera, and I should advise taking a

goodly supply of plates or film. There are

numerous photographic supply houses there,

but I believe it is far better to carry one’s own

supply as the climate is such that all sensi

tive materials deteriorate very rapidly. One

need not have any hesitance in having his

work developed in Honolulu, as the photo

graphers there are competent and care taking.

There are quite a number of runabouts on

the Island and several orders have been

placed for the larger cars. I am satisfied

that it will not be long before any auto

visiting Hawaii will find plenty of company.

All the

Young, the Moana and the Royal Hawaiian

are prepared to house and care for automo

biles. Our Hawaiian possessions promise

to become a favorite touring ground for the

“lightning conductors.”

Novel Automobile Dinner

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER

Automobile dinners are the latest novelty.

At a recent one given in Geneva by a Mr. and

Mrs. De Lancey, of New York, the center

piece was a toy automobile decorated with

flowers. The dishes were in the form of

tanks and cylinders, and at each guest’s

place was a tiny tool box, containing a com

plete miniature set in silver of screw-drivers,

monkey-wrenches, etc. With these the

guests had to eat. The menu included

such dishes as “Fillet of Rubber Sole,”

“Boiled Tires a la Cuss,” “Wire Salad a la.

Wreck,” and “Debris Cheese.”

Elgin (lllinois) Autoists

ELGIN DAILY NEWS

Although Dr. Schneider has the record for

the longest trip made among Elgin autoists,

Theodore Schmidt is given credit for the best

time made on a long distance run. In two

days he covered two hundred and twenty-five

miles in his Rambler machine and many miles

of the journey was made over rough, muddy

roads. With him were Mrs. Schmidt and

daughter. They were delayed at Palatine

for one hour on account of the muddy roads,

but the remainder of the run was free from

accident. The cities visited are: Palatine,

Libertyville, Zion City, Kenosha, Racine,

Milwaukee, Waukesha, Geneva Lake,

McHenry, Algonquin and Dundee.

first-class hotels, the Alexander
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Qver a Course Famous in Old Bicycle Days

JOSEPH F. GUNTHER

MANAGER OF OUR CHICAGO BRANCH

New Year’s day I drove a party of four

other members of the Lake Shore Club from

Chicago to Elgin and Aurora, a distance of

one hundred and ten miles. We took the

route made famous in old bicycle days.

The wind was blowing a perfect gale and

the road was muddy and hilly, but the car

chugged along without a hitch of any kind.

teresting. On the return trip we passed

through Naperville, on a ten-mile stretch of

half-good-half-bad road; from there to

Downer’s Grove the course improves, and

from the Grove to Riverside, via Hinsdale, it

is perfect. Leaving Riverside it is best to

come into Chicago by way of Harlem, then

into Washington Boulevard. A few miles

may be saved by coming in by way of Ogden

Avenue, but the saving of distance is counter

balanced by the rough condition of the road.

 

 

 

 

JOSEPH 1". GUNTHER AND PARTY IN SURREY, TYPE ONE

At Elgin we thawed out and had dinner.

The wind changed meanwhile and the drive

to Aurora was not so cold. At Aurora we

examined “Old Faithful,” saw that it was

alright, and started for Chicago.

This stretch of superbly graveled and well

kept roadway leads through Wayne, St.

Charles, Batavia and North Aurora. At

Wayne is the famous Durham farm, while

near St. Charles is the old oaken bucket on

the farm formerly owned by Theron Baker.

Along this course one follows the many

windings of the picturesque Fox River, and

has to climb just enough hills to make it in

We made the trip in twelve hours, without

attemptng to lower any records.

Proved its Value

MOTOR AGE

An English wine and liquor traveler re

cently made experiments in using a motor car

for his commercial trip instead of traveling

on the railroad. In a week he visited about

forty localities, covering all told about one

hundred and fifty miles. To visit the same

places by railroad would have required more

than two weeks. The traveling expenses

were also cut down to about a fifth.
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Demonstrating Trip Through Pennsylvania

E. S. YOUSE

During the holidays C. Coddington of our

Philadelphia branch was touring Pennsyl

vania in a Surrey, Type One. I joined him

at Norristown. Upon our arrival in Phoenix

ville we demonstrated for something like

twenty people. The next night the car was

stored in a cold stable, and yet the following

morning the motor started with the first turn

  

Type One. Mr. Fawkes states that it is one

of the most profitable trips he ever took.

Lawyer Saved His Case

LOUISVILLE TIMES

Col. Bennett H. Young and Frank Parfitt,

the City Inspector of Electric Wires, made a

record-breaking automobile trip between

Louisville and Lexington. The distance of

 

C. CODDINGTON AND E. S. YOUSE IN SURREY, TYPE ONE, AT THE FOOT OF MOUNT PENN.

of the crank. We had, of course, previously

let the water in the tank drain out, which is

a very simple matter with a Rambler.

The weather soon began to moderate, with

the result that one moment we were in a

snow drift, then in a pool of water and then

in five or six inches of mud. At the end of

three days it snowed so hard that within a

few hours there was a fall of about nine

inches, but it was really remarkable to see

how the car plowed through it.

Through Minnesota

L. H. Fawkes of the Great Western Cycle

and Automobile Company, and our Minne

sota representative, has just returned from a

week's trip through the western part of the

state, where he has been demonstrating Surrey,

,.,,.--- pi

ninety-six miles was covered in three hours

and forty-five minutes. The start was made

from this city at five in the morning, and they

reached Lexington at 8:45 o'clock.

Col. Young had an important case in court

at Lexington, but missed his train, the

“Courier-Journal Special Owl,”which leaves

at three. He tried to charter a special train,

but could not make arrangements. I\Ir.

Parfitt is Col. Young's neighbor and owns a

Rambler automobile. He agreed to take the

Colonel, and they started in a heavy fog

which was not lifted until nearl_v S o'clock.

The trip was made over the old Shelbyville

Turnpike to Shelbyville, and thence to

Lexington. They reached their destination

fifteen minutes before court convened, with

out an accident.
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Automobiles and Commercial Travelers

AMERICAN EXPORTER

Large numbers of commercial travelers in

the United States of America are now using

automobiles instead of making their trips on

the railroad. Some traveling men have tried

the new method last summer and have been

successful in doing more business, in cover

ing more territory and in cutting down former

expenses. It is claimed that one man while

traveling in his car met eight farmers on the

roads_within a month, all having had a break

down of their horse-drawn rigs. The drum

mer took them home in his car, and, as a

result, sold nevg buggies and other goods.

Farmer Handles New Car Like a Veteran

PAULDING (omo) TIMES

G. W. Garrison, of Grover Hill, is the

first farmer in Paulding county to sport

an automobile. Mr. Garrison was in Pauld

ing, last Friday, with his machine and, not

withstanding the fact that he had purchased

the machine only a few days previous, he

handled it like a veteran at the business.

The automobile fever seems to be spreading

out among the farmers and the only way to

check a severe attack of the disease is to get

possession of one of the infemal machines.

 

G. \\'. GARRISON IN HIS MODEL H, RAMBLER

 

 

  

T. G. BOWERS, AT MEMORIAL BRIDGI-LMILFORD, CONN.

The Automobile in New Zealand

A. LOVVRY

Although New Zcaland is somewhat iso

lated, the automobile is now seen in the chief

' centers of the Colony.

The a u to m o -

biles used are

French, English

and American.

The latter are

better adapted to

the condition of

the roads, owing

to the engine be

ing placed high

from the ground,

th u s enabling

drivers to c r o s s

the rivers, creeks

and water-races

w h i c h are fre

quently met with

in the course of

travel.

The R a m b le r

automobile is

very popular. It

is seen in Auck

land, Napier, Pal

merston N o r t h ,

Christchurch and

Invercargill.
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W. Lewis Experience with the Rambler

Coudersport is very near the heads of

three great rivers, discharging their waters

into the St. Lawrence, Chesapeake Bay and

the Gulf of Mexico. There is only one

route to take, but that climbs the mountains.

Going north one must climb the divide be

tween the Allegheny and the Genesee.

 

barre, joins the west branch at North

umberland. Going south you climb over

into the west branch of the same river.

Having had experience with a car of

lesser horsepower, I was looking for one

that would go up the mountain when

pointed that way. I confess that I was

somewhat skeptical when your agent of

H. J. FLOCK, RAMBLER DEALER, STERLING, ILLINOIS, HAULING HARDWARE IN A MODEL G, RAMBLER

Going west leads to the east branch of the

Susquehanna, which flows into New York

at Elmira, and then, passing by Wilkes

Referring to his Model G, Rambler, H. J. Flock of Sterling,

Illinois, writes:

“For five months I have used it for delivering ref ' erators.

stoves, in fact, everything in the hardware line. Have elivered

as many as seven stoves in a day, rind taken some as far as six

miles into the country. The machine is not only good for this

purpose but is quite an advertisement for the business. The

attachment shown in the picture is bolted on with the same

nuts that would hold the tonneau. We also haul passengers

from time to time, running from here to Freeport. forty miles,

Rockford, sixty-two miles, Polo, twenty miles. Clinton. Iowa,

thirty miles, Geneseo, Illinois, thirty-five miles, I-Izirlsville,

sixty-two miles, and a number of other points. I-lave no

trouble whatever making fifteen miles an hour. I am running

and doing business when owners of other cars are afraid of

the roads. My repairs during the past summer have been less

than twenty-five dollars.

fered to guarantee that the Rambler would

climb any of our mountain roads.

One of my first tours was from Coudersport

to Williamsport, taking as passengers my wife,

James L. Knox, President of the Couders

port & Port Allegheny Railroad, and .\Irs.

Knox. The trip was not for a record, but

solely for pleasure. The journey over the

mountain to Galeton was made in two hours,

thence down Pine Creek, a most rugged and

hilly road, often on a thirty per cent grade,

to Ansonia; here Pine Creek enters a great

mountain gorge. Down the river no public

travel has ever been attempted, however, the
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New York Central & Hudson River Railroad

has blasted and graded a railroad along the

rocky blufis. Asking the hotel keeper the

road to Wellsboro, he said “there are two;

one by the marsh, the farthest, and one over

the mountain; the mountain road is best but

you cannot go over it with that machine.”

The challenge was taken and also the moun

tain road, three miles in distance, and rising

twelve hundred feet from the river. As the

grade is the ordinary mountain road, some

of the grades are very steep, but no one

walked and there was always reserve power.

Upon making inquiry of the road at Wells

boro the varied opinions were interesting.

The mountain road was again accepted and

an interesting climb was made over into the

Tioga River Valley at Covington. From

there to Blossburg and Amot (the Tioga

Coal Field) the roads were perfect. From

Arnot to Block House the way is rough and

extremely hilly; just at evening we came to

forks in the road where a crude sign said

“Bridge out. Take the hill road.” The hill

was a mountain but, by this time, nothing

was too much for our Rambler and the moun

tain was accepted cheerfully, driven, how

ever, in the dark when our lights did good

service. You can hardly imagine the wonder

caused to the natives by such a nightly visitor.

Block House (now Liberty) is an historic

place in the heart of the Allegheny Mountains

on the head of Little Pine Creek, and took its

name from a stockade or“block” fort, built

in the days when such defences were neces

sary. Early the next morning the journey

was continued when an incident occurred

worth mentioning. About a mile out of

Block House a man stood in the middle of

the road making demonstration enough to

flag the Black Diamond or Empire State

   

\\'ILLIAM VVOLTER IN HIS MODEL E, RAMBLER, AT

BOULDER, MONTANA

Express. O\'er a local telephone, owned by

the farmers, the old gentleman had been

asked by the hotel keeper to stop us. He had

not been cheated in his reckoning, but one of

the ladies had left a bag containing more

diamonds than were necessary to the trip,

and of much more value than anyone would

like to have lost. The bag was soon brought

on by the stage driver; proper recompense

made and the journey continued. Soon

again the way lead over the mountain by a

beautiful mountain road up, and then wind

ing down to Trout Run on the Northern

Central Railroad. From here there re

mained but fifteen miles
 

  

down Lycoming Creek to

Williamsport.

of the season’s run from

April to December, made

with slight mishaps, such

as picking up horsenails.

or such minor incidents.

The car has not encoun

tered a road where it has

had to turn back, has

never caused more than a

few moments’delay and has

brought no difiiculties but

that have been readily

overcome. It is in excel

lent condition.

Nothing has given me

such pleasure since I was

a boy and experienced my

 

 

DR. W. C. “FILCOX, ON A HILL NEAR HIS HOME IN STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA first sled.

This trip is but typical
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Automobile Shows this Season

March 4 to 18–Show, Boston.

March 6 to 11–Show, Buffalo.

March 18 to 25–Motor Show, Agricul

tural Hall, London, England.

March 27 to April 5–Show, Washington.

Summary of State Automobile Laws

ALABAMA—Speed: 8 miles. Penalties:

fines, $50 to $100; jail, 30 days to 6

months. Registration, Probate Judge;

fee, 25 cents.

CoNNECTICUT-Speed: Cities, 12 miles; in

tersections, reasonable; elsewhere, 15 miles;

penalty, $200 or 30 days. Registration,

Secretary of State, $1; penalty $5 to $25.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-Speed: City, 6

miles; intersections, elsewhere, 12 miles;

outside of city, 15 miles. Bells, horn,

lamps. Must be locked when standing.

Register with Commissioners District of

Columbia. Penalty, not more than $40.

DELAwARE—Speed: Near horses, with cau

tion; no other speed regulations; penalty,

$10. Brakes, lamps, bell or horn re

quired. No registration.

ILLINOIs—Speed: Cities, regulated by or

dinance; elsewhere, 15 miles; penalty $25

to $200.

IowA—Speed: Cities and towns, 10 miles;

elsewhere, 20 miles. Brake, bell or horn,

lamps. Penalty, $25 to $50 or jail.

Register, Secretary of State; fee, $1.

Tourists carrying home license tags not

required to register.

KANSAs—Speed: Cities, 10 miles; elsewhere

20 miles. Bell or horn, lamps. Penalty,

not over $100.

KENTUCKY—Speed: Intersections, 6 miles;

elsewhere, 15 miles. Bell or horn, brakes,

lamps. Penalties, $10 to $100 and lia

bility for civil action for damages, with

attachment of vehicle pending verdict.

MASSACHUSETTS-Speed: Cities, 10 miles;

intersections, reasonable; elsewhere, 15

miles. Brakes, lamp, bell or horn re

quired. Car must be locked when left

standing. Register with highway com

mission; $2 per car, $2 per operator. Pen

alty, $25 to $50.

MAINE–Speed: Cities, 8 miles; elsewhere,

15 miles. Bell or horn, lamps. Penalties,

$50 or jail.

MARYLAND–Speed: Cities, 6 miles; else

where, 10 miles. Lamps. Vehicle must

be locked when left unattended. Regis

ter with Secretary of State, fee $1. Pen

alties, fines from $20 to $50, or jail.

MINNESOTA—Speed: Cities, 8 miles; else

where, 25 miles. Mufflers, bell or horn,

lamp. License from any State Boiler

Inspector, fee $2. Penalties, violations

guilty of misdemeanor

MIssouRI—Speed: Everywhere, 9 miles.

Bell or whistle. License from County

Clerk, fee $2. Penalties, $100 to $1,000

or jail.

NEw JERSEY—Speed: Cities, 83 miles;

intersections, 5 miles; elsewhere, 20 miles.

Brake, lamp, horn or bell required. Reg

ister with Secretary of State, $1. Penalty,

$100 or 30 days.

NEW YORK-Speed: Cities, 10 to 15

miles; intersections, 4 miles; elsewhere,

20 miles. Brake, lamp, horn or bell re

quired. Register with Secretary of State,

$2. Penalty, $25 to $100, or 30 days.

OHIO-Speed: Cities, 8 to 15 miles; else

where, 20 miles. Brake, lamp, horn or bell

required. Cities regulate restriction. Pen

alty, $5 to $50.

PENNSYLVANIA—Speed: Cities, 8 miles;

elsewhere, 20 miles. Brake, lamp, horn

or bell required. Register with County

Prothonotary, $5. Penalty, $100 or 30

days.

RHODE ISLAND–Speed not defined. Car

must be locked when left standing. Brake,

lamp, horn or bell required. Register

with Secretary of State, $2. Penalty, $20

or 3 months.

TENNESSEE-Lamps. Penalties, $5 to $25.

VERMONT—Speed: Cities, 6 miles; inter

sections, reasonable; elsewhere, 15 miles.

Penalty, $100 or 15 days.

VIRGINIA—Speed: Cities and towns, local

ordinances; elsewhere, 15 miles. Bell.

Penalties, fines $10 to $100, and vehicle

can be seized.
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The Future of the Automobile Among Farmers

JOHN FARSON, IN CHICAGO TRIBUNE

The future is likely to see a really interest
ingfthing in the development of automobiles.

It seems probable that automobiles will soon

be in almost general use in rural districts,

which have thus far, if popular impression is

at all correct, been the seat of the greatest

hostility toward the new form of locomotion.

The_history of the development and extension

to general use of every practicable improve

ment which can be utilized by farmers, shows

their readiness to adopt it.

as great pride in his fine roadster as the user

of city boulevards takes in his own team, and

yet the farmer never puts the roadster to any

strictly utilitarian use. He is a luxury.

In those country districts that have good

roads—and there are many of them, and

more and more every year—the automobile

will be found an almost indispensible adjunct

to a farm stable. How often an errand is to

be done at the end of the day. Perhaps

supplies must be purchased for a thrashers’

dinner on the morrow, but every horse in the

stable has worked hard all day. No man is

so careful of a horse as a farmer, who will

  

HO\\" EASILY EUROPE COULD BE SWALLOIVED UP IN THE UNITED STATES

AN UNPARALLELED FIELD FOR TOURING IE ROADS ARE IMPROVED

They have become enthusiastic over the

telephone, which until the last two or three

years was scarcely ever seen in a farmhouse,

although in universal use in towns and cities.

Now the telephone is used extensively

throughout the country districts. The new

est type of harvesters or mowers and the latest

improvement in drills are sure to be taken up

even by farmers who are struggling to make

both ends meet.

The truth is that no class of our citizens

is so ready to take up with modern devices

that save labor and effect economies in time.

They do it not only because these improve

ments best serve their purpose for practical

work; they have the same pride in having

the best things in life which men in cities

have. We have seen this pride manifested

in the case of good live stock. A farmer takes

himself walk miles rather than drive a tired

horse. Here an automobile would be a great

advantage, particularly since the man with

the errand to do can remain in his field an

hour or two longer, and still allow himself

time for the trip.

Then Sunday is a day of visiting on the

farm, and the possession of an automobile

will add much to the enjoyment of the day,

and give relaxation to those who have worked

hard throughout the week without taxing the

horses, who are enjoying their weekly rest in

the stable. Luxuries like this will do much

to relieve the tedium of farm life. Farmers

know these things, and they are ready to

seek and take up with modern blessings.

But the use of automobiles for traction

purposes will bring them into the field of real

utility on the farm. Where there are good
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roads the use of an automobile will work won

ders in reducing distances between the farm

and the market. Ordinarily farm produce

can be carried to market in a light passenger

car, and heavy trucks will be necessary to be

of any assistance in moving great loads.

With such trucks,built much upon the lines

of the electric truck carts in the cities, farms

which are remote from a railroad, and which

can, therefore, be bought for much lower

prices per acre, can be made almost equally

valuable with farms near the cities. In fact,

they will no longer be far away. Their prox

imity will be measured not by miles, but by

hours, and the ability to put a load of grain

into the elevator at the nearest railway

station will place the farmer ina far better

position to get the best price for his wheat in

a market that is continually changing.

I am not so sure either that it will be the

cheaper grades of automobiles which will be

used on the farm. Farmers do not use the

cheaper grades of agricultural implements

nor the cheaper grades of horses. They want

the best. That may not mean the highest in

finish or the highest in power, but it does

mean the most eficient for the purpose.

As it is becoming possible to construct

automobiles at a lower price and repairs can

be made without carrying the machine to a

large city, the obstacles that have stood in

the way of the general use of automobiles on

the farm are passing away. And the farmer

is finding that these machines are not danger

ous, but are far more tractable than the

quietest mare in his stable, and so he will not

hesitate to let his boys use them.

This change is only the foreword to a chap

ter in which we shall find a general use of the

automobiles in connection with farm life.

 

Automobiles for Dry Goods Merchants

AUTOMOBILE REVIEVV

Among the retail dry goods dealers of

the United States, a quarter of a million

strong, a quick, eflective, attractive, light

delivery service is most essential.

When a woman buys an article at a drug

store, no matter what it weighs, she willingly

carries it home. If she buys a spool of

thread at a dry goods store she orders it de

livered. If she buys it at three o’clock,

moreover, she wants it at her door at five.

The telephone still further complicates mat

ters with store keepers in cities of medium

SIZC.

Customers living several miles from the

business district call up and order articles

which they want delivered within a few

hours. The store keeper must deliver them

or lose his trade. So the store keeper de

livers them. He makes enough profit prob

ably to afford the expense, but at present he

delivers them by horse and wagon.

Any automobilist knows he should not

do this. He should have an automobile

delivery wagon, which would be cheaper

than horses, quicker than horses, better

than horses in every way.

The only reason the dry goods store keeper

does not use automobile delivery wagons, ac

cording to a prominent wholesale merchant, is

because they do not know the advantages nor

the simplicity of the motor car. The light

gasoline car is peculiarly fitted.for use by

dry goods merchants. Their wares are not

heavy nor large in bulk. Quickness and

speed is what is needed in delivery, not enor

mous power.

Another point is the autom0bile’s attract

iveness—its novelty. Women in many cities

habitually buy goods of the firm which has

the handsomest delivery wagons, so they may

have the envy of their neighbors when the

goods are delivered. This is a fact. Here

the automobile would fill the bill, and it is

only a question of time and education when

the dry goods merchants of the country will

all use automobile delivery wagons. They

must come to it. Instead of not afiording

them, they will not atiord to do without them.

 

Automobiles for Traveling salesmen

MOTOR AG F.

There is a growing use of automobiles by

traveling salesmen. It appears that the

automobile is particularly suitable to taking

orders for goods salable in every small town

Many of these towns have insuflicient rail

road accommodations, and a salesman loses

much time waiting for trains, while if he

travels by automobile he can leave whenever

he has finished his business.

A large territory can thus be covered from

a central point in one, two or three day trips

Greater quantities of samples can be carried

and small orders of goods, if they are com

pact and light, can even be directly delivered

from the vehicle. When a salesman travels

by train he is usually obliged to carry heavy

sample cases around to his diflerent custom

ers, while with an automobile he can drive
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directly to their places of business. Further,

while he is soliciting orders, his mind need

not be troubled about railroad time tables

and fears of missing his train. For such

work the automobile would appear to be an

all around convenience. In smaller towns,

livery stable keepers are usually glad to store

a car over night, while in all larger places

regular garages are to be found. It is, of

course, evident that a high grade, reliable

machine must be selected for such work, for

if the car were out of commission much of

the time, and broke down frequently on the

road, its use would hardly prove profitable.

The fact that in the several cases which

have come to our notice the owners were well

satisfied with their experience, shows quite

conclusively that modern automobiles are

equal to such exacting demands.

The traveling salesman who touches only

at the larger towns, and consequently makes

long trips between stops, will not find the

automobile advantageous from an economic

standpoint, as for long distance travel the

automobile cannot compete with the rail

road. The former is essentially a vehicle for

short distances.

Relative Strength of Motor Cars

and Locomotives

JERSEY crrv (N. J.) JOURNAL

When one considers the tremendous test

to which motor cars are built it must be ad

mi_tted that they represent the highest type

of mechanical construction. Miles at rail

road speed over rough roads do not disar

range the mechanism in any way, while the

same treatment of a locomotive or any other

vehicle wopld bring about a wreck

A New Fuel

We have all noticed the improvements in

automobiles, and in fact, all kinds of hydro

carbon engines, year by year, yet few have

given much thought to fuel improvement,

simply because gasoline has been considered

good enough.

A concern in Cleveland, Ohio, has taken

the initiative in this regard. It realized the

unsatisfactory nature of gasoline as a whole,

and went into the matter of making a pro

duct which would compete with it in every

one of its uses. After much experimenting

a product was discovered which is called

Energine.

In comparison with gasoline in actual run

ning, Energine is said to go from 40 to 80

per cent further, per gallon, in actual mile

age; to give more speed and increased power;

to leave no carbon deposit on the spark plug

or in the explosion chamber; to be odorless

in its use; to halve the fuel cost,and to be ab

solutely homogeneous, never varying at all in

its composition.

The manufacturer’s explanation of the in

crease in speed and power, together with the

lack of carbon deposit, in the use of Energine

is this:

Supposing that in the use of gasoline one

has a drop the size of this O, there will be a

portion of it (shown by shading), which will

not be exploded. Part of this will stay in the

machine, in the shape of a carbon deposit,

and part forced out through the exhaust, in

the shape of waste gases. The part which

is forced out through the exhaust, is a dis

tinct loss, as it is a portion of every drop con

stituting the gallon one pays for, while the

part that stays in the machine in the shape

of a carbon deposit is more than a waste; it

is a hindrance to the general running of the

machine.

With Energine one uses a smaller drop, the

size of this » o, in comparison, and every

particle of this drop is exploded. One there

fore brings out all the latent energy in the

machine and is enabled to get much better

results in running.

Remedy for Bums

MOTOR \\'ORLD

A valuable remedy for burns is a strong

aqueous solution of picric acid. This at once

removes pain to a great extent, and prevents

blisters at the expense merely of dyeing the

afiected part for several days to a color that

will probably match the wheels of the car.

Collegians Form Automobile Club

The popularity of the automobile has

received no more striking tribute than by

the organization of automobile clubs at the

leading universities. The University of

Pennsylvania was the first in the field last

year and its success was so marked that

Harvard followed with a similar organiza

tion. Last fall both Yale and Princeton

organized clubs and it is said that Columbia

and Cornell are considering a similar project.
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Starting in Cold Weather

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

Here is an idea upon starting a motor

which hasbeen found to work very successfully

when the atmosphere is chilly. It is simply

to fill an ordinary India rubber hot-water

bottle and apply it as far round the carburet

ter as possible, leaving it there for a sufficient

period to enable the carburetter itself to

draw some heat and thus assist vaporization.

Another method is to wrap around the car

buretter some absorbent material, such as

large size lampwick, which can be carried

for the purpose, and to pour over this hot

water, repeated applications of which will

raise the temperature of the carburetter even

higher than will be obtained by the usual

heating by a branch from the exhaust.

Mixture to Prevent Rust

MOTOR WORLD

A good mixture for use as a slush to pre

vent the rusting of machinery is made by

dissolving one ounce of camphor in one

pound of melted lard; skim off the impurities

and add enough black lead to give the mix

ture an iron color. After cleaning the ma

chinery carefully, smear on the mixture. It

can be left indefinitely, or if wiped off after

twenty-four hours will prevent rust for some

time. When removed the metal should be

polished with a soft cloth.

The Straining of Gasoline

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

No matter what you may think or may

have heard to the contrary, wisdom demands

that before being poured into the tank all

gasoline should be passed through an efficient

strainer. If this is not done sooner or later,

usually the former, the gauze strainer through

which the gasoline passes before reaching the

float chamber becomes choked, and an ir

regular supply to the nipple follows, with

consequent irregular working.

The use of a piece of fine old muslin in

addition to the gauze of the funnel used

for filling is recommended, and if the mus

lin is, before the first time of using, well

scoured by passing some gasoline through

it, all lint is removed, and perfectly filtered

gasoline only passes through, with the

result that you will have less cause for

complaint.

To Clean the Hands

MOTOR WORLD

Coffee grounds are said to be efficacious in

aiding the removal of oil and grease stains

from the hands. A motorist who has tried

it gives this method of application: Obtain

a good lather with any household or other

soap and, taking a handful of coffee grounds,

proceed to work it well into the hands. After

a minute or so the hands, when rinsed free

of the gritty mixture, will be found to be

beautifully soft, fresh and clean.

How Properly to Oil a Motor

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

Lubrication is one of the most important

points in the running of a motor; neglect on

this score may result in very serious conse

quences, most probably a total breakdown

of the engine. Ordinary gas engine oil

should be avoided, being quite unsuitable

for high speed engines. Oil of a very high

flash point and free from deposit at high tem

peratures is the most suitable. With the

pump system of lubrication it is often pref

erable to oil, and in small quantities. With

the drop feed system the lubricators should

be set to give from five to six drops per minute

for each cylinder.

How He is to Avoid Trouble Hereafter

MOTOR WORLD

“This has been my first year with an auto

mobile,” remarked a motorist at the show

the other day, “and I want to tell you that I

have learned a few things since I started in.

“I have learned in the first place that an

automobile, like anything else, is liable to get

out of order, unless you care for it. It is no

perpetual motion affair or an eight-day clock

that you can wind up Saturday night and

expect to keep agoing until the next Satur

day night.

“There is just one maxim that I shall carry

with me this.season, when I buy my new

machine, and that will be, ‘Be sure every

thing is alright before you go ahead,” or

words to that effect. Now, when I review

the few slight breakdowns that I have had

this season (and they have really been very

few) I can trace them to one cause—careless

ness. I have been so anxious to get there,

that I have not even taken the trouble to

look over my car before I started. I can see

now where five minutes inspection before

starting would have saved me every incon

venience that I have had out on the road.”
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Where the Trouble May Come From

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

Should there be a loss of power in a gas

engine the following points must be examined

for the cause: Leakage at either exhaust or

inlet valves, sparking plug or piston rings,

weak batteries, dirty sparking plug, imperfect

contact at the contact breaker caused by a

weak spring in the contact arm, or by car

bonized oil on the fiber disk and contact

pieces, or buming of the platinums on the

trembler of the induction coil. The latter

may be cleaned by removing the screw and

trembler blade and dressing up the contact

pieces perfectly square to insure good contact

when replaced. Put on the switch, put the

contact breaker in position to close the cir

cuit, then adjust the scre\v to the blade till

the most violent vibration of the trembler is

attained. Fasten the screw in position by

means of the locking nut. When making

this adjustment it is most important that the

sparking plug wire should be connected to

the plug, and the plug to the cylinder; should

this be neglected there is every probability of

the coil being injured by burning.

 

Hints on Washmg Cars

Moron wor.r.r>

Any means of reducing the depreciation

in value of a motor car is worthy of the con

sideration of the motorist. In attempting to

sell a used car, the owner soon finds that ap

pearance has a distinct value, measurable in

dollars and cents, and for this reason, and

also because of the great personal satisfaction

derived from the ownership of a well-kept

car, it is desirable to preserve, as far as pos

sible, the original high finish of the varnish

and of the polished metal parts. To do this,

the car must be washed carefully, as careless

and improper washing may do as much to

ruin the appearance of the car as neglect.

Before attempting to rub any dust or mud

ofi the vamish, it should be gone over thor

oughly with a stream of water from a hose

without a nozzle. If too much pressure is ap

plied, there is danger of bespattering certain

parts of the mechanism which should be kept

dry, and also of scratching the varnish by

driving small particles of sand over it too

rapidly. When it is impossible to remove

any more dirt in this way, a sponge may be

used, which should be kept constantly soaked

with water, by directing the stream upon it as

it is moved over the paint. If there is a con

siderable accumulation of mud, as, for in

stance, after operating the car over dirt roads

on a rainy day, the sponge should be carefully

rinsed after each few strokes, so that there

can be no danger of grit clinging to it.

Every particle of dirt should be removed be

fore the chamois is applied to wipe ofi the

water which remains clinging to the varnish.

The chamois should be carefully rinsed and

wrung dry before it is applied, and should

also be rinsed before the water which it ab

sorbs in wiping the car is wrung out, in order

to prevent accumulation of grit.

It is not considered good practice to use

any sort of soap or hot water, as both tend to

dull the finish of the varnish.

In the case of some automobiles, oil is

likely to reach certain parts of the body or

running gear. This should be removed with

gasoline (if the water will not carry it away)

before the sponge is applied. Great care

should be taken that no oil or grease is touched

by the sponge or chamois, as in that event

it may be transferred to some other part of

the car, thus still further injuring the general

appearance. Furthermore, with a greasy

chamois it is not possible to wipe the surface

dry.

For certain cars, parts of which can not be

reached with a sponge, a long, narrow back

brush with soft hair filling is often found to be

a handy instrument for removing accumula

tions of dirt. The blush should be used in

the same manner as the sponge.

It is very bad practice to rub over the

varnish with kerosene or any other oil, to

make it shine, as in a short time the finish will

be ruined, both because of the action of the

oil on the vamish and because of the extra

accumulation of dust upon the varnished parts

which is held by the oil and is not easily re

moved in washing.

 

Cleaning the Cooling System

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

After a car has been in continuous use for

some time, it is not a bad plan, if you have

nothing in particular to do, to thoroughly over

haul the cooling system, washing out the

water tank and the jackets, and thoroughly

cleansing the pipes and coils by means of a

hose. It is wonderful what a lot of dirt ac

cumulates after a long spell of continued use

of an engine or car.
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Fitting of Rubber Mats

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

The mats on a car should be cut to fit ex

actly—not like too many of them are fitted,

which is not at all. The best way to secure

a proper fit is to make a pattern out of brown

paper, cutting it so that it sets snugly over

the flooring in one piece. Holes should then

be made for any pipes, etc., with a slit to

allow the pipe to be put into the hole. Too

much stress cannot be laid on having the

mats to fit close up to the dashboard, since

doing this not only helps to keep the elec

trical wires and machinery dry when it is

raining, but at the same time it prevents the

wind blowing through the various joints and

holes, which tends to make the feet cold.

When the Gasoline Seems too Strong

When the smell of gasoline gets so strong

that it is likewise a matter of taste, cheer

yourself with the thought that it may

perhaps be acquired. Don't forget your

triumph over caviar. And then, some day,

some way, you may be able to get an auto

mobile of your own, and it is a wise man

who always directs his course so that he

won’t have too much to take back.

One Source of Short Circuits

MOTOR AGE

If accumulator cells are not secured against

jumping around in the battery box there is

a strong possibility of their short circuiting,

either momentarily or continuously. This

may or may not affect the sparking of the

motor at once, but will shorten the life of

the battery. Keep the cells well packed or

in some way secured against movement.

Rain's Effect on Glass Screens

MOTOR WORLD

Motorists who wear spectacles, and whose

cars are equipped with a glass wind screen

find it easier to see through the latter than

to see through wet spectacles. The explana

tion that first occurs to one is that a drop of

rain falling on a lens close to one's eye covers

a very large part of the area of vision. But

the weak point of this theory seems to be that

when the rain is so heavy as to make the

whole surface of the glass screen uniformly

wet, it can be seen through better than one

could see through spectacles if they were

similarly covered by a uniform film of rain

Water.

Perhaps the oculist's explanation would be

that the glass screen is flat, so that the rain

upon it does not distort the angles of vision,

but rain upon the lenses of spectacles causes

a kind of refraction which destroys the vis

ion-correcting angles at which the lenses are

ground.

Suggestions on Using the Telephone

In the editorial rooms of System which,

by the way, last month published an inter

view with the head of our factory on his

method of dealing with labor, the following

matter hangs near the telephones:

WHEN USING THIS TELEPHONE:

REMEMBER that a stranger is at the other

end of the line.

REMEMBER that the tone of your voice may

make him a subscriber or drive him away.

MAKE a subscriber of him and you increase

your usefulness in this office.

THEREFORE, when using this telephone al

always be polite, agreeable, accommodating,

and patient.

ACT, when you answer a call, as though it

were the only bit of work you are called

upon to do all day and do it in an abso

lutely perfect manner.

The Modern Fable of a Motor Maniac and

His Big Buggy

MARION CALDWELL LEE

There was once a Man, who took

his Morning Exercise drilling to the Office,

and his Recreation, on Sundays in fine

Weather, on a Trolley Car.

Every evening he dropped the Dimes he

saved in the Bank on the Bedroom Shelf, in

stead of going down to the Corner for a

Cigar and a Chat with the Barkeeper.

He knew he was a born Mechanic because

he could repair his Typewriter, and had once

tightened a Nut on his Waterbury Watch,

so, when he discovered the Automobile, he

knew it was for him, and he punctured his

Bank Account to buy a Second-Hand Steam

er that looked like the One-Horse Chaise. He

stood off the Man at the Store for a lovely

little Leather Bonnet, and referred to himself

as a “Chaffer.” He called the old Wood

Shed the “Gariage,” and sunk a patent Gas.

oline Tank thirteen Feet Underground at

Five Dollars per Foot.

He learned where the Steam Gauge was

located and what the Reverse Lever did, and
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thought of buying a Speedometer next Pay

Day. He spoke airily of the Auto as the

“Rig,” an entirely unjustifiable familiarity

that was evidently resented.

It took three Men to start him off, and the

way the Water-Level wiggled gave him the

cold Shivers. Vl/hen he struck the Park

Roads, the first Time out, he made a Four

Cylinder Touring Car try to climb a Tree.

He binned his Boiler three times out of a

possible four—the Record.

It became his Custom to carelessly draw

from his pocket a new Pipe-Wrench that

worked three Ways, and give dogmatic

Opinions on Generators, Clincher Tires,

Check Valves and Water Columns. He wore

Goggles that he picked up in the Road after

an Air-cooled Machine with a Straight Front

had knocked the Tail Lights off an Electric

Runabout, carried a vague Odor of Fire

Proof Engine Oil about him, and had a Li

cense Number Plate that had to be measured

by Metes and Bounds. He had Blisters on

his Hands with Graphite ground into them,

and wouldn’t wear Gloves for fear of hiding

the evidences of his Guilt.

He put a life size Portrait of Barney Old

field in his Parlor, and remarked that Alfred

Vanderbilt was a credit to his Class. Every

time a Tire burst on a Continental Free-for

all he put on Mourning. The Family had

Auto for Meals three times a Day, and little

Else. The only Rest they had was when

Daddie went out on a Nonstop Twenty Mile

Control Tour, and couldn’t get back without

sending for a Plumber. At times he had

some of his Salary left over after paying his

Bills, and he once ran eleven Miles without

calling for the Emergency Wagon. His wife

found she couldn’t go to his Pockets for a

trifle to pay the Milk Man, without getting

covered with Tire Cement or Compression

Grease. ~- '" t

At last one Day when he scorched the

Boiler again, and the Man said it couldn’t

be plugged, his Wife made the little Daugh

ter hush and go to Bed early, because Dad

was sitting in the Parlor with wide staring

eyes, the Picture of Grief. He said that

what he needed was a Flash Boiler, Automatic

Oil-Feeder, a new Steam-Pump, Artillery

Wheels, and a Wheel Steering Device, to

make him “aw fate.” He recognized French

as the Court Language of exclusive Motor

Circles. He said he would never have

bumed his Boiler if he had had a Low-Water

Alarm which cost Eighty-seven Fifty and

was adjustable——whatever that meant.

Next Month he grew Wise and sent his

Steamer to the Scrap-Heap, and bought an

Up-to-Date Two Cylinder Touring Car and

Top, Glass-Front and Wicker Baskets, with

Power enough to go Anywhere and Back.

MORAL: Put a Mufller on the Big-Com

plex-Profanity-Breeding-Autohabit, and get

a Rambler.

 

The Vemacular as Found Near the Stock

Yards in Chicago

CHICAGO TRBUNE

This is the conversation that took place

between the girl with the two-story pompa

dour and the girl with the aeroplane hat on

the Wentworth avenue car:

“Seer ]en!”

“Watcha wanta me P”

“Wanta askeesumpin.

choor house t’moranight P”

“Awquitcherfoolin l”

“Aintafoolin. Oozacummin P”

“Awka moif. Aintnobodycummin.”

“Inobettern that.”

“Betchadollar thaint.”

“Betchadollar thiz.”

“Awka moff.”

“Seer, Jen! Joomeentellme IamalyreP”

“Srite, Ooze binastuffin yuh P”

Ooze cumminout

“Noboddizbinstuflinme. Ino wottima

tawkinabout.”

“Awka moff! Nothininnit allsame.”

“Sawl overtown.”

“Wotsawlovertown P”

“Bouchooantomjackson.”

“Oozee P”

“Core shoo don't know.”

“Core si don’t.”

“Betchadoo.”

“Say! Juno Lilsimmons P”

“Bettidoo. Ullo! Ear sware Iga tofi.”

“Well, g’by!”

HGYby P’

 

The Same Result Either Way

First Rustic (cutting pie in two unequal

pieces and giving his friend the smaller piece)

—Thar’s yer pie, Jonas.

Second Rustic (in an aggrieved tone)

Say, Elias, if I’d ben a’ dealin’ out that pie,

I’d ’a given you the biggest piece.

‘First Rustic—Wal, ]onas, what yer kick

in’ about! Ain’t I got it?
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Consistent

UTICA onsnnvzn

An action for damages alleged to have

been received in an automobile accident was

recently brought in an adjoining county. A

woman had been thrown from a carriage,

the horse attached to which was frightened

by an automobile.

She landed in a ditch and was not danger

ously injured. Upon being assisted to her

feet, some one spoke of calling a doctor and

suggested a physician who visits his patients

in an automobile. The injured woman

quickly protested, saying: “No, don’t call

him. I don’t want an automobile doctor.

Get me a horse doctor.”

Where He Ballted

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

An Irishman went into a restaurant and

ordered a meal, and the waiter brought first

a bowl of soup, and then a dish of celery,

both of which Pat put away. The waiter

next brought in a boiled lobster which he

placed before the guest. Pat looked at the

dish a moment, and then turned to the waiter

with a scowl and said: “Oi’ve drank your

dishwater and Oi’ve ate your bouquet, but

Oi’ll be dommed if Oi’ll ate your bug.”

 

His Honey

We don’t want to mention any names

becausr-well, because he is a mighty good fel

low, but a little story has leaked out about a

certain automobile enthusiast who doesn’t live

a thousand miles from—but that would be

telling; wouldn’t it! Well, he is very fond

of honey, and while at the show in Phila

delphia was served with some delicious honey.

He enjoyed it so much that he told his wife

about it when he returned home. On his

next trip to the city a few days ago she ac

companied him. They visited the same

hotel, and when breakfast was being served,

he said to his wife that he hoped they had

some more of that honey. It did not appear,

however, and he called out to the waiter,

“Say, Sambo, where is my honey?” He was

almost paralyzed when that worthy grinned

and replied: “She doan work here no more,

boss. She done got a job at the silk mill.”

“I must judge of what is right and neces

sary not by what men say and do, not b_v pro

gress, but by what I feel to be true in my

heart. ”—Tolstoi.

Humility

HARP!-IR'S WEEKLY

Mrs. Gertrude Atherton, the authoress,

tells of the tribulations of a friend‘ in New

York who is the mother of a particularly

mischievous boy of some seven years.

“One evening recently,” says Mrs. Ather

ton, “when the mother was getting the boy

ready for bed,after what she termed ‘a day of

unmitigated outrageousness’ on the part of

her hopeful, she said to him:

“ ‘Now when you say your prayers tonight,

Richard, remember to ask God to make

you a better boy. You have certainly

been bad today.’ ”

Accordingly the youngster began his peti

tions to the Almighty in the usual form.

Before closing with the customary “Amen,”

he added:

“And please, God, make me a better boy.”

Then he paused a moment, and, to the

utter consternation of the long-suffering

mother, he concluded his prayer with una

bated gravity:

“Nevertheless, not my will, oh, Lord, but

Thine be done.”

A Question of Speed

BIRMINGHAM (eucumn) 1>os'r

The judge, lawyers, and everybody else

were badgering an Irishman about the speed

of an automobile.

“Was it going fast?” querried the judge.

“Yis, it were,” answered the witness.

“How fast?”

“Oh, purty fasht, yer honor.”

“Well, how fast?”

“Purty fasht.”

“Was it as fast as a man can run P”

“Aw, yis,” said the Irishman, glad that

the basis for an analogy was thus supplied to

him. “As fasht as twinty min kin run.”

Her Tongue Slipped

NEW YORK MAIL AND EXPRESS

A young woman who recently became a.

teacher in a kindergarten entered a trolley car

in Brooklyn and bowed pleasantly to a man

who sat across the aisle. He raised his hat

in return, but it was evident that he did not

recognize the young woman.

“Oh, excuse me,” she remarked in tones

which could be heard by every one in the car.

“I mistook you for some one else. I thought

you were the father of two of my children.”

He left the car at the next corner.

_ __ _ -__-4-<1
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It Just Struck One

An Irishman accosted a gentleman on the

street late at night with a request for the time.

The gentleman, suspecting that Pat wished to

snatch his watch gave him a stinging rap on

the nose with the remark, “It has just struck

one.” “Be jabers,” retorted Pat, “Oi’m

glaid oi didn't axyees an hour ago.”

Aristocratic

DETROIT FREE PRESS

“That Mrs. Snaggs is too much of an aris

tycrat fur me to mingle wid.”

“HOW’s that?”

“She was knocked down by a push cart

and she had it put into de paper dat she was

hit by an autermobile.”

The Collection Improving

LESLIE'S WEEKLY.

Minister—“How much P”

Deacon Scrape—“Two pants buttons.”

Minister—“Glory hallelujah! We only got

one last Sunday.”

It is the fishiness of stories that keeps them

longest afloat.—Puck.

“I will find away, or makeone.”—Hannibal.

New One On Him

CHICAGO TRIBUNE

The principal of the school was talking

with him about his boy.

“By the way, Mr. Wipedunks,” he said,

“I have made a discovery about Jerry. He's

ambidextrous.”

“I don't see how that can be,” replied Mr.

Wipedunks, with rising indignation. “He

hain't never been exposed to it. Besides, he

was vaccinated last year, we bathe him regu

lar every week, and his mother always makes

him wear a little bag of assafiddity tied

around his neck. Some of the other boys

has been lyin' on him.”

An Ill Sorted Family

YOUTH'S COMPANION

Farmer Carson looked up from his search

for potato bugs into the face of a former

neighbor, who was visiting his old friends

after an absence of ten years.

“How's your son Dick getting on?” he

asked, after a few preliminaries.

“Dick? Oh, he's getting on first rate; he's

a sort of a doctor,” said the father.

“How about Arthur P”

“Arthur? Oh, he's getting on all right,

too. He's a sort of a lawyer.”

“What's Jim doing?” he continued.

“Oh, Jim, he's doing fine; he's a sort of a

preacher,” said Mr. Carson cheerfully.

“And you keep right on here,” said the old

neighbor with evident regret.

“Well, er, for the present,” said Mr. Car

son, apologetically. “You see, it seems kind

of advisable for some one to be a sort of a

farmer, and kind of feed Dick and Arthur

and Jim for another ten years or so, till they

get a sort of an income.”

What the Indian could not Understand

Professor Frederick Starr, of the Univer

sity of Chicago, in his study of the different

races of the world, has had many curious ex

periences among primitive tribesmen.

To an Indian, one day, he attempted to ex

plain the principles of the automobile. The

Indian was intelligent, and Professor Starr's

explanation was a model of directness and

lucidity.

The Public Library of Chicago has an

automobile for its book delivery service.

“Well,” he said at the end, “do you think

you understand all about the automobile

now P”
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The Indian, who had listened intently, re

plied: “Yes, I understand, all but one thing.”

“And what is that?" said Professor Starr,

thinking to clear up in a word some trifling

point he had overlooked.

“I don’t understand," said the Indian,

“what: makes the automobile go without

horses."

 

The Last Straw

V\"O.\IANlS HOME COMPANION

Elbert Hubbard was born in Blooming

ton, Illinois, and a Bloomington man said of

him not long ago:

“Hubbard and I went to school together

when we were little chaps. It was a private

school, a kind of kindergarten, and the

teacher allowed us a good many liberties.

Hubbard had a little puppy, and one of the

liberties allowed him was the privilege of

bringing in the dog and keeping it at his feet

during the session.

“This went on for a week or more. The

puppy was quiet at first, but as it got accus

tomed to the school it began to caper about

and bark.

“One morning it disturbed the whole room.

It broke up the session altogether. There

fore, the teacher said, ‘Elbert, take that dog

out, and never bring it in here again.’

“Hubbard, nearly heart-broken, lifted the

puppy up in his arms, and went slowly down

the aisle. He held its head against his cheek,

and as he departed, looking back reproach

fully at the teacher, said, ‘And it’s named

777

after you .

 

What He Was Charged Wifli

HARP:-:R’s WEEKLY

A stuttering motorist named Sisson was

arraigned before a police magistrate.

“What is your name?" asked the magis

trate.

“S-s-s-s-sis-s-s-ss,” began the prisoner and

stopped.

“What's that P” demanded the magistrate.

“S-s-s-sis-s-sis-s-s-s," hissed the stutterer.

. “His name's Sisson," interrupted the po

hceman who had made the arrest. “He

stutters.”

“So it seems,” said the magistrate. “What's

he charged with P”

“I don’t know, your honor,” said the po

liceman, “it seems to be soda water.”

 

“Be not simply good—be good for some

thing/’—Th0reau.

What He Really Knew

KANSAS CITY TIMES

A traveler went into a Union Avenue barber

shop yesterday morning to get a shine,

and inquired about his train. “Say,"

he said, addressing the negro bootblack,

“what time does the Missouri Pacific leave

for St. Louis this morning P”

“Yoh mean the one that makes the day

light run P” querried the negro. “Yes, that's

the one," said the man.

“It ah the train that connec's wif the one

frum Leaveswuth, ain't it P” asked the boot

black as he brushed away.

“Yes.”

“Runs fru Wahnsbu'gh P”

“Yes."

“An' Jeffahson City P”

‘(Yes)’

“Ah knows the train yoh means, all right.

Stan's on the secon’ er thud track; doan it P”

“I think it does."

“Changes ingines—le’s see.

train change ingines P”

“I don’t know,” came from the man.

“What I want to know is its leaving time."

“Ah knows jes’ what you wants, an’ ah

knows yes’ ’xactly what train yoh means."

“Well, when does it leave P"

“Oh, yes, when do it leave? Ah’s suah ah

doan’ know 'bout that, boss,” was the negro's

reply.

How it reminds one of some denizens

at cross-roads.

Wha' do that

 

No Which About lt

Prince Wells, the genial Rambler dealer

at Louisville, is credited with this story:

“Uncle Mose, deacon in Zion church, went

to rob a henroost one night, and among the

chickens there happened to be a turkey hen.

It is well known that when a turkey hen gets

frightened she makes a peculiar noise that

sounds something like ‘w’ich, w’ich, w’ich.’

When Mose shoved his hand along the roost

to feel for the legs of the poultry he started

a commotion, the turkey hen leading with her

‘w’ich, w'ich, w’ich.' The venerable pur

loiner, not to be denied, muttered: ‘Whafio

yo’ mek dat ’markP Dey ain' no ‘which’

erbout it. I’se gwine er take ever’ durn one

07 yo‘, 7!

 

Success don't konsist in never makin’ blun

ders, but in never makin’ the same one twict.

-1ash Billings.
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A japanese Gardener's Wisdom

The late Sir Edwin Arnold, whose wife

was a Japanese girl, told many stories of the

people of the Orient.

“The ]apanese gardeners,” he once said,

“have carried their art further than we have

carried ours. _ A landscape gardener in Japan

is esteemed highly. He is looked upon quite

as we look on a poet or a painter.

“And these ]apanese gardeners are truly

remarkable men. I was riding with one of

them near Kioto on an August afternoon and

we came to a steep hillside.

“Tell me,” I said, “how would you plan a

road to the top of that diflicult hill?”

The gardener smiled humorously.

“I think,” he said, “that I would first turn

some cows loose and see how they get up.”

Brevity and Brotherly Love

VVOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

Senator Hale tells a story of two Maine

farmers who met in the road one day. They

stopped their teams, and the following con

versation took place:

“Mornin’, ]osh.”

“Mornin’, John.”

“What did ye give yer hoss. thet had the

botts P”

“Turpentine.”

“Thank ye.

“Mornin.”

A week later the farmers met in the road

again. Again they stopped their teams, and

then this conversation followed:

“Mornin’, ]osh.”

“Mornin’, John.”

“What did ye say ye give yer hoss when it

had the botts P” ,

“Turpentine.”

“So did I. It killed mine.”

“Mine, too.”

“Mornin’, josh.”

“Mornin’, ]ohn.”

1)!

Mornin .

 

An Attentive Husband

voNKisiz’s STATESMAN

“Is your seat comfortable, dear P” he asked

when they had settled in the theater.

“Yes, it is very nice,” said’ the wife smil

ing pleasantly.

“Feel any draught, dear?”

“Not a particle.”

“No big hats in front of you, dear?"

“Not one.”

“No posts in the way?”

“No, I’m very comfortable.”

“Then change seats with me, dear.”

ln The Limits

NEW YORK SUN

A breezy individual from the Windy City

drifted into one of the uptown hotels the other

dayland used the public telephone to talk

with a friend in Brooklyn. When he was

through he oflered the young woman at the

switchboard ten cents.

“Twenty cents, please,” she said.

“Twenty cents!” he shouted indignantly,

“twenty cents! why in Chicago we can tele

phone to h for ten cents.”

“Yes,” responded the operator sweetly,

“but you know that is in the city limits.”

 

 

“Let us have the faith that right makes

might, and in that faith let us dare to do our

duty as we understand it.”—Abraham Lin

coln.

  

LIFE.

A COMPROMISE BY A LOVER OF HORSES

Slow

LIFE

“I propose to girdle the earth,” said the

ambitious young man whose father had just

presented him with a big touring car. “O,”

she innocently exclaimed, “why do you be

gin on such a big thing?” But he only sat

there and twirled his cap.

 

Wives, Take Notice

ACETYLENE JOURNAL

She——“Beeii drinking, George?”

He—“No, dear.”

She——“Why are you chewing cloves, then P”

He—“Oh, I’ve been riding with a friend

in his automobile and I didn’t want to annoy

you with the smell of the gasoline.”
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l-lad Him There

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

“I thought you made a New Year's resolu

tion not to drink any more?”

“I did.”

“But here you are drinking as much as

ever.”

“Well, that isn’t any more, is it?”

An lngenuous Mind.

Mr. Roth, an undertaker, had been sum

moned to the home of an aristocrat.

Upon surveying the remains of the de

ceased he discovered that the man wore a

wig, and that, as he now lay in a reclining

position, the wig fell back and exposed the

bald pate.

“Madam,” said the undertaker obsequi

ously to the sorrowing widow, “I perceive

that your late husband wore a wig during his

natural life. I do not suppose you wish this

generally known, so if you will kindly favor

me with a small pot of glue I will arrange

the wig so that it will be unnoticed.”

The widow had no glue, but sent out for

some immediately.

A short time afterwards she approached the

undertaker ..1d proffered a small bottle of

glue.

“Oh, never mind now,” said Mr. Roth

consolingly, “I—er—I found a tack!”

  

Submarine Justice

Octopoliceman:

knots a minyit.

Judge Walrus: Six months on land.

May it plaze yer honor, ‘Tis th’ same ould

oEinse—scorchin’ in their watermohile at th’ rate of forty

Wit of the Late Senator Hoar

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

Senator Tillman had a bad night, and

thought he had appendicitis, but found later

that it was only indigestion. He met Sena

tor Hoar, and told him the good news.

“I'm glad,” said the Senator from Massa

chusetts, “that the trouble was in your table

of contents rather than in your appendix.”

 

One day Senator Hoar was joined in the

corridor of the Capitol by a former colleague,

and as they approached the entrance to the

Senate Chamber Mr. Hoar motioned his

companion to pass in first.

“After you,” said the ex-senator, drawing

back.

“No, indeed,” retorted Senator Hoar; “the

X’s always go before the wise.”

 

The Motorists Formula for Repairs

1 lb. patience,

1 pt. gumption,

1 gal. muscle,

2 doz. cuss words, assorted,

]udicious use of the repair kit.

Then seize pump, imagine you’re on board

a sinking schooner and pump for life. After

you’re done, winded, all-in, collapsed, sit

down, breathe and think it over. After a

time open your eyes.

look at the tire and

find that, after all your

efforts, it’s as flat as a

pancake. Then try:

2 doz. fresh cuss words,

all red hot.

Toss aforesaid words

about.

Heat ’em over.

Toss ’em again.

Wish you were dead.

Mix the foregoing

well, sweeten with a

little hope, get ready

to simmer again, and

probably the blamed

thing will stay put and

pumped for good.

“He carries himself well. "

“He does today.”

“Doesn’t he always?”

“No, we had to carry

him last night.”
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AUTO CAR,

sed body, in good order; Michelan tires.

10% SAVED ON EVERY 1905 RAMBLER

bought through me; select your own car. Ad

dress J. C. 300, Tribune office.

AUTOMOBILE FOR SALE OR TRADE

draft h'un."
McN'

FIFTY DOLLARS REVVARD

Fifty dollars reward will be paid by Thomas B. Jeffery and Company for

the proven identity of the person or concern that caused the insertion of

the original of the above advertisement in the automobile columns of the

Chicago Tribune, Sunday, February 26.

The demand for Rambler Automobiles is unprecedented, and there

will be no discount whatever from list prices, so that the offer in that

advertisement cannot be substantiated, and was calculated merely to

deceive the public and injure this business.



BEYOND THE SNOW IS SPRING

f*oTo by F. K. Lawrface
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The Mission of the Motor Car

JOHN A. KINGMAN

Courtesy, The Booklovers Magazine

ILL very recently the

motor car had not suc

ceeded in inducing the

non-motoring public to

take it seriously. It was

looked on as a fad—fair

game for the jokesmith

and the freak legislator.

To speak of its mission

was to open the flood-gates of obvious witti

cisms. Of late the public attitude is percep

tibly changing. No one who witnessed the

recent exhibition in New York could fail to be

impressed as much by the crowd as by the

machines. The dominant note of the vast

throng that filled the halls of Madison Square

Garden was not the outsider’s dilettante curi

osity nor the insider's exclusive faddism, but

the intelligent, personal interest of the average

man, awake at last to the knowledge that the

motor car is an established agent of civiliza

tion that may closely affect his own welfare.

He is willing to admit that the automobile

may be more than a luxury for the rich or an

expensive experiment for the man of means

—that it may soon achieve untold benefits to

the people at large.

Not the least part of the motor's newly

recognized mission-work is the paramount

share it is bound to take in the back-to-the

land movement. The tendency country

ward, the longing to escape from city rush

}

e)

Fourth Month

and crush, from city smoke and city prices,

have been commended on a thousand times.

Yet it has not been generally recognized that

the motor car will do more than all other

agencies to make us again a nation of country

dwellers and country lovers.

At bottom the problem is one of transpor

tation. The chief drawback to country life

has been the distance of country dwellers

from the city and, more important still, from

one another. The bicycle has done some

thing to overcome these obstacles, and, but

for an absurd devotion to fashion, could do

more. The trolley car, gradually cross

hatching the whole country, is still more

effective. The direct competition of the

automobile will soon compel a further devel

opment of the trolley; incidentally it will aid

in bringing about the time when the trolley

track will invariably be laid at the side of the

road, instead of being plumped down on the

top of it is as usual, spoiling its appearance

and taking up much needed room. But the

chief annihilator of distance must be the

automobile itself.

Although the automobile movement in this

country is little more than ten years old, it

has long since passed the experimental stage.

In the early nineties we had horseless car

riages tentative in design, and uncertain in

operation. Now, after continuous effort and

experiment on the part of manufacturers—

Copyright, 1905, by Thomas B. Jeffery c. Company
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not to omit much work by the owners them

selves—we have efficient and dependable

cars. Absurd legislation has been success

fully combatted, and rational laws have been

enacted. The industry is in a sound and

healthy condition.

Let us see how the automobile has justified

the claims made by its earliest adherents. To

begin with, numerous public tests have been

held. They have been of three kinds: long

distance endurance and reliability competi

tions, hill-climbing contests, and speed trials.

Each has done its part in attracting the

W. C. GREENE waTERTOWN, NEW YORK, AND HIS BOYS

attention of the public and demonstrating the

merits of the automobile, but the endurance

runs have undoubtedly been of most value.

The first of the four important public trials

was held in September, 1901, and consisted

of a run of eighty automobiles from New York

City to Buffalo. It was terminated, how

ever, at Rochester, owing to the assassination

of President McKinley. Few of the forty

one surviving competitors were sorry to have

the event discontinued, as it had been a

terrible struggle in a severe autumn storm,

the roads being in shocking condition. In

the autumn of the next year a non-stop endur

ance run was held from New York to Boston,

and return; and good weather and material

improvement in automobile machinery made

the contest easier and more pleasant for the

competitors. Seventy-five cars started, sixty

eight finished, and seventeen made no penal

ized stops—a most unexpected result. As

an instance of the success attending this test

it may be stated that a gold medal was offered

as a prize to the vehicle making the best per

formance; but such was the high standard of

excellence displayed that, instead of one gold

medal being awarded, no fewer than seven

teen were necessary.

In 1903 a severe trial was held, the route

being from New York City to Pittsburg. As

in 1901, the weather was inclement—so bad

in fact, that the steam railroads were blocked

and communication by telegraph seriously

affected. The roads were deep in mud and

in some places flooded with water. Yet the

automobiles pushed on, performing wonders

of endurance, all but six out of thirty-four

cars arriving in Pittsburg at the finish. This

test was the most trying of all long

distance competitions, and for this

reason the most convincing one.

Last summer's run from New

York to St. Louis made it obvious

that such events were no longer

needed to demonstrate the all-round

reliability of the modern motor car,

for there were practically no serious

break-downs or delays—only two

cars of the seventy-nine which left

New York were compelled to with

draw because of break-downs.

The contests above mentioned

have been largely trade affairs, and

the competing cars were mostly

owned by manufacturers; so that

the point might be made that good

results were naturally to be expect

ed. At the same time, a fair number of

enthusiastic private owners have conducted

cars in these runs; and it is interesting to

note that out of the four cars which have

made the run across the continent, two were

owned and driven by amateurs in no way

connected with the industry.

Hill-climbing contests have attracted at

tention because the steep hill is one of the

automobile's worst enemies. All purchasers

want complete proof of the hill-climbing

ability of a car before they make their choice.

Five years ago an automobile climbed Mount

Washington, and the story of the ascent was

wired all over the country. Last summer a

hill-climbing contest was held over the same

road, and the object was not to show how

many cars could gain the summit, but which

could climb the mountain the fastest. The

powerful car which won this contest covered

eight miles of mountain road in twenty-four

minutes, thirty-seven and three-fifths seconds

—nearly twenty miles an hour—and a run

about made the climb in twenty-eight min

utes, nineteen and two-fifths seconds. This
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is a good example of the manner in which

automobiles have been improved.

Speed contests may seem to some of small

utility except as a means of advertisement,

yet the value of races as a means of improving

automobile machinery has been great indeed.

High speed is, after all, a supreme test, and

the racing car which wins does so for excel

lent reasons. Correct design and careful

construction are tested to the limit in a long

distance race, and the operator is really a

secondary consideration; there are plenty of

good drivers willing to take big chances, but

they cannot win on a machine which is not

built on sound lines and which does not con

tain the highest quality of selected material

known to the expert. It is unfortunate that

these long distance races have not been con

fined to vehicles of ordinary pattern; the

lessons taught by racing have been learned

at too great expense, and often from specially

built freaks of enormous power.

Private tests have not been wanting, and

perhaps these have had as potent an influ

ence as any; it is the behavior of a neighbor’s

machine, or a friend’s, which furnishes the

best proof of the value of the motor car. The

long tour of Mr. George Glidden to the

Arctic Circle in 1903, and the unique trip of

Mr. James B. Dill’s party to Rangeley Lake

in the wilds of Maine with several cars in the

same year, are excellent examples of private

tests.

These public and private tests have proved

the automobile practical and durable; general

experience has proved it safe. Accidents

have occurred, but they have really been

comparatively few in number; they have at

tracted considerable attention because the

automobile is a novelty, and so its vagaries

have received much greater prominence in

the newspapers than accidents to the familiar

horse-drawn vehicle. There is still a lurk

ing mistrust of the auto in many quarters,

due in most cases to wanton speeding on the

highway or the tendency of some absorbed

drivers to disregard the rules of the road.

Undoubtedly many automobilists have abused

their rights, and there has been altogether

too much informal racing on the public roads;

but this will not increase. As a matter of

fact, the men who drive automobiles the

most are those who drive them the most

moderately and considerately. On the other

 

"xxrzi-; near» nv Jtmiz”
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hand, people will become used to the speed

of the automobile just as they have become

used to the speed of the trolley car, which is

certainly not slow at times. In all respects,

then, the automobile seems to have fulfilled

the hopes of its most enthusiastic advocates.

Already it has given a stimulus to the good

roads movement. Wealthy automobile tour

ists, men of influence, are not content to put

up with the roads as they find them to-day.

The trouble has been that we have not known

how bad our roads really are—most of them

are little better than pasture-land minus

vegetation—and as people get out into the

can be perfected and prices reduced. To take

one item only: the period of development of

the automobile has demonstrated the fact

that the pneumatic rubber tire, in spite of its

disadvantages, is the most suitable. Yet it

is evident that so long as bad roads prevail

this tire can never give complete satisfaction;

the better the roads the less trouble with

punctures and the smaller the cost of repairs.

With good roads the rule and not the ex

ception, and with the automobile increas

ingly reliable, the rush to the country will be

inevitable. Rural society will take on a dif

ferent aspect. Dwellers ten or twenty miles

 

“ mcx WHERE we usr T0 BE so HAPPY AND so PORE "

country more in the automobile, just so much

more will this badness be brought home.

Much has been done toward improving the

roads in some states, but the work done so

far is only a wee drop in the bucket compared

with the good which will be wrought by the

increased use of the automobile. The pro~

gress which will be made in the next ten years

will be simply enormous.

Conversely, good roads will benefit the

automobile. At present a car is designed

and built to run with surety and safety over

rough roads; were the roads smooth and hard,

and kept so at all times, the car would not

need to be so solidly and strongly constructed.

As the roads are perfected, the automobile

away from one another will be next-door

neighbors; it is time that counts, not space.

The country school, the country church. the

country post-ofiice will all be easy of access.

and all will share in the quickening influence

of the new blood.

Perhaps no institutions will benefit more

than the country store and the country inn.

A recent article called attention to the de

cadence of the country store. Will not the

motor car, by causing more travel on the

highway, afford a much-needed source of

patronage, and thus prevent the rapidly e.\;

tending mail order system from destroying

this characteristic feature of American life?

Soon the dirty and dilapidated country tavern
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will be a memory of the past; attractive inns,

neat, commodious and excellent in every way,

will result from a demand for first-class ac

commodation by the hosts of tourists.

Who shall say that we may not have a

revival of the old stage-coach days brought

about by the new road vehicle? It is a

pleasant and not impossible idea, although

possibly some may take it hard. “What,

romance in that whizzing thing in these de

generate days? Not so.” And yet, why

not? There are those of us who can get

romance out of nothing, and others who can

not get anything out of romance. I'll wager

that in the palmiest days of the stage-coach

there were plenty of sour

realists who did not know

a good adventure when

they came in contact with

it, and entered into it

with a deplorable and iii

sufficient spirit. If ro

mance is dead, the roman

ticists are not, and that is

an important thing. What

if the new life on the road

were not so charged with

romance as the old? It

would at least be cleaner

and more alluring to the

comfort loving; and if a

greater amount of time

spent in the country did not

bring us closer to nature

than were some of our

swash-buckling fore-bears,

  

CHEMUNG RIVER, OPPOSITE GYPSY GREEN

that would be our fault

and not theirs. Nature

has not changed. As a

matter of fact, the auto

mobile enthusiast does not

admit that any stage-coach

that ever rolled its lumber

ing way along an old-time

highway, potential with

adventure and infested with

highwaymen, held more

possibilities of romance

than an up-to-date forty

horse-power car. He has

the verdict of the poets to

back him; Kipling and

Maeterlinck and Henley

have all sung with fervor

the praises of the motor

car.

Automobiling is not only a fascinating

sport in itself, but a useful auxiliary to other

sports. The motor car makes it possible for

the fisherman or the hunter to seek his favor

ite haunts with greater ease and in less time;

polo and golf and tennis find the motor car

not only a rival but an aider and abettor. A

yachtsman remarked recently that he had

given his son a sailboat and a certain measure

of freedom in using it. “It is making a man

out of him fast,” was his report. The auto

mobile will be an even more valuable com

panion for a youngster. It takes him into

  

the open, develops gumption, and, most im

portant for a generation which will find their
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\\'HII.E OUT WITH A CAMERA

age even more an age of machinery than the

present, it accustoms him to the mastery of

complicated tools. What boy who spends

much time with an automobile can fail to

absorb a useful stock of practical informa

tion? The American boy took to the

bicycle like a duck to water, but the bicycle’s

educational value cannot for a moment com

pare with that of the motor car.

Most of us have ridden in automobiles;

few of us own them. The question of price

stands in the way. It is comforting to know

that the manufacturers hold out hope of a

decided fall in prices as soon as the stand

ardizing process reaches the limit it long ago

attained in the bicycle. When that time

comes—-and the results of the last few years

show that it is not far off—the manifold

mission of the motor will be better appreci

ated and more fully understood. Who can

say what the next five years will bring forth?

More and better and cheaper automobiles

we shall have, for one thing. For another a

more accessible, a more lived-in, a better

appreciated country. That, after all, is the

great mission of the motor—to develop the

country life of the best country in the world.

Motoring in the country is often filled with amusing incidents.

One morning when out with a camera, Charles Jeflcry met :1.

curiousjackass. The moment the animal saw the automobile.

he went out in the road. The blowing of the horn caused the

animal to bite at the bulb and, when driven away. went back of

the machine and began to eat the tlrcs. Mr. Jeffcrythen did

what every one else would do fearing a puncture A moved on.

What Qne Summer Brought

A LADY ADMIRER OF THE RAMBLER

The automobile fever seized

me early in the spring of 1904.

and I decided to buy a machine

and learn to run it myself. I was

in Cleveland, Ohio, at the time.

and for a month I rode in all the

different makes, and at last.de

cided upon a Rambler, with ton

neau, $850. One of my reasons

for so doing was that it was

more easy to run, and less com

plicated to manage than the

others, and better suited to a

woman. I took lessons for a

week, and then commenced run

ning it quite independently. The

parks and boulevards of Cleve

land are beautiful, fine macada

. mized roads for miles and miles.

and an ideal cityforautomobiling.

Early in June I left for \\’averly,

  

New York, and had m_\'aut0mo

bile shipped there, and a most

delightful summer it has given me. \\'hile

I did not take any very extensive trips they

have averaged from thirty to fifty miles a

day the entire season.

A pleasant trip is from Waverly to Bing

hampton, New York. There is a fine hard

road the entire distance of forty miles which

follows the picturesque Susquehanna a good

share of the way. The hills in this section

of southern New York are some of them

pretty steep, but my Rambler has never

ALONG THE SL'.\‘QUEH.»\XN.-\
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failed me on any of them.

We took lunch at Owego,

New York, which is a

pretty old town. Just out

side of Owego we were

taken across the river by

an interesting old lady who

has run the little ferry for

many years. We reached

Binghampton in the mid

dle of the afternoon, and

spent the night there, re

turning home next day.

Another trip was to

Towanda, Pennsylvania.

We went by one route

which follows the Chemung

River and a good portion

of the road lies at the

base of a mountain, and

through miles of lovely

woods. We returned by

the road which follows the

Susquehanna River. This

was a particularly hilly

ride and we had to go up

A trip we took several times during the

season was to Elmira, New York. From

Elmira to the famous Watkins Glen is a

beautiful run.

Ithaca, New York, the site of Cornell

University, is thirty-five miles from here and

most of the distance a good road, and the

scenery of Lake Cayuga, as one nears Ithaca

and the fine college buildings, is most

charming.

Another trip long to be remembered was

to Newark Valley. We took two days for

this trip—October days, with the foliage

most brilliant. It was a perfect joy to be

alive and in an automobile.

FLOODS FORCED A SUSPENSION OF RAILROAD TRAFFIC

ARTHUR GARDINER, OUR HEAD TESTER, DROVE A MODEL E IN THE NEw

YoRK-PITTSBURG ENDURANCE RUN, PASSED ALL CoxTROLs, AND

FINISHEDTWENTY-THREE HOURS AHEAD OF ANY CAR OFTHE CLASS

hills on slow speed, and very slow,

but we managed to reach the top

every time. Some of the views coming

down these hills were perfect pictures,

especially one where the Chemung

River flows into the Susquehanna, and

the course of the two rivers is dis

tinctly seen for several miles, with the

beautiful Blue Hills for a back ground

on all sides.

We started early one lovely summer

morning for Spencer Lake, which is

about twenty-five miles from here,

and is very beautiful. We took a

picnic lunch with us and came back

by moonlight.

AN ARGUMENT FOR GOOD ROADS
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I hope next summer to take a long tour,

as I shall have more confidence in myself

after a season’s experience.

Of course, like all automobilists, we have

had some troubles and trying experiences,

and drivers (but no runaways), and we arrived

at Davenport about six o’clock in the

evening. In crossing the government bridge

a new experience was in store for us. The

numerous teams were all too slow, and we

 

W. S. SMITH, RAMBLER DEALER, TORONTO, ONTARIO, MAKING SHORT WORK OF A BIG JOE

but they have been very few compared with

the weeks of pleasure.

 

Touring Under Trying Conditions

H IiNR\' PHILLIPS

Early one morning last summer, we left

Ottumwa, Iowa, and arrived at Washington

in the same State, about noon. We replen

isbed our supply of gasoline and, after

taking lunch, sped onward. The afternoon

was without mishap, except frightened horses

ran around them all. As we neared the

Illinois shore a policemen ordered us to re

turn and “come over right.” On inquiring

what was “right” we were told not to pass

any teams, much to our regret, for we were in

a hurry. We had to go back slowly and come

over again behind what seemed to be unusu

ally slow horses.

After taking supper in Rock Island we ran

to Geneseo, Illinois, and stopped for the

night. Our run for the day was about one

hundred and eighty-five miles. Our inten
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BENEATH THE SHELTER OF A CAPE TOP

tions were to make an early start the next

morning, but we slept so well we did not

get away until half past seven.

As we were passing through Princeton,

Illinois, that forenoon, at a slow speed, a

farmer came into town with a one horse

 

I181’.

wagon loaded with berries.

His horse became frightened,

and we ran to the side of

the road and stopped. The

farmer did likewise, except

that he did not stop, but

drove over into a ditch and

tipped over the wagon. That

scared the horse worse than

the automobile did, and he

divested himself of the har

ness. We all ran to assist

the farmer, and helped him

right the wagon and hitch up

the horse. He was going to

have us arrested sure, so he

said, but by the time we had

everything replaced, except a

few quarts of berries, he was

in a better humor, and our

visions of prison walls vanished, and we

cranked up and vanished also.

We reached La Salle in time for a late din

The roads were very dusty and so were

our faces, and, judging by the crowd that

gathered about the car and curiously watched

F. D. HOMAN, OUR NEW YORK CITY AGENT, AND PARTY IN CENTRAL PARK
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us, we had reason to suspect that we were a

“sight to behold.” After sending some tele

grams, we washed and enjoyed a good dinner

at the hotel, then oiled up the machine and

bade adieu to about fifty interested specta

tors. Before we had traveled far the sky be

came clouded, and as the storms were behind

again there were great pools of water in the

roads, and after running a few miles, one of

the engines stopped working. We worked

until dark trying to locate the trouble, but

were unsuccessful, and finally started on

with one engine doing the work. As the

roads were very muddy we made slow pro

 

MRS, FRED J. LINZ CLIMBING THE STEPS OF THE COURT HOUSE

AT BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA

us we opened the throttle and ignored the

speed limit. On some good stretches of road

we attained speeds of from thirty-five to forty

miles per hour. However, the clouds gained

on us, and at last the storm struck up with a

very high wind accompanying. About this

time a team hitched to a stone drag standing

in the road loose took fright and ran. We

took the man, who was the owner of the team,

in our car and chased the team about two

miles. Having a. double reason for speed

just then we gave that farmer a ride that we

had reason to believe made him wonder if his

time had come. However, we soon passed

the team and checked our speed just long

enough to part company with the man, and

then ran a short distance and into a barn,

where we remained until the storm was over.

The rain was heavy, and when we started

gress, and about ten o’clock at night ar

rived at a railway station and a town of

about four houses. Everybody had gone to

bed but we aroused some of the citizens, and

finally induced them to give us sleeping

places. Two of our party had to sleep in

the store on an improvised bed.

The next morning we were out early and

soon located the trouble. On one of the

wires the insulation had become saturated

with water, and the current was passing into

the irons on the machine instead of the spark

plug. \Vhile we were working, the man who

arranged for our sleeping places came and

asked if we would take his two daughters for

a ride. Of course, we consented, and the

young ladies were treated to their first auto

mobile ride, greatly to their enjoyment, and,

if appearances were an indication, the chauf
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feur, my son, enjoyed the trip equally well.

On account of putting a new insulation

on the defective wire, a late breakfast, and

entertaining the ladies, we made a late start

and it was nearly nine o’clock when we bade

our hostess good-bye and, with the wheels

throwing quantities of mud, we sped at about

 

age speed of sixteen miles per hour for the trip.

After a day’s stay in Chicago we left about

four o’clock in the evening for Kenosha, and

arrived at eight o’clock, without mishap ex

cept getting stuck in the sand about two

miles out of Kenosha. Early the next

morning we drove out to the Rambler factory

GETTING THEIR MONEXJS WORTH—-AND WHY NOT

ten miles per hour. We reached good, dry

roads in about an hour, and the nearer we

came to Chicago the better they were. It

was a fine run that afternoon. The air was

bracing, the engines seemed to want to re

deem themselves, and when there were no

teams to be seen ahead the throttle was

opened wide, and the farmers, who almost

invariably waved greetings to us, were prob

ably left guessing whether it was ten or forty

miles per hour we were running.

We arrived at the Old Colony Building,

Chicago, at exactly one o’clock, having made

the run of three hundred and fifty miles in

twenty-four hours, running time, and this

included all the stops on account of fright

ened teams. If all time lost on this account

had been deducted, the time would have

been less than twenty-two hours, or an aver

and left the car to get a top put on. An

escort was provided for us, and we were

shown all over this immense establishment.

One need only see this factory, and the rush

and magnitude of the business,to realize and

appreciate the fact that the Rambler is pop

ular.

When work was about completed we made

all preparations for starting immediately for

Fond du Lac. Our car was promised for

three-thirty and we expected to make the run

of about one hundred miles before midnight.

However, much to our disappointment, a

heavy rain set in at two-thirty and made the

roads so muddy we did not take the car out,

and left by train at four-thirty.

About five o’clock the next evening I sud

denly decided to try and get the car through,

and called the Rambler factory by ’phone,
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asking them to start some one with the car

and meet me at Milwaukee. They kindly

consented, and we left by train for Milwau

kee, and found our car as per arrangement.

We left Milwaukee at ten o’clock in the even

ing, and our troubles began. We soon real

ized we had taken wrong directions about

the roads, and in a short time nearly every

one had gone to bed, so we were soon guessing

what way to go at every cross road. Well, in

9° 1.
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short, we lost our way once, twice, thrice,

and numerous other times. The sky be

came clouded and there was nothing to guide

us, and we did not reach Fond du Lac until

five the next morning. However, the car did

well, and the entire night run was made

without any trouble with the machinery.

This ended the first half of our journey.

On the return trip, which was begun two days

later, Mrs. Phillips started with us, but as

she is unusually exhausted from an hour or

two of riding in a carriage, I supposed Chi

cago would be enough for her, and that she

would prefer a Pullman for the rest of the

journey; but I was mistaken. She came

through to Qttumwa with us, having trav

eled six hundred miles; and declared she was

not as tired as from riding a few hours in a

carriage.

I will not attempt to give you a history of

all the interesting events on our return trip,

but believe a few will be of interest to other

automobilists.

The first day out we had trouble with a

slow leak in one of the tires. We hadn’t

 

In sending the picture of the delivery wagon reproduced

above, the Oscar Smith Laundry Company, of Wilkes Barre,

Pennsylvania, wrote:

It is now nearly a year since we purchased our Rambler

delivery wagon. During this time the machine has been on the

road practically every day. from six o'clock in the morning to six

at night. We feel satisfied that, in the matter o fexpense. our

automobile has cost us less to keep running than the cost of

keeping a horse and wagon in good shape, more especially

when one considers the greater amount of work done. not to

mention the patronage which the machine as an advertisement

has brought us.

For the tirst six months of its use we devoted the automo

bile exclusively to our laundry business; lately, however, we

use it in combination with our carpet department. more es

pecially for our out of town trips and special quick delivery.

Any one can understand what a delivery car in the laundry

business has to do; in fact we believe it the severest test an auto

could have; the frequent stops and starts. the engine constantly

going. the service in all kinds of weather, all combine to create

an exceptional wear and tear.

We have just given the machine a thorough overhauling

(preparatory to our spring season) and it is surprising in what
good condition we found the_bearings:and_igeneral_ machinery
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another tire, and were compelled to stop

every few miles and use the pump. On

reaching Milwaukee we bought a new tire.

About five miles from Kenosha the new inner

tube was put in and we had gone not a mile

when this bursted with a report like a gun.

There was nothing to do then but try and

patch the old one, and put it back.

There were numerous leaks; it was dark;

and we were not making much progress,

when to our delight we saw the headlight of

an automobile bearing down on us. On

coming opposite it stopped, and the occupant

asked if we wanted help, and we then learned

that it was the superintendent of the Rambler

factory. He kindly gave us an extra inner

tube he carried, and helped put it in place,

and told us to keep it until we reached home,

and then return it. To say that we greatly

appreciated his kindness expresses it very

mildly, as this revived our spirits and put us

en route again.

In Chicago I met business friends from all

parts of the country, who were attending the

Republican convention, and had the pleasure

of taking several of them for a ride about the

city, and they were all pleased with our car

and the smooth, easy riding.

The first evening out from Chicago we were

running in the face of a storm, and trying to

make De Kalb, but before reaching there the

storm struck us in all its fury. It was then

about nine o’clock. The wind and lightning

were terrible, and we wondered every minute

when our car would be blown over. How

ever, the curtains and glass front kept out

the water, and there being no houses in sight

we sped on, and must have run several miles

before discovering a house which was only

detected by a lightning flash. We ran in

through an open gate up close to the house

and remained in the car until the storm was

over. There were soon faces peering from

the window and as our bright headlight was

turned in that direction we naturally assumed

that the people were wondering what the

storm had brought them. On applying for

lodging we were told they could not keep us,

and then we asked if we could stay in their

barn. The man rather reluctantly consented

and came out with his lantern but, on dis

covering there was a lady in the party, he

said “no” and went back in the house.

The door was soon opened and we were

invited in, and given nice beds and a gener

ous breakfast, and it required considerable

urging the next morning to induce them to

accept pay for their trouble. After giving the

children a ride, and accepting their kind

invitation to come again, we left for what

promised to be a muddy trip and our ex

pectations were fully realized, as we were in

deep mud for the next sixty miles, but the

engines did their work well, and a little after

noon we were on good roads again. Well, I

must finish this story and will do so by saying

we reached home without a breakdown, hav

ing traveled about eleven hundred miles and

over some very bad roads.

Vile thoroughly enjoyed the trip, as we have

several others made subsequently.

We are planning a trip to Colorado next

summer.

Through Rain and Mud

G. A. \\'ERT

After a recent visit to the Rambler fac

tory, I drove home with the Model H I then

purchased.

With Leppo, one of the testers at the factory,

at the wheel, we left Kenosha about an hour

before daylight, without waiting for break

fast. We had gone scarcely two miles when

  

AI-‘TER THE TRIP THROUGH RAIN AND MUD

a drizzling rain started, to terminatein a heavy

thunder storm a little later, with our little

auto plowing through mud and sand from

four to eight inches deep. The storm finally

became so violent and the down-pour so

heavy that we drove the car into what

shelter we could obtain beneath a couple of

oak trees near a farm house. The lightning

continued until we thought the major portion

of heaven's artillery had been turned loose

in our vicinity, and that beneath oak trees in

in an automobile wasn’t the safest place on

earth Wet to the skin we looked for a

better shelter, but this house was without a

porch, and all out-buildings seemed to be
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locked. Our meanderings finally aroused

the family guardian, a large brindle dog, who

sent us skeltering into a small out-building,

the door to which we slammed in his face, and

felt relieved from the torrents of rain,

the lightning and the dog. The dog kept

up his bow-bow-wow until the farmer got

up, and began an investigation. Our loca

tion being close to his chicken coop I can

well imagine what were his first forebodings.

He soon quieted the dog, when we gladly

explained our predicament and were invited to

take shelter in the barn until the family got up.

We asked to drive our mud-be-smeared

Rambler into his barn, and he consented

after we had put out our lights. In this

barn we watched it rain, and rain, and rain.

Hours, apparently, having elapsed, break

fast was announced and the kind hearted

farmer asked us to the house,where we dried

our clothes and partook of a good square

meal, such as can be obtained only at the

house of a. well-to-do farmer.

The meal over, we bought all the ropes

the farmer could spare, and a coffee sack for

a shield beneath the front of our machine.

Pulling a horseshoe nail out of one of our

rear tires we were glad to find it had not

entered the inner tube and given us a punc

ture. After some slipping and much skid

ding we arrived at Lake Forest and struck

Sheridan drive, on which we speeded our

faithful little touring car through Evanston

and other suburban towns along Lake Mich

igan, to Chicago.

Scores of large French and American cars

were encountered along the Lake Shore drive,

but none attracted more attention than our

mud-besmeared Model H with its steady-go

ahead motor pushing it noislessly along with

the big fellows, for we all had to maintain a

speed not too great for the ever watchful

“auto-cop.” We pushed on to South Chi

cago where we replenished our gasoline and

drove to Hammond, there taking our first

meal since leaving our farmer friend way

back in Wisconsin. It was a “bum” meal,

but was relished because it was warm

and took some of the chill out of us.

It was late in the afternoon we stored

our machine in a livery barn, filled our

water and gasoline tanks and oil cups, and

soon went to our hotel to retire early, listened

to the unusual amount of noise incident to a

railroad town until we fell asleep, only to

awaken quite a while after daybreak, and

began our journey eastward.

The run to Valparaiso, Indiana, was made

at an average of twenty miles per hour and,

with the exception of one very light shower,

was a delightful ride. From Valparaiso to

La Porte we encountered some deep sand,

but the little car pushed its way through as

though it had never traveled in anything but

sand. La Porte to South Bend, a distance

of twenty-eight miles, we drove in one hour

and ten minutes. We stopped at South

Bend long enough to purchase two handker

chiefs, then drove on through Elkhart to

Kendallville without stop.

Here we replenished our gasoline tank and

oiled up preparatory to a drive back to Ligon

ier, striking some almost impassable roads

and some of the steepest hills in Indiana.

When we got to Cheribuscoagood Samaritan

school teacher directed us out of our way

eight miles that we might carry him to his

school in the country. In going down one

of the Indiana hills, the rear of our car

once tried to get ahead of the front, and as a

consequence, we went down that hill part of

the way “side ways,” but got straightened

around in time to climb the next hill right end

foremost, and with roped rear wheels. At

Cheribusco we met two Rambler owners, both

as enthusiastic Rambler men as I am now.

After replenishing the water tank, I

drove south out of Cheribusco toward Fort

Wayne. At Fort Wayne a broken fen

der needed attention, and was mended at

the Rambler headquarters. Leaving Fort

Wayne we had a nice gravel road east for

about twelvemiles. At about this pointwe had

another shower which continued all evening

and, after floundering in the mud for some

time near the Ohio and Indiana state line, we

laid down a fence and pulled for nearly a

quarter of amile through afield,the road being

more than axle deep in mud and badly cut up.

A much advertised $2,500 car was here stuck

so hard that teamshad to be sent to help it out.

We plodded along on slow speed

through the dark and mud, thinking

the road would soon be better and we

would reach Van Wert by at least bed

time, but the weather grew worse and the

roads no better, and to cap the climax our

lights gave out and we tried for shelter at a

farm house, and were refused. Things

looked desperate, but we drove on slowly

some distance farther and found a farmer

out finishing up his chores about a barn lo

cated next to the road with a big wagon shed

opening right on the road, an elegant place
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to drive in and to shelter our machine. With

palpitating heart we asked if we could obtain

shelter for ourselves and the never-faltering

little touring car. With an earnest welcome

that meant just what he said, he answered

“Sure, drive your machine right in here,”

and in we drove, with the aid of his lantern,

right into that big dry shed. Soon we were

in the house, and finding him a thoroughly

up-to-date farmer with a telephone, we

’phoned the home folks that we would be

home early next morning if the roads were

not flooded.

Next morning the roads were very bad

until we struck the limestone pike at Convoy,

eight miles from home, when we again had

an opportunity to let_:our little Rambler out

a few notches, andjfmake up time. We

entered Van Wert on a main street and were

soon halted by several of our Rambler

friends anxious to know about the trip.

Including the two other drives we took

with the machine, it had covered a total dis

tance of four hundred and ninety-six miles

without a cent’s worth of repairs, except the

fender which a road “hog” drove his wagon

into and tore off.

The President to Ride in a Rambler

During President Roosevelt’svisit to Louis

ville, April 4, en route to the Rough Rider’s

Reunion in Texas, there will be a parade in

his honor. Automobiles will form a promi

nent feature. The President himself is to

ride in Clarence R. Mengel’s big, luxurious

Rambler, Surrey Type Two.

 

New Law Regarding Autos on Ferry Boats

President Roosevelt has signed the Platt

Goulden bill, and automobiles may now be

driven on and off of ferry boats under their

own power, the only restriction being that

the motors must be stopped while the car is

standing on the boat. As this is the usual

practice of automobilists, it entails no hard

ship whatever.

The present coaches in Denmark are to be

replaced by automobiles. This is the result

of the activity on the part of the Automobile

Club of Denmark, which for some time past

has been endeavoring to persuade the author

ities to relinquish the primitive vehicles and

replace them by automobile ’buses.

Rambler Club Formed

THE AUTOMOBILE

At a meeting attended by many of the

prominent autobilists of New Haven March

5, an automobile club was formed which

marks an innovation in organizations of this

character. The club will be a inost exclu

sive one, as only owners or operators of

Rambler cars will be eligible. So far as is

known this is the only organization of auto

mobilists in the country for which ownership

of a certain make of machine is obligatory

to membership.

Ofiicers pro tem, were elected, and the

club will at once be put upcn a substantial

footing. It is attracting considerable atten

tion among the trade, and it is generally

conceded that the idea is latent of possibili

ties if it is generally taken up.

V F. E. Bowers, who is a Rambler enthu

siast, was elected temporary president. Mr.

Bowersihas recently rebuilt his single cylin

der Rambler as a racer, and has a standing

challenger to back it as the fastest single

cylinder car in the state. He is also build

ing a high-powered racing machine which

he intends entering in the Vanderbilt cup

races.

 

Automobile clubs are springing up all over

the world. One was recently organized in

Cairo, Egypt. South Africa and India al

ready have flourishing automobile clubs.

 

lnstnicting School Children Regarding the

Automobile

I-IORSELESS AGE

At a recent meeting the executive com

mittee of the Automobile Club of France

decided to have printed a card which is to

be addressed to teachers of public schools

for the instruction of school children in

matters pertaining to the automobile. The

importance of the automobile industry is

referred to and hints are given as to how

the children should conduct themselves

while an automobile is passing, not only

when they are alone on the road but also

when in charge of animals. The commit

tee also decided to issue a circular to mem

bers requesting them not to light their

searchlights while driving in Paris or other

large cities, as the street lighting is suflicient

for all purposes and the strong lights blind

the drivers of other vehicles.
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In a Mountainous District

A. S. BLAKE

Early one morning last July, we started

from Colorado Springs, Colorado, with my

son Glenn at the wheel. We ran to Green

Mountain Falls (altitude seven thousand five

hundred and thirty-four feet, distance fifteen

miles), in fifty-five minutes. The road is

through Ute Pass, and this grade is very stiff

at places, especially at Rainbow Falls. In the

distance of fifteen miles the rise is one thou

sand five hundred and forty-two feet. At

Green Mountain

Falls I put about

one quart of water

in my radiator.

Our next stop,

which was for

inquiry of roads,

was at Divide Sta

tion, on the Mid

land Railway, alti

tude nine thou

sand, one hundred

and ninety-eight

feet; distance

from Green

Mountain Falls

thirteen miles:

and the rise for this distance was one thou

sand, six hundred and sixty-four feet. From

Divide to Four Mile Creek is about seven

teen miles, and the fall in elevation is about

one thousand feet. The road is simply per

fect and the scenery grand.

At Four Mile or East Oil Creek, with an

elevation of eight thousand two hundred feet,

we strike the climb proper. From this point

to Bernhard Creek, a distance of three and

one-half miles, the rise is seven hundred feet,

and we ran on hillclimb speed all the dis

tance. At Bernhard Creek we took water,

putting in about one and one-half gallons:

From this point to Mt. Pisgah, three and

one-half miles, the rise is eight hundred feet.

From here to Cripple Creek is about one-half

mile, and the road is nearly level. The ele

vation of Cripple Creek is nine thousand

seven hundred and thirty-four feet. The

run from Divide to Cripple Creek was made

in two hours and forty-five minutes. Of this

time forty-five minutes was taken in repairing

an inner tube. This would make our time

from the Spring to Cripple Creek, three hours

and forty-five minutes; distance, fifty-three

miles, and the elevation climbed, allowing

the down grade of one thousand feet, was four

A TEST OF POWER

thousand, seven hundred and forty-two feet,

or nearly one milealmost directly heavenward.

If you will give me the record time for a mile

straight up, I will try and figure out the time

I could make the trip on the level. I failed

to make a record of gasoline used.

The picture shown here was taken in Crip

ple Creek, where one of the streets ends at

the mountain side. Four of us rode to this

point, and my son took the picture which

gives only a slight idea of the grade, which is

a climb to walk up. I consider this a thor

ough test of the Rambler water cooling sys

tem, and I take back all I once said against

it. I must say that the engine worked to

perfection, and no change was made, car

buretters or any thing. If any car of any

price could do better, I would like to see

what color it is painted.

We returned over the Cheyenne Mountain

road, and forty miles was run on the rim of

one wheel, as we could not makethe tubehold.

The last two hours was in the dark over roads

where the dirt was washed off the boulders

in many places. The road bed is so narrow

that it is impossible to pass a team.

What Two Fair Californians Are Doing

W. K. COWAN

Miss Reedal was among the first operators

of gasoline cars in Los Angeles California.

She first owned a Model E, Rambler, and had

lots of satisfaction and pleasure out of run

ning it herself. In fact she took care of it

almost entirely. She liked this machine

so well that she prevailed on her cousin,

Miss MacKenzie, of Pasadena, to buy a

Model K, Rambler in 1904. Miss Mac

Kenzie, like her cousin, has taken care of

and runs her own vehicle herself. She has

covered many hundred miles in Southern

California with this Rambler. This winter

Miss Reedal's parents purchased a Surrey,

Type One, as a Christmas present for their

daughter, and it is a continual delight to the

young motoress. She handles that big

touring car with great skill, and no

man in Los Angeles can thread the busy

traffic streets with more skill or more confi

dence. She has become a well-known figure

in Los Angeles with her green Rambler.

She and her cousin load their respective ma

chines with their families, and tour almost

every part of Southern California. Both of

them are remarkably successful in caring for

and in running their touring cars. There

are many ladies in Los Angeles who have
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automobiles, but there are very few of them

who go beyond the suburbs without a chauf

feur. These two ladies will not tolerate a

chauffeur. The simplicity of the Rambler,

of course, makes it easier for them to handle

it, but there is a great deal of credit due to

the young ladies themselves.

New Orleans Races, February 19

NEW ORLEANS TIMES DEMOCRAT

Driving Bobby Walthour's automobile

terror, “Blue Streak,” at the rate of a mile

a minute, Al Becchold, Barney Oldfield’s

mechanic, struck a soft place in the track

at the Fair Grounds February 19, and

was thrown twenty feet in the air, the car

turning completely over and narrowly missing

the fallen man. The accident occurred

about four o'clock, just before the race for

the $1000 Grunewald trophy, in which Bar

ney Oldfield, driving his “Green Dragon,”

and Otto Maya,

piloting the “Blue

Streak,” were to

compete.

Barney Oldfield

was the star at

traction of the

day, and the

crowd was look

ing forward to the

match race be

tween him and

Maya with an in

terest amounting

to excitement.

But Oldfield did

not get an oppor

tunity to show his

THE MEETING OF THE NEW MACHINE AND THE OLD

POINTING OUT ITS MERITS

mettle in a race,

and the only thing

the crowd saw of

him was a trial

run around the

track. Attired in

a green costume

and seated on

“Green Dragon,”

he made five miles

in 4:51, which is a

little less than a

mile a minute.

He went so fast at

times that he and

his machine ap

peared on the

track a green

splotch on the horizon. His hair was flying in

the wind, his face was terribly contorted, and

his hand gripped the level with a hold of steel.

Each time he passed the grand stand the

crowd let forth a mighty cheer, but the man

in green seemed unconscious of anything save

the track ahead. He circled the track five

times, and then, his machine becoming affect

ed in some way, he stopped at the identical

point in the track where Becchold had been

thrown from the “Blue Streak.”

The first race, a mile, for runabouts under

1200 pounds, for the automobile cup, was

won by M. D. Bringer, with a ten-horse

power Pope-Hartford, in 2:33. F. S. War

moth, in a St. Louis car, was second, and

Palmer Abbott, in a seven-horse power Olds

mobile, was third.

There were only two starters in the second

race. This was for White steam touring

cars, three passengers and driver, at two

-

-
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miles, for the Gelpi cup, donated by Paul

Gelpi & Sons. The race was won by W. C.

Faust, with a ten-horse power White steam

car. He made the two miles in 7:34%. Sam

Stone, Jr., the only other starter, was beaten

several seconds.

The third race for touring cars, twenty

horse power and under, three passengers and

driver, at two miles, for the Perkins-Luck

cup, had four starters, and was won by Guy

Stone, with a sixteen-horse power Rambler,

in 4:27. Palmer Abbott, in a twenty-horse

power Oldsmobile, was second, and J. Meh

lig, in a two-cylinder, sixteen-horse power

Knox, was third. This was a pretty race.

The four big machines got off well together.

The first mile was covered in 2:16, the ma

chines finishing with Stone ahead.

The fourth race, a free-for-all, at three

miles, for the Good Roads cup, offered the

most excitement of the day. There were

three starters: Theodore Grunewald's twen

ty-four horse-power locomobile, William

Luck in a thirty-horse power Pope Toledo,

and W. P. Johnson in a forty-horse power

Thomas. The race was won by Grunewald's

car in 5:38. At the start the Thomas car

outstripped the others and seemed to have

the race won without trouble. Mr. Johnson

held a good lead all the way, through the first

mile, but on the second Mr. Grunewald's

chauffeur crawled up on him and as they en

tered the stretch passed him. The Grune

wald car held the lead from that time on and

passed under the wire first. Mr. Johnson

finished second, and Mr. Luck third.

It was just after this race that Becchold

went on his disastrous trial run.

First Race Between Auto and Airship

NEW YORK AMERICAN

Captain Tom Baldwin's famous airship,

“California Arrow,” beat a 24-horse-power

Pope-Toledo touring car by one minute and

forty seconds, on February 12, in the first

successful race between an airship and an

automobile ever run.

The course was ten miles in length as the

crow flies, between Los Angeles and Pasa

dena, and the distance was covered in ex

actly thirty minutes.

In every way the race was a success. More

than twenty-five thousand persons witnessed

the start from the Chutes Park, Los Angeles,

and all along the route the road was lined with

eager spectators who cheered the progress of

the two racers in one of the most novel and

remarkable sights ever witnessed on the Pa

cific Coast. When the Arrow finished in

front of the Raymond Hotel at Pasadena,

landing easily and gracefully, thousands more

greeted the navigator of the ship, with cheers

that continued for more than five minutes.

Experts who witnessed the race say that

the result goes a long way toward solving the

problem of aerial navigation.

How it Seems to Go Fast

H. L. Bowden, who recently drove an

automobile a mile in thirty-four and one

fifth seconds, says:

“Coming to the wire everything was blurred

and indistinct. The crowds were black

streaks. The sand and mirage slipped away

so rapidly that it seemed a fleeting picture.

“We shot between the red flags at the start

and far away saw the crowds at the finish.

This crowd, a black speck against the sky

line, seemed drawn toward us with irresist

ible attraction.

“The wind roared in my ears until I could

not hear the engine. The speed was terrific,

but not terrifying.

“Suddenly the crowd flashed past and I

knew the mile had been run. When I re

turned I knew from the cheers we had set a

new figure.

“It is hard to say how fast I could have

gone, but I do not think any gasoline car

will reach thirty seconds with less than one

hundred and seventy-five or two hundred

horse-power.

Sleighing in Automobiles

Automobiles on runners astonished the

townsfolk of Long Island, who thought they

had seen everything in the shape of an up

to-date vehicle. It was to some extent an

experiment on the part of those who wished

to drive their cars over the snow and ice cov

ered roads in the neighborhood. And the

result was not entirely satisfactory.

A portable steel runner, somewhat re

sembling a half-tire, was attached to the front

wheels of the machine, and the rear or motor

wheels were encased in a steel rim with sharp

teeth, which dug into the ice and propelled

the car.

The plan worked better in theory than in

practice, however, for while there was no

difficulty in propulsion of the automobile,

the sharp points of ice under the snow con

tinually punctured the tires, and the sport

was finally abandoned.
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The machines were driven into stables and

spirited horses and real sleighs were taken

out in their place, and the merry jingle of

bells was heard along the Merrick road.

 

Automobiles Have Not Hurt the Prices of

Fine Horses

INDIANAPOLIS SUN

That the automobile fad has not had a

depressing effect on the price of horseflesh

was shown at the recent auction of trotters

and pacers in New York. During the five

day sale, 576 animals passed under the ham

mer. This number included stallions, brood

mares, record horses and youngsters, the

average price realized being $441.95.

The 18-year-old brood mare, Nettie King,

dam of the Abbot, brought $3,000, while the

pacing stallion Direct Hal went to Oak Duke,

of Wellsville, N. Y., for $11,000, his pur

chaser refusing $18,000 for him two days

later. Lord Direct, a 4-year-old pacer by

Direct Hal, out of Lady of the Manor, cost

S. H. Knox, of Buffalo, $10,500, while an

other 4-year-old, Prince Ideal, also went to

Knox at $10,000. The Beau Ideal was pur

chased by David Shaw, of Pittsburg, for

$6,000, while the 21-year-old stallion Chimes

went for $2,350.

All of these animals were included in the

dispersal sale of the Village farm, the farm

disposing of 153 head fora total of $127,660,

or the remarkable average of $834.39, a record

breaker in auction sales history.

Into the Depths of the Great Sahara

TORONTO WORLD

 

That enterprising organization, the Auto

mobile Club of Algeria, is about to promote

a genuinely novel contest—nothing less than

a competition to see who can drive the

farthest south into the depths of the great

Sahara Desert. A member of the club has

offered a cup as a prize, and many efforts to

win it will be made this year.

Automobiling has made considerable head

way in Algeria, and the club is doing every

thing it can to popularize the colony as a

touring ground, which has the advantage

of taking the motorist into entirely novel

surroundings, as soon as he traverses the

Mediterranean. The climate is all that

could be desired, and the roads near the

coast are very good, and, as the visitor

naturally makes excursions to the pictur

esque health resorts in the interior, which

have grown up on the sites of former oases,

he often feels himself irresistibly attracted

to the great unknown that lies in the desert

beyond.

Baron de Crawhez drove right into the

desert on two occasions, while Baron Henri

de Rothschild made an attempt in the win

ter of I902 to see how far south a car could

possibly be driven, when, with most eloborate

and costly arrangements to ensure supplies

and assistance when necessary, he could not

get beyond a point 500 miles from Algiers.

His two 40-horse-power Mercedes cars re

peatedly sank into the sand up to the axles,

and the farther south he went the more hope

less appeared any effort to break this record.

It is stated, however, that Baron de Crawhez

claims that in 1900 he went to a point 100

miles farther south.

Baron de Rothschild says that it is im

possible to go farther south than the point

reached in 1902, but in this he is contra

dicted by Baron de Crawhez, who says that

he will make an effort to reach El Golea,

which is situated at a distance of about

684 miles from Algiers, and is the extreme

habitable point to the south of the colony.

He will drive an old type of car with very

high wheels, so that he will not run the risk

of seeing the car sink in the sand up to the

axles, as would inevitably be the case with

the latest type of lovv-pitched vehicles. The

width of tires or rims fitted to the wheels is

also important as giving large surface con

tact, and so diminishing the liability to sink

in the loose sand.

 

A Novel Automobile Equipment

GAS ENGINF.

One of the novelties in French automo

biles is a complete car containing a kitchen,

dining room, sleeping room and engine room.

It is thirty-two feet long and mounted on

solid wooden wheels. It is claimed that a

speed of twenty miles per hour can be at

tained, the motor being of twentyhorse power.

 

“Domomobiles” is a new word coined in

France to distinguish luxuriously appointed

automobiles provided with sleeping apart

ments.

 

Belgian roads are almost all paved with

stone blocks, and those who have driven

automobiles over them say that they are even

worse than the American bad roads.
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Between Qurselves

This month’s frontispiece showing the long

pent up brook, restless now that the spring

thaws have begun will, we hope, bring all to

a full realization that the touring season is

almost here. Indeed, with this issue will

pass for nearly a year all suggestions of win

ter. We shall welcome in their stead every

thing which will quicken a love of the balmy,

joyous outdoors.

Mr. Spalding’s article on “Thirty Days

in England with a Rambler,” Mr. Turner’s

article on “Automobiling in Hawaii” and

the Dutch scene on the cover made many

readers appreciate last month, as never before,

how possible it is for all to make the pleasant

memories and anticipations of summer large

ly abridge the dreariness of winter. Like

Mr. Spalding and Mr. Turner, there are

doubtless many who can bring us into a more

intimate acquaintance with foreign places

and people, and many more who can tell us

of thousands of scenic and historic points

nearer home. In this country there is much

to interest the tourist that cannot be seen

elsewhere; much that was once only found

abroad is here repeated. For instance, in

Nashville, Tennessee, is a copy of the Parthe

non; in Chicago the Convent of La Rabida

and the Caravels of Columbus are repro

duced; and throughout the country there are

objects of similar interest which we who live

near have grown to look upon with but a

passing thought of the interest that they

would arouse in others, if illustrated and de

scribed in these pages.

Many magazines of general circulation are

filled with automobile stories which often

entertain or rather amuse, chiefly because of

the author’s very evident ignorance of auto

mobiling. Accounts of automobiling, too,

often fall short because there is too much at

tention paid to the way a tourist was received

by friends and relatives, and other purely

personal items. Most of us are far more inter

ested in clear, definite information as to the

condition and grade of roads, the distance

between points, the historic and scenic places

on the way, the hotel accommodations and

gasoline and repair stations. Such informa

tion helps one in planning to follow the same

course.

Many who can write most helpfully, do not

because of a lack of the opportunity to com

plete the matter in one writing, and others

feel that their language is not sufi‘icientl_\'

polished for publication. It may be well to

suggest to them that this is not a literary

publication, but one to which they can free

ly send memoranda hastily jotted down in

pencil, along with photographs and such sug

gestions as will help us to weave the matter

into a valuable story.

In the first issue we said that this maga

zine is dedicated to the thousands of Rambler

enthusiasts in all parts of the world, and

hoped that they would always feel a certain

pride in contributing from their experiences

and observations, and it is with no little grati

fication that we have looked over the thou

sands of comments sent to us from all parts

of the world, appreciative of what some of

those users have done in making it attractive.

A little later these comments will be pub

lished, and you will more keenly feel the ob

ligation which rests upon each of us. It is so

easy to look over these pages from month to

month and settle back with the thought, “Oh,

well, others will send in photographs and ac

counts of their experiences and observations,

and mine will not be needed,” when, all the

time you may have had some experience or

observation which has never been published.

for automobile literature is yet in its infancy.

Last month’s cover design and th_is,laid side

by side, suggest the marked contrast in the

transportation facilities and the social con

ditions of Holland and America. The gro

tesque dress and unusual faces of the

“toilers of the sea” along the Dutch coast are

not less strange to us than the custom of mak

ing women act as beasts of burden when

there is not a dog in the house to hitch to a

cart. How much better is the freedom of

the young woman in a Rambler “at top speed

with the winter wind.”

 

In last month’s issue we should have

credited Horseless Age with the articles on

“Automobiles for Traveling Salesmen” and

“Hints on Washing Cars.”



The Care and Repair of Tires

]AMI-LS A. BRADEN

HE principal limitations of automo

biles to-day lie in the tires, for, along

with the springs they receive thejar

and strain which would otherwise

rack all delicate mechanism. Subjected as

they are to such wear and tear, tires consti

tute the vulnerable part of a motor car’s

equipment, and require the utmost care.

And, as tires cannot but be an important

item in his cost of operation, it behooves

every automobile owner to use with

reasonable consideration of the heavy

work they do, the tubes and casings

which hold the compressed air.

Rubber is impervious to water, but

oils and acids will destroy it. Do not

allow oil or gasoline or strong acids to

come in contact with your tires. Do

not carry extra tubes loosely in the

tool box. They will be damaged by

the pounding, if not by particles of

oil and grease.

Duck, the fabric with which, in con

nection with rubber, tires are built, is

easily damaged by water. The rubber

over it ordinarily keeps out all moist

ure, but a deep cut in the tire will

allow moisture to get in. The fabric

will slowly rot when in this condi

tion.

Keeping the staybolts tight and the

tires inflated, will keep water from the

interior of the casing. Be especially

watchful during wet weather and

when washing the car. If you think

water has worked inside the casing detach

and thoroughly dry it.

Strong sunlight and heat of any kind cause

a slow but certain deterioration of the strength

and elasticity of rubber. A comparatively

cool temperature and but moderate light are

desirable while your car is not in use.

Insufiicient inflation of the tires is respon

sible for a vast amount of damage. The ten

dency, especially among those not long expe

rienced in the use of pneumatic tires, is to in

flate them too little for fear of bursting. In

this connection it is well to bear in mind,

however, that air expands as it is heated and

contracts as it is cooled. A slight allowance

either way may, therefore, well be made, to

meet any decided change of temperature.

The tires are not sufficiently inflated if they

do not stand up round under a full load, and

under no circumstances allow a tire to run flat.

It means that the casingwill be ground and cut

by the wheel rims, and that the inner tube will

be pinched and bruised till it is beyond repair.

  

LEVI-IRS INSERTED PREPARATORY TO REMOVAL

OF THE OUTER EDGE OF CASING

A cut in the casing of the tire may extend

through, or nearly through, to the tube and

cause no immediate trouble; but it will

surely do so later if not repaired. The in

cision gradually yields to the pressure upon

it, growing larger and larger. The com

pressed air is held in check at this point only

by the comparatively thin wall of the inner

tube and, that the latter “blows out” under

the strain, is not surprising.

It should be borne in mind that the outer

casing as well as the inner tube has been

penetrated every time a puncture occurs.
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While it is, as a rule, necessary to repair

only the air tube at once, the casing

should receive the same attention at

the earliest opportunity, and the

sooner the better. Delays maybe not

only dangerous but expensive. When

any large cut, extending entirely

through the outer casing, exists, a

temporary repair can be made by the

use of a manchon or rawhide shoe laced

over the casing; but as soon as possible

the break or cut should be permanent

ly mended and this can only be done

at the tire maker’s factory or repair

stations.

]ust how to make this and other re

pairs of various injuries, both tempor

ary and permanent, will be seen be

low.

It would seem unnecessary to mention

here that grinding against stone or

other curbings will injure motor tires;

that the friction as a car skids in rapidly

rounding a short corner, is both a severe

and wearing strain; that the flanges of

street railway tracks are sharp enough to

cut rubber,and automobiles should not run

on the rails; that a quick application of the

brakes when going at high or even moderate

speed means that the tires must bear the

whole burden of this sudden resistance to

the momentum of the entire weight they

carry. It would seem unnecessary, let us

repeat, that we call attention to these and

  

WORKING TI-IE INNER EDGE OF CASING OVER

THE OUTER EDGE OP RD!

  

Rl'I.\lO\'ING OUTER I-IDGI-L OF (‘ASIXG

similar forms of the slow but certain mur

der of pneumatic tires, in order to say that

they should not be inflicted unnecessarily;

but the manner in which they are treated

will be a factor in the user’s expense for tires.

Tube pinching—that is the pinching of the

inner tube between the bead of the outer

casing and the rim of the wheel, or between

the staybolts and the casings (see illus

trations on page 120) is a most common cause

of tire troubles. By care this difiiculty can

readily be avoided with tires so manufact

ured that the bead is perfectly seated

within the rim; and how so to attach

the tire that this trouble will not arise is

made plain in the directions for putting

on and removing tires given below.

Brakes acting directly on the tires, and

often the so-called tack arresters, so wear

the rubber treads that the use of the first

is never to be recommended, nor is the

use of the second generally advisable.

A cause for the wearing out of a tire be

fore it has given a reasonable mileage.

which is likely to be overlooked, is found

in the wheels being out of “true.” Some

violent shock in service has sprung an

axle, but not enough to make the damage

noticeable, and the ‘result is that the

tire on that wheel must run at an angle

until the injury is noticed and repaired.

The result is unnecessary wear and

strain upon not only the tire directly

affected but to a less extent on the one on

the opposite side.
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If a tire has been worn somewhat in this

\vay, or in any manner, more on one side

than on the other, the evil can, to some extent,

be remedied by turning it around.

There is no danger of a clincher tire “creep

ing,” that is sliding in the rim, if the stay

bolts are kept tight, but if they are not, trouble

of this kind is likely,

water will certainly

get inside the casing,

and the tube will

also be injured, if

not ruined.

While a pressure

gauge pump is not

strictly necessary, it

is a good idea for

tire users to familiar

ize themselves with

various pressures by

making use of one a

few times, lest in the

use of a pump con

taining no gauge

they inflate their

tires too little or too

much.

If a car is in use

frequently the tires

should be kept thor

oughly inflated. Never allow the weight of

the car to rest on deflated tires but prop up

the wheel or wheels if it is but for over night.

\Vhenacar is not to be used for a long time it

is worth while to prop it up and deflate the

tires. They should be well pumped up

again, however, before the car is put into

service.

When a new casing is put on, a second in

flation may be necessary after the tire has

been in use a short time, as the natural ex

pansion of the casing may otherwise leave

the tire slightly flat.

As the first experience of an automobile

user is likely to be with the removal, rather

than the applying of a tire, we will first de

scribe the operation of taking a tire off the

wheel. It is generally easier to remove and

apply a tire with the wheel on the car, though

the process is the same whether the wheel be

on or ofl. In the accompanying illustra

tions, the reader will notice that the operator

has not always stood in a natural position,

owing to the necessity of exposing the loca

tion of the levers used to the range of the

camera. A little study of the pictures and

the text accompanying them, however, will

  

PLACING TI-IE SLIGHTLY INFLATED TUBE IN CASING

enable anyone possessed of a moderate degree

of muscle to take off and put on tires quickly

and easily.

With a new tire it may be necessary to ex

ercise patience as the rubber is stifler than

after having been in use. In any event

haste is to be avoided until the operator be

comes adept. Right

here it may be ob

served also, that there

are various methods

by which tires are

taken off and put on;

but while we advo

cate no hard and fast

rules, the principles

we follow have been

found productive of

the most satisfactory

results.

]ack up the wheel

so that the tire is

clear of the ground

and thoroughly de

flate the tire by re

moving the cap from

the valve stem and

inserting the notched

end of the cap in the

valve. The plunger

within the valve can thus be removed,

allowing the air free passage. Merely to

press the plunger down with the reverse end

of the cap is too slow a process to recommend.

Remove the nut and washer from the valve

stem and, as the air escapes, put them with

the cap and plungerin a safe place untilagain

needed. Loosen all the staybolts of the tire

until the nuts are held to the bolts by just a

few threads and push the bolts up through

the rim into the tire (see illustration on

page 120). If they stick or are hard to move,

they may be pounded very gently, care being

taken not to damage the threads. Turn the

wheel until one of the sta_vbolts is at about

the center of the upper circumference, then

press the staybolt up into the tire as far as it

will go. This releases the bead or clincher

of the tire at this point enough so that by

pressing with the left hand, and with a lever

held in the right hand against the wall of the

tire, the lever can be inserted beneath the

bead. Leaving the lever in this position to

prevent the bead or clincher from slipping

back into the flange of the rim, similarly in

sert a second lever (there are two with every

repair kit) beneath the bead at the opposite
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side of the staybolt and two or three inches

from it. Holding a lever in each hand, press

down on them (see illustration on page

115) and the bead or clincher of the tire is

pried safely over the wheel rim at this point.

With the use of a single lever it is now a

simple matter to pry the outer edge of the

casing out of the rim all around the wheel

(see first illustration on page 116).

When each staybolt is reached, as this

operation proceeds, see that the bolt is

pushed upward into the tire so that the bead

  

APPLYING THE OUTER EDGE OF CASING

may slip from beneath it. Care should be

used, also, that the inner tube may not be

damaged by the lever.

When the outer edge of the casing is en

tirely freed from the rim, reach under it and

push the valve stem of the inner tube through

and out of the rim into the casing. Begin

ning at the valve and going slowly, lest dam

age result, remove the inner tube from the

casing. If it adheres in any place it should

be worked loose with the fingers, or pulled

very easily. Being of pure rubber, it is pos

sible to tear it.

Now, to remove the tire entirely, insert a

lever at the opposite side of the wheel, press

ing it beneath the tire and resting the point

of the lever upon the outside edge of the rim

(see second illustration on page 116).

By working the lever around the wheel as

the latter is slowly revolved, the tire is soon

taken ofi.

In the improved construction of detachable

clincher tires the use of a rim protection strip

—that is, a strip of fabric encircling the center

of the interior of the wheel rim——might not

be necessary were all wheels made with ex

treme care. But the fact is, that not infre

quently the rim is attached to the wheel in

such a manner that the sharp edges of screw

heads or other rough, cutting surfaces present

themselves in such a way that without a

protection strip the inner tube of the tire

would sooner or later be damaged.

The supposition being that a new tire is

being put on, proceed as follows:

Remove rust and grit, which may have

gathered in the rim, with sand paper, and

brush out all dust. Coat the inside of

the center of the rim evenly, and not too

thickly, with LePage’s or Royal glue, taking

heed that the glue is kept between the polnts

to be covered by the strip. Stretch a pro

tection strip of proper size (each size is

marked with the size of tire with which it is

to be used) over the edge and into the bed of

the rim and press down firmly, so that it will

adhere closely when the glue is dry.

With a die of proper size punch holes in the

protection strip for valve stem and staybolts,

being careful that these holes register with

holes in the rim and that edges are not left

ragged.

Make certain that the glue has not spread

from beneath the protection strip and

that none has escaped into the flange of the

rim and you are now ready to proceed with

putting on the tire.

Drop a handful of talcum or powdered

soapstone inside the casing and slowly re

volve the latter once or twice. The inner

tube should be inflated just enough to make

it rounding, and also liberally coated with the

powder and then placed inside the casing

(see illustration on page 117).

The powder acts as a lubricant and allows

the tube readily to adjust itself without puck

ering or creasing, and also helps prevent the

twisting of the tube which should be care

fully avoided.

Insert the lugs or staybolts in the several

holes in the rim designed to receive them (if

they are not already in place), taking care not

to get a staybolt into the larger hole intended

for the valve stem. Attach the nuts to the

staybolts sufiiciently so that the bolts cannot

drop out as the wheel is revolved. (Position

of nuts is shown in the illustration on

page 117).
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Placing the tire over and partially

around the wheel, insert the valve stem

in the valve stem hole in the rim.

Fasten the lock-nut upon the end of the

valve stem so that this is held loosely in

place the same as the staybolts.

By means of the levers force the

bead on that side of the tire nearest the

car into position within the rim, allow

ing the bead on the side nearest you to

overlap the rim. As the bead at the

inner side is thus adjusted push the

staybolts upward through the rim, as

each in tum is reached (see illus

tration on page 120), in order that the

staybolt heads shall come above the

bead and also raise the tube up so that

it will not be caught between the rim

and bead, as shown in illustration

page 120. Great care must be taken,

also, to avoid catching the inner tube

beneath the staybolts as is the casein

illustration on page 120. This is ex

tremely important.

If the tube is so caught or pinched, trouble

will most certainly result; not at once per

haps, but in a short time. Many a good tire

has been declared faulty because the tube

was pinched. It is possible, also, to pinch

a tube between the rim and valve stem, but

if care is used this will hardly happen. So

long as the tube remains closely within the

casing pinching is little to be feared.

  

LEVER UNDER BOTH SIDES OF CASING, PREPARATORY

TO INSERTION OF VALVE STE“

  

PUSHING THE STAYBOLT INTO THE TIRE. THE PICTURE

SHOWS THE TIRE COMPLETELY IN PLACE

EXCEPT AT THE LAST STAYBOLT

By use of the levers as shown, beginning'at

the valve, the outer bead can now be sprung

and pressed into position (see illustra

tion on page 118). Be sure that the staybolt

is pushed into the tire so that the bead can

slip under it, and the same care as before

must be taken to avoid the catching of the

tube beneath the bead or staybolts. A rim

pinch, that is, pinching under the bead, is

most likely to occur near the

staybolts, the valve, or at that

part of the casing which is

applied last.

With the tire properly in place,

nuts on the staybolts and valve

stem should be tightened. As

this work proceeds again push

each staybolt upward into the tire

(see illustration on page 120).

If the tube is caught between

the bead and rim, resistance to

the moving of the staybolt will

be noticed, and the tube must

be carefully released from the

pinch. If the staybolts move

upward readily it is reasonably

certain that the tube is out of

harm's way.

When the nuts on the stay

bolts and the valve stem have

been tightened, inflate the tire

to riding pressure, then screw

the nuts up very tight.
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If it is neces

sary to use a

casing with

flap attached,

the tube must

be thoroughly

deflated before

it is placed in

the c a sing.

This is done by

rolling up the

tube as a belt

is rolled, the

valve being

open. The de

flated tube

then having

been placed

back of the

flap within the

casing with the

valve stem

ext end in g

through the hole made for it in the flap, the

method of procedure is the same as already

given.

The ease and certainty with which repairs

can be made contribute much toward mak

ing the detachable clincher

type of tire very successful

and popular. Lasting repairs

at little cost mean economical

operation. Simplicity of re

pairs of ordinary injuries

makes long tours, without a

fear of serious tire troubles,

possible.

While it is true that practi

cally all the damage a tire is

likely to suffer may be at

least temporarily repaired by

the user, it is important that

the more serious injuries re

ceive remedies such as only

those especially equipped and thoroughly

experienced can apply. As to this the

judgment of the user must govern.

Care should be taken, however, not to al

low your tires to become so badly

worn or injuries to become so se

vere, through neglect, that even the

manufacturer cannot make a repair

which would justify the expense in

volved. *

STAYBOLT PUSH

ED INTO THE

TIRE TO ALLOW

BEADS TO BE

PLACED UNDER

IT, ALSO TO GET

TUBE OUT

HARM'S WAY

Prompt action on your part in

sending a damaged or worn tire to

the manufacturer's factory or one

INSERTING THE VALVE STEM IN THE RIM

(~~~P"

TUBE PINCHED BY

RIM OR BEAD

of his repair

stations is nec

essary if the

best results are

to be obtained,

to say nothing

of the differ

ence in expense

in the user's

favor.

A puncture

may or may

not be discov

ered as soon

as it has oc

curred. Often

the nail orother

object which

has penetrated

the tire fills so

closely the hole

it has made

that the air es

capes but slowly. If the accident is not

immediately discovered the steady flattening

of the tire will soon reveal the trouble. Stop

your car at once. As a rule it is not only

more convenient but better to insert a new

tube than to repair a punc

tured tube on the road.

Even though a sound

tube has been inserted on

the road, the punctured

tube should be mended \\

promptly to be ready for Q

another emergency. There

is scarcely a limit to the

number of repairs a tube -

will safely bear, should "' "
• STAYBOLT

you be so unfortunate in

striking nails and the like as to make them

necessary.

To make your own repairs, locate the punc

ture or punctures (as the nail or other object

may have penetrated the tube in more than

one place) by partially inflating the tube and

immersing it in water or by detecting the

leak or leaks by the low hissing of the escap

ing air. If the tube is put in water

the air bubbles will reveal each

place of injury. Select from the

repair kit a patch of the size desired

and wash the surface to be applied

to the tube with a very little gasoline

Spread evenly upon this surface of

the patch a coating of cement and

lay the patch aside for ten or fifteen
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minutes or more until the cement is very

sticky. Carefully dry the inner tube,

wash off with a little gasoline the spot at

which the patch is to be applied, and roughen

the surface of the tube at this point with

emery paper.

fully as large as the patch or adhesion at the

edges may not be perfect. Coat this surface

of the tube with cement, also, and allow it to

dry the same as that on the patch. When the

cement on both tube and

patch is thoroughly

sticky, apply the patch

and press down firmly,

using care that the edges

of the patch adhere

securely all around.

Allow a little time for

the adhesion to become

perfect, then slightly in

fiate the tube. By

moistening the tube a trifle around the edges

of the patch you will be able to determine

if an air-tight repair has been made—air

bubbles indicate a leak. If the repair is

perfect, sprinkle talcum freely over the tube

about the patch to prevent stray drops of

cement from causing an adhesion to the

casing, and it is ready for use.

If a hole larger than an eighth of an

inch in length or diameter has been made in

the casing a temporary repair should be made

at once. The operation is very simple. Re

move with a very little gasoline the dust and

grime from the interior of the casing at the

spot to be repaired, and cement over the

puncture a patch of heavy fabric, as fumished

with all repair kits. Allow the cement ample

time to dry, sprinkle some talcum over the

spot repaired, and the work is done, provid

ing the puncture is not a large one. If a con

siderable break or cut has been made in the

casing it will be advisable also to apply a

manchon, or shoe of rubber, rawhide or

leather, which is laced over the injury.

Otherwise the patch might not prevent the

blowing out of the tube. and moreover sand

and dirt would work into the casing in such

quantities as to be likely to cause a separa

tion of the plies, while moisture would

rot the fabric. In case the cut or other punc

ture of the casing is large enough to admit a

finger, or nearly so, also, a rawhide instead of

a fabric patch should be applied to the in

terior.

Every user of an automobile should carry

in his car at all times one or more of the man

  

REPAIR PLUG

Be careful to roughen a spot _

chons already spoken of. To apply the

manchon, partially deflate the tire and lace

the shoe tightly over the break, the strings

going all around the outer side of the wheel

rim. If the tire is then inflated the manchon

will_be sufliciently tight that there can be no

danger of the tube blowing out, providing

only that the shoe fully covers the break in

the casing and is not forced out of position

by traction. There is little likelihood of this

occurring if the manchon is tightly laced.

Straps have been successfully used in tem

porarily repairing breaks in casings when it

happened that no manchon was at hand. If

necessary to use a strap let it be an inch wide

or more. Wrap the deflated tire tightly,

passing the strap over the rim. In winding

allow the strap to overlap itself each time it

encircles the tire and rim, and after passing

the loose ends about a spoke buckle tightly.

Inflate the tire and a repair which will enable

you to travel a considerable distance is com

pleted.

As we have elsewhere pointed out, a small

puncture in a casing, while not demanding

immediate attention, should not be neglected

longer than necessary. A repair which will

keep out both dirt and water is essential, but

successful work has been done by some own

ers, when the puncture was small, by merely

plugging up the hole with small rubber bands

stretched tightly and well coated with cement

As the tension on the bands is released they

retum to normal size and fill the puncture

tightly. To trim the loose ends of the bands

both inside and outside the casing is all that

remains to be done. In making a repair of

this kind, care must be

exercised or the hole in

the casing may be enlarg

ed without accomplish

ing the desired result.

Always remove the

casing from the wheel to

repair it and take out

the inner tube. A care

ful inspection will sel

dom fail to locate the puncture. For use

in repairing of small punctures in casings

dealers supply repair plugs of assorted sizes.

These have either a fiat or umbrella shaped

head which fits snugly over the puncture,into

which the plug is inserted by the use of a

pair of slender pinchers. The head being

inside the casing and firmly cemented there

to and within, dirt and moisture cannot enter.

If the puncture is a large one, or if for any

  

REPAIR PLUG
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reason the user of the tire cannot make his

own repairs, the casing should be sent to

the tire factory or a repair station.

It is useless for the user to attempt to repair

tires which have been cut by the rims, whether

by reason of the tires not being sufficiently

inflated or because the bead or edge of the

casing has not been perfectly seated within

the rim. Cutting by the rims will put tires

out of commission in short order, and if the

damage is not given attention promptly a

repair may be impossible. Send your tire to

the tire factory or to one of the tire manu

facturer’s repair stations at once. Letting it

run a “few miles further” is almost certain

to be costly.

A very simple but effective way of getting

increased service from your tires is to turn

them around when one side shows more wear

than the other, or to transpose front and rear

tires. It is almost invariably true that tires

on the right side of a car become worn more

quickly than those on the left side. This is

due to their being run into ruts and stones

when the car is tumed out of the traveled

roadway in meeting another conveyance and

because the tires of the right side sufler most

from curbings and the like, as the driver uses

the right side of the street.

Ruts, curbings and similar tire destroyers

may wear the outer wall of a casing nearly to

the fabric, but if the position of the tire is re

versed it will still be serviceable. As the rear

tires sustain more than half the burden in

every moment of the car they will wear more

rapidly than the front tires. For this reason

it is not infrequently advisable to put the rea‘r

tires on in front, and vice versa.

 

The Tom Trousers

LADIES HOME JOURNAL

A man and his wife arrived at a dance quite

late in the evening, only for the husband to

discover that in slipping on the icy pavement

he had cut one knee of his trousers. The

dressing rooms were entirely empty, and the

wife suggested:

“Here, come in the ladies’ dressing room.

No one is in there, and I will pin it up and

make it do for the evening.”

But an examination showed that the cut

was too large, and no pinning would do.

“I have a needle and black thread,” sug

gested the maid attendant, “if the gentleman

doesn’t mind. I will stand at the door and

see that no one comes in.”

The trousers were hastily taken ofl and an

overcoat made to serve as a robe. The wife

quickly sewed, but in the middle of the task

loud voices were heard arguing with the

maid:

“We must come in, maid. A lady is sick.

Quick, let us in.” -

The husband blanched; the maid lookai

appealingly; the wife glanced hurriedly

around the room.

“Here, quick,” she said to her husband,

grabbing the knob of the door, “get into this

closet for a moment.”

And opening the door she pushed her

husband through and slammed it. In a

moment, however, a terrific hammering

started on the other side of the “closet” door.

“Quick, Alice,” came a voice, “let me back,

quick.”

“But the women are here,” said the wife;

“what’s— -—”

“Oh, hang the women,” came the voice

and another thump; “I’m in the ballroom!”

 

The Defendant

A lawyer had as client, a negro, who was

accused of stealing chickens. Things were

going in the darkey’s favor, until he was

placed on the stand.

“Are you the defendant in this case?”

asked the judge.

“No, sah,” he replied, with an amazed

look on his face and pointing to his counsel,

dat man over dar, he’s de defendant; I’se

de gem’an what stole de chickens.”

 

How a Boy Condenses

George Stickney, who lives in Lancaster,

New Hampshire, is well known in Lewiston,

says the Chicago Daily News. He has a boy

who is coming along like a three-year old

trotter under training. Mr. Stickney asked

the superintendent of schools when it would

be advisable to send the boy to school. The

superintendent said that the fall term would

be a good time, but advised Mr. Stickney to

teach the lad that two and two makes four

and how the letters of the alphabet run, be

fore he led him out. A short time afterward

the superintendent met the boy and asked

him if he knew his letters.

“Sure,” said the boy.

“Well, sir, what is the first letter?”

“A,” was the answer.

“Correct,” said the superintendent, “now

what comes after A?

“All the rest of the push,” said the boy.
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They All Lied

NE\\' YORK EXPRESS

Pat and Mike were commenting on the

modern precautions against microbes, and

unsanitary conditions generally, and the at

tention given nowadays to hygienic living.

“Ah, I don’t believe in all this fuss and

bother about yer hilth,” said Pat. “Sur, our

ancisters didn’t have no board of hilth and

they got along just as well.”

Mike thought for a moment.

“Oi don’t know about that, Pat, “he said at

last, shaking his head dubiously; “mebee it

wasn’t hilthy, for, ye see, they all died.”

 

Echoes From The Far East

PUCK

(The old gentleman has been awakened

from his afternoon nap to hear this cordial

invitation): “Now, grandpa, Willie is Gen

eral Oyama and I'm General Kuroki. We’ve

got our troops outside and you're to come and

be General Kuropatkin retreating from Li

aoyang. We’ll give you a fair start before

we fire—so hurry up.

 

How He Won Her

CHICAGO CHRONICLE

“How did the story get around that poor

old Bill owned an automobile?"

“Why, he cleaned his dress gloves with

gasoline the day before the last assembly.”

“You serpent!” hissed the fair, but angry

daughter of Eve.

“You snake charmer!” retorted the wise

son of Adam.

Then she smiled, and, womanlike, forgave

him.

 

The Hops That Made Milwaukee Famous

\\'hen in danger of being run down by an

automobile, says the Rankin, Ill., Independ

ent, a Milwaukee man leaped into the air,

alighting on the machine and thereby saving

his life, which is remindful of the fact that it

was the hops that made Milwaukee famous.

 

-No Wonder it Bored Bill

YALE EXPOSITOR

Bill had a billboard. Bill also had a board

bill. The board bill bored Bill so that Bill

sold the billboard to pay his board bill. So

after Bill sold his billboard to pay his board

bill the board bill no longer bored Bill.

 

When we realize that we are a part of all

that we see or hear or feel, we are not lonely.

But to feel a sense of separation is to feel the

chill of death.—ElberI Hubbard.
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BROWN BOOK

Rastus—“De sleigh ride am d’clared off,

Miss Penelope, I didn't contract for to drag

no snow plough!”

Farmer Found the Horn Useful

AUTOMOBILE TOPICS

That some aspects of automobiling appeal

even to the most vehement opponents of the

pastime is made plain by an anecdote, the

telling of which is ascribed to Denman

Thompson, of “Old Homestead” fame:

“A few days after an automobile race,”

Thompson said, “I happened to be driving

over part of the same course. I stopped at a

farmhouse and asked to be allowed to give

the horse some water. I got some good hard

cider along with it.

“‘What did you think of the automobile

race? I asked my genial host.

“‘The best thing for me that ever hap

pened, replied the farmer.

“‘What!' I exclaimed, ‘I thought all you

farmers were against it.’

“‘Not me', said the farmer. “You see, I

got a balky mule that draws my stuff into

market every morning. Yesterday morning

that mule balked half way to the market.

Couldn't get him to stir. While I was trying

to coax him I saw a strange thing lying in the

roadway. Sort of a rubber thing. I picked

it up and accidentally squeezed it. It let out

a terrible noise, just like one of those ma

chines, and that mule started, me on the tail

board, and never stopped until it got to the

ferry. I brought it home and showed it to

'Manda, and we squeezed it, and squeezed it

and squeezed it, and every darn chicken ran

to the coop, every darn pig hid in the pen,

every darn cow ran to the barn, the cat got

behind the stove, the dog got into his house,

and 'Manda and me spent the quietest night

we've had in many a day. No, siree, of all

the labor saving machines I ever did hear of,

this is the best.’”

The Real Way of It

BROWN BOOK

“Do you see that old gentleman sitting out

there?” said the well-to-do New York mer

chant to his country friend. “Thirty-three

years ago he came to New York with worn

out boots, a ragged suit of clothes, and only

ten cents in his pocket. He bought ten

cents’ worth of apples from my store, and I

lent him a basket, and he hawked them in the

streets, and netted twenty cents the first day.

How much do you think he is worth now?”

“Oh, half a million,” said the countryman.

“Guess again,” said the merchant with a

smile.

“Two millions.”

“Try again.”

“Oh, I give it up!”

“Well,” answered the merchant with a

chuckle, “he isn’t worth a red cent, and he

still owes me for the basket, which he never

returned.”

Force of Habit

THE AUTOMOBILE

Smith—“Why is Brown carrying his arm

in a sling?”

Jones—“Oh, his horse kicked him and

broke it. He went out horseback riding the

other day instead of taking his automobile,

and when the horse balked he got off and

twisted its tail, from force of habit, you know.”

The Reason

BROOKLYN LIFE

Sunday school teacher—“Tommy Mc

Grath, can you tell me who threw the stone

that struck Goliah P”

Tommy—“Ye kin search me. Our street's

all tore up, an dey ain't no automobiles goes

dat way.”

Don't reason a good idea to death.—System

Employer – Well,

2. look here, Jimmie,

This is the third time

* you have asked to go

to your grandmoth

Žer's funeral. How

2 does it happen that

you have three

# grandmothers?

Office boy–Well,

yer see, one uv me

grandmudders wuz

twins.

Equal to the Occasion

JUDGE

-----
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Off the Tourist Route in France and Germany

MARTIN A. RYERSON

Caurlesy. The World Today

"ZHE circumstances under

' which the tour here de

scribed was approached

led us to view automo

biling in this instance from

the standpoint of trans

portation, rather than as

merely a sport in itself.

We had for years in

our travels been devoting

a great deal of time to the

larger cities of Europe;

and while we had not ex

hausted their interests, we

felt that our conscientious sightseeing in

these centers entitled us to an occasional

holiday among the towns and the smaller

cities off the main line of travel. Many

of these places are either remote from the

railway or inconveniently visited through

its aid. We had therefore from time to time

taken to the highway, and for days together

journeyed in a slow but delightful manner

from one point of interest to another. There

were, however, difliculties' connected with

the travel by carriage. The ordinary horses

which one finds for hire in the small towns of

Europe can not be relied upon to cover more

than thirty miles per day on the average; and

frequently it would happen that, owing to

lack of good inns, we would be debarred

from a visit to some interesting little town

  

A STOP AT

BRUNSWICK

lying just beyond the range of one day’s

joumey or, in case the place itself offered no

good accommodation, of a day’s excursion.

Naturally, therefore, we had for several

years been watching the development of the

automobile, and looking forward to the day

when its greater radius of action would render

accessible the most remote places, and enable

us to become still more independent of the

railway. Last winter the time seemed to

have arrived. Through correspondence with

a friend in Paris and the perusal of circulars

and blue prints, I had been making myself

somewhat familiar with the various foreign

machines so that there might be no delay in

making a selection.

The machine which we purchased was

of twenty-eight to thirty-two horse-power,

with side entrance through a swinging front

seat on the left side. A canopy extended

over the top. The rear was protected by

bent glass, which curved forward with the

body so as to come about even with the

shoulders of the occupants of the rear seat.

Protection in front was afforded by a glass

which, when not in use, slid up under the

canopy. Rain curtains could be let down

at the sides. Three persons could sit

comfortably on the rear seat and there

was space between it and the front seat for a

quantity of small luggage. It was our

desire to have with us all the luggage required

Copyright, I905, by Thomas B. Jzllzry <5’ Company
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for the journey, so that we might be quite

independent of the railroad. We therefore

had the canopy made strong enough to carry

trunks and, in addition, had placed behind a

rack on which were carried two trunks especi

ally made for the place. Powerful lampswere

provided for night travel in case of necessity.

Three out of four Americans who start

from Paris for their first automobile tour

turn toward the chateau district of the Loire,

and they are wise in so doing, for Touraine

is an ideal region for

motoring. We were,

however, familiar with

the Loire country and

were looking for new

sights. It occurred to

us that this was our

opportunity to visit that

interesting portion of

central Germany which,

in common with most

tourists following the

great lines of travel,

we had thus far circled

around without entering.

We therefore turned to

our guides and maps to

seek the best route for

our purpose. Here,

finally, after our labors of preparation, we first

began to experience the real pleasure of auto

mobile tourism. For I count among its chief

interests the careful planning of the trip. In

the case of a railway journey one must make

plans, but it is along broader lines. One

purchases a ticket to a destination more

or less remote, and then leaves the guid

ance in other hands, satisfied that the engi

neer and conductor know the road. In

the case of an automobile journey, however,

the planning is a different matter. It is

a question of picking one’s way over a

great network of highways extending from

Paris to the frontier and touching it at many

points. The chauffeur knows but little more

than his employer, except, perhaps, as to

the condition of certain main roads which he

may have been over.

Happily our task is facilitated and ren

dered more attractive by the excellent maps

published for just this purpose. The French

automobile maps of France are an outgrowth

of the touring maps originally published for

bicyclists. They have been carefully en

larged and revised for automobilists and are

the best maps in Europe, though the Ger

  

SHEEP ARE ERRATIC

TRAVELERS

mans are also issuing an excellent series on a

smaller scale for all of central Europe, from

the Russian frontier to Paris, and from Den

mark to northern Italy. On all these maps

distances are given between the large towns

and intersections of the roads, and there

are indications of grades and dangerous

descents.

Finally, on the morning of May 9, our

automobile stood at the door of the hotel,

ready for our departure. With luggage

stowed away, two small

trunks behind, one

trunk and the larger

bags on top, and various

small parcels in the in

terior, our permits in

order, our route deter

mined upon, our maps

ready to hand, we set

out, a party of four

besides the chaufleur,

through the crowded

streets of Paris toward

the eastern gate called

the Porte Picpus. Here

we stopped at the city

octroi, or custom house,

to declare the quantity

of gasoline we carried in

the reservoir. There is a local duty on gaso

line entering Paris, but an automobile leav

ing the city may obtain a certificate stating

the quantity which it carries forth and thus be

entitled to return with an equal amount.

The oflicials, if doubtful about the accuracy

of the declaration, estimate the quantit_v by

sounding the reservoir with a rod. Passing

through the Bois de Vincennes, we de

scended the steep grade at ]oinville-le-Pont,

crossed the Marne, and soon left behind us

the populous suburbs of Paris.

We left our Paris hotel at a quarter past ten

and passed the gates at ten forty. At one

o'clock we stopped before the little Hotel

de la Boule d’Or, in Provins, fifty mils

away. It was our custom to spend from

two to three hours wherever we stopped for

luncheon, and we generally found it feasible

to take that meal in some interesting small

town, where we enjoyed a short walk before

setting out for our afternoon’s run. From

Provins we continued our route southeast

ward and, at the edge of a plateau, came

upon a steep descent into the valley of

the Seine, which river we had not seen since

leaving Paris.
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It is well to mention here that, through the

efforts of the Touring Club and the Automo

bile Club, signs have been placed along the

main roads of France giving warning of steep

descents, sudden turns and bad culverts.

The Touring Club has a fund for that pur

pose and the contribution of a certain amount

insures the placing of the name of the donor

on one of these signs, thus showing the way

farer to whom he is indebted for the timely

caution."

From Nogent, where we crossed the Seine,

we intended to take one of the two roads over

the plateau to Troyes, but a cold wind was

blowing and, availing ourselves of our free

dom of choice, we turned into the more shel

tered road, which led us up the river valley

on it left bank and, two hours after our de

parture from Provins, entered Troyes, having

run forty-five miles. A small boy became the

envied hero of the juvenile population by

bravely sitting on the step of the automobile

and guiding us to the Hotel des Courriers.

At Troyes we remained one day to visit

the interesting churches in which there is

some admirable old stained glass. Leaving

Troyes and crossing the Seine, we proceeded

a little north of east, and in one hour,stopped

at Brienne to look at the little building in

which Napoleon I. attended the military

school, between the years 1779 and 1784. It

was but an hour and a half's run from there

ROTHENBURG
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to Joinville. This little town, where we

stopped for our luncheon, is proud of having

been the home of the Sire de Joinville (1224

1318), the friend of St. Louis and the chron

icler of his reign. Here, as at nearly every

stopping place, a curious crowd surrounded

the machine, making friendly comments.

One old man, after gazing at it some time,

said to his friend: “If I had an omnibus like

that, it is I who would snap my fingers at the

railroads.” Another hour and a half and

we had reached Vaucouleurs, where we were

to spend the night at the primitive little

Hotel Jeanne d'Arc, having in our second

day's run come ninety-one miles in three

hours and fifty-seven minutes running time,

an average of over twenty-three miles an

hour.

We found that we could generally, on the

French roads, keep up an average speed of
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twenty to twenty-three miles an hour and

still exercise due caution in meeting vehicles

and wherever traffic was congested. The

roads, while not as perfect as park driveways,

are usually remarkably straight and in very

good condition, but, occasionally, where the

iI‘3.lTlC is heavy or the point is being reached at

which repairs are called for, they are some

what rough and necessitate a slower speed.

In Germany less pains have been taken to

make the roads straight; they are also

narrower and less well kept than in

France, so we found our average

speed reduced there seventeen to twen

ty miles an hour. In both countries

the roads are mt!-zadamized, and usu

ally a steam roller is used to pack

the broken stone.

At Vaucouleurs we are in what the

French call ls pays be Jeanne d’/lrc,

for thirteen miles south of here, in

the little village of Domremy, the

.\1aid of Orleans, was born in the year

1411. To the castle of Vaucouleurs,

among the scanty ruins of which we

stroll in the evening, she came implor

ing the Sire de Baudricourt to take her

to King Charles that she might reveal

to him her patriotic mission. Through

the still existing gateway, called La

Porte de France, she rode forth to win

undying fame and furnish history with

one of its most striking episodes.

The next moming a short run took

us to Domremy. It is a humble little

village, but the memory of ]oan of Arc

has made of it a place of pilgrimage.

There stands the modest little house

in which she was born and spent her

short childhood. The highroad has been

turned aside to make room for a well-kept

garden before the door, in which has been

erected a monument to the heroine. Near

by is the little church where she prayed

and where was nourished that deep religious

mysticism which brought saintly voices to

the awakening of a saintly patriotism. In the

house is shown the dark little room in which

she slept and all about are objects recalling

her career. In what was once the attic, a

small collection has been gathered of sculp

ture, paintings and engravings representing

scenes in her life, and photographs of monu

ments erected elsewhere to her memory.

From Nancy, the next large town on our

route, the short road to Germany and the one

usually followed, would have taken us direct

l_v to Strassburg, but we sought anothervand

a more interesting route, and so ran south

eastward through Luneville and up the valley

of the Meurth, passing the great glass works

of Baccarat, and stopping for luncheon at

St. Die. Here we found ourselves among

the foothills of the Vosges Mountains, and

in the afternoon had a delightful trip through

beautiful scenery to the little French summer

resort of Gerardmer, prettily situated between
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two small lakes. We had come eighty miles

in the day. The next day, May 15, we crossed

the mountains by the Schlucht Pass,

thirty-seven hundred feet high, and entered

Germany.

There were short delays at the frontier.

At the French custom house we stopped to

declare our intention of proceeding into Ger

many on a tour and returning later to France,

and a certificate was given us entitling us to

re-enter France without the payment of duty

on our machine. Then we also stopped at

the German custom house, only a little be

yond, and on our making the same declara

tion and depositing a sum, calculated on the

weight of the machine and, which in our case

amounted to about $30, a small lead seal was

attached to a string tied around the end of

one of the front springs, and we were fur
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nished a certificate entitling us to have our

deposit refunded on leaving Germany, in

case the seal remained intact. A small offi

cial fee was collected for the seal and certifi

cate. At both custom houses we found the

officials very civil and inclined to cause us as

little delay as possible.

On the top of the pass, vegetation was back

ward and we found considerable snow by the

roadside, but, throwing off the power and

running on the brakes,

we coasted down into the

beautiful valley of Muns

ter and were soon again in

springtime. It was Sun

day, and the road was

crowded with pedestrians

out to enjoy the balmy

air and the new spring

vegetation, and we really

felt ashamed at the

amount of dust we were

stirring up to cloud the

valle_v and cause anxiety

for holiday finery.

In the afternoon we

journeyed on through

Colmar and across the

great plain of Alsace to

the Rhine, which we

crossed on a bridge of

boats at Alt-Breisach.

Thence it was only an

hour’s run to Freiburg.

Thus, in an easy day's

trip of sixty miles, we

had left France, crossed

the Vosges, Alsace and

the Rhine and found ourselves at the edge of

the Black Forest; a day full of varied scenes,

not soon to be forgotten.

The next afternoon we took an excursion

which shows well the possibilities of the auto

mobile. Leaving Freiburg at 3:30 we ran

up the Hoellenthal to the Lake of Titisee,

thence over the hills to St. Maergen and St.

Peter and returned to Freiburg by the Giot

terthal, arriving at 6:50. We had gone fifty

five miles up and down hill, stopping twice

for sight-seeing, and had thus compressed

two or three days’ excursions into one late

afternoon ride.

The next day we started on our trip through

the Black Forest. The word “forest” does

not correctly designate this region, in that it

implies a completely wooded and compara

tively wild area. In fact, in this section,
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which lies mostly in the Grand Duchy of

Baden and extends from the Swiss frontier

to Karlsruhe, there are many cultivated val

leys nestling among the wooded mountains,

and numbers of populous towns and villages

given over to industries, of which clockmak

ing is the principal one.

None of the mountains exceed five thou

sand feet in height, but the rich dark mantle

of pines which clothes their slopes, the pretty

waterfalls, the secluded

valleys, the quaint farm

buildings, with their

long, sloping, thatched

roofs and the picturesque

villages, combine to give

the scenery a remarkable

charm.

(_)n the morning of the

third day, after a leisurely

run up this beautiful

valIe_v, we were in Baden

Baden. Our stay there.

originally intended to be

three da_vs long, length

ened out to ten. It

was the latter part of

.\I-ay, the beautiful vege

tation was at its best and

the horse-chestnuts and

rhohodendrons were load

ed with blossoms. Sum

mer is the regular season

for Baden-Baden, but the

short spring holidays of

Pentecost had temporarily

filled the hotels so that the

place was full of animation

\\'e set out from Baden, May 30, on our

way to Stuttgart. Our road ran eastward.

crossed the Murg at Gernsbach, and soon

afterward, in Wurtemberg, passed out of

the Black Forest into the open country. We

turned aside a few miles to visit the old

abbey of Maulbronn and found there a very

complete and striking example of the medi

aeval feudal abbey, well worthy of a visit.

Established by the Cistercians and, dating

largely from the twelfth and fourteenth cen

turies, it has been restored, and is still main

tained in good repair as a protestant theo

logical seminary. I know of no place where

one can obtain at a glance a better idea of

the old feudal abbey, with its fortress walls.

its church, monastery, cloisters, fann build

ings, grist mill, storehouses and habitations

for the retainers.
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Before six o'clock we had run the eighty

miles allotted to this day and were in Stutt

gart, one of the few large cities we were to

visit. On June 1 we were to make our long

est day's run of the trip, about one hundred

and eight miles, from Stuttgart to Rothen

burg. This is not a long run for an automo

bile in central and western Europe. We

took a rather circuitous route in order to stop

at Marbach and visit the little house in which

Schiller was born in 1759.

We were proceeding gaily on our way to

Heilbronn when suddenly, near the top of a

long ascent, the engine stopped. We soon

ascertained that the chauffeur had careless

ly neglected to replenish the gasoline tank.

We were two and one-half miles from Heil

bronn. Remembering that we had passed

a small village, about half a mile back, near

the beginning of the ascent, we resolved to

look for gasoline there. Our chauffeur very

skillfully ran the automobile backward down

THE MONASTERY AT MAULBRON
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the grade, making the curves with absolute

precision. From the foot of the hill, it was

only a short walk to the village. I found a

small shop in which gasoline could be had.

The woman in charge brought out a six

ounce bottle of the precious fluid. I asked to

see all she had in store and, after an interval,

a two-gallon can was produced as the whole

village stock. My ofier to purchase it all

was the source of so much surprise that the

poor woman could not decide how much she

ought to charge for it. This was a wholesale

transaction and she was doing a retail busi

ness. However, after looking over her in

voices, wondering how much I would prob

ably pay and, making a long calculation. she

established a price and the chauffeur walked

away with the can. This was our only ex

perience of the kind. Gasoline of fairly

uniform quality is to be found in every town

in France and Germany. The price does not

vary in either country much from ten cents a
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litre, or about forty-five cents a gallon, except

in Paris, where the octroi duty makes it higher.

In Italy the quality varies more and, on ac

count of a high tariff, the price is almost

double.

At Heilbronn we took time for luncheon

and a stroll, and then set out in the rain for

Rothenburg. Protected by the canopy and

glass front, we were quite independent of the

weather. The light waterproof wraps which

we wore over warmer wraps to protect us also

from cold winds, served so well to shield us

from what rain beat in at the sides that we

never lowered the side curtains.

Happily, this shower was of short

duration, and we decided to

somewhat lengthen our route by

a detour to Schwabische Hall, a

picturesque little town with old

gates and towers, where we stopped

for tea. It was evident that auto

mobiles were not often seen in that

region, for when we came out to

take our departure we found our

machine surrounded by a crowd of

a hundred or more men, women and

children. We still had thirty-six

miles to go to reach Rothenburg.

The road took us close to the

picturesquely situated castle of Lang

enburg, of which we had delightful

views as we first descended to the

river from the side of the valley

opposite the castle and wound up beneath it

to the plateau on the edge of which it stands.

Our progress was slow, however, for it was

market day and the road was encumbered

with wagons and droves of cattle, sheep and

pigs, retuming from the market towns.

Perhaps it was fortunate that we made

such slow progress the afternoon of which I

write, for it delayed our arrival at Rothen

burg until twilight. Then we came upon the

city, not from the side of the railway, where

the approach is level and uninteresting, but

from the opposite side of the Tauber, and

our descent into the river valley and ascent

of the winding road to the town were in full

view of its picturesque walls and towers. It was

an ideal time of day to approach this ancient

town, for in that soft light there was nothing

in view to detract from the perfection of the

impression of the medievalism which it con

veyed to our minds. We spent a day and a

half here in busy sightseeing and then went

on to Wurzburg, and thence to Bamberg,

where the fine old Romanesque Cathedral

proved most interesting.

Our next run took us to Coburg, the capi

tal of the Duchy of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. It

is a quiet little place, charmingly situated and

offers to the tourist its fifteenth century castle

conspicuously situated on a hill 520 feet

above the town. The castle has been well

restored and now contains a good museum.

The following day we visited Meiningen,

capital of the Duchy of Saxe-Meiningen, and

crossed the Thuringian Forest to Eisenach in

the Grand Duchy of Saxe-Weimar.

Eisenach kept us several days. Its great

attraction is the Wartburg, the picturesque

  

A FERRY ON THE MOSELLE, THE MOTIVE POWER OF

WHICH IS THE RIVER CURRENT

old castle represented in Wagner’s opera of

“Tannhauser.” Originally founded in the

eleventh century and frequently enlarged, it

has been well restored by the Dukes of Saxe

Weimar. Its completeness, its magnificent

situation among the forestclad Thuringian

hills and the associations which cling to it

make this castle one of the notable monu

ments of central Germany. The legends

concerning St. Elizabeth have inspired the

modern painters who have decorated its

walls, and the sojourn here of Martin Luther,

whose room is shown with many personal

relics, has added interest to the place. A

short stop at Gotha, another capital of Saxe

Coburg-Gotha, enabled us to visit its excel

lent small picture gallery, on our way to

Weimar, capital of Saxe-Weimar. Probably

no place in Germany is so full of literary

associations as \\'eimar, for it recalls at once

the names of Goethe, Schiller, Herder, Wie

land and Duke Charles Augustus.

Returning to Eisenach for a day, we set

out for the Harz Mountains, crossing the

principalities of Schwarzburg-Sondershause'
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and Schwarzburg - Rudolstadt. We spent

several days among the charming summer

resorts on the north slope of the Harz

Mountains: Thale, Harzburg, Wemigerode

and Ilsenburg, and in visiting the picturesque

towns of Quedlinburg, Halberstadt and Gos

lar. Then we ran out into the level country

to Brunswick and Hildesheim. All through

this region one finds wonderfully picturesque

timber-framed houses, and notably in Hil

desheim, which has retained as a whole a

strikingly medieval aspect. Our next stop

was at Hanover.

We were now to tum our machine toward

Paris, and our route was the subject of con

siderable study, for various ways were open

to us. We finally decided on crossing the

frontier near Metz, and so leaving Hanover

on the afternoon of ]une 26 we took a south

westerly course and reached the Weser Val

ley at Hameln, the scene of Browning’s ballad

of the “Pied Piper of Hamelin.” We crossed

the stream into which the rat catcher led the

horde of rats, passed the hill which later

opened to receive the fascinated army of

children, and followed the road up the pretty

Weser Valley, through Bodenwerder, where

lived and died that charming old romancer.

Baron Munchhausen, and stopped for the

night at Hoxter. The next day we followed

the Weser Valley for a time and then ran

across country, arriving in good season at

Cassel, once the capital of the Electorate of

Hesse, now incorporated with Prussia. The

picture gallery of Cassel contains one of the

notable European collections which is, how

ever, comparatively unknown to tourists.

The Flemish and Dutch schools are particu

larly well represented.

Our next run was to Marburg, the seat of

one of the smaller German universities, and a

most interesting place on account of its fine

old castle and the beautiful thirteenth cen

tury church, erected as a shrine to St. Eliza

beth not many years after her death. Con

tinuing our journey southward, we left the

main road to Homburg and followed a charm

ing route through the Taunus Hills to Saal

burg. It was a run of but sixteen minutes

from Saalburg to Homburg, where we spent

the night and the next morning. It had been

our intention to cross the Rhine at Mainz

and thence proceed to Metz, but the beauti

ful condition in which we found the road

prepared for the Gordon Bennett race tempt

ed us to make part of its circuit. Leaving

Homburg in the aftemoon, we followed this

course about forty miles, as far as Limburg,

and then left it to tum toward the Rhine,

running down the pretty valley of the Lahn,

through the crowded watering place of Ems,

and crossing the Rhine on the bridge of boats

to Coblenz.

The next day we journeyed up the valley

of the Moselle, first following the right bank

and then crossing to the left bank on the

primitive ferry boat attached to a cable and

moved by the force of the current. At Alf

we climbed the steep and rough road to the

Marienburg, the severest strain our machine

had been put to and a task whichtthe villagers

told us we could not accomplish. We lunch

ed on the terrace of the old ruined monastery

and enjoyed the wonderful view up and dorm

the river. That afternoon took us to

Treves, where we put up for the night at a

hotel facing the old Roman gateway called

the Porta Nigra.

The next day, still keeping to the valley of

the Moselle, in this part of its course less in

teresting, we went on through Thionville to

Metz, where we spent the mid-day hours and

visited the Cathedral. In the afternoon we

sped westward to the French frontier and

Verdun, crossing the great battlefields of

Gravelotte and Mars-la-Tour, where took

place those tremendous struggles of the Fran

co-German War which decided the fate of

Bazaine’s army. The fields are marked with

mounds, crosses and monuments recalling

the great sacrifice of life. We stopped for a

few moments at the German frontier to pre

sent our certificate and receive back the small

fund deposited at the Schlucht Pass, and

later, on presentation of our French certi

ficate, were admitted into France without

further fonnality.

The next day we pushed on, through the

forest,of Argonne and across the open plains

of Champagne, and at one o’clock were at

the Hotel du Lion d‘Or, opposite the beauti

ful facade of the great Cathedral of Rheims.

That afternoon and the next morning we

spent in sightseeing. The following after

noon took us to Coucy-le-Chateau.

Coucy-le-Chateau should be more visited

by Americans; it is a fine example of a thir

teenth century fortress in a picturesque con

dition of ruin, but still well enough preserved

to give one an excellent idea of its original

plan. Its great danjon, or keep, is pronounced

by the Viollet-le-Duc to be the finest mili

tary construction of the Middle Ages. From

Coucy we ran to Soissons and thence, the
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same day, to Compiegne and through the

forest to Pierrefond, where we stopped to

visit the fourteenth century castle restored

by Viollet-le-Duc. The next day an after

noon’s run took us to Paris. It was ]uly

6 when we entered Paris by the gate

through which we had gone forth on May

9. We had been absent fifty-nine days, on

thirty-nine of which our automobile was in

use, and we had journeyed two thousand

two hundred and eighty-seven miles.

In reviewing our tour as rapidly as was

necessary to bring it within the space allotted

to this article, I feel that the real essence of

its charm in a great measure vanishes in the

dryness of the relation. A rapid enumeration

of places visited, while necessary to convey

an idea of the extent of the trip and the possi

bilities of travel by automobile, gives a false

idea of haste and effort. The attractiveness

of an automobile tour lies largely in the fact

that so much comes to one by the wayside.

It furnishes a continuous succession of im

pressions which follow each other in a con
inected order and which the mind, undis

tracted by the many small annoyances and

interruptions incident to travel by rail,

absorbs without effort and without fatigue.

The charm of it all is not easily depicted in

words.
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FRANK A. CHAPMAN AND PARTY ENJOYING THE COUNTRY IN HIS MODEL L., RAMBLER

Touring with a One-Armed Operator

F. R.

FTER an experience of about ten

weeks with our Model L, Rambler,

making numerous short trips

throughout the beautiful Upper

Ohio Valley,and along some of the fine roads,

now famous owing to the fact that they were

once the transcontinental thoroughfares ofour

then young nation, our confidence in the

Rambler had become so great that we were

willing to try anything in the way of roads,

under any conditions, and it was then that

we decided to spend at least a part of our

summer vacation on a tour through Ohio,

and we laid out a route of about five hundred

miles in length, which we will describe more

fully hereafter. First of all, though, this

tour demonstrated that our confidence in the

Rambler was not misplaced, even though the

car was sorely tried at times.

The Rambler is, we believe the only automobile that can

claim the distinction of having one-armed operators, and it has

not simply one, but four of them; one in Ohio, another in

Michigan, another in South Dakota, and still another – the

gentleman referred to in this article – in West Virginia. The

reason for this is that operation is by one lever, pedals, and a

tilting wheel attached to and just a trifle below the steering

wheel and always within reach of the fingers as the palm of the

hand moves around the steering wheel. This simple control

makes confusion impossible even in emergencies and gives that

confidence which women, children and naturally timid persons

must feel to get the 'greatest pleasure out of the operation of a

Car.

A.

After many delays in getting our business

in shape for leaving, we at last started at five

o'clock one beautiful July evening, and ran

down to the ferry that crosses the Ohio be

tween Wellsburg, West Virginia, and Brilli

ant, Ohio. From Brilliant we went to

Steubenville, eight miles up the river, where

we supplied the needs of man and machine

by supper and gasoline. We left Steuben

ville just as the clock struck eight, and began

the long climb up the smooth, broad pike to

Wintersville. From Wintersville the builders

of this road followed the almost invariable

practice of road construction in this vicinity,

that is, to follow the ridges. This mode of

construction is used with the view of having

the roads at all times well drained, but it has

the effect of making long, hard grades through

intervening hollows from one ridge to another.

After leaving Richmond, our next stop, we

decided to run until midnight, but, upon

reaching East Springfield, we were informed

by the local solons that the roads from there

to Amsterdam were next to impassable, so we

decided that it would be better to await day

light. We stayed over night at the “hotel,”

and slept in a room remarkable for the

variety of multi-colored patches of wall
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paper, but, as not unusual at country hotels,

the fare was excellent. We left at seven

o’clock the next morning, with grave mis

givings as to our fate, but found that the

state of the road had been greatly exaggerated,

it being not nearly so muddy as represented,

and that the Rambler behaved magnificently

when we did have to force our way through

seas of mud. The road soon improved,

however, and developed into a smooth, clay

road, over which we passed through Bergholz,

Amsterdam, Harlem Springs and Carrollton,

arriving in Canton at noon. In climbing a

long grade after leaving Harlem Springs, the

car for some reason began to lose power, and

we stopped. There seemed to be nothing the

matter, and we started again. After run

ning about one hundred yards the engine

began to lose power again, and we were about

to make another examination when we no

ticed that the gasoline valve had in some

manner jolted almost shut, nearly cutting ofi‘

the gasoline from the motor. It seemed that

when we stopped the gasoline pipes would

slowly fill, which supplied the engine with

gasoline enough only for a short distance,

which explained the loss of power. A turn

of the thumb screw controlling the valve, on

the tank, soon rectified this trouble.

At Canton we found that Mr. Chapman’s

fame as a Rambler driver had preceded us,

and several of the leading autoists met us,

expressing their desire to see the one-armed

man who had driven a Rambler touring

car over the mountains of West Virginia.

After a demonstration which proved to the

doubters that it is possible for a man so

handicapped to handle a Rambler, we started

for Akron, twenty-two miles away. The

road between these two points is remarkably

good, and we had to resort to low speed but

twice—once coming upon a curve where the

sand was eight or ten inches deep, and again,

just out of Akron, where the road was being

torn up, preparatory to paving. We made

the twenty-two miles from Canton to Akron

in an hour. Soon after this we came to sandy

road, but fortunately an automobile had been

just ahead of us, and we rode in the tracks

as easily as we could have done on the best of
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roads. Just east of Akron we overtook the

car which had befriended us, and were

greeted by a “Hello, Rambler.” The car

was another Model L, Rambler, pushing

along through the sand, heavily loaded with

six persons. We passed it, and were

soon on the beautiful streets of Akron. We

remained in Akron two days, making our

headquarters at the garage of A. Auble. On

the third day we made a flying trip to Cleve

land, leaving Akron at nine o'clock, over the

old State Road, or “Plank Road,” as it is

more familiarly known. The condition of

this road was such that the trip bore more

resemblance to a horseback ride than to

modern automobile touring. Thanks to the

efficiency of the Rambler springs, we were

able to take this road at a fair rate of speed,

TURNS IN A ROAD OFTEN BREAK

THE MONOTONY OF SCENERY

without damage to the car or serious incon

venience to the occupants. When we came

within ten miles of Cleveland to our delight

we found a smooth crushed stone road, as

level as asphalt, upon which we made excel

lent time for the rest of the way into Cleve

land. We spent the day in and around that

city, making a call upon the Rambler agent

there, T. C. Whitcomb. We left Cleveland

at five o'clock, returning to Akron via Bed

ford.

Upon the following morning we left Akron

for home, going back to Canton, thence to

Sandyville, -and it was sandy—Zoan and

Canal Dover. From Canal Dover to New

Philadelphia we had the finest road of our

whole trip, it being a dry clay road along the

side of the canal, shaded by trees on both sides.

The only objectionable feature of this road

was the fact that time and again we were

forced to make stops to remove from our eyes

the gnats that swarmed in places. To yawn

would have been suicidal. From New

Philadelphia we went via Uhrichsville and

Dennison to Cadiz, where we remained over

night and until nearly noon the next day.

From Cadiz we went to Hopedale, and while

enroute met the only real misfortune of our

trip. We crossed the right of way of the

Wabash Railroad, and the road necessarily

being new, was somewhat dangerous. As we

drove up the embankment we met a man

driving a young horse, hitched to a light

buckboard. Although we stopped the ma

chine and engine at the first evidence of the

horse's fright, it ran off down the embank

ment, and, wheeling at the most dangerous

point threw the man and buckboard over

into the right of way of the railroad,

upon a pile of broken stone. We

at once ran back and found the

man badly scratched, but well able

to give his opinion of us, and automo

biles in general, in language that he

seemed to consider eminently fitted

to the occasion. Theeye-witnesses,

though, said that it was no fault

of ours, and that the same horse

was frightened at a red cow and

bolted just the day be

fore. Being satisfied

that we were not at

fault, and being some

what offended at the

odious comparison to

the red cow, and the

slightly personal lan

guage of the victim, we left him to mend

matters as best he could. From Hopedale

to Smithfield, and thence home, we had a

delightful drive, and it was with mingled

feelings of regret at the termination of our

pleasant tour, and of satisfaction in arriving

home, that we came in sight of the grand old

Ohio with the West Virginia shore opposite.

We had only words of praise for the be

havior of the Rambler, which was at all

times strong and uniform, the engine beating

perfect time throughout the entire trip. Once,

between Hopedale and Smithfield, we en

countered a thirty per cent grade, which

looked absolutely hopeless, as the surface was

rough, with sand and broken stone in piles

here and there, and deep ruts in between.

With the throttle wide open, the powerful

car pushed to the top without faltering.
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The Automobiles Part in Hunting and Fishing

JAM]:-:s B. DILL

Courlrry, Tim/n and Country

I view automobiles and automobiling from

a different standpoint than that of the aver

age automobile enthusiast. A man who has

always been a devotee of the gun and the rod,

who of late years has made it a cardinal prin

cipal never to permit business either of his

own or another’s to interfere with fishing or

hunting, is apt to view the automobile as an

auxiliary or an essential part of the sport in

  

WINTER IN TEMECULA CANYON

the stream and in the woods. Such a view

point of the automobile is not how quickly

one can go forty, or fifty or sixty miles, not

whether the record between New York and

Boston can be broken, nor whether an express

train between Philadelphia and Atlantic

City can be outclassed in point of speed by a

machine.

In looking for an automobile the all-round

sportsman looks for that machine which will

go out with him and in which he can come

back, and which will not, upon the road, call

for an undue expenditure of energy, activity

_ or profanity by breakdowns or permanent

stoppage. I look for a machine which is a

concomitant to my rod, my gun and my dog,

and will carry all three. I look for a machine

which I can call to my door in July and start

for the woods, perhaps to Newfoundland

(through Canada and across) or through

Maine, and which will take the requisite pas

sengers, guns, rods and all the essentials of a

sportsman’s life in-the woods, without the

resources and supplies of nearby civilization.

I also look for a machine which will enable

me to start of a May morning from my house

and to fish, say forty miles away, during day

light, and which will also enable me to leave

the fishing at dusk and yet reach home in

time for a comfortable meal and a

comfortable smoke before my retir

ing hour.

Now the man who takes this view

of automobiling will look for evi

dence, not so much of speed devel

opment as for exhibits of endurance

and carrying ability. One looks for

endurance that the chief sport of the

day may not be in repairing the

machine but in getting where the

sport begins.

One looks for the machine which

will go on the ordinary road an

average of twenty to t\venty-five

miles an hour, go all da_v, go all

the week if necessary, and be com

fortably usable for four months, if

necessary, away from home, repair

shops and garage. To me the devel

opment along this line in automobil

ing is the more interesting. Many

are looking to the development of

that machine of which the average

man will not ask how fast it can go,

but how far and how comfortably

can it go; looking for the machine,

not the rival of the express train in

speed, either on the track or on the road, but

one which puts the horse so far out of com

mission as a vehicle of transportation for

pleasure, for business and for sport that the

horse will not be considered in discussing a

successful pleasure, traveling or sporting

trip. With regard to traveling—the auto

mobile is to me today more agreeable than

the steam train. It is, in effect, a private

car at the disposal of the owner as to the time

of starting, time of arrival and as to route.

There are points in New Jersey, under

fifty miles distance from my residence in

East Orange, at which I can more easily.

more comfortably and more quickly arrive by

the use of my automobile than by any regular

train. One or two places that I have in mind
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involve a necessity of change from one rail

road to another, and it is equallyfair to the

automobile and the automobilist to add that

it is not necessary to indulge in any speed

which is dangerous either to the occupants

of the car or to the other users of the road.

It is along this line that I shall look to see

what are to be the developments of 1905 to

wards making the automobile a part and par

cel of the general traflic of the United States.

and perhaps other servants to transport, and

is apt to draw members of his family to him

at different points.

I know of a single instance where a New

York banker went from New York to Boston

and stopped with his machine over night in

Northampton. The telegraph ofiice re

ceived the tolls of eleven incoming and out

going messages. The railroads received the

outgoing and returning fares of three differ

 

NEAR BERLIN WISCONSIN

The automobile of today, as I have said is

measuring strides with the railroad, and yet

it is fair to say that the railroads today are

recognizing the automobile as an ally, a

feeder to transportation. just as today they

are ceasing their opposition to the trolley,

everybody’s vehicle, so they are ceasing

their opposition and welcoming the auto

mobile as the individual’s means of transpor

tation. The reason is apparent. There is

not an automobile which goes from New York

to Maine that does not contribute to the pub

lic traflic many times per mile more than the

man who simply pays the railroad fare. The

man who goes in an automobile has his bag

gage to transport, frequently has his mechanic

ent individuals who wanted to see the banker.

Thus in various other ways the automobil

ist’s trip from New York to Boston was pro

ductive of more returns to the telegraph, tele

phone and railroad companies than would

have been the trip of any one man who bought

a straight ticket and paid every element

of first-class train transportation.

Kipling on the Motor's Educational Value

Rudyard Kipling, who is an enthusiastic

automobilist—or motorist, as they say in

England—has written the following on his

favorite sport: “The chief end of my car,

so far as I am concerned, is the discovery of

England. To me it is a land full of stupefy
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“ALL THE worLD A SOLEMN STILLNESS HOLDS”

ing marvels and mysteries; and a day in the

car in an English county is a day in some fairy

museum, where all the exhibits are alive and

real and yet none the less delightfully mixed

up with books. For instance, in six hours

I can go from the land of the Ingoldsby

Legends, by way of the Norman Conquest

and the Barons' War, into Richard Jefferies'

county, and so through the Regency, one of

Arthur Young's less-known tours, and "Ce

lia's Arbor into Gilbert White's territory.

“Horses, after all, are only horses; but the

car is a time machine on which one can slide

from one century to another at no more

trouble than the pushing forwardof the lever.

On a morning I have seen the assizes, jave

linmen, and all, come into a cathedral town;

by noon I was striking a new-built convent

for expelled French nuns; before sundown I

was watching the channel fleet off Selsea hill,

and after dark I nearly broke a fox's back on

a Roman road.”

ON THE WOODED ISLE, JACKSON PARK, CHICAGO
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Kimberley, South Africa, Speed Tests

DIAMOND FIELD'S ADVERTISER

February 9, a large crowd witnessed the

Kimberley motor speed tests. Most persons

congregated around the starting place, the

steps of the memorial affording many fine

positions from which to watch the cars start,

though spectators were also scattered all

along the route and massed in good numbers

at the finishing posts. Two tests had been

arranged over the mile course for motor cars,

one with a fifty yards flying start, and the

other from a standing start, and the motor

cycles competing were

allowed a fifty yards fly

ing start. Twenty motor

cars were entered for

each of the motor tests

and the motor cycle

competitors numbered

fourteen. The motor

cars were divided into six

classes. A telephone con

nected the starting and

finishing posts, by utiliz

ing which an accurate |

record of the times was |

obtained. The second

class for seven-horse

power cars and under was

the best filled, and all the nine cars entered

competed. A seven-horse power Rambler

was the first of the nine to make the trip,

and though an old machine, in fact the first

type turned out of the Rambler factory,

put up the excellent figures of two minutes

twenty-six and three-fifths seconds, which

proved to be the best performance in that

class.

A Trip to Butte, Montana

ILDA WOLTER

Last September some of papa's friends

dared him to go to Butte in his automobile,

because they thought it was impossible to do

so, and papa told them that there wasn’t a

place in Montana where he couldn't go with

it; and in less than ten minutes we were off

for Butte.

Sixteen years ago, before the railroad was

built, the road to Butte was what we called

a good road, but now it is travelled very little,

and is washed out very much by heavy rains

and snow water in the spring. There is a

very beautiful canyon from Boulder to Elk

Park, and the Boulder River in which the

THE VICTORIOUS RAMBLER

the water is as clear as crystal. This road

follows the Boulder River a distance of

twenty-nine miles. After we passed Bernice,

a distance of thirteen miles from Boulder, we

met several persons fishing in the river.

They were very much surprised to see an

automobile in that canyon, and wanted to

know where we were going. When we told

them, “to Butte,” one man said, “I don’t

think you will. I never saw a road much

worse than the one down this canyon. If

you go to Butte and back by tomorrow we

will give you a mess of fish.” Papa told

them to have dinner ready

at two o'clock the next

dayand we would be with

them, and then opened

the bonnet of our auto

mobile and gave them a

bottle of beer and told

them to drink to our good

luck; and off we went.

We went about a mile

and a half and there we

found that bad grade.

Then we stopped and

papa walked up on ahead

to see how bad it was, and

he called to come right

along. So I drove up and

my sister walked behind. But that was not

the worst place we struck. We struck worse

places when we got upon the level where

the rocks stood so high out that we had to

build up along side of them with wood and

bushes so we could get the machine over them.

Soon we struck Elk Park, and had a good

road all the way into Butte, mostly down

hill.

While we were in Butte papa met some

acquaintances who were going over to Basin

in an automobile. Papa told them if they

would wait until we got ready, we would go

together. But they did not want to wait, so

Papa said “alright, go on; we’ll overtake you

before you get to Basin,” and so they started

off. And we waited fully an hour and a half

before starting.

There is quite a steep and long hill between

Butte and Woodville, and we saw by the foot

prints in the road that the other party did

not ride up that hill. From Woodville the

road is very fine until you strike the canyon.

When we arrived at Elk Park, which is

the station of the Great Northern Railroad

at the mouth of the canyon, we inquired

about the other automobile party, and were

 



  

GENERAL VIEW OF THE KIMBERLEY SPEED COURSE

told that they had passed about a half hour

before. It wasn’t very long until we were

back to our fishing people, who told us that

there was an automobile just ahead of us.

When we replied that we were going to over

take it they said “No; dinner is ready and

you must stop.” While they were getting

dinner ready we told them of our trip. After

dinner we started on for Basin, and just as

we arrived there the other machine pulled in.

Papa said, “Well, you got here.” They

said “Yes; an(l that is about all,” and they

took a wheel oft’ their machine. They found

their box in the wheel, and the shoulder on

the axle all ground up, and they were wonder

ing how to get home. Papa told them a

passenger train would be along about eight

o’clock. They said that part was alright,

but how would they get the machine home.

The people in Basin made fun of them, and

told them they should not come so far with

a machine like theirs; that they should get

one like Bill Wolter’s, and then they wanted

us to take out our ball bearings and give

them to them so they could run back to Butte.

But we told them if they would go down to

Boulder that we would let them have some.

So the owners of the machine concluded that

they would take the train back, and the man

that ran the machine would take it back as

best he could. So we did better than they

did, for three of us made quiet a load. Papa

himself weighs two hundred and twenty

pounds.

  

NEAR THE MEMORIAL, KIMBERLEY SPEED COURSE
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A Woman's Qdd Expefience

MRS. FREDERICK I. LINZ

Without doubt one of the oddest experi

ences with an automobile, I had last July in

Carson City, Nevada, with a Model K,

Rambler.

My husband sold the car in San Francisco

to the owner of the Shaw Hot Springs, two

miles out of Carson City. This man was an

Italian, and a very distinct type of his father

land.

The understanding was, that the trip was

to be made in the car, and upon arrival a

man there instructed how to manipulate and

care for it, so that it might immediately be

put into service during the carnival week of

]uly fourth, by carrying passengers from

Carson City to the Springs and back, at the

nominal fare of one dollar for the round trip.

The trip was quite ordinary as accom

plished with the sturdy car, until leaving

Reno, Nevada, when we encountered ex

tremely bad roads, hilly, sandy, stony, and

little more than a trail over some of the

mountains. Mr. Linz and the Italian were

occupying the front seat, while I was in the

tonneau, with an extra outer casing, two

inner tubes, a jack and “extras.”

We reached Carson City, Nevada, about

sun-down, and attracted much attention on

our way to the springs; we found the hotel

in a state of latent delapidation, and also

found that the sole occupant of the place was

beside the owner, an aged man (Tim O’Con

nor) who drove the stage. ]ust at this hour

a cook would have been welcomed by us but,

as none seemed in evidence, we ventured a

query regarding dinner, whereupon the Italian

host informed us he “cooka himself” and,

showing us our room, disappeared to “cooka

de meal.” After this had been “served,”

the machine was housed and we retired,

wondering how long it might require to find

a suitable man to run the machine while the

Italian stayed at the hotel, that we might

return.

During the next three days Mr. Linz

closed with a man who desired to represent

the Rambler in Carson City, and had pur

chased two machines and was anxious to

drive them from San Francisco through, to

demonstrate the ability of the cars in moun

tain climbing, by taking a more hazardous

road than we had just come; hence it was

In our March issue, Mrs. Linz was pictured in a Model],

Rambler, climbing the Court House steps at Bakersfield, Cal.

arranged that the representative was to re

turn with Mr. Linz, and that I was to coach

the aged stage driver and entertain myself as

best I could during the two days of their ab

sence. I found a suitable woman to remain

with me at the Springs, and persuaded the

Italian to employ a cook. I found, however,

after the first day out in the automobile, that

my coaching was not only laborious but no

one would ride with Tim at the wheel, despite

the fact of my assisting in starting and stop

ping the car with Tim guiding it over the

straight roads, so I gave up taking him, after

realizing his appearance as a promising

chauffeur was anything but assuring to the

strangers who were thronging Carson City

from the country around to enjoy the carni

val, and quite willing to pay any reasonable

fee for a “first automobile ride.”

The second evening, July third, I received

a telegram from Mr. Linz, stating that he

and his companion would not leave until the

following day, some business necessitating

his attention in San Francisco. Now, the

Italian had planned that during the Fourth

he would make enough to get back part of

his investment, and the only way to appease

him was by my donning coat and cap and

operating the car, which I did, oiling, dusting,

polishing and all. I carried as many as nine

adults beside myself, at a time, six in the

tonneau sitting and standing, and three in

front, which, considering the awful road, was

an excellent test, not only of the springs. but

of the entire car. I drove constantly back

and forth the three ensuing days, and the re

ceipts for the Italian aggregated over eight

hundred dollars.

The only trouble I encountered was when,

in trying to drive the car out of the shed one

morning, the canopy caught in the roof. and

the Italian was forced to crawl up and saw

a piece out of the drooping shed, saying un

publishable things, I dare say, (fortunately

for me, in Italian), about the demolishment

of his antiquated shed.

I could only explain the difficulty by re

membering I had inflated the tires somewhat.

I am sure you will agree with me that this

is an odd experience for a woman, and being

a successful one, will appreciate why I am :1

most ardent admirer of the Rambler.

 

The carriage concessionaire on the State

reservation at Niagara Falls, announces that

horse-drawn vehicles will be a thing of the

past with him the coming summer.
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Auto Scorching in France is Doomed.

NEW YORK HERALD

The great success of the crusade against

autophobia in France has led the papers to

take up the campaign against scorchers, who

bring the sport into disrepute. The Temps

devotes a leader to the subject, backing up

the idea that with the chauffeurs themselves

lies the remedy, and that clubs and asso

ciations should take action against any

member breaking the speed laws.

E -

“And drowsy tinklings lull the distant jold.”

West to meet a gentleman who with his son

immediately proceeded to Schmidt's Drift en

route for Douglas, which place was reached

during the same day. On Monday the car

was employed in visiting various farms in the

neighborhood of Douglas, and early on Tues

day the motor-car and its occupants left for

Campbell and Griquatown. Tuesday and

Wednesday were spent in visiting farms in

these districts, and on Thursday morning

Griquatown was left. Campbell, Douglas,

and Schmidt's Drift were again visited on the

-

NEAR KENOSHA, wiscoNSIN

Buying Diamonds in South Africa

DIAMOND FIELDS ADVERTISER

On Thursday, February 2, a Rambler mo

tor-car, with two of Kimberley's diamond

buyers on board, left town early in the morn

ing en route for the River Diggings. Dur

ing that day Delpoort's Hope, Borrell's

Kopje, Sydney, and Longlands were visited,

the car stopping the night at Borrell's Kopje.

On Friday Delpoort's Hope was again visited

as well as some of the other places mentioned.

On Saturday the car was once more taken to

Longlands and Sydney, Kimberley being

reached early in the afternoon. On the next

day (Sunday) the car was taken to Barkly

PHOTo by HaRoud w. JEffery

return journey to Barkly, which was reached

about three o’clock in the afternoon. The car

left for Kimberley at about five o'clock, and

arrived home at about seven, after an

absence of eight days, covering about five

hundred miles. During all these days no

trouble was experienced with the engine, and

barring a few punctures, the journey was a

most exceptional one. The roads were in

many places nothing but veld tracks, and if

any further proof was wanting as to the gen

eral all-round reliability of the Rambler, we

think that the trip recorded above amply

qualifies it as one of the very best cars yet in

troduced into South Africa.
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The Automobiles Safety is in Abilityof Driver

CHICAGO AMERICAN

Effort is being made to do away with any

danger that might come from automobile

travel by reducing the speed to a snail’s pace.

Other effort is being made to fill the prisons

with persons violating speed regulations.

If unprejudiced study is made of the cause

of automobile accidents the grounds will be

found there for legislation that will protect all

persons in their rights.

Speed alone is not the cause of accidents,

and legislation reducing the speed of an auto

mobile to that of a walking horse will destroy

the utility of the machine. The automobile

is a rapid transit vehicle. It is built for con

veying people rapidly from place to place..

To pass a law limiting speed to an absurdly

low pace will be to put a law on the books to

be violated. The remedy is in the man run

ning the machine. If a sober and experi

enced man has a machine in charge it is not

so dangerous as a horse and carriage.

No vehicle drawn by horses is subject to

quicker and better control than an automo

bile in charge of a clear-headed, experienced

driver. No man should be permitted to drive

an automobile until he knows how. An inex

perienced man in a machine going at a slow

pace is like an ignorant engineer in a freight

train locomotive. The Pennsylvania and

the New York Central put skilled men in

charge of their fast trains. They are clear

headed, know their engines and know how to

run them safely at a high rate of speed.

An automobile is as complicated as a loco

motive. It is a locomotive on a dirt road or

street and is just as safe going at a high rate

of speed as is the fast train locomotive when

a good man is in charge.

The law should be made so that the useful

ness of the machine as a vehicle of speed shall

not be destroyed.

Let the law declare that the driver must be

sober and experienced, and that will be the

best guarantee of safety.

Let the driver pass an examination to prove

his ability. See that he is a man of sobriety,

and then give him a license. Then, if he

willfully breaks the law, punish him.

 

Making Public Familiar with Mechanics

AUTOMOBILE .\l.-\G.»\ZI.\'E

One thing the ever increasing growth of

automobiling surely will do, and that is to

make the general public familiar with me

chanics. No longer will machinery of any

kind mean to ninety-nine persons out of a hun

dred merely a confusing collection of wheels,

levers, shafts, cylinders, etc., which in some

mysterious manner perform certain wonders

for those who understand them.

The widespread vogue of the vehicle which

propels itself will create a very large class of

machinery purchasers, who will be divided

into two great classes—those who employ

mechanics to look after, and often to drive

their cars, the other composed of men who

know or learn sufficient about mechanics to

look after the cars on most occasions. The

latter will be much the larger class, while the

former will consist chiefly of those who now

have horses and carriages, with coachmen to

attend to them.

The ordinary user of an automobile, how

ever, will be the man who buys one because

it is the best way for him to get around quick

ly—to get to and from the office, to take short

trips or more ambitious tours during the

summer, when his vacation time comes, etc.

Not being rich, he will not as a rule, buy the

higher priced cars. Runabouts and so-called

light touring cars will be the great sellers, not

only because of their moderate price, but

by reason of their all around adaptability

and their low maintenance cost. In the

hands of such men as know both how to run

and care for these cars they will be made to

pay for themselves in short order.

Everybody knows that the best automo

bilist is he who best understands his car and

uses it intelligently. To do this a man must

give sufficient time to it, learn its principles

and its peculiarities, know where to look for

its troubles and know how to remedy them

when found. By so doing he will not only

be able to continue interrupted journeys, but

even to prevent interruption. He will get

more satisfaction out of his car than he could
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possibly do if he left it to the care of a me

chanic. It will, in short, make an amateur

mechanic out of him.

The ordinary American already possesses

considerable natural ability in this line,

whether he has done any actual work at it

or not. He has the brain to understand how

a steam or gas engine works, and by a little

application he soon gets into the way of using

his hands to make adjustments and to put

things to rights. There are scores of little

things to look after; and time and money are

both saved by attending to them one’s self.

No one grasps this quicker than the average

motorist, and the result is going to be a great

extension or dissemination of mechanical

knowledge that will prove of vast benefit to

the country in a thousand ways apparently

not connected with automobiling.

 

When Starting Out for a Ride

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

If car owners will make it a rule, when

starting out on a ride, to “know” and not

only to “think” that the car is in proper shape,

many a long walk will be prevented.

 

The Use of Wrenches

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

Novices and careless experts, too, frequent

ly apply wrenches with so much power to an

adjusting screw that the part into which the

screw goes is cracked. Dirt and gummed

matter may work into the crack and fill it,

so that the defect will not be observed. The

chances are that the vibration of the vehicle

is making the weak place dangerous by ex

panding the crack, which may ultimately

break with results not always pleasant. If

on inspection, defects of this sort are found,

new parts should at once be substituted.

 

Renewal of Clutch Leather

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

If the clutch leather shows signs of burn

ing or is worn, immediate steps for replac

ing the leather should be taken. With a

little care in removing the rivets and taking

ofl the old leather, it can be kept intact, and

will be useful to mark out the new one, which

should be cut from the thick part of the hide.

Be careful to countersink the holes for rivet

heads, so that they go well below the surface

of the leather, which should be put on rough

side out. It will be better if it is first trued

up in the lathe, but if carefully and truly

fitted it may do without the lathe, then if

soaked with castor oil it will very soon accom

modate itself after the car has been run a few

miles.

In Lubricating a Machine

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

Nothing should be taken for granted in

the lubrication of an automobile. Every

thing should be done to make the work of

lubrication as easy as possible by having

every convenience at hand. The plugs and

cocks designed for the drawing off of the

unused oil from crank cases should be care

fully looked after, so they cannot work loose

while running. If an undue amount of oil

drips from any particular point of the ve

hicle it may indicate either that the supply is

excessive, that means for retaining it are not

proper, or that the oil is too thin. Thick oil

on the whole, gives little trouble from work

ing out of bearings, especially when every

thing is worn. The cleaning down of a car

is a duty which no one having the instincts

of a mechanic will shirk, as the dust, which

an excess of oil on the outside surfaces of the

wearing parts is constantly collecting, may

prove very injurious to the mechanism.

 

Hurry Slowly

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

The novice will be well advised to “hurry

slowly,” in other words, he should not be too

anxious to get the car going on its top gear.

He should become well accustomed to the

first speed before attempting to put in the

second, and become familiar with that before

attempting to drive on the top gear. There

is more in this than is perhaps apparent, but

it must be obvious that much finer steering

is required when traveling at say twenty

miles per hour than when one is only going

at five, and one can only learn to properly

and confidently steer a car running swiftly

by thoroughly leaming first of all how to

handle the car when it is traveling slowly.

 

Hints by an Old Carriage Maker

MOTOR VVORLD

These hints come from an old carriage

man, whose experience cannot but prove of

value to the motorist:

Inspect the entire carriage occasionally,

and whenever a bolt or clip appears to be get
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ting loose, tighten it up with a wrench, and

always have little repairs done at once.

Should the tires of the wheels get at all slack,

so that the joints of the felloes become visible,

have them immediately contracted, or the

wheels may be permanently injured.

Examine the axles frequently; keep them

well oiled, and see that the washers are in

good order. Pure sperm oil is considered the

best for lubricating purposes; castor oil will

answer, but never use sweet oil, as it will

gum up. Be careful in replacing the axle

nuts not to cross the thread or strain them.

Keep a small bottle of black japan and a

brush always handy to paint the steps when

worn by the feet, and also the edges of the

tires; nothing helps more than this to keep a

carriage looking tidy. Lay on the japan as

thin as possible.

Avoid opening a carriage door while the

carriage is in motion, as accidents frequently

occur from this cause, the door being inter

cepted by a tree or lamppost and wrenched

from its hinges.

Carriages should be kept in an airy, dry

coach house. There should be a moderate

amount of light, otherwise the colors will be

affected. The windows should be curtained,

to avoid having direct sunlight strike upon

the carriage.

There should be no communication be

tween the horse stable and the coach house.

The manure heap or pit, should also be lo

cated as far away from the carriage house as

possible. Ammonia fumes crack and destroy

varnish and fade the colors, both of the paint

ing and lining; also avoid having a carriage

stand near a brick wall, as the dampness

from the wall will fade the colors and destroy

thelvarnish.

Whenever a carriage stands unused for

several days it should be protected by a large

cotton cover, sufiiciently strong to keep off

the dust, without altogether excluding the

light. Dust, when allowed to settle on a car

riage, eats into the vamish. Care should be

taken to keep this cover dry.

When a carriage is new or newly varnished

it is better for it to stand a few days, and to

be frequently washed and well dried off be

fore being used. Frequent washings with

cold water and exposure to fresh air in the

shade will also help to harden and brighten

its finish. Never allow mud to remain long

enough upon a newly varnished carriage to

dry upon it, or spots and stains will invari

ably result.

While washing a carriage, keep it out of

the sun. Have the lever of the “set" cov

ered with leather. Use plenty of water. tak

ing great care that it is not driven into the

body, to the injury of the lining. Use, for

the body panels, a large, soft sponge; when

saturated, squeeze this over the panels, and

by the flowing down of the water the dirt will

soften and harmlessly run off. Care should

be taken to wipe the surface quite dry with

soft chamois leather after each washing.

Leather top carriages should never stand

long in the carriage house with the top down.

After raising the top “break” the joints

slightly, to take off the strain on the web

stay and leather. Aprons of every kind

should be frequently unfolded, or they will

soon spoil.

As a general rule, a carriage will, with

gentle work, retain its freshness better than

if allowed to stand for long periods in a

coachhouse. If the latter be necessary, draw

  

AS THE PUBLIC SEES IT
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the carriage out frequently to air, in some

shady place, and occasionally wash it.

See that coachhouse doors can be so fast

ened as not to blow to by the wind.

The carriage should be repainted or at

least touched up and revarnished, as often as

once a year. Avoid having such repairs

made in a hurry; remember that hurried var

nishing implies imperfect varnishing.

In washing the body apply the sponge as

well to the under parts and wheels, but use

for the latter a different sponge and chamois

than those used on the body. Never use a

“spoke brush,” which, in conjunction with

the grit from the road, would act like sand

paper on the varnish, scratching it and, of

course, removing the gloss.

Never allow water to dry of itself on a car

riage, as it would invariably leave stains.

Hot water or soap should never be used in

washing a varnished surface.

Enamelled leather tops and aprons should

be washed with very weak soap and water.

No oil should be put on enamelled leather.

In cleaning brass or silver parts no acid,

mercury or grit should be used; the polish

should be obtained by friction solely.

To prevent or destroy moths in woolen

linings, use turpentine and camphor. In the

case of a closed carriage, the simple evapora

tion from this mixture when placed in a

saucer (the glasses being closed) will be found

a certain cure.

Be careful to grease sparingly the bearings

of the front gearing, using only enough to al

low it to turn freely.

Putting Old Dry Cells to Good Use

MOTOR WORLD

Dry cells that have outlived their useful

ness for ignition purposes may frequently be

used for some time for bell ringing and other

domestic work.
  

AS THE MOTORIST SEES IT

To Keep Spark Plugs Clean

THE AUTOMOBILE

A stifl toothbrush and a little gasoline will

soon remove soot from spark plugs, under

ordinary circumstances. If the deposit is

hard, it may be scraped off with a knife.

When About to Use inferior Oil

THE AUTOMOBILE

Oil for cylinder lubrication cannot be too

good. A new cylinder costs more than a

great deal of good oil.

While the lighter grades of gasoline are, of

course, more easily carburated than the

heavier, the latter have the advantage of

containing a greater number of heat units

for a given bulk.

 

Altemate Use of the Batteries

THE AUTOMOBILE

It is a good thing when driving to switch

frequently from one set of batteries to the

other, say every fifty or sixty miles, thus giv

ing the cells frequent opportunities to re

cuperate.

Causes of Skidding

THE AUTOMOBILE

Skidding is frequently caused by the too

violent application of the brakes, and also by

unequal distribution of the braking power, as

when the brake band on one hub is tight and

the opposite one slack.

Rain Water Best for Cooling System

THE AUTOMOBILE

Pure rain water is the best thatcan be had

for use in the cooling system, as it is free from

the mineral substances which are deposited

in the piping and jackets by hard \vater.

-

5
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Nature and Art

CHICAGO NEWS

A little fellow was standing ankle deep in a

puddle of water, when an elderly gentleman

said: “Boy, you'll catch cold if you get your

feet wet in that puddle.”

“Dat’s what I’m after,” said the boy. ‘I'm

agoin’ to speak ‘Spartacus to de Gladiators’

at school on Friday an’ I wants to git me

voice hoarse.”

 

The humorous papers often tell us of the

mistakes made by new stenographers. In

the columns of the Milwaukee Sentinel, W. F.

Kirk prints a letter as dictated, and the tran

script offered by his “new girl,” as follows:

DICTATION

“Dear Sir: I have your favor, and in reply

would state

That I accept the offer in yours of recent date‘,

I wish to say, however, that under no condi

tion

Can I afford to think of your free lance

proposition.

I shall begin to-morrow to turn the matter out

The copy will be ready by August 10th, about.

Material of this nature should not be rushed

unduly.

Thanking you for your favor, I am yours very

truly.”

TRANSCRIPTION

“Deer sir, I have the Feever,and in a Pile i Sit

And I except the Offer as you Have reasoned

it,

I wish to say however That under any con

dition

can I for to Think of a free lunch proposi

shun ?.

I Shal be in tomorrow To., turn the mother

out,

The cap will be red and Will costt, $lO,about.

Mateeriul of this nation should not rust N.

Dooley

Thinging you have the Feeyer I am Yours

very Truel_v.”

 

Not to be Envied

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

An honorable point of difference between

the maker of “local color” and the vender of

of it comes from the Kentucky mountains.

On a trip there which a well-known writer

made in an automobile for the novelty of

the experience, and in pursuit of material

for one of his stories, he stayed over night at

a cabin, where he slept next to the shingles,

and went down a ladder to breakfast.

He washed his face in a creek below the

house and dried it on the side of a piece of

coffee sack hung against the logs for family

use. Then he combed his hair with his own

comb before a piece of broken glass stuck be

tween the “chinking and daubing” of the

cabin.

As he was making his toilet he .was closely

watched by the small boy of the family, who

was clothed in a pair of cottonade trousers

hitched to a hickory shirt, with one sus

pender fastened by a nail. Shoes and hat

were lacking, and his hair had not been

combed for six weeks.

He watched the visitor so closely that the

automobilist thought he was making an ex

cellent impression on the young barbarian.

As he put on the last touch the boy, unable

to contain himself longer, broke in.

“Say, mister,” he said, “ain’t you a good

deal of trouble to yerself ?”

 

Speedy Train

LADIES HOME JOURNAL

Three men were talking in rather a large

way as to the excellent train service each had

in his special locality; one was from the

West, one from New England, and the other

from New York. The former two men

had told of marvelous doings of trains,

and it was distinctly “up” to the man from

New York.

“Now, in New York,” he said, “we not

only run our trains fast, but we also start

them fast. I remember the case of a friend

of mine whose wife went to see him off for

the West on the Pennsylvania at Jersey

City. As the train was about to start my

friend said his final good-by to his wife, and

leaned down from the car platform to kiss her.

The train started and, would you believe it,

my friend found himself kissing a strange

woman on the platform at Trenton.”

And the other men gave up.

 

Just as he Thought

LADIES HOME ]OURI\'AI.

A small boy was reciting in a geography

class. The teacher was trying to teach him

the points of the compass. She explained:

“On your right is the south, your left the

the north, and in front of you is the east.

Now what is behind you ?”

The boy studied for a moment, then puck

ered up his face and bawled: “I know it.

I told ma you'd see that patch in my pants.”
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The Better Way

ELBERT HUBBARD

You’d better learn to accept all the small

misfits and trivial annoyances of life as a

matter of course. To allow them to receive

attention beyond their deserts is to wear the

web of your life to the warp. Be on the look

out for the great joys, and never let mosquitoes

worry you into a passion.

 

The Absent-Minded Motorist

SPEED

“How much can I have to blow in when

we’re wed ?”

Asked a maiden who wasn’t so sour,

Of her lover who absent-mindedly said

(The whirr of the motor was still in his

head)

“Oh——mebbe 5,000-an-hour.”

The (W)hole Cheese

DETROIT TRIBUNE

Little Billy came in one afternoon from an

assembly of the children of the neighborhood

with his clothes pierced above and below with

a great many holes. “For pity’s sake!” ex

claimed his mother. “What has happened

to you?” “Oh,” said Billy, “we’ve only

been playing grocery store, and everybody

was something in it. I was the Swiss

cheese.”

 

The surest way to succeed is to determine

not to fail.—Elberl Hubbard.

 

Difficulties are things that show what we

are.—Epicletus.

 

The man that endures is the man that wins.

—Elbert Hubbard.

3

A Tilt of Wits

KANSAS CITY INDEPEI*II)ENT

 

In connection with lawyers trying to con

fuse experts in the witness box in murder

trials, a case is recalled where a lawyer

looked quizzically at the doctor, who was

testifying, and said:

“Doctors sometimes make mistakes, don’t

they?”

“The same as lawyers, was the reply.

“But doctors’ mistakes are buried six feet

under ground,” said the lawyer.

“Yes,” said the doctor, “and lawyer’s mis

takes sometimes swing in the air.”

H

Not so Presumptuous as That

CHICAGO POST

Pompous Waiter—“Ha\'e you ordered,

miss?”

Timid Little Girl (taking her first meal at

a restaurant)—“N-no, sir; but I’ve re

quested.”

 

It may seem paradoxical, but in motor

racing a cool head often. wins the heat.

 

The Country Coming Qn

CHICAGO NE\\'S

  

Uncle Hank Hawbuck—“Seems ter me

there’s power thar a-goin’ ter waste.

Guess I’ll fix up an autermobile next Sat

urday and—

  

“Give the folks a treat!”

 

Wmted a Mortgage

SUNDAY MAGAZINE

Halvor Steenerson, Congressman from

Minnesota, tells a story of a Swede who went

to that state from one of the Dakotas for the

purpose of buying a farm.

A land agent acted as guide and informant

to the Swede, who eventually found what he

wanted. When the time came to make out

the necessary papers, the agent asked the

Swede what method he preferred to adopt in

making payment.

“Ay pay all. Ay haf da money,” replied

the Swede.

“Very well, then.

said the agent.

I’ll make out the deed,”
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“No!” suddenly exclaimed the Swede.

“Ay no want deed!”

“Why, yes, you do!” rejoined the agent,

astonished. “You pay the money and you

take a deed for the farm.”

“No, no!” earnestly asseverated the

Swede. “Ay no want deed! Ay had deed

oop in Dakoty. Ay pay man da money. He

gif me deed. Aygif heem mortgage. Aytak

land. By en' by he get land, he get deed, he

haf da money. Dese time Ay want no deed;

Ay want mortgage. Ay pay da money; you
1 * *

gif me mortgage!

Trying to Locate the Pain

LESLIE'S WEEKLY

“Where is his pain?”

“Dat's de trouble, mister. You see,

Jimmie's so thin he don’t know whether it's

de back-ache or stomach-ache.”

Why She Ran down the Alley

DETROIT TRIBUNE

A little girl was hurrying home from kinder

garten by the way of an alley, a most unusual

way for her to take. A lady who saw her

asked:

“Why do you go home this way, Dorothy?”

At which the child lowered her voice and

said, confidentially:

“We have a brand-new baby at our house,

and this way's sooner.”

It might be well to force every automobile

to carry a crew consisting of a licensed chauf

feur, conductor, brakeman, flagman, doctor

and claim agent.—Indianapolis Star.

From the Cynic's Calendar

Many are called but few get up.

Faint heart ne'er won fair lady.

People who love in glass houses should pull

down the blinds.

Fools rush in and win where angels fear to

tread.

Men are judged by the company they keep,

and by the cigars they give.

What is home without another?

A fool and his money are soon mated.

Stays make waist.

As you sew, so must you rip.

Necessity is the mother of contention.

A word to the wise is resented. -

Hell is paved with big pretentions.

When folly is bliss, ’tis ignorance to be

otherwise.

A little widow is a dangerous thing.

There's many a sip twixt the cup and the

lip.

A friend in deeds is a friend indeed.

What a Confusion of Idioms Occasioned

BROWN BOOK

The German is a long time in learning

American idioms. One who had been here

for a year or more, and could speak some

English before his arrival—a very short and

corpulent man, by the way—went to his

grocer's and paid a bill which had been stand

ing for several weeks.

“Now you are all square, sir.”

“I was Vat?”

“You are square,” I say.

“I was square?”

“Yes, you are all square now.”

Hans was silent for a moment; then, with

reddening face and flashing eyes, he brought

his plump fist down upon the counter and

said:

“See here, mine frient, I will hav no more

peezness mit you. I treat you like a shentle

man. I pay my pill, and you make a shoke

of me. You say I was square ven I know I

was round as a parrel. I don't like such

shokes. My peezness mit you was done!”
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MODEL L RAMBLER AT THE SCENE O1" THE BULL FIGHTS, TIA JUANA MEXICO

A Trip to Mexico in a Rambler

MRS. \‘\'. K. COWAN

TRIP into a foreign country

sounds full of wonderful possi

bilities, especially when the

history of that country

abounds in romance, some

written, some told, and some

left to be imagined. There

fore, it was with an added sense of exhul

tation that we started from Los Angeles

Our ham

pers were heavy with the good things to

be devoured on our trip. I say devoured,

advisedly, as all autoists will agree that there

is no appetizer equal to a morning spin.

Our guests, Rev. and Mrs. A. W. Hare, of

Fresno, were delighted with the tropical

growth in Eastlake Park, as there we left the

city to bowl away over good roads through

orange groves, under the shade of the pictur

esque peppers and eucalyptus trees of the

San Gabriel Valley. The foothill towns with

the mountains rising behind them, homes

nestling in groves of oranges, give one a sense

-of rcst and joy of living that is good to the

weary man of business off for a vacation.

After passing through many beautiful

towns, as evening drew near, we decided to

make Elsinore Hot Springs our resting place

that night, and so we climbed the Box Spring

Grade to Perris, a little town situated on a

high mesa. Here, just as the sun was setting,

came an inspiration to eat our supper in the

beautiful outdoors this balmy summer even

ing. Accordingly, one of our party hurried

to a dairy not far away, while another spread

our simple board, and another made coffee.

As the sun set, and the moon rose, our little

supper became a banquet table, shaded by

the inimitable colors of a dying day, mellowed

into white by a summer moon.

As we again started off, our road was like

a table, the soil being a sort of yellow gravel,

and being on this high mesa, it was wind

swept, clean and smooth. This road to

Elsinore is on a slight decline, and with the

moon making it as light as day, need I tell

you that we made a record for a Rambler.

At the Lake Shore hotel we could not resist a

peep at the mountain lake, and when we

returned home were very sleepy.

Copyright, I905, by Tllama: B. Jeffery € Campany
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The next day we were in historic country,

the home and haunts of Ramona. ]ust

think of riding in a sixteen horse power

Rambler down through Temecula Canyon,

supposedly over the same ground that Alle

sandro rode with his stolen horses; following

him in this latter day to the house, and even

into the room where Ramona signed the

marriage paper, in the little Oldtown. This

  

“AND rottowmo nvro rm-: ROOM WHERE muons SIGNED

rm: MARRIAGE PAPER"

town is said to be the oldest in California and

to contain the oldest man and oldest house.

We visited Coronado, across the bay, and

La ]olla, with its rocky coast and wonderful

caves, and continued our tour into Tia Juana,

Mexico. This is a border town, much visited

by tourists, especially on days when there is

to be a bull-fight.

I have not touched on the many old mis

sions we passed, but am getting the pictures

of these old landmarks together, and will

some day tell you about them, also the

home of theosophy at Point Loma, San

Diego.

Our homeward trip was along the coast

with the great Pacific singing in our ears, and

when, after a week’s joy in the open air, our

little home came in sight, it was with minds

stored with things that would last in our

memory when motoring will be the regular

mode of traveling.

Let me add, that during our trip, which

covered five hundred and thirty miles of road,

through mountain roads and beach sands,

etc., our Rambler never faltered, and we had

no repairs on the trip.

Mountain Climbing in a

Rambler

DAV]-‘. HARDY

Courtesy, The Automobile

On one of the most beau

tiful mornings of last fall

“Jim” and the writer started

from Canton, Pennsylvania,

to deliver a Model K Rambler

in North Bend. The weather

was just cool enough to tune

our spirits to the top notch of

enjoyment, and though the

route lies through some of the

roughest country of the State,

in fact, all up and down hill,

and in places very steep,

with the car in good trim

and plenty of oil and supplies

aboard we had no fears of hills

or bad roads.

We made Ogdensburg and

East Point without trouble

more serious than scaring a

few horses. In two instances

at least the drivers were more

frightened than their trusty

animals and drove off the road into the field

to escape meeting the “benzine buggy.”

I had recently caused a runaway, and so

was very careful to give the horses all the

chance I could, invariably stopping the en

gine when a horse showed signs of fright; but

just before reaching Liberty we spied an old

horse coming along with his head down, ap

parently oblivious of even the old milk wagon

and small boy driver. As soon as the boy

saw us the tune he was whistling ended ab

ruptly, down went the lines, and he was out

over the wheel, and had hold of the horse's

head in a jiffy. Out of sympathy for the lad

we ran well to the side of the road, in fact,

into the ditch, and stopped the engine. The

horse now showed real signs of being fright

ened, and a recent writer having said that

it was the glitter of the lamps and the brass

._ _L_.J
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work of the car which frightened horses,

we both stood in front and spread out our

coats to hide as much as possible.

The boy evidently understood what we in

tended, for he yelled “That won’t do no good,

the old fool is blind.” That was one on us,

but I happily (P) thought of another bit of

advice by a kindly intentioned writer, and

pulled a good handful of grass and tried

feeding the horse, “coaxing

him along in a mild tone of

voice.” He made one vicious

grab, and I nearly lost a finger

for my pains, although I

didn’t lose the pain for some

time after.

Well, that old sinner then

gave one lunge up the bank,

tipped over the wagon and

spilled out the milk and

everything else, jumped

down into the road behind

us and stopped with the

wagon right side up again

and nothing broken but a

belly-band. We picked up

everything, except the milk,

and sent the boy along wond

ering what he would get when

he got home. When we

tried to start, a turn of the

crank did not bring the usual

result, and after looking to

see if the throttle and every

thing else were in proper

position, we tried again, but

no response. Both right

wheels were down in a deep

ditch, and “]im” suggested that we push

the car out on the level; no sooner done than

off we went as happy as ever. The car

buretters evidently would not feed properly

when in such an inclined position.

We passed through Liberty, sometimes

called Blockhouse, and taking the road down

Blockhouse Creek found fair roads for a few

miles, but soon came to an old plank road

built by the tanning company, on which to

haul bark to their large tannery at English

Center. We had four or five miles of this

road, and had expected to make some time

when we reached it, but were disappointed

by finding a plank gone every few feet, ne

cessitating very careful and slow running—~

in fact, we had to use slow speed nearly all

the while.

After passing English Center we found

poor roads along the side of the mountain,

with very steep pitches. At one place we

came up behind a large wagon loaded with

sole leather, creaking along at a snail’s pace.

There was no chance to turn out, and -finally

the wagon stopped altogether. The driver

informed us that his “ofl horse had pulled a

shoe” and we had to wait until he had “sot”

  

“wr: VISITED LA JOLLA, wrrrr rrs ROCKY coasr

AND WONDERFUL caves"

it. He carried a full equipment of tools,

horseshoe nails, hammer and rasp, but we

didn’t see any tire tape. We had to follow

him a long way before we came to a regular

turnout, “made a perpice,” as he said.

We made Waterville for dinner, and the

genial landlord gave us a good welcome and

tried to make us feel comfortable by telling

us how the only machine that ever went

through there before broke an axle before

getting out and had to stay two weeks wait

ing for the parts. By the way, there is ex

cellent bass fishing in the stream at Water

ville; we didn’t have time to try it this time,

however.

After dinner we oiled up and got ready for

our last run of about twenty-seven miles over

the mountains, with not a town on the way.

The landlord and all the other inhabitants of
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"IT IS VERY SANDY IN PLACES"

the town were there to see us start, and just

as we were ready to go the landlord asked:

“Say, which way are you going to get up on

top of the mountain?” “Up Pine Bottom

Run,” replied “Jim,” who had been over the

entire route about eight years before on horse

back. “Don’t you ever try it,” advised our

host; “that road is all cut up, and you couldn’t

drive a buggy up there to save your neck.”

“]im” said he had been up and guessed we

could make it. “Don’t you try it. Nothin’

but lumber trucks with very high wheels can

git up or down; guess I know; it can’t be did.”

“]im” signalled “Let her go,” and away we

went with the crowd watching us until out of

sight. The last I heard was something about

“laying out all night.”

We ran up the valley a short distance, and

then had a corduroy road for about a mile

before we began to climb the mountain.

Well, we had “fun” right ofi. The road was

just wide enough for one wagon, and the

water had washed out ruts in the wheel tracks

in places two feet deep, leaving a ridge of

sandstone and boulders in the middle which

would surely be too high for an ordinary

buggy. We couldn’t turn around, and were

just like the eel in the pump log—had to go

through. We held a council of war, and

finally agreed to “go through or bust."

Several times it seemed that something must

break, and we knew if it did we would have

to take the car out in pieces. We would pile

stones in the ruts, some of them as large as

we could well lift, and build a track for each

wheel high enough to clear our truss-rod un

der the rear sprocket. Numberless times we

would slide oti, and down we would come

with the whole weight resting on the truss,

one wheel spinning around in the air. Out

would come the jack, and we would build

over again. Once we thought all was over,

when we struck a deep spring hole and our

wheels settled down to the axle with the chain

running in mud and water.

The way we used that car was simply

wicked—with the front wheels up on big

stones, “]im” standing on the rear step to

help traction, engine speeded up to its high

est, I would jam on the lever as hard as pos
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sible and fairly jump the car out onto hard

ground. We had six weary miles of this,

and it was just five and a half long hours be

fore we saw the top and came out on the

Iersey Pike. We looked everything over and

oiled up and, say, we felt so good to spin

along on high speed again that we both actu

ally yelled like “Injuns.”

The Iersey Pike is an old State road, built

many years ago, running through Clinton

and Potter Counties, along the tops of the

mountains. It is quite sandy in places, but

the scenery from this section is the most beau

tiful imaginable. Great as was our anxiety

to get down the mountain before dark, we

had to stop several times and enjoy the grand

views, looking over the tops of ridge after

ridge for what seemed a hundred miles or

more. All along the road were great patches

of mammoth brakes, reaching up as high as

the top of our tonneau, and so close to the

road as to brush the car on both sides at once.

Any one who loves the beauties of nature

should seek this road, for the views and sur

roundings are magnificent, indeed.

Our run down the mountain to Hyner, on

the west branch of the Susquehanna, was

without event, although very steep and stony,

and we then had but five miles to run up the

river to North Bend, our destination, which

we reached with machine in fine shape, al

though “tired,” as well as ourselves.

This was the hardest trip I had ever made.

We had as bad roads as can be found in the

State; we never put in a harder da_v’s work in

our lives; but with all that we enjoyed ever_v

part of it immensely, and, while enjoying a

good after-dinner cigar, we both agreed that

for right down, good sport, nothing can come

anywhere near up to automobiling.

  

‘GREEN FIELDS AND RUNNING BROOKS"



Camping Qut with an Automobile

HROLF “FISBY

Courtesy, Outing

HERE is as much difference

between touring in the ordin

ary way, and camping out

with your machine, as there is

between a stroll down the

avenue and a cross-country

tramp. Everybody is familiar

with touring in its usual aspect, but few know

anything about camping out, and still fewer

attempt it. A little experience and a good

deal of forethought will enable you to “live

with” your auto and a decent showing, even

if you don’t combine the qualities of a wood

craftsman and a scout. In a little while you

will want to be distinguished from the mere

tourist, as the voyageur from the ordinary

traveler.

Automobile camping stands apart from

any other branch of the sport. It is neither

touring nor racing. It is modern man brought

back to nature on the latest vehicle of civili

zation. It is closing in an embrace with

mother earth, yet not locked with her in the

compass of a day’s slow tramp, but free to

roam, to camp, and to change your ground at

will, to surmount the obstacles of the open

country, to annihilate the wearying consider

ation of time and distance. It is terrestrial

man gifted by an almost aerial mobility—a

gift of his own ingenious giving, even more

remarkable than the nomadic roving of

Bedouin sheiks.

The first thing to do is to select your route

carefully. The chart will not tell you every

thing. Some judgment is necessary to map

out the probable daily mileage in advance in

order to reduce the area of desirable camping

ground for each day to the smallest possible

radius. The actual picking of the camp

must, of course, be done on the spot. Never

theless, it is convenient for the chauffeur to

know when he is traveling over favorable

ground for this purpose, and no special facili

ties are required to make this advance knowl

edge accurate and reliable.

  

Most of the big automobile clubs the world

over publish good maps, and the topographic

charts of the various states are of great aid

in judging the lay of the country.

With this equipment, which can be ab

sorbed in any large library, you can construct

a set of handy maps for use when under way.

Take a good, plain geographic map. Place

over it a transparent tracing-paper, say of

an “onion” finish, and thumb-tack the corn

ers. Trace with black ink the rivers, rail

roads, towns, etc., of the country you wish

to pass through. Trace with red ink the

route you decide to take in passing through.

Then take a topographic map and trace, in

the same manner, mountains, hills, eleva

tions and valleys; in short, the build of the

land you are to enter. If your tour includes

travel in but little known regions of this coun

try, provide yourself with a tracing of a sur

vey map such as the U. S. Geodetic Survey

issues, which will give you what accurate in

formation is available in advance. The data

gleaned from these three maps should enable

anyone to make up a driving chart, its object

being to show at a glance the combined in

formation contained in all the other maps.

To be practical, such a chart must be simple

—sort of ready-reference resume of all needed

road and camping information. Stake out

your route in a heavy, red line. Every

thing that crosses this course is of more

interest to you than what runs parallel with

it; hence, note all railroad (- - - -). highway

( ) and river(. .. .) crossings, towns (C),

farms (O) and wayside houses (X). Note

only unusually high grades and low drops

of the road, thus: Gr. 30 per cent. or Dr.

20 per cent. The topographic maps will

give you every boulder, peak and bush in

the country, but all you want to know is,

“How long does this forest I am traveling

through continue ?”—or “How long must I

camp in this treeless country before I strike

woods and shelter?” Forests, and even the
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nature of forests, is easily indicated on the

map by various symbolsfl] é or *)_. but instead

of massing them to show the size of the forest,

as is usual, simply draw the outline, sa_v, for

a pine forest with symbol (é), for a hardwood

copse with (*), and for miscellaneous woods

with A carefully planned map will give

you a correct idea not only of the route, but

of how far you must travel to obtain the best

available camping ground before night.

The size should not be larger than an or

  

CARRYING ALL THE CAMPING OUTFIT IN THE TOXNEAU.

dinary handkerchief, and after pasting the

map on chart canvas it should be rolled

around a paper or wooden cylinder, placed

in a waterproof box with a glass pane, so

that the chauffeur may have it continually

before him and turn the cylinder as he pro

gresses over the route shown on it. This

arrangement will obviate that most weari

some operation of a long-distance trip, of

having to stop to consult maps—a very

exciting performance when it rains or blows

—or to consult “people you meet,” who, as

a rule, don’t know any more about the coun

try they live in than the average New Yorker

knows about New York. There is not the

slightest excuse why a chauffeur should not

know, for this particular purpose, as much

about the country lying in advance of him

as a military commander for purposes of

seeing an army through.

Next comes the choice of a proper vehi

cle, which for an extended trip of this order,

had better not weigh much more than half

a ton. If the party numbers eight persons,

two 1,200-pound cars with one horse-power

behind each one-hundred pounds, and each

carrying four passengers, would be far more

preferable than a big high-powered car of

double capacity. Not only will the travel

ing be more commodious, but in case of

breakdowns or accidents, the uninjured car

can tow the other. The cars should be of the

same model and make, so that the spare parts

and accessories carried can be

used to equal advantage for

both.

For summer travel a tar

paulin roof on a frame, sup

ported by four stanchions, and

with side curtains, would give

you entire protection from

sun heat and rain showers.

The same arrangement can be

used for winter travel with an

addition of a windshield in

front. It is better to have

the shield made in two sec

tions, and folding vertically

in the center, so that both

panes are placed at angles

with the wind pressure, in

which position they are also

better protected against the

shocks of a jolting and jump

ing car front. Personally,

I am in favor of no protection

overhead or in front, for the

most scorching sun that ever shone can be de

feated in a Japanese palmetto hat, a suit of

kahki, and the wind pressure of the ordin

nary touring gait, while proper fur clothes,

hood and face masks will enable any one not

too enfeebled to face the blasts of a winter

storm. The leather upholstering of the car

will not suffer the least from an extended

tour if well-fitting covers of enameled oil-_

cloth are used. Less than two dollars‘ worth

will protect every square inch of leather in a

tonneau car. Dirt, mud and dust are readily

removed by a few wipes with a cloth, or the

covers, which are entirely waterproof, may

be cleansed in a brook, and thus you are al

ways sure of a clean and sanitary seat.

Beside the usual outfit of tools, spare

parts, tires, etc., for making wayside repairs,

an auxiliary kit is required to make camping

possible and comfortable. If you intend to

cover rough country, encase the bottom of

the car in a detachable sheet-iron covering
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built in several sections. Have it fit snug

and tight to prevent rattling and resist shocks.

Nothing but iron will do, as you must be

prepared for “roads” that are simply two

deep ruts, with a stony ridge in the middle

on which the car bottom will drag at inter

vals. You must also take into account

stretches of open country, bristling with

tough vegetation like sage brush, which has

been known to wear to a shaving the wooden

handle of a spade strapped under the carbody.

Take with you enough

rope and chain to go around

all four wheels. Sometimes

you may need all four lengths

of chain to pull the “other”

car out of a dilemma. For

this emergency carry detach

able links to join the chain

lengths into one, and use the

rope as a pulling strap at

either end of the chain.

Thus a degree of resiliency

is established sufficient to

prevent both rope and chain

from breaking. Carry also

a small jack for lifting the

car-body to admit of re

pairs, a spade, an axe, and

in winter a wooden shovel

or two. You will find them

very useful when you least

expect trouble. For summer

camping bring along a mili

MINIMUM QUANTITY FOR THREE PERSONS

INDIVIDUAL BAGGAGE FOR EACH.

3 pairs of stockings,

3 changes of underwear,

1 toilet outfit, including soap, toothbrush, scissors, razor kit

mirror, vaseline, etc.,

1 kahki driving suit,

1 light oilskin suit and sou'wester,

3 yards of flexible enameled oilcloth,

2 pairs of shoes and 1 pair of rubber boots,

3 flannel outing shirts,

1 money belt.

BAGGAGE IN COMMON.

1 U. S. military tent, with detachable poles,

1 portable kitchen and utensils of aluminum.

3£ with mosquito netting—blankets,

1 pneumatic mattress, extra wide,

1 gasoline stove outfit,

1 camera,

1 shotgun with ammunition,

1 rifle, with ammunition,

3 revolvers, with ammunition,

1 axe, with detachable handle,

1 spade with detachable handle,

1 handsaw.

2 fishing rods, with tackle,

1 bull's-eye lantern,

1 complete£ kit, including car-jack,

1 pair binoculars,

1 outfit of charts and maps,

1 telegraph outfit and wire (also telephone outfit),

1 pair overalls for repair work,

1 collapsible bucket.

FOR WINTER TOURING ADD

1 fur garment for each,

1 sleeping bag for each,

1 shovel for all.

The sleeping bag substitutes the tent and the hammocks.

tary canvas tent. If you roll it in the army

regulation style you will be surprised to see

how small a bundle it makes. Have the poles

made folding, the same as the legs of a

surveyor's or photographer's tripod. To

provide against dampness under foot a floor

covering is best made out of the kind of

flexible enameled oilcloth used for dash

boards and carriages. It is absolutely water

proof, won't crack, and can be kept clean

and sanitary simply by wiping. For a

ONE ENJOYS A NEW FREEDOM BY USING AN AUTOMOBILE

WHILE CAMPING OUT

hamper covering, this material is also pre

ferable. Right here let me warn you against

stuffing your clothes in hampers. You can't

use them if you do, without a tailor to press

them, and the tailor is never there when you

want your clothes. Pack your clothes in a

trunk and send them ahead by rail to some

point of interest on your route where you can

stop over and dress a bit. Don't take along

with you in the car any other or any more

clothing than you need for actual travel and

camping. Plenty of underwear and stock

ings is alike indispensable during any season,

but for summer a light kahki suit, with a long

leather coat for cool nights, and an oilskin

suit for rainy weather, is really all you need

unless you wish to add overalls for doing re

pairs. A pneumatic mattress and an army

blanket is all the bed you want, and the out

fit rolls up snug. To my mind a hammock

makes a handier and more comfortable bed

for summer sleeping, and where trees are
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wanting it may be slung inside the tent on

the poles, provided these are made strong

enough. But even where there are no trees,

sleeping in the open in a hammock can

easily be accomplished. Here is an arrange

ment that will accommodate three sleepers:

put three hooks on the side of the automobile,

one in front, one in the middle, and one in

the rear. Fasten the rear ropes of the ham

mocks to these hooks and lead the head ropes

through the tent opening and secure them

around the center pole. The heads of the

sleepers will be quite close together and on

a higher level——affording better sleep—than

the feet, which will be at least a yard apart,

and thuseasy getting in and out of each ham

a—0utsi<le pockets

b—vt-ntilation eyelets

d—turtle-neck collar

e—body ventilation

scheme

  

l—front flap serving as

lap robe

Touring Suit

mock is provided. This shows what three

hooks, properly used, are good for. For

winter travel you, of course, dispense with

your tent in favor of the sleeping-bag. If

you can't get what you want at the stores,

make your own bag. The outer covering

should be waterproof. Rubber is too heavy

and bulky, and unless you know of something

better, I would again suggest a heavy grade

of enameled oilcloth. This material will

also prevent bugs and vermin from entering

the bag, and, unlike rubber, does not “draw”

the skin. The body of the bag can be made

out of a high-grade horse blanket with an

inside lining of flannel, or simply a pure

flannel blanket, than which nothing is

warmer. It might not be amiss to let the

neck of the bag continue into the hood for

the head—simply oilcloth lined with flannel.

This scheme enables you to remove your cap

during your sleep, and thus obviate the

headache this headgear often produces in a

tenderfoot, while you have all the comfort of

a loose-fitting bed.

A cheap and quite efiicient method of im

provising a sleeping-bag on the spot is to

fasten together with safety pins two pieces of

enameled oilcloth, roll up in your blankets

and slide in. I should think that stunt would

make 10 degrees below seem a small drop to

any man sleeping in the open. When I stop

ped at Dyrisfjordur in Iceland, in 1888, I saw

Friedthjof Nansen, who was then preparing

to cross Greenland with a kit so simple and

small that even I, who was at that time a

navel cadet, questioned its efficiency. He

had no fur clothes at all, but wore a thick

gray woolen suit of a special weave, the jacket

being double-breasted and buttoning on the

side, not in front. His sleeping bag was of

the same material with a light canvas cover,

which did not protect nearly as well as the

oilcloth cover suggested above. “Mine ski er

mil baal,” he explained, meaning that he

would use his skis so well he should need no

other warmth. The automobile camper

cannot depend upon exercise to keep him

comfortable — hence his kit must be the

heavier.

To get the proper benefit of a sleeping-bag,

leave your fur garments in the car, remove

your boots, and keep only your undercloth

ing and ordinary traveling suit, both of

which should be made of wool. When _vou

have bagged yourself in this manner, effect

a change of stockings, and you will not be

likely to suffer from cold feet. If a strong

wind is blowing, go to work with the wooden

shovel and pile up a foot of snow right in the

face of the wind. Lie down in your bag

under the lee of this snow wall and you will

be entirely comfortable. In fact it is warm

to sleep out in the snow in this fashion,

whereas canvas overhead makes you chilly,

and besides it is liable to blow away or burst

under the weight of snow. “hen you wake

up in the moming, just remove the hood and

rub your face and hands vigorously with the

snow. This will give you splendid circula

tion. Leave soap alone and don’t wash. In

extreme cold, soap will only crack your face.

To “equip” your face for the rigors of fast

traveling in a freezing atmosphere, rub both

face and hands with vaseline, and keep on

rubbing until every pore is fed and closed.

You may then wipe with a rough towel, and

whatever dirt is on your face will come ofi

in the towel, enough vaseline remaining in

the pores for protection. You are now fit to

jump out of the bag. Before dressing, how

ever, wrap yourself in a blanket and skip
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c—hooks

d—automobile

  

a—center tent pole

[1-—hamm0cks

Your car as :1 tent

around in the snow with bare feet for five or

ten minutes. If you keep your feet going

you won’t feel the cold in the least, and it

will give you a start of warmth and comfort

that will last all day. Now slip into your

fur garments and boots, and light: the camp

fire. With the first sip of fragrant coffee you

will be quite comfortable, and at peace with

all the world, even if the thermometer says

thirty below.

The common kind of fur coat is not so

good but what it can be improved. The

open front is a mistake. It is of little use

except to get at the inside pockets, and inside

pockets are a mistake. A fur coat opening

on the right side with clasps unbuttons readi

ly with the right hand. Big pockets sewn

on the outside will make unfastening un

necessary, except for donning and dofiing

the garment. Go a step further and appro

priate the century-old experience of the Es

kimo in building fur clothes. Dispense en

tirely with buttons and clasps. Shape the

coat like a turtleneck sweater. Make it

loose-fitting all over, and especially over the

waist. Cut it ofi at the hips. Make the

trousers out of the same fur, with the hip

lining somewhat lower than the ordinary, so

that the coat will just overlap it. This de

sign will afiord extreme mobility of the body,

also in the waist, where the space provided

by the loose overlap of the coat will supply

ventilation—a most important thing, without

which any garment is unsanitary and soon

  

Trian ular dashboard box with isinglass pane, containing cylin

der wit "driving" map attached showing a whole day’s route.

ceases to yield and retain warmth. Under

each armpit insert a single row of, say, four

circular eyelets, and sew over them, on the

inside, a strip of cheese cloth. This will

prevent chills around arms and shoulders

from stagnant sweat, and it will add to the

wearer’s comfort. Snap-buttons could, of

course, be provided on the right shoulder and

on the side of the neck, to make the jacket

slide on easier, but it isn’t necessary if only

the neck is wide enough to put the head

through. First insert the arms in the sleeves

and then draw the jacket over your head as

you would a sweater.

The Greenland Eskimo is so particular

about ventilation that he leaves an open

space at the waist—through which his skin

shows—between the coat and the trousers,

which fasten about the lower half of the loins

with a strip of raw-hide.

Your portable kitchen must contain noth

ing at all likely to rust or tarnish. Alumi

num utensils are far away the best. Nothing,

however, will replace steel knives and forks,

and if you wrap them in oilcloth after clean

ing, they won’t tarnish. Traveling in a tree

less country means that you must have a

gasoline stove to be replenished from your

car tank, but in most instances you should be

  

  
  

  

Proper way of packing hamper. with bundles done up in oil

cloth of different colors, to distinguish contents.
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able to enjoy a camp fire. For personal pro

tection carry a revolver, and for “picket duty”

bring with you a good hardy dog that you can

also use in hunting, and let him sleep in the

car. A shot gun and a rifle should enable

you to bag whatever seasonable game you

may locate, and an outfit of fishing-tackle

will come handy even in winter, when

you may have to emulate the Indian, and fish

through the ice. Presuming you are a fairly

good sportsman, there will be periods during

such a tour when you should have no diffi

culty in supplying the camp with all needed

provisions. In fact, the shooting and fish

ing end of such a trip, in conjunction with the

camping feature, is the very sport that lends

zest to it. You can camp on the tin-can

plan, but it isn’t very exciting.

The proper way to pack is one of those

little side issues that most tourists do not stop

to consider, and which, for this reason, causes

needless worry and work. The baggage is

usually stowed with no discrimination be

tween the things needed constantly and

the things wanted only occasionally. This

means unpacking a lot of things you don’t

want, to get at what you do want, every time

anything is wanted. Bags, satchels, suit

cases, etc., are useless, and take up too much

room. Bundles alone are satisfactory, but

labeling them won’t do because you have to

hunt for the label, which is liable to get torn

or lost. Provide yourself with a dozen dif

ferent colored pieces of oilcloth. Use white

pieces for packing underclothing, black pieces

for clothing, red for footwear and outer

clothing. Pack your charts in yellow, your

ammunition in blue, and your kitchen uten

sils in green, oilcloth. Divide up the other

colors to distinguish the rest of your kit, and

pack what you need constantly in the hamp

ers, which had better be lined inside and out

side with heavy enameled oilcloth. It is

much easier to remember the contents of a

bundle by color than by number or location.

Opportunities for appropriating and im

proving the ideas carried out by experienced

voyageurs will suggest themselves to the in

genious camper.

Here is a good idea originated by an Eng

lishman and improved upon by an American.

The latter is a New York business man and

known to me personally. In tramping the

Alps he ran across an apparition resembling

a peddler, which on close view proved to be

mainly an alpenstock with strings tied to one

end of it, and at the other end an English

scholar of Socratian simplicity. On each

string dangled a small bundle done up in

paper, the total number of bundles represent

ing his entire pack. He could readily un

pack any of these bundles, and put his hand

on what he might want, without disarranging

ing the rest of his baggage. That was his

scheme. A few weeks later my American

friend was fishing salmon in the Loch Lo

mond with a Scotchman, who considered

himself weather-and-worr_v-proof in a triple

ply raincoat. A shower came up. The

American, who was dressed in an ordinary

outing suit, produced a yard and a half of

enameled flexible oilcloth, and cut an aper

ture in the middle of it with his pocket knife.

Putting his head through this aperture he had

in effect the protection of a Mexican poncho.

A gooseback could not shed the rain better

than this oilcloth cape, which was comfortable

because it hung loosely and provided ventila

tion. Another piece of oilcloth, the size of a

handkerchief pinned to his cap, transformed

it into a waterproof head gear. He didn’t

look pretty, but he felt pretty good. After

the shower, which left the American dry and

cool, and the Scotchman wet, hot and swear

ing, the former suggested luncheon. The

Scotchman’s fare was almost as water-soaked

as himself.

“Have a bite with me P” suggested the

American, unclasping his belt, from which

various strings depended holding small par

cels wrapped in oilcloth and all marked 8:10

A. M., the hour of starting. The Scotchman

who supposed the parcels to contain only

fishing requisites, was hugely elated to find

in some of them a choice assortment of sand

wiches as fresh and palatable as could be

desired.

“Suppose we sit down,” remarked the

American, removing his improvised mantle,

which, spread upon the wet grass, afforded

a dry seat to sit on and a clean cloth to feast

upon. At the price of less than thirty

cents my American friend had succeeded in

providing himself ingeniously with raincoat,

rain-hat, a dry seat, a clean tablecloth, and

rain-proof kit, each separate part of which

could be got at without disarranging the

other parts — the alpenstock scheme was out

done.

If you go out automobile camping, you

will have to go out afoot shooting and fish

ing a bit, when it will pay you to adopt the

oilcloth idea, which you will find entirely

practical.
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The care practised in packing your camp

kit properly is, to some degree, a waste of

effort, unless at the same time, you pro

vvide for a proper distribution of the separate

parcels.

For a party of three traveling in a tonneau

with seating capacity for fiv&and this is an

ideal proportion of room to occupants for

just such a trip—I would suggest a handy

disposal of the outfit, mainly in hampers.

Besides the usual arrangement over the rear

wheels,an auxiliary hamper could be strapped

on the outside of the tonneau door, which

should contain nothing but the “emergency”

wardrobe, such as oilskin clothing, rubber

boots, etc. When a shower or dust-storrn

springs up, the third man traveling in the

tonneau simply reaches over, empties the aux

iliary hamper an_d deals out the clothing.

You avoid the irksome stop or slow-down at

the very time when you may want to use all

possible dispatch to gain shelter. Directly

under the forward end of each side hamper is

a space, in most machines of standard make,

extending to the dip of the rear wheel dash,

which could very well be utilized for an aux

iliary hamper. An oblong pattern, meas

uring twelve inches wide and thirty inches

long, would fit most cars of 1,200 pounds

size. It should be fastened at top and bottom

in a readily detachable manner, so as to

permit of access to the machinery, part of

which it will necessarily hide from view when

in place.

Leaving one seat in the tonneau for the

occupant, the other seats could be either re

moved and replaced with specially made

hampers, or a large hamper fitting into the

vacant space, and extending the height of a

man’s shoulder when sitting, could be placed

upon two seats, leaving a double seat for the

occupant and the camp dog or “mascot.”

This hamper should be divided vertically in

three compartments to make the contents

“get-at-able.” You probably will not be able

to get just the shape of hampers you want at

the stores, but any maker of wicker-ware and

reed fumiture—there are plenty of them in

the business directory—will build you any

desired pattern for a slight extra charge, if

you furnish dimensions and measurements.

Thus equipped, your machine will carry two

regular side hampers horizontally, two auxili

aries placed vertically under them, a fifth—

the “emergency” hamper——on the door, and

a sixth filling half the inside tonneau space.

There is enough variation in the shape of

these patterns to permit of your packing your

whole outfit in wicker-work and oilcloth—a

decided advantage. Tent-poles, spade and

shovels being detachable, you can strap them

to the car body in line with the chassis rail

after inserting them in cases of heavy oilcloth.

The guns and fishing rods, similarly encased,

go under a double strap on top of the rear

wheel hampers. There should be room on

the tonneau floor for the pneumatic mattress

when deflated and folded four times. The

tent canvas rolls up snug in a corner, unless

you travel “omnibus” style, when you may

stow it on the roof. Consign your portable

kitchen to the vertical hamper on the left,

and your kitchen utensils, etc., to that on

the right. Dispose of the balance of your kit

among the other hampers as already indi

cated.

For a trip of this kind a searchlight is al

most indispensable, not only for examining

the road-bed, but for the timely locating of

such obstructions and dangers as cannot be

detected without_ it. You may drive along a

well-kept country road for miles without

mishap, and, when you least expect it, suffer

the experience of a friend of mine, whose

face was horribly lashed by brushing full

speed against a row of low-hanging willows.

He was watching the road intently when it

happened, and his lamps threw no light on

the danger overhead. In some parts the

farmers have the cute habit of putting up a

rail or board fence across the road as a warn

ing in case of broken bridge ahead or similar

accidents, and while the “warning” works

well enough in the daytime, it becomes a

menace to night travel, as such a fence is

usually not detected until you are climbing

it. A searchlight will enable you to spot the

fence in advance, and as you retum upon

your tracks, you can manipulate the flash

left and right to pick out a cross-road or

devious route. When two machines are do

ing the trip together, and cross-roads puzzle

you as to the right course to follow, let one

machine remain at the crossing while the

other goes ahead scouting. The scout can

signal “All right—come on” by three flashes

of his searchlight, either by revolving it thrice

in a circle, by turning it off and on, or by fan

ing a cap before it.

If you combine the instinct of the sports

man with the touring spirit of the automo

bilist, it is not at all unlikely that successful

camping and hunting and fishing may take

you out into the open where roads are not



  

and the chart is a vacant space. Suppose

you lose your way in the wilderness, that you

have a serious breakdown, that your provi

sions give out, and starvation faces you.

Suppose—for this has occurred more than

once—that all this trouble happens under

the shadow of a telegraph pole, humming

with the busy talk of faraway cities. What

wouldn’t you give for a chance at that wire

for a minute or two? Don't you think it

would be just as well to carry along a small

Morse instrument, and learn just enough of

the code to tell the nearest operator that you

are in trouble? Be a little circumspect, how

ever, and don’t do it too often, that you may

FOURTEEN CARS FILLED WITH R.-\.\/lBLERS#'l'HE L.-\R\“-EST

not be mistaken for a “wire-tapper.” Also

don’t in your hurry and worry forget to pay

the tolls for your “steal” at the nearest tele

graph office. While you are about it, you

may as well supplement your ticket with a

modem portable telephone—a miniature

pattern of internal ’phone will do—for in

many districts the upper wire in the farmer’s

fences is part of a rural telephone exchange,

through which you can call up pretty nearly

a whole community—from a team of horses

to pull you out of a hole, to the sheriff and his

posse and the doctor and his bandages, for

automobiling, like all true sport, has a delight

ful degree of uncertainty.

Activity at the Rambler Factory

XTREME activity is noticeable

E everywhere about the Rambler fac

tory. The promise of immediate

deliveries of this season’s models is

being faithfully kept, and the last week in

April occurred what is believed to be the

[
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largest single day's automobile shipment in the

world. The pictures on this page were taken

at that time. It will be seen from the upper

picture that there were fourteen box cars in

the train shown leaving the loading platform.

These cars contained an average of three
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machines each, and the points of destination

were indicated by large cards which appear

in the photograph to be small white spaces

on the side of the cars. The train was so

long that it was necessary to take the view

at a great distance, and most of the details

were lost. The lower picture was taken

immediately after the train had pulled out,

and shows other automobiles ready to be

loaded onto the train which backed in a few

minutes later in readiness for the next day’s

shipments.

Notwithstanding the factory’s great size

the popularity of this year’s product has en

couraged further extensions to the buildings

shown in this picture. One of the new

buildings to the north or left, will be 257

feet deep by 130 feet wide, the one to the

south or right will be 257 feet deep by 100

feet wide. The north building will be used

for testing, and the one to the south as a

further addition to the machine and black

smith shops. The construction will be of

concrete with saw-tooth roofs, and skylights

to the north.

¢
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Perhaps the remarkable growth of the

Rambler factory can be appreciated in no

other way so fully as by remembering that

within two years all of the equipment not

needed in the machine shop was crowded

into new quarters, so that the whole of the

original factory building could be given over

to that one feature. In a few months the

machine shop again demanded further ex

tensions. The extension in progress is the

third to be made.

In addition to the factory buildings proper,

a new office building, of brick, 160 feet long

by 30 feet wide, is being erected. Part of

this building will be devoted to an employes’

clubroom, and supplied with periodicals and

appropriate furnishings.

The mail of the Rambler factory is so

heavy that the post office is unable to de

liver it by carrier; accordingly, one of the

Rambler delivery wagons of the type

pictured in these pages in March, makes

eight trips a day. Is it to be wondered at

that more room is needed at the factory?
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Five One-Armed Rambler Operators

Donald H. Graham, Elkhart, Indiana,

writes: “In the May 4th issue of Motor Age,

I notice a statement to the effect that there

were four one-armed Rambler operators. I

beg to be accorded the privilege of adding one

more to your list, Mr. J. Casbon of this city,

who drives a Rambler, Model H.”

Rambler Wins Race at Topeka, Kansas

ToPEKA (KANSAS) HERALD

(April 24)

Barney Oldfield, with his “two mile a

minute face” and his Green Dragon racer,

Sunday a fternoon at the fair grounds

equalled, but failed to lower, his time of 1:17

for a mile on a half-mile track.

There were two good races during the

afternoon. In the three-mile handicap race,

Pickens, in William Taylor's Rambler,

stripped, given a quarter of a mile handicap,

with Oldfield in the Red Rover touring car at

the scratch, finished first by a few feet. The

two-mile handicap, with Pickens in the

Rambler, given a quarter, Nelson in a Frank

lin an eighth, and with Oldfield at the scatch,

was a walk away for Pickens and the Ram

bler.

There were two races Saturday besides the

one against time. A race of touring cars

between Barney Oldfield's Peerless and

William M. Taylor with his Rambler. Tay

lor won this.

There was also a three-mile handicap

which was won by Oldfield in his touring car

Visits Schools in Rambler

THE MORNING NEws, Dov ER, DELAWARE

(March 30)

Professor John D. Brooks, superintendent

of free schools, has astonished the natives of

Sussex county by suddenly appearing in a red

automobile in which he proposes to circulate

among the 200 rural schools on his district.

Superintendent Brooks has purchased a

Rambler runabout and is operating the ma

chine over the Sussex sands where it was

prophesied that nothing other than a horse

or an ox could ever go. Yesterday he rode

seventy-five miles and visited Milford and

Shingles' schools in one extreme of the coun

try, and Seaford and Bridgeville in another

extreme, allowing ample time for his inspec

tions, and was back in Milford at five thirty.

The Sussex pedagogues do not particularly

admire the innovation of their superintendent

for they now have no warning of his coming

except the “toot-toot” of his auto horn and

almost immediately he is in the room.

Rambler Wins in Hill-Climbing Contest

April 26 the Rambler won a hill-climbing

contest on Auburn Heights, near Lewiston,

Maine, the car being a regular stock 16-18

horse power Surrey, Type One, driven by

our local representative, J. W. Skene. One

hundred and fifty feet behind the Rambler at

the finish was a 22 horse power Buick. The

climb began from a standing start and was

the first real contest of the kind ever held in

Maine. At the finish, when the excitement

was at fever heat, and the winning machine

was increasing its lead with enormous

strides, some one in the crowd shouted at the

top of his voice to the operator “put on your

brake, Jim, put on your brake.”

The Rambler's Severe Service in Mining

ALAMOSA (COLORADO) COURIER

John L. Charles and John Griffith of

Crestone, and John Cook of Saguache, were

in Alamosa a few days ago on their way to

Denver, intending to go on to Goldfield and

Tonopah gold fields. Mr. Cook gave up the

notion of going after the party had reached

Denver, but the others are now on the road.

In spite of the heavy snow, the two men start

ed for Goldfield in a Rambler automobile.

The machine is a Surrey, Type One, and was

built in Kenosha, Wisconsin, and shipped to

Denver especially for the long and hazardous

journey. It will have a big load to carry.

Each man has a tent, mining drills, single

and double jacks, dynamite, fuse, flour,

beans, salted mackerel, canned vegetables

and other supplies. They will travel day

and night with only a few hours sleep.

Have Displaced the Deadwood Stage Coach

THE CLEVELAND LEADER

The Deadwood stage coach has been dis

placed by a four-cylinder Columbia, a Win

ton-quad, a Pope-Toledo and a Rambler.

Another Rambler Club Formed

Another club has been formed patterned

after the Rambler Automobile Club of New

Haven, Connecticut, referred to in our March

issue. This club is known as the Rambler

-
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Automobile Club of Millville, New Jersey,

and is composed exclusively of owners of

Rambler cars. The club made its first run

the third Sunday in April.

 

A Condition Full of Meaning

Notwithstanding the ease with which

French, Belgium and German cars are im

ported into Africa, and the prejudice that

long existed in their favor, the Rambler is

fast growing in popularity there because of

its remarkable ability to travel over the

rough roads and veldt tracks.

This month four of the Surrey Type One

and a Surrey Type Two were shipped to the

diamond fields. The finish of the larger

type was plainer than usual, the desire of the

owner being that this feature be entirely

subordinated to the question of utility. If

the Rambler’s reputation is able to secure

and retain business so far away, and particu

larly from diamond merchants and others to

whom price is no object, it merits the most

favorable consideration of those nearer home.

 

Practical Approval

LEWISTON (MAINE) JOURNAL

L. K. Whitney, the New England repre

sentative of the Moxie_Nerve Food Company,

was in Lewiston this week with a large and

beautiful sample of the Rambler automobile

fever. “Our company,” said Mr. Whitney,

this morning, “have just placed their order

for ten eighteen-horse power Rambler cars.

These cars will be out upon the road within

a few weeks, and one of them will visit your

Maine State Fair, next autumn.”

Mr. Whitney says that the Moxie Company

have been completely converted to the vir

tues of the Rambler car, to the exclusion of

every other make which they have hitherto

used in their advertising business. He says

that after the most severe tests and countless

demonstrations, they consider this car the

strongest and most reliable for every condi

tion of actual road work of all makes of auto

mobiles on the market.

 

A Rambler in Relief Service

]. L. De Give, Manager of the Ford Auto

mobile Agency, Atlanta, Georgia, says:

It may be of interest to you to know of the

severe test our Surrey, Type One, went

through the other night. I was called out at

11:30 to the six mile post on one of our roads

to assist some parties who had broken down

(not in a Rambler) and to make a long story

short, I hauled in ten people (three of them

weighed two hundred pounds each) and

towed in a 1,500 pound car besides, and in

doing so had to climb two long 35 per cent

grades. This was done without a slip, and

after reaching the top of the last steep hill I

threw in my high speed clutch and came into

town in jig time. In fact, my car hardly

seemed to feel its load or the one it was drag

ing. Surrey, Type One is a wonder and a

credit to its makers.

 

A Y. M. C. A. Automobile School

The Young Men’s Christian Association

of Louisville, Kentucky,has just organized,

in connection with its educational work, a

course of lectures and practical demonstra

tions upon the construction, operation, repair

and general care of the automobile. The

lectures and demonstrations will be held

at convenient hours each week during May,

June and July. Most of the lectures will be

given by experts from different parts of the

country.

As now planned, the lecture course in

cludes the following subjects:

1. The gasoline automobile. Description

and functions of various parts; prin

ciples of operation, etc.

2. The electric automobile. Description

and functions of various parts; prin

ciples of operation, etc.

3. The automobile on the road; laws of

the road; touring equipment, etc.

4. The care of the automobile. Clean

ing, oiling, lighting, dangers of gaso

line, etc.

5 and 6. Special lectures.

The demonstrations will include:

1. Repair of tires.

2, 3 and 4. Repairs of the engine (gaso

line and electric) with practical

demonstrations in the garage.

5 and 6. Other general repairs with prac

tical demonstrations in the garage.

This departure in educational work is re

ceiving the support of most of the prominent

Louisville automobilists and several of the

automobile manufacturers throughout the

country, some of whom will send their experts

to deliver lectures and conduct demonstra

tions. It is hoped the movement will spread

throughout the country.
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Hunting with a Motor Car

Courtesy, Recreation

One of the first people in this country

to use the automobile for hunting purposes

is ]ohn B. Condon, of Williamsport, Penn

sylvania, says the Motor Car, and that

he will not be the last to employ the

automobile on such expeditions was

demonstrated by the fact that many

In a letter from Mr. Condon, he states

that “the idea of using the automobile came

to me while I was out enjoying a pleasure

ride in the machine with Charles Gibson,

one of the city’s greatest ‘auto’ enthusiasts,

and I at once proposed to Mr. Gibson that

we spend the following day in the woods in

search of bears. I knew of a place where

bears were numerous, and the reason that

they were plentiful was due to the fact that

 

ROBERT JOHNSTON, RAMBLER DEALER, WILKES-BARRE, PENNSYLVANIA, AND FRIEND RETURNING
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other persons throughout the state of Penn

sylvania at once followed the example set

by the Williamsporter and used their motor

cars on such trips. As Mr. Condon puts it,

“automobile hunting has all other kinds of

hunting trips ‘skinned to death’.” Frequently

owners of automobiles living in the north

ern part of Pennsylvania employ their

machines on such trips. It has been ob

served that they have been more success

ful than hunters who have used the trains

to carry them to their hunting grounds, and

their outings have not taxed the physical

strength of the hunter so much as the man

who walks from morning till night.

the railroad did not get within ten miles of

the place, and, consequently, few hunters

from the city visited the particular section.

Mr. Gibson agreed with me that the automo

bile idea was the proper one, and bright and

early the next morning we started out on the

trip. Within a comparatively short time we

had reached our destination, and within the

next two hours, while climbing one of the

mountain roads, it was my good fortune to

discover a. bear just ahead of us. Without

getting out of the machine I sent three bullets

into the body of a two hundred and fifty

pound bruin. It was just as easy as if the

bear had walked into my hotel in Williams
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port. We simply ran the machine up to

where the dead bear lay, and without the

slightest trouble loaded the animal into the

machine, and proceeded after other game.

You see, the automobile saved us the trouble

of walking six or eight miles to get a horse

and wagon, and it also saved us the work

of lugging the animal ten miles to the rail

way station.

“Through the aid of the machine we were

able to cover more ground than we could

have done otherwise.”

 

A MODEL L RAMBLER TOURING IN THE LAKE AND MOUNTAIN DISTRICTS OF THE EAST
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E. W. Roberta’ Latest Book

THE AUTOMOBILE POCKET Bo0K, E. W.

Roberts, M. E., author, “The Gas Engine

Hand Book,” “Gas Engines and their

Troubles,” etc., 329 pages, illustrated and

bound in full leather, $1.50 postpaid. The

Gas Engine Publishing Co., Cincinnati,Ohio.

This work is intended for both the de

signer and operator of gasoline automobiles,

and, insofar as it relates to operation and

maintenance, it can be readily understood

by the average reader. To make it the

more authoritative, the author consulted a

number of manufacturers, their instruction

books and other similar works, and as a re

sult the treatment of every subject is un

biased, thorough and comprehensive. The

book contains much information unknown

to the average operator the possession

of which in emergencies would do much

to make motoring more pleasant than it

occasionally is when troubles come. The

knowledge is general and theoretical, and

consequently can be applied to any style of

internal-combustion, motor-driven automo

bile. Its language is plain, readable and

concise, and no motorist could purchase in

formation likely to be of greater service to

him than that contained in Mr. Roberts’

latest book.

Mr. Roberts, as a mechanical and electri

cal engineer, is best known by his promi

nence in the scientific construction of practi

cal automobiles.

Moral of the Boy and his Sled

MOTOR \\'ORLD

If proof is really needed that love of speed

is inherent it is embodied in the small boy

and his sled.

In city and in country, and whether an

aristocratic West Ender or the scion of the

humblest farmer, he seeks the steepest,

smoothest, longest hill that he may attain

swiftest flight and sustain it as long as pos

sible. On the country roads and in the heart

of big, bustling New York he is now omni

present. He cares not a rap for speed laws,

and without brake, bell or ability to control

his vehicle, and wholly regardless of all forms

of travel, he whizzes downhill at the rate of

fifteen, twenty, even thirty miles an hour,

and, happy lad, with none to say to him nay or

threaten him with arrest. Like as not his

proud sire, if he himself is not steering a

bobsled or fracturing the law with a cutter,

looks on admiringly.

But the same father as likely shouts him

self hoarse at the sight of an easily controlled

and quickly stopped automobile moving at

half the pace, and vociferously calls for law

and more of it.

It merely goes to show not merely the un

reason of some men‘, but that, given the ve

hicle, indulgence in swift motion is wellnigh

universal.

Not Considered in lnsurance Risks

AUTOSIOBILF. .\I.>\(IAZl.\'E

In these days of the automobile “terror”

it might be expected that the men who make

a business of accident insurance would be

most alarmed. If you were to go to an in

surance company and apply for an accident

policy, it is a hundred to one chance the com

pany would never ask you if you owned or

rode in an automobile, and it’s quite certain

they wouldn’t care whether you did or not.

“We haven't found it necessary to take any

account of the automobile,” said the manager

of the company which does the largest busi

ness in this country, when I interviewed him

regarding the matter. “Our experience is

that it’s the man who doesn’t ride in an

automobile who gets hurt by it—the man who

goes afoot and gets in the way of the motor

car rather than the man who drives it. Such

tragedies as the death of young Mr. Croker

in Florida are the exception, not the rule.

For one such case there will be many cases

in which the person killed or hurt was run

down by a reckless or unskilled chauffeur.

“It’s the old story of the bicycle over again.

When the bicycle came into general use,

many people in this business thought they

had a new and serious problem to meet.

Should we regard bicycle riding as extra

hazardous and charge accordingly for it, or
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should we insure the wheelman the same as

other mortals and take the chance? Well,

at that time it seemed as if nearly every one

was a cyclist, so we just took them, wheelmen

and non-wheelmen alike, and the result

proved the wisdom of the decision. Pretty

soon it became apparent that the bicycle was

far more dangerous to other folks than it was

to its riders.

- “It will be the same with the motor car.

So I should say that if we were going to cre

ate a new class of persons in special peril it

would be those who walk rather than those

who ride.

“Now, it is a fact little known that the

means of locomotion most dangerous to the

user is the horse. We paymore premiums and

more disability claims arising from accidents

due to horses than from any other. It is a

little early yet to compute accurately as to

the automobile risk, but in a general way I

should say that the man who goes out for a

horseback ride is about three times as likely

to come home on a shutter as the man whose

wife thinks he’s taking his life in his hands

when he ventures out behind the steering

wheel of a motor car. You see its the rider

who gets hurt when anything goes wrong

with the horse. If you’re on his back he

throws you to the ground and breaks your

head or your limbs, or your foot gets caught

in the stirrup and he drags you over the

ground. If he runs away when you’re driv

ing him and the carriage is overturned it's

you that is hurt. In either case the pedes

trian generally has plenty of time to get out

of the way.

“But, of course, most people don't know

this. It's the novelty of the automobile

that frightens them. They fear and execrate

it because it’s new and unfamiliar. The

memory of man runneth not to the time when

the horse peril was not abroad. The steam

railroad peril is older than most living per

sons. But we can all remember when the

bicycle and the trolley car were as new and

strange and dreadful as the auto is today.

Vi/ho fears them or objects to them now?”

But though the automobile is not worrying

the insurance people even a little bit it will

undoubtedly be the means of throwing a

considerable amount of business in their way,

just as the bicycle was. Many a man who

for forty years has moved serenely among the

menaces of fire and flood and ice and banana

peel and horse—that worst devil of them all

—will feel that he ought to do something for

the protection of himself and his family when

he buys an automobile, and ofl of him and

his kind the insurance people will gather

many an additional premium without taking

any additional risk therefor.

Headlights and Night Driving

THE AUTOMOBI LE

Headlights do not make fast night

driving safe—they simply make it pos

sible. The exercise of common sense is

still necessary in these days of powerful gas

lamps for automobiles. On these state

ments most automobilists are agreed—the

oretically. When it comes to their practical

application, however, many automobilists for

get. Given a combination of skill in driving,

presence of mind in emergencies and acety

lene lamps, good time can be made on the

road at night, but the risk caused by the

unexpected remains. This produces far

more mental strain and bodily fatigue in

driving a given distance at night than would

result in covering the same ground in day

light.

Under any circumstances, fast driving at

night should never be attempted unless the

car is equipped with powerful acetylene

lights, which are in perfect working order,

and, even with such an equipment of lights

fast driving should not be attempted unless

one is very familiar with the route to be

gone over. Many drivers no not fit their

lamps properly to the car. To be really ef

fective the lamps should be fixed on the

brackets in such a position that when lit

the beams of light from them will be prac

tically horizontal when the car is on level

ground.

As is very generally known the light from

acetylene lamps casts very dark shadows, a

characteristic which this light shares with

the ordinary electric arc lamp. For this

reason a road which is only slightly rough in

its surface will appear to be very much more

so when viewed by the light from the acety

lene lamps. When a driver gets accustomed

to this illusion he is likely to become careless

and take it for granted that when a road ap

pears very rough, under the beams from the

lamps, it is in reality only slightly so. Thus,

when a stretch of bad road is encountered, the

driver is likely to make an error of judgment

and to attribute the apparent roughness ofthe

road to the peculiar effects of the light and,

under the assumption that the road is good,
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high speed may be maintained until the

wheels strike a ridge or hole so forcibly as to

bend an axle or break a spring.

In driving at night particular care should

be taken in going around turns. A rear end

collision with a preceding car is easily pos

sible on a sharp turn, especially if the car

ahead does not carry a rear light. A mo

ment’s reflection shows that when the car is

rounding a. curve the headlights will show

on the road only for a very short distance

ahead, depending entirely on the radius of

the curve. It follows as a consequence that

if a car or other vehicle is rounding a curve

just in front it will not be seen until the fol

lowing car is very close, so close indeed that

it may be practically impossible to stop soon

enough to prevent a bad smash up. On dry

roads it is usually very easy to tell when catch

ing up with another car, or horse drawn

vehicle, as the dust raised by the vehicle

ahead is easily discerned when the beams of

the gas lamps fall upon it. It should be an

invariable rule to slow down a car when run

ning into dust, and at the same time keep a

sharp lookout. It is necessary also when

passing a number of teams or wagons going

in the same direction to exercise great care,

especially when the roads are dusty. Teams

and wagons often raise a cloud of dust

and when the automobilist is passing through

this a horse or unlighted vehicle coming in

the opposite direction may be met and a col

lision result.

In the night time objects do not come into

view progressively, as it were, as in the day

time. When approaching an object in day

light it first appears small and indistinct,

and gradually increases in size as one gets

closer. When driving at night, however,

with the aid of gas lamps, objects appear to

flash into sight suddenly——appearing to leap

out of the darkness. The suddenness of this

appearance is intensified as the speed of the

car is increased.

When driving at night it is “up to” the

automobilist to exercise great consideration

for other road users. Horses are easily fright

ened by the dazzling rays from the acetylene

lamps. Frequently a horse that is met re

fuses to go by, and the best thing to do under

such circumstances is to stop the car and get

out and station a person in front of each lamp,

with the body close against the glass so as to

cut off all the light rays.

\Vhen driving at night it is well to avoid

looking at the gas lights on an approaching

car, or electric or other brilliant lights on

the roadside. The powerful rays of such

lights dazzle the eyes and prevent the driver

from seeing the road in front. So-called

“search lights” are coming into use very ex

tensively. These can be moved by hand so

as to throw a beam of light to either side of

the road, or above or below the horizontal

plane. It seems hardly necessary to say that

the driver should not attempt to manipulate

a search light, but that it should be handled

by another person who will give his entire

attention to the lighting of the road. Cour

teous treatment of other road users, and of

residents along the route traversed will con

fine the use of the search light to its intended

purpose of road illumination, and it will not

be used to scare inoffensive persons.

Care should also be taken when a car is

stopped on a road that it is moved as far to

the right as possible so that the glare from

the lamps will not annoy drivers of automo

biles or horsedrawn vehicles.

 

A Subject of Common lnterest

.~\UTO.\[OBII.E .\I.-\G,\Zl.\'E

All thinking men and women should be

interested in this great problem of automo

bile perfection And they should not merely

hear about it, they should give it independent

thought of their own.

Like men and women, all of the automo

biles have their defects, although many have

reached a great and satisfactory stage of de

velopment. There is an unlimited field for

improvement, for new ideas. Yours may be

the mind to suggest or to develop a concep

tion that will make of the motor vehicle every

man’s servant. Therefore, none should look

at the passing automobile with a vaguely in

different or a stupidly hostile feeling. Bear

in mind that the present automobile activity

is the infancy of a great improvement in man’s

condition. The stages in man’s progress to

ward real comfort may readily be divided in

accordance with his various inventions for

locomotion, and in this direction I maintain

that no greater or more far-reaching advance

in this direction has been made since the in

troduction of the locomotive. It was of such

as the automobile that Macaulay said:

“Of all inventions, the alphabet and print

ing press alone excepted, those which abridge

distance have done the most for civilization.”

He laughs best, whose laugh lasts.
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Merely Dropped a Hint

YoUTH's COMPANION

The car porter noticing that the passenger's

head did not look entirely easy, thoughtfully

brought him a pillow, says the Chicago News,

and tendered it with a smile. The passenger

waved it away impatiently. “Le me fix it

foh you, suh,” urged the porter. “Yo don't

look ezactly comfortable, nohow, an’ you’ve

no idea how that pillow will contribute to yo’

ease. It res' yo' haid, suh, surprisin’—an’ it

don't cos' yo' a cent. No, suh, Ah jes' lakter

see mah passengers comfortable.”

The passenger eyed the pillow with an un

certain look, but did not move his head.

“It’s free, suh,” smiled the porter, “Ah,

ain’t tryin’ to wohk yo’. They's some folks

thinks that evehy time a potah shows some

little attention he's lookin' for a quatah. An’

they's some potahs on the cyahs that is lak

that, too. But Ah don’ expec a gent'man to

put his han’ in his pocket evehy tahm Ah does

somethin’ foh him. No, suh. Jes' let me fix

this yer pillow underneef yo' haid now. Yo'll

feel better foh it.”

Histone of good-natured appeal was irre

sistible. The passenger lifted his head, and

the pillow was deftly whisked into place.

Then the porter stood back and surveyed the

result approvingly.

“No, suh,” he said, apparently continuing

a train of thought, “Ah don’t expect a gent'

man ter put his hand in his pocket each tahm

Ah does some triflin' thing foh him. Some

people islak that, but I ain’t. Ah reckon it

paysbetter in the long run,” he added, with an

ingenious giggle. “Ah’ve been powful lucky.”

The passenger wearily closed his eyes and

the porter took a fresh start.

“One gent'man in this very cyah, the las’

trip, was so’t o' ailin’ and mis’able, and Ah

did what Ah could for him. One tahm, when

Ah’d give him a pillow, he offered me ha’fer

dollah. I says, “No, suh, Ah don’ want yo’

to feel yo’s obligated ter put yer han’ down in

yo' pocket evehy tahm Ah does some little

thing lak that. He put that ha’f dollah back

in his pocket, but when he got off at Albu

querque he jes' nachally give me a five dollah

bill.”

The passenger sighed and turned wearily

toward the window.

“Another tahm”—began the porter.

The passenger grunted, and putting his

hand into his pocket, pulled out a quarter

and handed it to the attendant. The porter

took it with an air of surprise.

“Why, Ah thank yo' suh,” he said. “Ah

hope yo' don't feel obligated—”

“Oh, dry up,” exclaimed the passenger.

“Get out.” - *

“Yassah, suttinly, suh,” said the porter,

and went after another pillow to relieve the

sufferings of another passenger.

To be Taken in Installments

THE SUNDAY MAGAZINE

William H. Crane, the actor, tells of an

amusing incident that occurred in course of

a performance by a company with which the

comedian was connected at one time. Crane

had been understudying for the leading man,

and it became his duty at a critical time to

lift up the fainting heroine and convey her to

the wings.

At the time mentioned Mr. Crane was

slight and anything but strong, so that the

task assigned was extremely difficult, when it

is considered that the leading woman weighed

nearly two hundred pounds.

After sundry attempts to accomplish the

“business” assigned him, with little hope of

its accomplishment, the strain was broken by

the hearty laughter of the audience, for a

strong, shrill voice from the gallery had

shouted:

“For Heaven's sake man, take what you

can and come back for the rest!”

Telling the Truth

LADIES HOME JOURNAL

He went fishing, and when he came back

a friend met him and asked:

“Did you catch anything?”
“No!” in a tone of scorn.

“Well,” exclaimed the friend, “you are

truthful, anyhow, to say the least.”

“As to that,” responded the fisherman,

“perhaps you might have called them fish,

but I wouldn’t. The biggest one I got only

weighed twelve pounds.”

What He is ComingTo

BROOKLYN EAGLE

A well-known judge on a Virginia circuit

was recently reminded very forcibly of his

approaching baldness by one of his rural

acquaintances. “Jedge,” drawled the farm

er, “it won't be so very long fo you'll hev to

tie a string around yer head to tell how fer

up to wash yer face.”
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Not a Beehive

LADIES HOME JOURNAL

A young married woman from the south

who was visiting New York a few days ago

with her husband left him in their hotel room

one morning while she went on an errand.

She was not accustomed to big hotels nor to

big New York, but she got back without mis

hap in half an hour and knocked at the door.

There was no response.

“Let me in, honey,” said the young woman

knocking more vigorously. Still no response.

“Honey, let me in,” called the young

woman redoubling her exertions. “Honey,

honey, let me in.”

She rattled the knob and shook the door

and pounded with both fists, but there was

the silence of the grave on the other side.

The young woman’s voice rose to half a cry.

“Honey, aren’t you there? I wan’t to get

in. Honey, open the door.”

Then arose from the other sicle of the door

a deep, bass voice with a resentful note in it.

“Madam,” it said, “this is not a beehive,

this is a bathroom.”

Getting the Speaker's Ear

THE SUNDAY MAGAZINE

Speaker Cannon sat on his raised platform

in the House in earnest conversation with a

member.

Another member came up to have a word.

“Mr. Speaker,” he said.

There was no response. “Mr. Speaker,”

he said again. The speaker continued his

conversation.

Then the intruding member grew bolder

and said loudly, “Mr. Speaker!” rapping

on the edge of the desk as he spoke.

“Come in, damn it, come in!” shouted the

speaker.

Made the Point, Anyhow

NEW YORK SUN

“It’s a curious fact, said a downtown busi

ness man to a friend, “how long one can live

in a place without knowing as much about it

as the occasional visitor.”

“I don’t know about that,” was the reply.

“I have lived here some years and I guess I

know little old New fork inside out.”

“It does look that way at first,” said the

first speaker. “Of course, we know a great

deal about the city, but there are things we

see every day and never inquire about. Your

 

ofiice is near the Battery. Whose statue or

naments Bowling Green Park?”

“Why, I pass there often. I believe that is

a statue of——er——"er—-Peter Stuyvesant.”

“No, it is not,” replied the man who started

the conversation.

“Well,” said his friend, “whose statue is

it?”

“It’s a statue of—of—well, I have forgot

ten,” came the answer after a pause. “Any

way, that proves my point.”

In the City

They stretched their necks, and gazed about

at the things they most admired,

But when they reached their homes that night

they thought they were rubber-tired.

 

Ambiguous

BROWN BOOK

A washerwoman applied for help to a

gentleman, who gave her a note to the mana

ger of a certain club. It read as follows:

“Dear Mr. X , this woman wants

washing.”

Very shortly the answer came back:

“Dear sir, I dare say she does, but I don’t

fancy the job.”

 

-_.J
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Touring to the Yosemite

WALLACE W. EVERETT

Courtesy. Sunset Magazine

EW parts of the world can excel Cali

F fornia in the diversity of automo

bile touring possibilities. Through

out its extent, whether along the

coast or the interior, the motor car tourist

is faced with every possibility that can be

secured in Switzerland or Norway. Every

phase of topography can be encountered and

the autoist feels that it needs but a spin of a

short hundred miles or so to give him the ex

hiliration of the mountains or the quiet of

the plains.

Summer and winter, the roads of Cali

fornia afford a haven for the autoist. The

cars can be seen daily wherever a roadway

opens up its delightful vistas. Those motor

ists who are favored by a continual resi

dence in California feel that elsewhere there

is naught to covet, but the eastern expert

needs a more advanced education in the

touring advantages obtainable in the west.

There are roads covered all through the

year by automobile touring parties and the

final trip seems to be that which ends in the

Yosemite valley 'neath the shadowing heights

of Half Dome or Cathedral Spires. The

eastern motorist may have driven down the

delightful coast stretch from San Francisco

to Los Angeles, visited the old-time missions

and sought the rising slopes of the High

Sierras, yet always reserving the irremovable

impressions of the beautiful, awe-inspiring

Yosemite for the finale of his visit to Cali

fornia.

From San Francisco to Oakland by boat,

you commence the auto trip. Through the

Seventh Month

leafy quietude of the Niles canyon to the

commodious hotel at Byron Springs, you

make your first day's pilgrimage over roads

without equal in this country and enjoy your

night's rest with all the comforts of your

home. You have been through the passes

of the grain-covered Coast range over grades

that cause no trouble and the morning finds

you on your way to Stockton. Then on to

Knights Ferry and you end your day's ex

ertions at Chinese Camp, the scene of wide

awake mining operations. The road, rang

ing along by the Eagle Shawmut mine, takes

you to the base of Priest hill where the grade

is steady, steep and heavy, but, if your car be

of adequate power, you ascend with low

speed gears grinding out their protest at the

surmounting of an obstacle which would tire

the best of Kentucky's blue-grass stock and

which displays to best advantage the relia

bility of the twentieth century auto car.

The hotel at the summit proves a godsend

for the tired driver and his party, while the

next morning with its invigorating mountain

ozone seems to welcome the final effort to

reach Nature's paradise, the Yosemite. You

have had your first impression of the Sequoia

gigantea—the Sierra giant redwood—which

you encounter between the summit and

Crockers where the grades are most exacting

but surmountable with an average horse

power car. Down the gradient you spin for

fourteen miles when the floor of the great

valley meets you with its level stretch of sandy

roadway. You have reached your goal and

tomorrow promises a festival of scenery un

Copyright, 1905, by Thomas B. Jeffery c Company
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surpassed the world over. The chutf-chuff

of your car places you at the base of the falls

of the Yosemite where the roar of the vast

falling waters makes conversation a trial.

Slowly moving down the floor of the valley,

you reach the mirroring surface of the lakes

at the northern end and have passed by the

glistening falls of Nevada and Vernal. For

days you wander either on foot or in your

motor car and every day you wonder if the

fascinating influences of the Yosemite have

never an end. You have labored to place

your car where it is, but that is all forgotten

in the vista of attractiveness that daily opens

to your amazed eyes. You are in the midst

of sights that cannot be equaled on the

Recession of the Yosemite

heights of Mount Blanc or the summits of the

Matterhorn.

In taking the Yosemite trip great care

should be observed in the preliminary inspec

tion of the working parts of your car; greater

in fact than any other touring possibility

would exact, for the grades are heavy and

the strain practically unequalled. Then

again see that your gasoline shipments have

gone on ahead for the high altitudes demand

more fuel than the sea-level stretches. You

can obtain water all along the route but your

telephone communication ceases between

the valley and Groveland, situated between

Priest and Hamilton. There can be no de

scription by words or pen of the pleasures of

this experience.

\

Can rtrsy, Brooklyn Eagle

tract of big trees have been returned

to the United States by California,

and will henceforth be parks in

a truer sense than ever before. These

remarkable districts are among the great

attractions which this country offers to

travelers, artists and lovers of the sublime

and beautiful; the valley, a tremendous rent

of a mile depth in the Sierras, its stupendous

cliffs laced with waterfalls; and the grove a

spot where the greatest trees in all the world

are growing. Sightseers, scientists, writers,

painters, photographers, and people who are

neither of these, but who follow the crowd,

take large sums of money into California,

and they have spread the fame of the grove

and valley around the world.

These tourists should be protected, and so

should be the scenery they go so far to study.

Commercialism and neglect put their blight

on the regions when they became state parks,

albeit they were supposedly set aside for pub

lic uses merely. Visitors have been annoyed by

disparities between service and expenditures

beautiful views have been marred by fore

grounds of shacks, sheds, fences and stables;

the chopper has been allowed to molest

natural growths; roads and bridges have not

been so well planned or cared for as they

might have been. The return of the proper

ties to the federal government signifies that

a stronger and freer hand will control them;

§ -YOSEMITE valley and the Mariposa that there will be more attention to public

right and less to private eagemess for profit.

What signifies most in this recession is the

example afforded to the other of our states.

It is desirable, and may in a few years be

come necessary, to save the timber in the

Adirondacks and the White Mountains.

After industries have become more general

in the South it will be a condition of their

maintenance that water power to operate

the mills and shops shall be continuous, and

this can not be if the forests at the sources of

the rivers are depleted, except after the man

ner prescribed by scientific forestry, and with

moderation. We should have timber re

serves in the East no less than in the West,

and national parks in every state where ob

jects of scientific interest and wonder abound,

where passages of remarkable scenic beauty

unfold, and where men congregate for rest

and health.

Were Niagara a national park, instead of

a state reservation, there would be an end to

the annual scandals that pertain to the strug

gles of power companies to divert the torrent,

and were our Adirondacks patrolled by fed

eral soldiers we should hear the last of illegal

occupancy of lands, of illegal damming and

draining of streams, of illegal appropriation

of fishing and hunting tracts, of illegal meth

ods in stage and railroad operation, and of

illegal removal of timber. The material

prosperity resulting from constancy in water
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supply means far more to this state and na

tion than does that which is gained, for the

moment, by the reckless deforestation in

vogue, since in spoiling the forests the springs

and rivers are also spoiled.

Apart from the above the commercial con

siderations which propose the maintenance

of the woods is that of preservation for the

whole public a system of national parks

where all citizens shall enjoy equality of

privilege and opportunity, where the extrav

agance of one class shall not limit or dis

countenance the rightful pleasures of another,

where federal supervision of railroads, coach

lines and hotels shall check extortions and

injustices, and where every reasonable effort

shall be made to preserve the woods, lakes,

waterfalls, fishing streams, to build macadam

roads, and open fine points of view. What

California has done in respect of the Yosem

ite is done with regard for the people, and

the like should be done by New Hampshire,

Vermont, Massachusetts, North Carolina

and the other states. Parks will be needed

by the nation in the near future as they are

needed by the cities at the present.

Every duty we omit obscures some truth

we should have known.
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Chicago and St. Paul Run

The Chicago Automobile Club, assisted

by the Automobile Club of St. Paul, has

completed preparations for a run which

will terminate in St. Paul ]uly 4th. Aside

from the main line of the run, which will be

475 miles long, stretching in an eas_v general

curve from Chicago to St. Paul via Dubuque

and Oelwein, Iowa, it has been arranged to

have three additional routes; one from the

southwest, starting from Omaha and draw

ing for entries upon the states of Iowa,

Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri, and with

a scattering from Colorado; another from

the northwest, starting from Grand Forks,

North Dakota, and coming into St. Paul

via St. Cloud, and the last from the north,

drawing entries from Northern Michigan,

Wisconsin, Minnesota and a few from

Manitoba.

The tourists will spend ten days in St.

Paul and be entertained at luncheons,

banquets, dances and receptions.

 

Astronomers Use Auto

French astronomers have used the auto

mobile for transporting themselves and their

instruments from place to place in making

observations.

  

The lit leWe wish to correct an error which occurred in describing the above scene in last month's issue of this magazine.

which read: "A Model K Rambler in the service of the Pacific Northwest" was incorrect. The machine shown was K2900, the first

two cylinder Rambler sold in Montana, owned by Mr. B. D. \\'hittcn. of Great Falls, and later sold to Dr. Wilson of Icwiston_

Mont., who is at the wheel.

This auto is not in trading service but is used by the Doctor in his regular practice.—Ed.
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Floral Carnivals

There is much about floral carnivals that

commands interest and admiration.

The methods of attracting contestants,

of collecting prizes for promotion expenses,

of securing judges and publicity, of securing

variety and sanity in the decorations, and

of intensifying the social character of the

events—these tax the ingenuity of even a

Yankee.

Rarely, if ever, have two vehicles been

decorated alike; rarely have the details of

management been the same, and yet, run

ning through all these events are features

which can be adopted by those who wish

to organize such an affair.

The most important preliminaries are the

collecting of prizes and promotion expenses

and the securing of judges. Sometimes the

prizes are donated by manufacturers of

automobiles, of tires, of lamps and other

sundries, but more often by prominent

merchants of a town, who may be expected

to profit by an increase of trade during the

presence of visitors from the neighborhood.

In the case of carnivals given by fraternal

orders the prizes are usually furnished by

the organization itself. In the Fall of 1903

the Board of Governors of the Ak-Sar-Ben

of Omaha, Nebraska, secured the funds for

the prizes it furnished by conducting comi

cal initiations of business men, followed by

speeches by distinguished guests from out

of town. The initiation fee of that order

for residents is ten dollars, and nearly all

the best men of Omaha join the association.

The amount raised in this way was sufficient

to provide for the floral parade of 1903, and

the grand ball which accompanied it. At

this ball a king and queen were crowned,

and numerous ladies in waiting and their

attendants were in full dress.
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Prizes are sometimes in cash, but are

more often articles used in connection with

an automobile. The prizes for the automo

bile parade in Honolulu, Hawaii, last Fall

were silk flags. Prizes range in value from

a trifle to ten, twenty-five or one hundred

dollars.

Judges are usually selected from among

the most prominent persons in the locality.

In the floral carnival at the Louisiana Pur

chase Exposition last Summer the judges

were Ex-Governor Francis, Colonel J. A.

Ockerson and other officials of the fair.

As a promotor of one of these carnivals

says: “I should say that the most import

ant thing in a matter of this kind is to inter

est the right kind of people in a prospective

display.” With the better element of society

the character of the judges and prospective

contestants carry far more influence than

the prizes awarded. Consequently, con

testants should be approached by persons

who represent the best element of the com

munity, and who are so far interested in the

work as to share largely the responsibility

and expense.

Occasionally formal engraved invitations

are sent out, but usually the announce

ments are confined to letters and to the

press. Such matters being of general inter.

est newspapers will usually give a liberal

allowance of space for reading notices and

illustrations, but not, of course, for regular

advertisements.

The best publicity is started by contest

ants and carried from friend to friend, and

finds its most enthusiastic expression cen

tered on balls, dinners, teas and other

social functions. At these dinners menus

are often prepared which are made up of
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automobile terms. This is an example of

one which was recently used by the Brockton,

Massachusetts, Automobile Club:

BILL OF REPAIRS

Blue Points, Make and take

Consomme Limousine

Odorless Olives Radiators

Boiled Halibut Sauce Valvoline

Ballbearing potatoes

Roast lubricated chassis of beef

Non-Vibrating potatoes String Beans,

Two cycle Gasoline Punch

Flexible Control Chicken on Toast

Julia Ann Potatoes Waterless Salad

Charlottes, Regular Stock Models, Frozen Pudding.

Air-cooled assorted Cake (Chauffeurs)

Fruits with anti-friction detachable Skins

Ruth's-foot cheese, adjustable Crackers

Demi-tasse, Exhaust Eliminated

One Filling of Water Extra Parts in Stock

Steam of Celery

Anything which will stimulate lively con

versation at such time is helpful; and we

would suggest that the following list of

questions, under the heading “Nuts to

Crack,” be added at the conclusion of the

rest of the menu:

How many different kinds of trees grow in your

neighborhood, and what are they good for?

Any day you can see a white horse, but did you

ever see a white colt?

Why does a horse cat grass backward and a cow

forward?

Why does a hop vine wind one way, and a bean

vine the other?

Where should a chimney be the larger, at the top

or bottom, and why?

Can you tell why a horse when tethered with a rope

always unravels it, while a cow always twists

it into a kinky knot?

How old must a grape vine be before it begins to

can' tell why leaves turn upside down just

before a rain?

What wood will bear the greatest weight before

breaking?

It need hardly be added that many will

find that they lack the intimate acquaint

ance with country life which is necessary

to answer all of these questions.

The cars are usually decorated by the

owners themselves, but in some instances

they have been turned over to regular

decorators. The cost for this service varies.

In the decoration of the car of G. W.

Wattles, which won first prize in the touring

car class of the Omaha carnival during the

Fall of 1903, the cost was $200.00. This

car was covered with a background of white,

trimmed with red. A feature of the decora

tion was a nodding canopy of flowers which

responded to every movement of the wind.

Often the work of preparing the cars

gives employment to deserving young women.

In the Omaha carnival the decorations were

of artificial paper flowers, each contestant

choosing his own flowers, and members of

the committee in charge undertook to have

the flowers made for those who wished to

pay for such service. This was a great

task and required a central place where one

-*
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hundred young women worked under the

instruction of one who had had a wide

experience in that direction. The decorat

ing of the machines was done upon muslin

or cambric stretched over the body. The

making of these coverings was in the hands

of decorators and window trimmers. The

committee found it necessary to ascertain

what decorators could do this work well,

and superintended the entire work in order

to get enough automobile owners interested,

as it was found that otherwise most of the

contestants would not give the time and

attention necessary to have their machines

decorated, except in some few instances

where the ladies of a family took the matter

in hand. The cost for making the paper

flowers was about five dollars a thousand

in addition to the cost of the paper. From

two to three thousand flowers were used on

each automobile, making the expense vary

from twenty-five dollars for the smallest

runabouts to one hundred and fifty dollars

for touring cars.

Floral decorations are the most attractive

and consist both of natural and artificial

flowers. Artificial flowers, fans and various

draperies produce beautiful effects, but, of

course, real flowers are the most charming

of all.

In the Hawaiian festival roses, carnations,

purple blooms of the begainvillia, fern and

ti, multihued leaves of the croton, the bright

yellow acacia toros with streamers of ribbon

and a number of very tiny flags combined

to make a picture of tropical luxuriance.

One of the most attractive cars in the

Omaha carnival was that of Randall Brown,

made to look like a great white swan in a

pond filled with green weeds and nodding

cat-tails.

Another striking display was that of

L. L. Kountz, whose car was brilliant with

red poppies. This decoration cost $80.00.

The car was covered with muslin, and on

this were fastened paper flowers.

In this Omaha carnival the runabout of

C. H. Gratton was charming because of its

simplicity and clearness of outline.

The enjoyment of this carnival was some

what impaired by unfavorable weather, the

wind having destroyed some of the decora

tions before they reached the reviewing

stand. Accordingly, Mr. Gratton suggests

that future contestants fasten flowers very

securely.

R. Morley Harrison, whose car won first

prize in the carnival at Augusta, Georgia,

last Fall, suggests that a car should be well

wrapped with strong twine with a background

of cambric pinned on to the twine, and that

all tacks be avoided.

His car had a background of pale green

thin gauze which had been treated with a

solution of common salt, then decorated

with snow balls of paper, with a floral bas

ket in front. This decoration cost $40.00.

The salt treatment was to reduce the risk

of fire. A further precaution was the carry

ing of a fire extinguisher in the tonneau.

The car of Dr. W. C. Wile, which won the

first prize at the Danbury, Connecticut, fair

last Fall, was chiefly decorated with pink

roses. The wheels were trimmed with

sprigs of evergreen fastened to the spokes.

The roses were fixed to a wire netting of

the proper size to fit the body of the car,

and then the netting fastened to the body.

The decorations of the car of H. C.

Chivers, which won first prize at the Louisi

ana Purchase Exposition, consisted of chrys

anthemums, roses, crimped tissue paper
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and palms. The cost was about $50.00.

The decorations were fastened to wooden

staves bent as may be seen in the picture

reproduced. One of the charming features

of this display was little Miss Chivers, who

occupied a high seat representing the throne

of Flora, the goddess of flowers.

The decorations of the car of Charles

Hanauer,who won first prize at the Hamilton

county fair at Cincinnati, Ohio, last August,

were japanese pink chrysanthemums of

tissue paper wired together and outlined

along the mud guards. A large cluster of
  

these flowers was attached to the steering

wheel. Wide bands of green foliage out

lined the tops of the seats, front and back,

the entire length of the car. This foliage

was natural, and was wired together with

long bands before it was attached to the

machine. The hood of the car was banked

with trailing vines and leaves. Fans were

fastened to the spokes of the wheels. ]ap

anese parasols and waved chr_vsanthemums

to add to the effect. Mr. Hanauer was

dressed as a mikado.

Mr. Hanauer suggests that in fastening

the decorations to a car when flowers are

used the entire body of the machine should

be carefully covered with cheese cloth or

similar material. This covering should be

made to fit the machine the same as a linen

covering to protect furniture. This forms

a background on which to wire, pin or sew

the flowers or whatever decorations are used.

If flowers are used on the wheels the spokes

should be wrapped in cheese cloth. In the

case of his own car he simply wired japan

ese fans on the spokes. He found that

thread wire cut in lengths of from eight to

ten inches was better than pins for fasten

ing the decorations on the cheese cloth,

although pins were also used. In all his

work he says that a thread and needle were

very useful.

In the Cleveland, Ohio, parade last Fall

the cars were decorated with roses, cama

tions, field daisies and geraniums, and the

variety of taste was very marked indeed.

In the Mobile, Alabama, carnival this

Winter the prize was

awarded to George S.

‘ Leatherbury for a car

decorated with blue

lotus, so arranged as

to suggest that it was

actually growing. The

young lady occu

pants were dressed in

blue and carried blue

parasols. In another

car poppies formed

the scheme of decora

tion, the young ladies

in the car wearing hats

shaped like poppies.

Another car, that of

Miss Jessie Whiting,

- _ was decorated in pure

white with an im

mense canopy made

up of great masses of Japanese wisteria.

Another very attractive car was entirely

occupied by children, the decorations being

of yellow and white pond lilies.

One of the most talked of, and, in fact,

one of the most superb carnivals which has

been given, was that which took place in

Honolulu, Hawaii, last Thanksgiving da_\.

Not only did Americans and Europeans

pariticipate in it, but Hawaiian royalty, also.

The rendezvous was in the square fronting

the executive building, at one time the

palace of the native kings and queens.

The prize winner was the car of Capt.

Robert Graham in a Iapanese effect down

to the smallest detail. The cherry blossoms,

wisteria, carnations and other flowers were

wired on to a complete covering of feathery

branches. The owner was dressed in white.

while around him were girls in taking ]ap

anese costumes.

1\Iore truly floral was the car of C. \‘\'. C.

Deering, the body of which was entirely
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hidden in masses of carnations, asters and

chrysanthemums, there being carried in

front, extended on trembling wires, a splendid

peacock driven with white ribbons by doves

perched on top of the lantern. The decora

tions of this car cost $250.00.

Another machine was covered with pur

ple cloth to which were attached masses of

violets, each occupant wearing a duster of

the same material, sateen. This was ex

ceedingly effective, and cost less than $50.00.

There were cars on which the decorations

consisted merely of the massing of some

particular flower. On

one car the flowers

were confined to mud

guards, the edges of

the tonneau and seats

and a line around the

top of the body. One

runabout was simply

enveloped in masses of

blossoms.

E. M. Boyd, who had

the carnival in ' charge,

says that it is safe to

say that the average

cost of the decorations

of the eighteen cars

participating, excluding

the only $250.00 entry

which \von second prize,

was not more than

twenty dollars.

 

instance there was no life saved, only a quick

securing of help for the injured man, but it

is sharply illustrative of the other side of the

automobile question. The automobile can be

made a great help as well as a menace to life.

The automobile ambulance is not a new

affair, although Syracuse does not happen to

possess one. Its efficacy has been proven

many times, and especially when President

McKinley was shot. New fields are con

stantly opening for the quick-transit cars in

all things in which man is vitally concerned.

Like many other inventions, the wonder will

   

To increase the

effectiveness of the display as the cars move

before the judges stand they are usually

divided into classes, surreys, convertible ton

neaus, dos-a-dos and runabouts.

The points taken as a basis for the award

of prizes vary in each affair.

On Errand; of Mercy

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, ]OURNAL

 

The automobile can do other things be

sides cause palpitation of the heart in the man

on the crossing, who has just saved his life by

a quick side-step. As an instance, take an

incident that happened in Syracuse this week.

In the suburbs of the city a carpenter fell

from a roof and was seriously injured. Stand

ing in front of a near-by house was an auto

mobile. While one man telephoned a physi

cian the other started after him in a machine.

The physician was ready to step into the

automobile when it arrived and records were

broken to the scene of the accident. In this

soon be how humanity ever got along without

them. But the fact that motor cars can make

great “time” is no reason why they should

be kept to the limit of speed, unless upon

errands of mercy or necessity, than there is

for keeping a fast horse upon the run. The

automobiles have come to stay, but the reck

less speed “cranks” must be held down.

 

The Rambler's Hold on Northern Illinois

Nearly every day the Rambler factory dis

poses of a machine to some one in Northern

Illinois, and so great is the popularity of

the product in that section that there is a

Rambler to every five hundred inhabitants.

Three of the mayors in this section are

Rambler owners, and the fact that they

constantly drive their cars throughout the

neighboring country, creates the assurance

that they will materially influence road im

provement.

‘IF
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MINNEAPOLIS AUTOS ON DRESS PARADE

TWO ROWS OF RAMBLERS

Auto Parade a Grand Success

Annual Pageant is Largest and Most Imposing Ever Held in City

MINNEAPOLIS TIMES

HE poor plebean horse was nowhere

last night. It was the occasion of

the annual automobile parade and

was the largest and most successful

ever held in Minneapolis. About 350 cars

were in line and the largest circus in the

country could not justly claim as long a

pageant.

When the first cars turned up Nicollet to

Hennepin on Washington avenue, after

traversing Nicollet once, the last cars had

not begun the travel up the city's principal

retail thoroughfare yet. Those in the fore

most cars could turn around in their tonneaus

and look for blocks and see little beside the

bright lights of the cars behind.

Altogether it was a very successful parade.

Nearly every enthusiast in Minneapolis was

on hand with his car. Long before the hour

for the start, 7 o'clock, spick and span cars

spun up and down Park avenue, filled with

their proud owners and the guests. The

air was so perfectly delightful that it per

mitted women to wear light fluffy things

which became them very well and showed

off finely against the bright colored autos.

Many Spectators

There were quite as many spectators to

come early as there were autoists. The

curbstones along Park avenue were lined,

at an early hour, with good citizens of Min

neapolis who found enjoyment in watching

the different cars ply up and down the street

and commenting upon their relative powers.

Some of the curbstoners looked on with

envy and some chaps who looked as if they

might owe the grocer, discussed the technical

parts in the makeup of the different machines

quite as freely as if they had learned it from

contact with the cars themselves, rather than

from the magazines.

The more staid autoists lined at their

respective corners as soon as they reached

them, but restive owners and chauffeurs

charged up and down the avenue until the

lateness of the hour warned them that it was

nearly time for the parade to get under way.

Big Van Leads

About 7:30 the Pillsbury-Washburn auto

van, surrounted by a flotilla of smaller craft

and bearing the band, swept up the street.
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It halted at Twenty-eighth street, and the

parade was quickly formed and gotten under

way.

At the head was the band fleet of seven

big autos, including the giant van. Just

behind was Mayor Jones in an electric Stan

hope, driven by F. G. Winston, ]r., of the

firm of Winston & Walker.

In another car was Ralph W. Wheelock,

the Mayor’s secretary. Govemor johnson

was to have occupied a car in the parade,

but he was unable to attend. ]ust behind

came some more electric Stanhopes, an elec

tric coupe, and a car containing a number of

newspaper men. This had been placed at

the disposal of the men who had been as

signed to “do the parade” for the different

local newspapers, and bore the tell-tale

statement, “Press car.”

Cara Fall ln

From Twenty-eighth street, west of Park,

came some big Steams, Pierce and Colum

bia cars, and from the other side a group of

long, low Pope-Toledos. The Winton,

Locomobile and Royal tourist cars joined

the procession at Twenty-seventh street, and

Twenty-sixth street the Packard and White

cars swung into line. Twenty-fifth street

was the joining place for the Mercedes,

Fiat, Peerless, Knox and National cars,

while at Twenty-fourth street a swarm of

Ramblers and Thomases fell in.

The Ford, Yale, Orient, Marion, Northem,

Elmore and Haynes-Apperson cars were

taken in at Twenty-second street, the auto

cars, Franklins, Buicks, and Premiers at

Franklin, the Olds at Nineteenth street, the

Cadillac, Pope-Hartford, Glide and Queen

at Eighteenth street and the Maxwell and

other cars at Seventeenth street. |

The line of march took them all down

Park avenue at a smart gait. The curbs

were lined with interested spectators. From

Park avenue the parade went on Tenth

Small Boys Legion

Small boys were legion along the route,

and the drivers of the autos had to keep a

sharp lookout to keep from running over the

urchins. Most of them surmounted bicycles

of different makes. One bold youth rode a

high-wheeled, old-fashioned affair, to the

delight of his comrades.

In some places the_dust was very annoy

ing to those who participated in the proces

sion. Some of the streets had evidently not

been sprinkled in some time.

Beside the many Minneapolitans who were

in the parade, a large party of St. Paul en

thusiasts, including L. A. Wood, partici

pated. They all voted it the biggest auto

parade ever held in the northwest.

street to Third avenue S, to Washington

avenue, to Nicollet avenue, to Grant street,

back down Nicollet again to Washington, to

Hennepin, to Lowry hill, where the parade

disbanded. The crowds were large along

every part of the line of march, and were so

large on Nicollet that mounted policemen

were kept busy pushing the people back.

Decorated Automobiles for Next Year's Parade

Brightness and Caiety Would be Added to the Occasion, by Covering Machines with Flowers

and Bunting and Offering Prizes for Most Artistic

MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE

The automobile parade of last week was

one of the greatest successes in this line that

has ever been given in the West, and the

100,000 spectators who watched the hun

dreds of machines pass by are still remark

ing about the beauty and magnificence of

the spectacle.

So many diflerent types of cars were in

line and all were controlled so nicely, even

in the jam of the parade, that the people

assembled could not but be impressed with

the practicability of motor cars.

Line Lacked Gaiety

But one unfavorable criticism of the parade

can be made, and this is to be based on the

fact that the affair lacked much of the gaiety

which might have been given to it.

While the cars in themselves were beauti

ful to look upon, still they were nothing

but the automobiles which are seen upon the

streets of the city every day in the year.

The parade lacked color, and while the light

gowns of the few ladies who participated

helped in a measure to lighten the somewhat



 

 

sombre appearance of the long line of ma

chines, still the “docoration” feature was

entirely lacking.

Minneapolis autoists, perhaps, have not as

yet awakened to the wonderful possibilities

of this annual parade, hut without doubt

hefore next year the affair will have become

one of general interest. The parade, as

promoted by the dealers and managed by

]. Spargo, was handled in a most efiicient

manner, yet it must he admitted that but

few more than one-third of the machines

owned and driven in Minneapolis partici

pated in the event.
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Even with but 260 cars in line, the array

of machines was so bewildering to the spec

tators, that a large majority believed that

600 or 700 motors had passed before their

eyes. With this number of cars actually in

the line, the imaginations of the crowds

would have carried the number into the

thousands and the spectacle in itself would

have been thrice as inspiring as it really was.

Next year the Minneapolis automobile

club should take charge of the parade, and

in addition to the mere exhibition of machines

should add gala day and carnival features to

the wonderful annual show. First of all the
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machines should be decorated with flowers

and bunting, as is done in other cities, and

suitable trophies should be offered for the

cars in each class making the finest appear

ance. Each car should carry at least one

lady for each gentleman and thus bright

colors would be added to the otherwise

gloomy array of the usual dark shades worn

by the men.

Naturally such a parade would be held in

the afternoon and this would make the affair

a much more pleasing open air spectacle.

Practically every car in this city and St.

Paul could be entered with proper co-opera

tion between the clubs of the two cities, and

the parade of this year, wonderful as it was,

would fade into insignificance.

In a Canadian Snow Storm on Good Friday

On Good Friday Montreal was visited with

a heavy snow storm, something very excep

tional there so late in the season. The

morning dawned fair, but cloudy. A num

ber of automobilists had planned

trips for the day, among whom was

Henry Hammond of Montreal,

the owner of the Model H Ramb

ler, who appears at the wheel in

the picture. He, with his brother

and two young ladies, started for

Ste. Anne de Bellevue, some

twenty-five miles distant. Then

the snow storm came on, but

with full confidence in his little

machine, they decided to see the

trip through. The photograph

was taken just after leaving Ste.

Anne's on the return trip. As

will be seen, considerable snow

had already fallen, but before

reaching Montreal they were

running through from four to six

inches of snow. The twenty-five miles were

reached without a hitch in one hour and

a half. The whole party declared that they

thoroughly enjoyed the experience.

By far the greater portion of the gas mix

ture burned in the gasoline motor is air—

about 10,000 volumes of air to one of liquid

gasoline—but, small as the proportion of

hydro-carbon is, the motor won’t run without

it. So don’t forget to fill your tank.

It makes no difference whether you are a Rambler salesman, a Rambler dealer, a

Rambler owner or simply a reader of the Rambler Magazine.

If you can write a good Rambler story

You have a chance to win $25, $15 or $5

Beginning with this issue, we will offer the above amounts every month as first, second,

and third prizes for stories accompanied by photographs, illustrating and describing trips and

tours with the RAMBLER; places visited, the scenery enroute; RAMBLERs' ability to climb steep

hills, do hard work and run continuously under trying conditions at little expense for gasoline

and repairs.

The RAMBLER will do all of this and more, and we want to hear from those who have

had the experiences and can write about them.

Stories submitted that do not win prices become our property, and may be published at

our discretion in the RAMBLER MAGAZINE, full credit being given to the author and photographer.

Prizes will be awarded and the stories published every month. Watch for them. Send

an original story of your own to the

RAMBLER MAGAZINE, KENOSHA, WIs.
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The New Rambler Garage

Owing to the rapid growth of the RAMBLER

business downtown, Thos. B. Ieffery & Co.

have found it necessary to build a new

garage at 1218-20 Sheridan Road, Chicago,

to take care of the heavy patronage which

they have been receiving from the north side

of the city and northern suburbs. The need

for a first-class garage has been keenly felt

in that part of the city and the erection and

outfitting of this splendid building will, in

addition to lightening the load carried by

the Wabash Ave. garage and salesroom,

provide North Side citizens with first-class

storage and repair facilities, near at hand.

The building is of brick and stone; dimen

sions, 60x121, with three floors; storage

capacity, about two hundred automobiles.

It has its own electric power plant, fumish

ing light and power for the building and air

compressor and for charging the batteries of

electric automobiles. An immense elevator

is used for transferring automobiles to the

machine shop for repairs and back again

quickly and easily without risk or loss of

time.

The garage includes a good oflice and

show room, attended by efficient salesmen

and assistants to supply the wants of their

patrons. Comfortable and ample seating

room is provided for those who for any

reason are compelled to wait. The repair

department and machine shop are completely

equipped for repairing to the smallest detail

and furnishing parts for all makes 0/ automo

biles. A full stock of tires of all sizes always

on hand. Autumobiles to rent. Day and

night service. Charges reasonable.

In short, the new RAMBLER garage is the

most complete and best equipped in exist

ence.

Whether you live on the North Side or

have occassion to pass that way, you will

always be welcome at the new garage, and

you will be made to feel that the good old

RAMBLER reputation and quality is back of

it all. The value of the service to you will

be depended upon to retain your patronage.

lt Sometimes Happens

BUFFALO NE\\'S

Of all sad words, of tongue or pen,

I think the saddest ones are when

Your gasoline has run its course

And small boys chorus—Gittahorse 1

Just a Girl

She sailed into the telegraph office and

rapped on the counter. The clerk remem

bered that she had been there about ten

minutes before as he came forward to meet

her. He wondered what she wanted this

time.

“Oh,” she said, “let me have that tele

gram I wrote just now; I forgot something

very important. I wanted to underscore

‘perfectly lovely’ in acknowledging the re

ceipt of that bracelet. Will it cost anything

extra?”

“No, ma’am,” said the clerk, as he handed

her the message. V

The young lady drew two heavy lines be

neath the words and said:

“It’s awfully good of you to let me do that.

It will please Charley so much.”

“Don’t mention it.” said the clerk. “If

you would like it, I will put a few drops of

violet extract on the telegram at the same

rates.”

“Oh, thank you, sir. You don’t know how

much I would appreciate it. I’m going to

send all my telegrams through this oflice, you

are so obliging.”

And the smile she gave him would have

done anyone good, with the possible excep

tion of Charley.

 

Fares, Please

An interesting dialogue between a woman

and a railway conductor, in which the woman

got the best of it, is reported by the Philadel

phia Press:

“I shall have to ask you for a ticket for

that boy, ma’am.”

“I guess not.”

“He’s too old to travel free. He occupies

a whole seat and the car’s crowded. There

are people standing.”

“I can’t help that.”

“I haven’t time to argue this matter, ma’am.

You’ll have to pay for that boy.”

“I've never paid for him yet.”

“You’ve got to begin doing it some time.”

“_Not this trip anyway.”

“You’ll pay for that boy, ma’am, or I’ll

stop the train and put him off.”

“All right, put him off if you think that’s

the way to get anything out of me.”

“You ought to know what the rules of this ‘

road are, ma’am. How old is that boy?”

“I don’t know. I never saw him before.”
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Automobiling for Health

If you want to feel the sensation of flying

without wings, to feel the fresh air driven

into your lungs, and every artery pulsat

ing with new life—the real joy of living—get

an automobile. The auto has ceased to be

the plaything of the rich only. It has be

come a thing of practical utility and pleasure

for the man of moderate means. It is indeed

a small place where the local physician or

man of business does not use a light runabout

for his daily trips.

The automobile, in the first place, is much

safer than any horse that was ever driven.

It is true that it did not make that reputation

during the early years of its existence, but it

is true today. It has no temper, except that

of its driver, and he can usualy agree with

himself. It has no whims to be coddled, nor

must one get out and hold its head at country

crossings when the “iron horse” goes by.

While one is getting the auxiliarating pleasure

of a quick dash on a good road, he has at the

same time more control over his vehicle than

he would have o\'er an old horse that is likely

to become suddenly youthful when you are

trying to get him by another team, with a

steep bank on one side and a ten foot gully

on the other.

Speed Laws Should be Reasonable and

Violators Punished

Los Angeles has the most liberal law regu

lating motor car speed of any large city in

America—l2 miles an hour within a small

congested district and no limit outside of it—

but you are held strictly responsible for any

damage that you may inflict. The result,

after several months’ use of nearly 1,500

automobiles under this law, is absolutely

satisfactory. No smashups, deaths, serious

injuries. All honor to the long headed Auto

mobile Club of Southern California, who

dined and plenteously wined the board of

supervisors, and, when the official stomachs

were fulland their hearts warmed in good

fellowship, prevailed upon them to substi

tute this law for the old one of irksome slow

ness.

 

 

Humility gives the level head on the lofty

height.
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The Real Cause of Accident

MOTOR WORLD

Happily, the once familiar newspaper re

ports of automobiles “exploding” are now

rare. With the increase of cars there ap

parently has come increased wisdom on the

part of reporters. But in the stead of such

injurious stories there is being reaped a

choice crop of accidents alleged to be due

to the automobile having become “unman

ageable.”

This order of things is, if anything, more

damaging to the automobile interests than

the “explosions” which never occurred, and

no opportunity should be neglected to check

such flights of reportorial fancy. For, while

the idea prevails, or is permitted to spread,

that the motor car may become unmanage

able and “run away” with its occupants, just

so long will it be viewed by many—woman

and elderly folk in particular—as a dangerous

vehicle and one, therefore, to be shunned or

viewed with distrust. The class of people

who are affected by this idea are, generally

speaking, likely purchasers of cars whose

patronage and favor are highly desirable.

As a matter of fact, ninety-nine one-hun

dredths of all accidents that have occurred,

or may occur, safely may be charged to two

causes—(1) the recklessness or carelessness

of experienced drivers in speeding and in

“taking chances,” or (2) the “losing of his

head” by the inexperienced driver, usually

in attempting undue speed.

This means, in substance, that in 99 cases

out of 100 it is the man and not the machine

that is at fault.

To all practical purposes it is impossible

for the machine to become unmanageable.

It may stop of its own accord, but, unlike

a horse, never can it go until it is started, and

once started, and also unlike a horse, it can

go only in the direction in which it is driven,

and it has no will of its own to accelerate its

speed—all, all is subject to the eye and the

hand of the man at the steering wheel.

These facts are patent to all. In time they

may obtain general lodgement. The sooner

they are better understood, the better will

it be for the automobile interests. The onus

now usually loaded on the automobile should

be placed where it rightfully belongs——on

the man.

When its driver is a “safe” man, the safety

of the car can never enter into question.

 

Pessimism is the worst of all heresies.

A Man's Labor is His Capital

In all the histories of men rising from the

ranks, of which American life is so gloriously

rich, says the Brooklyn Eagle, the man got

his chance by working overtime, by doing

things not required by the letter of his em

ployment or by doing better work than his

associates. Those things are done without

extra pay everywhere. They represent the

workman’s investment in the business, from

which he hopes to win returns through pro

motion.

A Sure Cure

“I’m feeling deucedly despondent, old

chap.”

“Come and see me try to get that second

hand automobile I bought started—that’ll

make you forget all the rest of your troubles.”

 

Upsetting Accepted Beliefs

“Necessity,” remarked the man with the

chronic quotation habit, “is the mother of

invention.”

“There’s where you’ve got a flat tire,”

said the contrary person. “Invention is the

parent of necessity.”

“How do you figure that out?”

“Well, take the pneumatic tire for example.

There was no necessity for it until after it was

invented.”

 

A Conscientious Jury

A case was being tried on the charge of

selling impure whiskey. The whiskey was

offered in evidence.

]ury retired to try the evidence.

Judge, presently, “What is the verdict?”

Foreman of the thirsty jury, “Your honor,

we want more evidence.”

 

Hard to Explain

The child—Aunt Mary, nurse says when

it thunders it’s the Lord scoldin’ us.

Aunt Mary—Perhaps it is, dear.

The child Well, I don’t see what he’s got

to be so mad about. I’se done everything

today ’cept brush my teef.

Needless Expense Avoided

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

Study your car, whether you have a chauf

feur or not. You will be repaid. Half the

repair bills of motoring can be saved by a

little thinking.

 

- -. -- --—v‘-1-i;§;
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About Tires

Having read with a great deal of interest

the articles on the tire question which have

appeared in THE HORSELESS AGE from time

to time, I feel as though I wanted to “put in

my oar.” I ordered my machine at the New

York show last winter, and specified a new

form of double tube tire with detachable rim

beads, which I saw for the first time at the

show and thought a very good idea. The

front tires were 30x3-inch and the rear tires

36x3-inch. The car weighs under 1,150

pounds empty; but with buggie top on,8-inch

searchlight and generator, tanks full and about

30 pounds of tools and jack, it weighs just

1,395 pounds.

When at the specified date of delivery the

machine did not appear, I wrote to the manu

facturer, and was informed that it was all

ready, except the new rims, which had not

arrived. After waiting two weeks more, and

writing to the tire people, the manufacturers

very kindly offered to substitute a set of

wheels with solid tires which they used for

trying out their new machines, so that I would

not have to wait any longer. I used these

solid tires for three weeks and decided that I

would prefer pneumatics even if I had a punc

ture every trip. The jouncing, especially

over macadam roads, which were very rough

and badly cut up after the winter, was fright

ful when traveling at any speed over 20 miles

an hour; and I think the wear and tear on the

machinery must have been very great. The

vibration caused by the jolting was bad

enough to cause the four screws holding the

sheet aluminum chain case to the rear axle to

unscrew and let the chain case drop off into

the road. Fortunately I heard it fall and

picked it up. This happened after about 200

miles running. Since that time I have trav

eled about 8,000 miles on pneumatic tires

and it has never happened again, showing

conclusively that it was due to the solid tire.

In my machine a large proportion of the

weight is on the large rear wheels, thus giving

them a better grip. It also makes the steer

ing easier and practically obviates skidding.

When riding over Belgian block pavement

with the solid tires, the front wheels bounced

so much that the carriage seemed slow in

answering the steering lever and in following

the direction of the front wheels, which were

apparently up in the air so much that they

didn’t seem to get sufficient grip on the road.

At last my own wheels came with pneu

matics on, and oh, what a difference! My

machine can only make 43 miles an hour on

the average macadam road, as it has a plane

tary two-speed gear, and I have it geared low

enough to take practically all the hills around

New York or Brooklyn on the high gear.

Even at high speed I notice practically no

vibration, and riding is 100 per cent. pleas

anter; in fact there is no comparison at all.

I have had just eight punctures in the eight

thousand miles which the tires have been

over, one in each front tire and three in each

rear one—seven from nails and one from a.

sharp stone. I have fixed them all by simply

cementing a patch on the inner tube and filling

the hole in the shoe with cement. Several

correspondents in your paper have said that

it was necessary to vulcanize a patch on the

inner tube, as otherwise it would come ofl' ; I

have simply cemented them, and yet have

had no trouble. I find that my tires heat

very little even when taking long, fast rides on

hot summer days. It may be due to the fact

that the patches stick, or it may be the way I

put them on, or to both causes. In putting

on a patch I first roughen the surfaces with

sandpaper. Then cleanse thoroughly with a

cloth saturated with gasoline, until the rubber

feels a little sticky, rubbing well to be sure to

get all of the talc off. Then I apply a thin

coat of cement to both the patch and the tire,

and when it is thoroughly dry put on another

thin coat. Allow this to dry also until the

sticky feeling is almost gone, and then press

the patch on hard, holding for a few minutes

(or squeezing between the fingers) before put

ting the tire on the wheel and inflating. The

vital point is in letting the second coat of

cement dry until it seems as though the sur

face would not adhere at all, for if they are

put together when they first begin to get

tacky the patch will not hold so well.
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To take ofi the tire, fix a puncture in this

way, put on and blow up, generally takes

about thirty minutes. I have bought an ex

tra inner tube for my back wheels, and by

putting this in and fixing the other at my

leisure I can get going again after a puncture

in from five to ten minutes.

While I agree with one of your correspond

ents, that the solution of the tire question is

not in making a pneumatic which is easily

and quickly put on and taken off, yet it seems

to me that this is as near the solution as we

will get for some time to come. A puncture

is really not such a terrible thing, when, by

carrying an extra tube, one can fix it in less

than ten minutes. I think there are several

makes of easily detachable tires now on the

market with which this can be done. There

is practically no hard work aside from the

pumping. My wife, who is not above the

average woman in strength, can put on a tire

as easily and well as I. Of course, the pump

ing is a great nuisance, but it seems to me that

if we must use pneumatic tires the next step

should be an air pump which can be attached

to any engine and used for pumping tires. I

have noticed the advertisement of a tank

which is filled with compressed gas from the

cylinders, but have been afraid that this gas

might have some action on the rubber. Per

haps some HORSELESS AGE reader has had

experience with this system. It seems to me,

however, that a little pump which could

be driven from the flywheel of the engine

by a friction pulley would solve the problem.

To sum up the whole question, the easily

detachable pneumatic is, in my mind, the only

tire for pleasure use. With the ordinary

clincher it is too hard and dirty to work to fix

a puncture, and I certainly would not care to

ride for pleasure on solids, as I would not

expect to derive much pleasure from doing so.

 

Tires Punctured at Railway Crossings

THE AUTOMOBILE

In driving the car about streets on which

electric cars run, look out for sharp edges on

the rails which may damage the tires when

crossing the tracks. There are frequently

sharp edges and points about the switches

that are capable of gashing a tire.

 

It is a good thing when driving to switch

frequently from one set of batteries to the

other, say every fifty or sixty miles, thus

giving the cells frequent opportunities to

recuperate.

Won of the Editor

Nobody outside the journalistic profession

has any idea how difficult it is for an editor

to please some of his patrons. For instance,

referring to a public man’s reputation for

carelessness in the matter of his toilet, a

paper announced:

“Mr. Maguire will wash himself before he

assumes the oflice of town clerk.”

This made Maguire furious, and he de

manded a retraction, which appeared thus:

“Mr. Maguire requests us to deny that he

will wash himself before he assumes the ofiice

of town clerk.”

Oddly enough, this only enraged Maguire

the more.

 

Very lnconsistent lndeecl

An automobile broke down.

feur tried to find out what was the matter

with it, but could not, and the occupants of

the vehicle had to get out and walk.

“Get a horse!” yelled the crowd.

A horse balked. The driver tried every

plan he knew of to start the animal, but it

wouldn’t budge.

“Get an automobile!”

crowd.

yelled the fickle

Qfcourse

“I see that King Edward is traveling

incog.”

“Something new in automobiles, I sup

pose.”

 

A Hard Subject for Cross-Examination

The gentleman of the East feels bound,

out of politeness, to give one the answer that

will prove most agreeable. An English motor

car enthusiast, who attempted recently to

tour through northern India, gives this as an

example of the difficulty of obtaining route

information from intelligent natives by re

peated inquiries:

“Is it far to Gilgit ?”

“Not so far your highness.”

“One or two kos P”

“Yes, your highness.”

“Isn’t it three?”

“It may be, your highness.”

“Is that what it is?”

“It may be five or six, your highness.”

“Then why did you say it was one or two ?”

“To please your highness.”

“Now, what is the real distance?”

“Whatever your highness pleases.”

The chauf-.
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Automobile Export Trade Rapidly lncreasing

-The latest compilations of the govemment

statisticians reveal the fact that the exports

of automobiles during December last amount

ed in value to $214,516, as against a value of

$223,548 for the same month of 1903. This

decline during the last month of the year

served to keep the total exports for 1904

from reaching the $2,000,000 mark, the

actual figures for the year being $1,897,510.

Even at that the years’ exports were greater

by several thousand dollars than ever before

in the history of the trade, the best previous

record being $1,643,029 during the calendar

year 1903. The exports for the calendar year

1902 were valued at $1,069,782.

Thus, during the period from 1902 to 1904

our automobile exports increased in value

$827,728, and this is a record of which any

industry might well be proud. When it is

considered that the automobile industry is

still one of the infant industries in point of

years of existence, the growth of its foreign

trade is little short of marvelous, and if what

has already been accomplished may be taken

as a guide, the near future will see the auto

mobile export trade ranking with the other

great industries of the country in the value

of its product sent abroad.

Speed Law Superfiuous Here

I’.»\RKERSBURG (w. VA.), JOURNAL

The few automobiles in West Virginia can

not hereafter run over fifteen miles an hour,

according to a measure in the legislature. It

would puzzle them to run fifteen miles a year

in some localities in the state.

We Hope They Will

Los Angeles, Cal., may have an automobile

floral parade this year instead of the annual

Fiesta. The matter is being considered by

the automobile club and the Merchants’ and

Manufacturers’Association. This plan would

not necessitate the raising the $35,000 usually

asked for the Fiesta, and, it is thought, the

automobile carnival would prove more pop

ular anyway.

The piston speed of the average gasoline

motor, that is the distance the piston would

travel if it moved in one direction continu

ously instead of reciprocating, is about 700

feet a minute.

Every true man seeks truth.

A Comparison and Some Figures

Not long ago I stood in Madison Square

Garden and saw a horse sold for $29,000

solely because the animal, so the auctioneer

said, had been driven a mile in a trifle more

than two minutes. Beautiful as the animal

undeniably was, it can live but a short time,

it cannot go more than one mile at that rate

of speed, and it cannot be sent at that rate

oftener than once in a week, or once in a

month. Yet the horse was worth the money,

because development of the horse helps to

solve our great problem of moving rapidly

over the earth ’s surface.

In the same arena where the two-minute

trotter had been sold for $29,000 a few weeks

later I saw any number of automobiles that

could go a mile in two minutes, carrying

several people, instead of one. Those auto

mobiles could be bought for $2,900 and l8$S.

They could do not merely one mile at high

speed, but five or ten or twenty or a hundred,

day in and day out, month in and month out.

What a marvelous step forward in our con

quest of distance is shown in these figures.

The highly developed trotting horse for use

on our roads to-day is as antiquated as was

the coach horse when the locomotive became

a reality.

 

How Brakes Affect the Power

MOTOR \\"ORLD

Not infrequently when a machine refuses

to develop its full quota of power the diffi

culty is not in the motor at all, but in some

other part of the mechanism which has de

veloped a sudden and abnormal friction.

Whenever there is a possibility of this being

the case the brakes should be looked at care

fully to see if, by any possibility, they are

dragging. It is really surprising to see how

quickly a despondent motor will recover its

full life and vigor when a very slight adjust

ment is made which lifts the brakes and

gives the drums entire clearance at all times.

It is quite as important to have them all off

when they are off as it is to have them all on

when they are on.

 

Motor Qmnibus Becoming Popular

The da_v of exclusiveness for the rich is

nearly passed. In London the motor omni

bus is coming into extensive use, and for the

value of an American nickel the man with

the dinner pail may enjoy a long excursion.

-_-J
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To Valley Forge With a Rambler

BY P. \\'. HUMPHREYS OF THE PHILADELPHIA PRESS

MBITIOUS leaders of past

centuries probably never

sighed more profoundly for

. “more worlds to conquer,”

‘ - than do the leading automo

bilists of the present desire

fresh tests of speed and en

durance for their favorite road cars. Not only

the inventive genius, and the manufacturer

who calls into being the marvellous types of

twentieth century motor cars, but the owner,

the chauffeur—anyone privileged to control

and drive the up-to-date auto—experience

that exultant thrill in overcoming difficulties,

and that intense desire for fresh emergen

cies to call forth the best development of

speed and endurance of which his car is

capable. Endurance runs, speed tests,

mountain climbing, feats of strength and

daring in every capacity known to the auto

mobilists have been triumphantly encoun

tered; but when the blizzard of 1905 struck

the eastern states——the fiercest known for

years in this section—-it gave promise of a

novel test through unusual road conditions.

When the blizzard and the Rambler met,

the blizzard was allowed a few days start.

It had had suflicient time to blow and drift

until narrow country roadways had banked

from fence to fence, with only sleighing or

carriage-width ditched out by county road

breakers. The Rambler which made the

trip was a new surrey, Type One. The

occupants were known respectively as “The

Expert,” “The Inspiration,” “The Guest,”

and “The Photographer.” Though ap

plied to separate individuals, any of these

  

names might be readily transferable; for

The Expert at the wheel not only inspired

confidence by his expert management of

the car, but also furnished inspiration in

times of difficulty. The Inspiration lived

up to his reputation, when road tribulations

threatened to dampen the spirits of the

little party, and displayed the same resourc

fulness in emergencies that has already

made him famous as a record-breaker in

mountain climbing and ditficult touring.

The Guest was more than a guest in that

he not only furnished entertainment for the

party, but being also an owner of a model

Rambler, was an appreciative admirer of

every triumph of the Rambler over the

blizzard. The Photographer, being an auto

enthusiast of over five years’ experience, was

eager to fix upon the film exploits of the

encounter.

In selecting the run for blizzard testing

it was desirable to have a few miles of good

travel between the test places of drifts and

stifi hill-climbing. A trip from Philadel

phia to the village of King-of-Prussia, with

its historic inn, near Valley Forge, promised

the greatest amount of adventure within the

prescribed mileage. The famous Gulf Hills

appeared especially formidable after the

smooth running on Montgomery Pike

the contrast was a characteristic feature of

the route.

The start was made from Broad and Vine

streets, Philadelphia, at nine the morning

of the last day in Ianuary. The run up

Broad street and out Cayuga to Germantown

—t0 the homes of The Guest and The Pho

Copyright, 190.5. by Thoma: B. Jeffery 6' Company
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tographer—presented few difficulties, as city

traffic had packed the roadbed. Out Wayne

avenue to the Johnson street entrance to

the Lincoln drive we rambled, and enjoyed

the most picturesque portion of the entire

journey down the popular sleigh-packed

Lincoln drive, under the Walnut Lane

bridge, past the winding curves, the attrac

tive rustic bridges, and the Houston monu

ment at the Harvey street entrance to the

POTTS MANSION, OR WASHINGTON'S HEADQUARTERS,

REAR SIDE VIEW

park; past snow-covered Blue-bell Hill,

the little valley of Paper Mill Run, where

the first paper mill of the colonies was es

tablished by William Rittenhouse, who

settled here in 1690; past the historic Ritten

house homestead, the home of the famous

astronomer David Rittenhouse, on the right,

the ancient hotel on the left, to the dangerous

point known as “dead man's curve” where

the water trickles and freezes from the bluffs

above the rock jutting out into the Wissa

hickon drive on the curve of the creek just

Washington's Headquarters at Valley Forge were in the

stone house of Isaac Potts, a miller, within about one hundred

yards of the present railroad station. This building is almost

unchanged since it was made famous by its distinguished

occupant in the winter of 1777 and 1778; the log cabin dining

room, about which Mrs. Washington wrote, being about the

only portion which has been rebuilt.

The outside of the building is very impressive with its

simple, dignified proportions. The quaint porch over the door,

the exquisitely hand-made moldings and other details of its

architecture are charming features in a harmonious whole.

The rooms are furnished consistently, much interest cen

tering in the rare old furniture, prints, engravings and other

features of the Revolutionary days.

Just a short way from this house, down the valley and on

the edge of the Creek, is the old forge which gave the town

its name. It was established as an iron working plant many

years before the Revolutionary war, and around it grew up

a not insignificant industry, but all traces of this have

now disappeared, except the reconstructed dam in the gorge be

tween the hills.

above the dam. The powerful car did not

swerve over the icy driveway, but rounded

the curve, swept under High Bridge, over

Ridge avenue, and up the steep snowy

“City Line Hill” without mishap.

There was heavy pulling on City Line

from the Wissahickon to Bala Station.

Although the roadbed was wide, many

deep drifts had banked directly across it,

with very narrow passageways ditched

through. With two wheels

in the open roadway and

two in the deep drifts on

the opposite side, the power

of the Rambler was thor

oughly tested as it puffed

and snorted backed and

sprang ahead, protestingly

fighting its way inch by

inch, through seemingly

impassable drifts, until

Bala station was reached,

and enthusiastic satisfac

tion was expressed all

around, at the behavior

of the “model.”

A turn to the right at

Bala Station leads from

City Line to Montgomery

avenue. Then came a fine

invigorating spin over a

broad well packed roadway

past the famous General Wayne Hotel (nine

miles from Philadelphia), built in 1704, which

celebrated its two hundreth anniversary dur

ing the autumn of 1904; the historic Merion

meeting house, claimed to be of still older

date, about which cluster curious legends

and ancient traditions galore; past the

monument erected by the Merion Chapter,

Daughters of the American Revolution, to

mark the place where Washington’s army

encamped September 14, 1777, on the way

to Paoli; the picturesque old Price home

stead with its old-time upping-block; and on

past the famous Brookhurst tavern, stand

ing in a historic grove; through Ardmore,

eleven miles from Philadelphia, Haverford,

twelve and one-half miles; Bryn Mawr,

thirteen and one-half miles; to Gulf Mills,

eighteen miles from the starting place, with

the formidable King-of-Prussia Hills still to

be traversed.

The pike roads were good throughout the

spin, as very few deep drifts were encoun

tered; the only mishaps came through

courtesy, shown by The Expert, in passing
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the numerous sleighs driven by women and

girls—this being a favorite sport of the Bryn

Mawr girls. The smooth expanse of white

unbroken space at the sides of the roadway

proved treacherous in many instances; a

steep slope or drainage ditch being dis

covered with sudden shock where level road

was expected. In one instance where a

girl-laden sleigh with fractious horse called

for special courtesy in giving right of way,

RAMBLER NEAR ROCK COMMEMORATING FIGHT

a quick swerve to the right brought the

Rambler up with a crash, with the front

wheels down in a deep ditch covered by the

light drifted snow, and the four occupants

of the car clutching vainly for support as

they sprawled forward at the shock. Even

The Inspiration forgot his usual optimism,

and muttered forlornly to The Photographer,

“that puts an end to this day’s fun,” while

The Expert and The Guest anxiously ex

amined the result of the crash.

When at last the car was backed into the

roadway and tested, The Expert announced

in surprised satisfaction: “Well, the man

who put those front wheels together under

stood his business, all right,” while The

Guest declared: “That beats me! I did

not suppose wheels had ever been built

that could stand such a crash with all this

power and weight to crush or twist them;”

and The Photographer scarcely dared give

voice to the thought that a powerful Ram

bler surrey with its big front wheels crushed

beneath it, would make a very interesting

photograph.

With the general return of good spirits

over danger averted, The Expert did not

resent the chafiing of the rest of the party

over the fact that the accident might have

 

been avoided had he not been temporarily

blinded by the beauty of the driver who

signaled her distress from the sleigh.

Another turn-out, just before reaching

Gulf Mills, was of a decidedly amusing

character, but aggravating, nevertheless.

Again there was seemingly a signal of dis

tress from an approaching sleigh, while the

horse was stopped nearly in the middle of

the roadway; again the car swerved far to

the right in passing, being careful to avoid

the ditch line. The stand-still resulting,

came from the snow drift into which the

car plunged. Our chagrin and indignation

were freely expressed when it was discovered

that there had not been the slightest fright

on the part of the horse, or the driver. The

sleigh was a farmer’s box-sled, filled with

milk cans, while the poor old horse had long
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ago passed beyond the years of fright or

friskiness. On questioning the youthful

driver as to why he stopped in the middle of

the narrow road, and caused us to make

the sharp tum while going at such rapid

speed, he gazed at the car in open-mouthed

astonishment and drawled: “I just wanted

to see what’s a-coming.”

“Well, now you’ve seen, why don’t you

get on out of the way?” demanded The

Expert in excusable wrath, as he contem

plated the tedious delay and engine strain,

required to back the car out of the drift.

“\\'hat’s the matter with you?” he continued,

“can’t you make your old nag go ?”

Typical Young America was not to be

frightened by wrathful questioning. He con

tinued to study us in speechless wonderment

for a moment,

while the Rambler

fumed over its

unnecessary task;

and then he in

quired-—without a

glimmer of humor

on his sober, dirty

little face—“I was

jest a-wonder-ih’

that about you!

Can’t you make

your old en-jine

go P"

The question

was so unexpected

—so irresistibly

funny, coming

from such a

source—that good nature was restored long

before we were extricated, and peals of

laughter followed the boy and his “nag”

as they slowly ambled cityward with their

milk.

On approaching the Gulf Hills——just be

fore entering the village of Gulf Mills—the

snowy hill-stretches before us appeared so

formidable that there was a pause at the

cross roads to decide as to whether we should

continue on the Norristown road, that would

lead over the hills to King-of-Prusssia and

Valley Forge, or take one of the more level

drives to Conshonocken or Berwin. It was

decided to take the more venturcsome tour,

as first agreed upon, and “get all the fun

there is in it,” as The Inspiration suggested.

As we entered the Gulf road, where the big

bowlder-monument has been erected to

commemorate the march of Washington’s

  

RAMBLER FIGHTING ITS \\'AY THROUGH DEEP SNOIV

army out the old Gulf road on that terrible

winter journey from the Whitemarsh Valley

to Valley Forge, the model Rambler of the

twentieth century began to encounter difii

culties with snow and ice, as did the

weary, footsore, half-clothed and half-starved

patriots of the eighteenth century; and yet

how great the contrast between the modes

of travel“! The entire roadway at this point

was filled with soft, deep, unpacked snow,

and after many fuming protests on the part

of the engines, we came to a standstill; until

The Inspiration came to our assistance with

his e\'er-helpful shovel, which had wisely

been taken along in case of emergency, and

which had already done good service in side

tracking difficulties. It was a tedious pull

out the old Gulf road, past the old mill

ruins of Revolu

tionary fame, un

der the historic

“hanging rock”

of many legends,

and out to the

little village of

Bird-in-Hand.

But like all good

travelers headed

in the direction of

“dinner” we pa

tiently fought for

right of way

through the drifts,

andfinallyreached

the historic inn

bearing the same

name as the little

settlement surrounding it. It was then

well past noon, nearly two o’clock, in fact,

but we had scarcely noticed increasing

hunger in our mutual satisfaction over

the success of the trip. Great was our

consternation, however, to discover that

no dinner was forthcoming at the Bird-in

Hand. It proved to be “too much trouble”

for the hotel keeper to provide meals for

travelers, and we were advised to “push on”

to King-of-Prussia for something to eat.

With scarcely suppressed indignation we

turned to “push on” but the pushing became

harder with every hill encountered, and it

appeared to be one continual hill-climbing

contest from Bird-in-Hand to King-of

Prussia.

After covering about half the distance,

when all thoughts of dinner had been aban

doned, and we were eagerly anticipating



  

BIRD-1N-HAND HOTEL

“supper” at the more hospitable hotel ahead, old woman aint at home,” it was decided to

an alternative was offered us in dining at a still push on towards supper.

gypsy camp, but as it was found necessary Discouragement awaited us on the return

for the automobilists to saw and chop the to the car from the interesting camp on the

wood before building a camp fire, and as bleak, snowy hill top; discouragement in the

the head of the camp informed us that “my form of a flat tire; and still more dire dis

 

COMFELLED TO USE THE SHOVEL
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ma_v—that not even the hopefulness of The

Inspiration could overcome—when The Ex

pert discovered that the pump had been

“borrowed” from the tool chest, and not

returned. Then with the ready good nature

that is usually characteristic of the woods

dwellers, the gypsies displayed their tent

stables, containing six strong horses, and

placed them at our disposal if we should de

sire extra horse power. We explained that

the horse power still at our command would

be sufficient if we could only get a pump.

outset of the run, we probably would have

turned back discouraged, but after over

coming so many difliculties, and being so

near the end of the journey, there was every

encouragement to still push on. In many

places the steep, even snow banks reached

above the top of the car on both sides, with

the narrowest of passageways ditched out by

the road-breakers. Had this passageway

—of narrow sleigh width—been wide enough

to allow the Rambler to pass through, all

would have been well, but all along the way

 

M l-LRIUN MEETING HOUSE

Then a big white nag came into requisition,

the leader of the band mounted bare back,

and galloped down the snowy road back

to Bird-in-Hand for a bicycle pump. With

a make-shift jack and the unsatisfactory

little pump, the tire was finally restored,

after tedious work on the part of The Expert

and The Inspiration, while the fur-coated

Guest rested upon a snow bank, and The

Photographer secretly welcomed the oppor

tunity to secure emergency-pictures.

Between the Gypsy camp and King-of

Prussia, the worst drifts were encountered.

The narrow roadways of the bleak hill-sides

were literally filled, even with the top of the

fences. Had we met such conditions at the

the machine was retarded by the mud guards

scraping through the solid snow banks on

both sides; and in many cases, while driving

with two wheels as near as possible to one

bank, the wheels on the opposite side were

tearing away the side of the bank and plow

ing through soft snow, while The Expert

manipulated the steering wheel, The Inspira

tion gave his attention to the lever, and

The Guest with the shovel helped the un

daunted Rambler through the most formid

able drifts.

A characteristic feature of this snow-filled

roadway of the King-of-Prussia hills was

the novel arrangement for sidings. We

would notice sleighs in the distance, coming
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FRONT VIEW

We were fighting our way

little by little, through the

solid white wall on one side

of the road, when the first sleigh

disappeared from view, and after

what had probably seemed a long

wait to its occupants, we finally dis

covered the sleigh in a tiny box

siding cut in the drift by the fence

—a drift so high that even the

horses' head was hidden from

END VIEWGENERAL WAYNE INN.

directly towards us down the narrow pass

ageway. While we were wondering how to

avoid disaster—for it would be simply an

impossibility for either the sleigh or the car

to turn out into snow banks four feet or

more in depth—one of the occupants of the

sleigh would jump up, wave his arms fran

tically for a moment in silent appeal, and

then miraculously disappear from sight–

sleigh, occupants, horse and all, as though

dropped through the bottom of the white,

narrow passageway ahead.

At the first experience with these ghost

sleighs, the wonderment remained long un

solved.

drivers along the road until the

siding was reached. It seems that

in ditching out the roads through the drifted

banks along these hills it is customary to

make the passageway exceedingly narrow—

to save unnecessary work—and at regular

intervals between the cross roads, to dig

out narrow box-like sidings, in which vehicles

may pass each other without mishap.

Never was the sight of historic inn more

cordially welcomed than when we surmounted

the last of the King-of-Prussia hills and slowly

pulled down to the hospitable hotel which

has given the name to the little village sur

rounding it. We could sympathize with the

travelers of colonial days who had stopped at

this famous old inn for refreshment and rest

after long, tedious stage coach journeys.

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

THE \VASHINC-TON HOUSE AT VALLEY FORGE

With the Rambler kicking up a thick

white cloud as the back wheels ploughed hub

deep through the soft snow, to the road bed

beneath, in their struggle for traction, our

approach to the hotel called forth all the

guests and the residents of the place. Know

ing the condition of the roads over which

we had passed, even the credulous villagers

found it difiicult to believe our assertion

that we had traveled all the way from Phila

delphia through the blizzard banks of the

Valley Forge hill country.

The ancient hotel, which has been famous

for its hospitality for more than a century,

proved true to its reputation; and the cordial

welcome, the well set table, and the excel

lent cuisine proved doubly welcome after

our cold reception at Bird-in-Hand. The

Photographer returned to Philadelphia by

train, but the remainder of the Ramblers

decided to stay at the hotel over night, and

return on the following day—an arrange

ment welcomed by the residents and guests,

who were eager for details of what appeared

to them most marvellous touring exploits,

when the Rambler met, and conquered, the

blizzard.

If love is life, and hate is death, how can

spite benefit ?—Elbert Hubbard.

ll Pays to Advertise in the Rambler Magazine

The Diamond Rubber Company of Akron,

Ohio, wrote us under date of Iune 24th to

the effect that they had just received an in

quiry from a party in Australia who had

read their advertisement in the Rambler

Magazine in that far off country.

We hope this inquirer will be developed

into a permanent customer, and we join the

Diamond Rubber Co. in asking, “who says

it does not pay to advertise in the Rambler

Magazine.”
 

Automobiles Used for Advertising Purposes

Automobiles are being used for adver

tising purposes. One of the first and the

most enthusiastic of the big firms utilizing

the motor car for publicity is the Moxie

Nerve Food company of New England.

Last year they used a Rambler double cyl

inder touring car, and it covered eight thous

and miles in a year. A dozen have been

bought and put in use since then. Last

week all the Rambler cars of the Moxie tribe

were assembled at Coney Island. The sight

of a great number of these cars bearing the

trade mark of the “Moxie” was a striking

sight to the frequenters of the beach swept

by the ocean breezes who are confronted

with novelties all the time.
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We can help to malce your trip a pleasant one

IF you are going on a tour with your Rambler and will

write us giving the route you will follow and stops you .

intend making, we shall he glad to furnish you with a list of l

names and addresses of our representatives along the way.

ll They are naturally equipped with a fund of lmowledge

concerning short routes, good roads, best hotel accommoda

tions, etc., and will give you this information more readily

and accurately than you could get it from strangers; “We

will also give you Ramhler pins and a letter oi identification

which you can carry with you to serve as an introduction

to our representatives upon whom you call. : I : : :

Thomas B. Jeffery 6'3’ Co., Kenosha, Wis.

 

 

KING-OF-PRUSSIA HOTEL
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Minneapolis Hill Climb

MOTOR WORLD

Fully three thousand enthusiastic specta

tors lined both sides of Riverside Hill, Min

neapolis, Minn., Monday afternoon, June

26, to witness the second annual hill climb

ing contest of the Minneapolis Automobile

Club. Weather conditions were perfect

and no accidents occurred to mar the con

test, which had been postponed from the

previous Saturday on account of rain. The

first car was sent up the hill promptly at 2

o'clock, and before 4:30 each of the thirty

seven contestants had been given a fair trial.

Riverside Hill came up to expectations.

The roadbed was hard and smooth. The

course was two thousand feet, with an aver

age grade of twelve per cent. Considerable

amusement was furnished the spectators by

the Holsman, in the amateur event. This

thing looks more like a shaftless buggy than

an automobile, and when it came to a stand

still half way up the incline a score or more

of the spectators gave it additional power by

goodnaturedly pushing it to the summit.

“Hal” Watson's 60 horsepower F. I. A. T.

made the best time of the climb, in the event

for cars weighing over 2,204 pounds. It

covered the two thousand feet in 0:34.

Stromquist, in a 50 horsepower Thomas,

finished second in this event in 0:374,

scoring the next best time of the meet.

In Class A, for cars weighing from 1,432

to 2,204 pounds, three cars were sent up the

incline. Stromquist, 50 horsepower Thomas,

and Anderson, 40 horsepower Royal, shared

honors for first place, each car covering the

distance in 0.40%. Reynolds, driving a 20

horsepower Buick, finished third, in 0.53%.

H. E. Peure, drove a 20 horsepower Stev

ens-Duryea up for first place in the event for

cars weighing from 851 to 1,432 pounds, his

time being 0:44. F. G. Winston, Jr., 20

horsepower Olds, was second, in 0:48#.

The amateur events were all interesting.

In the class for cars listing under $1,000,

Walter Benz drove a 10 horsepower Ford

for first place, his time being 1:18}. Edward

Clark, driving a 16 horsepower Rambler,

finished first in the event for cars costing

between $1,000 and $1,500. His time was

0:52. E. H. Moulton, Jr., guided Alfred

Pillsbury's 35 horsepower Peerless to victory

in the event for cars costing over $3,700.

The time was 0:414. After that Moulton

drove Frank T. Heffelfinger's car of the

same make and power, finishing third in

0:434. A 35 horsepower Stearns was second

in 0:43. Summaries:

GASOLINE STOCK CARS, COSTING

BETWEEN $1,000 AND $1,500

E. Clark, 16 h.p. Rambler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.52

Bergstrom, 12 h.p. Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:57

Erne Simpson, i'i' p. Marion . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:57

Fred Wellington, 16 h.p. Rambler . . . . . . . . . . 0:57

E. Reynolds, 20 h.p. Buick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:01

£ 16 h.p. Queen . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:01}

# J. Barclay, 16 h.p. Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:03

. Reynolds, 10 h.p. Autocar . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:15k

E. H. Moulton, jr., 12 h.p. Franklin . . . . . . . . . 1:18:

David Thomas, 16 h.p. Rambler . . . . . . . . . . . 1:21

CARS WEIGHING FROM 851 TO 1,432 POUNDS

H. E. Peure. 20 h.p. Stevens-Duryen. . . . . . . . . . 0:44

F. G. Winston, jr., 20 h.p. Olds . . . . . . . . . . . 0:48?

Hilden, 20 h.p. Olds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.51%

# J. Barclay, 16 h.p. Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.54%

ergstrom, 12 h.p. 0.54%

*E. Clark, 16 h.p. Rambler . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:49

*Disqualified because not officially entered.

In the first of these two events, in which the Rambler con

tested with cars of its class, it took first honors. These were

stock cars with full equipment.

Rambler also contested in Professional Class B, and

made a splendid showing by winning 3rd place, which you will

notice was not allowed to go on record, because the car had not

been officially entered. These cars were stripped.

Legal Battle On in Kansas City

MOTOR WORLD

There is war in Kansas City between the

owners of automobiles and the city officials.

The former take exception to the present or

dinances in regard to the numbering of cars

and the licensing of operators, claiming that

they are without authority from the city

charter, and that they are class legislation.

Several arrests have been made by the police

and the motorists have countered by obtain

ing an injunction restraining them from ex

acting any other penalties.

At present the owner and driver of a car

must obtain a state license for it, and pay a

local tax of $5.10, thus securing for himself

the privilege of carrying two numbers on the

machine, and, in addition, he must pass an

examination as to his proficiency in the art

of motor car manipulation and pay the sum

of $1 for a personal license. The injunction

suit is the result of a lengthy crusade which

has been carried on by the Kansas City

Automobile Club. It is understood that no

more arrests will be made until the suit has

come up for trial.

“The simple life and frenzied finance do

not go hand in hand.”

“Neither does a frenzied life and simple

finance.”

Labor for God is vain without love for man.
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An Outing in the Middle of May

A most enjoyable trip was taken one

Sunday in the middle of May by F. D.

Homan, of The Homan & Schulz Co.

New York Rambler agents, accom

panied by a party of friends and rela

tives who occupied three Ramblers.

All the cars were new surreys, Type

One, and presented a fine appearance.

A unique condition was that the

machines were owned and operated by

three brothers. The run was to Ridge

wood, New Jersey, and back, a dis

tance of fifty odd miles, and was fol

lowed without a mishap of any kind.

The day was glorious and the scenery

throughout the country charming with

its green fields and orchards of apple

trees heavily laden with blossoms.

One of the enjoyable features of

the outing was the singing of this

parody on Tammany:

Speeding in our Rambler car,

Like the wind we go,

Passing everything in sight,

Yes; that's really so.

Gliding swiftly onward,

As a bird upon the wing,

There's no mistake about it boys

The Rambler's just the thing

Chorus

Rambler car, Rambler car,

You just ask some New Yorker,

He will tell you its a corker,

Rambler car, Rambler car,

Speeding, speeding, always leading,

With our Rambler car.

lt's no concern to us whatever

Though the roads be rough,

She spins and races right along,

You scarcely hear her puff.

A perfect car in every way,

By every one 'tis said,

We've got them with the side door,

And a canopy over head.

Chorus

Rambler car, Rambler car,

Finest that was ever built,

Never known to skid or tilt

Rambler car, Rambler car,

Speeding, speeding, ever leading,

With our Rambler car.

Up the hill and down again

Without a jolt or jar,

That's the way you find it

Riding in a Rambler car.

Whooping like a band of Indians

You will hear us cry,

If you want a good machine,

The Rambler you must buy.

Chorus

Rambler car, Rambler car,

Riding in a Rambler car,

It's the finest thing, ha, ha;

Rambler car, Rambler car,

Rambler, Rambler, Rambler, Rambler,

In a Rambler car.
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One Word For the Farmers

.\fOTOR AG F.

There is seldom a day passes that does

not record some tale of the meanness of the

farmer and his antipathy toward the auto

mobilist, some of these tales are worthy of

belief and others are not. They come to

Motor Age by the score and doubtless there

are hundreds that are not told. There are

mean farmers and other haters of automo

biles; they are found in all walks of life—

they always have been and they will al

ways be.

Some of the tales reported are such as to

warrant all that has been said against those

who go out of their way to make it uncom

fortable for those driving automobiles.

Motor Age has had its say on such matters,

and it has had its say about reckless scorchers.

But are all farmers as mean as many are

reported to be? Is it always the farmer’s

fault that he is brought up for censure?

In canvassing the matter recently Motor

Age has learned that out of five different

motorists who have toured the entire coun

try only two were found who at any time

had had the least dispute with a resident of

rural districts, and in these two single

cases there is some room for argument as

to whether the automobilist or the farmer

was wrong.

The five agreed that where reasonable

cautiousness had been observed there was

not the slightest criticism oflered against

the automobilist, that a farmer had proved

not only interested in automobiles and auto

mobilists, but had actually gone out of his

way many times to lend helping hands to

unfortunate motorists.

In every case it was found that the motor

ist had made friends with the farmer by

paying him the little courtesy he is in the

  

habit of receiving from those he meets on

the road, whether he knows the passer-by or

not, of a nod and a “good morning” or

“good afternoon.”

It is as much custom to recognize a passer

by on the road in the country as it is to eat,

and when a “city feller” goes along without

paying the least attention to those he meets,

he is immediately put down as a cad. This,

it is found, is as much the cause for the ill

feeling among the country folk as any other

one thing.

Speak to a countryman in meeting him;

stop and chat with him; answer all his ques

tions; talk farm if you can; let him know

you are not a cad and you will have no

trouble with the farmer.

 

 

How Air Co-operates with Gasoline

MOTOR WORLD

Probably few people would be reconciled

to the statement that the so-called gasoline

engine is in reality a hot air engine. Yet it

is quite true that, volumetrically at least, air

plays _a more important part in the action of

the motor than does the fluid from which it

derives its name. For in the average motor,

to every gallon of gasoline used, something

over 1,300 cubic feet of air are utilized, or

nearly 10,000 times the volume of the gaso

line. All of which helps to emphasize the im

portance of little things in this world of ours.

 

Go-As-You-Please Kutomobfle Race

The promotors of the Lewis and Clark Ex

position, being held this summer in Portland,

Oregon, are arranging for a go-as-you-please

automobile race from New York to Portland,

the distance by road being about 5,000 miles.

There are to be no restrictions of any kind,

the only stipulation being that the cars go all

the way under their o\vn power.
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KOREKLYO TAKAHASHI AND PARTY AT LUNCH

The Picnic of Jap Notables

Korekiyo Takahashi, who is a member of these cars were used for the party and a

the Japanese House of Lords, Vice-Governor third to carry supplies for the dinner, which

of the Bank of Japan and Special Financial was provided by the management of the

Commissioner of the Imperial Japanese Holland House.

Government, is in this country to raise a The party was met at Scarborough, New

loan for his government. During his visit York, and the pictures taken shown on this

he has been entertained by President Roose- page.

velt and other officials of our government. At their picnic dinner the party had a

On Sunday, May 9, he and a party of six very jolly time, even Mr. Takahashi taking

Japanese gentlemen took a trip up the his turn at the wheel, and, as it will be seen,

Hudson in Rambler touring cars. Two of the camera caught him in the act.

M. R. T.AK \,H,\SHI A T THE W HELL
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PRIZES

First $25 Second $ 1 5

PRIZES

Third $5

Awarded every month for three best Rambler stories accompanied by

photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing, hunting parties and all

pastimes and occupations in which the Rambler plays an important part.

Fourth of July stories would now be very appropriate

Prizes will be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

being given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs.

Rambler a Great Help to Traveling salesmen

vouxosrowu (omo), VINDICATOR

George F. Gairing has just arrived home

from one of the most hazardous, interesting

and successful automobile journeys that has

yet been undertaken by a local enthusiast.

The trip, unlike most of its kind, was

devoted to business rather than pleasure,

although it had its enjoyable features.

Five months ago Mr. Gairing started from

this city on a tour of Ohio, West Virginia

Pennsylvania and New York. The primary

object was to call on the trade and advertise

Brazilian Blend coffee.

During his five months trip Mr. Gairing

traveled a' distance of over seven thousand‘

miles, and the journey may truthfully be

said to have been one of ups and downs.

Hills of more than three miles in length were

encountered, rains, bad roads, and a driving

snow storm in New York state two weeks

ago were among the unpleasant features of

the joumey. In many of the villages and

hamlets invaded by Mr. Gairing his was the

first automobile the natives had ever seen,

and some of the demonstrations that fol

lowed his coming were not unlike those

attending the arrival of circuses in the aver

age village. People came from great dis

tances to “have a look,” and not a few of

their number followed the newfangled appa

ratus for considerable distances.

No matter where he went Mr. Gairing

said the people were familiar with Youngs

town, and that without exception the city

was spoken of as one of the greatest of the

iron producing centers.

  

One of the greatest difliculties experienced

by Mr. Gairing was in securing gasoline~—

fuel for his auto. As indicated his travels

were confined to the rural districts, villages

and smaller towns, Erie being the largest

city visited, and in most of these the quality

of oil necessary was not kept. However,

he managed matters and notwithstanding

occasional accidents came through the trip

successfully.

You will understand that the estimated

length of the trip, as given by the papers,

does not mean so many miles from home,

but the distance covered in the zigzag from

one place to another and in and about such

places.

He first made a trip of three or four weeks

into south-westem Pennsylvania and north

ern West Virginia, accompanied by an ex

perienced chauffeur. After a week at home,

during which he got his machine in readiness

for a longer journey, he started out through

western Pennsylvania towards New York

state. He would work the country towns

and villages on the way. On reaching a

larger town or city he would use such town

as a center, visiting the stores and adver

tising among the people in that city, and

visiting the smaller towns in that vicinity.

This done he would head towards the next

city, advertising the coffee along the way as

before. In this way he covered a wide path

using Sharon, Greenville, l\Ieadville, Cam

bridge Springs, Union City, Corry and such

towns as the center. After some time in

southern New York he returned through

Pennsylvania via Titusville, Oil City, Frank
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lin, etc., catching the smaller towns in the

same manner as described above. This

trip covered a period of something over four

months, and was made without the assist

ance of a chauffeur. He found it easy to

leam to handle the Rambler, and consequent

ly used that space and salary for carrying

someone who would be of more service to

him in advertising and selling coffee. As

that was his first experience with an auto

mobile a trip of that kind was quite an under

connections, it does awa_v with the hiring

of buggies while in a city, on visiting a

country town you don’t have to return to

the city with the hired buggy and wait for a

train, you simply make a cross cut to _vour

next stopping place. You find stores that

you never heard of before and which _vou

would never find by any other mode of

traveling. The signs on the machine adver

tise the goods along the way, and the fact

that _vou travel in an automobile gives weight

 

MR. GAIRING AND PARTY ADVERTISING BR.»\Z1LI.~\N BI.F..\'D COFFEE WITH AN AUTOMOBILE

taking. As one man expressed it, the

manager of a large local wholesale house,

which house owns two machines of a differ

ent make, “For a green hand to venture on

a trip of that kind, and retum home again

in the same machine, instead of returning

by train, with the machine following by

freight, certainly speaks well for the Ram

bler. I would like to spend my vacation

with you next summer, because it is a satis

faction to be able to'return from an auto

mobile trip without having to resort to car

fare.”

For advertising or for business an auto

mobile is valuable for several reasons: many

towns can be reached which have no railroad

and dignity to the goods. People gather

around the automobile and let you talk to

them about your goods; this could never

happen to a salesman in a buggy, or to the

man lugging a grip. By inviting strangers

to a ride, now and then, you rapidly make

friends and acquaintances among the busi

ness men and the strangers at the hotels.

Another interesting and valuable feature is

the fact that the grocer knows your business

when you enter his store,—the auto has

already told him—_vou don’t have to pull

out a card, and “l am so and so” and wonder

what his answer will be, whether a smile or a

scowl. The name of your article is in his

mind, the home of the article is in his mind,

<<\<J
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and the automobile has got his attention.

No trouble in talking business with him; as

a rule he is anxious to know about the ar

ticle. If at first he is not inclined to buy,

you can prolong the conversation and be

come better acquainted with him by talking

about the automobile and the trip, and thus

swing him around for an order before you

leave the store. While you are in the store

the people gather around the automobile on

the outside. You go out, give them a talk

about what you are selling, follow up this

impression by handing them a fan apiece,

and other advertising matter, and telling

them where you have been in the machine

and where you are going. In this way

customers are already gained for the goods

sold in the store, which is certainly the best

and quickest way of advertising. A written

ad. may be forgotten; the auto will never be.

Our Mr. Gairing is now following up some

of the territory covered on the trip, having

employed demonstrators to serve the coliee

in the stores. He says that everybody asks

him where is the automobile. And the

grocers inform him that often people when

ordering Brazilian Blend, ask for automo

bile coffee.

 

The only living art is the art of living.

"~ \"'§ -‘
'n

Over Hills in the Dark and Rain

with the Rambler

w. J. nowmm

At noon on the last Sunday in April three

of us left Elmira, New York, and drove to

Addison, thirty-two miles, in eighty-four

minutes, where we had dinner, and from

Addison to Hornellsville, thirty-three miles,

in ninety-two minutes; a total of sixty-five

miles in two hours and fifty-six minutes. We

climbed hills on the high speed when I know

many of the three and four thousand dollar

cars would have had to resort to intermediate

gears. I never let the car out, and always

had a good reserve left. We took on more

gasoline and oiled up at Hornellsville, and

stopped for supper at Addison on the return,

and to let a shower pass over. At Corning

we again stopped to get out of the rain.

From there we traveled in pitch dark, and in

a rain which poured when we were a short

way out, and continued until we returned to

Elmira. Of course, we could not make fast

time in the dark, but we did not pull the

clutch the last eighteen miles. The motor

was cool and the radiator had sufiicent

water to make the trip again. We did not

put a drop of water into the tank during the

entire trip. It is said that it was the first

time a trip has been attempted ina halfa day.
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The Automobile and its Various Fields of

Usefulness

To the business man living in the suburbs,

the automobile has become indispensable,

and he would no sooner think of giving it up

than he would his business itself. Probably

no one thing has contributed to the present

trend of the city dweller to seek not only the

suburbs for a home, but even the country

itself, as the automobile. The machines of

the present day are all built on compara

tively simple lines, so that a man, with a little

instruction, can be his own mechanic and do

what little repairing may be necessary.

The automobile has settled down to certain

specified forms, and we see little of the freak

cars of a few years ago. Starting with the

light runabout for general town and country

use, there comes next the light touring car

built_for two persons. Some have a seat to let

clown in front, to accommodate two more.

This car will go any place the larger touring

cars will go, perhaps more. It can turn on

any country road on which a horse and buggy

can be driven. Next, we have the regular

touring tonneau car, with seats for fourpeople.

Fitted with large baskets at the sides, it be

comes the owner’s traveling hotel. In it, he

roams the country at will, seeking the most

beautiful and picturesque spots that are al

ways just away from the railroads, and, were

it not for the automobile, would be seldom

visited. Further up the list, we find the

touring cars that seat five and six. About

the largest car made is the famous “rubber

neck car,” as New Yorkers call it. It

holds about forty-six people, and is used for

personally-conducted tours about New York

City. It is always an interesting sight, even

to the regular inhabitants of the town of sky

scrapers, and he seldom fails to turn and

watch it pass with its jolly crowd of passen

gers. Most of the large parks in the cities

have now a regular line of auto-busses, that

run trips to the various points of interest.

It has been the idea with some of the ultra

rich that a car to be good must be bought

abroad. The falsity of this idea has been

proved by many a long run that has been won

by an American built machine, while the

chaufleur and the owner of the foreign-built

car have spent part of the time lying on their

backs in the road, gazing up into the works

of their vehicle, wondering why the wheels

would not go round. America in this

branch of industry has taken the foremost

place, as she has in so many other lines of

commercial enterprise.

The automobile enthusiast, as a general

thing, seems to delight in taking his machine

into unusual places. Mr. George]. Glidden,

two years ago, rode in one beyond the Arctic

Circle. This was only one of many trips

that he has made since he became interested

in the motor carriage, and he has covered

nearly the entire surface of the globe in his

wanderings. His car is really his home on

wheels. The American continent has been

crossed several times by agents for manufac

turers, and by private owners. When a man

gets the habit of traveling around the earth

in an automobile, it seems impossible to cure

him. He is always looking for new roads to

conquer, and it is the ambition of his life to

be the first to ride into some city in a half

civilized land, or to cross some range of lofty

mountains. The world has already been so

well covered by the motor car, that the man

who now wishes to make a fleeting reputation

in this line, and have his picture published in

the newspapers, has got to do it within a

short time.

In Europe the automobile has been pushed

to the front in many ways that could well be in

itiated here. The fire departments of a num

ber of foreign cities are provided with auto

engines, and auto-hook-and-ladder trucks.

This is a distinct advance on the American

system of rushing heavy horses at top speed

to a fire, dragging a truck weighing several

tons. It has also made a place for itself in

the armies of the Old World—German_v,

France, and Great Britain taking the lead.

The idea was quickly adopted in this country,

and the automobile has given an extensive

trial as a means of conveyance for the signal

corps.

One great fact of interest to all people who

are, or expect to be, owners of an automobile,
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is the cheap cost of running, and there is little

truth in the common joke about the amount

of money spent for parts. The ordinary

machine with a gasoline motor costs less than

a cent a mile to run, and the ordinary tires

will average four thousand miles without

repair. There is no other means of trans

port that can show anywhere like an

equal record. The West has taken hold of

the auto for many purposes, and it can be

seen on some of the large farms as an actual

part of the farm equipment for visiting dis

tant fields, and for the numberless errands

necessary in a day’s work on one of these

great agricultural establishments. It will

probably never entirely displace the horse for

pleasure riding, but it may in a business way.

It will be bought by thousands of people in

moderate circumstances, who could never

afford the prancing steed of flesh and bone

that eats up its own price several times in a

year.

The farmers in some localities, at first had

a prejudice against the automobile that arose

doubtless from having a few chickens decap

itated by some scorching machine, or their

horses frightened by a reckless chauffeur.

This prejudice has about disappeared. The

man who has driven an automobile to any

extent can usually be relied on to be careful

of the rights of the horse, and we hear of few

accidents. The automobile has been a great

friend to the farmer in the impetus given by

it to the good roads movement. No other

one thing has done as much. The various

automobile associations have got together in

their states, and forced legislation for good

roads that could have been accomplished by

no other body of men. There is still much

to be done in this line for the relief of the

agricultural communities, even in the wealthy

Empire State. As an example, the road

which runs from Albany to Utica, through

the beautiful Mohawk valley, has some of the

worst stretches that can be found on any

highway in the country. The farmers and

automobile enthusiasts have got together in

many parts of the country to work for their

common interests, and there is little prospect

that the freak legislation that arose from un

grounded prejudice, will be repeated in the

future. A recent writer on the automobile

states that it will mean the salvation of the

small, country storekeeper, whose business is

at present threatened by the large mail-order

houses in the cities. More people will go

to the country to make their permanent

home, and the country storekeeper will bene -

fit accordingly. This has already happened

in some districts. The terrors of isolation

in the country have begun to vanish for city

people, when neighbors twent_v-five miles

away can be reached in about three-quarters

of an hour. _

The greatest boon of the horseless wagon,

with the exception of its contribution to

pleasure, has been in placing a cheap delivery

wagon within the reach of the small dealer.

For firms that have suburban trade, or for

the dealers in a small town the car is bound

to be indispensable. It is the ideal delivery

wagon and snow or slush, rain or shine, makes

no difference with its ability to get there.

Of course a blizzard will lay it up, but under

ordinary circumstances it will do all that can

reasonably be required of it. Many large

trucking firms have adopted the auto-truck,

and it is merely a forerunner of the day when

all of the transportation about our cities will

be done by this type of vehicle. In the

Middle States, the electric express wagon has

become very popular. At the present time

gasoline is in the lead for furnishing motive

power, for, while the electric car is very easy

to manage, it has the great drawback of being

dependent on a charging station.

 

How to Correctly Use a File

The excruciating noises produced by vig

orous filing across the edge of a piece of

sheet metal may be avoided by filing along

the edge, or across at a slight angle, instead

of direct_ly across. Also, if the work can

be held in the vise, keep the edges to be filed

as close to the jaws as possible. By careful

management the noise can be reduced to

almost nothing. Even if you don’t object to

the nerve-racking screeching, you can do

better work by following the foregoing direc

tions. A screeching file does not cut fast or

smooth as a quiet one.

 

If at first you don’t succeed, don’t count it

the first time

Energy usuallybrings success and success

invariably brings energy.

“I don’t put much faith in proverbs,” said

Turner to Speeder. “For instance, look at the

oft-quoted one, ‘A friend in need is a friend

indeed.’ Now most of my experience with

friends in need has been that they wanted to

borrow. Give me the friends that are not in

need.”
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Motorphobial Legislation

By G. W. Bennett, Chairman of Legal Committee of

National Association of Automobileh/lanufaclurers.

Legislation, like religion, travels in

waves, and it is a safe assertion that no

greater or more unreasonable wave has

been in evidence in many years than is

now visible relative to automobile legis

lation. Forgetting or overlooking entire

ly the inherent right of every individual

to use the highways, restrictive laws,

sweeping in their premises, unjust in

their construction and partisan in their

administration have been passed by nearly

every state in this great country. Most

of them have been enacted without cause,

the enactors evidently being in the zone

of the wave first referred to. Others

have been called into existence perhaps

by the abuse of the privileges of the

highway by professional chauffeurs and

unreasoning, unreasonable operators.

That there should be a remedy for the

latter condition cannot be questioned,

and although the law in its present state

provides that remedy and makes the

punishment fit the crime, it fails alto

gether to provide means to catch the

otfender.

Under the constitution and laws of the

United States every individual has an

inalienable right to use the highways in

any manner that may seem fit to him,

providing that manner is not injurious,

objectionable or dangerous to his fellow

citizens and their belongings. If a user

of the highway by his carelessness causes

damage to his neighbor or his neighbor’s

property, he is amenable to the law

and can be made to suffer and com

pensate for the damage done. An_v

further law, therefore, providing for

such a course in connection with

automobiles, is repetition and super

fluous. When, however, equal rights

to the highway are granted to all individ

uals, the existence of the automobile

was not foreseen, and its arrival brought

conditions and complications that could

only be met by special legislation. Be

fore its advent, if one person injured

another on the highway he could under

ordinary conditions be caught and held

until the arrival of the police or other

authority. So also could the average

horse when attached to a buggy or car

riage, but the automobile, with its ability

to make from twenty-five to sixty miles

an hour, is not so easily caught or held,

nor can it be so readily identified,

since there are hundreds, perhaps thous

ands, of the same make all looking ex

actly alike. This condition therefore ex

isting, and numerous accidents resulting,

special measures were necessary to cope

with it.

While the law gives the individual an

incontrovertible right to the road, the

law also gives to the police force the

right and power to regulate the actions

of that individual so far as it concerns

his fellows upon that highway, and it is

upon that basis, and that basis alone,

that any legislation in connection with

the driving of automobiles upon the

public highway can be considered. There

is no more reason for licensing an opera

tor of an automobile than for licensing

the driver of a horse and buggy; in fact

there is less, for the percentage of auto

mobiles that get beyond the control of

their operators is infinitesimal as com

pared to the number of horses that be

have in a like manner.

The matter was brought before the

Executive Committee of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers

some six months ago by the writer, and

a committee appointed to investigate and

report upon it. That committee was

unanimously in favor of testing the ques

tion and carrying it through if necessary

to the court of last resort, the Supreme

Court of the United States. The law

works somewhat slowly, and it was not

until Tuesday, ]uly 6th, that the arrest

was made on which to base the test case.

For various reasons it was decided to

make the test in ]ersey City, New ]erse_v.

The victim selected crossed the ferr_v

from New York, and in accordance with

pre-arranged plans was immediately ar

rested, taken before the justice‘s court

and fined $10.00. The attorney of the

National Association collaborated with

the district attorney on the points raised,

and in preparing the indictment, covered

all the doubtful legal points, so that it is

hoped every phase of the matter will be

discussed and settled and no loop hole

will be left for further legislation of an_v

description.

Continued in August issue.

.___ ___ --..—-4
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Brakes and Bearings

Give brakes some attention when going

over a car, and in effecting any adjustments

thereof be careful to take up equally on each

side, or the car will swerve when they are

applied, but if you have some compensating

device this precaution is unnecessary. The

wheels should be separately jacked up, and

if showing signs of shake in the bearings

should be adjusted, but always leaving just

a trifle of play. The axle caps should be

filled with grease before screwing on. By

giving the wheel a spin, the presence of a

broken ball may be detected, and, if found,

removed and replaced by one of exactly the

same size. If it is impossible to procure one

which your callipers assure you is the same

as the others, it is far better to leave one out

than put in a larger one, though a smaller

would not so much matter. When replac

ing the gear box, you should adjust the

countershaft brake, and, if necessary, re

place the lining of the band. Belting

answers admirably for the purpose, and is

easily obtained. It is equally useful for

the rear band brakes, though it does not

last for a long period, owing to the wet and

dust in that position.

 

Placing the Ground Wue Properly

\\'hen the ground wire is connected to

the frame at some distance from the contact

maker, the engine very often appears to be

sluggish in action, and does not develop its

best power. This is the result of the voltage

of the battery having too low a pressure to

overcome the many more or less clean

metallic connections existing between the

ground wire and its final contact to com

plete the primary circuit. Although the re

sistance is small when the parts are first put

in place, oil and dirt work in and increase

the resistance to the passage of the current

after being in use for some time. There

fore the ground wire should be connected to

some part of the motor near to the contact

maker, so that the current has to pass

through the smallest number of joints.

The battery will then give a hot, efficient

spark at the sparking plug, even when al

most down to 3.8 volts, and a marked im

provement in the speed and power devel

oped by the engine will be at once noticed.

Care should be taken that the wire connec

tion is made quite tight, or misfiring is cer

tain to take place, the sparking plug often

being blamed for this when it is faultless.

Grinding in Valves

In grinding in valves it is most essential

that there should be a bearing on every part

of the seat, but there should be an unbroken

circle of contact, with no doubtful spots.

The closer the bearing is to the inside the

better the valve will retain the charge.

Do not forget that after a valve has been

ground several times the stem is, in effect,

lengthened and the lift of the valve is cor

respondingly increased so that the valve may

be prevented from closing tightly, because

the stem is held up by the lifter. If this is

the case, grind a very small amount off the

end of the stem so the valve will come to

its seat solidly.

Chamois Skin Strainers

A correspondent sends this tip for the

straining of gasoline before putting it into

the tank. He says: “I have found the

best quality (jewelers’) chamois skin makes

a most excellent medium for straining gaso

line. The chamois stops dirt, fluff, and

water so far as my limited experience shows,

and if the opening of the funnel is eight

inches in diameter, so that a good-sized

piece of skin may be used, it does not mater

ially delay the filling of the tank.

 

The Use of Brakes

When driving over greasy or slippery roads,

use the brakes as little as possible. If they

are applied suddenly the car is likely to skid

and turn round. The best thing to do when

skidding commences is to disengage the

clutch, slow down the engine, and manipulate

the steering wheel until the car is going

straight, then accelerate engine, and let the

clutch in very gently.

 

Examine Your Machine Carefully

If there is anything wrong with the ma

chine, don’t start in and adjust everything in

sight in the hope of accidentally hitting the

nail on the head. Examine carefully to find

the cause of the difliculty, and do not make

any alteration unless you know why you are

doing it.

 

If you have enjoyed this issue, ask your

self if you have planned to contribute to the

pleasure of others in the issues to follow.

 

\Vork is the only coin that buys wisdom.
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F you have a friend who is contemplating the pur

chase of an automobile, don't hesitate to tell him

about the Rambler. (l[,Send us his name and address.

We will be glad to furnish him with Rambler literature

and put him in touch with our nearest representative

who will also extend him special attention in the way

of road demonstration, and instruction in the use of

our car, that will help him to judge of its merits in

comparison with other makes.

One Lie Necessitates Others

Thomas A. Edison, with a party of friends,

was going through one of the great Kentucky

caves, and the guide was extremely anxious

to explain everything to his distinguished

guest.

When the party reached the “petrified

room” the guide said: “That rock that you

see there hanging in the air started to fall,

but it never reached the ground and remained

petrified suspended in the air.”

“Yes. but — —” began Mr. Edison.

“And you see that bird over there,” con

tinued the guide; “it flew in here one day

and stopped right there in mid-air petrified.”

“But, my friend,” interrupted the great

inventor, “the bird and the stone would have

to fall to the ground by the very law of gravi

tation.”

For a moment the guide was nonplused.

Quickly rallying, however, he said to Mr.

Edison:

“But you don’t understand, Mr Edison;

in this cave the law of gravitation is pertified,

too.”

 

Life is, for most people, a continuous pro

cess of getting used to things like the auto

mobile which they haven’t been expecting.

 

Soft soap usually has much lye in it.

 

He Talked Too Much

“Is it true about Reuben gettin’ swindled

in a horse trade?”

“Well, he says so.”

“He’s a dam fool not to keep quiet, then.

How does he expect to work off the horse?”

 

A Curt Reply

One morning a New York banker stepped

into the ofiice and most eflusively greeted

his bookkeeper, who had entered his service

just twenty-five years before, at the same time

handing him a closed envelope with the re

mark—“This is to serve you as a memento of

the present occasion.”

The grateful recipient did not venture at

first to open the envelope until encouraged

to do so by a nod and smile from his employer.

And what do you think it contained? The

banker’s photograph—that, and nothing

more.

The bookkeeper was dumb for the moment.

“Well, what do you think of it ?” his employer

inquired.

“It’s just like you,” was the reply.

 

Ernestine—What do you mean by coming

to see me in automobile goggles?

Jack—Sh! Your father told me never to

show my face around here again.
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Went One Better

Two candidates for office were stumping

the state, and in one town their appearance

was almost simultaneous. The candidate

last arriving stopped at a house for a drink

of water. To the little girl who gave him the

desired draught he offered in recompense

some candy, and said, “Did the man ahead

of me give you anything?”

“Oh, yes sir,” she replied, “he gave me

candy.”

“Ah!” exclaimed the candidate, “here's 5

cents for you. I don’t suppose he gave you

any money?”

“Yes, he did. He gave me ten cents!”

Not to be outdone the candidate gave the

little one another nickel and picking her up

in his arms, kissed her.

“Did he kiss you, too?” he asked, genially.

“Indeed he did, sir,” she responded; “and

he kissed ma, too.”

Seeing is Believing

An old preacher once told some boys of a

bible lesson he was going to read in the morn

ing. The boys, finding the place, glued to

gether the connecting pages. The next

morning he read on the bottom of one page:

“When Noah was one hundred and twenty

years old he took unto himself a wife, who

was’’ – then turning the page – “one hun

dred and forty cubits long, forty cubits wide,

built of gopherwood, and covered with pitch

inside and out.” He was naturally puzzled

at this. He verified it by reading it again,

and then said: “My friends, this is the first

time I ever met this in the Bible, but I accept

it as an evidence of the assertion that woman

is fearfully and wonderfully made.”

Wanted Her Share of Credit

A little girl in Brooklyn was discovered by

her mother engaged in a spirited personal

encounter with another little girl of her own

age. Both combatants showed signs of the

encounter.

The mother took her daughter into the

house, and talked to her regarding the awful

ness of her conduct. “Don’t you know such

conduct is wrong?” asked the mother. “It

was Satan that urged you to fight.”

“Well,” said the little girl, “maybe he told

me to pull her hair, but I thought of kicking

her shins myself.”

Throwing sand in anothers' eye is no proof

of your own grit.

Behind a Fellow's Back

“Mamma won’t you please tell me a fairy

story before I go to bed.”

“No, my child. Your father will soon

come home and tell us both one.”

A wealthy New York syndicate decided

not long ago to try to purchase the New York

Herald. So this cablegram was dispatched

to James Gordon Bennett in Paris:

“What is your lowest selling price for

‘Herald’?”

Promptly came the answer: “Daily, three

cents; Sunday, five cents. Bennett.”

PUCK

Jerold—I can’t get any speed out of that

auto you sold me. You told me you had

been arrested six times in it.

Hobart—So I was, old chap. For ob

structing the highway.

Fortunate Indeed

An old darky was taken ill, says the New

York Times, and called in a physician of his

own race. After a time, as there was no signs

of improvement, he asked for a white doctor.

Soon after arriving, Doctor felt the

old man's pulse, and then examined his

tongue.

“Did your other doctor take your tempera

ture?” he asked.

“I don't know, boss” replied the sick

negro. “I hain't missed anything but my

watch as yit.”

Beneath this mound lies all we found

Of little Johnny Green.

He filled one night, by candlelight,

A tank of gasoline.
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The pleasure of the ride

depends upon the tires

G. & J. Tires

Resilient, Comfortable

Durable

G&J Inn‘; C0.
INDIANAPOLIS

Cleveland Detroit
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Surveying Highways With a Rambler

BY CHARLES FULLER GATES, HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER,

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

UT here in southern

California we have

established the

block system of

marking off the

main roads. This

plan was invented

by a California man

by the name of

Bancroft, and is so

practical that every

farm house and

landmark can be

found as easily as

a store or residence

in a well laid out

city. At the end of each mile is a cement

block stone giving in figures sunk into the

stone and five inches high, the number of miles

from the courthouse, and below this the

number of blocks and the name of the road.

There are ten blocks to the mile, but twenty

numbers, thus each 528 feet on the right

AMONG THE WILD MUSTARD EIGHT FEET HIGH

Ninth Month

hand side of road going away from a court

house town have even numbers and the same

block on the left hand an odd number. By

dividing each block into 20 feet frontage,

and using the letters of the alphabet for each

20 feet, the smallest frontage at any point

on a country road can be located.

The Highway Commission of Los Angeles

county has until this spring surveyed the

roads with a hundred feet long surveyor's

chain, a crew of three men being required

to do the work and an average of not over

five miles a day being the result. The cost

was over three dollars per mile. The past

winter it was decided to use an automobile

with some reliable odometer and thus save

time and expense in this big work.

ON SAN FERNANDE ROAD. RAMBLER IN THE FORE

GROUND AFTER TWENTY THOUSAND MILES OF HARD

USAGE, IS STILL GIVING EXCELLENT SERVICE

Copyright, 1905, by Thomas B. Jeffery & Company
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Is a clean cut twelve feet wide and 70 feet deep, through solid

rock. In the last quarter mile leading to the pass the average

grade is thirty per cent with places here and there that are

fully fifty-five per cent.

A 1904 Rambler, with tent, camp outfit, extra tires, canopy

top and six persons on board, went up this hill and through the

pass with ease, stopping only at the summit for us to take this

photo. We have seen big cars, with only the driver aboard and

the rest of the passengers pushing, have trouble on this hill.

Note small bush, right hand further side. Gen. Fremont cut

that deep in half century, the balance has been cut since.

This is the worst pass in California.

A regular model 1905 Rambler was chosen

as that car has power enough to go over all

kinds of roads and room enough to carry a

stock of surveyor's stakes, three members of

SETTING A STAKE TWENTY-FIVE MILES NORTH OF LOS

ANGELES, IN CALABASUS COUNTY, AMONG THE

MOUNTAINS

W. K. Cowan is at the whecl.

both sides of the road.

Note the mustard growing on

the Highway Commission, camera, driver,

etc., as well as speed to get over any kind of a

road at a good gait.

The Jones Odometer-Speedometer was

chosen to register the distance. Mr. Jones

visited Los Angeles about the time the

Highway Commission was making their de

cision and was therefore able to measure the

tire on the Rambler machine chosen and fit

on an Odometer, the accuracy of which he

could guarantee.

The accompanying photographs taken by

the writer will give an idea of the work.

NEAR OLD BONEY MOUNTAIN

A new bridge was being built here making it necessary for us

to ford the stream, but our Rambler went through it and up

the forty five per cent grade with all hands on board. Thi

bridge is thirty four miles from Los Angeles.

While one man drove a stake, I would note

down the location and figures and away we

would go, only slowing down when the tenth

of a mile figure was about to show up on the

dial, to complete the next mile. Thus we

were able to measure the distance, set the

stakes and record field notes at an average

of ten miles an hour, and sometimes we even

averaged the surprising speed of twenty

miles an hour.

In addition to the mile posts of cement,

odometer readings are taken for sign boards

at each side and cross road, fork and lane,

rivers, landmarks, postoffices and points

where sign boards are to go, with proper

data so that the county can put up sign

boards by the hundred. These sign boards

are of boiler plate, the words and figures

being made up of holes drilled or punched

M.R. (, ATES 1)RIVING FOUR MILE STAKE ON THE ROAD

FROM 1.0S ANGEL ES TO SANTA BARBARA.

His Rambler stands in the background
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in the boiler plate. They are mounted on

two inch gas pipe, 10 feet high, the bottom

of pipe being set in cement.

Out here in California there is somuch

travel across country that ordinary sign

boards soon disappear, likewise surveyor’s

stakes, thus all our work has to be done

twice, once with the stakes and then near

the stakes, on trees, fences and rocks, or

other points that cannot be destroyed by

campers or lawless travelers, and yet all

this work has been done at an average of

ten miles an hour, thanks to the speed of

the Rambler and the ease with which it

lends itself to this special work.

 

Braggards are always laggards.

An automobile levels all cranks.

Wild Riding Wins Record

l~‘R1-LD .\. JACOBS, LOS AN(‘-ELES SUNDAY TIMES

HANKS part

ly to good

luck, partly

togood man

agement, we suc

ceeded in our mis

sion, and broke the

Los Angeles-San

Francisco record by

some six hours with

out serious mishap

of any kind, after a

trip quite as enjoy

able as any such

high-pressure stunt

can be.

When we received

The Times letter,

we felt confident

that we would be

able to deliver it

to the editor of the

San Francisco

Chronicle within

the time mentioned,

and although suc

cessful delivery

within the thirty-six hours meant reduc

tion of the existing Los Angeles-San

Francisco record by nearly two hours

we inwardly promised ourselves that we

would be at our journey’s end a long time

before our schedule expired.

 

FRED A. JACOBS AND PARTY ARRIVING AT SAN 1"R.-'\N

CISCO AF'l‘l'IR BREAKING RECORD

Fitting Valve Spring

AUTOMOBILE TOPICS

Who has not tried to fit a new spring to

the valve of his engine, and remembered the

experience forever—unless some kind friend

has previously given him this tip, which is

within the knowledge of most practical mo

torists:

Take the valve spring and compress it to

the utmost degree; pass a piece of thin string

or copper wire through the center, and tie it

up tightly, so as to keep the spring in its

compressed state. After securing it in one

place it is well to tie it down on the opposite

side, for reasons which will demonstrate

themselves. The spring being placed in

position, the string or wire is cut, and the

tension released to enable the spring to per

form its proper duties.

The route that

we had selected

was the one known

as the coast route.

It took us over

weary stretches of

sand, over numer

ous mountain ran

ges, and immense

tracts of grazing

lands, where the

road was almost

indiscernable, so

little was it traveled.

Few people can

realize the magni

tude of the task we

were undertaking,

especially the tra

versing of two hun

dred miles of moun

tains so rough and

uninviting that un

til within the past

few years even the

railroads have failed

to penetrate their solitudes. It was a trip

calculated in every way to test the strength

of the tourists and the reliability of the

machine. The drivers knew that un

usual care must be exercised in skim

ming along the cliffs overlooking the sea

., ' Zslk‘

ii"_ \..
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and in winding through the tortuous roads

of the mountain passes where a misdirect

ed twist of the wheel would spill us over

the brink into canons hundreds of feet

below. An apropos witticism was that

made by one of the party who, as we were

nearing Gaviota, crawling along a cliff

overlooking the sea, cautioned the driver,

saying he did not care to be killed and

drowned at the same time.

The Start

We began our journey at daybreak.

There were two reasons for that. First,

we desired as many hours of daylight as

possible, and, second, we wanted to get over

the Conejo and Casitas grades before

the teams commenced their daily tasks.

From The Times oflice, we spun out

Broadway, through the tunnel and

headed for Hollywood. Somehow we

lost our bearings and found ourselves in

a grain field adjacent to a farm house.

Waiving ceremony, we roused the sleep

ing occupants, secured proper directions,

and were again on the road without seri

ous loss of time. Through Hollywood,

Calabasas and Newbury Park, over the

Conejo grade we whisked along undis

turbed; so early was the hour that not a

sound was heard except an occasional

bark of a watchful dog and the humming

of our engine. Mile and mile was reeled

off without incident, and we reached

Ventura shortly before nine. After a few

minutes’ stop for gasoline, and time

enough to take a snapshot at the old mis

sion, we were on our way to our next

station, Santa Barbara. Our route took

us over the Casitas passes, both east and

west, through Carpinteria, Summerland

and Montecito. We rolled up in front of

the automobile garage at just 10:30, two

hours ahead of our schedule. Though

we were scheduled to remain here an

hour, we had replenished our gasoline

and water tanks, eaten our lunch and

were ready to go within thirty minutes.

The next relay of thirty-five miles. ex

tending to Gaviota, was the most diflicult

as well as the most beautiful stretch of

road that we encountered. Owing to

the undulating character of the road

along the ocean, caused by numerous

creeks wending their way into the sea,

we had to pick our way very cautiously,

using our slow speed much of the time.

Though we were two hours and thirty

minutes in traveling the thirty-five miles,

we gained another half hour, as we had

allotted ourselves three hours for this al

most prohibitive road. I said that this

was the most beautiful part of our route.

It would be hard to conceive of a more

beautiful panorama than the vast ex

panse of water lying at the base of the

cliffs between Santa Barbara and Gavi

ota. Though we were applying ourselves

to our utmost, we could not help

turning our eyes seaward in search of

sails. At Gaviota the road leaves the

ocean and turns inland toward the Santa

Maria Valley, which it reaches through

the Gaviota Pass. Uninterruptedly we

continued our way to Santa Maria, stop

ping at Los Olivas only for a moment,

and as we halted our machine in front

of the hotel at Santa Maria, we were

three hours ahead of our schedule, and

had put two hundred miles between us

and Los Angeles. As we had traveled

the most diflicult grades and come over

the worst portion of our road, we felt that

we had the record within our grasp.

  

more Iv urr. v-. 9. nus

TROUT FISHING IN BIG ROCK CREEK, ONE HUNDRED MILES NORTH OF l.OS A.\Tl‘-El.F.S
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To San Luis

Eating a hurried supper, we started

without delay for San Luis, where we

had been told that we were to be stopped

by the police. The tale proved to be

without foundation, as the marshal him

self met us upon arrival and assured us

of the hospitality of the city. Here we

changed our guides, and began the climb

over the Cuesta grade. Two hours

brought us to Paso Robles, where we

  

MR. JACOBS AND PARTY ENROUTE—LOS ANGELES TO SAN FRANCISCO

donned our heavy overcoats and pre

pared for the all-night run. Here again

we changed guides for the last time.

Leaving Paso Robles, we decided to

abandon our schedule, and ford the river

below Bradley, thus cutting off the longer

trip through the Indian Valley. If suc

cessful, it meant a further reduction of

our record, and if not—well never mind

——we were successful. Leaving Bradley

we wended our way toward ]olon. Of

course, no well-regulated trip would be

complete without being lost, so we select

ed this country in which to lose ourselves.

From Bradley to ]olon is twenty-eight

miles, and when about half the distance

had been traversed, our guide calmly in

formed us that he was uncertain as to

our whereabouts.

Lost and Found

Consulting our map, we found that

our route lay to the northwest. We had

no mark to go by until some of the party

suggested the north star, which we found,

and for half an hour we traveled with

two guides, one in the machine and one

in the sky. Turning at a crossroad. we

came to a schoolhouse and a town hall,

which, when our map was consulted,

showed us to be half a mile off in our

bearings. As the editor of the Chronicle

had warned me about this section, hav

ing been lost five hours himself, we felt

grateful that it had not been worse.

Perhaps if he had used

his college astronomy, he

would have fared better.

From Jolon we could not

miss the road, the mach

ine was workingperfectly,

tires in as good shape as

ever, and the record was

certain to be ours. Mile

after mile we put behind

us until at 6 o’clock, after

a quick meal at Salinas.

we began to feel that \\'c

were almost home. From

Salinas we rushed on

through the luxurious

Santa Clara Valley, pass

ing town after town with

out stopping, and arrived

at the Oakland Ferry in

time to catch the ll

o’clock ferryboat. Upon

our arrival in San Francisco, we hurried

up Market street, and delivered the

Times’ message to the Chronicle at 11:35,

just 31 hours and 35 minutes after re

ceiving it in Los Angeles.

Our journey had been without mishaps

of any kind. We had not violated the

speed ordinances of the state of Cali

fornia, but by continuous, steady going

we had reduced the record by over six

hours.

Queen of England an Automobilist

It is reported that the queen of England

has become a scorcher, although she started

automobiling quite recently. She is reported

to have ordered a powerful machine for her

personal use and will go touring during the

summer months.

 

A yacht may run about all day

Upon all kinds of tacks;

And that’s a rare accomplishment

That every auto lacks.
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A Trip of Four People in a Model E. Rambler

W. R. CARPER

On October 23, 1904, a party of four of us

left Mount Pleasant, Iowa, for Bushnell,

Macomb and other nearby points in Illinois,

in the little Model E built for two people, but

by a dos-a-dos seat converted into a machine

for four grown people. People laughed at

us and said the machine would never carry

us through without a break-down, and we

would come back on the train, but I had

much faith in a Rambler car, and candidly

say, in all my journeys I had no cause to

doubt it once.

Our first town was New London, nine

miles away, and we reached there in about

thirty minutes. From there we ran at about

this rate on to Burlington, going through

Danville, Middletown and West Burlington

in about an hour and a half, a distance of

about thirty miles. After getting our dinner

we inquired about the ferry boat, but to our

sorrow we learned that it was not running,

and we were compelled to find a steam boat

to take us across the Mississippi River. Of

course it took some time to get the boat ready

and there was only a small place on the boat

for the car, but by finding some planks we

succeeded in getting the car on the boat

and made our way across the river, landing

on the Illinois shore alright. After leaving

the river we encountered some very bad roads

in the low land along the river for a short dist

ance, and went through mud nearly hub deep.

After passing through these swampy places

we then encountered the sand which was all

depths. We would have run through this if

we had not missed our road and got lost, and

finally ended up in a corn field where there

was no road at all, and no one seemed able to

tell us about the best road to the bluff. Of

course we turned back and tried another road

which led us out. In that time we had run

about ten or twelve miles in heavy sand, and

the engine was very warm, but as soon as we

reached the bluff we filled the tank with cool

water and then we were ready to run on. We

ran to Bushnell that night, a distance of about

seventy-five miles, I should say. We did

some very good running as we made one

stretch of twenty-six miles in an hour, and

even stopped the car. I was greatly sur

prised myself at the great work the car did

after the hard going in sand and mud, with

many washed out roads. The next morning

we visited other small towns near there, and

found the car worked like a demon. That

night we ran down to Macomb, Illinois, a

distance of sixteen miles, and retired the same

evening without a single accident.

The next was a beautiful fall day, and we

started home. We were told to cross the

river at Fort Madison, going home, for we

would find less sand, and the bridge was far

better than an old steam boat in crossing the

Father of Waters. We went to Fort Madison

from Bushnell by the way of Good Hope,
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Blandinsville and La Harpe to Pontoosuc,

and from there down the mighty river to Fort

Madison. The scenery down the bank of

the river was beautiful, and what sand we

encountered we went through on high speed,

as the machine seemed to be fifteen horse

power instead of seven and a half. Just be

fore we came to Pontoosuc we crossed or

forded a small stream three times, which was

at places, nearly hub deep, with a very abrupt

bank, but we were never compelled to unload

a single time. The way the machine pulled

up this place was certainly a surprise to me,

as I did not expect it to do this with four

people. When we arrived at Fort Madison

we visited there a while that afternoon, so

while in the city we had one of the fenders on

the car mended, which had been broken off

by the terribly rough roads at some places.

From here we returned to Mount Pleasant by

way of Denmark, and arrived there in good

condition, to the surprise of our friends.

After relating some funny incidents of our

journey we had supper. Then, leaving two

of our number in the city, we started for

Merrimac at a rapid pace, and arrived there

in good time without a break in all the journey.

THIRD ANNUAL PARADE OF THE LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, AUTOMOBILE CLUB, JUNE ELEVENTH.

WILL GRAY AND FRIENDS IN THEIR MODEL H RAMBLER “IDOGo".

Minneapolis Plans Good Roads Campaign
MOTOR WORLD

In connection with the arousal of interest

in matters pertaining to the automobile in

Minneapolis, Minn., the local club is plan

ning a good roads campaign. A fund is be

ing raised for the purpose, and active work

will soon be commenced along this line.

The subscription was started with a dona

tion of $500.

For a period of sixty days beginning July

1, the automobilists of San Francisco are to be

allowed the use of additional drives through

Golden Gate Park. All motorists should

comply strictly to the State Automobile Law,

and the regulations governing the operation

of the horseless carriages on the park roads,

in order that no trouble will occur during

this probationary period. – San Francisco

News Letter. -

I could suggest many problems which the

automobile would solve. Suffice it to say

that yesterday the automobile was the play

thing of few. Today it is the servant of

many, and tomorrow it will be the necessity

of humanity.—Courtesy Town and Country.

MR. AND MRS.

- –=
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Common Sense Justice

Up in Connecticut they have at least

one discriminating justice, in the person

of Nicholas C. Downs, of Stamford, as

is evidenced by his decision, just handed

down, in the case of Harry P. Stevens,

who was arrested charged with driving

his car through the outskirts of Stamford

faster than the law allows—twelve miles

an hour.

At the trial Stevens declared that he

did not disobey the law intentionally,

and as the Connecticut jurist considers

that cases should be decided on the law

and evidence, and not on the general

principle that “the automobile is a danger

to be suppressed,” the defendant received

the minimum penalty, a fine of one dollar.

In the decision Judge Downs says that

the claim that the construction of the

Connecticut statute, and the method of

its enforcement in Stamford, had resulted

in unnecessary interference with tourists

led him to give the whole subject careful

study. He says:

“To attempt to run a vehicle through

a crowded thoroughfare at even a lower

rate of speed than the minimum pre

scribed by the statute, if because of the

conditions existing at the moment such

attempt endangers life, limb or property,

is a violation of the statute, and may be

a more serious violation than to run at a

rate of speed exceeding the statutory

limits along a road which the driver can

plainly see is free from travellers or in

tersecting streets as to preclude the pos

sibility of a collision. The latter case

presents a mere technical offense, while

in the former there would be a disregard

of the rights of others which would con

stitute a wrong per se.”

The decision says that the statute is a

salutary one, but its enforcement should

be marked by the exercise of good sense.

“The automobile,” continues the judge,

“like many other inovations upon estab

lished methods or conditions, has many

opponents. The trolley car was at one

time quite generally regarded as an un

warranted encroachment upon the rights

of the public in the highway, but its

great utility has gradually induced a

change in the sentiment which once ex

isted against it.”

Auto goggles alter faces.

Johnstown Automobile Club Soon to be

Chartered

DAILY TRIBUNE, JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Rumors galore which have been floating

about the streets for a week or more of the

proposed establishment of an up-to-date

garage for the accommodation of Johns

town's flourishing company of automobilists

were crystallized today by the announce

ment that within a week or two applications

will be made for a charter for the Johnstown

Automobile Company, to be capitalized at

$10,000. The gentlemen principally inter

ested are Morris Nathan, the Main Street

merchant; Conrad Ruckser, one of Mr.

Nathan's employees, and Frank B. Cook,

who is to be manager of the garage.

Although no site has been definitely selected

for the “horseless livery,” Mr. Nathan

stated today that he and his associates had

in view one of the best locations for the pur

pose in the city, and that arrangements for

its use would be completed within a few

days.

In addition to a regular garage business,

the new concern will act as agent for a

number of good makers, including the

Thomas B. Jeffery Company, of Kenosha,

Wis., manufacturers of the well-known

Rambler models. The Rambler factory is

one of the largest in the country, having a

reputed capacity of one machine every nine

teen minutes. Mr. Nathan said today that

the Johnstown Company would deal only

with manufacturers, avoiding entirely trans

actions through jobbers or middlemen of

any kind.

How to Protect Bright Parts

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

When a car has to be driven through the

rain a lot of subsequent work and worry can

be avoided if all bright parts are given a

coat of vaseline or similar moisture-resisting

substance. With such a coating there is no

necessity for wiping down and polishing

all of the bright parts the moment you reach

home, since the grease prevents the rain

from spotting and tarnishing the metal work,

while it may be readily removed at any

time. Should any plated parts become

tarnished they may be restored to their

previous brightness by the use of any good

polishing paste and a little liquid ammonia.

The auto makes the world go round.



Pablo-Atlantic Beach Automobile Races

Witnessed by Five Thousand People. Race Meet Was Great Success in Every Particular

Rambler vs. Cadillac

FLORIDA TIMES UNION

UTOMOBILE racing on the Pab

lo-Atlantic beach was an unquali

fied success, and the prospects for

a great midwinter race meet next

January received an impetus that is

bound to result in success.

To the Jacksonville Automobile and

Motorboat Club belongs all of the credit

and glory for pulling off a most success

ful race meet and demonstrating to the

world that at the very doors of Jackson

ville is the most magnificent natural race

course in the world.

Between five thousand and six thou

sand people visited Pablo Beach and

Atlantic Beach yesterday and witnessed

the races. From early in the morning

until after dark last night every train to

the beaches was crowded to its fullest

capacity with people who believe that

the Glorious Fourth cannot be properly

observed without a trip to the seashore.

Besides the automobile races, there was

MR. GILBERT AND RAMBLER WITH WHICH HE WON THE RACE

music and dancing in the pavilion, horse

racing on the beach, the finest kind of

surf bathing, clam chowder, fish chowder

and all kinds of good things to eat, and

drinkables ranging from circus lemonade

to Georgia mountain dew, and genuine

fighting dew at that.

A splendid sea breeze prevailed nearly

all day, and was greatly enjoyed by the

throng of visitors. Good order prevailed

as a rule, although there were a few mix

ups towards evening, but they did not

amount to much, and no one was seri

ously hurt.

Good Racing Given

The great feature of the day was, of

course, the automobile race meet. While

there were not as many separate entries

as wished for, the meet was a good one,

and it is possible that the club will ar

range for another before the great mid

winter meet next January, which is to be

run on the same course.
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There were eight events on the official

programme, and five of these were in

heats, making fifteen races in all. Each

race was run, and some good time was

made, considering that there were no reg

ular racing machines entered in any of

the events. Only road machines, such

as are seen every day, were used in the

races, although they were stripped of all

superfluous weight.

Cadillac and Rambler

The race that the most interest was

taken in was the match race between D.

H. McMillan's thirty-horsepower Cadil

lac and Fred. E. Gilbert's sixteen-horse

power Rambler. This was a two and

one-half mile straightaway, in heats, and

three heats were run to decide the cham

pionship.

The first heat was won by McMillan's

Cadillac, driven by M. C. Hutto, in 3:37.

The second heat was won by Gilbert's

Rambler, in 3:31.

The third heat was won by Gilbert's

Rambler in 3:20 1-5.

There was great enthusiasm over the

winning of this race by Gilbert's friends,

but Mr. McMillan and Mr. Hutto took

the Cadillac's defeat gracefully.

NotE-It’s a shame to remind Mr. Gilbert of it now, but we

cannot help thinking that after the experience he had with hard

seats at the circus in Kenosha, he would have provided him

self with a little upholstery on this occasion.--Ed.

Quick Sale of Rambler Auto

BUCYRUS FORUM

The big Rambler automobile in which

G. O. Simons turned the race track so

fast at the Bucyrus, Ohio, fair ground

Thursday, has found a home in Nevada,

having been purchased Friday by Mr.

Fred. Chatlin, the stock dealer of that

place. The sale was accomplished quick

er than any one of the large number Mr.

Simons has made and the circumstances

were rather a musing.

G. O. Simons and Arthur McCrory

were on their way to upper Sandusky

to see Herman Stutz. They stopped a

little while in Nevada. Mr. Chatlaine

approached and talked a few minutes

with McCrory, who was sitting in the

Rambler, inquiring about the machine.

Finally he asked “Who owns this ma

chine.” “That fellow over there,” said

“Doc,” indicating Simons. “Well why

don’t he come over here,” asked Chat

laine, “he can't do any business sitting

over there in that wheelbarrow.”

Simons came immediately and within

an hour Mr. Chatlin was the owner of

the machine. He wouldn’t even let

Simons have it to come back in and Guy

had to telephone to T. G. Rowe to come

after him.

Simons arrived in Bucyrus to find that

a new tire, which had been ordered for

the Rambler, had arrived and he im

mediately chased back to Nevada and

put it on the machine he had just sold.

In the mean time Stutz at Upper San

dusky was probably wondering what had

become of Simons, not knowing of the

strenuous experience the latter was hav

ing in making a record sale.

Remarkable Automobile Run

ALTOONA, PA. NEWS

What is regarded by local automobilists

as a remarkable run was made by Messrs.

A. F. Grosscup, George C. Eppleman and

Blair Forney last week, when they made the

trip from Philadelphia to Altoona in a little

more than two days over roads that were

almost impassable, in some instances the

machine sinking to the hub in the mire.

The trip is all the more remarkable when it

is considered that it rained almost continu

ously during the two days.

The gentlemen left Philadelphia Thurs

day at 2 o’clock in a Rambler surrey No. 1,

making the sixty-four miles to Lancaster

before dark. They left Lancaster Friday

morning and arrived in Everett Friday

night, laying over until the next morning,

and arrived home on Saturday evening about

5 o'clock. The roads between Lancaster

and this city were terrible, and severely tested

the endurance both of the machine and its

occupants.

The machine was taken out of stock and

had never been used before, but it made the

trip without a hitch, arriving here in as good

condition as when it left. Mr. Eppleman

took the car about eight miles out of Phila

delphia and then turned it over to Mr. Gross

cup, to whom it belongs, and he brought it

the balance of the distance, although he had

never driven a Rambler before.

Messrs. Grosscup, Eppleman and Forney

speak glowingly of the trip, in spite of the

fact that they were drenched to the skin and

the miserable condition of the roads, which

they claim were as bad as during the spring

breakup. They say the scenery was mag

nificent.
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The Wisconsin Flower Parade

THE AUTOMOBILE

The first automobile floral parade ever

held in Oconomowoc was the principal

feature of a two day's fete held here last

Friday and Saturday. Oconomowoc is

probably the best known summer resort

in this section of the country, and is

patronized by wealthy families of Chi

cago and Milwaukee, as well as by a

great many from Southern cities. Inas

much as many of these patrons are

automobile enthusiasts, it was decided

to hold an automobile parade, which was

a huge success.

Late Saturday afternoon the machines,

forty in number, wound their way round

Fowler Lake, and through several of the

principal streets of the city. The first

prize was won by Louis Dozier, of St.

Louis, whose machine was transformed

into a sailboat. The sails floated in the

breeze and the hull concealed the car

completely. Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Scud

der, also of St. Louis, occupied the car

with Mr. Dozier.

Mrs. P. A. Valentine's car was award

ed second honors for decorations. It

was covered with red poppies, and the

occupants were Mrs. John J. Mitchell,

Mrs. Vernon Booth and Mrs. W. J.

Chalmers. C. A. Leiter, of Chicago,

acted as chaffeur. Another car entered

by Mrs. Valentine was decked with sun

flowers.

One of the most attractive cars was

that of John Dupee, which was decorated

with poppies, Easter lilies and chrysan

themums, which were held in position

on top of the canopy by a beautiful doll.

The occupants of the car were Misses

Phoebe and Maria Eckels and Misses

Marion and Charlotte Partridge. Mr.

Dupee also entered a second car.

Charles H. Simms' car was one of the

most striking in the parade. It was a

mass of pink roses on pink tarletan. The

ladies wore pink with pink hats and

carried pink parasols decorated with

roses. Mr. Simms, Mrs. F. W. Peck,

Mrs. Charles Simms, Miss Charlotte

Simms and W. H. Simms occupied the

Call".

Mostly Ramblers

MOTOR AGE

Bridgeton, N. J., got into line last week

when the Cumberland County Automobile

Club was formed with twenty-four members,

nineteen of whom run Rambler cars. Fred.

F. Smith was elected president and O. P. Riley

secretary. The club adopted a constitution

and by-laws.

The Motor Car

FOND DULAC, WIS. REPORTER

Mary had a motor car

Propelled by gasoline,

And everywhere that Mary went

She rode in the machine.

The motor struck a stone one day

And from its course deflected—

Doctor says that Mary is

As well as he expected.
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RAMBLER CAR AND PARTY THAT CARRIED THE MONEY

Auto Carries Good Wad

LOS ANGELES TIMES

City Treasurer Heartwell, Mayor Eno,

Trustees Losee and Oakford and Mar

shal J. J. Conklin, of Long Beach, Cal.,

made a trip recently to Los Angeles in a

Rambler surrey, going to the Los Ange

les Trust Company's office, received and

receipted for $32,162.70, all in gold ex

cept the fraction, which they transported

in safety to Long Beach, where it is

deposited in the vault of the First Na

tional bank.

The money is the proceeds, principal,

accrued interest and premium, of the

recent issue of $30,000 bonds voted to

build a pavilion auditorium to replace

the structure destroyed by fire in Jan

uary. The trip was devoid of interest

or accident, save at Twenty-seventh

street in Los Angeles, where one of the

tires blew out, with a report that startled

the escort for a moment. The accident

caused delay until a new tire was se

cured. The party left here at 8:20 a. m.

and returned at 1:15 p.m.

He whose auto runs away

May live to ride another day.

An automobile now and then,

Is purchased by the wisest men.

- 7*

Constable Shoots at Car

THE AUTOMOBILE

Chares R. Van Houten, a green country

constable of Union township, New Jersey,

who was recently appointed to his office in

Springfield, has been arrested on complaint

of Stanley Reed, chauffeur for Frederick H.

Levey, a prominent ink manufacturer of

New York City, and held in $1,000 bail by

Justice Kelly, of Elizabeth, N. J., on the

charge of having fired his revolver at Mr.

Levy's automobile near Springfield on June

19th.

According to the account of the shooting,

Mrs. F. H. Levey, accompanied by Miss

Madge Levey and Miss Chetwood,

a friend, was driving out of the

village of Springfield on Morris ave

nue, with Stanley Reed at the wheel,

when a man dressed in plain clothes

and wearing whiskers suddenly

stepped into the road and, without

displaying a badge, commanded

the chauffeur to stop. Instead,

Reed increased his speed, and the

man began shooting at the car.

One bullet hit the spokes of one of

the wheels and was deflected into the

machinery beneath the car.

The women were badly frightened,

and when their story was told to

Mr. Levey he at once took the

matter to the authorities and en

gaged District Judge Gilhooley, of

Elizabeth, to prosecute the person

when found. Two warrants for

his arrest were sworn out, charg

ing him with assault with intent

to kill and with assault with intent

to do bodily harm. It is said that

Van Houten admitted having fired at the car,

saying he did so because it was running too

fast, but that he did not intend to hurt any

one. Reed declared that the machine was

going only about sixteen miles an hour, and

that he would have stopped had he known

the man was a constable.

-

With Compliments From California

“When all is said and all is done,”

Remarked the grumbling ambler;

“Of perfect autos there's but one,

And that ONE is the RAMBLER.”

Accidents will happen in the best regulated

machines.

A man is known by the chauffeur he keeps.
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A Remarkable Trip

GOODWIN’5 VVEEKLY

One of the latest of prominent Salt Lake

citizens to acquire the auto fever is Mr.

George T. Odell, manager of the Con.

Wagon 8.: Machine Company, who, during

the past few weeks, has made some rather

remarkable trips in his Rambler touring car.

These trips by Mr. Odell were not entirely

for pleasure, as he demonstrated to his own

satisfaction and that of the company he

represents, that the automobile is practically

for business purposes, even over such rather

ragged roads as are frequently encountered

in suburban Utah.

A fair test of the utiliy for this purpose of

the Rambler automobile and the economy

to the business man in its use can be best

judged from the actual figures of Mr. Odell’s

last experiment in this touring car, which

covered in the entire tour something in excess

of 500 miles, and the consumption of gaso

line during the entire trip was thirty and

one-half gallons, an expense of less than

$7.50 for power, being at the rate of about

one and one-half cents per mile.

A party of guests accompanied Mr. Odell

on the trips north and south of this city, and

at no time did the machine carry less than

four people, more often containing five, its

full capacity. Starting at 4 o’clock p. m. on

]une 6th from the headquarters of the Con

solidated Wagon & Machine Company on

State street, the run to Murray was made in

twenty minutes. Leaving Murray at 5

o’clock, the car arrived at Lehi forty

minutes later, and leaving Lehi at 6 p. m.

reached American Fork at 6:10 p. m. The

run from here to Pleasant Grove occupied

twelve minutes’ time, and Provo was reached

at 7:45, the distance from Pleasant Grove

being covered in half an hour. The next

stop was made at Springville at 8:12, and

leaving Springville at 9:05 the party reached

Spanish Fork at 9:42 p. m. This ended the

outgoing trip, and, returning, Provo was

reached at 10:40. Here the party re

mained over night, starting for home at

5:32 the next morning and arriving in Salt

Lake City at 7:55 a. m., having stopped en

route at American Fork, Lehi and Murray.

The number of miles covered in the

entire trip was 135, and the time con

sumed five hours and thirty-two minutes.

A second trip by Mr. Odell was to Preston,

Idaho, by way of Ogden, Brigham City,

Tremonton and Garland, Cache valley being

reached by crossing the mountains through

Beaver Dam Canyon. On this trip the

automobile left here on Friday evening,

]une 9th, and returned Sunday evening,

operating remarkably well during the entire

journey.

To the man who is familiar with the (livers

ity of roads between Spanish Fork in the

south, and Preston in the north, covering hills,

canyons, mud, sand, etc., it can be readily

seen that the obstacles were of suflicient

variety to'test any machine, and the fact

that both journeys were made without a single

breakdown or derangement of the automo

bile is worthy of note, and so enthusiastic is

Mr. Odell over the Rambler as a means of

pleasure and fast locomotion for the busi

ness man, that he purposes using the

machine in making all of his out-of-town

business trips during the coming season.

The fact that both trips were made in

such brief time is more remarkable from the

fact that Mr. Odell attended to his regular

routine of business affairs at the various

towns where stops were made.

F you have a friend who is contemplating the purchase of an auto

mobile, don’t hesitate to tell him about the Rambler.

We will be glad to furnish him with Rambler literaname and address.

([,Send us his

ture and put him in touch with our nearest representative who will also

extend him special attention in the way of road demonstration, and

instruction in the use of our car, that will help him to judge of its

merits in comparison with other makes. ' '

 
 

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Kenosha, Wis.
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Hell Gate Canyon

WM. KINDERMAN, CHAUFFEUR

We show you here a few photos of

some scenery which the occupants of our

machine enjoyed. Little thought they of

the work this faithful machine was doing,

climbing a grade six miles long varying

in pitch from four to forty-five per cent.

This is the kind of road I encounter

daily, and sometimes meet stumps and

rocks in the road that keep me guessing

for a while as to the best way to get by,

but we manage to get through just the

same, because the Rambler horizontal

engine has plenty of road clearance, a

feature lacking in most other cars.

This road was never touched with a tire

of an auto until the trip was made by

us, being only traveled before by pack

horses, until some of the rock was blasted

to make the way for the mining

wagons of this prosperous mine of which

you have a photograph. When my em

ployers, Martin & Canoll talked to the

miners of coming to the mine in their auto

they laughed and said they would never

see their employers’ auto on the Eclipse

Argo mining grounds. But one noon

as they were coming to their dinner they

were all surprised, little expecting to

see the auto drive up along-side their

dining room, looking as if it was ready

to start on a few hundred miles’ trip in

stead of looking as though it went over

sixty-five miles of the worst road the

country afforded. We also made a

very successful trip from Helena to Butte,

a distance of ninety miles through gulches

and canyons which is very trying and

dangerous, on account of having to make

very short turns in the road where a

mistake would throw your machine

hundreds of feet below. We have heard

of many machines having tried this trip

but they seldom got through without

trouble of some kind or another. The only

trouble we encountered was a punctured

tire. We hope that we will have as good

success in the future as we have had in

the past with our Model L, Rambler.

In a multitude of counselors there is

trouble.

A good road is rather to be chosen than

great ditches.
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Department of Parks

THE AUTOMOBILE

No automobiles are used by this depart

ment in the boroughs of Manhattan, the

Bronx of Richmond, but in the boroughs of

Brooklyn and Queens, which are under the

same general supervision and which con

tain fifty-five parks, large and small, and

twenty-two and a half miles of parkways,

two 16-horsepower Rambler touring cars

are used by Commissioner Kennedy and

Supt. Zartman, respectively. These two

vehicles were purchased last year at a cost

of $1,550 each, and have been given very

severe service on account of the extent of

the territory covered, the tours of inspection

extending from Bay Ridge, Bath Beach and

Coney Island on the west to Astoria, Col

lege Point, Whitestone, Jamaica and Rock

away on the north and east. They have

given good service but the officials of the

department state that more powerful cars

would be desirable.

These cars are fitted with clincher tires,

and punctures have been numerous, particu

larly upon the roads in the outlying dis

tricts, half a dozen tires having been used

up between the two machines within a year.

The chauffeurs are obtained through the

Civil Service Commission an(l are paid $3

a day. Both machines are kept at the

stables of the Litchfield Mansion in Pros

pect Park, Brooklyn.

By' Auto From Kenosha

ELGIN DAILY COURIER

L. B. Garrison. accompanied by .\Ir. and

Mrs. Oscar Clair and Mr. and Mrs. Harry

C. Banks, went to Kenosha, Wisconsin,

where Mr. Garrison purchased a fine Ram

bler surrey automobile, type No. 1. The

machine is an exceedingly fine one and has

all the very latest improvements.

On arrival the party was met at the depot

by representatives of the Rambler Company

and taken to the factory, where they were

shown every courtesy and conducted through

the works. The Rambler automobile fac

tory is the largest manufactory of the kind

in the United States, and employs nearly

1,000 people. Every part of the machine,

except the body and tires, are made at Ken

osha, and the visitors were shown every

process from the beginning to the testing of

the finished cars.

Mr. Garrison left Kenosha after 2 o’clock

and reached Elgin shortly after 7 o’clock.

The trip was over 80 miles, and stops were

made at several intermediate points. Mr.

Garrison’s new car is a very handsome one,

and made the run without the slightest im

pediment, although in several places the

roads were in a bad condition. He is

now in a position to show his Elgin

friends one of the finest products of the big

Kenosha factory.

  

COMMISSIONER KENNEDY GOING THE ROUNDS
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Motorphobial Legislation

By G. \\'. Bennett. Chairman of Legal Comniittec of

National .\s.<0tl1lIlt)|'1 of Automobile Manufaicturers.

CONCLUDED

()ne of the most annoying provisions

of the unusual legislation is that a licens

ing number of one state is not recognized

in another except for a limited period of

from one to fourteen days, the latter being

the exception. This necessitates every

operator purchasing a license in every

state through which he travels, an un

necessary hardship and against the law

from whichever standpoint it may be con

sidered. It is also clearly an interference

with interstate comity and distinctly con

trary to the spirit of the Constitution.

Admitting that the speed at which

automobiles can be driven should be

controlled insofar as it concerns the safety

of others, the means to do so have to be

provided, and apparently the only way

is identification by numbers. No rea

soning automobilist would object to this

provision, but to compel an automobilist

to load himself down with a number for

each state through which he journeys, is

unreasonable, illegal and decidedly in

convenient.

Having admitted that the automobilist

owes something to his fellow users on the

highways, and that there are laws in

existence to amply punish him for any

omission of those duties, it is but fair to

look at the question from the other side

of the fence.

Unquestionably the largest number of

accidents have been caused by horses be

coming frightened at motor carriages,

and the driver of that unfortunate motor

carriage has probably been cheerfully

and conscientiously condemned by every

one hearing of the accident. The owner

and driver of the horse, however, owes

something to his neighbors and is en

dowed under the law with-the same

amount of responsibility as the operator

of a motor car, and, in taking a horse.

unaccustomed to motor or other carriages

—fractious, but partially trained, and

perhaps with a bad temper—upon the

highway, he accepts in exactly the same

measure as the motorist his responsibili

ties for taking that highly capricious

creature where it might harm others.

It may perhaps be true that not every

user or owner of a horse has the oppor

tunity of getting his animal accustomed

to the sight and operation of a motor

carriage, but such instances are extremely

rare, since the automobile can be met in

almost every byway in the country.

An automobile is so constructed that

it can be controlled at all times and under

practically any conditions, but the horse

does not exist that can be so classified.

Were the automobile in the habit of

pirouetting about the highways as do

some of these bucolic equines, then

indeed legislation would be in order and

the motorist should‘ speedily be taught

that his right to use the roads was limited

to use without danger to his fellow citizens.

The man with the horse is certainly

subject to the same restriction as the

man with the automobile, and his duty

to so train that horse that its use upon

the public highway does not endanger

other users is just as obligatory, and the

failure to do so just as subject to punish

ment, as such failure would be were it

the motorist instead of the horseman.

An opinion was recently given by

Iudge Gaynor of Brooklyn, N. Y., than

whom no judge is more upright or just,

which is broad in its conception and

masterful in its explanation, when, in

deciding a case wherein the horse owner

assumed that the motorist was not en

titled to the use of the road, he stated

practically that the law must be construed

with common sense, and that as condi

tions change so also must the law to

meet those conditions, and that it was

illegal to impose any restrictions upon

one class of citizens that were not equally

imposed upon all.

This should hold good in any court in

the country, and while necessarily it will

take considerable time to obtain a final

decision in the Supreme Court with a

settlement of the question by the highest
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authority of the country——unless in the

meantime- it shall have been by public

assent and common usage—it will be

well worth the time and expense to ob

tain it.

Probably the most pernicious factor in

the aforesaid wave of legislation has been

the traps set by local sheriffs ordained

and invested with the star of ofiice solely

for this method of blackmailing, and who

are permitted to share—generally to the

extent of one-half—in the fines imposed

upon the luckless motorist. '

Long Island was the producer of this

“genus homo” and it has been followed

quite closely by several of the suburbs

of Chicago. Traps are laid covering

stretches of good road that appeal to

every motorist with red blood in his veins,

with the consequence that the first party

of the burlesque acts as a master of cere

monies at the court of the local justice,

the third party and participant in the

emoluments.

While there is little doubt of the ille

gality of a majority of the discriminating

automobile laws passed contrary to the

principles of the constitution in the last

twelve months, ‘yet they are in existence,

and no steps have until recently been

taken to prove or disprove their validity.

Public indignation will in time minify

these abuses, and, ultimately entirely

abolish them.

The roads of this country are not such

as would commend themselves to Euro

pean motorists, but they are all we have.

The farmer does not yet realize that the

more the country roads are used, the

better they will be, and the greater the

demand for better roads, and, that with

better roads, he can save half the selling

cost of his farm material, half the trans

portation charges on his incoming mer

chandise, and that whether he likes it or

not, in the course of the next few years,

he will be in closer touch with the re

mainder of the world than he ever

dreamed of.

Until that time comes it behooves the

users of every highway in the country

and the city to treat his fellow users with

all the consideration in his power; each

has the same rights, some are disputed,

some are not, but until all are settled,

argument is generally wasted and bad

feeling generated with none of the par

ticipants benefitted.

An ignition Expedient onCylinder Cars

Perhaps some owners of cars driven by

-two cylinder opposed motors ignited on the

jump spark system, from two coils, may not

realize that a single coil may be used to fire

both cylinders in case of the other coil be

coming inoperative. Coils do occasionally

fail through the breakage of the vibrator

spring, the puncturing of the condenser, or

through the short circuiting or open circuit

ing of the secondary. Although such acci

dents are by no means common, it is worth

while to know how to meet them on the road.

In order to employ a single coil for sparking

both cylinders, it is necessary that the timer

contacts belonging to both cylinders shall

be electrically connected to the primary of

the “good coil,” and that the two secondary

terminals of the damaged coil shall be short

circuited with a piece of wire. In addition,

the wire which leads from one terminal of

each secondary should be disconnected from

its ground connection upon the engine or

car frame. When these changes are made

the “good” coil will he energized whenever

either of the two oppositely placed contacts

of the timer are closed, and'the secondary

discharge from the “good” coil will pass

from one of its terminals to one of the spark

plugs, through the plug into the engine

cylinder, out of the other engine cylinder

into its spark plug and back to the other

secondary terminal of the coil. That is

the discharge jumps at the plugs of both

cylinders, in series, at the instant that either

one of the two is ready to be fired, the sim

ultaneous spark in the cylinder which is

not ready to be fired occurring at the end of

the exhaust stroke and doing no harm. In

fact, this idle spark consumes little elec

trical energy, as the cylinder is not under

compression and merely acts as a spark gap,

which some users consider beneficial. How

ever, as the discharge has to jump a double

gap in this method of connection, it is well

to see that the spark points of the plugs are

not too widely separated.

The accompanying diagrams explain how

the necessary change of connections may be

made, but they, of course, do not apply to

all cases—onl_v to those in which the elec

trical arrangements are substantially as here

indicated. The cut to the left shows a

common method of connection for sparking

with two coils, and the cut to the right

shows the conditions after the changes have
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been made, the damaged coil cut out and

the “good” coil arranged to ignite both cyl

inders. The dotted_lines in this cut repre

sent connections which have been removed.

It will be noticed that the timer wire is

removed from primary post A and connected

along with the other timer wire to post B

of the undamaged coil. The secondary

ground wire C is detached from its ground

connection and the wire D is attached to

short circuit the secondary terminals of the

defective coil.

Where the connections of the coils are

arranged somewhat differently, a little study

will, in many cases, show how to obtain the

same eflect as here secured.

Coils are, however, quite often arranged

in a containing box in such a manner that

the “common” secondary connection of the

two, which is grounded, cannot be reached,

and in this case it is not easy to make the

emergency “hitch” here described.

' Sometimes, too, the grounded ends of the

primary and secondary winding of each coil

PRIZES

First $25 Second $1 5

are connected together inside the case of the

coil, and in this instance, too, the use of one

coil for sparking both cylinders is prevented.

It would seem a wise precautionary measure

in the wiring up of the ignition apparatus

of double cylinder cars to so arrange matters

as to be susceptible of a change of connec

tions, allowing of the arrangement here

described. It would be very eas_v to ar

range switches by means of which the change

could be instantly made.

Successful Repair Man Must Possess Natural

Ability and Good Judgment

MOTOR \‘\'ORI.D

 

“In nearly all business it is the ‘know how’

that is of the greatest importance and possess

es the most value. You may be ever so in

dustrious and conscientious, but if you don’t

know how it is largely a matter of luck

whether you meet with any success at all

when you tackle even an easy proposition.”

The speaker was the eastem travelling rep

resentative of a large Western maker, who

Third $5

Awarded every month for three best Rambler stories accompanied by

photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing, hunting parties and all

pastimes and occupations in which the Rambler plays an unportant part.

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Prizes will be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

being given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs.
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had been discussing some troublesome phases

of the industry with a Motor World man.

“Frequently the most puzzling source of

trouble in a car is really the most obvious,

and if the man who was at work on the car

had used good judgment he could have put

the car to rights in a tithe of the time he

spent on it. In such cases the question arises,

How much shall I charge for this job? It

seems plain that, say, ten hours’ time should

not be put on the bill when half an hour

would have been suflicient; yet it may have

been actually spent, and some one must pay

for it.

“.\low, my plan is to always look for the

most obvious source of trouble at the begin

ning. Three times out of five that is where

I find it. But one must have, in addition to

knowledge an(l experience, a generous sup

ply of ‘gumption,’ and be able to tell almost

by intuition whether he is on the right or the

wrong tack. Lastly, he must take an inter

est in his work. If it is a labor of love, the

chances of success are much greater than if

the work is gone about in a perfunctory way.

“When I began to study the automobile

business I came to the conclusion that a

superficial knowledge of it would not do.

So I took a course in the theory of the gas

engine. Then I went to the factory and

worked at the bench for several months.

Next I went on the road and got in touch

with both dealers and users, so that by this

time I was able to view the industry from

all sides. Then I was put to work ‘round

ing up’ diflicult cases. If there was a car

that wouldn’t run and the local repairing

talent could not make it go, I was sent to

the spot and given the task of putting it to

rights. I would go north into Canada, and

east, south and west, and I met with an im

mense amount of success, simply because I

used my head and examined the parts the

local men had passed by as not being worth

looking after.

“There was one case that looked as if it

might stump me as it had everybody else;

but it actually proved very simple and scarce

l_v worth mentioning except for the trouble

it had given and the amount of work that

was charged against it.

“It appears that one of our large agents

had a customer whose car was of no use to

him. For three or four weeks it had been

worked over, taken apart, put together and

then dissected again; but all to no purpose,

for it obstinately refused to run. The en

gine was taken apart and set up again.

Every bit of the wiring was renewed and

new batteries put in; but all to no purpose.

Go it would not. A repair bill of $30 or $40

had been run up, without a cent’s worth of

good having been done. At last, in despair,

they sent to the factory, and the latter di

rected me to go there and see what the trouble
was. A

“I arrived, listened to the tale of woe and

made some mental notes. Then I took a

look at the car. I tried half a dozen things

and found them all right. But certainly the

engine would not run. I could not get even

an explosion out of it. This puzzled me a

little, for usually in such cases something

wrong is found quickly. But I persevered,

and a few minutes later I found it. The en

gine was timed wrong, and it never could

have been made to run until that was fixed.

In less than half an hour I had everything

put to rights and the owner almost fell on

my neck, so filled with joy was he. A more

crestfallen set of repair men you never saw.

They expected to see me fail, as they had

done, and were ready to laugh. But I had

all the merriment on my side.”

 

Pay As You Go

GOOD ROADS MAGAZINE

A United States Senator from the south

recently declared against national aid for

good roads on the ground that he did not

believe in contracting a debt for the next

generation to pay. In like manner, a New

York State Senator explained his vote against

the good roads bill before the legislature of

that state by saying: “I have an idea that

it is a good way to pay as we go.”

The wisdom of such statesmanship will be

questioned by thoughtful constituents. ,

“Pay as you go” is one of that class of

euphonious phrases which pleases the ear if

it does not contain much practical sense.

As, with the famous declaration that all men

are created equal, it glitters with a tinsel

idealism rather than with \visdom.

As a matter of fact, how much in the wa_v

of progress has mankind accomplished on

the pay-as-you-go basis? How many homes

have been built, how many farms have been

bought, how many railroads have been con

structed, how many public or private busi

ness enterprises are conducted on this plan?

How much of the wealth inherited by the

present generation was accumulated by ob

serving this rule? How many great discov
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We can help to make your trip a pleasant O11e

IF you are going on a tour with your Rambler and will

write us giving the route you will follow and stops you

intend making, we shall be glad to furnish you with a list of

names and addresses of our representatives along the way.

" They are naturally equipped with a fund of knowledge

concerning short routes, good roads, best hotel accommoda

tions, etc., and will give you this information more readily

and accurately than you could get it from strangers. * We

will also give you Rambler pins and a letter of identification

which you can carry with you to serve as an introduction

to our representatives upon whom you call. : : : : :

Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., Kenosha, Wis.

eries or inventions have been made without

faith—which is merely a draft on the future?

Cast up the total of national, state and

municipal bonds, add that of corporations

and all the mortgages and other kind of in

debtedness, and it is evident that mankind,

as a whole, recognizes that the ability to make

the future serve the present is a good busi

ness proposition.

The borrowing power, as with everything

else, can be abused and made to induce im

providence and even crime, but excess is a

fault of persons, not of things. To attempt

to exclude the power to borrow on account

of its occasional misuse would be short

sighted. Life is ever an even-up struggle

for existence; the past, as water at the mill,

cannot be used for grinding, and genuine

progress is possible only by linking the pres

ent to the future.

Pay as you go and, as a man trying to lift

himself over the fence by his boot straps,

you will make much effort and little progress.

Home Made Fire Extinguisher

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

On the theory that an ounce of preven

tion is worth a pound of cure, this tip is of

much value: Suspend from the top of the

tank or room containing the gasoline by a

string or fusible link, a bottle containing

about one gallon of ammonia. Then if the

gasoline takes fire the bottle will fall and be

broken, releasing the ammonia and generat

ing a gas which will promptly put out the

burning gasoline.

Policeman's Evidence Must Be Corroborated

MOTOR WORLD

The new law providing that the mere state

ment of an officer that an automobilist

exceeded the speed limit is not sufficient to

obtain a conviction was first applied in the

First Criminal Court in Jersey City. Judge

Higgins so ruled last Friday when he dis

missed the complaint against Frank Smith,

of Jersey City. In dismissing the defendant

the court said: “The law provides that in

order to convict a driver in a case of this

kind the testimony of the policeman or con

stable must be corroborated. As the testi

mony of this policeman was not corroborated.

I must discharge the prisoner.

The temperature attained by the burning

gases in the combustion chamber of a gaso

line motor cylinder, at the moment of explo

sion, is in the neighborhood of 3,000 degrees

Fahr., while the temperature of the exhaust

is from 700 to 900 degrees.
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“Did youse really git run over by er uty

mobile P”

“Yeh, but de blamed ting didn't hurt me.

an' so I can’t git no damages!”

Declined With Thanks

FOURTH ESTATE

In the days when Mark Twain was an

editor out West he wasn’t so well off as

of late years. One morning the mail

brought a bill from his tailor; not an un

usual occurrence. The boy who went

through the mail called the future hu

morist’s attention to it. “And,” added

the boy, “he has written on the back

that he wants a settlement at once.”

“You should know what to do with

such copy without asking,” said Mr.

Clemens. “Inclose it with the regular

printed slip stating that manuscript

written on both sides of the paper is un

available.”

Grit

Office Boy—“There are two men out

there, sir, who want to see you; one of

them is a poet, and the other a deaf

man.”

Editor—“Well, go out and tell the poet

that the deaf man is the editor.”

Autos are stubborn things.

Not in the Contract

EXCHANGE

Two Irishmen went fishing the other

day, and before beginning operations

they made a wager as to who would make

the biggest catch. They had been fishing

about an hour with little or no success

when one of them, who had been stand

ing, lost his balance and fell headlong

into the water. The other gave a yell on

seeing this and cried, “Begorra, if ye're

going to dive for them the bet is off.”

A Slight Difference

MODERN SOCIETY

“John,” said the devoted wife, “you

told me that there was a photograph over

the way that reminded you so much of

me.”

“Did I?” asked John.

“Yes. Don't you remember? Well, I

was over there today, and I didn’t see

any photograph that looked the least bit

like me. Was it in an album?”

“Photograph : My dear, I said phon

ograph.”

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

Pirate—“Throw up yer hands!”

Seasick Passenger—“Well, they're about all

I have left, but here goes!”

Cause and Effect

LONDON MAIL

A bishop was once traveling third

class on a branch line in Devonshire.

At one of the stations a countryman got

in who, after gazing at the bishop's attire

in a very puzzled manner for some time,

ventured the remark, “Be you a curate,

sir?” “Well,” said the bishop medita

tively, “I was once.” “A-ah,” said the

rustic, a comprehensive smile overspread

ing his face, “the drink, I suppose?”
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As to Young Nick

Casey–An' whoi did ye name th' baby after

the Czar?

Corrigan—Well, he don't know a dom thing

about annythin’ an’ shtill he's th’ boss.

On His Dignity

BOSTON HERALD

Admiral Yates Stirling, U. S. N., now

commanding the Asiatic Squadron, when

first lieutenant of one of the smaller

vessels, several years ago, was taking her

with some difficulty into a small harbor

on the New England coast.

A typical old down-east lobsterman,

in a leaky, old dory piled high with traps

managed to interfere with the ship's pro

gress, whereat Lieutenant Stirling leaned

over the side and gave him the benefit of

some choice deepsea language.

“And who be you?” inquired the lob

sterman, leisurely resting on his oars.

“Who am I?” blustered the lieutenant.

“I’m the officer of the ship!”

“Well, go get your skipper, then,” re

plied the ancient mariner with dignity.

“I don’t argue with nobody but my

equals, an I'm cap'n of this.”

In Harlem

HARPER'S WEEKLY

After being without a girl for a wek,

the mistress of a Harlem apartment was

showing an applicant over the flat. She

had been liberal in her promises of privi

leges in the way of afternoons and nights

off. She had even gone so far as to ex

tend the hour of the girl's return on these

nights and to agree to her using the sew

ing machine after her work was done.

The new girl seemed pleased and the

mistress was beginning to hope. They

walked back into the dining room and

the girl had actually removed one hatpin

from her hat. Then her smile faded.

“Do you do your own stretchin’?” she

demanded.

“Do we do our own what?” asked the

puzzled mistress.

“Stretchin’,” repeated the new girl.

“I don’t understand.”

“Stretchin’,” repeated the girl again.

“Do you put the stuff on the table at

meal time and stretch for it, or do I

have to shuffle it around?”

Needed Another One

ANTHONY REPUBLICAN

J. Ben Lee had a caller from the coun

try the other day. “Be you the man who

makes picters?” she asked. Mr. Lee ad

mitted that he was.

“Can you make picters of little chil

dren?” -

“Certainly.”

“And what do you charge for 'em?”

was the next query.

“Three dollars a dozen.”

“Oh, shucks!” said the woman, in a

disappointed tone, “here I’ll have to

wait ’til next year, for I’ve only got

eleven.”

Has To Be Spry

BROOKLYN EAGLE

Hix—Automobiling is a great thing. Before

the craze came in I used to be sluggish,

but now I'm spry and energetic.

Dix—I didn’t know you drove an automo

bile.

Hix—I don’t. I dodge.

“Want ter buy a bull pup?”

“No, sir; I am a clergyman.”

“Wot uv it? Bull pups don't

who owns 'em.”

Care
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jack Fielding's Luck

M I going to bet on the

Derby?”

“Now, ]oe, what do you

think of my wife? Here

she has been married to

meeight years,andevery

year she comes out with

that same old question.”

The two men, ]ack Fielding and Joe

Bryan, were sitting at the dining-room

table, which was strewn with “Racing

Forms” and “Cincinnati Enquirers.”

They had been studying these very earn

estly until the entrance of Mrs. Fielding,

who now drew up a chair by the side of

her husband.

“The question does seem a little super

fluous,” laughed ]oe, “but perhaps Mrs.

Fielding is always in hope that you will

reform.”

“Reform! well, you must admit I have

reformed a good deal since I married. I

used to bet on every race from Sheeps

head Bay to Oakland. Now the Ken

tucky Derby is my only indulgence, and

I don’t consider that there is any necessity

for reform here. In my opinion its a duty

for every Kentuckian to support the

horse racing industry of his state at least

to the extent of giving the Derby his in

terest, and if necessary, his money.”

“I suppose, then,” said Mrs. Fielding,

laughing, “that every Kentuckian should

support the whiskey industry of his state

by getting drunk periodically.”

“Well, you see, that has so many sup

porters in other parts of the country that

  
we really aren’t needed,” said Joe.

“Besides, the Derby is classic, and we

naturally have a pride in it that I suppose

is hard for you to appreciate.”

“Why, it is the greatest wonder to my

friends,” said ]ack, “that I, with genera

tions of horse breeders and horse lovers

behind me, have an electrical supply

house instead of a string of horses; but I

tell them that it is all due to this little

Puritan wife of mine.”

“I’m sure it would be easy to give up

anything for such a charming wife,” said

Joe gallantly, “but really, Mrs. Fielding,

you ought not to object to his betting on

the Derby.”

“Oh, I can’t say that I do, seriously,

and what objections I have are rather

more financial than moral.”

“You see, ]oe, my wife always goes on

the supposition that I’m going to lose.”

“Conclusions she has drawn from past

experience, no doubt.”

“Well, I’ve never really gotten over the

shock of my first Derby,” said Mrs.

Fielding. “We were going to start house

keeping in a week or two, and we had

enough money to furnish our house quite

to my taste,—but the Derby came and

went; our funds were sacrificed on the

.altar to Kentucky thoroughbreds, and the

house was furnished on credit and the

installment plan.”

“Yes, but don’t forget how the next

year ‘Plaudit’ paid for your trip to the

seashore; and, Joe, ‘Lieutenant Gibson’

bought all this mahogany in the dining

(Iopyriglll, I905, by Thomas R. J:/frry <5’ Campany
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room. After all, the Derbies haven’t

treated us very badly, though I did get

done up last year.”

“I should say you did, and for six

months afterwards I had to have the

grocery bill figured down to a nicety. I

exhausted myself in mathematical cal

culations, trying to catch even. Now we

are even, and I want to stay so.”

“Well, last year I had my mind all

made up, and if I’d played according to

my own judgment I would have been a

big winner; but I got out to the track and

let myself be touted off on three or four

dead ones. Now, this year, Joe, we must

lay our bets exactly as we have figured

out tonight, and we’ll make a barrel of

money. It’s a cinch. Every horse on

  

to take my wife to the races; she will be

sure to ]onah us."

“Oh, you can’t get rid of me this time.

for I promised to pull for you; besides.

as a daughter-in-law of old Kentucky, 1

suppose it is my dut_v to develop a fond

ness for the race track, and this year I‘m

anxious to see Bobby Tucker ride.”

“You didn’t know Bobby Tucker was

a protege of my wife’s, did you? You

see, he saved Harold’s life once when he

was a little fellow, and naturally we are

both very much interested in him. It

seems his father had been a stable boss

out at the race track, but he died, leaving

his widow with severalchildren to support.

Margaret has had them under her wing

ever since. I sent Bobby to business

college one winter and wanted

to take him into my office; but

the love of the horse was deep

in the blood, and I couldn’t do

anything with him. Finally

some man east got hold of him

and carted him off, and this last

year he’s been doing good work

as a jockey.”

“And he has been sending

enough money home to his mother

to keep the whole family,” added

Mrs. Fielding. “And they are

all so excited to think that he is

coming back to Louisville. I

hope that he will come to see me."

“Why, yes; you might get
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VIEVVED FROM ACROSS THE TRACK

this list has a record that makes the result

a moral certainty. I feel sorry for the

fellow that tries to give me any inside in

formation—and don’t you worry, Marga

ret, for the thirty-first Kentucky Derby

will send you back to Wellesley for your

class reunion and buy you an automobile

besides.”

“I’m afraid I will have conscientious

scruples about accepting an automobile

that the Derby winner had paid for.

And what if ‘Dr. Leggo’ loses? I sup

pose then we can sell the horse and buggy

and discharge the nurse.”

“I declare, Margaret, you do bring up

such disagreeable possibilities that I wish

you would go back to the library and

work on that club paper you have been

writing. VVh_v, Joe, I’m almost afraid

some valuable tips from him,"

said ]oe Bryan.

“And if I did I would be afraid

to give them to you, for I might get you

off some of these ‘sure things’ as you call

them.”

So saying, Mrs. Fielding went back to

her writing, and the men resumed their

critical study of “Form.”

The next day after this conversation

Mrs. Fielding was sitting on the front

porch when there sauntered up the walk

a lithe, active young fellow, who was

scarcely to be recognized as the Bobby

Tucker of two years ago. He was ver_v

well dressed, his cap was pushed back on

his head, and a little to one side, in quite

a sporty way, but it showed off to ad

vantage the clear blue eyes, the well

shaped brow and brown, curly hair.

“Why, Bobby, I am so glad to see you."

said Mrs. Fielding, rising and taking his
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A LULL BETWEEN EVENTS

hand. “I was just wondering if you had

gotten to Louisville yet, and if you

would come to see me.”

“Well, you know I will always do that,

.\Irs. Fielding. I’ve never forgotten what

_vou’ve done for me. I often tell the boys

that Mrs. Fielding and ‘Bell Morrell’

come next to mother and the kids.”

“And who is ‘Bell Morrell?’ Some

sweetheart already?”

The blue eyes opened wide with sur

prise as the boy answered: “Why, Mrs.

Fielding, didn’t you know that ‘Bell

Morrell’ was a horse?”

“Well, I suppose I did, but I had for

gotten. I hear Mr. Fielding talk about

so many horses that it is hard to remember

them all. And so you class me in with

a horse, do you, Bobby?”

“Well, I didn’t mean any harm, Mrs.

Fielding, ‘Bell l\/Iorrell’ is thoroughbred

and true, and I love her; that is all. No

body knows what she can do but me, and

I don’t really know, for I’ve never pushed

her. The fact is, I’ve been holding her

back till the proper time. That time has

come, and it’s a cinch. I want you to

put a swell bet on her—all you can dig

up,—for it’s just like finding money.”

“But, Bobby, I never bet.”

“And what do you go to the races for

if you don’t bet?”

“Well, I go to see the crowd, usually.

This year I'm going especially to see

vou.”

“But I want to see you cop a little of

the coin, Mrs. Fielding; I’ve learned a

heap about horses in the last year or two,

and if I can put you next to a few hot

things, and you can make a killing, why

I’ll feel that I’ve paid you back a little

for all you’ve done for me—and mother,

and the kids.”

“Oh, we don’t want pay for that,

Bobby; and Mr. Fielding has made up his

mind about the horses he is going to

play.”

“And do you happen to remember

what they are?”

“Well, yes; I’ve heard them discussed

so often in the last few days that I know

them ofi by heart.” And Mrs. Fielding

began naming over the horses of her

husband's choice, while Bobby gave vent

to his disapproval in expressive terms.

“Tell him to go throw his money in

the sewer. Why, those horses are all

jokes!” And staightway he launched in
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to an exposition of facts and figures re

garding weights, and measures, and

distances, that was Greek to Mrs. Field

ing, but nevertheless sounded very con

vincing. She tried several times to get

him to say something of his past life and

his plans for the future, but she could

not get his mind off the struggle of the

coming week, and his desire to have her

“get a little of the dough,” as he ex

pressed it. As he talked his eyes snapped

with enthusiasm; his whole face shone

with confidence, and he just bubbled

over with pertinent expressions; and Mrs.

Fielding, now thoroughly convinced that

her husband was going to lose on every

race, began to think how nice it would

be to counterbalance this loss by taking

Bobby's advice.

In everyone there is an inborn love for

a game of chance. Circumstances may

keep it in the background, but let it get

a start and it soon dominates. The

dignified little Mrs. Fielding had never

before been tempted to gamble, but being

tempted, she yielded and sent Bobby off

that afternoon with five new, crisp ten

dollar bills to play as he thought best;

and having entered the game, she waited

impatiently for the day when her fate

would be decided—in the meantime say

ing nothing to Jack about her venture.

Mr. and Mrs. Fielding went out to the

races with cousin John Bridges and his

wife in their new automobile—Joe Bryan

and a young lady from Nashville being

also in the party.

They arrived at Churchill Downs half

an hour before the first race, and already

found such a crowd as had never before

witnessed a Kentucky Derby. From the

verandah of the Club House they looked

up at the grand stand where every seat

was taken and every inch of space in the

broad aisles and stairways was being

eagerly appropriated. Below masses of

men were crowding and pushing toward

the book-makers, hundreds of them hold

ing their money high above their heads

in their eagerness for a chance to place

it on their favorite. Men crowded the

paddocks, hung over the fences, and

passed in a continuous stream to the

center field, where they might view the

race at a little closer range.

The Club House presented a sight that

would have delighted any lover of beauty.

Here the Kentucky women were seen in

all their glory, for the Bluegrass girl, so

famed in song and story, appears to no

better advantage than when she is part

and parcel of this sport of kings.

On former occasions Mrs. Fielding's

whole attention was taken up in her ad

miration of the beautiful gowns. Today

however, she seemed to have caught the

contagion of the crowd, and was impa

tiently eager for the first race to be called.

She talked and laughed with unusual

spirit; her husband thought she had

never looked quite so attractive, and he

slyly whispered in her ear, “My dear, I

truly believe you are forgetting that you

are from Boston '''

“Well, I confess I never felt quite so

much like a Kentuckian. It must be in

the air; but I do wish something would

start, for I can’t bear this waiting.”

“But I didn't know you cared about the

races. And while you are waiting you

can take an inventory of what everybody

has on.”

Scarcely had he spoken than the bell

sounded and six sleek, slim thorough

breds paraded in order past the grand

stand and restlessly lined up at the

starter's tape. After several attempts

were made they were caught together

and the signal given. “They are off!”

came from twenty thousand voices, and

twenty thousand people were on their

feet, craning their necks and straining

their eyes, and calling the name of their

favorite. As the horses turned down the

final stretch people jumped upon their

seats, pounded the air with their hands

and yelled with all their might.

Even Mrs. Fielding stood upon her

chair. Her husband was beside her, but

leaning way over the railing, snapping

his fingers and energetically calling:

“Come on, Batts; come on, Batts!” And

she, little thinking of her promise to pull

for him, was clenching her fists tighter

and tighter, and whispering:“‘Delagoa,

‘Delagoa,’ ‘Delagoa.’” And on they

came, passed the grand stand, thunder

ing with applause, and dashed under the

wire, “Delagoa” first, “Batts” second,

“Braden’’ third.

Mr. Fielding wiped the perspiration

from his brow and said: “Well, Marga

ret, there goes my first hundred, and all

because of that rain we had last night.
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“Batts' is a heap better horse, but he is

no duck. Give him a dry track and he

can beat that bunch without trying; but

that ‘Delagoa’ just eats mud.”

“Well, Bobby told me that ‘Delagoa'

was a walk-away, but you wouldn’t let

me tell you about it; and he was twelve

to one; and if you had––

“Margaret, I refuse to listen to any 'if's'.

Besides I’ll win that hundred back on

the next race, all right.”

“Oh, I hope so,” said Margaret,

laughing and thinking of her twenty dol

lars that had been placed on “Delagoa.”

A ticket reading: “Del.—240–20” had

been handed to her by a messenger boy

just before the race. She had taken one

quick glance at it, and then tucked it

away in her purse, planning a little sur

prise for Jack when the races for the day

would be over.

In the second and third races Mr.

Fielding had still sadder luck. In the

second race the horse that he had played

to win lost by a nose; in the third race

his horse had gotten a bad start, and then

in the first hundred yards had made a

sudden swerve and thrown the jockey.

At first the riderless horse fell behind,

but its racing instinct, inherited from

generations of racing ancestors, and in

stilled into it by its combative master,

quickly gained control. Intent upon the

flying forms ahead of him, he laid back

his ears and shot forward as if his whole

salvation depended on that race. Like

a general he picked his way among the

horses, passed one after another, and

finally dashed under the wire, a close

second—but debarred from the money

because he carried no weight.

“And to think I must lose money on a

noble beast like that,” said Jack. “The

fates certainly are against me today. I

don’t care whether I even see the Derby

or not; I’ve lost all interest in that since

‘Dr. Leggo' has been scratched. I bet

fifty dollars in the Winter book on him,

and I would have staked my last cent on

him to-day—a fine mud horse—just the

track for him to win if he hadn’t turned

up lame.” And Mr. Fielding turned

and walked off, disgusted with his luck.

CLUB MEMBERS, THEIR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS
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He was a game loser, usually. His

wife had never seen him take anything

quite so much to heart. She felt it was

on her account he worried, and she looked

to show him her three winning tickets.

They had been sent to her before each

race, but each time her husband was in

the betting ring, and so quietly tucked

them away. She could not get a chance

to speak to him alone now, and the little

woman was ashamed to let her friends

know that she had been caught in the

gambler's net. She could hear the laugh

that would go up and the jokes that

would be passed at her expense. She

did not even know what her husband

would say. He was proud of her being

a little superior to the follies of the day.

Most men like to think that their wives

can make up any deficiencies they may

have in morals and religion. And so

Mrs. Fielding kept her tickets to herself

until she could explain to her husband in

the privacy of her own home.

The Derby, the great event of the day,

and two other races followed. In the

Derby there were three horses, but “Dr.

Leggo” being out of the struggle the

contest was really between only two of

these, “Ram's Horn” and “Agile”. That

race between two of the finest horses that

have ever trod the American turf, was

watched by thousands at the track with

bated breath, and millions of others,

with equal anxiety, awaited the result as

it was flashed over the wires to countless

tickers in all parts of the country.

To Mrs. Fielding, however, the added

interest of a wager was lacking, for

Bobby had said the odds were too low for

him to play; and that the race would be

so close that he wouldn’t risk a counter

feit dollar on it. And so he had placed

DELAGOA, FIRST; BATTs, SECOND; BRADEN, THIRD

-

Mrs. Fielding's last ten-dollar bill on

“Bell Morrell” in the fifth.

This race was for only four furlongs,

and so was started way across the track.

Mrs. Fielding, with her glasses, sought

out Bobby from the rest of the jockeys

in their many-colored satin suits, and

then turned to the grand stand, seeking

the mother and sisters and brothers, who,

somewhere in the vast throng were all in

a tremor with hope and joy and fear.

Sometime was consumed at the start,

for the horses were young and restless

and it was almost impossible to line them

up. At last they were off, all in a bunch

at first, then stringing out, one horse

darting far ahead and “Bell Morrell”

falling far behind.

Mrs. Fielding's heart sank and she ac

tually prayed for the little brown mare,

for Bobby's and the mother's sake. But

soon “Bell Morrell” began to gain, was

actually passing horse after horse and

getting close upon the one that had the

lead, and then for a second those two ran

as if they were one horse. Down the

stretch they came, side by side, and sud

denly “Bell Morrell is in the lead '''

shouted the excited crowd; and sure

enough “Bell Morrell” was in the lead

and dashed under the wire first by half a

length, with Bobby almost lying upon her

back, a living, breathing part of the

horse he loved.

Mrs. Fielding's eyes were full of tears

as she turned away; happy tears, though,

that welled up as she thought of Bobby,

his mother and the little brothers and

sisters to whom the lad's success meant

so much. But though there were tears

in her eyes, she felt very cheerful as she

thought of the surprise in store for her

husband, who was now the very picture

of hard luck. The rest of

the party were equally dole

ful, for Joe Bryan had not

cashed a ticket, and Mr.

Bridges had lost enough, as

he said, to keep him in

tires for a decade.

When they reached home

that night Mrs. Fielding

went to her room and

waited for her husband to

come to her. He felt very

tender toward the little wife
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that must spend another summer in fin

anciering, and as he entered the room he

held out his arms to her. “Oh, ]ack,”

she said, as she put her arms tightly

about his neck, “I never felt so proud of

you before.” He looked down at her in

perfect wonder, but she laughed and

said: “Oh, I mean what I say, for I

never knew before what you had given

up for me. I don’t believe I could have

done it, and here I’ve never appreciated

it before one bit.”

“Why, anything is easy to give up for

you, Margaret, and you were right about

it all the time; and, listen, dear, I am

going to promise you never to bet on an

other horse race.”

“And what would you say if I had bet

on one?”

“You!”

“Yes, I; for that’s what I did. You

see, Bobby came up, and he seemed to

know all about it. He said you were

throwing your money into the sewer, and

I hated to see it go; and so I gave Bobby

fifty dollars to make some bets for me,

and here are the tickets.”

Jack Fielding could not conceive of

anyone’s keeping a winning ticket, for he

had been used to seeing people fairly

tumble over each other in their mad rush

to get their money; and so, as he took the

tickets, he said: “Well, they will add

to our collection of souvenirs, but I’m

sorry, Margaret—not for the loss of the

money, because fifty dollars on top of my

loss doesn’t make much difference, but I

don’t want my little wife betting on horse

races.”

“But my tickets all won!” she ex

claimed.

“Wonl Well, by ]ove,

why didn’t you say so be

fore?” And he began look

ing them over, and as he

looked a broad grin spread

over his face.

“Say, Margaret,” he said,

“let’s go out again tomor

row.”

“Yes, but you know you

have promised not to bet,”

she answered.

“Oh, I know; but I’ve

got to go out to get these

tickets cashed, and if I can

just get hold of Bobby may

be I can pull down enough to get that

automobile after all. Perhaps we could

even have a touring car.”

And Jack Fielding went out to the

races next day, but he hasn’t been since,

principally because he has been too busy

learning the whys and wherefores of a

gasoline engine; and then, as he says, he

hasn’t the nerve to look a race horse in

the face since he ordered his Rambler.

Fifteen Miles in Buffalo Park

.\lOTOR \\'()l(Ll)

Thanks to the efforts of the automobile

club of that town, the Park Commission

ers of Buffalo, N. Y., have increased the

speed limit for vehicles in the parks from

eight to fifteen miles an hour. The de

cision was arrived at after a lengthy hear

ing, at which Augustus H. Knoll, presi

dent of the club, testified, and as a result

of a series of tests recently run off for the

benefit of that worthy body, which was by

these means convinced once and for all

that the motor car, when driven at speeds

not exceeding fifteen miles an hour, is not

a menace to civilization. In connection

with this testimony, Mr. Knoll prayed

that the commissioners be very strict in

their enforcement of the rules of the road

for all vehicles.

The Thirty-Seventh

LINCOLN, NEB. STAR

After conducting an automobile cam

paign for a year, in an effort to find the

best machine manufactured, Mr. F. W.

Brown, mayor of Lincoln, has just pur

chased a Rambler of the Mockett-Saar

Auto Company. This makes the thirty

seventh Rambler automobile sold in Ne

braska this year.
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Qur First Tour in an Automobile

ERNEST B. TUCKER

AVING purchased a single

cylinder, eight horse power

Model H Rambler this

spring, we became imbued

with the idea of making a

trip down east in the car, so

accordingly all preparations

were made and we (Mrs. Tucker and my

self) started from Mattoon, Ill., 11:00

A. M. on Saturday, June 3, fully equip

ped with extra tires, bolts, ropes, tire

repairs, and numerous other articles which

we thought we might need on the wa_v

in case of emergency.

We had fixed upon no certain place as a

destination but decided to run until we

got tired or met with some accident,

which latter we are happy to say did not

materialize.

We arrived in Charleston, thirteen

miles distant in time for dinner, which

was procured at the Lawes hotel. From

there we ran to Paris, forty-six miles dis

tant, by 3:00 o’clock. A street fair was

in progress in that place which we visited

for a short time before continuing on

our way to Terre Haute, which place we

reached at 5:30. Brazil being only six

teen miles farther east, we decided to

run to that point and spend the night,

which we did, at Hotel Davis. We took

the National Road at Terre Haute,

(which runs from Vandalia, Ill., to Cum

berland, Md.) and found it to be good

as long as we stayed with it. At Brazil

we were fortunate to meet Dr. Oliver,

an automobile enthusiast, who kindly let

us put our car in his stable for the night,

there being no garage at Brazil.

The next morning, Sunday, we got an

an early start and at 7:45 left for India

napolis, the heavens threatening rain

every minute. At Reelsville, about

eleven miles east of Brazil, one comes to

a place where the road forks, and of

course we took the wrong one, and went

as far as the Vandalia tracks before dis

covering our error. As we started to

back down a slight grade a horse hitched

  

to a two-wheeled cart and tied to a post,

broke loose and ran away. The way

that horse ran would make Barney Old

field turn green with envy, and he is

probably running yet. As this was the

first runaway we had ever caused we felt

quite grieved about it, and as the citizens

who were watching us did not appear to

feel overwhelmingly gracious toward us,

we proceeded on our way post haste, not

having, we regret to say, an opportunity

of meeting the owner of the rig. \\"e

had proceeded but a short distance when

we met a machine coming from the east.

The driver had passed the runaway

horse and was very anxious to know the

state of mind of the owner before pro

ceeding on his way, as he was not court

ing any trouble, but he passed on after

being re-assured.

A short time after passing Reelsville

we had the pleasure of meeting Mr. G.

H. Rick and wife,in a Rambler, a dupli

cate of ours, coming from Indianapolis

to Mattoon, where they live. They had

been on a trip to Chicago and were re

turning via Indianapolis. At 11:40 after

two hours’ running in sloppy roads, we

reached Indianapolis, where we took

dinner. Our car was looked over by the

Hearsy Vehicle Co., and filled with water,

oil and gasoline. At 12:50 we continued

on our run taking National Road east

from Indianapolis, through the beautiful

residence portion. At 2:00 o’clock we

stopped at Greenfield for refreshments.

We found the roads wet and in some

places very muddy from the rain, but we

had no difficulty in making good time all

day, as the roads were graveled and,

generally speaking, in good shape. After

passing through many prosperous villages

and hamlets, we reached Cambridge

City, where we stopped to inquire our

way from the occupants of a car which

we noticed standing close to the curb.

One of the gentleman occupants alighted

and came over to our car, informed us

that “he had one of them” (Ramblers)
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and was well pleased with it. We told

him he had occasion to be. The party

directed us and advised us to put our

machine in the “Auto Inn” at Richmond,

upon our arrival there, which we did.

It was the most complete garage we found

on our trip, and we were accorded very

courteous treatment, both there and at

the Westcott hotel where we stopped.

Our day’s run registered 135 miles, from

Brazil to Richmond, starting at 7:45 A.

.\-I. and ending at 5:30 P. M., we having

traveled almost from one state line to

the other. Of course, this is not a record

run by any means, but we thought it a

very good showing for novices at auto

mobiling.

Monday at 8:00 A. M. we left Rich

mond for Columbus, Ohio. We found

the roads very fine to Springfield, Ohio,

which town we made for dinner, after

having passed through the thriving little

towns of Gettysburg, Arlington, Vandalia

and Durbin. At 1:20 we left Springfield

after having taken on the necessary sup

plies of gasoline, etc., finding the roads

to Columbus in fine shape and making

good time all the way. At 4:30 we

reached Columbus and called at the

garage of the Oscar Lear Automobile

Company, where we procured four new

batteries. After a short run about the

city we decided to endeavor to reach

Amsterdam, about thirty miles distant,

for the night. The roads for the first ten

miles east of Columbus were a fright,

full of chuck holes, hub deep, and full of

mud and water at the bottom. It was

almost impossible to control the car on

this stretch and in trying to avoid a mud

hole we got too close to a telephone pole

and skidded into it, throwing one front

wheel over a small embankment with

sufiicient force to spring the steering gear

rods so much that we could not go on.

After adjusting the rods as much as pos

ible in an effort to “true up” the sprung

wheel, we decided to put back to Colum

bus, about eight miles, for the night,

which we did, and the next morning,

Tuesday, the Oscar Lear garage fixed

us up in good shape and we started on

our way again, rejoicing. We were more

cautious the second time, getting over

the bad stretch very nicely. We found

the eighty miles of road from Columbus

to Zanesville rough and hilly compared

to the route as far as Columbus. We

made the town of Hebron for dinner, and

thoroughly enjoyed the meal provided at

a little country hotel. In the afternoon,

about 2:00 o'clock, we stopped at a little

cottage along the road to replenish our

supply of water, and while doing so dis

covered a puncture in a rear tire. While

engaged in the act of changing inner

tubes a thunder shower came up, and

the way it poured down while we were

thus engaged was a fright. It finally let

up, however, and the new tube held nicely.

The farmer and his wife at whose house

we stopped, took Mrs. Tucker in while

the rain was in progress and told her a

number of times what a nice little hotel

was located a few miles farther on at

Hopewell. They seemed very much

afraid that we were disabled and would

have to remain with them over night, and

were evidently greatly relieved when we

started on. The roads were made so mud

dy by the recent rains that the car skidded

badly and would hardly make the hills

on account' of this. We had enough

half-inch rope to go around one wheel,

and tried to buy enough at Hopewell to

rope the other one, but couldn’t find any

rope in town, although they had three

stores. Met Mr. Bell, a storekeeper,

who was much interested in our trip.

Mr. Bell remarked that we had come a

“good ways” and told Mrs. Tucker who

had a silk shirt waist suit on, that she

should not wear such an “elegant gown”

on a trip like that, but ought to have

something that “would wash.” Mr. Bell

treated us very nicely, however, and

brought us a pitcher of good, cold spring

water, wishing us good luck when we de

parted. We reached Zanesville at 5:00

o’clock without further incident, finding

a small garage and repair shop to store

our car in, and a good hotel in The

Clarendon.

I got up early Wednesday morning to

clean my car and get some of the sand

and mud out of the machinery, getting

started at 8:30. We regretted to leave

Zanesville, as it is a very pretty place and

we were treated so nicely by all with

whom we came in contact. Provided

with a new supply of rope, and with a

piece of oil cloth to swing under the

engine, we got along very nicely. There

are certainly some long, steep hills be



MR. AND MRS. TUCKER IN THEIR MODEL H, RAMBLER, TONNEAU DETACHED,

STARTING ON THEIR TOUR TO PITTSBURG

tween Zanesville and Wheeling, and as

we had never been in a hilly country be

fore, were a little timid as to what the

little Rambler would do, but she never

faltered. Those we couldn't go on the

high we went unfalteringly on the low gear,

and were proud of the way the little car

acted. Two miles west of Cambridge

we came to a long arm projecting across

the road, the first toll gate either of us

ever saw. We produced the necessary

silver and passed on to the next one. We

passed eight gates in all, through the

counties of Guernsey and Belmont, the

only two counties in the state having toll

gates. In the latter county the rate for

automobiles is five cents per mile. We

paid $1.45 in toll fees in the run from

Zanesville to Wheeling. The roads were

good, hard pike, but it was all hills or

small mountains, and every forty or fifty

feet on the very steepest hills, a ridge

probably six or eight inches high would

be thrown up across the road, presum

ably to shed the water to each side in

order to keep the road from washing out.

These ridges or “thank 'e mums” would

prevent us from coasting a hill, so that

our speed both ways on the hills was

rather slow. In many places new, crack

ed stone had been put on the pike, which

caused us to wonder how long the tires

would stand, but it did not seem to wear

them in the least. We dined that day at

a little town named Washington for the

modest sum of thirty-five cents. Ap

proaching the village of Lloydsville we

noticed a horse hitched to a top buggy

standing in front of the village store.

The horse pricked up his ears long before

we got near him, and when we were

about 300 feet away he suddenly started

to run, colliding with trees, telephone

poles and hitching racks en route. When

he got through with it there was hardly

enough left of the buggy to identify it.

The owner, a farmer, came up about this

time, and on our offering to take him in

the car and go after his horse, stated that

we were not to blame at all, and the

horse should have been tied, etc., etc.,

from the shock of which remark we have

not yet entirely recovered as we antici

pated a demand for restitution in a fin

ancial way. Fortunately the gentleman

was not in the rig at the time of the run
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away and no one was hurt. At 6 o’clock

we crossed the big Ohio river bridge

and entered Wheeling. We asked a

policeman if there was a garage in town.

He replied that he “did not know what

one of them things was, as he had recently

come in from the rural districts, but we

might ask some of the older ofiicers.”

Inquiry revealed the fact that Wheeling

had no garage. I met a man with a new

Type II Rambler surrey, who very kindly

directed me to a livery stable where I

could store the car, but the ‘liveryman

said he “wouldn’t have one of the pesky

things in his barn; might skeer his horses

to death.” After a half hour’s search I

succeeded in convincing the proprietor

of a tumble down shack that it was abso

lutely safe to store an automobile in his

barn, and there I left it.

On Thursday morning, June 8, we left

Wheeling at 7:45, taking what we thought

to be the National Road. After climb

ing a very steep hill half an hour or more,

we slid down an incline on the other side

of proportionate grade. The houses be

gan to get thicker and bore the appear

ance of another city. We asked a man

what town it was and he said Wheeling.

\Ve were two blocks from the McClure

House where we spent the night. The

next attempt to get out of town was

more successful. The first ten or twelve

miles were as level as a floor and the

scenery along the roadway very pretty.

We met a constable who told us to run a

little slower and avoid trouble, which we

were very glad to do. The road the rest

of the way to Washington, Pa., where we

took dinner was up hill all the way. We

thought we had seen some hilly country

before, but this was the limit. We had

no trouble, however, in going over every

grade we met. At Washington we bought

some gasoline and paid twenty-five cents

per gallon, which we thought a trifle high,

inasmuch as we were in the country

where it ought to be cheap. After leav

ing Washington, we forsook the National

Road and branched off through Canons

burg to Pittsburg. This proved to be

the roughest part of the trip. The hills

were much steeper than any we had ever

climbed and the roads were full of rocks

and stones, and in a horrible condition,

generally. About 4:00 o’clock we climb

ed our last hill and coasted down into

the city of Pittsburg, past big factories,

steel mills and other large industries.

Having had no experience running a car

in cities throughcongested trafiic, I was

scared to death when we got onto the

main thoroughfares, but through miracu

lous maneuvering and with ease of con

trol of the Rambler car, I managed to get

through the city without hitting anything

or anybody. We stopped at Hotel Henry

and later went over to East Pittsburg in

our car to visit a large Rambler agency

and garage owned by Mr. Martin, who

gave us a hearty welcome and would

hardly believe that we had made so long

a trip in a single cylinder car, without

having any previous experience in tour

ing. As our journey ended here we ship

ped our car home and went to New York

City and other eastern points by rail,

after a day or two in Pittsburg.

We are satisfied that our Rambler will

go anywhere that a horse and vehicle can.

We had no trouble with our car and no

repairs from Mattoon to Pittsburg, with

the exception of the accident to the steer

ing gear, which was caused by careless

ness, and the set of batteries.

The Diamond Wrapped Tread tires

with which our car was fitted, gave us no

trouble whatever, having but one punc

ture from Mattoon to Pittsburg, in a

distance of over 600 miles, over all sorts

of roads, some muddy, some newly con

structed, and many miles newly covered

with cracked stone. We carried an

outer casing but found no use for it. We

are convinced that for the length of the

run over the various kinds of roads our

tires did remarkably well, withstanding

much hard usage that we had no idea

they would survive. They are running

on the car yet and are in good shape.

In the afternoon of each day Mrs.

Tucker drove the car, affording each of

us the pleasure of running and also the

pleasure of riding without having to pay

attention to the driving. In this way we

prevented the trip becoming monotonous

to either of us.

For an all-round good time, a new hold

on life, plenty of fresh air, thorough en-'

joyment of a vacation away from the

cares of business and the daily grind,

buy a Rambler and take a tour. It is

the best ever.



Mr. Elvin, Wife and Daughters, Enjoy Pleasant Outing

in their Rambler Surrey

A. G. ELVIN

of July at three o’clock,

Mrs. Elvin, three daughters

and myself started on our

tour to Indiana, the total

weight of our party, in

cluding baggage, amounting

to eight hundred pounds, with the extra

tire, jacks, etc. We started out on very

muddy roads and before we had gone ten

miles we were in mud from six to eight

inches deep, having a great deal of trouble

sliding and skidding about the road

through this very hilly and rough coun

try. In fact it was one continuous hill

climbing for about twelve miles before

the first stop was made. The only diffi

culty we encountered in the first twenty

miles was in passing a team. We got

too far to the side of the road and skidded

down into a ditch. This, of course,

meant that we all had to unload. The

wheels continued to slip in the mud until

I finally jacked up the car, placed wood

under the wheels and got out. The

power of the engine never failed. We

stopped for our evening meal (5:40) at a

place called Stoneboro. We then rode

to Sharon, Penna., where we stopped for

the night, arriving at 8:45. It rained

continually for the remainder of the night

and up to 11:00 o'clock the next morning,

which was Sunday. We then made our

second start (11:30) A. M., encountering

the most slippery roads that could

be imagined, not being able to make

over eight or ten miles an hour for prob

ably twenty-five miles or more. We,

however, reached Akron, Ohio, that

evening at 6:30 and our car was one solid

mass of mud. We left Akron at 11:30

Monday morning and reached Ashland,

Ohio, at 6:00 o'clock where we put up

for the night. The next morning (8:30)

we started again but at Mansfield we

stopped for four hours, arriving in Upper

Sandusky at 6:45 that evening. Just

about one mile out of the last mentioned

place our back tire blew up on the right

side and our front on the left side. We

were therefore compelled to remain in

Upper Sandusky from 6:45 Tuesday

evening until Thursday morning at 7:30,

awaiting a tire from Cleveland. We left

Upper Sandusky (7:30) arriving in Lima,

Ohio, at 10:50.

I wish to say that at Dunkirk, Ohio,

we overtook a Haines-Apperson touring

car with only one occupant, our party

having picked up a lady at Dunkirk. I,

having to stop at this place for gasoline,

gave him a start of ten minutes but over

took him at Van Wert, where we wit

VEJAR, AN OLD STAGE STATION OF SIXTY YEARS AGo

nessed for about thirty minutes a very

beautiful parade in which fifteen automo

biles, handsomely decorated, participated.

Among this number were seven Ramblers.

Upon inquiry I found that the people

there thought a great deal of your ma

chine.

The party in the Haines-Apperson car

left ahead of me for Ft. Wayne and as I

had to take on water he had fully eight

or nine minutes start of me. We had fine

roads from Lima through to Ft. Wayne.

After leaving Van Wert, however, the

road forked giving us on the one hand a

pike road, on the other a dirt road. The

dirt road being three miles longer, the
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Haines-Apperson took the pike. The

dirt road looked so good to me that I

decided to take it and I am pleased to say

arrived in Ft. Wayne ten minutes ahead

of the other party, he knowing that

we were racing as we had arranged to

meet at a certain automobile garage. The

run from Lima to Fort Wayne including

the thirty minutes stop was made in

three hours and fifteen minutes, a dist

ance of seventy-five miles, and it was not

necessary for me to get out of the car

during the entire distance.

We continued our trip, through to

Huntington, Indiana, over a very hilly

road full of curves, arriving at 9:40 in

the evening. The total run from Upper

Sandusky to Huntington, for the day,

taking the mileage as given us by livery

men at the difierent places, made almost

one hundred and fifty miles. I would be

glad to know if you do not consider this

a very good run with a load such as we

had. We started the next morning in a

heavy rain which made it impossible to

travel fast, arriving in Wabash, where we

had to have an inner tube repaired owing

to the careless manner in which it had

been mended in Upper Sandusky. This

delayed us two or three hours, getting us

into Peru at about four P. M.

My car, as you understand, is a Surrey

Type One, 1905 car, and I would very

much like to have your opinion as to this

run, whether it be good or bad, since it

is my first experience in touring. Would

say that so far as our engine was con

cerned the trip was made with no trouble

whatever, our only difiiculty being with the

tires, which everyone knows is the weak

part of an automobile today.

The most remarkable and surprising

thing to us was that in traveling over a

very dusty road our carriage was at all

times free of dust and the occupants

enjoyed a most delightful ride due to

this fact. I called the attention of several

motorists enroute to this fact, and they

were unable to understand why it was, as

their passengers were literally covered

with dust.

  

RAMBLER PARTY ON A TRIP THROUGH MONTANA

We can help make your trip a pleasant one

F you are going on a tour with your Rambler and will

write us giving the route you will follow and stops you

intend making, we shall be glad to furnish you with a list of

names and addresses of our representatives along the way.

ll They are naturally equipped with a fund of knowledge

concerning short routes, good roads, best hotel accommoda

tions, etc., and will give you this information more readily

and accurately than you could get it from strangers. ‘llWe

will also give you Rambler pins and a letter of identification

which you can carry with you to serve as an introduction

to our representatives upon whom you call. : :

Thomas B. Jeffery 65’ Co., Kenosha, Wis.
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to be chopped out. Otherwise there were

no adventures.

“From here the machines will scatter

Automobiles as Advertising Mediums

MOTOR WORLD

Probably those who witnessed the : - - -- --- * -

“Moxie” parade at Coney Island, linto fourteen different states. We are very

little realized that they were seeing enthusiastic over the use of automobiles for

one of the moves in a gigantic ad- this purpose and look for directly bene

vertising campaign which is to include

the whole territory east of the Mississippi

River, and that it served as conclusive

evidence of the faith placed in the com

mercial motor vehicle by one of the most

wide-awake and aggressive companies in

the country. Starting from Boston, this

cortege of fifteen machines had toured to

New York, parading in all the important

towns along the route, and from here they

will scatter to the various territories as

signed the agents who drove them, spread

ing the story of their goods far and wide.

Leaving Boston under the leadership

of President Thompson, of the Moxie

Company, himself an enthusiastic motor

ist, and owner of no less than four

machines, in his twenty-horse Locomo

bile, the cars toured by way of Provi

dence, Worcester, Springfield, Hartford,

Providence and New Haven to New

York, stopping in each town long enough

to parade the streets in befitting style.

During the day, Monday, the territory

of the greater city was covered as far

north as Mount Vernon and Yonkers,

and in the evening the trip to Coney Island

was made.

General Manager Hills, speaking of the

campaign, said:

“Yes, we have had very good luck so

far; we made as good time as could have

been expected on the trip, and arrived

here without mishap, except that one of

the men lost himself in a wet place and

skidded into the bushes, so that he had

ficial results from employing them.”

As the cars, of which six are Ramblers,

specially built for the purpose, are all

ONE OF THE \!

new, this really constituted a trial run,

and its successful termination means

that they have proved themselves fit for

the work.

Like our experience with other pretty girls,

we sometimes find that when we think For

tune is smiling on us, she really has her eye

on the tall man behind us.
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A Pleasant Ride From Detroit to Cleveland

DONAL FULLER

I left the city hall, Detroit, in the Ram

bler which I purchased some three weeks

ago of your Detroit agent, at 7 o'clock

A. M. with two other passengers in the

car, and arrived at Toledo in front of

the Boody House at 10:40, having stopped

in all about ten minutes. The roads

RAMBLERS

between Detroit and Toledo are among

the worst in the country, and I have

toured over some pretty rough ones. In

the garage at Toledo, I put two pump

fulls of oil in the transmission and one

in the crank case.

I left the garage in Toledo, about four

blocks from the Boody House, at 12

o'clock, and arrived at the pavement

which starts nine miles from the center

of Cleveland at exactly six o'clock. In

going in from there I ran under a bridge

where they had been making repairs

and where the ruts were at least

two feet deep. After a little delay I

went through this by running one wheel

upon the sidewalk and the other on top

of a rut. Owing to my lack of know

ledge of the city, I went considerably

out of my way in getting to the Hollanden

House, but arrived there at 6:30.

About half way between Toledo and

Cleveland I stopped 20 minutes to rest,

and oiled the crank shaft, and fully ten

minutes were consumed in other stops.

Between Detroit and Cleveland I filled

the oil cups four times, as I was using oil

pretty freely. None of the tires were cut

or punctured. The machine ran in fine

style all the way. The distance by road

as near as I can figure it, is 190 miles.

The actual running time 9% hours.

One stretch of road just outside of Toledo

is very fine, a level stretch of about ten

miles, on this we made one-half mile in 47

seconds and a mile in one minute and 38

seconds. We made the first 16 miles out of

Elyria until we struck the Cleveland pave

ments, nine miles out of the city, in 33

minutes. I brought the machine home

by boat, and ran it up to my house and

back to my office about seven miles, and

it ran perfectly.

I have been an automobile owner for

several years and have had several

machines, but I never had one that gave

me so little trouble and so much satisfac

tion. It is a great pleasure to drive it,

the control being perfect, and it is built

strong enough to stand fast driving over

rough road if properly handled.
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TableofStateRegistrationandSpeedLaws—c¢m¢t¢atoJuly,1906

COURTESYOFTHEAETNALIFEINSURANCECOMPANY

 

State

Maine............

NewHampshire....

Vermont..........

Massachusetts.....
RhodeIsland......

Connecticut.......l

NewYork.........‘
NewJersey........1

Pennsylvania......

Delaware......... Maryland.........

DistrictofColumbia

V\'estVirginia......>

Alabama.........~
Indiana...........\

Michigan..........
\‘\'isconsin.........

Iowa.............

Minnesota.........l Nebraska.........l

SouthDakota......

Washington.......i 

°ForA8hours.

License

Fee

Non-Residents

ADP!)forBlanksto CT(bu)

1108c

 

$2.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00

 

ExemptI ExemptI

Exempt.1 Exempt1‘

NotExempt

ExemptI

1'I-‘or15daysifregisteredinownstate.

 

SecretaryofState,Augusta..........................2Tags 2Tags
1Tag

2Tags

1Tagcommonpace

2Tags12

SecretaryofState,Concord..........................

SecretaryofState,Montpelier........................

StateHighwayCommission,Boston...................

SecretaryofState,Providence........................

SecretaryofState,Hartford.........................

 

IIfregisteredinownstate.

Cities(open)

California.........

2.00 2.00

ExemptI

NotExempt NotExempt

Exempt*

NotExempt NotExempt NotExempt NotExempt

pExempt Exempt Exempt Exempt

NotExempt

Exempt Exempt Exempt Exempt

SecretaryofState,Albany...........................TagandSeal10

2T385'§i3§?i'?.‘Lb'f;££'§'

1Tag 1Tag 1Tag 1Tag

SecretaryofState,Trenton..........................

ProthonotaryofCounty—TreasurerofCounty.........

SecretaryofState,Dover............................

SecretaryofState,Annapolis.........................

BoardofExaminersofSteamEngineers...............

AuditorofState,Charleston2Tags
ProbatejudgeofCounty...........................None 1Tag

SecretaryofState,Lansing..........................TagandSeal

1Tag

SecretaryofState,Indianapolis................

SecretaryofState,Madison..........................

SecretaryofState,DesMoincs.......................TagandSeal

1Tag

SecretaryofState,Lincoln...........................TagandSeal

StateBoilerInspector...............................

SecretaryofState,Pierre............................TagandSeal

1Tag

SecretaryofState,Sacramento.......................TagandSeal

SecretaryofState,Olympia..........................

ticrossing
cartracks

 

SpeedLimitsinMilesperHour

Country

 



Operators'andChauffeurs’Licenses

OPERATORSANDCHAUFFEURsLICENSEs.Thefollowingstatesrequire,inadditiontoalicenseforthevehicle,a speciallicensefortheoperatororchauffeur:Maine,operators,$2.00;NewHampshire,operator,$1.00,chauffeurs, $5.00;Vermont,cperators,$2.00,chauffeurs,$2.00;Massachusetts,chauffeurs,$2.00;NewYork,chauffeurs, $2.00;Pennsylvania,operators,$3.00;Dist.ofColumbia,operators,nofee;Michigan,chauffeurs,$1.00;California,

chauffeurs,$2.00.

APPLICATIONBLANKsforRegistrationandLicensearefurnishedbythesecretariesofstateonrequest.

SEALsANDBADGEsarealsofurnished,andinsomestatesthenumbertagstobeattachedtothecar.

LICENSEs,bothregistrationandoperating,mustbecarriedonthecarunlessasealorbadgeisfurnished,andeventhen

itissafertohavethelicenseinthecar.

ExEMPTIONisnotgrantedtocarswhichareregisteredinmunicipalitiesorthatarenotregisteredinthestate,territory

orfederaldistrictinwhichtheownerlives.

BRAKES.“Goodandsufficientbrakes”arerequiredbyallstates.

LAMPsarerequiredinallstatesandmustshow,-oneormoreinfront,andoneshowingredtorear,fromonehour

aftersunsettoonehourbeforesunrise.

HoRNs,bells,orwhistlesarerequiredinallstates.

SPECIALPROVISIONsrelatingtothespeedandconductwhenpassinghorsesontheroadarecontainedinnearlyevery-law,mostofthemrequiringtheautomobilisttostoponsignal.Nearlyallthelawsrequireareductionofspeed

oncurves,descents,bridges,atroadintersections,andwhencrossingcartracks.

INFORMATIONcanalwaysbeobtainedfromtheofficeofthesecretaryofstate,andprintedblanks,copiesofthe

law,etc.,canbesecuredthere.

#
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Will Ramble in October

We are just informed by Mr. Horace

S. Rich of Red Wing, Minn., that he con

templates going on a tour with a party in

his Rambler car, starting at Evansville on

the Ohio River, thence south through

Kentucky and Tennessee, northern

Alabama and Georgia to Jacksonville,

Fla. They will take a camera, obtaining

views and making notes each day as they

go along, which will be reproduced in the

Rambler Magazine upon the return of

the party. Our readers will look with

interest for the story of this trip and in the

meantime, we join them in wishing the

Ramblers from Minnesota a very success

ful and pleasant tour.

A Reminder

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

Never run up to or near your stopping

place at full speed and then put the brakes

on hard, just to see how quickly you can

stop. A motor car should always be

stopped as gently as possible and started

in the same fashion.

Dumped by a Dog

COLDWATER, MICH., COURIER

For several weeks past Coldwater

people who go to and from Coldwater

lake in their automobiles have been

bothered by a dog, which caused annoy

ance by running and barking in front of

the machines. Several times he had

narrow escapes, but got out of the way

just in time. But one Monday he was

not so fortunate, and was caught under

the front trucks of Dr. Wilson's Rambler.

The impact was sufficient to twist the

front wheels to one side, upsetting the

automobile and throwing into the road

the doctor and Mrs. Scott McLane, who

was on the way to the lake with him.

Fortunately neither was seriously hurt,

as they were going slowly at the time.

The top of the auto was somewhat brok

en, but the driving gear and engine were

left intact, so that the car was righted and

the trip to the lake completed.

It's a good thing to have high ideals, but

there's no sense in keeping your bread in a

balloon.

(CHILDREN OF J. B. Rose.NBERG, E.R., IN THEIR MODEL K RAMBLER, STARTING FROM THEIR HOME,

ST. CLOUD, MINN, FOR A RUN TO A NEIGHBORING TOWN

----
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A Slight Correction

Our contemporary, The White Bulletin

No. 10, in its interesting description of

Mr. Walter C. Whites’s run from Chicago

to St. Paul at the time of the Endurance

Run between those two points, leads its

readers to infer that Mr. White’s trip was

a part of the run, and that in that run he

distanced all gasoline cars by forty hours.

That he arrived in St. Paul forty hours

before the first gasoline car is perfectly

true, but it should be further stated that

Mr. White did not take part in the En

durance Run, and that his trip was wholly

independent of the schedule. The cars

participating in that run were scheduled

to make certain runs each day, and were

not permitted to exceed that schedule.

The pilot car, a Rambler, driven by

Arthur Gardiner wasthe second car ofthose

taking part in the tour to reach St. Paul,

being preceded only by a White steamer

which arrived seven minutes ahead of the

pilot, but which, until within only a few

miles of St. Paul, had been behind the

Rambler, and the actual running time of

which was one day longer than that of the

Rambler.

It should also be stated that the cars

running on schedule time experienced

nearly two days’ heavy rain, which Mr.

Walter C. White fortunately avoided, and

the eflect of the rain on the “rich, black

Iowa loam”, of which the roads are com

posed, can perhaps be as graphically

imagined as described, and in great part

account for the delay in the rrrival of the

cars participating in the run.

 

Mr. Cousins in the Yosemite

We call attention to the picture on the

front cover page of this magazine.

It shows Mr. Henry Cousins of San

Francisco, in the Yosemite with his

Rambler automobile.

As very fewautomobiles have gone into

the Yosemite under their own power, and

this one did, it is worthy of notice and

mention here. Photo by Boysen.

Pushing the Rambler

DESERET SEMI-\\'F.l-.'KLE\' \'E\\'S

Mr. Geo. T. Odell, general manager of

the Consolidated Wagon & Machine

Company, who has just returned from

a visit to eastern factories, says that the

volume of trade in harvesting machinery

as well as in automobiles will be greater

this year than for many years previous.

Mr. Odell’s trip was especially to learn

what the Rambler auto manufacturers

had in view for the ensuing season. He

says a surprise is in store for automobil

ists in the production of a four cylinder

Rambler machine, and while the general

appearance and weight of the present

machine will not be materially changed,

the increase in power will be marked,

and ther'e will be little that an automobile

can do but what the Rambler can accom

plish, as it does now with the present two

cylinder machine. The wagon com‘

pany’s managers, with their usual vigor

are pushing the Rambler machines to the

front, proving by actual demonstration

that these automobiles are practical for

business as well as pleasure purposes.

Economical and time-saving, combining

three essentials—Business, Pleasure and

Profit.

Previous to going east Mr. Odell cov

ered all the territory in northern Utah

and Idaho, where the C. W. & M. Co.

operate, and states emphatically that the

crop conditions never looked better than

they do, from St. Anthony in the north, to

Chicago in the east.

Another Auto on R. F. D.

N. Y. RURALITE

After hearing the satisfactory results of

the trial by G.S. Helenbolt of an auto for

R. F. D., D. W. Edie of Halls Corners,

made a trip to Middleport to take aride

around Mr. Helenbolt’s route with him

in his auto. Mr. Edie writes as follows:

“I made the trip with Helenbolt,Saturday,

and this is the result: twenty-four and

three-quarters miles, delivered two hun

dred and fifty pieces of mail and made

one hundred stops in two hours and seven

minutes, over the worst kind of roads, as

there had been rain for five days straight.

In fact I liked the machine so well that I

placed my order for one like it, which is

a Model E Rambler.

One of these machines will be exhib

ited at the State Convention at Geneva,

where demonstrations will be given.

There's a lot more religion in gritting your

teeth and grinning at trouble than there is in

a sanctified, sour submission.



THIS HANDSOMELY DECORATED CAR, ow'NED AND DRIVEN BY ALBERT PoPPENBERG,

EXCITED THE ADMIRATION OF ALL WHO S.A.W IT

Poppenberg Carried Off First Prize

EVENING TIMES

The parade of the Automobile Club of

Buffalo, held recently, was a success

from every viewpoint. Over 100 cars

were in line and the parade was wit

nessed by thousands of people.

Many of the cars were handsomely

decorated with flowers, bunting, Japan

ese lanterns and many-colored incan

descent bulbs. At the head of the pa

rade was a band, riding in a big auto

mobile truck. Then came President

A. H. Knoll of the Automobile Club of

Buffalo.

The parade started at 9:00 o'clock and

the participants were loudly applauded

all along the line of march.

At Athletic Park, where the judging

took place, the big enclosure was densely

crowded with people.

The first prize was awarded to Albert

Poppenberg, who drove a Rambler car

covered with flowers. With Mr. Pop

penberg were the Misses Louise and Ida

Poppenberg and Miss Melle Gates. Mrs.

Henry Nagel was on the front seat with

Mr. Poppenberg. A canopy of artificial

roses extended over the car, and on

the hood were several white pigeons.

The ladies in the car were dressed in

white.

The car of Percy P. Pierce, which

carried the Glidden touring trophy, was

highly commended. The car was cov

ered with electric lights and bunting.

George Ulrich rode with Mr. Pierce.

The electric car of F. A. Babcock and

Nelson P. Baker's Stevens-Duryea tour

ing car also received recognition from the

judges.

The judges were Mrs. Augustus H.

Knoll, Mrs. J. B. Eccleston and Mrs. C.

A. Stephens.

Posts Road Signs

MOTOR AGE

The Automobile Club of Buffalo has

ordered fifty metal signs, enameled on

iron, to be placed at road crossings be

tween Buffalo and Fredonia. It is ex

pected that fifty more will be ordered soon

for the road between Buffalo and Ba

tavia. The signs are large, the lettering

in blue on white giving the distance to

Buffalo and to Fredonia with an arrow

pointing the right direction.
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The 1906 Rambler announcement
 

In deciding upon the specifications and prices of the various Rambler models for 1906, two important

features required careful study:

1. The original cost.

2. The resultant upkeep.

It is believed that regardless of what the selling price may be, the cost of maintenance and not its

selling cost, is the standard by which the car will be judged.

The Surrey Type One of 1905 has established a record that will be dit’ficult——even for Thos. B. jefiery

& Co.——to beat. It has proved the most practical road wagon of the year and the thousands in use have

been surprisingly economical in their cost of upkeep or maintenance. The satisfaction of this has neces

sarily been impressive, both to the owners and to the manufacturer, and its desirability is so manifest that

for 1906, the machine first has been constructed, and then, the price fixed, and not as is ordinarily the

case, the price established to meet the market and then the machine built.

Ramblers for 1906 will consist of the following models:

RUXABOUT.

Ruuanour W11-H TONNEAU.

The details of this model have not yet been fully decided. Specifications and cost will be announced

as soon as they are fully detennined.

SURREY TYPE Om-;, $1200.

This is practically the same machine as that made the past season, and alluded to above as being

the most satisfactory machine of its price upon the American market. Its desirability and practicability

as a road machine have, in our opinion, excelled any other type of construction, and the demand for it by

reason of its road worthiness is such as to ensure a large demand for it in 1906. The specifications of

1905 will apply to this machine except that it has naturally been improved and refined from time to time,

and its merits today far exceed those possessed a year ago.

SURREY TYPE Two, $1650.

This is the Surrey Type Two of 1905, but with the similar refinements and improvements. Without

question this was the handsomest machine at its price this season, and its practicability is best demon

strated by the quantity sold. It is a large and roomy automobile, carrying five persons and fitted with

the two-cylinder horizontal engine that has made the Rambler famous, but so geared that more power

is applied at the wheels than in Type One, making the speed slightly less, but rendering the use of the

secondary gear seldom necessary. The finish, upholstering, equipment, etc., are the best that money

can buy, and at $1650. is one of the best values in the automobile market.

SURREY TYPE Taxes, $1350.

This is an improved Surrey Type One, somewhat lighter than that model, with a large, roomy and

handsome body similar to that used on Surrey Type Two, and with several improvements and novelties

that make it the most suitable car for family use. It has the regular horizontal two-cylinder engine but

is so adjusted that it can be safely started by a lady. The engine will not race when released from the

driving gear, and it is equipped with larger tires than the regular Surrey Type One. It is a very

handsome production, finished in dark blue and is the equal of any $2500. car of other make for service,

finish and general appearance.

RAMBLER TYPE 14, FOUR-C»YI.INDER VI-IRTICAL ENGINE, $1750.

There will be four-cylinder cars on the market at $1500. and less, but no other maker can give the

value that Thos. B. ]efl'ery & Co. do, by reason of their exceptional facilities. Having in mind the upkeep

or maintenance of the car, price competition has been disregarded and only the desirability of satisfac

tion by the owner and immunity from expense have been considered. No four-cylinder car at or near

the Rambler price can excel the Rambler, practically all of the parts, excepting the woodwork and tires,

being made in the Rambler factory. Not being dependent upon parts manufactureres, the Rambler

makers are able to satisfy themselves by their own tests that the material used is that best fitted for its

especial work. This engine is rated at from 20 to 25 horse power and will comprise four cylinders 4" x 4}”

each. It has a three-speed sliding gear transmission of accepted fonn, Rambler built, and the lines of

the body and the general appearance of the machine conform to the latest fashions, but present a distinct

individuality.

TYPE 15, FOUR—CYLINDER VERTICAL ENGINE, 82500.

The same general description applies to this model, except that the cylinders are 5" x 57;” and develop

from 35 to 40 horse power. The equipment of all models includes everything necessary to complete the

car and comply with all the laws in the various states (excepting only the operator's number) and renders

any other purchase by its owner, if not unnecessary, at least superfluous.
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Racing As Evidence

The recent discussion in the daily

papers upon track racing would seem to

forecast its doom. The numerous acci

dents, many of them fatal, have not

affected its actual popularity, as it seems

a peculiar trait of the genus homo to

have a desire to go where there is danger,

preferably of course, not to himself.

The general public, however, must be

credited with higher ideals than its own

enjoyment, and it is that higher thought

that has condemned and will effectually

prohibit automobile racing on circular

tracks, the possible cost of the pleasure

in human life being out of proportion to

the evanescent returns. The danger is

not only to the dri\'er but to the public,

and in fact, the majority of fatalities have

been of the people and not of the

drivers.

The public has made such racing

possible by its attendance, and its will

ingness to pay to see such exhibitions.

Without that support, track racing is

unprofitable, and consequently impos

sible.

Admittedly, the American public is

prone to hunt new sensations, and there

would be no harm in their so doing were

their pleasure devoid of danger. Auto

mobile racing would be harmless if re

stricted to straight courses on the sands,

such as are to be found along the Atlantic

and Florida sea coasts, and this will

inevitably be the solution if the demand

for racing continues, although we firmly

believe that with the element of danger

and the spectacular features eliminated,

even this style will lose its fascination,

and consequently its popularity.

Other than to satisfy the public craving

for sensation, and for some questionable

advertising for the manufacturers of the

machines, racing accomplishes but little

It develops practically nothing except

machines suitable only for that particular

purpose, with little gain to the industry

from a mechanical standpoint. The ma

chines are monstrosities, every considera

tion being subordinated to speed. Such

cars are not practical on highways and

but few of them can be driven in cities.

The records made by them are mislead

ing, and in many cases intentionally so.

That they are successful on the latter

point cannot be gainsaid, and the im

pressionable buyer is often led to pur

chase a machine whose principal merit

lies in its track records, fondly anticipat

ing that the performances of his own will

equal those of the track machines of the

same make.

In lighter cars recently prominent in

racing, the engines have in many cases

been doubled, i. e.: two engines have been

fitted side by side, of which nothing is

said to the public. The records so made

show nothing. They do not demonstrate

the practicability of the car, its reliability,

its staunchness or its value, but merely

that it can be tuned up to go a few miles

at a high speed, while those familiar with

the game know that even to accomplish

this, many hours of work are necessary,

and many more to enable the same car to

repeat the performance.

The people do not actually want

racing machines, and the law practically

prohibits their use on the highways, but

the speed fever being contagious, the ad

vertisements misleading, the result has

been that the public has been deceived,

and instead of possessing such racers as

they had fondly anticipated, they had in

many cases only a machine of mediocre

speed and less reliability.

The reaction has come, but at the cost

of several lives, and in future it will be

seen that reliabilit_v, durability, appropri

ateness of materials and minimum

operating expense will influence the choice

rather than the capability for speed.

National Law Badly Needed

.\IOT()R AGE

In every state, every county, every city,

town and hamlet there is today some sort
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of an “automobile law. Hardly any

two are similar on more than one or two

points. The recognition of the automo

bile has become so complete in all sec

tions that it calls for some sort of national

regulation, if any regulation is to be had.

It is too big an affair for dinky legisla

tures, county boards or town trustees

and supervisors to handle with judgment

and fairness to the public and the motor

ists. It is up to the federal government

to take a hand and place the matter

where it belongs.

To tour the country with a bulletin

board bearing a complement of state and

city license numbers is detrimental to the

game and unnecessary. It should be

abandoned for something more modern.

Outside of possible inteference with

state rights there is nothing to prevent a

national numbering scheme and speed

regulation law, and probably the inter

state commerce act could be so altered as

to embrace this form of traflic.

There is more need for such legislation

than for any other except good roads.

The half-hearted efforts of automobile

clubs and associations have been of so

little avail in the past as to cause one to

ask what is their mission. The petty

work that has characterized most of their

ambitions has been unworthy of mention;

their efforts have been very trivial.

The promotion of races and tours is

nothing to what could be accomplished

were a determined efiort made to bring

about something of benefit, not to a single

club or association or locality, but to all

localities and to all motorists. It is not

wise to put ginger bread work on a house

before the foundation has been laid.

' Congress meets next winter. It is safe

to say that if the matter was properly

presented and a liberal bill drawn, some

way would be found in which a law

could be secured that would do away

with the extreme local laws and in their

place one of national nature substituted.

Here is an opportunity for the clubs

and associations of motorists to do some

thing that will call for the support of all

motorists.

Have clubs not found it difiicult to in

terest motorists and secure co-operation

in afiairs which should appeal to all

drivers of motor cars? And it is wondered

why! Not a single organization in this

country has directed its efforts in the right

direction—that is why.

A well laid out plan on the lines sug

gested would receive the support of all

motorists, but the organizations of today

will go along in the same pigmy rut that

has been their line of travel since auto

mobiling first saw the light of day.

An Acknowledgment

In the August issue of this magazine

an article entitled “An Ignition Expedient

on Opposed Cylinder Cars” appeared on

page 245, which was copied from the

Horseless Age without due credit being

given to that publication for it. We regret

the omission, and at the request of the

publisher of the Horseless Age insert this

acknowledgment.

 

More Danger Signs

MOTOR “'ORLD

Senior Consul Paul C. Wolff, of the

Pittsburg board of consuls, has received

from headquarters a set of stencils for

use in making ofiicial danger signs, of

which a number will be put up by the

Pittsburg consulate to warn tourists of

various danger points in western Penn

  

sylvania. The secretary will send out

any number of these stencils to clubs or to

persons who will volunteer in behalf of

the league to put up danger signs where

needed. That danger signs are needed

in many places is a fact again made prom
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inent by the experience of the Glidden

tourists who made the New England cir

cuit last week. The roads selected were

presumably the best between the various

towns covered; but the roads were bad

nevertheless, and in many places dan

gerous. Cars were overturned,‘ were

ditched, and were bumped into rock

walls, stone fences and bridge abutments.

High speed was maintained around sharp

turns and in all sorts of unfamiliar sit

uations. Arrests were made, cars de

tained, tourists fined and in many ways

the continuity of the procession interfered

with. The scorcher must always be

reckoned with. He is an inevitable part

of the motor car problem. As a member

of the league he is entitled to the paternal

care of the organization, but, as a law

breaker the league cannot insure him

against arrest and punishment. It seeks

therefore to do the next best thing, and in

putting up these danger signs many a

broken car and often a broken neck

will be saved or prevented. The league

sends out a printed circular and tells

its friends and members how the danger

signs may be made and put up in a sub

stantial way at small cost. It supplies

stencils from which the inscription can

be made and thus goes far to simplify

and encourage this important work.

The Good Old Way

GOOD ROADS MAGAZINE

The Columbus,‘ Ohio, ]ournal recently

reprinted from its issue of August 7, 1823,

this paragraph:

“Many gentlemen of this vicinity, feel

ing the importance of improving the road

between Columbus and Granville, are

now engaged in circulating subscription

papers for labor upon the road, in con

junction with citizens of Licking county,

on the first Friday and Saturday in Oc

tober next. It is hoped there will be a

general turning out for the accomplish

ment of an object so long pursued.

This was eighty-two years ago. And

though every branch of science, industry

and business has made almost miraculous

advances in that time, the majority of

farmers are still working the roads in this

“good old way.”

The barn raising, the quilting part_v,

the husking bee, have been relegated to

mythology by scientific economy; why

should this other relic of pioneerism

alone remain?

There is poetry about the old-time cus

toms, but there is more of music in the

telephone bell than in the wolf’s howl.

more of happiness in the hum of the

thresher than in the pounding of the flail.

and more of profit in bowling over a hard

road than in racking and creaking and

moping through tire-deep mud.

For their own best interest the farmers

should be up-to-date in road building.

Problems for the Tire Makers

1\UTOM()B1LE MAGAZINE

With all the many seeming impossi

bilities the tire makers have succeeded

in accomplishing in their unceasing ef

forts to make the tiring of an automo

bile perfect, they have not yet succeeded

in producing a really practicable and

satisfactory unpuncturable and non-slip

ping tire. In the first place, most of the

tire makers do not believe in the unpunc

turable tire, because they argue that so

long as a tire is constituted of compressed

air, there is no satisfactory way to pre

vent a tire from puncturing, except by

entirely changing its nature. If two

substances of different elasticities work

together, the harder one ends by wearing

away the softer, and the rubber very soon

gives way to the hard puncture proof

material, with the result that it does not

last any length of time. The only logi

cal way of meeting the difficulty seems to

exist in preventing the puncturing material

from getting into the rubber, wherefor

abroad they employ nail strippers, which

clean the tire of all nails or sharp stones

adhering to it, and reduce the risk of

puncture by at least ninety per cent. As

for non-slipping, the problem is an inter

esting one, but, unfortunately, the mak

ers are again confronted with serious dif

ficulties. Supposing a car weighing a

ton were traveling at the modest speed of

twenty-five miles an hour and suddenlv

it slipped sideways. If this side slip was

to be prevented the tire would have to

support the entire effort on a very small

portion of its surface of contact with the

soil. Consequently, if the tire were so

made that it offered a resistance to the

lateral slipping, it would simply be torn

out of the rim.
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Prizes Awarded for August Stories

First $25

Fred A. Jacobs

Second $1 5

Charles Fuller Gates

Third $5

Wm. Kinderman

The same amounts will be awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing,

hunting parties and all pastimes and

plays an important part. "

occupations in which the Rambler

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Prizes will be awarded and stories published every month, hill credit

being given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs.

Sand-Bag the Jurymen

SUNDAY MAGAZINE

Colonel “Bill” Sterret, of Texas and

\Vashington, tells of a trial at which the

presiding Judge was the celebrated Squire

Bean, of Langtry. The defendant was an

individual charged with having killed a

man by means of a sand-bag. The evi

dence as to the man’s guilt was most con

clusive, and the Judge charged the jury

accordingly; but, to the Squire’s disgust

and astonishment, the jury returned a

verdict of not guilty.

“Gentlemen of the jury,’ observed the

]udge in a tone of bitter contempt, “this

is your verdict not mine. On your con

science the disgrace will rest. Many

repetitions of such an event as this will

make trial by jury a shameful farce and

this town of Langtry a nest of crime.”

Then turning to the prisoner, he added:

“You are discharged. Go and sand-bag

some of those jurymen, they deserve it.”

I

Question

NEW’ YORK TRIBUNE

Up in Boston the other day a young

lawyer who spends most of his time try

ing to seem busy and prosperous went

out for a while, leaving on his door a

card neatly marked, “Will be back in

an hour.” On his return he found that

some envious rival had inscribed under

neath “What for?”

A toot to the guys is sufiicient.

  

If Mike were Rich

VVASH1NC-TON STAR

“If you was a millionaire,” said Plod

ding Pete, “would you found a library?”

“I am surprised at your ungramatical

ness,” replied Meandering Mike. “I

would not found a library; I would find

a brewery.”

  

Then He'll Be Good

If you want to cure hubby of staying out

nights,

]ust sit with your back to the door,

And when he does come say, “Is that you,

dear George?”

If you hubby’s own namc’s Theodore!
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LONDON PUNCH

Gwendolen—I gave my husband an automo

bile for his birthday.

Marjorie——I didn’t know that he liked auto

mobiling.

Gwendolen—He doesn’t—but I do!

 

What Shlespeare Meant

SELECTED

“When Shakespeare wrote about pa

tience on a monument, did he refer to

doctor’s patients, papa?”

“No; you always find them under a

monument.”

Good for Cabby

Soon after King Edward VII, then

Prince of Wales, had won his first Derby,

he, in company with a friend, hailed a

- hansom in Piccadilly, and gave instruc

tions towdrive to Whitehall. When they

alighted, the friend, in presenting the

_ driver with half a crown, inquired whether

he was aware whom he had been driving.

“Now, don’t come it, mister, please,”

remarked cabby. “There ain’t a day

pass but-what somebody tries to kid me

as ’ow the Shah of Persia or the Hem

peror William’s bin a-riding in my keb.”

“I am not joking,” was the smiling

reply. . “The gentleman who just alighted

is the Princeof \\"ales.”

“Wot, O!” came from the cabby, with

an incredulous wink. “Then you can

tell the gentleman wot just alighted as

’ow the ’orse wot’s bin a-pullin’ ’im

Gee up, Persy!”along is Persimmon.

  

He'd Thought It Out

CHICAGO DAILY NE\\'S

Mrs. Peckhen-“Henry, how did they

come to call this country the ‘land of the

free and the home of the brave’ P”

Mr. Peckhen—“I guess they were think

ing of bachelors and married men.”

F you have a friend who is contemplating the purchase of an auto

mobile, don’t hesitate to tell him about the Rambler.

We will be glad to furnish him with Rambler literaname and address.

(I_Send us his

ture and put him in touch with our nearest representative who will also

extend him special attention in the way of road demonstration, and

instruction in the use of our car, that will help him to judge of its merits

in comparison with other makes.

 
 

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Kenosha, Wis.
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Touring Where The Redwood Grows

H. .-\. FRENCH

NE of the chief delights of auto

mobile touring in California

is the opportunity offered for

novelty and surprise within

the immediate vicinity of the

larger cities. Unlike every other large

city in the country, the territory sur

rounding San Francisco is but sparsely

populated and withal includes some of

the most charming examples of that

picturesqueness and magnificence which

makes California the mecca of tourists

and is not equalled either in this country

or in Europe. Much of this country

within a day’s automobile ride of the

California metropolis is practically un

known, not only to the visiting tourist,

but also to the great majority of San

Francisco people themselves. Yet it is

interlaced with excellent roads, is dotted

with comfortable inns, and is readily

accessible, at least by stage lines.

The fact that it is so little known is

due largely to the circumstance that it is

off the beaten tourist path, and has been

neglected by the transportation com

panies which have done so much to

popularize the Yosemite, the missions

and the natural redwood parks. It lies

between smaller settlements and farming

districts and its roads have heretofore

been almost exclusively for commercial

purposes or by small camping parties

unable to take the longer jaunts. Yet it

contains veritable forests of towering red

woods, scarcely less in size than the

gigantic specimens of the famous Mari

posa and other much-advertised groves,

and has public roads winding through

splendid canyons and up mountain sides

to peaks where views can be had that are

little less than appalling in their impres

siveness and magnificence.

Probably it is true of no other city of

similar size, as of San Francisco, that a

day’s automobile touring can be had in

practically a virgin country, through such

scenery as can only be properly described

as Californian—there is no adequate

standard of comparison. At present the

automobile alone ofiers opportunity for

a comfortable enjoyment of the great

beauties of this section. The stage rides

are too tedious and muscle-racking, and

require too great an expenditure of time,

besides being too limited in the extent of

country they cover, while the roads are

too hard in the matter of grades for light

teams. But for a suitable motor car,

touring in this section is nothing short of

ideal, and, best of all, is possible at a

week's end, or during the limited time of

a day’s holiday.

The possibilities of this section for

touring may be best understood by a

brief sketch of a trip from which the

writer has just returned. The party in

cluded, in addition to the writer, Fred.

A. Jacobs and wife of San Francisco,

Mrs. Ola Mordant of New York and a

chauffeur. The start was made from

San Francisco at 3:30 in the afternoon in

a Rambler, 18-horse power surrey car,

and the route taken out of the city was

over the main San Mateo county road.

The first hour’s run was over the only

Copyright, I905, by Thoma: B. Jeffery 6' Company
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piece of road on the entire trip which

could be regarded as bad. Up to the

present time San Francisco has no suit

able highway for light vehicles or auto

mobiles leading out of the city, but it is

a satisfaction to state that work has al

ready begun on the collection of a

$35,000 fund for a first class boulevard

which will be completed during the

present season.

The run to San Mateo county, after

the bad piece of highway referred to, is

over a splendid roadway, lined on either

side with groves of graceful eucalyptus,

with here and there a glimpse of th

beautiful San Francisco iT*

bay,and pleasant stretch- 'es along rolling foothills.

Through San Mateo and

Burlingame the run was

through the wealthiest of

the San Francisco sub

urbs, within view of

splendid country seats

and charming homes.

Redwood City, next

reached, is little more

than a continuation of

the towns named, and

here good facilities are

to be found for replen

ishing gasoline and water

tanks, etc. Thedistance

from San Francisco is a

little over twenty-nine

miles.

From Redwood the party took the road

to La Honda, a settlement in the very

midst of the redwoods, by the way of

Woodside, and forty-four miles from the

San Francisco City Hall. Two miles out

of Redwood the mountain climbing be

gan, and five miles out the road entered

the redwoods. Many of the grades were

steep but the road surface is excellent and

the heavily loaded car took it all without

trouble. The lowering shadows of the

day, the gracefully towering trees, with

the overhanging peaks capped here and

there by snowy banks of fog pouring

over the range from the Pacific gave 8

touch to the scenery to be enjoyed in long

breaths. The climb was steady to the

summit of the range, 38 miles from San

Francisco, and from the top the view was

one to be remembered for a lifetime. To

the right were cloud-capped peaks, with

  

THE SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA

forest covered sides or canyons up which

seemed to creep green-boughed glens or

glistening streams, to the left farm-dotted

valleys, lakes that looked like bits of jet

in the distance and the buildings of Stan

ford University nestling among the Nfenlo

hills.

From the summit down it was a fair

coast into La Honda, along a winding

road that either capped a ridge or clung

precariously to a narrow shelf overhang

ing what seemed to be a bottomless gulch.

Yet the roadway is broad and well kept,

and the seeming hazardousness of the run

is only at a distance to the inexperienced.

* Nearer La Honda it

winds along the banks

of La Honda creek,

‘ through giant sequaia,

. ever reaching higher to

ward the glitter of blue

above. There are places

where the overhanging

branches form an arch

‘way for hundreds of

yards and again openings

where a well-kept farm

t offers its waving grain or
l ripening fruit in contrast

to the primitive wildness

left for a moment behind.

La Honda itself was
i reached soon after seven

' in the evening just at

the early dusk of the

overshadowed heart of

the forest and in time to satisfy well

sharpened appetites. During the over

night stop one of the greatest delights o

the trip is experienced. A hundred yards

below the hotel is a grove of redwoods

so tall that the ordinary photograph plate

is too limited in field to show their extent

from root to topmost tip, and yet with

sufiicient space about their expansive

trunks to shelter comfortably a regiment.

Here a camping party had built a great

camp fire and with music of instruments

and voice entertained the chance visitors

and themselves. The firelight in the

grove shooting up among the trees that

seemed to leave no space between their

out-reaching tops and the glittering stars.

was something to watch for hours and

remember for years. The change from

the bustle of the city of the midafternoon

to the camp fire in the virgin forest
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among the mountain peaks,

seemed like the change of an age

or the transition to another and

newly discovered land. And yet

the clang of the cable car, the

lights of the bustling streets of

commerce and the evening gowns

about the aftertheater supper

were but a short three hours

and a couple of scores of miles

behind.

Yet after the night in the

forest the morning opened to new

glories. Starting at eight o'clock,

the run was taken along what is

known as the Alpine road for

Pescadero, on the coast, a little

less than seventy miles from San

Francisco by the route taken, and

about forty-five miles by the most

nearly direct route. All the

morning the run was through

the redwoods. The roads were

good and there was no dust.

There was some hard climbing

—hard for stages and teams and

hard for some cars, but easy and

comfortable for the Rambler and

its load of five. There is a satis

faction about automobile touring

over mountain roads that can be

obtained by no other means of

conveyance. In driving by pri

vate teams or stages, or in travel

ONE OF THE DRIVES IN SAN MATEO COUNTY A FEW MILES

ing by horseback, the straining of the suffering of the animals under the heat

horses, the evident labor and distress in take away a large share of the natural

the pull up the sharp inclines and the enjoyment of the surroundings, to say

-

AMONG THE REDWOODS ON THE LA HONDA PESCADERO ROAD

OUT OF SAN FRANCISCO

nothing of the tediousness of the

necessarily slow traveling. During

the morning drive the contour of

the country varies from deep

valleys and gulches to the very

summit of the high peaks of

the coast range, and yet the

only stops were those on the de

mand of the members of the

party who wished to remain for

a few moments and enjoy some

especially splendid view.

But as for the heat, there can

be no heat in the redwoods,

as the easterner knows heat.

The tall, overpowering trees keep

the road in perpetual shadow so

dense that even at mid-day the

camera enthusiast who desires to

preserve the beautiful vistas or
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the magnificent trees, must hunt a place

a little more open, where there is at

least a glint of sunlight through the

branches, and must even not trust his

fate to the snap-shot. Only time expo

sures will do among these cooling shades.

A short distance below La Honda the

road to Pescadero branches to the right

across La Honda creek, while the Alpine

road continues on in a direct line. The

wise motorist, if he be sure of his car

and that goes without saying if he drives

a Rambler—will leave his scheduled route

to Pescadero for an hour and continue on.

The Iacobs party, to be frank, missed

its way, and by the time it found out its

mistake, was glad of it. After a few

miles beyond the turn across the creek,

the Alpine road extends up over the very

backbone of the range, emerging from

redwoods when near the summit and

opening up a view of valleys and moun

tain peaks that is simply beyond the

ordinary power of description. Over to

the south can be seen the forests

of the famous Big Basin in the

Santa Cruz mountains, along to

the north are valleys and lakes

and to the east and west the

landscape varies with each new

point of view.

Turning back over the route,

which if kept would lead into

Mountain View of the head of

San Francisco Bay, and thence

to San ]ose, the party regained

the Pescadero route and con

tinued on down the La Honda

canyon over a continuation of

the same beautiful scenery.

Soon after ten o’clock the road

again emerged from the red

woods and continued through

a rolling country of foothills cov

ered by prosperous farms and

orchards into Pescadero, a

cleanly, well kept little town,

I’

nestling quietly a few miles

back from the ocean. The

broad reaches of the Pacific

open up through the low hills

and the change from the den

sity of the forests is simply to a

new delight.

A short side trip to Pebble

 

this beach have a world-wide fame and

may be gathered by any and all. Some

of them are of rare beauty and are in

demand by jewelers and lapidaries.

Many of them are sent abroad to be

cut yet no one has cornered the supply,

which is confined to this one spot alone.

Back to San Francisco the route was

taken along the coast, by San Georgia

and Purissima, to Spanishtown, or Half

Moon Bay, a distance of twenty miles

from Pescadero. The Pacific is in sight

nearly every foot of the distance along

this route and long stretches of sandy

beach are varied by high bluffs and rug

ged clitfs. From Spanishtown the best

route extends across the peninsula to San

Mateo and thence along the bay shore

into San Francisco, as on the way out of

the city. In the road across the peninsu

la at this point there are not so sharp

grades as lower down and the roadway

itself is by far the best in the whole sec

tion. It has a surface of limestone and

 

‘W;

Beach is always a part of the

Pescadero run. The pebbles of

TURNING OUT TO LET A FREIGHT TE;\.\] PASS, ON THE COAST

RANGE, S.-\.\' FRANCISCO PENINSULA
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A NOOK ON LA HONDA CREEK ACROSS THE ROAD

FROM LA HONDA HOTEL

is kept up with unusual care. It is over

a rolling country, very little wooded,

across the chain of lakes of the Spring

Valley Water Company, which supplies

San Francisco and enters San Mateo

through its most attractive section.

Traveling 'at a comfortable speed for

pleasure, touring the entire distance,

spending a night in the redwoods never

to be forgotten, with plenty of time taken

to enjoy the superb scenery and various

other attractions, the party arrived home

at six o’clock, after nearly 150 miles of

driving through a mountainous and

practically frontier country, without

touching a wrench or looking at the en

gine. It was a pleasure trip, pure and

simple, with no drawbacks on account of

time needed for repairs, and hats were off

at the finish to the Rambler.

Automobile Tour

DESERET NEWS

George T. Odell has just made record

time with his Rambler auto. He made the

run from Salt Lake to Spanish Fork, from

the Fork to Preston and return to Salt

Lake, five hundred miles in all, running

through the sugar beet districts of Gar

land and Tremont, and visiting the dif

ferent factories with the local managers,

including Field Supt. Lewis of Garland

and the master mechanic. The trip was

made at an expenditure of two cents per

mile. The best runs were from Provo

to Salt Lake in two hours and twenty

three minutes; between Ogden and Salt

Lake in one hour and forty-five minutes;

and between Garland and Logan (twen

ty-nine miles) in one hour and thirty-five

minutes.

  



Rambling in Georgia

W. M. CAMP

E left Columbus at 5:30 A. M.

going by way of Opelika,

Ala., West Point, and New

nan, Ga. The first ten miles

of this road was very sandy,

in many places the sand being deep

enough to cover the tires, but we had

no difficulty in making the majority of

these sand beds in high speed without

straining the engine in the least.

This was made possible, you understand,

by the 60-inch tread with which this

machine was equipped. About eight

miles from Columbus a little incident

happened that had its amusing features.

A large rooster placed himself in the

middle of the road as though to dispute

our passage, and we, thinking he would

get out of the way, did not slacken speed

for him and the car passed over him, the

writer looked back to see if he was hurt

and all we could see of the rooster was a

A PRETTY BEND IN THE

ROAD WHERE SAND

RUTS ARE EIGHT

INCHES DEEP

long string of feathers coming out from

the rear of the car. We slowed up im

mediately thinking he was caught in the

machinery and found him tangled up in

the chain. Before we could remove him

and get started again, the owner of the

fowl, a negro farmer, came up wailing

about his only rooster being killed. We

gave him a quarter and told him what a

fine meal the rooster would make for

him, and he was perfectly satisfied. A

little further on, while attempting to pass

a wagon in the deep sand, the car refused

to obey the steering wheel, for the reason

that the rear wheel could not leave the

sand ruts, which swayed the car and

threw us into a barbed-wire fence, but for

tunately the post was rotten at the bottom

and gave way without doing any damage

whatever. At Opelika we secured break

fast, replenished our supply of gasoline

and water, as we did not know when we

could secure any more, and

with twenty nine miles of

bad roads behind us, we

proceeded. At the June

tion, five miles beyond Ope

lika, a party gave us the

wrong directions and we

went six miles over the

wrong road before we dis

covered the mistake, and

had to return to the Junc

tion to get on the right road.

From there we followed the

Atlanta & West Point R.

R., practically all the way

to Atlanta. We stopped

at a farm house about half

way between Opelika and

West Point to inquire as

to which was the best road.

The old farmer came out

and gave us the necessary

directions and, at the same

time, gave the machine a

thorough inspection, asking

many questions. Inasmuch
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OUR MASCOT ON THE STEERING WHEEL

as the farm was an unusually fine one,

with large barns, big windmill, orchards

etc., showing that the tenants were well

to-do people,we supposed, of course, he had

seen something of the world,

but we learned from him that

this was the first automobile

he had ever seen.

After a sking what the

name of “that thing” was

and being told it was an

automobile, he remarked

that “he’d be gol darned if

that thing didn’t beat his

windmill.” Evidently in

his mind his windmill was

the most up-to-date thing

he had seen. We found the

roads from Opelika to New

nan about as bad as roads

ever get to be. The farmers

had been hauling fertilizers

and cut up the entire road

bed in deep ruts, and it

being red clay, had dried in

this shape, leaving ruts

from six to eight inches

deep and this naturally did

not allow our tires to strike

the bottom, hence, the sides

of the tires were badly

rubbed. The entire road

was simply going up one hill

and down the other side.

We left Newnan at 7:30

P. M. and found a very

nice road from there to

Atlanta, a distance of forty

two miles, but as it was

dark and we only had two

small side oil lamps, we

could not make full speed,

but we made these forty

two miles in three hours,

arriving at the Kim bal

House, in Atlanta, at 10:30

P. M. which shows what

this splendid little car will

do on good roads. We had

covered a distance of one

hundred and sixty miles

continuous running with

out a single mishap of any

kind, and with the use of

four gallons of water, and

seven and one-half gallons

of gasoline. The only trou

ble with the machine was a

broken fender iron, which the rough roads

jarred loose and the muffler support hav

ing struck the road beds while the wheels

were in deep ruts had broken off. We did

IN COWETA COUNTY GEORGIA

C. G. SAULS IN THE CAR
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not use a wrench, or any tool whatever on

the engine proper, and she didn’t miss a

single explosion during the trip. Being

a new machine we gave it a double sup

ply of oil in order to be sure that it would

not run hot. With an ordinary spark

plug we would have had trouble with

foul plugs, but we were using an “Al

bright” spark plug, which cannot be

fouled under any circumstances, hence,

we had no trouble, although upon arrival

in Atlanta the oil was dripping from the

muffler. This spark plug was invented

by Mr. Albright, of this city, and it is be

ing manufactured and distributed by the

Camp Cycle Co., Columbus, Ga. We

purchased gasoline at Opelika, West Point,

La Grange, and Hogansville, securing

about one gallon at each place, for which

they charged us 30 cents a gallon. Mr.

C. G. Sauls, who had just purchased the

machine, accompanied the writer on this

trip, and as he is a mechanical engineer

and professional draughtsman, he is in a

position to appreciate a good machine

when he sees it; and he stated to the writer

that this little engine had, in his opinion,

accomplished a most remarkable feat in

covering the roads which it did, and in

the manner that it did. It is needless

to say that the Rambler created quite a

sensation in most of the villages through

which we passed, and some of the coun

try teams which we met evidently thought

that “Old Harry” was after them. We

regret very much that the pictures did

not develop better, for they certainly did

not begin to picture the terrible condition

of the one hundred and twenty miles of

road which we covered.

Another Victory

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS ITEM

Another sad charge has been brought

against the motor car. It interferes with

religion and ministerial duties. A pastor of

Indiana owns an automobile. Some of his

flock say he rides in it too much and neglects

his duties. When a vote of the congrega

tion was taken on the subject, however,

the majority stood by the minister, and so

indirectly another victory for the automobile

was scored.

The charm of reading is in the recogni

tion of what we know. Elbert Hubbard.

OU R \RRI v \L AT ATI ANTA, C, FORC, IA. AFTER RIDING ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY MILFS

C. G. S.AU LS AT THE W H F.F.I., W. M. C.AMP ON THE LEFT

 



Automobile Trip to the White Mountains and Back in

a l\/lodel E. Rambler Runabout

G. M. CHASE

I started for the mountains at

about 2:00 o’clock from Som

erset, Mass. We had a pleas

ant though uneventful run of

some fifty odd miles through

Boston to Lynn where we stayed

the night, starting out the next

morning at about 9:30 and run

ning through Salem, Beverly,

Newburyport, Portsmouth and

Dover to Rochester, N. H., where

we found accommodations for

the night.

I had some trouble with spark

plugs during the morning but

purchased a new one at New

buryport after which we had a

very good run. On Tuesday

morning, October 23, we left

Rochester for Ossipee and with

the exception of a slight mishap,

which was no fault of the ma

chine, we had a good run. At

about 11:00 o’clock we met two

gentlemen in a touring car en

route for Boston and in con

versing with them we gathered

the impression that they were returning

from the mountains but when we reached

Ossipee we were told that an automobile,

presumably had tried to pass through

there, but was unable to make the grades

and had just returned. Here we replen

ished our gasoline supply and purchased

some refreshments and went on.

At West Ossipee we found a gentleman

from Dorchester with his wife and little

boy in a “General” touring car stalled

by the roadside, with a broken supply

pipe, and as my blow lamp was too small

to be of service to him I towed him up a

ten per cent. grade to shelter where he

said he would await the arrival of a re

pair man from Boston. This incident

N August 21, 1904, all things being

in readiness, Mrs. Chase and

gave me renewed confidence in my little

“Rambler” to climb steep grades, and

we went on toward the Chocorua Mt. and

lake by the same name.

We missed our way and climbed a very

  

steep grade; meeting a coaching party on

the hill. I stopped my engine to allow

the horses to pass quietly as the ladies

seemed nervous; when I started again my

rear wheels churned gravel for some dis

tance, so steep was the grade, but we

climbed successfully to the summit and

then by the circuitous route we found

our way back to the road leading to

Conway. We only stopped here to re

plenish our water supply, passing on to

North Conway, where we stayed that

night.

Here we got our first view of Mt.

Washington. On Wednesday morning I

took a link out of my chain which had

slackened a little during the hard run of
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the previous day and started on again

about 9:30 o'clock. We passed through

Intervale and Bartlett and had a beauti

ful run through the “Breton Woods” to

the “Crawford Notch.” Here the grade

is very steep but I made the ascent with

out mishap. On reaching the “Crawford

House.” I got a supply of gasoline and

found that in making the run from North

Conway, a distance of twenty-seven miles

up some very steep grades, I had only

used a little over one and one-half gallons.

We continued our run to Fabyans,

where we halted a few minutes viewing Mt.

Washington in the distance. We would

like to have stayed over one day here

and gone to the summit, but as Mrs.Chase

is affected with heart trouble and had

already been inconvenienced on account

we experienced no trouble whatever. We

passed through the Franconia Notch

where, in three miles, we climbed

over one thousand feet in height. We

stopped at Echo Lake, halted at the

Profile House and the Flume House and

then sped on to North Woodstock,

where we intended staying for the night,

but as it was such a beautiful moonlight

evening, we went on as far as West

Campton where we found accommoda

tions at the “Maples” with Mrs. Avery.

We had run about seventy-five miles that

day through some of the most difficult

mountain roads in New England with

out a mishap of any kind, and in fact from

the time that I left North Conway until

I reached home I had to do no repairs

nor adjusting to the machine. It ran

perfectly all the way. We stayed

Thursday night at Nashua and

Friday spent sometime in sight

seeing about Lexing to n, and

stopped a few hours in Boston.

We reached home Friday even

ing, making the run in one day

less than I had planned so on

Saturday we went to Onset Bay

and return, a distance of 80

miles, thus covering about 600

miles in less than a week. I

bought the machine of J. E. New

ton, of Fall River, in October,

1903. I have done nearly all of

J. H. RICHARDSON, SEWICKLEY, PA., WITH PARTY IN HIS

RAMBLER SURREY TYPE ONE

of the high altitude, we went on, stopping

at the “Twin City House.” After dinner

we ran to Bethlehem, this being our most

northerly point. After purchasing sou

venirs, we commenced our journey home

ward at about 2:00 P. M.

By Wednesday we had covered about

two hundred and fifty miles in three days,

making very frequent stops and running

slowly to view the scenery along the way.

At Mt. Agassiz we encountered the steepest

grade of the entire trip and we were

told by the man who lives on the moun

tain side that it was too steep for many

automobiles to climb unassisted. Aside

from overheating the water in the tank

and having to wait a minute or two for

the engine to cool, running idle, I ex

perienced no difficulty in climbing this

grade and from here home to Somerset,

the repairs myself. I kept it in

commission all winter and ran it

some every a week, probably a

total distance of 10,000 miles since pur

chasing it. The car is in good condition

now and I expect to run it this coming

season. The serial number is 2357.

Stop the Engine When Not in Use

Never leave the engine running when

the car is stopped for any length of time,

except in the case of a car stopped in

traffic, when, of course, the engine should

be throttled. Under any other circum

stances it is irritating to the public to

have a car outside a store or house with

its engine running for any prolonged

period.

Never trouble bubbles till bubbles trouble

you. -
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Three Hundred Miles in an Automobile

SAN ANGELO, TEXAS, DAILY STANDARD

From Fort Worth to San Angelo in an

automobile, the oldest machine in Fort

\\"orth, No. 1, is a trip H. R. and D. A.

Cromer, father and son, jewelers, made

from that city to this, completing the trip

VVednesda_v morning after being on the road

three weeks and two days. During the trip

the machine Sometimes stuck in the mud,

but each time some good-natured ranchman

would come to the rescue and‘ pull it from

a mud-puddle, with the aid of his team.

The t\vo men made the trip for the health

  

PM010 BY xnox

A PARTY OF PORTLAND, MICH. PEOPLE OUT WITH THEIR RAMBLERS

of young Mr. Cromer and to have a few

months outing. They followed the Frisco

and Santa Fe tracks and could in many

places have made speed of 30 miles an hour,

but for the fact that they wished to stay as

near as possible to a team and wagon fol

lowing them in which were Mrs. D. A.

Cromer, children, and Miss Lora Richard

son. Each night the party would camp in

tents along the route.

Speaking of the trip to a Standard repre

sentative, Mr. D. A. Cromer said, “Both my

father and I have been cooped up in Fort

Worth attending to our business for some

time and we decided about a month ago to

take an outing. We had heard so much of

this country and wanted to go some place

where we could have a good time camping

that we investigated and found that anyone

who had ever been in the Concho Country

was always praising it for its climate and the

people to be found there. It did not take

us long to make up our minds and start. We

took our old machine, the first one in Fort

Worth, a gasoline Rambler, and started on

the trip, the ladies and children following

in a wagon.

“So far we have had a pleasant journey

and enjoyed all that one could wish on a trip

of this kind. While the weather has not

been as pleasant as it might, yet this has not

injured us in the least. We found some

mighty bad mud holes, but whenever we got

into them and couldn’t get out some big

hearted ranchman would come along and

even before we could ask him to

help us he would with that true

western spirit, ofler to pull us

out and would do so in a jiffy.

Sometimes we had to take out the

shovels we carry and really build

a piece of road, but that only

added to the fun of the trip.”

The party expects to spend

several months in the vicinity of

San Angelo hunting and fishing

and living in tents. The ladies

and children of the party upon

their arrival here several hours

after the men seemed delighted

over the ride of over three hun

dred miles as the men. All of

the party were sunburned to a

dark tan, but despite this they

stated that it was the true way

to take an outing in Texas if

one wished to live _in _the open

and enjoy nature.

 

A Delightful Run

MARIETTA, 0., DAILY REGISTER

A message was received from L. L.

Peddinghaus, in which he stated that,

barring accidents, he would be home some

time Sunday, after a thoroughly enjoyable

trip across the western and central parts

of thestate.

Mr. Peddinghaus, with a party of friends,

left the city in his big eighteen horse

power Rambler touring car, for a several

hundred mile road run through Ohio,

and so far the trip has been highly suc-‘

cessful.

With the exception of a puncture to

one of the tires, at Barlow, on the first day

out of Marietta, they have not had an ac

cident, and the perfect weather and the
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best of roads have had much to do with

making the trip a success.

Mr. Peddinghaus, in his last message

home, states that he has been running

the car at the rate of from twenty to

twenty-five miles per hour, a large part

of the time, and it has endured the hard

work admirably.

Hunt Murderer in Automobile

CHICAGO HEIGHTS STAR

A posse headed by Mayor Hook and

consisting of Captain John Crowe,

George H. Fuller and W. E. Williams

had a chase through the wilds of Lake

county, Indiana, Monday night that

was a record-breaker, one that would

have put an end to Mr. Fuller's touring

Rambler had it not been constructed on

proper lines.

About 2:30 Monday afternoon Capt.

Crowe received a message from Sheriff

Daugherty, at Crown Point, stating that

he had a young man there that fitted the

description of Gammauf. The posse

was immediately formed and the quick

est trip ever made to Crown Point was

recorded. The actual time consumed in

making the twenty miles was 50 minutes,

and some of the distance was covered at

a rate of 40 miles an hour.

Sheriff Daugherty was waiting for the

party and immediately took them to the

jail, where the suspect was viewed by the

officials and by John Pop, who had been

taken along to identify the murderer.

Their hopes were shattered, for Pop

immediately shook his head. Sheriff

Daugherty was much disappointed, for

he felt certain he had the right fellow.

and well nigh might have, for the des

cription tallied well, and the suspect

wore a shirt that was bespattered with

blood. The fellow gave the name of

Rudolph Alfraso and said that he had

worked a couple of days for Winston

Bros. & Dear, contractors on the Indi

ana Harbor railroad. He was ques

tioned closely, and finally he gave the

information that a young man answering

the description of the murderer had

come to the camp Sunday evening. He

said the fellow had a shirt done up in a

piece of newspaper, and this strengthened

the belief that he might be the one

wanted, for the reason that he would

naturally take off the blood-stained one

at the earliest possible moment.

So a trip to the camp, a distance of

about nine miles, was planned, and just

at dusk the party started out on the wild

est sort of automobile ride. For more

than half the distance it was down one

hill and up another, some of them being

so steep and rough that the party, at the

suggestion of his honor, the mayor, con

cluded to let Fuller go it alone. No

worse roads or steeper hills were ever

attempted by an automobilist, yet George

tackled every one of them and no mishap

of any sort occured.

Arrived at the camp the party began

a search for the much-wanted individual.

His bunk, No. 25, was empty, the fellow

having gone up to Hanover Center. A

wait of about an hour and he returned,

but he was not the fellow. Much dis

appointed the party began the journey

home. Once more it was a case of bad

road. It was full of holes, yet the ma

chine went through them without any mis

hap and the party arrived home at eleven

o'clock, after a trip of about fifty miles.

Mr. Fuller was much pleased over the

work of his machine, and well he might

be, for it certainly performed well and

showed the Rambler to be all that is

claimed for it.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pechin and Mr. and Mrs.

W. W. Watt Enjoy Journey in Auto

Leaving Janesville Sunday morning

at eight-thirty, arriving in Emerald Grove

at eight-forty-five and Highland Park,

Chicago, shortly after three, with an

hour and a half out for luncheon near

McHenry, is the story of a trip taken on

Sunday by Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Watt in

Frank Pechin's Rambler machine. The

party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Frank

Pechin of Chicago and Mr. and Mrs.

Will Watt of this city left Janesville at

eight-thirty Sunday. Except for three

miles of bad roads when the wheels had

to be locked and the automobile slid

through the mud, the trip was fine. A

picnic lunch was indulged near McHenry

and stops ranging from fifteen minutes

to a half hour were made in nearly all af

the towns passed through. The ma

chine worked perfectly and the trip was

thoroughly enjoyed. Mr. and Mrs. Watt

returned to Janesville by train last night.



A Fast Drive in Utah

DESERET SEMI-WEEKLY NEWS

NE hundred and thirty-five miles

in five hours thirty-two minutes!

In a Rambler automobile the

Consolidated Wagon & Machine

Company's officers took a

speedy trip through the country, and

at times remarkably fast time was made.

Following is the schedule: Arrived at

Murray at 4:20 P.M. with J. E. Odell,

Albert Bird, Beth Critchlow, Adelaide

Odell and G. T. Odell, visited forty

minutes and left Murray at 5:00 o'clock

sharp.

From Murray the passengers were

Bird, Odell and Odell, and McHenry;

arrived at Lehiat 5:40, visiting 20 min

utes and starting again on their jorney at

6:00. Arrived at American Fork 6:10

P. M., stayed twenty-five minutes, start

ing again at 6:35, picking up E. H. Stout.

Twelve minutes saw them at Pleasant

-
-

MR. O'DELL AND PARTY IN THE RAMBLER, SURREY TYPE ONE, WITH WHICH THIS TRIP WAS MADE.

Grove, arriving there at 6:47, where they

visited twenty-eight minutes, and started

for Provo at 7:15, reaching that point

7:45. Here Mr. Stout was dropped and

John Van Wagenen was taken up. Left

Provo 7:55, arriving at Springville 8:12

P. M., leaving McHenry here and taking

J. R. Kindred on to Spanish Fork, reach

ing there 9:32 P. M.

The return trip was begun at 10:05

P. M., passing through Springville, pick

ing up McHenry again, and reaching

Provo 10:40, remaining here over night.

The next morning the journey was start

ed at 5:32, passing through American

Fork, Lehi and Murray, arriving in Salt

Lake City at C. W. & M. Co.'s premises

at 7:55 A.M., having made one hundred

thirty-five miles in five hours thirty-two

minutes, using nine gallons of gasoline at

the expense of $2.16.

 



Record Drive With An Auto

BALTIMORE AMERICAN

R. and Mrs. Howard A. French

returned recently from one of

the fastest and most remark

able automobile trips on

record. Mr. Arthur Hartwell,

of Pittsburg, Pa., was in the city and

wagered that French's Surrey Model

Rambler automobile could not go over

the mountainous Pennsylvania roads in

twenty hours' running time. After much

talk over the course and the time of de

parture the start was made at 6 P. M.

After going along at a good rate of

speed the party ran into a terrific rain

and thunder storm and had to take shel

ter in a friendly farmer's barn, eighteen

miles out on the Frederick road. After

-

RAMBLER OWNED BY MR. M. GIRARD

OF SAN FRANCISCO

waiting nearly two hours the party start

ed out for Ridgeville, which was reached

at 10:30 P. M. After an early morning

breakfast the trip was restarted, and

Frederick was reached at S:30 A. M.

Shortly after leaving Frederick the climb

for the mountains commenced, and al

though the roads were muddy and slip

pery from the night's rain, Hagerstown

was reached shortly after 10. At this

point there was much discussion as to the

best route to Pittsburg, French prefer

ring the old National Pike-Cumberland

route, whilst Mr. Hartwell insisted that

the Pennsylvania route would be the bet

ter, which step he deeply regretted after

fifty miles travel over the Keystone State

roads.

A Mountain Climb

The first point reached in Pennsylvania

was Greencastle, thence to Mercersburg,

at which place the four mile climb over

the Cove Mountain commenced, in the

center of which Mr. Riggs and a party

from Baltimore was sighted bound for

Bedford Springs. This mountain, while

long and steep, was comparatively

smooth. From this point to McConnels

burg the roads were slightly hilly, and at

the latter place Scrub Ridge was climbed.

The roads to Everett, while mountain

ous and hilly, were fairly good piked

roads, and from the latter place to Bed

ford they were the best found on the en

tire trip, the road following the river for

nearly ten miles, and being the longest

level stretch found in Pennsylvania. After

a good night's rest in Bedford the trip

was resumed early Sunday morning.

Passing through Shelleburg, Chestnut

Ridge and the Allegheny Mountains were

climbed, the latter being the easiest but

the longest mountain to ascend. On the

descent Buckstown was reached by easy

running along the base of the mountains.

A few miles later the big hill that leads

through the center of Stoystown was com

menced. From Stoystown to Greensburg

the roads are hard to describe as roads,

but consist of big gullies filled with huge

boulders and all the hills filled with loose

rolling stones, from which the sand had

been washed by the different storms. This

part of the road is an abandoned pike, no

toll being charged, and the condition was

miserable.

More Uphill Work

Laurel Hill, between Stoystown and

Ligonier, was perhaps the worst of the

mountain climbs. It was straight up at
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some places over a thirty per cent. grade.

The machine pulled without a quiver, but

the descent was the worst part of the en

tire trip. The gullies were so deep that

the machine at times swerved across the

road and slipped from rock to rock, and

at some places it was necessary to chock

the wheels until a survey could be made

as to which 'side would be the better

course. From Greensburg the roads are

filled with rolling stones, and while the

mountain ranges were left in the district,

the traveling was very bad. After leav

ing McKeesport cement pavements were

followed to the Pittsburg boulevard,

which is a beautiful macadam road ex

tending for a distance of fifteen or twenty

miles, which made a good ending for the

rocky trip, to which roads the road to

Dublin could not hold a candle.

The railroad station at Pittsburg was

reached at 8:15 P. M., after completing

the journey in nineteen and one-half

hours actual running time, which was

very good for the roads traversed.

Not An Accident

Not one accident marred the whole

journey, every part of the machine work

ing as smoothly when Pittsburg was

reached as it did when it left Baltimore,

the only delay on the entire trip being to

pick out a wire nail near Stoystown,

which necessitated the replacement of

another inner tube.

  

In summing up the trip, .\Ir. French

says: “Our roads have never been given

enough praise. Although they are not

the best in the country, one only needs to

go over the western part of this trip to find

out the Pennsylvania definition of what

might be called roads, the best of which

is worse than our own Falls road after

the cloudburst in Mount Washington.

 

some Good Records

COLDWATER, MICH-, COURIER

Ed. Henning made a remarkable drive

one Sunday in Nettleton & Co.’s new

Rambler touring car. Leaving Cold

water at 9:00 o’clock with a party con

sisting of his sister, Mrs. Bruehl, his

cousin, Mrs. Northam and daughter,

from Mississippi, he drove to Fort Wayne

and other Indiana points and was back

in Coldwater at seven o’clock in the

evening, having covered over two hundred

miles in that time. Mr. Nettleton then

took the machine and made a twenty

mile drive. Not once during this severe

test did any part of the machinery fail to

do its full duty.

The car was given another test shortly

afterward, in conveying Dr. Wilson and

Dr. Herdman, the latter a specialist from

Ann Arbor, to Coldwater lake. In

twenty-five minutes from the time the

train stopped at the Coldwater depot,

the physicians were at the lake, in spite

of the fact that the road was heavy with

mud from the hard rains of the

earlier evening.

Lots of men, like bad mucilage,

stick to nothing.

Editor Rambler Magazine,

Kenosha, \Vis.—Dear sir: I en

close herewith a picture of an Iowa

country school-teacher and his

fiock. There are just an even

dozen

I send it thinking it might be

of interest to you and perhaps

available for your interesting

magazine.

G. L.Rothrock,

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

\\'e thank Mr. Rothrock for his contribution

and find it convenient to reproduce the photo in

our magazine. \\'e hope he will be able to furnish

more of such mulerial.—Ezl.
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Economical and Convenient

PARIS (ILL.) GAZETTE

A traveling salesman out of Terre

Haute last week substituted an automo

bile for regular train service, traveling

three hundred and twenty-five miles in

four days, calling on seventy-five custom

ers and returning home forty hours

ahead of train schedule time.

Canadians Oppose Scorching

MOTOR AGE

Members of the Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Automobile Club have decided to help

the police suppress scorching in the

Canadian city, and a special committee

has been appointed to lend a helping

hand.

Farmer Is Progressive

“John Bird, a farmer living east of this

city,” says the Richmond (Ind.) Palladi

um, “has demonstrated that an automo

bile for a farmer can be put to even more

valuable use than when owned by a

resident of the city. Bird uses his ma

chine, which is a common runabout, in

divers ways, from a pleasure vehicle for

his family to a medium for bringing

quantities of grain to the mills to grind.

Almost daily can he be seen "chugging'

along the road, either with his family or

with the machine containing several sacks

of grain, pieces of machinery, etc., needed

on the farm.”

MR. GIRARD AND FRIENDS ENJOY ING AN

AFTER NOON. I.)RIVE

MR. H. J. GOETHE, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA.

WITH HIS MODEL K RAMBLER

A Just Judge, This

AUTOMOBILE TOPICS

Wonder of wonders! An automobil

ist has been given a show in Central Dis

trict Court, Worcester, Mass., and was

discharged, although Chief of Police

William J. E. Stone and three members

of the department testified against him.

It is readily seen how this unusual oc

currence came about when it is learned

that Judge Samuel Utley, of Glidden

tour fame (?), is on his vacation and

Associate Justice Cobb is filling the

vacancy. Members of the Worcester

Automobile Club only regret that he can

not fill it permanently.

James Killmurray, of Pawtucket, was

charged with not using proper precau

tions when traveling in the section of the

public highway where there were horses,

and a breach of the section providing

for register numbers. In refuting the

charges Killmurray told the court that

the pavement was very muddy, and that

although he was careful in approaching

and passing the police ambulance, the

rear wheels of his car skidded and crash

ed, in spite of his efforts, into the horses

of the ambulance.

The court ordered his discharge, and

members of the Worcester Automobile

Club have not done talking about the

most unusual outcome of this case, in

which the witnesses were high officials of

the department.
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Round About Town—This is Shocking

to Everybody

SAN FRANCISCO NE\V5 LETTER

A story is going around among the gossipy

ones that is said to have had its start in so

dignified a place as the Century Club.

Wherever it began, it has got going anyhow

andtwhen winsome dames narrate it with

bated breath, the decorous ones hold up

their hands in holy horror. Can it be? No!

Impossible! But it is swom to solemnly,

and two of our well-known society girls

have become the sponsors for its actual oc

currence. That I can certify—anxious as I

was to disprove the truth of it. Well, these

two girls returned not so long ago from

Europe. While driving in the Paris Bois,

they met a lady from San Francisco, high

up in the local blue book, also driving. She

was an old friend, and of course there was

a glad re-union. This lady had gone abroad

for a trip of two years, and she found Paris

so fascinating that she stayed twelve months

there alone. The three ladies from far San

Francisco had a good time going about in

the city of boulevards. The art galler

ies were places of frequent visits. One day

they visited the new salon, and there were

thrown into raptures over some startling

pictures. One that arrested the immediate

attention of the three was a superb concep

tion of “The Descent from the Cross.”

The Madonna’s face seemed particularly

young, handsome and spirituelle. The two

girls were cast into raptures. Their

lady companion was also affected

by the sight of the picture. She

examined it attentively with her

lorgnette, and then remarked: “What

a sad subject! This woman’s hus

band must have been murdered.”

The girls were carried home on

a stretcher.

Ruling Regarding Toll Road

MOTOR IVORLD

 

A court decision of interest to

those motorists who dwell in

regions beset with the prehistoric

toll road, was rendered by Judge

M. L. Keedy, at Hagerstown, Md.

His decision is that toll com

panies, while not specifically

granted the right to charge auto

mobiles for the use of their roads,

yet have the implied right from

the terms of their charter. This

will furnish a basis for the organized

motorists in the vicinity who are about

to begin a campaign for the establish

ment of uniform rates over such roads.

 

ScottishPavements

GOOD ROADS MAGAZINE

City Engineer Thompson, of Seattle,

Wash., describes in a letter the prevail

ing pavements of Glasgow, Scotland.

They are of granite blocks from two to

three inches wide by eight inches long

and six inches deep, each so carefully

dressed that they have the appearance

when laid of vitrified brick. To avoid

noise, longitudinal strips of smooth stone,

far enough apart to fit the wheels of a

vehicle, are laid on each side of the street.

 

'Frisco Women Form a Club

MOTOR WORLD

San Francisco, Cal., now has a woman's

automobile club, organization having

been perfected last week. One of the

alleged by-laws of the Woman’s A. C. of

San Francisco succinctly states that no

men will be allowed to accompany the

members on club runs. Mrs. A. ].

Marsh is president, Mrs. F. Linz, vice

president and Mrs. ]. Gabriel, secretary

and custodian of funds.

Prove all machines. Cling to that which

is economical.
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Novel Auto Garage on Long lsland

BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE

Long Island country place owners are

awakening to the importance of smart

private garages. The garage has come

to be one of the most essential buildings

on the out-of-town estates of today. It

need not be large, nor need it be costly,

but it must be of most careful construc

tion and perfect in its equipment. Next

to that of W. ]. Matheson, at Lloyd’s

Neck, on the North Shore, one of the most

interesting garages on the Island is Wal

ter L. Suydam’s at Blue Point, on the

Great South Bay.

This garage, very recently finished, is

not at all a large establishment, but

unique in the fact that not a particle of

wood enters into its construction and that

its doors open automatically as the ma

chine passes in and out. The walls are

of brick and cement, as are roof and

floor; the doors are of iron and the win

dows of iron and wire glass. The doors

are opened by weights released as the

auto passes under a cord across the en

trance road, a bit of construction that

proves of great convenience and works

admirably. ]. H. Green, ]r., of Sayville,

is the architect of this garage. Mr. Suy

dam has a Rambler gasoline car, also a

Baker electric.

Good Roads and Wide Tires

GOOD ROADS MAGAZINE

There is a growing sentiment in Penn

sylvania, which gains strength with the

building of every mile of improved high

way, to protect the permanence of the

good work that is being accomplished b_v

means of a wide tire law. Such a meas

ure should be enacted by the next legis

lature.

The statement that the farmers object

on the score of expense, or on other pleas,

draws a picture of a class of farmers

which is emphatically not the “back bone

of the nation,” as our early orators used

to designate the tillers of the soil. For

the intelligent, wide-awake, clear-headed

man, whose judgment is sound, whose

vote is invariably in the line of progress

and whose opinions are respected by his

neighbors, and whose barns are painted,

stock well fed and balance at the end of

the year on the right side, has in most in

stances already adopted wide tires as a

matter of economy.

For any legislator to oppose such regu

lations on behalf of his constituents is an

added argument for compulsoryeducation.

 

I expect to pass through this life but once.

If there is any kindness or any good thing I

can do to my fellow beings, let me do it now.

—Wi1liam Penn.
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Prizes Awarded for September Stories

First $25 Second $15 Third $5

J. A. Mengel Ernest B. Tucker A. G. Elvin

The same amounts will be ‘awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing,

hunting parties and all pastimes and occupations in which the Rambler

plays an important part. ' " " " " " "

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Priza will be awarded and stories published every month, lull credit

being given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs. " " -' " " "

We can help make your trip a pleasant one

F you are going on a tour with your Rambler and will write

us giving the route you will follow and stops you intend mak

ing, we shall be glad to furnish you with a list of names and

addresses of our representatives along the way. (][_They are

naturally equipped with a fund of knowledge concerning short

routes, good roads, best hotel accommodations, etc., and will give

this information more readily and accurately than you could get

it from strangers. (I_We will also give you Rambler pins and a

letter of indentification which you can carry with you to serve

as an introduction to our representatives upon whom you call.

F you have a friend who is contemplating the purchase of an auto

mobile, don’t hesitate to tell him about the Rambler. (][_Send us his

name and address. We will be glad to furnish him with Rambler litera

ture and put him in touch with our nearest representative who will also

extend him special attention in the way of road demonstration, and

instruction in the use of our car, that will help him to judge of its merits

in comparison with other makes.

 

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Kenosha, Wis.
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The Automobile for the Man of Business

BY \\'INTl-IROP E. SCARRITT

Ex-President Automobile Club nf America

This subject is particularly interesting to

me and perhaps my view of the automobile

might be more clearly understood if I should

say what got me interested in it. Itook it up

first as a mere matter of recreation, for a

busy man leading a sedentary life and want

ing to get out into the open air. First, I

thought there would not be enough exercise

about it; but when I bought my first ma

chine, an oldfashioned German car known

as the Benz, of about the vintage of 1890,

and had actual experience with it, my fears

as to the lack of exercise were entirely re

moved. I remember trying to cross the

Hackensack meadows on a torrid after

noon in August, after spending half the time

in the car and half the time under the car

amid clouds of dust and mosquitoes, and

finally pushing it by jackass power (I being

the jackass) into the yard of a nearby tavern,

and going home on the trolley, I made up

my mind that it was a strenuous life.

My mother-in-law remarked, if I had to

work as hard as I had on this pleasure jaunt,

I’d consider life a failure and jump into the

first convenient river.

But pleasantry aside, I have found it the

most pleasant and exhilarating recreation

in the world. There are thousands of people

on the verge of invalidism, men and women,

whose nervous systems are undermined, who

would find health in the automobile, as did

I, if they would but know it. To such I

send a message of hope and good cheer.

There are great fields of health and happi

ness awaiting them, and the key thereof

is the automobile.

As I became familiar with the practical

workings of the automobile, its possibilities

grew upon me, until now I am persuaded that

no man living—no, not the wildest dreamer

of us all—has begun to conceive what the

automobile is to do for modem civilization.

What the steam car and the steamship have

done for the masses of society, that the auto

mobile is to do for the individual unit of

society.. In other words, the automobile

makes it possible for every individual to

have his own private line of railway, not

over a certain fixed route, but over every

route, wherever there is a decent highway.

This is true of the farmer as well as the

city man.

The automobile is mobile, and carries

the individual wherever his volition desires

him to go. The horse has its limitations.

He soon grows weary. The aut0mobile"s

muscles are of steel; its lungs and heart of

iron and brass, and it never grows weary or

faint. The automobile is to lift the burdens

ofif the horse and emancipate it. In the not

distant future, it will be as indispensable to

the up-to-date business man as the telegraph

or telephone. Why do we use the tele

phone? Because it saves that which to all

of us is a priceless boon—time. That is

why, in the future, in ever-widening circles

and in increasing degree, the self-propelled

car will come into use.

The three types of car—electricity, steam

and gasoline engine—are well established.

Changes and modifications—yes. But I

assume these changes will be along the line

of a better and more scientific distribution

of weight; a perfection of mechanical detail;

a simplification of parts, and a higher degree

of accessibility. In the future, more atten

tion will be paid to the commercial vehicle,

for, in the last analysis, that is the great field

of automobile usefulness.

For example, a practical illustration of

what the motor vehicle is to do for us: it

will solve the problem of over-congestion in

our city streets. Say that it takes a horse

drawn truck three hours to carr_v a ton and

a half of freight from the Battery to Harlem:

a motor truck would occupy about one-half

the space in the street and it would carry

about double the load in half the time. This

would be equivalent to about doubling or

quarlrupling the width of Broadway. There

fore, I claim that the self-propelled vehicle

is the key. and the only possible key, to the

solution of the practical problem which now

confronts us, the overcongestion of traffic

in our city streets.
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Bullying by Qficials

THE MOTOR WORLD

Motorists who are availing themselves of

the privileges of the season and are tour

ing over the country, frequently meet with

adventures along their way, which are of

a sort that rivals the tales of the early

days of the bicycle, yet go beyond them

in point of poignancy, because they come

at a later date and in a time when sup

posedly at least, the enlightenment of the

age and the general popular feeling is

such that it will not brook deeds of vio

lence and oppression on the part of those

whose duty it is to administer the laws

of the country.

The story of how James E. Morse, of

St. Louis, in a three weeks’ tour through

the State of Missouri, was at one time

viciously assaulted because he refused to

pay nearly double the regular license fee

to a country landlord who was after the

lion’s share of the assessment, and how

at another time he was requested by an

other local olficial to run his machine

into a picnic ground by way of a side show

and added attraction to the festivities

which were there in progress, is startling,

but apparently by no means unique in

that part of the country.

Stubborn rustics who refuse to grant to

the road engine its rightful dues and in

vest it with mysterious powers of devasta

tion, slipshod and biased administration

of justice, backed by hayseed legislation

of the most disgusting and paltry order,

seem the rule. But it is not to the farmer

and the country villagers that the atten

tion of the reformer must be turned.

They are the victims of inordinate con

servatism, encouraged by the local news

paper and the feeling of the countryside,

which is as senseless as it is ridiculous,

and to pick ofi the worst ofienders one by

one and give them the dues which the law

allows would be but to fan the flame by

casting upon them the limelight of mar

tyrdom. The real redress, the only effec

tual check to the sentiment and to the

acts which it provokes lies at the seat of

the lawmakers.

Each state is free to govern the traffic

within its own boundaries; each state is

empowered to discriminate against one

particular form of vehicle by imposing

special taxation and special regulation, if

it so chooses, and that regulation may be

universal or controlled at the option of

the more local constituent bodies. Thus,

virtually, not only is the free commercial

intercourse of State and State impeded by

the existing enactments which are at

variance with one another in many cases,

but, as in the instance in point, the free

circulation of traffic from county to coun

ty within the state is held up,not simply

in accordance with the letter of the law,

but according to the fancy of the local

bailiffs whose acts are cloaked by the

statutes.

Under the Missouri law a motorist

crossing a county line without a license is

subject to a fine of $100 and imprison

ment, although in nearly every instance

it is impossible to determine the countv

boundaries. So long as this holds true

in Missouri so long will that state be a

valley of despond to the motorist and a

verdant pasturage to the grafter of the

type of the hotelkeeper of Johnsburg.

So long as this general condition of affairs

holds throughout the country, just so long

will the motoring tourist be liable to in

convenience and discouragement which is

as fruitless as it is disagreeable.

But let the law which governs the

motorist and his machine be made uni

form by some species of interstate consent

or let them become universal by federal

action, and the public will be just as se

cure from harm, the good of the whole

community will be just as well protected,

and the user of the automobile will be

freed from the multiple-license~multiple

law nuisance, which, though it cannot aid

the cause of right and justice, certainly

contributes to a condition of discontent

and chaos and reflects but little credit

on the “land of the free and the home of

the brave.”

A Compliment From The Coast

PA(‘I FIC MOTORING

“The Rambler Magazine” is the name

of a forty page journal issued monthly

by the makers of the Rambler automo

bile. It was begun in January and is a

very creditable publication indeed, hand

somely illustrated and well edited. Xa

turally it is devoted to the Rambler car,

but in its touring stories is matter of

interest to all.
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Qmission of October Number

In order to gain the time necessary to

begin issuing this magazine on the 25th

of each month preceding its date, we

have been compelled to omit the October

number.

The Rambler Magazine will therefore

be issued hereafter on the 25th of each

month, the remaining five days being

sufficient in which to mail and place it in

the hands of subscribers on the first day

of the month in which it is dated.

Yearly advertising contracts will accord

ingly be extended to expire one month

later than that originally indicated therein.

 

Defining Criminal Speed

THE MOTOR WORLD

Not long since reference was made in

these columns to a recent court decision

in Stamford, Conn., in which the justice,

the Hon. Nicholas G. Downs, wisely dis

criminating between the spirit and the

letter of the law, imposed a nominal pen

alty for an offense which he adjudged to

be merely technical under the circum

stances. The considerations involved

logically led to the conclusion, he said,

that in this and similar cases the courts

were not dealing with a criminal class,

nor with a great evil which was to be

stamped out by making an example of

the first offender who happened to be

caught, regardless of the gravity of his

ofiense, therefore he considered the offense

merely nominal and imposed a fine of

one dollar.

This decision,which was upon the case

of the State vs. Harry P. Stevens, is so

liberal and fair minded that it is worthy

of more than passing comment and par

tial quotation, and hence it is here largely

reproduced.

After citing the clause of the public

statutes for the alleged violation of which

the action was brought, the salient fea

tures of which are that “no motor ve

hicle shall be run on any highway or

public place at a. rate of speed dangerous

to life and property, . or on any

highway or public place within the

limits of any city or borough at a rate of

speed to exceed twelve miles per hour,”

Judge Downs said:

“It has been claimed that the construc

tion of the statute and the method of its

enforcement adopted in the city has re

sulted in unnecessary interference with

tourists, and the extended discussion

which occurred upon the trial for this case

has led me to give the whole subject a

careful examination.

“It is apparent that the purpose of this

statute is to prevent the running of motor

vehicles in such a manner as to endanger

persons or property, and that the pre

scribed limitation of speed was intended

principally as a means to this end. The

legislature has no authority to regulate

the conduct of individuals except in the

interest of preserving the peace, health,

safety and good morals of the community

and the right of life, liberty and property.

Hence, the law does not concern itself

with the rate of speed of vehicles in high

ways and other public places except

some regulation be required to protect

persons and property. Whether in a

given instance a vehicle is being run in

violation of this principal may not be de

termined by the rate of speed alone. To

attempt to run a vehicle through a crowd

ed thoroughfare at even slower rate of

speed than the minimum prescribed by

the statute, if, because of the conditions

existing at the moment, such attempt en

dangers life, limb or property, is in vio

lation of the statute, and may be a more

serious and flagrant violation than to run

at a rate of speed exceeding the statu

tory limit along a road which the driver

can plainly see is so free from travelers

or intersecting streets or private ways as

to preclude the possibility of a collision.

The latter case presents a mere technical

offense, while in the former there would

be a disregard of the rights of others

which would constitute a wrong per see,

even though the present statute did not

exist, and any person injured might main

tain an action of tort against the wrong

doer.

“The statute in question is a salutary

one and should be enforced, but its en

forcement should be marked by the ex

ercise of good sense and a sound discre

tion, and more heed should be given to

the manifest object of the enactment than

its mere letter in the fixing of a minimum

limit of speed. Severe penalties should

be imposed only in cases wherein the

evidence shows that the spirit of the law

has been violated.
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“The automobile, like many other inno

vations upon established methods or

conditions, has many opponents. And

I have no doubt that such opposition is

due in no small degree to the misconduct

of a considerable percentage of automo

bilists who habitually violate the law of

the road and in many ways evince an

utter disregard of the rights of others.

And while to the extent that as members

of a class the innocent may suffer with

the guilty in the reputation thus estab

lished, no such sentiment has any place

in judicial proceeding. The trolley car

was at one time quite generally regarded

as an unwaranted .encroachment upon

the rights of the public in the highway,

and while its high rate of speed results

in many deaths and accidents of less

serious nature, its great utility has grad

ually induced a change in the sentiment

which once existed against it, so that at

the present time complaints are rarely

heard, although cars are continually

running through the streets of this and

nearly every other community at a rate

of speed in excess of the statutory limit.

“By city ordinance, the speed of

vehicles drawn by horses is limited to six

miles per hour, and although this speed

is exceeded in numerous instances each

day, prosecutions are never instituted

unless the fast driving is accompanied

by recklessness or disregard of the rights

of others.

“The owners of automobiles are en

titled to no greater immunity from stat

utory restrictions than any other class of

individuals, neither are they properly to

be regarded as the objects of greater

severity or strictness.

=|= * * >|= * * =1:

“Of a large number of cases which have

been brought before me, there has not

been a single instance of recklessness, but

in every case it has been shown that the

vehicle was in the hands of a competent

person paying strict attention to his duty

and having his machine under perfect

control. There has been no prosecution

for violation of the speed limit in any of

the principal or much frequented streets

in the center of the city.

“In the case at bar, the machine was

going at the rate of about eighteen miles

per hour over a portion of Main street

between the eastern slope of Clark’s Hill

and the railroad crossing. It was being

run by an experienced and competent

chaufieur under direction of its owner,

who had provided the most approved type

of speedometer, and both the owner and

the chauffeur testified that they were en

deavoring to keep within a ten-mile limit,

as indicated by the speedometer, while

passing through Stamford, believing that

to be the law in Connecticut. There was
no apparant danger toiperson or property.

The policeman on duty at the place in

question timed the speed of the car over

one-eighth of a mile, and upon finding it

to be as above stated, arrested the chauf

feur. I believe this method of ascertain

ing the rate of speed to be more reliable

than the use of the speedometer; in fact,

with a good watch (as the one in question

was shown to be), there would be no

reason why the exact speed could not be

ascertained, and I find, therefore, that

the defendant exceeded the statutory

speed limit. But the evidence shows

that the owner of this car, by instructions

to his chauffeur, by watching the speedo

meter and by his conduct generally, was

endeavoring to obey the law, and was

careful to a greater degree than the de

fendant in any of the other cases I have

heard. His offense, therefore, was mere

ly technical and only a nominal fine

should be imposed. The defendant is

fined one dollar.”

Effect of Good Roads on Farm Values

GOOD ROADS MAGAZINE

In a competitive market the producer pays

the cost of transportation. That is: with po

tatoes at forty cents a bushel in New York

or Chicago, the farmer supplying one of

these markets receives forty cents less the

freight from his town to the city market,

and the charge of the commission house for

selling. That the farmer pays the freight

from his railway station to the market is so

evident that it needs no discussion.

The question of the expense of hauling

from the farm to the railroad is, however,

frequently overlooked, but it is worthy of

serious consideration.

Assume that a Western New York and a

Michigan farmer are raising potatoes, under

equal conditions as to cost, qualit_v and yeild.

Both are selling at the same price in New

York City. The New Yorker’s returns will
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be as much greater than the Michigan man’s

as he is nearer the market, or as his freight

rate is less.

But assume that the Michigan man, with

good roads, draws four loads to the market

in a day, while the New York man, with

poor roads, can draw but one load a day,

each hiring man and team to do the work

at $2.00 per day. If the loads averaged fifty

bushels each, the New York man's expense

for hauling is four cents a bushel, while the

Michigan man's is but one cent, a difference

that about equalizes the diflerence in rail

road freights.

The lesson is that from poor roads the

farmer nearer the market is unable to com

pete in highway transportation with his

more distant brother, he loses his natural

advantage in the market. In the case as

sumed it is three cents a bushel, and on 150

bushels per acre amounts to $4.50, which is

interest at six per cent, on a principal of $75.

per acre, which represents the depreciation

inflicted on his potato field by bad roads.

Again, he should find himself in competi

tion only with the farmers within the circle

formed by points equally distant from the

market with himself, but difliculty in haul

ing puts him on an equal with this man

1,000 miles farther away and places him in

competition with the farmers included in this

larger circle.

Without claiming mathematical accuracy

in these assumed statements, they will serve

to illustrate one of the vital elements con

tained in the $50,000,000 constitutional

amendment proposition in New York, which

is: that its adoption will in effect move half

the farms in that state several hundred

miles nearer the market. And, as prox

imity to market is always an increment of

value in farm land, it is boldly asserted that

the entire cost of the improvement will be

added to the invested value of the farms.

To Prevent Sticking of the Trembler Contacts

THE MOTOR \\’ORl.D

When the trembler contacts on the in

duction coil begin to stick, it usually

means but one thing, and that is over

heating of the contact points. This is

most common when either one or both

has lost the platinum with which it

was originally provided. It may appear

paradoxical at first sight, but the

most simple remedy for this trouble is

nothing more or less than a drop of water

on the points—not a dash or a spurt of

water, merely a drop, which will be found

to stay where it is placed for some time.

Oil is equally effective, and alcohol is

most eflicient for this purpose. In any

case, the function of the liquid is similar

to that of the circulating s_vstem—it keeps

the points cool. If the coil were so ar

ranged that the contact could be made

under water this would be an improve

ment which is greatly increased b_v the

substitution of oil and reaches the maxi

mum of efficiency with alcohol. The

last named substance makes a very sud

den break, and is made use of in some

interrupters on stationary coils to cover

the contact of the vibrator.

Economy Aclds to Efficiency

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

When the owner of a car has become

somewhat expert in the running of the

vehicle it will be found advantageous

for him to gradually cut down the gaso

line feed until the point is found at which

the motor runs well, but will not stand

a further reduction. The smaller the

proportion of gasoline the more econ

omically the motor will run and the

cleaner will it keep. This can, of course,

be carried to extremes and the efliciency

of the engine interfered with; but the

proper feed can be determined without

great difliculty. The same process

should be applied also to the cylinder

lubrication. When the gasoline and

lubricating oil are feeding into the cyl

inder in the smallest quantities that will

produce good results, the motor should

run for a long time without fouling the

sparking plug and on the minimum

amount of fuel.

Study Auto Anatomy

THE AUTOMOBILE MAG.-\ZlNE

The very first thing any man does

when he buys an automobile should be

the making of a study of the anatomy of

the vehicle, since failing to do this means

he will never become either an intelligent

or a satisfied motorist. The comfort

of knowing how to correct any of the

minor causes of stoppage can only be

estimated when you come to grief miles

away from any one capable of doing the

repairs or making the adjustments for you.
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A Curbstone Orator in Trouble

SAN FRANCISCO BULLETIN

As the automobile chug-chugged along

that division of Clay street extending

from Kearney to Montgomery, its chauf

feur slowed speed and sounded warning

toots until the crowd of men loitering

in front of an employment agency betook

themselves to the sidewalk. The last

man to surrender right of way was Frank

Rectral, and as he reluctantly did so he

addressed broken German insults to the

people in the vehicle.

“Der you vas!” he shouted, shaking a

soiled fist at the vanishing auto. “Der

you goes, mid yer puffin' und yer blowin,”

makin' 'onest beoples rush ouid of yer

vay or be meshed to chelly yer wheels

unterneat.” Then the provokers of his

ire being beyond earshot, he turned and

harangued the folk surrounding him.

“Mine frients,” he vociferated, “among

der createst of der noomerus efils dot

gonfront der boor beoples of dis landt iss

dose autermabibbliers, shoost like der

Dervon dot now dried ter run us down.

2

-

#

Steering Power Gone.

vas internal mazheens vot blucks der

pread from der mouts of der vives und

pabies of der boor verkingmen. Dey

grint der lives ouid of der aidget und

feeple mens und vimmens vot gannot

schkip der vay ouid of. Dey vas der

shoogarnauts of Memmon-dot's vot dey

vas—und ve moost broteck ourselfs or be

grount in der mut. Oh, mine boor

frients, id makes mine heard pleed to

See——”

It was a policeman who interrupted

the orator. He called attention to the

fact that the footway was obstructed by

the audience, which had rapidly aug

mented as the speech advanced, and he

also hinted that the peace was being dis

turbed. To which Mr. Rectral retorted

by designating the policeman “an aigend

of Memmon” and declaring intention to

speak when, where and as loudly as he

pleased in this land of the free. Then

he was arrested.

“Dose autermabibblers vas noosances

und efils, Shoodge,” said Mr. Rectral,

by way of defense, to his Honor Conlan.

“From your point of view they un

questionably are,” was the response,

“just as from other viewpoints your side

walk oratory appears both a nuisance

and an evil. Five dollars or twenty-four

hours.”

Luxury of Travel

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

Uncle Cyrus— “By hemlock, the com

pany's keerful “bout takin' care of passen

gers' umbrellas.”
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A Clever Conclusion

RAM's HORN

Mistress—Katie, what have you done

with the letter that I left on the table?

Maid—I put it in the letter box, ma'am.

Mistress—But it was not yet addressed.

Maid—I noticed that, ma’am; but I

supposed it was because you didn’t want

me to know where it was going.

He shouldn't Have Done It

“You seem

fellow.”

“Yes, me deah fellah, he once saved

me life.”

“Indeed | HOW P”

“Gave me a cigawette when I was ten

miles from town.”

It Might Have Been Worse

“What is that number on his motor

Car?”

“Why, Jennie, that is the number of

his machine.”

“Indeed! I thought it was the number

of people he had run over.

Looking Ahead

A subscriber who was in arrears to a

rural paper was dying and the editor

dropped in to see him.

“How do you feel?” asked the pencil

usher.

“All looks bright for me,” gasped the

subscriber.

“I thought so,” said the editor. “You’ll

see the blaze in about ten minutes.”

Slightly Confused

Cassidy—Man ye're drunk.

Casey—'Tis a lie ye're spakin', Cas

sidy. Ye'd not dare to say that to me iv

Oi was sober.

Cassidy—Iv ye wuz sober ye’d hov

since enough to know you was drunk.

Feasts

“I suppose those feasts given by Lu

cullus were the most expensive ever

served.” -

“Lucullus? What insurance company

was he connected with?’”

“White wings” for good people and

“red devils” for sinners.

to think a lot of that

PUNCH

He (alarmed by the erratic steering)—Er

—and have you driven much?

She (quite pleased with herself)—Oh, no

—this is only my second attempt. But

then, you see, I have been used to a bicycle

for years!

A Pertinent Query

HARPER'S WEEKLY

Rev. Henry C. McCook, pastor emer

itus of one of the oldest and most fashion

able churches in Philadelphia, tells of a

Scotchman who left the Presbyterian

church and became an independent. The

deserter was taken to task by the Pres

byterian minister.

“Sandy,” began the minister, “I’m

sorry to find that you have changed your

religious inclinations. A rolling stone

gathers no moss, Sandy.”

“Ay, minister, I ken,” responded

Sandy; “but canna ye tell me what guid

th’ moss is to th’ Stone?”

Scrublady's Family

NEW YORK TRIBUNE

R. Clinton Perry, the sculptor, is re

sponsible for the following story of the

“scrublady” who cares for the studio:

“How many children have you, Mrs.

O'Flarity?” he asked her one morning.

“It's siven I have sir,” she replied.

“Four be the third wife of me second

husband, three by the second wife of me

furst.”
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A Trip to Ringing Rocks 3198‘-*7

P. W. HUMPHREYS

HE fame of the three wonderful

Stony Gardens of Pennsylvania,

containing acres of musical rocks,

has attracted motorists from all

sections of the country to include a run

through Montgomery and eastern Bucks

County, to visit this unusual attraction

(with good pike roads leading to it from

every direction) when touring in the East.

Automobilists from New York will

find the most direct route by first visiting

the ringing rocks of Pottstown, then the

Stony Garden at the foot of Haycock

Mountain, above Quakertown, and fin

ally the musical rocks of Nockamixon,

near Bridgeton. This will provide a

circuitous tour of pleasing and constantly

changing scenery. To reach the Potts

. town rocks, the run should be across

New ]ersey, from New York to Trenton,

by way of Newark, Elizabeth, New

Brunswick and Plainsboro. Crossing the

Deleware at Trenton, the run continues

over a short cut across Bucks and Mont

gomery Counties, on the Pennsylvania

side, by way of Doylestown, Souderton,

Salford and Pottstown. Thence by way

of Salford, Souderton, Perkasie and

Quakertown to the Stony Garden of Hay

cock township; continuing the run

through Bucksville, Kintnersville and

Upper Black Eddy to the Nockamixon

Rocks near Bridgeton, Pennsylvania.

For a short home run continue on to

Easton, thence directly across New ]er

sey, from Phillipsburg to Newark.

From Philadelphia the trip may be

made by way of Chestnut Hill, Plymouth
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Meeting, Hickorytown, Norristown,

Collegeville, Trappe and Pottstown; fol

lowing the route recommended for the

New York tourists between Pottstown

and Bridgeton.

From the western sections there is a

continuation ‘of good pike roads from

Pittsburg through Greensburg, Stoyes

town, Bedford, Chambersburg and York

to Lancaster, by way of the Pittsburg

Philadelphia turnpike; from Lancaster

to Reading by way of Ephrata and

Adamstown, and from Reading to Potts

town by way of the Reading and Perkio

n1en Pike.

From the southern sections, the auto

mobile roads are excellent by way of Bal

timore, Clifton, Bel Air, and Lapidum,

thence across the Susquehanna by ferry

to Port Deposit, Oxford, Parkesburg and

Coatesville to Pottstown.

  

THE RINGING ROCKS OF POTTSTOWN ARE OF

IMMENSE SIZE SOME BEING SUPPOSED

TO WEIGH TVVENTY-I-‘I\'E TONS

Copyright, I905, by Thoma: R. Jeffery G’ Comflany
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The Ringing Rocks of Pottstown are

neither so extensive nor so musical as

those of Stony Garden and Nockamixon,

yet they are considered one of the most

wonderful of the natural curiosities of

Montgomery County. Their musical

tones, when struck with a hammer, the

immense size of the largest rocks—some

of them being supposed to weigh from

five to twenty-five tons each—the danger

ous depth of the crevices between the rocks,

and the curious impressions found upon

them, interest numerous sightseers from all

parts of the country. Among the forma

tions found upon these hard, compact

 

tiful view is obtained of the surrounding

country, especially along the hills of the

Schuylkill, which can be traced for thirty

or forty miles in Chester and Berks

Counties.

The musical rocks of Bucks County

are even more wonderful in their rich

clear tones than those of Montgomery

County. In fact, Upper Bucks County

has long been noted for its many natural

curiosities in which the Stony Garden

and the Nockamixon Rocks take the lead.

At the mouth of the Durham Creek is the

quaint old Durham furnace, said to be

one of the earliest furnaces erected in the

 

THERE ARE ALLURING DRIVES ALONG THE CANAL ABOVE NOCKAMIXON ROCKS

rocks are three which closely resemble

the human foot—the impression in the

rock being from three to six inches in

depth; there are also impressions re

sembling the tracks of horses and ele

phants, and cannon balls from six to

twelve inches in diameter. This curi

ous garden of ringing rocks covers about

one and a half acres of ground, and is

situated on Stone Hill between three and

four miles northeast of Pottstown. From

the western end of Stone Hill, which is

about two miles from Pottstown, a beau

United States; the first blast having been

started in 1728.

Within a radius of afew miles is to be

found the Durham Cave, as yet unex

plored to its full extent; the Palisades of

Pennsylvania along the Delaware, the

“Sheppen Dall,” the iron mines of Dur

ham, the ore of which is the richest in

the United States, the ringing rocks of

Nockamixon, and the ringing rocks of

Stony Garden, the two largest fields of

musical stones of the three fields of Penn

sylvania, the area covered being not only
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larger but the ringing sounds much better.

There are three fields of these rocks at

Stony Garden, situated at the foot of

Haycock Mountain, in Haycock town

ship, 620 feet above sea level. The

largest of these fields covers an area of a

quarter of a mile long and an average

width of 200 feet, and the other two cov

ering about an acre and a quarter each.

The garden is considered by geologists to

be the root of an extinct volcano, which,

while in a state of ebullition some 400,000

years ago (geological reckoning) upturned

these stones of feldspar formation, and

left them heaped up in wierd, fantastic

forms, making a most

desolate looking spot on

the mountain side; for,

although surrounded by

heavy timber and grow- ,- _

ing verdure, not a tree or

shrub can be found with

in the gardens, and no

soil can be seen between

the crevices of the rocks.

These rocks are sup

posed to have their bed

sixteen hundred feet un

derneathon the Archaean

or primitive rocks; and

when struck with a ham

mer their clear bell-like

tones can be heard a mile

distant.

The rocks as they lie

in the garden are said to

have four distinct tones,

running from the middle

D on the piano, but can

be easily tuned to form a gamut. It

remained, however for the late William

J. Buck, historian of Bucks and Mont

gomery Counties, to conceive the idea of

their possibilities as producers of melody,

and for Dr. ]. J. Ott, of Pleasant Valley,

to carry out the idea. Several years ago

Dr. Ott selected a number of rocks from

the garden, weighing about 200 pounds

each, and carefully tuned them until

he had a full octave upon which to draw

musical sounds. At a meeting of the

Buckwampun Historical and Literary

Society, held at the gardens, he gave a

selection on the rocks, accompanied by

a full brass band, among which was a

composition of his own, entitled: “Sounds

from the Ringing Rocks.” and the clear

  

THE CREVICES BETWEEN THE BIG ROCKS

EXTEND TO DANGEROUS DEPTHS

bell-like tones could be distinctly heard

ringing out high above the notes of the

horns.

The ringing rocks of Nockamixon are

situated about a mile and a half from

Bridgeton, Pa., opposite Milford, N. ].,

and, while the field is not so large as at

Stony Garden, and the rocks are not of

such clear tones, they are more pictur

esquely located. The field is between

six and seven acres in extent, with but

one field, a little over four acres, per

fectly bare of vegetation. These four

acres, however, present an aspect of

desolation, and yet of grand sublimity,

as one gazes upon mighty

boulders, apparently

having the appearance

of being piled up on this

spot by some giant hands;

and one feels well repaid

for the toilsome journey

over rocks and up nar

row paths, slipping,

sliding and falling as he

‘attempts to reach the

rugged garden spot of

nature, where sweet

melodious sounds are

made to ring forth from

the rocks themselves.

t Up to within ten years

ago this rugged spot of

seven acres was the pro

perty of the Govern

ment, no one having

deemed_ it worthy of

ownership. A. B. Har

ing,of Frenchtown,N. ].,

who owns two farms in the immediate

vicinity, secured a deed for the seven

acres, and now includes it among his

possessions, and, if not the most valu

able, it is a piece of property in which

he takes considerable pride as one of the

grandest natural curiosities in the Key

stone State. Since it has come into his

possession, offers have been made to

him by manufacturers of Belgian blocks

for the right to quarry the stone, but

he declares he will not allow a natural

curiosity of such interest to be disturbed

by the desecrating hammer and chisel of

the quarryman.

But the ringing rocks are not the only

natural curiosity that the admirers of

nature’s beauty take delight in here. A
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LISTENING TO A CONCERT ON THE MUSICAL ROCKS

short distance away from the field, dash

ing down the rugged ravine, is a brook,

small in summer but swollen to large pro

portions in the spring, the waters of

which dash over a natural rock falls from

the height of thirty-three feet. The rock

walls of the ravine here are almost per

pendicular, and the venturesome spirit

who wishes to reach the bottom will have

a hard scramble.

There is quite a steep climb to reach

the Nockamixon Rocks. With the autos

left at the foot of the hill, the visitors are

greeted in their climb by many cheering

inscriptions along the way, concerning

the probable originator of this barren

spot; and he is reminded of the legend

that this desert spot was made by his

Satanic Majesty himself. The story goes

that, in stalking about the earth before

departing for the Inferno through the

Devil’s Hole–Durham Cave—the Devil

in stepping across the Delaware, broke

his apron string, and sat down to repair

it, forever blighting the spot for any util

ity. to man.

The hard trap rock, of which these three

famous musical gardens are composed

comprises a series of parallel elevations,

ALTHOUGH SURROUNDED BY HEAVY TIM BER AND GROWING VERIOURE, NOT A SHRUB NOR A PLANT

CAN BE FOUND WITHIN THE STONY GARDEN
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attaining in Haycock and Rockhill town

ships, mountainous proportions. The

spur in the former township is called

Haycock Mountain, from a supposed

resemblance to a cock of hay, and the

township took its name from this fact.

This belt of igneous rock, beginning at

the Delaware river in the neighborhood

of Bridgeton, extends through parts of

Nockamixon and Tinicum, Haycock and

Rockhill townships, and thence through

Montgomery and Chester counties.

Before leaving this rocky section in the

vicinity of the Nockamixon rocks, the

famous view crag jutting out over the

canal——and from its frowning height

dwarfing the houses at its base—should

be visited for the magnificent view from

its summit. The names of the town

ships mentioned suggest rocks galore, but

the stony hills and mountains are not the

only portions of this section that ofier

attractions to the tourist. Enclosed

among these hills are several rich lime

stone valleys. One of the most beautiful

is the valley of the Durham Creek, at the

mouth of which the famous Durham

Cave or the “Devil’s Hole” as it is popu

larly known, is situated. It might be

more appropriate to state that it was

situated, rather than is; as the limestone

of which the cave was composed has been

gradually removed for use at the iron

furnaces on the Durham Creek, until the

spot now bears very little resemblance

to the deep cavern of several years ago.

Richland township (as its name indi

cates) is situated in these fertile valleys

among the hills, making the section about

the Stony Garden as interesting as the

Durham Valley in the vicinity of Nocka

mixon rocks. Quakertown, situated on

the head waters of Tohickon creek, in

Richland township, has many historic

landmarks dating from colonial da_vs.

The site of the town is a part of an ex

tensive district, embracing several thou

sand acres, which was designated by the

early settlers the “Great Swamp” or

“Great Meadow,” on which they pas

tured their cattle, while they dwelt on the

more elevated or hilly territory adjacent.

It afterwards took the name of Flatland,

and subsequently Richland, from the fer

tile quality of the soil. A log structure

was erected by the Friends for holding

their meetings (originally about half a

 

“uavcocx Rock" AND “vu-:w CRAG"

AT sronv GARDEN

mile south of the present town) in 1710.

Here they had also a burying ground,

where they consigned their dead in com

mon with the Indian, and thus the dust

of these early pioneers mingles with that

of the red man, with whom they always

lived in friendly intercourse.

Quakertown was a prominent station

of the so-called “under-ground railroac ”

in the days of anti-slavery excitements, to

assist the fugitive slaves in making their

escape to Canada, and thrilling stories

are still told by the oldesst inhabitants of

the persecutions of these sympathetic

Friends who were discovered hiding the

fugitive slaves in cellars, garrets, hay

lofts, etc., until danger of pursuit was

over, and then transporting them, hidden

in wagons, to places of safety.

Retracing the route will provide the

most direct journey over good pike roads

to Philadelphia. For the tourists going

west or south there are numerous turn

pikes in excellent condition, threading

this section of Pennsylvania, leading _to

side trips of various interests and merg

ing into the main pike between Phila

delphia and Pittsburg—known as the

Lancaster, or Philadclphia- Lancaster
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Pike in the eastern section of the state,

and the Pittsburg-Philadelphia in the

western section. This will provide the most

direct run to Pittsburg; while from this

pike at Chambersburg, a direct run may

be made over the Baltimore Pike between

Chambersburg and Baltimore.

A Few Words of Caution

CHICAGO DAILY REPUBLICAN

If car owners will make it a rule, when

starting out a ride, to “know” and not

only “think” that the car is in proper

shape, many a long walk will be pre

vented.

How the Bliss Rambler Beat the "Narrer Gauge"

A STAFF WRITER OF THE LEWISTON EVENING JOURNAL

HE Bliss-Hawkins expedition of auto

mobiling and fishing returned

home to Lewiston, with a tonneau

full of perfect Tim Pond trout and

a collection of marvelous auto records never

before equalled in Maine.

In a special from Kingfield which was

published in the Lewiston Journal, the

writer told how the King Rambler

owned and operated by Mr. O. D. Bliss,

president of Bliss Business College of this

city, conquered the abandoned roads and

the worst hills in all Franklin county. This

time, on the homeward journey, your cor

respondent, who was fortunate enough to

be included in the party, had another auto

experience of a different sort and one that

probably has never been achieved in this

section of the automobile world.

It all came about this way. Our Lewis

ton-Auburn party, on coming out of Tim

Pond, Saturday forenoon, with some one

hundred pounds of the most beautiful trout,

stopped for dinner at the Kingfield House.

While Mr. Bliss was oiling up his King

Rambler for the home journey, a long, lean

sportsman from New York happened to be

pacing up and down the verandas watching

the preparations with that eager interest

that all matters automobilistic arouse.

“Look here, gentlemen,” said he with a

good-natured smile, as he flecked the ash

from his perfecto, “I am going out on the

Narrow Gauge railroad which leaves this

town at one o'clock today and I have just

twenty pounds of as handsome trout as you

ever put your eyes on that say I will get to

West Farmington before you will!”

Mr. Bliss of the Bliss Business College of

this city looked up from the opposite side of

his car, where he was leisurely filling up the

water cooler and in less than ten ticks of his

auto clock he met the wager with this quiet

remark:

“We have a few extra pounds of trout to

spare, sir, and we will just go you!”

This little conversation occurred at about

twelve o'clock or about an hour before the

“Narrer Gauge” was to move out Farming

tonwards. During the brief interim before

the train was to leave, dinner was enjoyed

with the Long Lean Sportsman from New

York, arrangements were made with his

several authorities along the line, in case it

were necessary to exceed speed limits and

the tonsorial parlors of the Kingfield House

were visited by several members of the auto

party in order that there might be no air

resistance from the elongated hirsute at

tachments of the three-day fishing trip.

Every member of the auto party lined up

on the steps of the Kingfield House and

waved the Long Lean an affectionate fare

well-till-we-meet-again as he started for the

“Narrer Gauge.”

“We'll get those trout in West Farming

ton,” was the cheery call from a member of

the auto party.

“Not if I get to West Farmington first!”

was the good-natured response from Long

Lean as he mounted the seat of the special

chariot of the Kingfield House.

The moment for the departure of the

Narrer Gauge arrived and all climbed into

the Bliss Rambler—all but one, Mr. C. A.

Bliss, of Columbus, Ohio.

“Where is C. A. P” was the anxious in

quiry from the tonneau.

A hasty search was made and it was found

that the said gentleman was comfortably

and luxuriously reclining in the “first chair”

of the nearby tonsorial apartments.

“It's all right,” smilingly remarked Mr O.

D. Bliss of this city as the news was brought

out to him. “I want to look the car

over once more. We will give the train

just twelve minutes handicap.”
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So it was that as the good people of Kings

field assembled to see the start, the young

auto clock on the dasher of the car registered

just twelve minutes after one o’clock in the

afternoon of Saturday.

Here is the inventory of passengers carried.

Hr. O. D. Bliss, owner and operator,

.\Ir. C. A. Bliss of Columbus, Ohio, Mr.

Henry E. Goss of this city and the scribe of

the Lewiston ]ournal. Besides this gener

ous companionship, the car carried at least

one hundred pounds of baggage consisting

of fishing tackle, grips,

and coats and a heavy

box of Tim Pond beauties

weighing at least another

one hundred pounds. In

other words the added

weight after the four pas

sengers was almost equiva

lent to that of two more

full grown passengers.

As the first leg of the

race was being made,

Operator Bliss seemed to

be holding back his car

rather than pushing it, but

nevertheless the hands of

the auto clock pointed to

only 1:50 p. m. when

Strong was reached.

Coming into Strong no

little delay was caused by a

young steamer that per

sisted in occupying two

thirds of the road for a considerable dis

tance. The purpose of our trip was ex

plained to the operator of the steamer in

a few words and then he courteously pulled

out to one side of the road and was soon lost

in the distance.

As we sped through Strong with auto caps

cast into the depths of the tonneau and pom

padours flying in the stiff head wind, the

good people seemed to realize what was go

ing on and they gave the car cheer upon

cheer down the road. It was necessary to

stop at the Strong hotel in order to get a

piece of baggage that had been left there on

the upward journey and this ate up at least

half a minute. The train was due at West

Farmington in a little over half an hour and

as operator Bliss headed the car down the

thoroughfare out of Strong, his grip on the

big wheel tightened perceptibly and a look

came into his face such as you see written

on the face of a man when he is landing a

five-pound trout against a strong wind.

Faster and faster flew the motor and straight

erand straighter grew the four matchless pom

padours. As the long hills were approached

Operator Bliss, with the masterful skill of a

born chauffeur opened the throttle to the full

limit and the king of all the hill-climbers of

Maine flew over the terrific grades as if

they were mole-hills. At least four stand

still stops for teams had to be made (as the

horses were in charge of boys or women)

and be it said to the thoughtful courtesy of

  

TWO MINUTES I-"OR ROPING

Operator Bliss that he exercised every pre

caution and showed every consideration to

the passing teams which went by in perfect

safety and secure confidence.

In an almost incredibly short space of

time the lively town of Farmington nestling

in the va-lley below began to loom up. At

two-twenty, Operator Bliss was leaning over

his wheel like a veritable Barney Oldfield

and making West Farmington come nearer

and nearer like a curve on an observation

express train. Away down in Farmington

we could see the black smoke of the “Narrer

Gauge as it was jogging into the station.

“Not quite ten minutes more‘.” came the

hoarse shout of the timekeeper from the

rear seat.

“Time to burn!” was the triumphant

answer from the front seat. It was one of

the few remarks that Operator Bliss had

ventured on the entire flight but they were

brave words and how bravely maintained!
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As the little village of West Farmington

came into view, Mr. Bliss, thinking that the

train from Farrnington must be approaching,

put his auto into concert form by way of

welcome but the only audience was the

youthful ]une grass by the side of the silent

railroad tracks and the astounded station

master of West Farmington. Then Opera

tor Bliss brought his King Rambler to a

 

 

sudden stop within twice its own length and

a shout of uncontrollable joy went up from

the tonneau.

“We’ve beaten by just four minutes!”

We could hardly believe our eyes; but

there was the little auto clock calmly ticking

off the seconds and there was the sign board

of the little station indubitably reading

“West Farmington!”

The subsequent events of this marvelous

race against time and railroad steam can

well be imagined. As Long Lean leaned

out of the smoker of the train, be it said to

his sportsmanlike credit, a look of positive

happiness and delight lighted up his sun

burned countenance. ]ust behind him were

two other sun-burned and delighted faces,

and they were those of Dr. W. H. Hawkins

and Dr. W. L. Haskell of this city. The
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THE LONE PISHERMAN

two latter gentlemen, it will be recalled,

were minus their auto on account of the

breaking of their car, due to a bad hole in

the road at Chisholm’s Mills, on the upward

trip to Kingsfield. They were as much sur

prised as Long Lean, but unlike the latter

they did not have to hand over some of the

finest specimens of the trout family in all

the waters of Maine.

“I’m awful glad this happened,” said

Long Lean in his most confidential manner

as he stood on the platform of the out-going

train.

“I now know what kind of an auto to buy

when I get back to New York and then, too, I

really had more trout than I knew what to

do with!

“There’s only one thing I regret, gentle

men,” he added, as the train began to move

out, “and that is that I could not occupy one

of those tonneau seats!”

And so the good-byes were spoken and

one of the most extraordinary auto incidents

that ever took place in this part of the world

was concluded with the waving of flags and

handkerchiefs.

‘ The trip to Livermore Falls where it was

planned to meet Drs. Hawkins and Haskell,

was no less remarkable for wonderful road

work on the part of Mr Bliss’ car. Opera

tor Bliss started his motor just one minute

after the train left and at exactly 3:13

Chisholm’s Mills, or the suburbs of Liver

more Falls, was reached. This time was

' onlya very few minutes behind train time and

could have easily been improved upon had

it not been for the numerous teams encount

ered and the speed limit of Maine. All told,

the running time from Kingfield to Chis

holm’s Mills was only two hours and ten

minutes!

At Chisholm’s Millsa happy surprise was

in store for every member of the party for

as the scene of the auto accident to Dr. Haw

kins’ car was reached, there was Mr. N. B.

Simpson of the Skene automobile station of

this city. It seems that earlier in the trip

Dr. Hawkins, with the true automobile grit

that never says die, had phoned to ]. \V.

Skene, of the Skene station, to send up new

parts to replace the broken ones and also

to send a competent automobile machinist

to do the work of repairing. Thus it was

that the new parts arrived on time and for

competent repairer, .\fr. Skene sent none

other than the head physician of the Skene

station, Mr. Simpson, himself.
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It is only mere justice to state that Mr.

Simpson, with that facility and expertness

which characterizes all his work, had the

broken axle replaced by a new one and all

the gears in working order in less than five

hours from the time of his arrival. In less

than two hours from the moment of the ar

rival of the Bliss car, the whole party, re

united, were ready for the last leg of the

joumey homeward!

This was certainly a record feat of repair

ing on the part of Mr. Simpson, and one that

has made a place for him in the hearts of

the motorists of these cities that will always

find cordial expression. To Mr. Skene as

proprietor of the Skene Station also belongs

a large share of credit for his able manager

ship of the diflicult proposition.

The home run to Lewiston with Dr.

Hawkins at the wheel of his own handsome

Rambler, and Mr. Simpson as the guest of

honor of the journey, was accomplished in

just one hour and thirty minutes

from the steps of the hotel at Liv

ermore Falls to the court house in

Auburn, where the start was made on

Tuesday afternoon of the previous

week. And it should be stated that

Mr. Bliss’ King Rambler carried the

extra passenger, making another

added responsibility of 150 pounds.

This lovely homeward trip with

its magnificent and inspiring vistas

of old Androscoggin and its incom

parable views of hill. farm and

meadow lands will never be for

gotten by any member of the party.

It was one long sweet song of

“Home, Sweet Home” without a

single interruption or false note.

  

As the splendid farm of A. H.

Pratt of Howe’s Corner was

approached (where the entire Pratt

family extended such delightful

hospitalities on the evening of last

Tuesday) the auto horns of both

machines were invoked to the limit

of their respective lung powers.

At the first call, the whole family

as by one common instinct of

friendliness to all motorists, came

out of the house and waved their
l salutations. Even the handsome

shepherd dog wagged his bushy tail

on high and jumped and barked his

delight. How pleasant it would

have been to stop and spend an

other evening at this inn of the

ever-open door! But home and the sweet

home ties drew us on and at the top of the

next hill we once again waved back an affec

tionate fa-,rewell.

The total running time of the entire home

ward trip from Kingfield to the court house

in Auburn was just three hours and forty

minutes. When one takes into considera

tion the frequent necessary stops for teams

and the tremendous load on the Bliss car,

the epoch-marking achievement of the

Rambler can the better be understood and

appreciated. And on the whole trip from

the first moment of starting at the Auburn

court house to the last revolution of the

wheels at the Skene Station in this city, it

should be stated in justice to the Rambler

as an all-around and ever-reliable touring

car, that the Bliss machine did not make

one skip. Throughout all those enormous

and record-breaking climbs over the aban

doned roads of Freeman hill near Kingfield,

  

TI-IE VANQUISHED
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there was not even the faintest suspicion of a

break-down or the slightest hesitation or the

first suggestion of a punctured tire.

The only bit of grooming that Operator

Bliss had to do to his car was to tighten

the nut on the tail light of the tonneau up at

Kingfield.

Henceforth Mr. Bliss’ car will be known

as Old Reliable, and Mr. Bliss as one of the

star chauffeurs of Maine.

The representative of the Lewiston Jour

nal wishes to personally extend his thanks

to Mr. Bliss for a seat in the greatest hill

climbing and road-touring automobile trip

that ever took place in Maine.

As regards the fishing at Tim Pond, the

fishing experts of this section will be inter

ested to learn that it is unexcelled in any part

of Maine. The trout may not run quite as

large as in some of our Maine waters, but

they are the gamiest and most beautiful of

their species and the very finest for table use,

as was amply demonstrated at the excellent

camps. The fishing is so good that the

most inexperienced fisherman cannot fail

to come in with a long string of good ones.

In fact, the worthy patriarch of the camps

guarantees “all the trout you want.”

“I have been running these camps some

twenty years,” said he, “and nobody has

ever gone away without taking home a good

string.”

All of which shows that the now-historic

fishing-automobile trip of Mr. Bliss and Dr.

Hawkins had the happiest of endings.

NOTES

Among the numerous fishing feats accom

plished by the several members of the party

should be mentioned that of Mr. Goss, who

landed four handsome trout on his four flies

at one cast. This great performance was all

but equalled by Dr. Hawkins, who reeled

in three beauties at one cast. It was said

that Dr. Hawkins would have made it four

if there had been room on his line.

Another memorable incident of the trip

was a perfect view of five deer as they came

up to drink on the shores of the pond.

Numerous fine pictures were taken by Dr.

Haskell as the official photographer of the

party, some of which are reproduced

herewith.

It was interesting to note that the apple

trees along the tote road in to Tim Pond

were just beginning to blossom. The view

of the noble peaks of Mt. Bigelow along

this road can hardly be equalled in all

Maine.

A Two Thousand Mile Trip With a Rambler

Including a Ten Days' Chicken Hunt in South Dakota

BY CHARLES WEBSTER

you a short story of my recent trip

with a Surrey type Rambler, I

desire to say that I have just re

turned and have demonstrated to my

own satisfaction and those who accom

panied me, that the automobile is cer

tainly practicable and the bugaboo of

“being hauled in” is becoming a remote

possibility. Last season I ran a Model

L Rambler some five thousand miles,

making this same trip through Dakota

and Minnesota, and I have never yet

had to be “hauled in” or came anywhere

near it.

August 13th I left the little town of

Waucoma, Iowa, for Minneapolis, carry

ing five people, and at 5:45 that evening

I” accordance with my promise to give I was at Northfield, Minnesota, making

the 154 miles on ten and one-half gallons

of gasoline and could have easily ran

through to Minneapolis, making the 200

miles before dark, but concluded to take

it leisurely, using a kodak freely, and the

next morning going into the city. We

spent several days in the cities and while

there had three “tire blow-outs,” but

after leaving Minneapolis on the Dakota

trip, we were not obliged to use a pump

again and returned to Iowa with Minne

apolis air.

We were met at Minneapolis by

and Mrs. J. P. Bowles of Chicago, who

accompanied us on our entire trip. Our

original intentions were to include a spin

to Winnipeg but, on account of the con

Mr.
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ON THE ALERT FOR GAME

tinued down-pour of rain, we decided to

leave the car in the city and use the train,

which we did, and included a run by

boat to the north of Lake Manitoba, 150

miles from a railroad, with a side trip

into the wilderness about as far from

human habitation and accompanied by

as many “black flies” as the writer cares

to encounter.

Returning to Minneapolis we started

by auto, leaving the city at 1:30 P. M.,

arriving at Litchfield, 75 miles distant,

that evening where we spent the night,

getting an early start and arriving at
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ON THE WRONG ROAD, ARIONG HIGH WEEDS, GRASS

A.ND STONES

  

Willmar, 30 miles distant, for breakfast,

remaining the forenoon with D. N. Tall

man, of that place, inspecting his stock

farm, etc. We left about noon, running

to Benson, 40 miles, for lunch. Our

intentions were to go via Appleton from

there, but meeting a party who claimed

to'kriow, he urged us to make the trip

direct to Ortonville, a distance of forty

miles across the country. As there were

no towns whatever, enroute, we were a

little dubious, but as he had “just been

over the road” and thought he knew

what he was talking about, we concluded

to make the “dive”, and before we ar

rived at Ortonville that evening we wished

we had not met him. Most of the dist

ance the roads were grown up with weeds

and grass, occasionally having their hair

“parted in the middle” so it was impos

sible to tell whether there were any

stones ahead or not, but we finally made

it by one or the other of the men running

ahead looking for stones, and right here

is where the necessity for high clearance

is demonstrated. The Rambler’s highest

part is in the center, just where you need

every inch to get over the high centers

and stones.

The next morning we left Ortonville

for Summit, another thirty-mile spin,

which would take us across the “hills.”

At Big Stone City, over the line, we met

with the first trouble, which wasa broken

leaf in a rear spring. A local black

smith soon welded it and we went on our

way rejoicing. We were unlucky in

getting the wrong road on this run and
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HUNTING, AND IT CERTAINLY WAS A GREAT SUCCESS

found some of the worst of the trip, high

centers, grass and weeds grown up, and

stones in the center; however, we made

Groton, South Dakota, that night, find

ing elegant roads that made up for all

our trouble.

From Andover to Groton, Webster

and Aberdeen, the roads are superb,

making it easy to run twenty miles an

hour. We arrived at Frederick, S. D.,

and out to the Webster Ranch, eight

miles, for twelve o'clock lunch. We

spent ten days hunting chickens, and

what surprised me, had no trouble in

running the Rambler over the prairie on

high gear most of the way, going where

ever we desired and allowing the dogs to

hunt the fields the same as from a wagon.

This was the first time I had ever used

the car for this purpose and it certainly

was a great success, as the hunting fields

could be made from the ranch house in

a few minutes and the hunt continued

until dark, when the run home would be

a pleasure instead of a long “drag’’ as

is usual with a team.

We had several dogs, but

my big pointer especially has

become very much attached

to the machine and will come,

no matter how far the distance,

if he hears the horn. On one

occasion, being over a high

hill hunting with some friends

and missing the location of the

auto, he heard the horn and

became frantic, refusing to

hunt and running about try

ing to locate the direction,

but without avail.

On our return trip, when

about five miles from Aber

deen, I “lost the spark” while

meeting a team at the foot

of the hill, and when ready

to start I discovered with

name and address.

in comparison with other makes.

F you have a friend who is contemplating the purchase of an auto

mobile, don’t hesitate to tell him about the Rambler.

We will be glad to furnish him with Rambler litera

ture and put him in touch with our nearest representative who will also

extend him special attention in the way of road demonstration, and

instruction in the use of our car, that will help him to judge of its merits

(LSend us his
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amazement that I had lost the

starting crank. Having never been up

against a proposition of the kind, I was

ata loss to know what to do, but my six

teen year old boy, who handles the ma

chine better than I, came to my relief at

once with a pipe wrench, and in one min

ute we were ofi. At Aberdeen I looked

up your agency, but as they had no start

ing cranks on hand, they improvised one

from a gas pipe and we returned to the

city without incident with the exception of

breaking the same spring again at Clara

City. In this case we discovered a boy

who had found an old wagon spring and

bought it for fifty cents and had the local

blacksmith put in two extra leaves which

brought us through on the rest of the trip.

The consumption of gasoline on the

trip was about one gallon to thirteen

miles, and what seems to me remarkable

on account of my past experience with

autos, we were never obliged to use a

tool of any description, except on the

spring. The engine never missed an

explosion when the air valve was placed

in position, and it was the most enjoyable

trip we have ever taken.

We had little or no trouble with teams

and found the roads, generally, excellent,

making from one hundred twenty-five to

one hundred fifty miles without exertion.

The ladies enjoyed the trip immensely, and

we have all voted the Rambler people our

thanks for producing a car that is able

to withstand an excursion of this nature

without any of the usual road troubles.

A Rambler Houseboat on the Saginaw River
BY C- A. GILMORE

one’s attention is instantly attract

ed by its appearance in out-of

the-way places and it was quite

a pleasant surprise to step aboard a little

houseboat on the Saginaw River this

I \AMILIAR as is the Rambler scroll, summer and find the scroll tacked up neat

ly over the forward windows. It was

like meeting an old friend in a new role,

and Mr. R. H. Knapp, who had brought

it all about, spoke enthusiastically of the

good qualities in his boat, for which

 

 

 

 

A.\' OLD FRIEND IN A NEW ROLE, IDENTIFIED BY THE I-‘AMILIAR RAMBLER SCRIPT OVER THE FOR\\'ARl)

CABIN WINDOW
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RAMBLER I-IOUSEBOAT CABIN

NOTE THE LEVER, STARTING CRANK. COIL AND

BATTERY BOXES

 

quality the name Rambler has always

stood in bicycles and automobiles.

The boat itself is some thirty-seven

feet in length with twelve-foot beam, one

foot draught and paddles dip fourteen

inches in the water. The cabin is just

twenty odd feet of conveniences for cook

ing, camp chairs, pillows and a large

phonograph, fishing tackle and some

white rock for salt water cruising. This

leaves some six feet for decks at the bow

and stern where the overflow can be

readily accommodated. The huge seven

foot paddle wheels are propelled by one

of the Rambler 16 horse power double

opposed engines, such as is used in the

Surrey Type One, and is hung centrally

on a level with the floor of the cabin.

The power is applied as in the carriage,

by means of the planetary transmission

and speed lever. With the total weight

of over 9000 pounds this boat can readily

make seven and one-half miles per hour,

and there is an entire absence of vibration.

There are few as speedy craft on the

river as the Rambler and Mr. Knapp takes

pride in his success with Rambler engines—

a single cylinder carriage in 1903, a double

opposed motor in 1904, and today he has

a like equipment in his houseboat.

 

 

 

 

TIRE TROUBLES AND SPEED ORDINANCES DO NOT WORRY THE DRIVER OF THIS RAMBLER

 



Coming of Cold Weather

Some of the Things it Should Suggest to Motorists—-Precautions That Pay

THE MOTOR \\'ORLD

LTHOUGH there is as yet little

indication of the approach of the

cold weather, either in the quality

or temperature of the air, still the

tourist and he who rides afield at the

week end sees the unmistakable hall

mark of the fall, and now and then in

the hollows receives a blast of chilling

dampness which tells in unmistakable

language what perhaps his instinct and

the calendar have not—that the winter

is but a few paces ofi’, as it were,

and that its forerunners, the frost

and the cold rain, are to be expected

within a very brief time. That being

the case, it behooves the motorist to be

think himself of certain very essential

provisions which are to be made before

the advent of that unwelcome season.

The epoch has well passed when the

car owner uses his machine up to the time

when the temperature becomes con

veniently low, and then sets it aside to

wait for the coming of the spring. In

stead, with few and rare exceptions, he

goes on driving throughout the year, only

taking to the older and less approved

modes of conveyance when the combined

efficiency of the highway repair man have

made the ways he is used to traveling

well-nigh impassable, or when the ex

cessive cold overcomes his hardihood and

drives him to cover.

Although the motor car has been evolv

ed, or developed, or simply grown to a

point where it is to be relied upon to go

its pace under all circumstances except

the very worst, and although it has proven

itself to be a faithful servant to the needs

of man, and more to be trusted under

stress of adversity than its predecessor,

the horse drawn vehicle, there are yet

certain conditions which must of neces

sity be observed in order to get from it the

full measure of its work. These condi

tions in which the running of a car in the

winter differ from those which obtain at

any other season relate chiefly to two

matters—name1y, to the effect of cold

upon the lubricants and upon the cooling

water. -

As to the eflect of cold upon the lubri

cants, it is evident that the lower the

temperature the more viscose becomes

the oil and grease which is applied to the

bearings, and that on this account when

a car has been allowed to stand for any

length of time in a cool place, allbearings

will exhibit a greater amount of friction

than is their wont, and will continue to do

so until they have become heated or until

they are supplied with a thinner oil. On

this account it is quite essential to keep

track of the oil which is supplied to the

more delicate parts of the machine,

changing it as occasion seems to demand,

and making sure from ime to time that

all ducts and passages are perfectly free

from deposits of any sort which might

tend to hinder the flow of the feed.

It is as yet rather early to take up the

matter of the prevention of freezing of

the cooling water, but it is well to bear in

mind that some provision will become a

necessity before many weeks if the ma

chine is to be left out of doors at night for

any length of time, and that careful ex

periment both in the laboratory and on

the road has shown that a mixture of

alcohol and glycerine, with the water, in

a proportion varying with the tempera

ment of the car, is to be relied upon at all

times, and that by altering its strength

as the colder weather comes on it may be

made to serve efficiently throughout the

season, with absolutely no danger to the

car either from freezing or from the after

effects which may render the use of some

of the nostrums which are placed upon

the market prohibitive to the man who

has any amount of regard for the welfare

of his machine.

You can sometimes extract a good deal of

comfort and some profit out of knowing when

to quit hoping for the best.—Puck.



Fast Time in Auto Races

BUCYRUS TELEGRAPH

The auto races were a special event of

the fair and furnished excitement for the

thousands of spectators though the finis

hes were not close enough to create

much enthusiasm. The first race was be

tween H. W. Cummings of Akron with a

Buick car, Guy Simons with Pat Carroll's

Winton and John Shunk with a Rambler.

Cummings won, the four turns of the

track being made 1:13; 2:15; 3:19; 4:17.

Simons was second and Shunk third.

The second race was between G. O.

Simons driving a stripped Rambler, be

longing to Fischer of Marion, and Cum

mings with his Buick car. Simons left

Cummings three-eights of a mile behind

in the two miles, his four turns of the

track being in 1:04; 2:00; 2:52, and 3:47.

THE FIRST CARLOAD OF AUTOMOBILES TO ARRIVE IN W.

Mr. Campbell Takes First Prize in Auto Parade

NEW HAVEN CHRONICLE

The automobile parade that was held at

Sabin Rock, Conn. was a success,even more

so than the previous one of the season.

S. E. Campbell, of the Campbell Motor

Co., New Haven, received the first prize

for his Rambler Touring Car which was

fitted out to represent the Japanese battle

ship “Fushima.” A twenty-foot platform

covered the car forming the hulk of the

ship, concealing the driver of the car

from view, who was directed by a pilot on

the deck. On the deck of the ship were

ten small boys, dressed as Japanese sailors

which was the most unique feature. The

ship carried several shot-guns that dis

charged blank cartridges at intervals

which helped to make the impersonation

most realistic.

 



SOUTH DAKOTA. RAMBLERS SHIPPED TO B. P. MOE

Warning From Canadians

MOTOR AGE

The Hamilton Automobile Club of Ham

ilton, Ontario, has warned the Automo

bile Club of Buffalo that new speed regu

lations have been put into force on the

road between Hamilton and Niagara Falls

and warning the Buffalo men that when

they tour in Canada they would better be

careful of their speed.

But—I Kept Agoing!

BY WILL M. CRESSY

I got my Rambler, Surrey Type One,

the 20th of last June in Buffalo. I

shipped it to Concord, New Hampshire,

where I took it and started for Lake Sun

apee, New Hampshire, where my summer

home is. Previous to this trip I had run

the machine just about two miles. I

knew as much about it as I did about

Cleopatra's Barge. I knew enough to

pull the lever over, start it, and then I

had a general idea about steering.

This first trip was forty miles straight

up into the mountains. The roads were

bad at the start and grew worse all the

time. It had been raining for four days,

and the way of the transgressor was hard.

About the best that could be said of my

steering was, I kept between the fences.

I hit everything that was loose for forty

miles. I ran into a tree, a stone wall, a

big rock, a herd of cows and the tax col

lector's horse. (And my taxes went up

twelve dollars this year.)

BUT—I KEPT A GOING ! And I

arrived at my home in a shower of glory

and mud. It took the hired man and I

three days to clean the machine; and then
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\\'II.L CRESSY AND BLANCHE DA\'NE—V\'OULDN'T CARE IF KEITHS NEVER OPENED NOIV

it looked worse than it did when we

started. As I say, that was the 20th of

June. And from that time until Sep

tember 4th, I rampaged wildly round

through those mountains, I went over

walls, up railroad tracks, through fields,

into mud holes, up over hills that goats

would have struck on. Other makes of

machines, big fellows too, came, looked

at the roads, and went back down coun

try. And mind you, all this time, I am

a “yap” at this work. I am no expert

“shover.” I still pull the lever over and

trust in heaven and Thomas B. Jeffery

& Co., that it will go. And, now here

is the real meat of the thing: “With the

exception of the tires ‘saluting’ every

once in a while, I never had the least

trouble with the Rambler machine.

All I had to do was to aim it at a hill, pull

the trigger, and “she went!”

On September 1st I started out on my

professional tour of forty weeks, and I

“started in my Rambler, too!” And I

wish right here to brand the statement

of your Boston Agent, .\Ir. Gilmore, as

being actuated entirely by professional

jealousy. (For, while I hate to talk

about myself, I probably know more

now about automobiles than any other

man in America). It was this way.

When I came into the garage at Boston,

I said in a careless way to Mr. Gilmore,

“You better have your man look the

machine over, and if there is anything

that needs repairing, have him do it.”

The next morning I went over and asked

him if the man found anything that need

ed fixing. Mr. Gilmore looked at me

peculiarly and said, “Who has been tak

ing care of that machine?” “I have,” I

said. “Why, is there anything wrong

about it?” “Anything wrong?” he said.

“If there is any one thing about it that

isn’t wrong, I'll buy it.” Do you catch

the point? Here I had been committing

assault and battery on every rock, tree

and hill in New Hampshire for three

months. I had been hammering, screw

ing and filling the machine for the same

length of time. I had every blessed

thing on the machine wrong in some way

and still she went right along like an

angel! How are you going to beat it?
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Whimey's Chain Repair Outfit

MOTOR WORLD

Repairing a chain on the

road is not only a dirty job,

but a more or less difficult one

even for those skilled in the

use of tools, but, due to the

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford,

Connecticut, it is to be made

a much easier operation. All

of the Whitney detachable

chains contain one connecting

link fitting loosly on the rivets

and readily removable by hand

without any trouble. This

link is distinguished ‘from the

others by having notches in its

top surface. All of the other

detachable links on these

chains are, however, purposely

forced tightly onto the rivets,

and as the latter are made very

hard, the ends will sometimes

crack through the cotter pin hole when

their removal is undertaken with the aid

of a hammer or a wrench.

In order to obviate this, as well as to

eliminate other difficulties in removing

links, the Whitney company have devised

the new repair outfit pictured in the

accompanying illustrations. One of the

 

CHAIN REPAIR OUTFIT, READY TO USE

  

FOLDED T0 CARRY

cuts shows the repair outfit

ready for operation, and the

other, with the handle detached

so that it occupies but a small

amount of space in the tool

box. With the aid of this the

links may be removed with

ease and without danger of

damaging any of the parts. It

is made for all sizes of Whitney

detachable roller chains.

Anti-Freezing Solution

Motor Age recommends the

following as the best anti

freezing solution, all things

considered: Use 4 pounds of

pure calcium chloride to a gal

lon of warm water, with a

handful of unslacked lime

added to counteract any gal

vanic action. Mix and filter

before placing in radiator or

tank. Replace evaporation with clean

water and leakage with solution.

A very satisfactory anti-freezing mix

ture is made of a solution of 15% wood

alcohol, 15% glycerine and 70% water.

Evaporation should be replaced by water,

excepting the occasional addition of a

little wood alcohol.

 

Motor Car Beat for Hunters

MOTOR WAY

Hunters are finding the automo

bile a very useful vehicle in which

to go from place to place in search

of game. Already a large number

of men of the Twin Cities have

used the automobile as a hunting

conveyance instead of the horse

and buggy. The motor car is both

faster and more convenient than the

horse and in addition to this hunters

may shoot from their seats without

being afraid of frightening the

“horse” into running away. Last

but not least, perhaps, “poaching”

hunters can make their getaway

easier in the horseless rig.

 

It is advisable for the newly

fledged car owner to practice on the

brake, and learn to estimate both

distance and the speed of the car

accurately before he attempts using

it in crowded thoroughfares.
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of the Rambler line for the coming year, comprising seven models, varying

in price and capacity from arunabout at $800, built and designed for the hard

wear and tear to which such cars are usually submitted, to a most luxuriously

appointed Limousine.

As stated in the September issue of The Rambler Magazine, Surreys Type One

and Two will be continued without material change. To these is added Type Three,

which is practically an elaboration of Type One with somewhat longer wheel base

and a more elegantly appointed body, similar to that of Type Two. It will sell at

$1350 with usual equipment.

The members of the Jeffery Company, as well as their various representatives,

have been repeatedly asked during the past season why they did not builda four

cylinder car. The answer has generally been “we are not ready.” It has been the

policy of the company to deliver to the public nothing in an untried or experimental

state. The wisdom of this plan has been demonstrated by the high degree of satis

' I \HE many users and friends of the Rambler cars will be interested in the details

  

SURREY TYPE THREE

faction given by the past types of Rambler cars. It is, however, the case that while

the designers of the company were not at that time ready to make such deliveries,

they were by no means idle, and are now prepared to deliver to the public a choice

of three models all embodying those modern ideas of motor and gear construction

that have proven themselves worthy of adoption in Rambler cars.

Models Fourteen, Fifteen and Sixteen are equipped with four-cylinder vertical

motors, transmission gears of the sliding type, together with the various appurten

ances of this type of power plant. Of these cars Model Fourteen is a medium weight

touring car, equipped with a four-cylinder vertical motor, 4-inch bore, 41} inch stroke

and 20-25 horse power.
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The power transmitting mechanism comprises a clutch within the fly wheel,

sliding gear transmission giving three forward speeds and reverse, the final drive

being by propeller shaft to the differential gear housed within the rear axle.

The motor accessories are in keeping with the rest of the equipment, compris

ing a radiator of special design located in the front of the hood, with a fan providing

an artificial air circulation. The efiiciency of this radiator will be readily understood

from the statement that it has a cooling surface aggregating nearly seventeen thousand

(17,000) square inches in area.

The water circulation is by centrifugal pump attached directly to the forward

end of the motor and driven from the cam shaft. Owing to the high efliciency of

this system no water tanks are provided, as no water is required beyond that contained

in the radiator, piping, cylinders, etc. p

Ignition is the usual jump spark system, the electrical energy being provided

by a six-volt, sixty-ampere storage battery. The coils are in the form of a four-unit

combination, especially prepared for Rambler service at the Splitdorf laboratory.

Lubrication is provided by a McCord mechanical force feed oiler located on

the back of the curved dash, with visible feeds at all times in sight of the operator.

  

MODEL FOURTEEN

The carburetter is a new pattern with float feed and an automatically controlled

air inlet providing proper mixture at all motor speeds, whether the motor may be

running with or without load.

The mufiler is of a strictly new design and is so constructed that there is no

back pressure whatever. It is so thoroughly effective as a silencer that there is not

the slightest sound of the exhaust, and as an aid in ascertaining whether or not the

cylinders are igniting properly, a cut-out is provided, though this is entirely unneces

sary so far as relieving the engine of muffler resistance is concerned.

Motor speed control is effected by the well known Rambler throttle wheel located

under the steering wheel, and an accelerater operated by a convenient pedal.

The"timing of ignition is automatically controlled through the position of the

above mentioned throttle wheel, which is so arranged that for ordinary conditions

and speeds this throttle only will be used, and the spark will occur at proper time ac

cording to position of throttle. Should, owing to heavy roads or a desire for extreme

speed, greater power be required, it is obtained by action of the accelerater. It will be

noted, therefore, that as in all other Ramblers it is essentially a one-hand control, the

foot operated accelerater being used only under special conditions.

The setting of the speed gears is efiected through a lever at the operator’s side

of the car. A pedal is provided for releasing the fly wheel clutch, and is so connected
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RIGHT SIDE ENGINE SHOWING SPARK PLUGS, VALVE MECHANISM AND

REMOVABLE HAND HOLE COVERS

with the gear lever that

the gears can be shifted

only when the clutch is

out of engagement, thus

avoiding the too-pre\'al

ent stripping of gears by

attempting to shift them

with the clutch engaged.

Two sets of brakes are

provided, the one for

ordinary use being a

band brake on the differ

ential drum, operated by

a pedal. Inasmuch as

this differential drum

is entirely enclosed in

the housing on the rear

axle, the brake is pro

tected from grit and other

substances and therefore

always in effective con

dition.

For emergencies, a brake of the expansive type is provided in each rear wheel,

acting within a drum built integral with the hub. These are applied by means of a

lever at the side of the speed gear lever and a compensating device assures the equal

application of both brakes, thus overcoming the common tendency to skid when

powerful brakes are suddenly applied with unequal tension.

The equipment of these cars comprises two powerful acetylene headlights with

separate generator, capable of running the two lights five hours, two oil side lamps,

a tail lamp, a large, deep-toned horn and complete assortment of tools, tire repair

kit, etc.

Model Fifteen is a

larger and heavier car

than Model Fourteen,

equipped with a 5x5§

inch motor of 35-40

horse power, identical in

design with the 20-25

motor, except in dimen

sions, which is also true

of the motor accessories.

The principal difference

lies in the power trans

mission to the road

wheels. While the gen

eral design of the change

speed gears is the same

as in Model Fourteen,

the differential is, in this

car, embodied in a trans

verse shaft housed in

sleeves extending later

ally from the gear case.

On the ends of this shaft

are sprockets from which

power is carried by indi

vidual chains to each rear

wheel.

  

LEFT SIDE ENGINE SHOWING INLET AND EXHAUST PIPES
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A particular feature in this transmitting device is the method of support. The

main shaft bearing at the forward end of the gear case is adapted to rest on a cross

brace of the frame, and the housings of the transverse shaft are supported from the

frame at their outer ends, thus providinga three-point suspension with the points of

support identical with the points of strain.

The sprockets on the traction_wheels are built integral with the hubs thereof,

being cut in flanges on the periphery of the brake drums.

In external design this car difiers from Model Fourteen in that it is six inches

longer and provided with 34-inch wheels with 4-inch tires. With the same equip

ment specified for Model Fourteen, the selling price is $2500.

Model Sixteen is a Model Fifteen chassis with Limousine body, of most elaborate

design and appointment, and will bear comparison with any car, regardless of price,

of domestic or foreign manufacture. ~

Model Seventeen is the runabout which will be fully described at a later date.

Briefly, it will be fitted with a double opposed horizontal motor with 4-inch bore

and 5-inch stroke, developing 12-14 horse power.

The power transmitting gear is of the planetary type, similar to that in Surreys

One and Two, though lighter in weight.

"1" The lines are strictly modern with

wheel base amply long. The wheels

are 28 inches in diameter with 3-inch

detachable tires. Thus equipped with

lamps, horn, tools, etc., the price will be

$800. It will also be furnished with de

tachable tonneau and 3}-inch tires, fully

equipped, at $950.

 

 

The Care of Chains

In a high-grade automobile driving chain

are to be found as nice fits as in any other

part of the car, yet the chains are required

to perform their functions under more ad

verse circumstances than any other part of

automobile mechanism. Chains are ex

posed to the grinding action of mud and

grit, and conditions are such that proper

lubrication is a difficult matter. If a large

amount of lubricant is applied, it serves

only to collect dust and grit, and soon be

comes a destructive agent rather than a

preventative of wear. On the other hand

lack of lubrication is nearly as bad, for

rusting may then set in, and the resulting

wear would be nearly as great.

It is interesting to consider the effect of

a small amount of wear on every wearing

portion of a chain. In the ordinary block

chain there are four wearing surfaces for

each block and link, viz., two between the

pin and block and two between the pin and

link. If we assume that there is .01 inch

of wear between each of these pairs of

surfaces, in a chain of sixty links the total

wear would amount to 1.2 inches, and the

chain would consequently be just so much

_ . longer than when new. This lengthening due

CHASSIS or MODEL rrrresn to wear is commonly known as “stretching.”

\  
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Legal Status of the Motor Car

MOTOR “'0R I.D

» Having come upon the scene so sud

denly, so to speak, the automobile has not

as yet, acquired a settled legal status, and

indiscreet occupiers of lower court bench

es, as well as a portion of the community

that earned foritself the opprobrious title of

“motorphobes,” have regarded its owner

in the same light. There is nothing new

in this, for when the railroad, in its in

fancy, first began to frighten horses and

run over cattle and people, there was a

large element that could think of nothing

else than its suppression, as a remedy for

the evil. It was something the common

law had never recognized, for the simple

reason that it had no existence during the

centuries in which the rights of the in

dividual and rules of conduct were for

mulated by common consent and endless

judicial decisions.

Railroads were, accordingly, regarded

as monsters, inventions of the devil, and

many a magistrate and judge of the lower

court permitted his judicial discretion to

be overruled by his prejudice against the

new invention, and handed down deci

sions which now look childish and absurd.

In lesser degree the same has been true

of the trolley car and the bicycle; it was a

long time before the rights of the owners

of either assumed a definite shape and

their legal status became fully established.

Now it is the turn of the motor car.

Its misdoings have in the main been of a

nature confined to the lower courts,

which do not create precedents, but fol

‘low those already well settled. But it is

now reaching a little higher plane, and

the decisions rendered show that the

judges of courts of appellate jurisdiction

are not to be easily swayed by popular

clamor or prejudice, but recognize that

the automobile is a factor of daily life

that bears the same relation to the rights

of the individual as does the horse drawn

vehicle, and, whether its owner commits

a wrong or is himself the sufferer, he is

to be judged by the same standards,

only altered to conform to the nature of

the new element—m0tor traflic. A num

ber of years must pass before the auto

mobile will come to be regarded in the

same light as other users of the streets

and highways, but a glance back at the

meteoric course of the bicycle in state

legislation and judicial decisions show

how rapidly this may be accomplished

under favorable circumstances, and so

far as its universal adoption is con

cerned the condition of the motor car is

the same.

In the course of a few years more it

will have reached the plane of the abso

lute commonplace in every day afiairs,

and then it will be accorded the same

treatment as other users of the road, as a

right, and not as a matter of suffrance

Caring for the Car

MOTOR \VORLD

It is frequently quite hard for the nov

ice to realize the importance of giving

the full share of attention to those minor

moving parts of the machine which, be

cause they have no great amount of mo

tion, and are not directly used in the

transmission of the driving efiort, seem

to be comparatively insignificant. The

parts of the gear shifting and controlling

mechanism and the spring shackles, for

example, because they have but a slight

amount of motion, seem to have small

claim for attention, yet their need is just

as great as is that of the more important

parts.

It should constantly be borne in mind

that rust, that insidious enemy of clean

bright metal, will always attack every

exposed part, eating into it and spoiling

the finish of the nicely machined surface

and greatly increasing the friction. It

should also be remembered that friction

is a direct opponent to the action of the

machine and that its contention is one of

the greatest conflicts of the draughting

room. Every part of the car should work

4
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to its best advantage, and the fact that

one is seldom used or is of comparatively

minor importance is no excuse for its

neglect. Oil and grease are the weapons

with which the warfare against friction

and rust are waged, and it can only be

kept up by their constant use.

To keep the car in such a condition

that it will run is not all that is to be de

sired, by any means; rather, the aim of

the caretaker should be to keep it in such

condition that it will run to its best ad

vantage in every respect and at all times.

There is a deal of difference between the

two, and the difference often represents

several hours of work in the course of a

running week, but it is work that pays in

the end, pays at the time and pays all

along the line.

The Pedestrgfs Duty

MOTOR WORLD

On finding a motorist not guilty of the

charge of manslaughter, for having run

down and killed a pedestrian in Los

Angeles, Cal., a jury practically deter

mined that a pedestrian had no right to

cross a road at other than street intersec

tions. Whether this is good law or not

would depend upon the particular state

supreme court which might be called

upon to pass on the question, inasmuch

as state supreme courts seem to have a

very decided difference of opinion when

the same principle is involved. But this

decision of the jury is good sense in these

days of transportation on the highways

by motor power. A railroad is not re

sponsible when a pedestrian is on its right

of way at other than regular crossings,

and the pedestrian must not be guilty of

negligence. A pedestrian should not

cross a road in a crowded city except at

street crossings and then it is his or her

duty to avoid being negligent. The mo

torist is not relieved from his duty, how

ever, and though the pedestrian is negli

gent the motorist must do all in his power

to avoid accident.

Points in the Unwin Case

MOTOR \\'ORLD

In accordance with the plan outlined,

an appeal has been taken from the deci

sion of Justice Higgins, of the First

Criminal Court of ]ersey City, finding

Harry Unwin guilty of a violation of the

New Iersey law, and the trial will be

held in the Court of Common Pleas.

The grounds upon which the counsel

for the National Association, Charles T.

Terry, asked for the dismissal of the com

plaint in the original action will form an

important part of the argument on the

appeal. They are as follows:

“The statute under which the defend

ant was arrested is unconstitutional and

void for the following reasons:

“(a) It is legislation against a class,

singling out automobilists as victims and

imposing unwarranted burdens upon

them not imposed upon other users of

the highways.

“(b) The statute imposes an unwar

ranted double tax on automobiles of re

sidents and non-residents.

“(c) The defendant’s automobile was

properly registered under the New York

law.

“(d) The statute is an unwarranted

exercise of the police power of the legis

lature. Any legislation to be justified by

the police power must be reasonable and

must be exercised for the benefit of all

classes of the public. The statute is

both unreasonable and unnecessary, and

discriminates between different users of

the highways and also between diflerent

automobilists, i. e., between different in

dividuals of the same class.”

As already recorded, the motion to (lis

miss on the above grounds was denied

and the trial proceeded. The motion to

dismiss was later renewed upon the

ground of the defendant’s New York reg

istration, quoting sections of the New

York act, and again denied, from which

the appeal is taken.

The case will be carried through the

court of last resort in New ]'ersey and will

thence be taken to the federal courts.

 

After a car has been in continual use

for some time, it is not a had plan, if one

has nothing else particular to do, to

thoroughly overhaul the cooling system,

wash out the watertank and the jackets,

and thoroughly cleanse the pipes and

coils by means of a hose. It is wonder

ful what a lot of dirt accumulates here

after a spell of continual use.

A little bubble is a dangerous thing.
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One Source of Danger

MOTOR WORLD

There is one source of danger in the use

of old and much worked cars which is

generally overlooked, because it does not

directly interfere with the running of the

machine, and that is the danger which is

incurred by running with old and much

worn chains and sprockets.

Provided the chains are not inter

changed and are kept fairly taut, they

may be made to run when they are very

much worn, and, but for the tremendous

clatter they make, apparently serve as

well as though they were new. But there

is a constant danger that they will catch

and ri_de the sprockets without the slight

est warning, the only necessary provo

cation being a rough spot in the road or

a sudden application of the load. When

this occurs, one of two things happens;

either the link which has ridden up on the

tooth frees itself of its own accord, or else

it sticks, eventually breaking the chain.

In such a case, if the machine be travel

ing at a slow rate of speed, no further

harm is likely to result; but if it be run

ning rapidly, there is every likelihood that

the effect will be to block the differential

temporarily, thus stopping one of the

driving wheels. The other, driven at

double its normal speed by the same

token, slews the machine around violent

ly, with disastrous results in most cases.

On this account it is never safe to

drive a car with badly worn sprockets

and chains, for it is impossible to tell

when they will fail. Moreover, the noisy

action is enough to warrant a change

before the danger point is reached.

Locating Cause of Trouble

MOTOR \\'ORLD

If a gasoline car will not run when the

gasoline tank is full and the machinery

of the power plant is not broken, it is

reasonably certain that either the ignition

or the carburation is at fault, especially

if the trouble has come on with compara

tive suddenness. Unless there has been a

change in the quality of the fuel used, the

most likely carburetter troubles are com

plete stoppage of the gasoline supply, or

possibly an overflow of the atomizing

nozzle. A touch of the finger on the pro

jecting stem of the carburetter float is

reasonable investigation of a possible fuel

shortage, while cranking continued for a

minute or so should dispose of any pos

sible excess of fuel in the carburetter pass

ages. It is possible always that there

may be an obstruction in the atomizing

nozzle itself, but this is unlikely if the fuel

is strained invariably in filling the tank.

Ignition trouble is more common than

carburetter trouble, and may be roughly

tested for by removing one or more of the

spark plugs and, with their wires con

nected to them, observing their action

while they are placed on their sides on the

cylinders and the engine is cranked.

Sparks under these circumstances, how

ever, may occur even though the selfsame

plugs will not work within the cylinders,

because air at atmospheric pressure is a

better conductor of electricity than are

the compressed gases within a cylinder

while it is in operation. Principal causes

of faulty ignition are soot on the plugs

and short-circuiting elsewhere in the

ignition circuit, broken wires, corroded

connections and run-down batteries.

It is impossible to lay down more

than the very general rules for trouble

finding without taking up many pages

of space, because each car possesses

its special derangements, just as it pos

sesses its special features. The proce

dure must, of necessity, vary somewhat

with each particular make of car, even

though based on basic principles.

Don't Twist Steering Wheel

THE AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

The moving of the steering wheel while

the vehicle is at rest tends to unduly

strain the joints between the steering

handle and the front wheels—in fact, the

steering of a car should never be forced

round unless the car is under way, how

ever slightly. Of course, there may be

cases when it is difficult to avoid turning

the steering while the car is at rest,

especially when turning in narrow roads;

but as far as possible the rule should be

adhered to of never forcing round the

steering until the wheels are moving,

especially on a rough road, or in places

where the wheels are sinking somewhat

into the ground.

 

 

An automobile by any other name would

smell as sweet.
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A New Rambler Branch

The latest addition to the constantly

growing number of local salesrooms of

Thomas B. Jeffery 81 Company is lo

cated in San Francisco, the business

along the Pacific Coast having grown to

a volume, meriting the more direct at

tention of the company than could be

given through an agency.

The manager, Mr. L. H. Bill, is one

of the old guard of bicycle days and well

and favorably known in his territory.

The present address is Tenth and

Market Streets, the quarters heretofore

occupied by Mr. F. A. ]acobs, the former

agent of the Rambler line, but arrange

ments have been made for the erec

tion of a building on Golden Gate

Avenue, to be ready for occupancy in

February next. A full stock of all

Rambler models will be carried, together

with a complete line of parts and acces

sories, that patrons may be provided with

every convenience incidental to direct

connection with the factory.

 

Successful men are misers of minutes

  

Exclusive

HARPER’S MONTHLY

Are you going to invite the crows to

your “nest warming”?

Owl—No sir. I draw the color-line.

Little girl from New York, the first time

she had ever ridden on a sleeper—“Mamma.”

“Hush, dear, you will wake the neighbors.”

“O, mamma, I just wanted to ask you who it

is that has the flat above us?”

Valve Refusal to Seat

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

Sometimes a motor will suddenly stop

from the failure of the exhaust valve to

seat properly. This failure to seat may

be due to the warping of the valve through

the engine having been permitted to run

dry and as a result to become too hot,

or it may come from the failure of the

closing spring or the sticking of the valve

stem in its guides. The valve should be

removed, and the stem cleaned and

scraped—or straightened if it requires it

—until it moves freely in the guide and

the closing spring given its full tension.

If the valve still leaks so that the engine

will not start or develop sufiicient power,

the valve will have to be ground into

its seat.

Never forget that the exhaust gases

from an explosive motor contain ingre

dients of a highly poisonous nature.

Therefore when the engine is run in

doors, always have a door or window wide

open so as to ensure free ventilation.

Little Willie’s father found his youthful

son holding up one of his rabbits by the ears

and saying to him: “How much is seven

times seven, now?”

“Bah,” the father heard the boy say, “I

knew you couldn’t. Here’s another one.

Six times six is how much?”

“Why, Willie, what in the world are you

doing with your rabbit?” asked the father.

Willie threw the rabbit down with disgust.

“I knew our teacher was lying to us,” was all

he said.

“Why, how?” asked the father.

“Why, she told us this morning that rab

bits were the greatest multipliers in the

world.”

 

It was in school and the pupils were dis

cussing the many uses of the whale, when the

smallest member of the class raised his hand.

“What is it, Glenny.?” asked the teacher.

“They make boats out of whales’ skin,

’cause in my geography there's a picture of a

whaleback steamer,” answered Glenny.

 

Faulty carburetion is the motor’s indi

gestion.
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The Leavings

BROOKLYN EAGLE

“Every dog has its day.”

“Yes, and every cat its night, and poor

man takes what is left.”

Oliver Wendell Holmes was writing the

poem about the one hoss shay.

“It's a hopelessly old fashioned convey

ance, of course,” he said, half apologetically,

“but it would never do, you know, to meet

the parson chug-chugging his way toward the

meeting house in a devil wagon.”

For even true genius sometimes finds itself

hampered by the paltry proprieties.

The inner side of every cloud is bright and

shining.

And so I turn my clouds about,

And always wear them inside out,

To show their silver lining.—Anon.

An Embarrassed Young Man

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

He had been invited to dinner, and

was fearfully embarrassed and shy. When

the meal commenced his agitation began.

Sitting opposite to the mirror he discov

ered, to his horror, that he had forgotten

to comb his hair. Lifting his hand to

arrange his hair he knocked his neigh

bor's elbow and spilled the spoonful of

soup which she was just carrying to her

mouth all over her dress. As he arose

to help her he upset his glass of water

into his other neighbor's lap and tipped

over his own plate of soup all over him

self. Finally, matters were straightened

out, but a few moments afterward, on

putting his hand under the table to feel

whether the soup had dried on his trous

ers, he felt—yes, it was ! How it could

have happened he could not tell. All

during the rest of the meal he surrep

titiously but firmly worked hard and

fast with his hands under the table.

His embarrassment was painful to be

hold. When the dinner was over, and he

arose, the whole tablecloth and every

thing on it came crashing to the floor,

while the young man pulled foot after

foot of the tablecloth out from between

his waistcoat and his trousers. Then he

fled !

The safest way 'round is the shortest way

home.

Chauffeurs never hear any good of them

selves.

-

First $25

H. A. French

plays an important part.

Prizes Awarded for November Stories

Second $15

W. M. Camp

The same amounts will be awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing,

hunting parties and all pastimes and occupations in which the Rambler

Third $5

G. M. Chace

EVERYB ODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

stories and photographs.

-

Prizes will be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

being given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

Photos not returned unless requested.
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Meterological

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

“What’s the matter with the old man P”

asked the bookkeeper.

“The chauffeur who was bringing him

down to the oflice this morning made a mis

take and landed the automobile upon a pile

of bricks,” said the shipping clerk, “and he

told the old man it wasn’t his fault because

he had to make a decision between going

into the bricks or an open sewer quicker

than a flash of lightning.”

“What did the old man say to that?”

“He gave the chauffeur thunder.”

 

A certain judge by the name of Green was

once trying a case in which one of the attor

neys was unmistakably a son of the Emerald

Isle. The judge ruled against the attorney

on several points in a manner that the latter

regarded as arbitrary, and finally, just as the

judge was about to decide another point, he

rose and said: “I hope yer honor will not

decide against me on this point until he has

read the following section from ‘Browney on

Frauds.’ ” “What did you sav was the

name of the author?” inquired the judge.

“Browney, yer honor; Browne, Browney.”

“My name,” said the judge, is spelled

Greene; how would you pronounce that,

‘Greene ’ or ‘Greeney’ F” I shall reserve me

judgmerit on that, yer honor,” replied the

attorney, “until the honorable court has ren

dered a decision in this case.”

 

Vanity

PHILADELPHIA LEDGER

Miss Frances Keller, of the Woman’s

‘Municipal League of New York, illus

trated admirably at a recent dinner party

a point which she wished to make in re

ply to a man who had said “Women are

vainer than men.”

“Of course,” Miss Keller answered,

“I admit that women are vain and men

are not. There are a thousand proofs

that this is so. Why, the necktie of the

handsomest man in the room is even now

up the back of his collar.”

There were six men present and each

of them put his hand gently behind his

neck.

The teacher had been telling the class about

the rhinoceros family. “Now name some

things,” said she, “that is very dangerous to

get near to, and that have horns.” “Auto

mobiles,” replied little Jimmie ]ones promptly.

Customer: “Look here, can’t you paint

up the underside of my auto and make it

look more presentable?”

Agent: “What for?”

“Well, that’s what I have to gaze at most

of the time.”

 

Mr. Makinbrakes was congratulating the

hostess on the success of the reception.

“It’s astonishing,” he said, “to see how

many nice people you have succeeded in get

ting here this evening. Though, of course,

it isn’t at all astonishing. They——they’ve got

to go somewhere, you know, and—\vell, what

I mean is that—as I was saying to that well

known doctor over there by the—er—artifi

cial palm—I can’t remember his name just

now—I was saying to him that the refresh

ments alone would compensate one for com

ing here, even if—because they really are sur

prisingly good. Mrs. Thompson—]ohnson, I

mean— and I shouldn’t have said surprising

ly, either, because, when it comes to refresh

ments, everybody knows you art.—don’t you

think ‘Parsifal’ is just a little too somber, Mrs.

Johnson P”

  

How He Cot it

BROOKLYN EAGLE

Sam—Say, Pete, how is it dat Dr. Hard

up nebber has any money, but always has

whisky in dc house?

Pete—Well, yo’ see, he tells all his

patients toe take some good whisky in de

morning, an’ den makes dcm bring him a

sample to see if it’s good.
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Returning From Good Roads Convention

Had race with the steamer City of Toledo. Closed bridges discovered. Last day's

run was made under many difficulties

THE COURIER, COLD\VATER, MICH.

HE Courier’s account of the auto

journey to Port Huron taken by

V. L. Nettleton and party told

nothing of the return trip, but

ended by speaking of the experiences at the

banquet. On Thursday morning at 7 :30 we

started homeward, coming via St. Clair.

The road to a very great extent parallels

the St. Clair river, and the ride on that

account proved specially enjoyable. The

road was a good one, though it has num

erous curves and hills. During the pre

vious evening we had met a gentleman

from Birmington who told us that he

would leave early Thursday morning for

Detroit on the steamer City of Toledo,

and we in turn agreed to wave to him

should the steamer overtake us en route.

We were driving along at a slow speed

enjoying the scenery when very suddenly

we discovered the steamer City of Toledo

abreast of us, and of course recalled our

friend of the previous evening and did as

agreed. Whether or not he saw us is

still a mystery, but responses from the

passengers were numerous. Then be

gan a nice little race. We speeded up

the Rambler and soon began to draw

ahead of the boat; but the road then be

gan to take a turn to the right away from

the river, and when the stream was again

in sight the vessel was quite in advance

of us. However, the road was fine and

the Rambler was given another chance

to speed up. Ere long we were nearly

abreast of the steamer and it was notice

able that the passengers were quite inter

ested in the race. But we were com

pelled to slow down and even stop for

some teams, hence did not succeed in

passing the boat until nearly to St. Clair,

which was a landing for the vessel.

We also stopped at St. Clair to enable

Mr. Newell to briefly visit with the secre

tary of the Michigan Press Association,

who lives in that place, and then drove

over to the Republican office to pay our

compliments to Chas. Parker, a Cold

water young man who is editing that

paper. Unfortunately Mr. Parker wasn’t

in town, but we had a pleasant chat

with Mrs. Parker, who enquired con

cerning her numerous Coldwater friends

Then further along we again stopped to

enable Mr. Champion to call on a college

friend. S0 these three visits gave the

City of Toledo quite a start of us How

ever, with every faith in the ability of the

Rambler to respond to our needs, we

started after the fast moving steamer at

a lively clip, but taking care not to frac

ture the speed law. That proved a most

interesting race, for soon the passengers

spied us coming and the race was grow

ing in interest. Just as we caught up

with the steamer our road turned away

from the river and we lost sight of the

boat and stream for the balance of -the

trip.

Copyright, I905, by Thoma: B. Jeffery 6’ Conlfany
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THE ROADS \\'ERE GOOD, BUT THERE WERE .\'L'.\tEROUS HILLS AND CURVES

This run down the river from Port

Huron had proven most delightful, and

“The Courier” would earnestly recom

mend it to other Coldwaterites who desire

pleasant trips in their automobiles. But

after turning away from the river toward

Marine City and New Baltimore the

roads became very much poorer, and in

rainy weather would be good ones to

keep away from. Real good roads did

not appear again until we were approach

ing Mt. Clemens. While there are quite

a number of interesting features about

that city of baths we did not stop, but

pushed merrily on toward Detroit.

Happy in the thought that again we

had reached a good stretch of road, we

started from Mt. Clemens at a comfort

able speed, when suddenly we found

ourselves confronted by a sign reading

“Bridge Closed.” Upon inquiry it was

found necessary to retrace our way into

Mt. Clemens and start out of the city

over another route that was much more

circuitous and through a great deal of

deep sand. But, as ex-President Cleve

land once said, “it was a condition and

not a theory that confronted us,” so away

we went, bent on making the best of a

bad bargain, and finally won out and

reached the good road again on the oppo

site side of the stream spanned by the

closed bridge.

We had scarcely traveled a mile fur

ther before we saw ahead in the middle

of the road a “runabout" with two gentle

men beside it. Upon approaching it was

learned that they had very seriously

broken their engine and could go no

further. We stopped to offer assistance.

but could extend none, for it was a clear

case of heroic treatment necessary. How

e‘ver, help was extended in shoving the

runabout to the side of the road so as not

to block the highway and the gentlemen

were left to summon a machinist from

Mt. Clemens, or rather to hire a team to

draw their auto into town for extensive

repairs.

The entrance into Detroit was made

via Gratiot avenue, and the run to the

city was splendidly made.

After partaking of a dinner at the

Griswold House a ride around the city

was taken. This proved specially en

joyable from the fact that while at the

Griswold Mr. Newell met an editor friend

from Caro, who is well versed concerning

Detroit and he was invited to join our

party, and thus give us a “personally

,,-i
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conducted” tour of the city. All the fine

drives of the city, including the famous

boulevard, were covered, and the pleasure

continued until five o’clock, when our

guest was compelled to take his train for

home.

On Friday morning in good season the

journey homeward was resumed and we

sped toward Ypsilanti, expecting once

more to briefly visit with Geo. Turner.

As we entered the main street of the city

it was evident that something unusual

was doing, and it was soon learned that a

circus parade was about due. Just as we

were being greeted by Mr. Turner the

circus band was heard and soon the pa

rade passed where we were standing, so

we had this little piece of good fortune

very unexpectedly. This little incident

suggested to the writer the experience of

the Michigan editors at St. John, New

Brunswick, last June, when during their

tour around that city they unexpectedly

encountered a circus parade.

The route from Ypsilanti to Tecumseh

was via Saline, the same road that was

traversed on the journey toward Port

Huron, so the landmarks were quite

familiar. When near Saline a team was

met that showed evidence of not being

perfectly familiar with autos, and we

hauled off to the side of the road and

stopped the engine. It was a fine look

ing team attached to a farm wagon

loaded with lumber, and two farmers

were with the load. At first the team did

not wish to pass along, but Mr. Nettleton

dismounted and joined the two farmers

in the attempt to lead them past, and

finally the efforts were successful. Then

followed a pleasant conversation for ten

or fifteen minutes between all persons

present, and while those in the Rambler

were explaining to one of the farmers the

workings of our vehicle, Mr. Nettleton

in conversation with the owner of the

team discovered that he knew Dr. Wood

very well indeed, and in fact he claimed

that he was the doctor's first patient. It

seems that Dr. Wood at one time lived

in that vicinity. Finally a pleasant fare

well was said and we pushed on toward

Tecumseh and then on to Adrian, where

we took dinner.

After visiting for an hour or more in

Adrian we said good-bye to Mr. Cham

pion, who had to return direct to Cold

water by train that afternoon to attend

to some business, while the other three of

our party had planned to continue south

to the Vistula pike and come home on

Saturday via Fremont and Kinderhook.

But the best laid plans often fail and such

was the case this time.

After a ride of about twelve or fifteen

miles directly south from Adrian over a

fair road we turned into the famous Vis

tula pike, so-called, and then had a fine

run for a little while; but as hard luck

would have it we again ran against a

bridge that was out of commission and

had to make a tour around over miserable

roads, though we finally succeeded in re

turning to the pike. About six o'clock

we arrived at Morenci, and decided to

rest there over night.

Morenci is a handsome little town, and

was a decided surprise to us. There are

many beautiful homes, and the business

blocks are so modern that they suggest

at once that the town is a new one. For

a hotel they have a fine brick structure

that certainly was a revelation, for noth

BETWEEN MACON AND SALINA
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ing like it was anticipated. It is known

as the Blair House, and soon our names

and addresses were inscribed on its regis

ter. We were assigned to very pleasant

rooms and the dining room service was

excellent, while the meals were all one

could reasonably ask for. In fact, we

thoroughly enjoyed our stay in Morenci.

About seven o’clock next morning we

started on the final stretch of our course

toward home, anticipating a fine ride

over splendid roads with good dinners as

a finisher in Coldwater. But alas!

While during Friday night it had not

rained at Morenci we hadn’t gone more

than seven miles from that town before

evidences of a heavy rain became appar

ent and the Vistula pike, which is largely

composed of clay, became rather danger

ous to travel over in a touring car because

of the slippery mud causing it to “skid,”

in the language of auto owners.

With these conditions confronting us

it was necessary to run very slowly, and

we began seeking an outlet northward

toward sandy roads and therefore our

plans became completely changed. After

much tribulation we finally reached a

satisfactory road that led toward Read

ing and we entered that town just at noon

and stopped for lunch. But the strenu

ous work of the morning had discon

nected a pipe in our Rambler,

and while in Reading this was

repaired, causing a delay until

nearly three o'clock. But

away for Quincy we started

while the sun was shining

brightly. The roads were

just fairly good and we made

very satisfactory time until

approaching Quincy, when

numerous teams Were encoun

tered, which of course made

progress slow. But the road

leading into Quincy from

the south is fine, being made

of cinders. It suggests the

idea that by the use of cinders

from the water works of

both Quincy and Coldwater

the road between these two

places could be made the ex

cellent thoroughfare it should

be, when it would be a pleas

ure for the farmers to reach

"

|
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that road in going to either place to trade.

As we were approaching Quincy threat

ening clouds began to gather, and as we

turned into the Chicago road drops of

S.'"|
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rain began to fall; but we pushed on,

little dreaming of the downpour that

would soon be upon us. But as “The

Courier” related last Monday, we thought

we had run against Niagara Falls when

about half way between the two towns,

so our entry into Coldwater didn’t prove

to be as propitious as our original plans

had contemplated.

But the tour had been a very successful

one, for while we had covered two hun

dred and fifteen miles en route to Port

Huron and about two hundred forty on

the return trip—about seven

hundred miles all told—we

had met with no serious ac

cident, had caused no runa

ways, had in fact been very

careful concerning horses, and

hadn’t even killed a chicken.

| notwithstanding their numer

| ous attempts to get in our

way. We had found some

good roads, some only fair

and others abominable.

N

E.

No; it is not hard to write

entertaining paragraphs about

the automobile and those who

make, sell or use it. All you

have to do is to procure a pen,

some paper and ink, and then

sit down and write the para

*::", graphs as they occur to you.

|

It is not the writing, but the

occurring, that is hard, mighty

darn hard sometimes, I can

tell you.

|

 

  
  

  

  

  

   



A delightful ramble from San Francisco to Santa Cruz

BY FRED A. ].-\COBS

the Pacific coast, is situated on the

beautiful bay of Monterey, about a

hundred miles south of San Fran

cisco. Its location is ideal, being at a point

where the verdant mountains come out to

greet the sea. With its ample hotels, its

miniature city of tents on the beach, its

spacious play grounds, its splendid amuse

ment pavilions, its luxurious flowers, and its

exhilarating surf bathing, it attracts many

thousands of visitors during the summer

season.

Allurecl by these attractions, several Ram

bler owners decided to make the trip to

Santa Cruz, going through the Santa Cruz

mountains, crossing the summit at an ele

vation of 2,000 feet and returning by way

of the famous Pajaro and Santa Clara val

leys. A more diversified trip of 250 miles

would be hard to find anywhere, for it

includes a circuit of the spacious bay of San

Francisco, a fifty mile trip through the red

wood forest of the coast range where we

travel under the shade of trees whose tops

tower three hundred feet above us. A ride

through valleys whose fertility is the wonder

of civilization, where vineyards and orchards

are as perfectly kept as the lawn of a poten

tate, a vista of the missions of the early

Catholic Padres, where the faithful Fathers

first taught Christianity and civilization to

the receptive Indians. A glance of the

large Almaden quicksilver mines which have

furnished over fifty million dollars to our

mineral wealth, and a sight of the famous

Lick Observatory, whose massive telescope

is solving the secrets of the heavens.

We left San Francisco on Saturday morn

ing in three Ramblers and traveled down

the peninsula on the west side of the bay,

through many beautiful villages to San ]ose

at the head of the bay, some fifty miles

from our starting point.

San ]ose (San Hosay), one of California’s

beauty spots, is a well designed city of forty

thousand people. It has the distinction of

being the largest fruit shipping point in the

SANTA CRUZ, the Atlantic City of United States. Here we pause for lunch

which we find in an old French restaurant,

as old as the town itself. From San Jose

we travel through the prune and cherry

orchards to Los Gatos, where we begin the

journey through the mountains. Travelers

say these mountains are without a peer for

every inch of their surface is covered with

vegetation ranging from the wild poppy to

the gigantic redwood trees, the pride of

California.

Every turn in the road brings new vistas

to our eye, an ever changing panorama of

forest, sky, river and canons, until at last

when we reach the summit and gaze down,

we see the mighty Pacific lying at our feet

like a large mirror. A more entrancing

sight I have never seen even in our wonder

land of California. But we are still many

miles from our destination and we must

move on. Swiftly the road descends down

the side of a canon. As we look over the

side of the precipice and see the river hun

dreds of feet below us, we feel the omni

presence of the Creator. At times the road

winds around cliffs, barely wide enough for

the machine to pass, but the descent is safely

made and we reach our destination in time

for an ample meal. The evening was spent

in visiting the various places of amusement

and in listening to a serenade by a Hawaiian
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SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS

orchestra, whose members the writer had

known in bygone days, in that delightful

tropic land, The Paradise of the Pacific.

On Sunday morning we started upon our

return taking the longer route through the

Pajaro and Santa Clara valleys. The

country traversed was typical of California

with its luxurious fruit orchards and golden

grain fields. At San Juan (Wone) we spent

an hour in visiting the famous old Spanish

mission erected one hundred and twenty

five years ago, when California was but a

Spanish domain, without a dream of future

prosperity. The town is but a shadow of its

former self, but its spacious plaza with its

waterless fountains, the old pear orchard

under whose shade the Padres enjoyed their

afternoon siesta, the mission churchyard

with its 8,000 neglected graves, the deserted

and crumbling mansions where once the

hospitable dons who measured their acres

from river to mountain, dispensed hospital

ity with unequaled lavishness, tell of a life

that has disappeared forever, and nought

but the bells in the old mission tower break

the silence and tell us that we are in the land

of the living. Though we would stay longer

in this impressive place, we must move on,

as we have many miles ahead of us.

We reel off mile after mile. Each Ram

bler following closely and all working beauti

fully, we pass town after town, until we again

reach the bay at San Jose, where we eat

supper. Then by moonlight we drive the

fifty miles to San Francisco, going up the

east side of the bay to Oakland, where we

take the ferry to San Francisco, arriving

there at midnight. The unanimous verdict

was that we had a most delightful trip in

the best machine on earth.
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MORE SCENES ENROUTE

Judges willing to be shown

The police of Reading, Massachusetts,

who have waged a somewhat fierce and

relentless war upon motorists passing

through that town, have had their talons

cut, and hereafter must make other pro

visions for capturing unwary motorists.

During the past two months the police

have secured the conviction of about

forty motorists for overspeed in that town,

and singular though it may seem, each

defendant has offered the same excuse—

that the course on which they were timed

was unfair, being at the base of a steep

hill, making it necessary for the motorist

to speed up in order to make the ascent.

Judges Bruce and Sweetser were so im

AT SAN JUAN MISSION pressed with the excuses offered that

' yesterday they accepted an invitation to

view the trap. They had a big touring

car and made several attempts to climb

the hill. They tried speeds from fifteen

to twenty-seven miles an hour and were

unable to reach the top of the hill until

the latter speed was attained. They con

sidered the complaint of the motorists a

reasonable one and after the inspection

judge Bruce, who is the senior of the

justices, said to Chief of Police Ditmar:

“I do not believe in the method you use

in this town in regard to timing automo

biles, and hereafter I want you to lay out

a course in timing these autos where there

will be no excessive speed used by the

chauffeurs in gaining headway to mount

sax JUAN armor. a Steep hill.”

  



Took trip to the Rambler factory

Decatur men see how automobiles are made and tested

DECATUR REVIEW

T" Chicago by rail, to Milwaukee

by boat, from there to Racine

and Kenosha, Wisconsin, by trol

ley line, and back home in a

Rambler touring car is a trip taken by

Will Landis and a couple of friends a

few days ago, and of the various modes

of travel the last named was by far the

most enjoyable.

FINE AT THIS SEASON

It is doubtful if there is a more delight

ful trip at this season of the year than one

in a first class automobile, one that will

take you thirty-five or forty miles an

hour over a country road if you care to go

that fast, or allow you to choose your own

speed and stop where and when you like

and be ready to start with you again at a

moment’s notice.

On this trip the weather could not have

been more perfect, and for the greater

part of the distance the roads were what

would be called good, though dusty.

Those who were passed on the road got

the benefit of the dust, those in the auto

mobile getting about the same amount

they would get on a railway train with

the windows open.

*OTO sY HARRY. M. writtler

BEST PART OF THE RIDE

Mr. Landis chose a different route from

any he had previously taken in returning

from Kenosha. On this trip he drove

through Zion City. Waukegan, Fort

Sheridan, Glencoe, Evanston, Chicago,

Riverside, Lyons, Joliet, Morris, Dwight,

Fairbury, Glen Avon, Farmer City,

Cisco and Argenta.
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The drive into Chicago over the Sheri

dan road was the most delightful of the

trip, though big sign boards at intervals

along the road warned the drivers of

automobiles that twelve miles an hour

was the limit, and at several places the

speed limit was reduced to six miles.

For about forty miles the lake was in

sight nearly all the time.

Facrorzv MAKES rm: TOWN

One of the most interesting features

of the trip was a visit to the Rambler

factory at Kenosha, Wisconsin. The

Rambler factory is to Kenosha what the

Mueller factory and Wabash shops are to

Decatur, though there are several other

factories there, including a couple of large

knitting factories, a big tannery and a

wagon factory, each of which employs

many men. But it is the Rambler fac

tory that advertises Kenosha all over the

world, and the people up there are as

proud of this institution as Decatur peo

ple are of anything we have. Kenosha

has only 16,000 _people and without its

factories it would not amount to a great

deal. In the matter of paved streets and

other public improvements it is about

where Decatur was twenty years ago,

there being very few business blocks over

two stories high and perhaps not more

than two or three buildings of four stories. '

AN AUTOMOBILE FACTORY

The Rambler Company has a tract of

thirty-five acres. The factory is nearly

all one story. Three wings of the factory

which are new, are built entirely of con

crete, the walls being solid. These wings

look like a long row of one-story build

ings joined together, there being a gable

every thirty feet, and, of course, a roof

and gutter for each gable. In this plant

there are at the dull times over 900 men

employed.

 

NOYO uv wuuzv M. vmzltlll

The old part of the plant was formerly

the Sterling bicycle factory. When the

trust bought up the bicycle factories this

factory was put on the idle list. Thos.

B. Jefiery, who had been making the

Rambler bicycles, could not buck the

trust alone and he turned his factory

over to the trust people also and then

bought the old Sterling works and began

making Rambler automobiles.
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Tasrmc THE MACHINES

The method of testing automobiles is

interesting, and there is every appliance

. for giving them as severe a test as such a

machine will likely ever have to undergo.

Just back of the factory on the west is

a park of twenty acres, containing a five

eighths of a mile cinder track. There is

a test for long distance running at high

speed.

HILL CLIMBING

Then it is given a hill climbing test, as

shown in the accompanying picture. The

machine shown here is the one Mr. Lan

dis brought back with him, and he and

three other men were in the car when

this picture was taken. The incline

shown here has three different angles.

The section nearest the bottom is twenty

per cent, the middle section thirty per

cent and the last section forty per cent.

The descent at the opposite side is

thirty per cent. This test is a severe

one and it is seldom that a hill so steep

is encountered.

THE TRIP TO DECATUR

Mr. Landis and party left the factory

at 11 o’clock Monday morning and ar

rived in Decatur at 7:40 Tuesday evening.

He could have reached home early in the

day, but for the fact that stops were made

at every town. An hour and a half was

spent in Chicago, and there were some

stops between towns to eat watermelon.

At Cisco Ed. Reeser, an uncle of Mr.

Landis, came out and insisted on the

party stopping there for supper, and it

was not necessary to do a great deal of

urging. After one of the best suppers

hungry men ever sat down to, Mr. Landis

took the entire family out for an automo

bile ride. This stop consumed nearly

two hours, but the time was well spent.

A successful trip

E. E. ARBUCKLE

I enclose photo taken on our auto trip

through Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana.

The first picturé was taken on the Mays

ville hill about half way up, the second

was taken just after we had made seven

miles of mud road, and in some places

you could not see the roadbed, which was

from six to eighteen inches under water.

We also took the Madison hill, in the rain,

 

 

ON MAYSVILLE HILL

which is the longest and steepest in Indi

ana that we know of. Our machine did

fine work on all occasions taking many

hills and grades on the high gear, and

climbing some that would not seem pos

sible with an automobile. We are all

very much pleased with the machine in

every particular and are great friends of

the Rambler.

 

  

Helps lantern sales

DECATUR REVIEW

The automobilists of Springfield com

plain of the ordinance there requiring

them to have lights on the rear of their

machines, and as a jest many pf them

have secured tiny hand lanterns and tied

them on behind. The ordinance has

created a big demand for various kinds

of lanterns and the hardware dealers there

say they have sold every kind of a lan

tern that could be fastened to a machine.

  



Some annoying experiences that resulted

from slight cause

CHAS. H. GRATTON

HE good byes have been said, the

lamps lighted, and we are off

for home after visiting my

mother-in-law. My wife said

as we ran out of the yard into the road,

“Now, let us hurry as I am tired,

and want to get home and to bed for

a good night's sleep.” The machine

was working in fine shape and the prospect

of getting home quickly was very promis

ing. Our route was east on the road to

40th street, south four blocks to the

Avenue, then east about a mile and a

half to the Boulevard, thence north to

home three-quarters of a mile. Along 40th

street is a sharp decline, down which we

coasted without power, and when we got

to the Avenue something was wrong

and we stopped. Can it be that we are

out of gasoline? Possibly we gave the

children too long a ride in the afternoon,

and used it all up. Is something wrong

with the batteries? or what is the matter?

are some of the thoughts and questions

that flashed through our minds. Well,

the only thing to do is to try and locate

the trouble, and find out what is the

matter, and if possible to remedy it, al

TWENTY-THREE RAMBLERS LEFT POPPENBERGS’ AUTO STATION AT BUFFALO, AND MADE A VERY SUCCESSFUL

AND PLEASANT RUN TO NIAGARA, VISITING ALL POINTS OF INTEREST THERE AND EN ROUTE
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FIFTY-SIX CARS IN LINE—THIRTY-ONE BEING RAMBLERS

though it is too dark to see much, and

one does not dare to investigate with a

match. After trying all the tests I

-knew, or my wife could suggest, I decided

it was a shortage of gasoline, and the only

thing to do was to try and get some from

one of the nearby houses. Fortunately

there is a light in a house near where

we are acquainted, so while my wife went

to inquire if we could get some gasoline,

I continued the fruitless search after the

trouble. She shortly returned with the

boy of the family, and they brought with

them a big can containing about a quart

of gasoline, this was poured in with the

confident hope that there would be no

more trouble, but our hopes were doomed

to disappointment. We cranked the en

gine, and after a few spasmodic explosions

"it stopped, this was repeated several

times, but we could get no more than a

few yards, so that finally getting dis

couraged we gave up trying, and with

the assistance of the boy who had re

mained to see the start, we pushed the

auto to the top of the long hill, and put

ting my wife in to guide it, I gave a push

and jumped in. We coasted down for

about half a mile to the corner of the

street where the first store is situated,

and around which was a crowd of young

men and boys, who scenting trouble or

fun quickly gathered around us proffer

ing advice. We tried cranking again

with the same result, so there was noth

ing left for us to do but to leave it there

-subject to the meddling of anyone, and

the liability of theft of the fittings, or, to

push it home. This latter after some

talk we decided to do. We started to

push, and the boys to make remarks.

To say, before we had gone far, that my

wife and I were mad would be putting

it mildly, I wanted to thrash the whole

gang, but was dissuaded from doing so

by her telling me to use my extra muscle,

and temper, in pushing, for we would

need it all to keep the car moving. \\'e

felt fortunate that we met no one along

this street till we came to the corner of

the street along which the car line ran.

We had hoped that as it was late, and

the cars not very frequent, we could get

along that street before the car came, but

alas no such good fortune was to be ours,

for we had gone but a short distance

when we saw the car coming towards us.

It would never do to have the whole car

ful of people see us pushing our auto

home, so we did as the children do, we

got in and “made believe” go, till the

car passed, then it was a hustle to get

around the next corner before the returning

car came along, and how we did get that

auto over the ground was a caution. \\'e

finally came to the Boulevard upon
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EXHIBIT OF WALTERS AND BURGER, AT WOODSTOCK, ILL. COUNTY FAIR

This farmer's rage was costly

MOTOR WORLD

There is one sadder but wiser man in

Caled onia, Wis consin. He is Ern

est Kell, the motorphobic farmer who

brutally assaulted Samuel Hansen, chauf

feur for Dr. C. I. Shoop, of Racine, sim

ply because he imagined “them pesky

machines were getting to be a nuisance

to farmers hereabouts.” Kell was ar

rested and fined twenty-five dollars and

costs by a local justice, and later made the

defendant in a $1,000 damage suit brought

by the injured man. Realizing the error

of his ways Kell effected a compromise

out of court by paying $100 in cash in

addition to all the costs. The assault

Kell committed was one of the most

cowardly and uncalled for that has been

brought before the attention of the

authorities. The farmer gets out of his

scrape pretty luckily, as he would prob

ably have fared much worse had the case

come up as per schedule in the Novem

ber court. The medicine served to Kell

has had a remarkable effect upon men

and boys who heretofore have been a

terror to motorists, as there has not been

any trouble since Kell’s arrest and pun

ishment.

Men who pride themselves on their

culture, haven’t any to speak of.

which our home is situated, and, as it is

one of the most popular drives in the

city, there was great danger of some one

whom we knew, driving along and catch

ing us at our work, so I said to my wife,

“You get in and I will push, so that if

any one comes, I will have the auto go

ing and you will appear to be running it

towards home, and I can jump in and

appear to be riding behind.” In this

way we rode up to our home in state,

she on the front seat riding alone and I

behind pushing for all I was worth. We

had gotten it home, and soon safely

housed, then to bed too tired to care

whether anyone had seen us or not. The

only bad effects from our experience was

a ruined dress for my wife, a ruined pair

of trousers for me, and a very sore and

stiff couple for the next few days, for I

assure you it was no joke at the time to

get the auto home by man power. What

was the matter with the machine, do

you ask? The stopcock from the gaso

line tank to the valve had become partly

turned by running through some weeds

when I had the children out in the after

noon, and so shut off the full supply from

the needle valve.

Be pleasant until ten o’clock in the

morning, and the rest of the day will take

care of itself.

GASDLINE*

|--

Walters Burger asse

"E: Duan HUSKERS THAME'. AUTOMOBILE

 

 



& Company presents seven models rang

ing from a two-cylinder runabout to a

high powered, elaborately appointed

Limousine, and within this range is found two

distinct types.

Surreys Type One and Two are the models

that have been the leaders of the Rambler line

in 1905, and have become established far beyond

any thought of retirement. They are too well

known to require detailed description at this time. Both are equipped with the

Rambler double opposed motors with an improved planetary type of transmission

and the familiar Rambler one-hand throttle control.

| \OR the season of 1906 Thomas B. Jeffery

SURREY TYPE TWO

Type One has single chain drive to the differential in the rear axle, and Type

Two is provided with a secondary shaft containing the differential, from which side

chains transmit the power to each rear wheel.

Type Three is the Type One chassis lengthened and fitted with a more elaborate

body similar to that of Type Two.
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The primal object in the design of these cars has been extreme simplicity and

stability in construction, making them thoroughly practical cars for general utility

in the ha-nds of the non-mechanical public. The history of their unfailing service

proves the success of the undertaking.

A notable feature in the Rambler planetary transmission gear is the method of

operation, whereby either of the two forward drives or the reverse may be set with

out passing through or affecting either of the others. Onthe high speed or direct

drive, the connection with the motor is made by means of a cone clutch of large

diameter, thus avoiding the multiplicity of parts incidental to expanding, disc and

other mechanical clutches.

The prices of these Surreys are: Type One, $1,200; Type Two, with which

is included a choice of canopy or cape top, $1,650, and Type Three, $1,350. Canopy

or cape tops for Types One and Three are provided at $100 additional to list.

The runabout, Model 17, has a power plant similar in design to that in these

Surreys, but, of course, lighter in general construction. The motor in this model

  

MODEL 1-1

is 10-12 horse power which, in conjunction with the high efficiency of the trans

mitting mechanism, afiords abundant power for any road conditions.

Model 18, equipped as a runabout with 3-inch detachable tires, sells at $800

and is furnished with detachable tonneau and 3}-inch tires at $950.

It has ever been the policy of the manufacturers of the Rambler cars to place

on the market nothing in an untried or experimental state. Therefore, while they

have for some time appreciated the demand for high power touring cars equipped

with multi-cylinder engines, sliding gear transmission and the various details that

have become accepted as the latest ideas in automobile construction, they have re

frained from meeting that demand until they were able to eliminate many of the

crudities found in the earlier productions of this type.

Rambler Models 14, 15 and 16 are the embodiment of all the strictly modern

ideas that have met the rigid tests of Thomas B. jeffery & Company’s experimental

department, and that company places them on the market, confident that nothing

has been left to hazard.

They are equipped with four-cylinder vertical motors, tranmission gears of the

sliding type, together with the various accompaniments of this type of power plant.

Of these cars Model 14is a medium weight touring car, equipped with a four

cylinder vertical motor, 4-inch bore, 4%-inch stroke and 20-25 horse power.

The motors of these three cars are practically indentical except in size and

power,~and are models of accessibility both in design and in relation to adjacent

parts of the body and chassis.
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Hand plates, held in place by thumb screws, afford free access to the valve

cams, lift rods and their appurtenances.

The entire lower portion of the crank case may be removed without interference

with the main bearings, and thus entirely expose the crank shaft and connecting

rod bearings for adjustment.

The main bearings are three in number, and, like the connecting rod bearings,

are of anti-friction metal and of great area, reducing wear to a minimum. The bear

ings at the upper end of the connecting rods differ from common practice in that the

piston pin is rigidly clamped in the connecting rod and oscillates within bronze bushings

in the piston, thereby greatly increasing the bearing area over that in the old design.

The crank case with all its parts is of special aluminum alloy. The lower por

tion of the crank case is divided by vertical partitions into four compartments, thus

preventing the oil from accumulating at the rear end of the case while running, and

flooding the rear cylinder, which has heretofore been a source of great trouble and

annoyance.

The cylinders are cast in separate units with the valves directly over the com

bustion chambers‘, thus assuring quick clearance of the exhaust gas and greatly facil
itating cooling. i

  

MODEL 15

The valves with their springs, etc.,are assembled and seated in separate cages

screwed into the cylinder head, and may be removed therefrom for cleaning and

regrinding without any disarrangement of parts. The action of the valves is vertical,

opening downwardly by action of rocker arms of walking beam pattern. These

rocker arms are provided with adjusting devices whereby wear may be taken up and

the proper valve opening both as to time and extent be at all times attained. The

valve cams are made in integral pairs for each cylinder, one adjustment thereby

assuring the action of both inlet and exhaust valves in proper relation to each other.

At all points of moving contact between lift rods, cams, etc., steel rollers are

provided for the elimination of friction and wear. The cam gears are outside the

crank case and readily accessible, but provided with a dust and oil proof cover.

The pistons are provided with six rings each, located in pairs with openings

at opposite points, two pairs above the pin and one below. The rings are eccentric,

39; of an inch wide and have a flat-lap. After the pistons, with their rings, are

ground and fitted, the motor is partially assembled, and while externally driven the

pistons are lapped to the cylinders by means of rouge and oil, resulting in an abso

lute fit and mirror polish.
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Throughout body and chassis every attention has been given to accessibility

to motor and gear case, as well as all parts requiring attention and adjustment. The

entire hood and the forward fenders may be removed in a moment's time, affording

free access to motor and appurtenances.

The power transmitting mechanism comprises a clutch within the fly wheel,

sliding gear transmission giving three forward speeds and reverse, the final drive

being by propeller shaft to the differential gear housed within the rear axle.

The motor accessories are in keeping with the rest of the equipment, compris

ing a radiator of special design located in the front of the hood, with a fan provid

ing an artificial ‘air circulation. The efficiency of this radiator will be readily under

stood from the statement that it has a cooling surface aggregating nearly seventeen

thousand (17,000) square inches in area.

  

MODEL 16

The water circulation is by centrifugal pump attached directly to the forward

end of the motor and driven from the cam shaft. Owing to the high efficiency of

this system no water tanks are provided, as no water is required beyond that con

tained in the radiator, piping, cylinders, etc.

Ignition is the usual jump spark system, the electrical energy being provided

by a six-volt, sixty-ampere storage battery. The coils are in the form of a four~unit

combination, especially prepared for Rambler service at the Splitdorf laboratory.

In this connection may be mentioned a device which serves the double purpose

of retaining the starting crank in a horizontal position when not in use, and pre

venting the danger of premature ignition, often resulting in serious injury to the

operator when starting the motor.

When the crank is released from the latch holding it in position, the spark is

automatically retarded to a point over the center. On returning the crank to its

inoperative position the commutator is released from this restraint and becomes

subject to the regular controlling mechanism.
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Lubrication is provided by a McC0rd mechanical force feed oiler located on the

back of the curved dash, with visible feeds at all times in sight of the operator.

The carburetter is a new pattern with float feed and an automatically controlled

air inlet providing proper mixture at all motor speeds, whether the motor ma_v be

running with or without load.

The mufiler is of a strictly new design and is so constructed that there is no

back pressure whatever. It is so thoroughly effective as a silencer that there is not

the slightest sound of the exhaust, and as an aid in ascertaining whether or not the

cylinders are igniting properly, a cut-out is provided, though this is entirely unneces

sary so far as relieving the engine of muffler resistance is concerned.

Motor speed control is effected by the well known Rambler throttle wheel lo

cated under the steering wheel, and an accelerater operated by a convenient pedal.

The timing of ignition is

automatically controlled through

the position of the above men

tioned throttle wheel, which is so

arranged that for ordinary con

ditions and speeds this throttle

only will be used, and the spark

will occur at the proper time

according to position of throttle.

Should, owing to heavy roads or

a desire for extreme speed,

greater power be required, it is

obtained by action of the accel

erater. It will be noted, there

fore, that as in all other Ram

blers it is essentially a one-hand

control, the foot-operated accel

erater being used only under

special conditions.

The setting of the speed gears

is effected through a lever at the

operator’s side of the car. A

pedal is provided for releasing the

fly wheel clutch, and is so con

nected with the gear lever that

the gears can be shifted only

when the clutch is out of en

gagement, thus avoiding the too

prevalent stripping of gears by

TR.-\f\'5MlT'I‘1.\'(; ME(‘H.\NIS.\1 MODEL 14 attempting to shift them with

the clutch engaged.

Two sets of brakes are provided, the one for ordinary use being a band brake

on the differential drum, operated by a pedal. Inasmuch as this differential drum

is entirely enclosed in the housing on the rear axle, the brake is protected from grit

and other substances and therefore always in effective condition.

For emergencies, a brake of the expansive type is provided in each rear wheel,

acting within a. drum built integral with the hub. These are applied by means of a

lever at the side of the speed gear lever andacompensating device assures the equal

application of both brakes, thus overcoming the common tendency to skid when

powerful brakes are suddenly applied with unequal tension.

The equipment of these cars comprises two powerful acetylene headlights with

separate generator, capable of running the two lights five hours, two oil side lamps,

a tail lamp, a large, deep-toned horn and complete assortment of tools, tire repair

kit, etc. Price, $1,750.
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Model 15 is a larger and heavier car than Model Fourteen, equipped with a

5 x 51}-inch motor of 35-40 horse power, identical in design with the 20-25 motor,

except in dimensions, which is also true of the motor components.

The principal difference lies in the power transmission to the road wheels. While

the general design of the change speed gears is the same as in Model 14, the

differential is, in this car, embodied in a transverse shaft housed in sleeves extending

laterally from the gear case. On the ends of this shaft are sprockets from which

power is carried by individual chains to each rear wheel.

A particular feature in this transmitting device is the method of support.

main shaft bearing at the forward end of the gear case is adapted to rest on a cross

brace of the frame, and the housings of the transverse shaft are supported from the

frame at their outer ends, thus providing a three-point suspension with the points of

support identical with the points of strain.

The sprockets on the traction wheels are built integral with the hubs thereof,

being cut in flanges on the periphery of the brake drums.

-In external design this car differs from Model 14 in that it is six inches longer

and provided with 34-inch wheels with 4-inch tires. With the same equipment

specified for Model 14, the selling price is $2,500.

Model Sixteen is a Model 15 chassis with Limousine body of most elaborate

design and appointment, listing at $3,000, and will bear comparison with any car,

regardless of price, of domestic or foreign manufacture.

The

 

October 3 was automobile day at the large number of cars were in line. One

Cedar Rapids (Iowa) carnival, and mem

bers of automobile clubs from outlying

towns joined the members of the Cedar

Rapids Automobile Club in their efforts

to make the affair a success. A parade

was held in the afternoon, through Cedar

Rapids’ beautiful thoroughfares, and a

of the most popular automobilists in line

was little Miss Mabel Henderson, who

although but twelve years of age, drove

herlarge Rambler car with the confidence

and skill of a professional chauffeur.

The Cedar Rapids club members, under

whose auspices the meet was held, were

enthusiastic over the success of the affair.
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When you lay a car up

av reunessv o’co.\msu.

The Automobile Magazine

You are going away and your car

is to be left unused for a length of time,

maybe for all of the winter months,

and you want to know what to do so as

to insure the car being none the worse

for its disuse. I have assumed that

you are to be absent from where your car

is for a period of time, for otherwise I

cannot imagine why you would want to

lay the car up, since the day when all sea

sons of the year are not considered as

automobile seasons has passed never to

return again. But for whatever the

reason you want to lay the car up and

here, briefly, is the best way to do it

quickly, easily and eflicaciously:

When the car is brought in after its

final run, and the preparations for put

ting it away are commenced, the first

thing to be done is to remove the cush

ions, aprons, horn or bell, and all the

tools and spare parts. The battery

should be taken from its box, and it is

usually advisable to remove the coil

and all the wires connected with the

electrical ignition apparatus. When do

ing this, a rough sketch should be made

showing the method of wiring, so when

these parts have to be replaced you will

have a definite guide at hand, for in the

interval between the putting away and

bringing out the car it is the easiest thing

in the world to forget the terminals to

which particular wires should be con

nected and what that means you need

never want to find out through exper

ience.

As to the engine, the cylinders should

be well washed out with kerosene, fol

lowed by a little gasoline. This treat

ment dissolves any oil which may be on

the cylinder walls or piston, and which

may cause them to stick, and it prevents

the oxidation of the oil if it is allowed to

remain. As to painting the engine over,

if something of the kind is not done, it

will present a most lamentable spectacle

after a few weeks’ neglect. At the mo

ment, I cannot suggest anything better

than a coating of vaseline or a heat-re

sisting paint known as Pegamoid. Par

ticular attention should be paid to the

exposed portions of the valve stems, since

if they become at all rusty, they are liable

to stick in their guides and cause trouble.

These should in any case be well coated

with vaseline.

The accumulator forms the principal

object for attention among those parts

which have been removed from a car,

and great care must be taken to secure

its proper preservation. It should be

tested, and if found to be below its full

voltage (4.4) it should be recharged un

til this voltage is attained. The acid

should then be poured out from the cells,

which should be washed out with clean

rain water two or three times so as to

remove all the acid, and they should be

afterwards filled up with pure clean rain

water to a point the height of a quarter

of an inch above the top of the plates.

The india rubber stoppers should then

be replaced. While washing out the cells,

the terminals also should be carefully

washed to free them from all the traces

of acid. They should be wiped dry, and

given a coat of pure vaseline as a further

protection against their corrosion.

As many cells are'filled with a semi

solid electrolyte, it is impossible to sub

ject such to the above treatment, and as

the acid cannot be removed from the cell

there is only one course of satisfactory

treatment open, and that is to have the

accumulators recharged every six weeks

at least. In the meantime a small four

volt lamp should be connected in the cir

cuit, and should occasionally be allowed

to remain lighted for a period of, say,

half an hour, so as to enable the accumu

lator to discharge itself to a slight extent.

This helps to keep the plates in much
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better order than the mere recharging at

stated intervals without any discharge

having taken place.

The induction coil requires but little

of your attention. It should be put away

in a dry place, and out of all danger of

being subjected to high temperatures.

F-or example, it should not be put in a

cupboard against that side of the wall

where the chimney is liable to give off

more than a medium temperature. It

, will thus be seen that the only require

ments are to protect the coil from damp

and from excessive heat. The reason for

this is that paraffin wax is used as an in

sulating material, and if this substance

becomes suficiently heated to melt, in

many coils the insulation would be en

tirely lost, owing to there not remaining

suflicient non-conducting material on the

wires. So that if this were to happen

such coils would be absolutely ruined.

Obviously, therefore, cold, so long as the

atmosphere is dry, does not injuriously

affect the coil.

All the pins, joints, and connections

should be well oiled; in fact, it would be

better to remove, clean them thoroughly

and replace them after having given them

a good coating of vaseline. The wheels

should be jacked up and removed from

their axles, these and the axle boxes being

cleaned out and well greased before re

placing. When going over the car, atten

tion should be given to the anchored ends

of the carriage springs, and the shackles

on the free ends of these should also be

well greased.

Here are some of the points which are

particularly liable to be overlooked when

you are going through the process of

overhauling and cleaning your car in a

thorough fashion: Where chain driving

is employed, the chains should be removed

from the sprockets and well cleaned in

kerosene, after which they should be im

mersed in-melted tallow and be allowed

to remain in it for several hours. At the

end of this time remove the chains, and

hang them up to allow the superfluous

grease to drain ofi.

Special attention should be given to

the clutch. This should be withdrawn

as far as possible, and its surface well

cleaned with gasoline, after which it

should be given a good coating of castor

oil. I have used successfully a mixture

of one-half castor oil to one-half of glycer

ine. It is well to remember that the

application of clutch dressings is useless

unless the clutch leather is in a condition

to absorb some portion of the dressing

when it’ is applied. If care is not given

in this direction it will surely happen that

a slipping clutch will attain so hard a

surface that it cannot take up any of the

moisture it needs so badly when the dress

ing is applied. An application of gaso

line—assisted by a hard brush—will bring

the clutch leather to a state in which it

may be successfully treated. Look to the

adjustment that it does not again slip or

grip too tightly. If the clutch be inter

connected with the side brakes, pay'par

ticular attention to the adjustment here,

since it requires very careful checking to

act properly.

After having attended to the engine

and gearing, the next thing is to go care

fully over all the metallic parts of the

frame and of the connecting rods used

in conjunction with the steering gear,

change-speed gear, and the brakes.

Where the paint has been scratched or

barked sufliciently to expose the metal,

this should be rubbed bright with a piece

of emery cloth and paint or air drying

enamel applied, giving it at least two

coats of either. All plated or polished

parts should be given a coating of pure

vaseline after they have been thoroughly

cleaned and polished. Pure vaseline, as

obtained from the druggist, is specified

as distinct from the commercial article,

which is not so pure, containing as it does

salts which are highly injurious to nickel

or silver plated parts, whereas the refined

vaseline has no effect upon them. In the

course of a few runs the greased bright

parts will collect a certain amount of dirt,

which, if necessary, should be very care

fully removed with a piece of rag which

has been well soaked in kerosene. The

dirt should be scraped rather than rubbed

off, as rubbing is liable to cause scratches.

A long, slow, sweeping stroke of the

kerosened rag makes away with the dirt

without transforming it into an abrasive

material. This is a very important

point, for scratched brass or plated work

looks extremely bad. If the mud of many

months be allowed to accumulate over
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the vaseline, it will do no harm, for it

bears the same relation to the greased

surfaces as the hair to a rabbit’s skin;

you cannot remove the one without the

other.

All the lubricators should be drained

of any oil which they may contain, and

should be thoroughly washed out with

kerosene or stale gasoline. Where sight

feed lubricators are fitted, or other pat

terns which necessitates the using of

lengths of copper pipe to convey the lub

ricant from its receptacle to the bear

ings, such pipes should be removed, and

should have kerosene passed through

them. For this purpose, a syringe is the

best instrument to use, as the cleansing

fluid‘ can be passed through the tubes at

a pressure which will insure any obstruc

tion caused by the congealing of the oil

or by other causes, being swept away.

If this is attended to carefully and the

pipes are reconnected, when the car is

taken out again you will know and be

perfectly satisfied that all that is necessary

for the good working of those parts is a

fresh supply of lubricating oil.

Leaming what it costs

MOTOR VVORLD

In every phase of the world’s history edu

cation is the keynote of progress. In the

automobile market one, and probably the

chief deterrent factor all along, has been that

the layman could not in any way find out

what it would cost him to run a machine

once he had got one, and this fact kept

down his interest. To the average man, the

man of limited means, the thing seemed to

be too much of continual outlay to war

rant his taking it up either as a pastime or

in the line of his work. Often not even the

motorist of several years’ experience can

give more than a vague idea of what the

cost of operating a machine would be under

stated conditions. But that stage is passing.

The outsider is learning not from the trades

man, whom he instinctively distrusts, but

from the disinterested amateur, “what it

costs.” And that is what he wants to know

most of all.

Driving on the road

THE AUTOMOBILE MAGAZLNE

When on the road the first care of

every driver should be consideration for

other users of the highway. The law,

of course, cannot guide one in every

event of the many which may befall ev

ery day, but it is the duty of the mo

torist, from every point of view as own

ing the handier and the faster vehicle,

to make allowance for those not so for

tunately situated. In fact, if the rule of

the road at sea be kept in mind and

applied to the highway, it will be found

a very fair method of ascertaining what

one ought to do in each case, and how to

meet difiiculties. The rule of the road

at sea ordains that the stronger must

look out for the weaker, and that the

greater the command of speed possessed

by a vessel the more responsible is it in

case of accident. Let this simple idea

dominate the mind while driving, and

whether the strict letter of the law may

be complied with or not, a judge or jury

will in most cases appreciate you acted

for the best, even should an accident

occur.

Make haste slowly

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

One. blunder which inexperienced and

nervous drivers frequently make, and which

occasions them no little chagrin, is attempt

ing to start the car with one or more of the

brakes on. Another mistake of the same

kind consists in advancing the ignition lever

too rapidly upon an engine which is slowed

down under load. Changes of spark posi

tion should be gradual, giving the motor time

to accommodate itself to the new conditions

and sparing the moving parts the stresses

to which they are otherwise subjected.

The convenience of portable auto houses

HORSELESS AGE

Little difliculty is generally experi

enced by the automobile owner in find

ing suitable housing accommodations for

his machine while in the city, as the fa

cilities offered by garages have increased

at a rate at least proportionate to the in

creased number of motor cars in use,

but while sojourning in the country, at

the seaside or at his country house, it is

by no means easy to find proper accom

modations for his machine. Owners of

private stables are too often rather

averse to allowing the use of their build

ings for automobile purposes, on ac

count of the supposed danger from fire
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Prizes Awarded for December Stories

First $25

A Staff Writer of the

Lewiston, Me., Journal

Second $1 5

MR. CHAS. WEBSTER

Waucoma, Ia.

Third $5

MR. WILL M. CRESSY

Lake Sunapee, N. H.

The same amounts will be awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing,

hunting parties and all pastimes and

plays an important part.

occupations in which the Rambler

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Prizes _will be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

bemg given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs.

and the difficulties with the insurance

companies which arise from it. The au

toist is frequently compelled to leave his

car in some unused shed or barn where

it may be imperfectly protected from the

weather and from tampering on the part

of curious or malicious persons.

To anyone desiring private accommo

dations for one or two motor cars for a

length of time too limited to warrant

the construction of a permanent building,

the portable automobile houses now

upon the market should prove a great

convenience. Owners of country homes

are practically prohibited from storing

their automobiles in their private horse

stables owing to the increase in insur

ance rates which is demanded if such use

is made of them, and should find an easy

and satisfactory solution of the motor

car housing problem in the erection of

one of these little buildings upon their

grounds. The portable automobile

house may be taken down when winter

Photos not retumed unless requested.

  

comes and stored in some building until

the next season. These portable houses

are constructed of seasoned and well

painted lumber in sections of convenient

size for transportation by rail. The sec

tions are secured together by bolts, the

holes for which are bored at the factory

and numbered, as a guide in assembling

the various parts. They generally are

fitted with corrugated iron roofs, and are

said to be perfectly weatherproof. Large

double swinging or sliding doors and

glazed windows are provided, both of

which are supplied with locks. Brick or

stone foundations may be put down, or

the building may beset upon posts. Spe

cial attention is paid to ventilation in

order to prevent the collection of explos

ive vapors which might give rise to an

explosion.

The amount of labor required to as

semble one of these little buildings upon

its foundation or to “knock it down”

ready for removal should not be large.

F you have a friend who is contemplating the purchase of an auto

mobile, don’t hesitate to tell him about the Rambler.

We will be glad to furnish him with Rambler literaname and address.

(I_Send us his

ture and put him in touch with our nearest representative who will also

extend him special attention in the way of road demonstration, and

instruction in the use of our car, that will help him to judge of its merits

in comparison with other makes.
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His limitations

NEW ORLEANS TIMES-DEMOCRAT

“I understand he’s a linguist.”

“Yes, somewhat of one. He told me

yesterday he understood French up to a

certain speed and German down to a

certain depth.”

A man with a pull

BOSTON HERALD

Reliance on pull not infrequently de

velops into a dangerous passion. Such

was the case with a prominent citizen of

Westfield, who must be nameless. This

prominent citizen, with three others, had

been to a resort on the Connecticut River,

near Holyoke, where a clambake was

held. Beer and strong drink had flowed

freely, until on the ride home late at

night the hired driver was the only man

in the party who was wholly awake to his

surroundings. As he came near a grade

crossing he heard the whistle of an ap

proaching locomotive and reined in his

horses.

“Waz-er masser P” inquired the promi

nent citizen, who had been aroused by

the stop.

“Springfield Express coming.

let it go by,” said the driver.

“Drive on, drive on!” ordered the

man in the carriage, reassuringly; “ ’s all

right. I know the engineer.”

Got to

The following article is from a leading

newspaper of North Dakota:

A young, newly married, fastidious lady

of Harvey, North Dakota, it is stated,

KNEADS bread with her gloves on.

This fact may seem rather peculiar,

but there are others. The editor of this

newspaper NEEDS bread with his shoes

on; he NEEDS bread with his shirt on; he

NEEDS bread with his pants on and unless

some of the delinquent subscribers of

this “Old Rag of Freedom” pay up be

fore long, he will NEED bread without a

damn thing on, and North Dakota is no

“Garden of Eden” in the winter time.

 

Mary had a little lamb,

]ust thirty years ago;

The chops we had for lunch today

Were from that lamb, I know.

Almost, but not quite

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

“How is your wireless electric car get

ting along?”

“It is perfected, all but one little de

tail, and I shall have that mastered in a

few days.”

-“What is that detail, may I ask?"

“I haven’t quite got it so it will run

yet.”

 

Lloyd Osbourne says that Robert Louis

Stevenson once invited a friend to visit him

in Samoa.

His friend said that nothing would give him

greater pleasure, if he could secure the leisure

to do so. “By the way, Louis,” said he, “how

do you get to Samoa anyhow?”

“Oh, easily,” responded Stevenson. “You

simply go to America, cross the continent to

San Francisco, and it’s the second turning to

the left.”

Himself a victim

BOSTON HERALD

A Harvard sophomore was reciting a

memorized oration in one of the classes

in public speaking. After the first two

sentences his memory failed, and a look

of blank despair came over his face. He

began as follows:

“Ladies and Gentlemen: Washing

ton is dead, Lincoln is dead”—then for

getting, he hesitated a moment and con

tinued, “and—I—I am beginning to feel

sick myself.”

Movable history

HARPER’S WEEKLY

A traveler who passed through a small

English town noticed a post on which was

marked the height to which the river had

risen during the recent flood.

“Do you mean to say,” he asked a

native, “that the river rose as high as that

in 19-?”

“Oh, no,” replied the native; “but the

village children used to rub olf the origi

nal mark, so the mayor ordered it to be

put higher up, so as to be out of their

reach.”

Charley (who thinks). Say, Mama, if

we’re made of dust, why don’t we get muddy

when we drink?
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The down-trodden poor

MOTOR FIELD

The Lady—“.\"Iy poor man, is it really

true that you have been arrested so often?”

Gritty George—“Why, mum, I have been

arrested as often as if I owned an automo

bile.”

 

A clergyman having occasion to go to

London before Christmas, was asked by

his wife to buy a text for the gallery of

the church for the Christmas decorations,

according to “The King.”

He was very busy and forgot all about

it, till just before leaving, so wired for

instructions to his wife as to the words

and dimensions. She wired back the

following message: “Unto us a son is

born, nine feet long by three feet high.”

when Lincoln laughed

PHILADELPHIA TIMES

Lincoln was annoyed greatly in the

spring of ’63 by a trio of doctors repre

senting certain interests. The President

listened to them intently day after day

and finally dismissed them by saying he

was too busy with the war to give the

matter attention. The doctors then tried

Stanton, but he told them they must get

the decision from Lincoln himself. When

they returned Lincoln greeted them with

a loud, unctuous laugh, and explained

his mirth, when asked, by saying he had

been thinking of the story of a boy who

tried in Sunday school to read the biblical

passage about the three men who went

down into the fiery furnace. Their

names—Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed

nigo——troubled the boy greatly; he could

not pronounce them. The teacher help

ed him twice; but again he encountered

the names in his reading and began to

crv.

“Don’t cry, Johnnie,” said the teacher.

“I c-can’t h-help it l” sobbed Johnnie;

“for here comes those three d d fools

again.”

“And when I saw you coming,” ex

plained the President, genially, “I just

couldn’t—”

But the pests had fled.

 

Fisk Mechanically Fastened Tires

Are the only Auto Tires made that embody

the three Essential Tire Qualifications

POSITIVE LOCKING DEVICE. Incorporating a

life-preserving principle which makes it impossible for

the tire to fly off the rim whether inflated or not.

AIR ALL ABOVE THE RIM. Giving you advan

tage of all the air where it is most needed as a cushion.

FINE QUALITY AND CONSTRUCTION. Built

so that you can rely on it for hard service--and to last.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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There must be

some advantage

300,000 use

The

Smith Premier

The Smith Premier Typewriter Company

416 B r 0 a d w a y l\IILWAUKEE

BRANCH STORES EVERYWHERE
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The Rambler Car in the Glidden Tour

JAMES T. SULLIVAN

HE persons who participated in the

Glidden tour have not yet fin

ished talking about the remark

able showing made by the Ram

bler car in that trip of nearly 1,000 miles.

Unlike some of the other manufacturers,

the Thos. B. Jeffery Company had so

much faith in its product that it was

satisfied with making or marring its

reputation on the performance of one

car. That the car was a success was

amply proved during the tour.

On the morning of July 11, when

Charles J. Glidden of Boston, the donor

of the trophy, sent the cars away from

New York on their long ride, one of the

early starters from the A. C. A. head

quarters was a Rambler car driven by

E. A. Gilmore, the New England repre

sentative of the company; H. A. Nielsen,

his machinist, was beside him, and as a

guest Mr. Gilmore had James T. Sulli

van, the automobile editor of the Boston

Globe.

Out through the suburbs of New York

whirled the car in the early morning

hours and before noon was half over a

good part of the first day's run had been

finished. Along the shores of Long

Island Sound, through the pretty villages

where the rich of New York have summer

homes, the path lay until Connecticut

was reached. The roads during the first

day were not at all bad. There were some

hills which the car skimmed over in an

easy manner.

Mr. Gilmore did not attempt to make

any racing records and he sent the car

along at an average of 17 miles an hour.

When New Haven was reached a stop

was made for dinner. More than an

hour was spent resting in the home of the

Yale collegians before the trip was re

sumed to Hartford. At New Britain a

heavy storm came up suddenly but with

the top on the occupants were not wet in

making the final dash to the first day’s

control, where the car arrived about

3 o'clock, some hours in advance of a

number of the other machines.

It was learned at Hartford that some

of the cars had made a race of it in an

endeavor to reach Hartford first, pre

sumably for the advertising there was in

it. Mr. Gilmore did not say anything

but he had his plans for the following

day. He announced an early start on

the morrow and when the clocks were

chiming six at Hartford he had the car

ready. Some of the other cars had al

ready got under way, but unmindful of

this Mr. Gilmore took up the path for

Boston with a determination to show

some of the others what his car could do.

Up through the Connecticut valley the

course lay over roads that jolted the tears

from the eyes as the ruts caught the car

and swayed it from side to side. Walter

White in his runabout racer had the lead

and he cut out a fast pace. Occasionally

glimpses of the clouds of dust around

bends of the road showed where he, too,

Copyright 1905, by Thomas R. Jeffery & Company
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.

was having his troubles in keeping his

car from leaping out of the sands that

had been misnamed roads.

Once Springfield had been passed and

Palmer had been left behind it was smooth

sailing. Straight for Worcester the course

took the party and bright and early the

Rambler passed through the towns of

Spencer and Leicester. It was probably

due to the fact that the Rambler passed

through the latter town so far in advance

of the others that it was not included in

the quota whose numbers were taken for

exceeding the speed limit there. Up the

hill in that town the Rambler climbed

without any bother and continued on its

flight to the sea and home.

The roads from Worcester to Boston

were as smooth as a newly-planed plank

and Mr. Gilmore knew every inch of

them. So he let the car out and the ma

chine seemed to feel the impetus as a

thoroughbred given its head and it fairly

flew over the road. Mile after mile was

left behind and there was not a car in

sight. Finally the landmarks of the Back

Bay shot into view and down through

the boulevard the Rambler flew, its

green sides making a nice background

for the A A A 24 painted on a piece of

white cloth, that told to the world that it

was a competitor for the Glidden trophy.

Massachusetts Ave., Hereford, Glou

cester, Fairfield Sts. were successively

passed and at last Exeter St., into which a

turn was made and then it was but 100

yards to the goal, hotel Lenox, the head

quarters of the Bay State A. A. An ad

miring throng was there. They had

just finished congratulating Walter White

when the Rambler car shot up to the

door.

“There’s another car,” had been heard

by Mr. Gilmore before he stopped his

engines.

“Whose car is this?” Someone had

asked.

“Say, it's Gil with the Rambler,”

someone announced who had recognized

the Bay State A. A. official.

Right away there was something doing.

Newspaper men began to ply him with

questions, photographers took shots at

him and he was congratulated by every
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one. It was just 11:14 A. M., and he

had made the run from Hartford in a

little more than five hours. But one car

had preceded him in reaching Boston,

the White steamer. Some of the big

four cylinder, 40 horse power cars that

had started at the same time were yet to

be accounted for. Mr. Gilmore set out

with the determination to give them a

race as long as they were seeking one and

he had demonstrated that his car had

speed.

. When the other cars landed at the

Bay State A. A.—the third one coming

in something like a half an hour later,

and the twenty-five or more additional

ones at varying times until late in the

afternoon—they were surprised to hear

that the Rambler had jumped so far

ahead of them. They could not believe

it at first but when the official figures

were posted they had to accept the

Statements as true.

The following day the run was to

Portsmouth, N. H. Mr. Gilmore had a

lot of business to attend to in the morn

ing and his guest was also tied up with

work so it was decided to take a late

start. Mr. Gilmore was satisfied, too,

that he had given the others an object

lesson and he was content to take it easy.

So with Mr. Gilmore as another passen

ger and Machinist Barlo replacing Neil

sen, the run was made to Portsmouth.

The start was not made until ten and the

car jogged along easily reaching Ports

mouth about 1 P. M. The roads through

Massachusetts were very good but when

New Hampshire was reached some poor

thoroughfares were found, particularly

on the way to the Hotel Wentworth

where the control was located.

An early start had been decided upon

for the following day as the trip to Bretton

Woods was supposed to be one of the

hardest on the tour. It was said to be

a continual climb, and the stories told

of what would happen to the cars when

the famous Crawford notch was reached

made some of the motorists in the party

THE SUNDAY PARADE IN FRONT OF MT. PLEASANT HOUSE
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wish they had not started, although they

did not make comments.

So at 6 A. M., ]uly 14, the cars shot

away from the Wentworth and were

weighed at Portsmouth. Then the jour

ney began in earnest. It was enlivened

by some real fun on approaching Dover.

At the toll bridge an officer warned the

motorists to go slow and they promised

they would. On the country road a few

miles south of the city there was a squad

of constables. They had field glasses,

ropes, stop watches and badges so that

anyone driving a car knew when within

a mile of the officials that a trap was set

for them. One car after another took it

easy and jogged along.

In the city itself, however, the real fun

began. The town seemed to be out in

force and hundreds of persons stood on

the streets to watch the autoists go by.

It seemed as if the officials had been

warned that a second Capt. Kidd pirati

cal expedition was about to descend upon

to pillage and burn the city. On every

corner was a policeman resplendent

in his uniform. When a car passed a

corner, the patrolman there with the

solemn mien of a judge about to pass

sentence on a condemned murderer,

raised his hand and then lowered it to his

side. A block away, another officer, his

eyes glistening with eager anticipation

of a mighty haul, was ready to play the

role of the lord high executioner. It was

just such a spectacle as one sees in comic

operas representing some island king

dom in a far ofi sea.

Engines were throttled down and with

a slow revolution the cars went at a speed

that would rival in slowness a yoke of

oxen drawing a five ton load up a moun

tain side. As the cars passed along the

people on the sidewalks joked with the

drivers while some of the photographers

in the party took pictures of the zealous

guardians of Dover to preserve them for

immortality.

Once Dover was left behind it was a

steady up grade run through the Ossippee

valley. Some very long hills were met

but there were none that presented any

difficulties for the Rambler. Sandy or

hard roads made no ditierence. The car

went along admirably. A stop was made

for dinner at Intervale and then the last

and the hardest part of the journey was

right ahead, the Crawford Notch. Un

less a person has travelled through this

place a very poor idea of its steep grade

can be had by reading of the Notch. It

is formed by two mountains meeting,

nature having excavated a canyon through

which the railroad has run a track.

There is also a carriage road through it.

This is really the gateway to the moun

tains. An idea of the grade may be

gleaned when it is known that the train

going down the Notch even with its

brakes set whirls along at a rapid pace.

When the Rambler car got to the steep

est grade known as Tug-of-war Hill there

were a couple of cars stalled on the side

of the road. There were some horses

available and a barrel of gasoline and

another of water so that cars would have

an ample supply to take the grade. A

look at the hill would try the nerve of the

ordinary motorist. But Mr. Gilmore is

not one of the ordinary class. He knew

what his car was capable of doing and he

proposed to show the others standing

there who had doubts as to its ability to

go up. Advice was showered upon the

driver to drop off his passengers, but he

heeded them not and started up the

grade. It was a nerve-racking climb but

slowly and surely the Rambler made its

way to the top of the hill and safety, while

the onlookers shouted their admiration

loudly. There was no need of blocks for

the wheels, the car under its own power

and with four people climbed the famous

Crawford Notch—something more than

some other cars could do———and in

less than half an hour it had brought its

passengers to the end of their day’s

journey, the Mt. Washington Hotel,

where they were rather tired, but over

joyed at the remarkable showing of the

car. The first half of the journey was

ended and not a stop had been made on

the way from New York during any part

of the run in order to make repairs. The

score was a clean one, something that

could not be said of all the cars in the

tour.

A rest of four days enabled the motor

ists to attend the climb to the clouds up

Mt. Washington and make short tours

about the Presidential range. Then be

gan the return journey. On the morning
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SUNDAY PARADE AT BRATTON WOODS, TAKEN IN FRONT OF MT. WASHINGTON HOTEL

of July 19 Mr. Gilmore and his party

were among the first that left the Mt.

Washington Hotel. The return trip was

by way of Franconia Notch. It had

rained the night previously and as a great

part of the road was hedged in by massive

trees the water had dripped constantly

on the path so that it presented a sticky

smooth surface upon which the wheels

could get scarcely any traction. Up Mt.

Aggasiz part of the tour led, and this

meant a climb of three miles, the grade

constantly increasing. It was a worse hill

than Crawford’s in some ways because

the road was bad and the distance greater.

But the car reached the top and then be

gan the descent on the other side.

As the road was scarcely a dozen feet

wide, and from one side of it dropped a

yawning chasm of several hundred feet

into which a car might easily have slid

in making one of the numerous curves,

the greatest care had to be exercised in

going down. In fact the descent was a

much harder task than the climb. On

the way down the brake band became

loosened, and as Mr. Gilmore did not

care to take any chances while he had his

wife as a passenger, he made a stop and

put in a new one. He could have gone

along by using the reverse as a brake but

decided on the other course. Once this

was done it was plain sailing. The trouble

for the motorists were not ended, how

ever. Going down to the Flume there

was a perfect deluge but again the canopy

top saved the occupants from the rain.

The journey was continued and when a

few miles to the north of Plymouth a stop

was made because there were some 11

other cars stalled by a hill, that while

not very big, was most difficult to climb

because of the mud that allowed the

wheels to churn around like a propeller

of a steamer that has run on a shoal and

is trying to back off. Some of the big

cars made about as much headway as a

steamer aground. They had to be helped

over the top. Not so the Rambler.

Chains had been put on the wheels dur
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ing the storm at the Flume and the

Rambler car swerved out past the others

and despite the assertions of many

motorists stalled there that the car would

not make the hill, Mr. Gilmore drove it

to the top without once having to stop.

Once more the Rambler car had opened

the eyes of the tourists to the possibilities

of its power. A stop was made at Ply

mouth for lunch and the run from there

to Concord did not occupy a very great

length of time.

Worcester, Massachusetts, was the

next objective point. An early start was

made Thursday and the course taken

down through the Merrimac valley.

Once Massachusetts was reached some

more fine roads were in evidence and

nothing marred the pleasure of that run.

The Rambler was among the early ar

rivals, getting into Worcester shortly

after eleven in the morning. The next

day’s route took the motorists through

some of the most beautiful scenery found

on the trip, the far-famed Berkshire

.Z—>.

hills. It was a nice run to Springfield

and after leaving there some hard roads

were passed over. Then came the fam

ous ]acob’s Ladder near Chester, a hill

a mile long with a ‘.23 per cent. grade.

The sight of it caused the party to settle

back for a long steady pull. Mr. Glid

den was on hand to see that no cars

dropped their passengers, and he also

had some horses and men there to help

cars that might get stalled. The Rambler

tackled it with the same excellence that

marked its ascent of the New Hampshire

hills. The occupants of the car knew

they were going to the top and there was

not a particle of anxiety manifested as

the Rambler slowly climbed along. The

men with blocks who were ready to chock

the wheels if the car stopped were told

that they need not mind it and their

services were not taken advantage of.

When the car reached the top without a

stop Mr. Glidden personally compli

mented Mr. Gilmore on the wonderful

work of his car on the tour. Two cars
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had to be helped up the hill,

one a high powered foreign

machine. From there to

Lenox the course lay over

the finest roads in this coun

try. It compensated the

travellers for the toil in reach

ing the Hotel Aspinwall where

;\Ir. O. D. Seavey made every- ‘

one feel at home.

During the evening spent at

the Aspinwall it became un

derstood that the final run on

the morrow would be a free- 1 1

for-all race. While no one .

came out openly and suggest

ed that they all race, yet

everyone in the party knew ‘

that a race it would be. Mr. Gil

more decided that if they were

seeking a race again he would

accommodate them. When Mr. Glidden

blew a horn at six the next morning an

nouncing that the start for the last day

was on the Rambler was among the first

cars to get away. Big and little machines

sped through beautiful Lenox, pretty

Stockbridge and fragrant Great Barring

ton on the long journey of nearly 140

miles to Yonkers, N. Y. It had been

decided to end at Yonkers because some

of the drivers might get arrested for

speeding into New York. Down through

southern Massachusetts, crossing north

ern Connecticut into Eastern New York

the pathway lay. The motorists who pre

dicted the last day as the hardest one

were not false prophets. There were hills;

there were winding roads with a curve at

every 200 feet; there were sandy ruts

where the tires sank out of sight; there

was dust so thick that an object 100 feet

ahead was completely enveloped and not

visible; there were no signs to mark the

way. It might well have been called

an obstacle race. Yet with all these

handicaps the Rambler car sped along

marvelously. Once it got into the run

ning, which was at the very start practi

cally, it more than held its own. Not price

during all that 140 miles did Mr. Gilmore

have to stop his motor. On, on, on the

car went sailing on the smooth roads

with the ease and grace of a bird flying;

taking the grades without any grinding

and tearing noises; going down the hills

as smooth as a ship gliding off the ways

  

 

ONE OF THE SCENES AT BRATTON WOODS,

NEAR MT. “VASHINGTON HOTEL

into Mother Ocean. The result of all

this was the arrival in Yonkers a few

minutes after noon, of the first American

gasoline car to reach the control. But

three cars preceded the Rambler, two

Whites and a Napier, all higher powered

cars. The Napier and one of the White

steamers were of the runabout make

carrying but two passengers, while the

Rambler was in full touring form with

its full load. The time between the first

arrival and the Rambler in fourth place

was less than 20 minutes—a marvelous

record when everything is taken into con

sideration. The next car to arrive reached

the rendevous three quarters of an hour

after the Rambler, or after Mr. Gilmore

had washed and had his luncheon.

When the others got along at all times

until 4 P. M. and they learned of the

showing made by the Rambler, again

they were surprised, yes, amazed. Here

was a car that made no pretense of being

a racer; a machine the manufacturers of

which never bothered to build cars for

speed trials and hill climbing contests;

yet when pitted against admittedly fast

cars of much higher power had beaten

them at their own game. That afternoon

a procession was formed and the trip

made into New York city where photo

graphs were made for the papers and,

of all the thirty odd cars that travelled

the distance of nearly 1,000 miles, there

was not one that outranked the Rambler

for consistent work.



One hundred and forty miles on the cowcatcher

of an automobile

C. G. SAULS

T": readers of the Rambler Maga

zine have already been told of

a trip from Columbus to Atlan

ta, Ga., taken in the early part

of the year, by Mr. Wilson Camp and

C. G. Sauls, and this trip was taken when

my Model G, without tonneau, was

new, and was indeed very pleasurable

and exciting and a very satisfactory trip

without trouble other that a break on a

fender iron.

Now let me tell you of a banner trip.

My business called me from Columbus

to Atlanta to erect a fifty-ton Columbus

Iron Works Co.'s Absorption Ice Plant,

and after starting this work I came to

Columbus and got the new machine and

made a fine trip to Atlanta with Mr.

Camp, then for a long siege of fun and

fine riding on the paved streets of Atlanta

and the fine roads leading out for several

miles and always with good company.

MILLIONAIRES FOR A MINUTE

After several months of hard work and

many pleasure rides, it became my duty

to return home after finishing this large

ice plant and on Labor Day, my brother

and I decided to ride through the coun

try as he had not taken such a ride and

was eager for it, and had come to Atlanta

to see me and to take this ride. I also had

another friend in Atlanta that was com

ing to Columbus in a few days and think

ing that he would like the ride offered to

bring him, and phoned him and he was

also eager to come with us, so told him

to bring along a sofa pillow if he could

do so as he would have to ride on the

“cowcatcher,” meaning on the bonnet in

front. Just think of 140 miles staring a

man in the face, but he being an old R. R.

engineer, had been there before in an

other way and came along. He was quite

tall and strapped a piece of wood across

the front springs, to rest his feet and then

placed his pillow and mounted. We also

got in, and us three together with about

two hundred pounds of ropes, jacks and

other plunder back in behind in the carry

all, made up a good load and we struck

out at 4 P. M. It being late you can

just bet that we made time to reach

Newnan, Ga., forty miles away, in time

for supper and then to bed to get a good

rest and a good start for that hundred

miles before us for the next day. We did

not have a mishap on this part of the trip

except beingstuck in the mud,but we all put

our shoulders to the wheel and soon got

on our way; yes, a pin did come out of the

back up band but we soon fixed this with

a bolt I had brought for repairs, as I

always go loaded for such happenings, for

it don’t cost much and one can’t afford to get

caught without. We were riding in the twi

light, with no lamps, and all of a sudden

we saw something white jumping up

and down and, lo and behold, it was an

old gray mare that we had almost plunged

into before we had seen her. Just think

how the man on the cowcatcher would

have fared if we had run up on those

shafts, as he was thin and easily punc
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tured, should this have oc

curred; we slowed down in

time and begged pardon for

a seeming neglect and re

ceived the gracious thanks

of the gentleman that was

driving and plunged along

without any further mis

hap. After arriving we

soon had our supper and

satisfied the curiosity of

the townspeople telling them

all that we had not come

to court, nor were we par

ties to the divorce case

going on. We went to bed

feeling a little stifi but still

in the ring and fell asleep

making plans how we were

going to reach Columbus,

with a call in the OITICC

for an early breakfast and

an early start, which we

Succeeded in making at

6:30 in the morning. See

how we looked with “Bill” on the cow

catcher. Thinking that there was going

to be something “worth while,” I took

along my No. 2 Bullet camera, and the

day being fine and sunshine good, I

got some of the “finest.”

Well, after getting up and taking as

early breakfast as we could get and

  

  

“mu.” on rua COWCATCHER

straightening out our backs, and the legs

and back of “Bill Keene,” the man of

cowcatcher fame, we all mounted again

after taking on a little gasoline and

water and “lit” out, and we were soon

warmed up and making our best time on

the bad roads, for we certainly did get

them, but at the same time some stretches

of good ones, and you can bet we

punched along at full speed in

order to make home before

dark. We were soon in the coun

try and we found many wonder

ing people most all black and

here we show you a family in

the cotton field, just stopped

picking cotton to see us and

allow us to take their “mugs.”

]ust before starting again I

took “Bill” at the wheel together

with my brother, and the party

of “Coons” that had gathered

to see the machine and the pic

ture taking. Of course we took

down their names and P. O. in

order to send them a picture—

this is customary to get them to

stand.

A little further down the road

we met a woman that seemed

to have a kid for each year and
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THE STRANGEST BUGGY THEY HAD EVER SEEN

we filled the machine and took a snap.

We plunked down the road at full

speed and getting quite dry and thirsty

in the hot sun, we stopped with old

Uncle Eph and got a cool drink out of

the well and the old man thought that

this was the funniest buggy he had ever

seen. We induced the old man and his

two children to stand for a picture and

here they are. The girl has on her cotton

picking bag and you can see the cotton

on the stalk in front of them.

Here is the old man at the

wheel and some of his cotton

on top of the hood. We tried

to get him to run the machine

but he said “no sir, white

folks, dese tings aint for

niggers.”

Now comes my brother at

the wheel and “Bill”, then

comes myself at the wheel

with my brother. You can see

that we were travelling in the

cotton belt and that the bowls

were all white and ready for

picking, and such a beautiful

sight many of you never saw.

Not being well‘ acquainted

with the roads we asked about

every one we saw for direc

tions to the next town we knew

to be on our road and we

(lid not get much out of our

way. VVe left Newnan and

then to Hogansville, Le

  

ALL EYES ARE TURNED UPON "BILL

Grange, West Point and Columbus; obi

how long those miles did seem, but my

“G” did rattle them off; you can bet that

we made time when possible, and the

hills, great gee !—but we kept right on,

through sand, mud, up hill and down

hill, crooked roads and all sorts, and

while we made a fine trip, it left us pretty

sore for some days to come, but just

think what a glorious time, and what a

fine outing we had. When about six miles

from home we had a puncture and had

to lose an hour, but we rolled in home at

6:30, just twelve hours after starting.

When way down in the Wacoochee

Valley, we came to a stop and thought

now we are in it, but we soon found that

the carburetter had come lose and when

we tightened up we went at it again and

soon were on our way rejoicing, and

rolled in home all full of mud and got

a nice little write up by the paper.

Our Rambler is the best car and is still

running fine and holding its own. I for

got to say that we used an Albright spark

plug made in this town and it is a daisy,

never fouls and is in every way all right,

and we think with a Rambler machine and

one of these plugs, that no better combina

tion can be found.

AT THE \\'HEF.I.



A trip in our Model H Rambler

BY MR. AND MRS. CRUIKSH.-KNK, GREENWOOD, ILL.

HA\’ING just returned from our

auto tour through Wisconsin, I

wish to inform you of the per

fect satisfaction the Rambler

car gave throughout the entire trip,

and too much praise cannot be given the

little machine.

Bad weather seems to have followed us

on this trip. We had been on the road

only a short time when itbegan to rain,

and we were forced to stop over night

half way between Lake Geneva and

Elkhorn. Mr. and Mrs. Flack kindly

entertained us on their pretty Lone Oak

farm. The next morning at 9:30 o’clock

with the hind wheels roped to prevent

skidding, we left for Elkhorn and drove

through sixty miles of mud, passing

through Millard, Whitewater, reaching

Ft. Atkinson in time for dinner.

While going at a moderate rate of speed

a few miles north of the Fort we were

suddenly confronted by a woman who

came rushing wildly from a near by

house and asked me to stop, which I did.

She then hastened down the road some

distance and hurriedly unfastened a

horse which had seen better days, and

led it back into the woods out of sight.

Although the horse did not even notice

the machine, the woman was badly

frightened and did not care to run any

chances.

On we sped by the way of Jelferson,

Watertown, Juneau, Burnett Junction,

to Waupun, where we decided to stop

over night. On leaving Waupun we

found very good roads. We went by

the way of Brandon, Ripon and then

across to Oshkosh. We were very for

tunate in not having a single mishap

with the machine thus far. Leaving

Oshkosh we went by way of Greenville

to Shiocton. While going through Shioc

ton we broke alinkin the chain. This was

easily repaired in about twenty minutes

while Mrs. Cruikshank calmly seated

herself under a shade tree, and waited.

Between Shocton and Clintonville a

distance of 20 miles between the Wolf

and Embarrass Rivers, we found newly

broken roads which consisted of pine

stumps, over which the auto wheels had

to run so the drive chain would clear the

center, sand, mud and corduroy, this

being built by laying logs side by side,

forming a rather rough pavement over

the swampy ground.

The sight of an automobile on these

roads was such a curiosity that one man

stopped us and said, “Say, stranger,

will you show me what makes that thing

go.” We stopped and let him see the en

gine, carburettor, spark plug, coils, and

battery box, and told him all we had to do

was to press the button, open the throttle

turn the crank and let her go. We jumped

in and left him to dream of the wonders

of a Model H Rambler. Many others

said this was the first auto ever run on

those roads.

On reaching Catsbridge, across the

the river, we were met by the whole Cat

family, who kindly directed us to our

sister Mrs. A. ]. Lyon. There we found

Mr. and Mrs. Lyon on the porch dis

cussing the proposition of getting our

machine up the great sand hill in front

of the house, but this was needless, for

the little Rambler ploughed through the

sand, after traveling a distance of 275

miles in seventeen and one-half hours.

Sixteen gallons of gasoline were used at

a cost of $2.30 for the outward trip.

We spent one week with Mr. Lyon's

family, went fishing, and as I was not

used to standing in a boat while running

over snags, fell out in the river and

got soaked, but nevertheless caught seven

pickerel, and one bass, the largest

pickerel weighing eight pounds.

While in Clintonville we were rather

amused when riding through the streets

to see the crowds of people gather around

us, just as if the auto was some side

show. On September lst we left Mr.
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Lyon’s for Clintonville, but when about

one and one-half miles out of town were

caught in the rain and when we reached

town the car was throwing a shower of

mud and the people ran out in the rain

to watch us. Through the kindness of

Mr. William’s foreman we were allowed to

put our car in his barn and remain until

the weather was fit to continue the journey.

At 2:30, September 4th, we started on

homeward trip and went by the way of

New London. There we found a Rambler

the same model as ours, which the owner

said would go through any sand and over

any hill around New London.

The owner of the automobile took the

machine out in the mud and escorted us

for about a mile, in order to direct us to

Hortonville. From there to Hortonville

we found five miles of wet sand and clay,

which made very hard travelling, but

nevertheless we reached Oshkosh at 7:20

P. M., having travelled sixty-two miles

since 2:30 o’clock, stopping all night at

Hotel Athearn. The next

morning at eight o’clock we

started for Fond du Lac, and

along Lake Winnebago were

18 miles of the very worst

roads ever travelled. Passing

through to Waupun we took

dinner, then south to ]effer

son, and stopped over night

at the Calmenett Hotel.

The next morning we

started out and saw a large

flock of geese in the middle

of the road. Before we had

gotten to them a woman

and several children appeared

on the scene and with the

combined squawking of the

geese and the cries of the

children and woman with a

club, many interesting bits of melodies

floated through the air.

It was 7:05 when we left Jefferson and

going by the way of Ft. Atkinson, White

water, Elkhorn, Lake Geneva, reached

home at Greenwood, Ill., at 12 o’clock,

having travelled 75 miles that day with

no greater injury to the car‘ than a little

rod broken. The tires never had a

puncture on the whole trip. After trav

elling through these hardships with so

few mishaps, we are thoroughly convinced

that the Rambler can travel any place.

Splendid Time

NEVADA STATE JOURNAL

Geo. T. Odell of Salt Lake, general

manager of the Consolidated Wagon and

Machine Company, accompanied by

Chauffeur Albert Bird, passed through

Wells last Saturday evening enroute to

Elko. Messrs. Odell and Bird left Salt

Lake on the previous Thursday after

noon in a sixteen horse power Rambler

automobile and arrived here at six P. .\I.

on Saturday, leaving at 7:30 for Elko.

While here Mr. Odell induced Herbert

H. Badt to accompany him in the auto to

Elko. Mr. Badt says the trip to the

county seat was a. very pleasant one, the

auto climbing the hills, plowing through

the sand and crossing the many ditches

without any difliculty whatever. At

Deeth a stop of an hour was made, Oliver

McCall being invited to make the trip,

and accepting the invitation. At Hal

leck a stop of thirty minutes was made.

The party arrived at Elko at 1:30 A. M.

  

W. I. CRUIKSHANK AND WIFE IN THEIR RAMBLER IN FRONT

OF THEIR RESIDENCE, GREENWOOD, ILL.

Sunday, the auto having made one hun

dred and forty-six miles from 9:00 A. M.

Saturday. Of these sixteen and one half

hours, seven were spent in stops for meals.

to rest. etc. The auto was brought from

Salt Lake to convey H. .\Iayham and

party of New York, mining associates,

from Elko to Tuscarora, and the trip was

in no wise made in an attempt to gain a

record. However, the most excellent time

made has demonstrated clearly the superi

ority ofthe Rambler over any other machine

that has dared the "oads of this section.

 



A medical man's automobile experience

T. .\'. THURLOW, .\I. D

HERE is a popular impression

that the expense for running an

automobile is far beyond the

. means of the average person,

and that only the wealthy can afford the

luxury. If one has a large touring car of

from 40 to 60 horse power, employs a

chauffeur, keeps his machine and has his

repairs done at an expensive garage, it is,

without doubt, very expensive. If, how

ever, one is something of a mechanic and

does most of his own repairing, drives his

machine and cares for it himself, it is

altogether another proposition.

I have kept a horse for the last twelve

or fifteen years, at an annual expense of

from $400 to $500, and after looking into

the matter pretty thoroughly, concluded

that an automobile could be kept for the

same, and perhaps even less expense than

a horse. I proceeded at once to have

a small motor house bilt upon my grounds

meanwhile looking about for a machine.

It seemed advisable to procure a second

hand one at first, from which to gain my

experience, and on the 19th of May, 1904,

I purchased a French runabout of six

horse power, which was apparently as

good as new, it having been used only two

or three months during the previous sea

son. My first trouble, after learning to

run it, came from the tires. Owing to

the deterioration of rubber, notwithstand

.ing the fact that they had been used very

little, the tires gave out, one after another,

and during the year I was obliged to pur

chase a whole new set. This, together

with the repairs upon the old tires, added

quite materially to the expenses, making

the whole cost for tires, for the year, $91.

The gasoline came second in expense,

costing $53 for the year, or practically

one dollar per week. It was purchased

in quantities of five or ten gallons, as

required, was left at the house weekly,

and cost at the rate of fifteen cents per

gallon. Of the other expenses, $25 was

THE HORSELESS AGE

paid for relining the top and making

alterations to the front seat. There was

also the expense of having the car cared

for when on touring trips, the purchasing

of a cyclometer, spark plugs, a new spring,

new batteries and cylinder oil, and there

were minor repairs, many of which were

made by myself. I have kept an account

of every cent spent, and altogether these

extra expenses amounted to $100, mak

ing the total cost for the year $244, or

about $20 a month. This seems very

reasonable for the first year’s experi

ence, but I expect the expenses will be

less the present year.

For a physician the automobile has

many advantages over a horse. It will

stand indefinitely. You may leave it for

hours anywhere, either day or night, and

always find it where you left it. It never

grows weary. You may run it 50 or 100

miles in a day, and it is just as fresh for a

night call or any extra trip as though it

had not been used. If a horse has been

driven 15 or 20 miles he should not be

used again that day. The daily calls can be

made in half the time by the use of the

automobile, and in case of urgent calls

it is always at hand and ready for im

mediate use.

I remember once making an urgent

call two and one-half miles away, and

on my way home making two others, and

accomplishing the whole round in fifty

five minutes. This, of course, was rather

rushing things, but it shows what may

be done when there is need of haste.

When the machine is not in use there is

no expense in connection with it, and

there are many days during the year when

from one cause or another it is not used.

At such times there is a saving of one

dollar or more a day.

To me the enjoyment of running a ma

chine far exceeds that of driving a horse.

There is no urging or driving under the

lash; no slow, laborious climbing of long
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hills. You have only to turn your levers

and take them with a rush, and when

descending you may coast, thus making

a toboggan slide of them, if in the coun

try. It is very exhilarating and beneficial to

have the fresh air literally forced into your

lungs, and you feel the stimulating effect

at once. There is no cruelty in going

fast. With a horse it is different, especi

ally in warm weather, for then you feel

obliged to walk the poor animal up most

of the hills. The flies annoy him, he

gets very warm and tired, and there is

little pleasure in driving. During the

late hot weather in Boston and New York

many horses died from the effects -of the

heat, and many more suffered severely.

With the automobile heat really improves

its running, and the faster you go the

cooler you are.

But you may ask: Do you not have

trouble, and does it not break down?

Certainly it does occasionally. You may

puncture a ‘tire any day, or you may go

for months without such a mishap. On

one of the hottest days last summer when

eight miles from home I had that experi

ence, and spent a very warm half hour

changing inner tubes. Only once has it

been necessary to be towed home, a dist

ance of a mile, when the pump connection

broke, and although the machine would

run, it was not safe to use it until re

pairs were made. At another time a

wire became disconnected, and it took

me some little time to locate the trouble.

but once found it was easily remedied.

These are little things, however, and are

soon forgotten in the enjoyment of riding.

I make it a practice to look over my

machine almost daily, usually in the

morning, seeing that it is properly oiled,

the spark plug clean, the water and gaso

line tanks filled and everything secure.

Then I am ready for my day’s run and

have little trouble. I prefer it to a horse

and am advising my medical friends, who

do not already own machines, to try them.

 

MR. STEPHENS AND HIS RAMBLER SURREY TYPE ONE
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Undertakers use the Rambler

.\Ir. Stephens, of the firm of Stephens

& Bean, undertakers of Fresno, Cali

fornia, purchased a Rambler Surrey

Type One through the local Rambler

representative, M. VV. R. Robb, and

sometime ago had in mind having the

factory make a special body for use upon

it to convert it into an undertaker’s

wagon. Upon being advised, however,

that because of rush of work at the fac

tory at this time of the year and the delay

which this would cause in the filling of

his order it would not be advisable to

wait, Mr. Stephens went ahead with the

work himself and with the aid of a car

Cash Prizes

penter built the body as shown in the

two illustrations. That the desired result

was accomplished needs no further evi

dence than a glance at the pictures.

Several trips in the desert have been

made with thisRambler thus equipped,

and Messrs. Stephens & Bean claim it

to be thoroughly successful in every re

spect. They keep the regular Surrey

Type One body in readiness for use at

any time for outing and pleasure driving.

We are glad to be able to present this

idea here and have no doubt it will be

considered worthy of adoption by other

undertakers who read this article.

awarded every month for

RAMBLER STORIES

See page 391

 



The Auto Trade Bowling League
Season 1905-6

At Somerset Alleys, Boston, Mass.

Executive Committee:

F. A. WALTERs, Sec'y and Treas.W. L. HENEGAN, Chairman

C. E. FAYE. A. GILMORE

This league was formed for the purpose of bringing the employes of the different automobile con

cerns of Boston in closer touch with each other, and promoting a better acquaintance and that good feeling

which cannot fail to benefit all concerned.

Last reports say that splendid progress is being made to this end and some very interesting games

are being rolled.

Five prizes are to be awarded—no man to receive more than one prize.

Teams Schedule of Games

REED-UNDERHILL CO. POPE Dec. 19th Feb. 1st.

G. G. Reed J. F. McLain Fosdick vs. Rambler Peerless vs. Fosdick

A. P. Underhill P. L. Roch White vs. Wayne Pope vs. R.-U. Co.'
... I’. Underhil . L. R.O.CI1C Ford vs. Winton Packard vs. Ford

F. B. Crockett G. Tufts Dec. 21st. Feb. 6th

H. Brown W. Jones Peerless vs. Pope Peerless vs. Rambler

O. Johnson A. K. Johnson Packard vs. Franklin Pope vs. White

- ia vs. R- - - 's. WavCOLUMBIA PACKARD ": Co. Packard*''

T. A. Walter A. T. Fuller Peerless vs. Packard Franklin vs. Winton

F. Shea F. H. Graves Pope vs. Franklin Columbia vs. Ford

H. Woolaver H. W. Murtch Columbia vs. Fosdick White vs. R-U Co.

J. Reed R. Seymour R-U e'. #. Peer!£
- * - - U UO. V.S. RannDler eerleSS VS. White

E. Lawrence I. H. Bowles White vs. Ford Pope vs. Wayne

WAYNE FRANKLIN Wayne vs. Winton Packard vs. Rambler

G. H. Lowe A. R. Bangs R-U C Jan.£ k kl Feb. 15th.

* • - o. vs. Fosdic Franklin vs. Fosdick

# :' # :'" White vs. Winton Columbia vs. Winton

. P. LeW1S . 15. Hollings Wayne vs. Ford R-U Co. vs. Ford

W. N. Lewis G. Crittenden Jan 4th. Feb. 20th.

C. D. Hunter F. E. Woodall Peerless vs. Franklin Peerless vs. Wayne

Pope vs. Packard Pope vs. FordFORD WHITE Columbia vs. Rambler Packard vs. Fosdick

C. E. Fay H. Gordon h F

F. H. Peabody F. Sullivan Jan. 9th. . . eb. 27th.

. 11, 1’eabody - - Peerless vs. Columbia Peerless vs. Ford

W. H. Lynn T. Neville Pope vs. Fosdick Pope vs. Winton

H. B. Limeric A. P. Sawyer Packard vs. White Packard vs. R-U Co.

F. A. McEnany W. Gallagher F "'. # F "' bi

ranKlln VS. I'Or ranklin VS. Columbia

winton FOSDICK CO. R-U Co. vs. Wayne Rambler vs. White

F. A. Hinchcliffe Harry Fosdick Rambler vs. Winton Fosdick vs. Wayne

E. E. Cole C. S. Mason Jan. 23d. March 6th.

L. B. Harris

L. Hutchinson

W. L. Henegan

A. H. Dorsey

A. Measure

H. Stanwood

Peerless vs. R-U Co.

Pope vs. Columbia

Packard vs. Winton

Jan. 25th.

Peerless vs. Winton

Pope vs. Rambler

Packard vs. Columbia

March 8th.

PEERLESS RAMBLER Franklin vs. Wayne Franklin vs. R-U Co.

J. L. Snow E. A. Gilmore Fosdick vs. White Fosdick vs. Ford

R. R. Ross J. E. Brennan Rambler vs. Ford Rambler vs. Wayne

R. H. Kimball

A. G. Hamilton

F. Pratt

V. A. Charles

W. G. Dunbar

H. A. Neilson

Jan. 30th.

Franklin vs. White

Columbia vs. Wayne

Fosdick vs. Winton

March 20th.

Franklin vs. Rambler

Columbia vs. White

R-U Co. vs. Winton.
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Automobile better and cheaper than P. O.

AUTOMOBILE TOPICS

Although the progressive post‘-office

ofiicials are not ready to admit it on

equal terms, so far as rural free delivery

carriers are concerned, the automobile

as a rival of the postage stamp has made

its appearance in Indianapolis. Orig

inators of the idea were the publishers of

the “Hustler’s Magazine” of that city,

and the plan is said to be a success.

For some months the problem of de

livering the city circulation of the maga

"Motor Mania"—Australian style

Moron wonrn

“Motor Mania” has taken a new form

in New South Wales, according to a re

port from Geelong. A man, while walk

ing in the road, was seized suddenly with

the idea that he was a motor car. He

began to run about wildly, and, under

the impression that he was traveling at

the rate of sixty miles an hour, dashed

blindly into trees, fences, and walls. Be

fore he could be restrained he was black

and blue from head to foot.

  

AN INDIANAPOLIS RIVAL OF UNCLE SAM

zine cheaply and in a satisfactory manner

was a weighty one. Uncle Sam re

quired a two-cent stamp on each maga

zine he delivered. A distributing agency

was tried with poor results, and then a

gasoline runabout of Rambler make was

brought in_to use.

With the automobile nearly two thou

sand copies can be delivered in two da_vs

at a cost of less than five dollars per day,

and the trouble and expense of wrapping

and addressing the magazines is also

eliminated.

When not used for delivering maga

zines the automobile is used for collect

ing and soliciting purposes, in which

capacity its services are convenient and

profitable.

Watered gasoline stock

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

The presence of water in gasoline is,

to a certain extent, inevitable, and it be

comes an ingredient of gasoline partly

after it has left the refiners’ hands. Thus

the constant vaporization which goes on

in the gasoline tank of a car (especially

when the car is in motion) produces a

lowering of temperature sufficient to

cause condensation of aqueous vapor,

which condenses and settles on the sides

of the tank, there forming drops which

ultimately collect at the bottom of the

tank and eventually find their way to the

carburetter.
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Story of the Rambler Cup told by itself

I was made to look at and never ex

pected to mix with automobile folk as

my lines were to be cast among the golf

players and I fondly expected to grace

some fine lady’s boudoir.

When I left my cosy home among

friends in the finest silversmith shop in

Southern California it was in company

with a man by the name of Hinie

Lowenthal. He had informed my former

owner that he was the head of the Los

Angeles Examiner and that I was to be

named after the great Hearst.

I was carried ignomiousl_v under his

arm to an automobile stable where I was

turned over to a young man who said he

was secretary of the Automobile Dealers’

Association of Southern California. He

handled me gently and gave me a place

of prominence on his fine desk in a com

fortable room, separated from the loud

smelling automobiles. His lady clerks

came and admired me and I thought I

would again be happy. But I was soon

carried off under the arm of an employe

and had my picture taken to be put in

the paper.

After being returned to the automobile

place I was soon shipped away to a city

by the sea and I overheard the people in

the great Potter Hotel say “how charm

ing it is at Santa Barbara l” and “will the

great automobile race end here?” Thus

I learned that I was to be the main prize

in a 115 mile road race in which sixty

automobiles took part.

The final day, August 5, 1905, came

and my! what a lot of automobiles there

were scudding down the long ocean drive

and finishing in front of the big hotel to

the cheers of the fair ladies and brave

men gathered there.

Then the evening came and I was

placed on the piano with other cups

while curious people seated themselves

about small tables in that great ball room

and tankards of brown beverage and

other liquids in vessels of glass were

brought forth. For a while I feared

that I should be of their kind too, but

my time of humbling was not yet.

After hours of waiting men arose and

told how that I was to belong to four men

in common as they could not decide on

an owner for me, and there were words

of bitterness on my account. Some

said I was rightly the child of the Ram

bler man. Others said “That's right.

all right.” Others in anger said: “.\'a_\'.

v I71

na\ .

Then I was sent back to Los Angeles

and put away at the automobile stable

after having my fine coat again cut and

bruised by the silversmiths.

When it seemed that I was completely

forgotten I was again brought out and

this time taken to a noisy cafe where lots

were to be cast for me and the lucky man

was to possess me. Then I was filled

with liquids that sorely burned m_v

pretty golden lining and I was slowly

drained by the noisy automobile men

and turned over to the Rambler man.

who took me home with him and proudly

told his friends how I had at last come

home after three battles for me. And

they said I represented the victory over

a half hundred expensive machines.

fought on valley and mountain and even

in the waters of the rivers and beside the

murmuring sea, and how not content

with this the Reo man had wagered

much money and fought a two days

battle against the Rambler man and

car to gain me and how another man

had lost a thousand dollars on my ac

count and they now tell of a tour of

thousands of miles that I am to take

to a great show beside a distant sea to

glorify the Rambler, whose name I now

bear.

The names of the three car owners

whose cars were alleged to have “tied"

the Rambler were written on slips of

paper, and with that of W. K. Cowan.

placed in the examiner cup. The head

waiter at the Bristol Cafe drew out the

slips of paper and the last name read was

to get the cup. Alas, Cowan’s name

was on the lucky slip and so he now has

the cup that he has really had to win

three times.

The right kind

A prominent citizen on meeting an

acquaintance shortly after the first auto

mobile came to town, said, “Did you

hear that Ed has bought an automobile?”

The friend: “Yes—Did he get a chauf

feur?” “No, he got a Rambler.”
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Suggestions about care of cars

BY G. A. RAGE. THE AUTOMOBXLE

At the end of a day’s ride, after shutting

off the oil and gasoline feeds and taking

out the safety plug .(if any), it is best

to wash the body of the car rather than

leave the dirt to dry on hard. If a hose is

available it should be played gently on all

muddy parts, avoiding scrupulously, of

course, anything tending to get water into

the gasoline or to wet the battery, magneto

or spark coil if these are insufliciently pro

tected. The mud should thus be “melt

ted” off, as it were. Follow this by

sponging all painted work with a large

sponge applied with as little rubbing as

possible. When the body surfaces are

clean, rub them down with a chamois skin

wet and rung dry, and follow with wet

cotton \vaste or soft cloth. Finally, once

a week or so, rub over with boiled linseed

oil or turpentine and polish with a dry

cloth. This will preserve the fresh ap

pearance and high finish of the paint for

a long time.

The upholstery can be cleaned with a

damp cloth or with benzine. Protected

portions of the chassis may be cleaned

with a hose; but working parts of the

motor and clutch are best wiped off with

a bunch of waste soaked in gasoline. It

is not necessary to go over every inch of

the surface in this manner, and to do so

would take more time than the man who

cares for his own machine can generally

spare; but the plugs should be cleaned, the

make and break igniter box also, and

the flywheel clutch and its thrust collar.

If the contact spark is used, all parts of

its mechanism should be kept as clean as

practicable.

ATTENTION TO LUBRICATION

Besides the foregoing, such items as to

lubrication, etc., as call for daily atten

tion, are generally fully covered in the in

struction books. Among the parts calling

for less frequent lubrication, the gears

claim first place. For these, some mak

ers recommend heavy crankcase oil.

some ordinary machine oil, some a mix

ture of grease and oil. Any of these

is good if properly attended to, but

grease or heavy oil is the best for light cars

of high power where the gear tooth faces

are narrow and bear high pressure, which

would squeeze out a light oil. Whatever

lubricant is used should be cleaned out

and renewed now and then, the frequency

depending on how rapidly it turns back

with the metal ground off from the gears.

and on whether the shaft bearings are

lubricated from the inside of the case or

not. If oil is used the depth of the case

under the gears will affect the matter also.

by giving more or less chance for the

metal dust to settle.

When removing the lubricant it is best

to wash out the case very thoroughly with

kerosene before refilling. Very good re

sults have sometimes been obtained by

filling the case clear full with pure grease

and leaving it for the entire season. If.

however, the lubricant is thin enough to

flow, only enough to touch the lower gears

should be used, as otherwise the churn

ing will be excessive.

The lubricant for the diflerential case

(and bevel gear case, if shaft drive is

used) may be forced in with a “grease

gun”every 150 to 500 miles, according to

the make of car.

INSPECTION OF THE MOTOR

The discerning driver will not have

failed to reflect that by a periodical in

spection of the motor, or rather by the

operator’s keeping himself constantly in

formed of its condition, many of the un

expected minor troubles can be averted.

For example, if the crank case is daily

drained of oil and a measured fresh supply

introduced,one is not likely to have sooted

plugs chargeable to over lubricating by

the splash system. An immediate stop

in case of failure of the circulation will

save the necessity of grinding in valves

or worse. A practised ear can save its
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owner a fruitless ‘hunt elsewhere for trouble

when a contact screw is loose or the bat

tery weak.

Again, it is not difficult to know whether

or not the valve stem keys or cotter pins

are threatening to shear off, or whether

tqe springs are showing signs of weakness.

A few spare keys and springs, and one or

two inlet valves and cages, when the motor -

is fitted with the latter, are always good

things to have on hand, since springs

and other valve parts are always liable to

break.

GRINDING IN EXHAUST VALVES

If one is about to start on a long tour,

it may be well to grind in lightly all the

exhaust valves at least. Experience will

show how much need of this there is likely

to be.

Among the other parts of the car which

will be better for an occassional inspec

tion, is the clutch. If of the conical,

leather-faced type, its face must be kept

free from dirt, oil and grease, any of

which will make it slip. It should be

wiped clean when necessary with a piece

of waste thoroughly wetted with gasoline

and dressed occasionally with castor oil.

If the clutch leather is not sufficiently

accessible to be wiped off with waste, it

can be washed off by squirting gasoline

on it with a syringe or “squirt gun.”

CASTOR orr. ron CLUTCH.

When castor oil is applied to a clutch

leather, the car should not be used for sev

eral hours afterward; in fact it should be

left over night to give the oil a chance to

soak in and also to dry up. If the car is

used too soon after applying the oil the

clutch is liable to slip and burn the leather

out. Castor oil can be applied by means

of the “squirt gun” before mentioned. It

is advisable after applying castor oil, to

leave the clutch out or disengaged for a

few hours to facilitate the absorbtion of

the oil by the leather.

The use of resin is not to be recom

mended. If resin is used, it should be

used very sparingly, as it is liable to make

the clutch stick if used in any quantity. A

sprinkle of fuller’s earth is sometimes use

ful to make it hold. The spring should

not be tightened unless absolutely neces

sary to prevent slipping. If the car has

planetary speed change gearing, the

latter will require no other attention

than to oil frequently, keep clean and

adjust as needed to prevent slipping.

Too much oil here will do no particular

harm.

A car with universally jointed propeller

shaft should have the rearmost joint at

least encased to protect it from dust and

mud. Leather cases are made for this

purpose, and inside the case the joint

should be packed with grease.

Driving chains should be taken ofi

about once a week, wiped clean, and

soaked over night in kerosene. They

should then be wiped dry and immersed

in hot tallow for about an hour. After

the chains have cooled and the tallow has

dried, they may be put back on the car.

They should be brushed clean at

least once a day when in use, and graphite

paste applied. The chains should run a

little slack, but not too slack, and when

adjustment is necessary care should be

used to adjust both ends of the axle alike,

so the wheels will run true.

BRAKES TO BE INSPECTED

The brakes are among the most im

portant organs of the car and should never

be neglected on any account. If the

brakes are not operated through an equal

izing device, care must be taken to adjust

both equally. They should never be al

lowed to drag, if, as usual, there is a sup

port provided to keep them clear of the

drums when not in action. Metal to

metal brakes have a tendency to gather

dirt, which causes them to fill and drag

if not cleaned out now and then. Even

the enclosed brakes are liable to do this,

and if the car moves stiffly when every

thing seems free, the trouble may be at

this point. Never use resin on leather or

wood brake linings.

Some steering gears are supplied with

means for taking up wear in the worm or

nut constituting the irreversible mechan

ism. This is desirable, but a good deal

of lost motion may be avoided elsewhere

in the steering by encasing the joints of

the connecting links between the gear and

the wheels in leather, and packing them

with grease.

 

Oh, chauffeur, chauffeur, what crimes are

committed in thy name!
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Alcohol and Gasoline

During a meeting of the National

Association of Automobile Manufactur

ers held in New York, Mr. Winthrop E.

Scarritt, ex-president of the Automobile

Club of America, made the startling

announcement that the supply of gaso

line was decreasing so rapidly that it

behooved those interested in motor cars

to look for another source of power

supply. He said that there were ap

proximately 70,000 motor cars now in

use in the United States, and, while

these did not consume so much gasoline

as was burned in gasoline stoves, they

have in combination made such a de

mand for this petroleum product that

the price in five years has doubled. The

California and Texas oils are practi

cally barren of gasoline distillates, and

the enormous increase in the demand

for gasoline had not been accompanied

by any advance in the supply. What

was the remedy? In his opinion, it

was to be found in vegetable alcohol,

alcohol that at the present time is so

heavily taxed by the government that

it cannot be used for mechanical pur

poses. He advised all automobilists to

interest themselves _in this matter, and

to appeal to their congressional represen

tatives to take steps that would remove

the tax from alcohol to be used for power

or for manufacturing purposes. That

such an article should be taxed entirely

on the basis of its use as a beverage is a

commercial absurdity, and there is no

reason to believe that the government

could not protect itself so that the full

tax would still be collected on alcohol

which is used as a beverage, while that

which might be imployed to generate power

or for mechanical purposes could be

permitted to go tax free as a raw material

of inestimable value in many lines of in

dustry. Germany has set an example of

what can be done in this direction, nor

should it be overlooked that the freeing

of alcohol, to be used for purposes other

than beverages, from taxation would

prove a move of great value to our agri

culturists.

 

A lie travels by the Marconi route,

while truth goes by slow freight, and is

often ditched at the first water tank.

Does a motor run best at night?

BY RALPH B. JAMISON

Did it ever appear to you that an engine

runs smoother, easier and better at night

than it does in the day time? If you are an

observing driver you certainly must have

noticed this, but unless you are an unusually

clever one you have not been able to tell the

why and the wherefore of this seeming im

provement. I am not sure that my theories

in the matter are the correct ones, but they

are the only ones I have been able to work

out as in any way explaining the change,

and so they may be of some value to others

who, like myself, may seek to learn why the

improvement takes place.

Assume the engine to be running full

power and the atmosphere dry. Then a

perfect carburetter will supply a full charge

of exactly such proportions of gasoline vapor

and air as will result in complete combustion.

Now, if we suppose the atmosphere to hold

a certain quantity of water vapor in suspen

sion, as is the case in damp weather, I

think consideration will show that for every

reason loss of power will follow'

For the atmosphere is less dense and

there is less pressure to force the charge

into the cylinder, the water vapor will be

converted into steam on entering the hot

cylinder, and so greater resistance to com

pression will be ofiered, the heat de

veloped by the first part of the explosion will

be taken up in part in expanding the free

steam, and combustion will consequently be

checked, and (most important of all)

the air being less dense, there will not be

the same proportion of oxygen available,

and combustion will therefore not be com

plete.

In considering these points, the simple

principle of the gasoline engine should be

borne clearly in mind, namely, that the mix

ture of gasoline vapor and air, when ignited,

burns and forms carbonic acid gas and water

(in the form of steam), and that it is the

expansion of these gases, caused by the heat

generated on their formation, which gives

the power. The greater the heat, therefore,

the greater the power.

On a bright, clear day the radiation of

heat from the earth’s surface is free and

uninterrupted owing to the absence of clouds.

When the sun sets, this radiation is very

rapid and quickly cools down the air. This

fall in temperature causes a portion of the
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moisture in the air to condense and be de

posited; consequently the air is rendered a

more eflicient component for the mixture,

and any engine inhaling it should develop

greater power. This explanation is the one

given to account for the familiar phenom

enon known as “fall of dew,” and will be

found in any text book on physics.

While the foregoing is my idea of the mat

ter, Professor Ahlstrom, to whom I appealed

for an explanation, said that without going

deeply into the affair and assuming that the

engine really did run better at night than it

did in the day, that perhaps the cause for

its doing so might be looked for along these

lines:

I believe, to get the maximum of work

from a gasoline engine, the cylinder must be

hot (not overheated), and short runs tend

to thoroughly warm up the cylinder, thereby

thinning the coating of lubricating oil, and,

if the piston rings are in good condition and

a good fit, allowing the piston to work easier

(without loss of compression) than if the

cylinder were cold and the oil therefore

thicker, tending to clog the piston ring.

Further than this, the hot cylinder warms

the gaseous mixture at points furthest from

the point of ignition, making it of a more

even and higher temperature all through,

thus tending to quicker and more instan

taneous combustion than would be the case

if some portion of the mixture were of a

lower temperature than others, the colder

portions having more of a burning action

than the explosive one. Now, as a contrary

cause, you may have observed that on ap

proaching the country from the town the

engine runs better, due to the air being purer,

this purer air aiding combustion owing to

the greater proportion of oxygen which it

contains. This would suggest the theory,

therefore, that during the day the sun absorbs

a certain amount of oxygen from the air,

varying in proportion as the sun shines

brightly for hours or only intermittently,

then as the sun goes down and night ap

proaches the air gets cooler, and being so

contains a greater proportion of oxygen,

therefore forming a- better mixture.

To this I ascribe the fact that an engine

developing a certain power requires less air

in the colder months than in the warmer

months to develop this power, the smaller

volume of cold air containing about the same

amount of oxygen as a proportionately larger

volume of warm.

Take either my theory or that of Professor

Ahlstrom, as best pleases you, and you will

in one or in both of them at least find a basis

for formulating one of your own, if neither

the professor’s theory or mine suits you.

 

The day returns and brings us the petty

round of irritating concerns and duties. Help

us to play the man; help us to perform them

with laughter and kind faces; let cheerful

ness abound with industry. Give us to go

blithely on our business all this day, bring

us to our resting place weary and content and

undishonored, and grant us in the end, the

spirit of sleep—Amen.

Prizes Awarded for January Stories

First $25

MR. C. H. NEWELL

The Courier

Coldwater, Mich.

Second $15

MR. H. M. WHEELER

Decatur Review

Decatur, III.

Third $5

MR. FRED A. JACOBS

San Francisco,

Cal.

The same amounts will be awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing,

hunting parties and all pastimes and

plays an important part.

occupations in which the Rambler

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Prizes will be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

being given to authors ancl photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs. Photos not retumed unless requested.
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He understood

Mr. Millyuns—Now, Tommy, you must

go to school and work hard. Why, look at

me, I started without a cent, and now I’ma

millionaire.

Tommy——Yes, I know; but you can’t do

it any more. They all have cash registers

now.

An effective sample

TATLER

A clergyman was very fond of a par

ticularly hot brand of pickles, and finding

great difiiculty in procuring the same sort

at hotels when traveling, always carried

a bottle with him. One day when dining

at a restaurant with his pickles in front

of him, a stranger sat down at the same

table and with an American accent

presently asked the minister to pass the

pickles. The minister, who enjoyed the

joke, politely passed the bottle, and in a

few minutes had the satisfaction of seeing

the Yankee watering at the eyes and gasp

ing for breath.

“I guess,” said the latter, “that you are

a parson?"

“Yes, my friend, I am,” replied the

minister.

“I suppose you preach?” asked the

Yankee.

“Yes, sir; I preach twice a week usu

ally,” the minister said.

“Do you ever preach about hell fire?”

inquired the Yankee.

“Yes, I sometimes consider it my duty

to remind the congregation of eternal

punishment,” returned the minister.

“I thought so,” rejoined the Yankee,

“but you are the first of your class I ever

met who carried samples.”

Unappreciated lavishness

razfiaurouonrr-.:_ uaoazmn

“Whenebber a man gibs me a whole

lot 0’ advice,” said Uncle Eben, “I can’t

help s’picionin’ dat if his opinions was

so valuable he’d be busy some wha’ else

countin’ money.”
 

No bitter memory

“Now, if you wouldjonly go to church,"

the evangelist exhorted. “Why don’t

you?”

“Well—er—_ver see,

the hobo.

“I hope you have no feeling against the

church, my man.”

“Oh, no, I ain't got no grudge again’

it. Mine wuz a home weddin’.—

On the I...»

YONKERS STATESMAN

boss” stammered

 

“Why didn’t you stop that automobile

which just went by for exceeding the

speed limit?” asked the detective, com

ing up to the bicycle policeman.

“Couldn’t stop it,” replied the patrol

man.

“Well,.go after it quick and arrest the

chauffeur.”

“But I didn’t see his number.”

“Never mind his number. I’ll tell you

how to identify the outfit.”

Out walked the detective to the middle

of the street, and raising his nose in the

air, sniffed good and long.

“It’s a gasoline machine,” said he.

Again he sniffed the air.

“There’s a lady in the back seat who's

been using violent perfume.”

A third time he took a quantity of at

mosphere into his nostrills.

“Yes,” he said, “I can’t mistake; the

chaufi'eur’s been eating onions. Go!”
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This is an easy one

“A dog that runs under a carriage is called

a carriage dog, is it not?”

“Certainly.” "

“Well, what would you call a dog that runs

under an automobile?”

“Why, a dead dog!”

Seeking knowledge

“Mother,” said a little child, looking up

from her book, “what does trans-Atlantic’

mean.”

“Oh, across the Atlantic, of course. Don't

bother me.”

“Does trans always mean across?”

“I suppose it does. If you don’t stop both

ering me with your questions, you’ll go to

bed.”

“Then, does transparent’ mean a cross

parent?”

Ten minutes later that little child was rest

ing in her little couch.

Think twice before you speak and then

talk to yourself.

At it again

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER

An English and an American mer

chant were discussing the relative im

portance of their businesses. “Why,”

said the Englishman, “in my firm the

clerks use 30,000 gallons of ink a year.”

“Oh, that's nothing,” retorted the Ameri

can, “we save that much ink in a year by

ordering our clerks not to dot their i's.”

Remember the week-day and keep it

holv.

Still Useful

“The automobile seems to be taking your

place entirely,” remarked the ox. “They

haven't any use for you now.”

“Oh, yes!” replied the horse bitterly. “I

believe they are considerate enough to use

our hides for the leather finishings.”

Never been there

“Did you ever visit a crematory?”

asked Mrs. Glenmore.

“No,” answered Mrs Nuritch, “I ain’t

interested in 'em. A lady from the coun

try always supplies us with milk an’

butter.”

,-****

Been his finish if they had caught him

BROOKLYN EAGLE

Hix—Is he a finished musician?

Dix–He came near being one last night.

The neighbors chased him nearly ten

blocks.

Something new

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER

He was a good natured German, and

his face fairly beamed as he walked into a

drug store. The first thing that caught his

attention was an electric fan buzzing busily

on the soda counter. He looked at it with

great interest, and then turned to the clerk:

“Py goly!” he said, smilingly, “dat's a

tam’d lifely squirrel vot you got in dare,

ain’d it?”

The idea

“I hear, Mrs. Parvenue, that your son

is a great student, and spends most of

his time over the midnight oil.”

“There isn’t a word of truth about

that oil, ma’am; we have gas all over the

house and Alfred has a whole chanticleer

in his room. Oil, indeed!” and the

haughty dame tossed her head.

The auto makes the mare go.
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TIMES CHANGE

At the 1905 Shows competitors belittled and decried

OUR DUNLOP DETACHAB LE RIM

Notwithstanding, it swept the Country. This year they imi

tate it but Our Improved Rim which takes all makes of clincher

as well as Hartford Dunlop and Hartford Clincher Tires is

“still a season'ahead” like our “one cure wrapped tread”

HARTFORD DUNLOP CLINCHER AUTO TIRES

If imitation is real flattery we certainly feel its sincerity

 

HARTFORD,CONNECTICUT

  

Without Fisk Tires you are simply

wasting Time, Money, Temper and

Comfort. They are the only tires

constructed on Strictly Scientific

and Practical Principles.

POSITIVE LOCKING DEVICE

—Insuring SAFETY.

ALI. AIR ABOVE THE RIM

—Affording COMFORT.

SUPERIORITY OF QUALITY

—Guaranteeing DURABILITY.

Our production for '06 is the finest that

we ever offered, representing, not merely

high grade exterior evidences, but Honest

Quality—"Fisk Quality"—that is at present

unsurpassed.—Truly 'twfll be worth your while to

buy Fisk Tires.

We should like to send you a little printed article on tires.

THE FISK RUBBER CO., Chicopee Falls, Mas.

  

  

  

  

 



We Invite Rambler Owners

and representatives to show their personal interest in

this magazine by sending photos and stories of their out

ings, experiences on the road, hill climbing contests,

parades and the numerous other events and pastimes

in which the Rambler figures every day. (I.We receive

much favorable comment upon the appearance, and inter.

esting and instructive features of the Rambler Magazine

which encourages us in the belief that it can be made

doubly valuable and interesting to our readers by filling

it from cover to cover with matter particularly adapted

to their needs and not found in other publications.

To this end we wish your co-operation. CI. Three

prizes are awarded every month. Watch the an

nouncements of the winners; you will be surprised

to find some of your acquaintances among them.

See page 415 for announcement of February prize winners
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The ramblings of two Ramblers in California

BY MRS. W. K. COWAN

- UCH has been written

and sung of the

wonderful beauty of

California but to see

it in all its bewilder

ing magnificience, I

believe nothing can

equal an automobile

tour. On July 23d

1905, two Ramblers

filled with a jolly crowd of autoists

left our summer home in Eagle Rock,

a little hill surrounded valley, sub

urban to Los Angeles, to penetrate into

the highways and byways, the green

mountains, and river valleys of this most

beautiful state of California. Our party

was composed of W. K. Cowan, Mrs.

Cowan and their nine months'baby W. K.,

Jr., Miss Elisabeth Hare and Professor E.

H. Scott, of the Harvard Military School,

Los Angeles. Mr. W. W. Watt's Ram

bler carried his family and Miss Kate

Rhein. Our first day's ride we planned

to take slowly through the Canejo Pass

and stop at the little old mission town,

Buena Ventura, for the first night, having

made seventy-six miles, and a mountain

pass. Our idea was to increase our mile

age as became necessary to make good

stopping places at night. From Ventura

to Santa Barbara is a continuous moun

tain pass called “Casitas.” This is a

climb over three ranges of mountains and

from the middle range, which is the high

Fourth Month

est, the view of the Pacific coast is simply

great. The Potter Hotel, eighteen miles

from this pass; Summerland with its oil

derricks, standing far out in the ocean;

and for miles the great breakers lapping

the strand on one hand, and row upon

row of mountains on the other. “What

joy,” exclaimed one of our party, “and

only the second day out.”

On the other side of the range we

lunched in a beautiful sycamore grove,

and washed our dishes in a little moun

tain stream near by. On again through

oak tree country to the greatest treat of

W. K. CowAN, TROUT FISHING IN

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

Copyright 1906, by Thomas B. Jeffery c. Company
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W. K. COWAN, JR. THE BABY of THE PARTY who RodE

1276 MILES IN THREE WEEKS

all, into the Gaviotte Pass, just as the sun

was setting. This pass is beyond de

scription by an ordinary mortal. I can

only say that when we reached the sum

mit the wonderful picture of the setting

sun above mountains as green and smooth

as the greenest velvet, the afterglow soft

ening the wonderful brilliance, and below

in the sleeping valleys, the restfulness;

our laughing party stopped its jest and

held its breath in ecstacy not unmixed

with awe.

On the level country again, and the

day had gone; but why care when acety

lene lamps are lighted and the road tempt

ing one to forty miles an hour. Our

destination was a little resort called Alama

Pintada, which, upon reaching at about

S:30, we found closed for the summer.

This meant, take our chances at a little

inn at Los Olivas. I say taking our chances

advisedly, for when we got there an auto

party consisting of nine touring cars

south bound, had telephoned ahead for

accommodations. “Peterkins” that we

were not to do likewise ! However they

welcomed us with open arms, and we sat

down to a dinner of fried chicken, etc.,

prepared for the other crowd which did

not arrive for some hours. The ques

tion of beds stood this way.

Seven beds in the whole house

and forty-three guests. Most

innkeepers would have given

up such a problem, but not

our host. Ladies and child

ren were first put up. Then

the men. Mr. Cowan and

Mr. Scott slept in comfort

in the bar room. They testify

that even the departed

spirits did not disturb them.

The bar had been moved for

the time being, all that was

left being the license which

in some way turned up

later as a souvenir. Our

land lord paced the front

yard all night. He said it

was to watch the autos, but

I fear he had no place else

to stay. We had a fine

night's rest and in the morn

ing made our start north.

A party from Santa Cruz

consisting of Mr. and Mrs.

G. R. Taylor of Fresno, and Mrs.

Taylor's mother and father, (W. D.

Wilson and wife), aged respectively

78 and 73 years, were with them. Mr.

and Mrs. Wilson were taking their

first automobile tour, and the little boy

in our party was taking his at nine

months. We took a picture of the three

but to our great regret it was a failure.

These two at their age and the baby, I

know, were having the best time of any

in the crowd.

After leaving Los Olivas our way led

through miles upon miles of rolling

meadows thickly studded with giant

oaks. The roads here were natural

roads. The soil of the country being a

sort of a decomposed gravel. Think of

about 170 miles of such road winding in

among hills, each turn opening a new

vista to the delighted eye, and all the

time running at a speed of from thirty to

thirty-five miles an hour. At this rate we

soon reached Pase Robles where the

largest Hot Springs hotel in California is

situated. Pase Robles also has a reputa

tion for coining money on the automo

bilist, as well as on the people who go

there in search of health. Bearing this

in mind, Mr. Cowan slowed down his
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speed and waited to tell_ Mr.

Watts to do the same; in

time to see a constable lying

in wait for them just in

side the town limits. He

was rather disappointed when

we crawled up to him as he

stood behind a tree, and

asked to be directed to the

hotel. We found that no less

than three men were timing

our speed as we drove slow

ly through the town. One

of our party stopped at the

post ofiice to mail some

souvenir postals and heard

one old gentleman say to an

other, “Now there is a party

of autoists that are touring

California, and I understand

that they haven’t the speed

craze, but just jog along

slowly as you see them here.”

Wasn’t that a joke on us?

A new one too on Pase

Robles constables, with which the town

swarmed, pouncing down on the auto

tourist as his legitimate prey, thereby

detaining him in the town and fining

him. This was the only town on our

travels where such troubles were met,and

so we cut Pase Robles out of our home

ward journey.

From Pase Robles to Salinas we passed

through a great grain country, some

grain ranches we were told contained

hundreds of thousands of acres. In this

country many automobiles cut the grain,

thresh and sack and drop it along the

way, and they say they do the work of

many hundreds of horses, traveling

through these tremendous wheat fields at

a rate of two miles an hour. About half

way to Salinas we encountered a heavy

wind, and the road was almost covered

with drifting sand. But all things are

possible with a Rambler, and when we

stopped at a little pioneer town, Clark

Colony, to obtain more gasoline, they

were very dubious of our getting to Salinas

that night. They did not know our steed,

however, and we reached our point in

time to be beautifully taken care of for

the night at the Abbott House.

We had now come to the older portion

of California, the habitation of the forty

NEAR JOLON PASS. CARRYING \‘\'ATER FOR OUR RAMBLER

niners, and the next day’s drive took us

through Watsonville, Sequelle, etc., with

Santa Cruz, a flourishing resort on the

Pacific, in fact the summering place for

the weary San Franciscan. Here we were

met by my brother and his wife. My

brother is minister of the First Congre

gational Church in Santa Cruz, and after

-spending the week end there, we took

them along on to San Francisco. This

made each vehicle carry five people,

which it did with great comfort.

The day we left Santa Cruz being our

tin wedding anniversary, we decided to

celebrate it in the big red woods. I have

neglected to tell you that our lunch out

fit was a very nice large box fastened on to

the rear end of our vehicle, and containing

a frying pan, coffee pot, side of bacon,

sugar, coffee, etc. To this we added

fresh eggs, steaks, chickens, chops, etc.,

and cooked our lunch out doors every

day. The anniversary luncheon table

was decorated with shining new tin, and

ferns from a near by spot, while a little

fire beside a babbling brook made festive

the occasion.

The drive was through mountains

covered with great redwood trees, and

here and there a lumber camp, and be

low a river shining in the sun. This

; ~( |-A-t
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brought us to San Jose with fifty miles

of perfect road between us and San Fran

cisco. Now the weather became colder

but we wrapped up well and took in the

Cliff House drive, the Presidie where the

cliffs are high over the sea, and the

soldiers’ quarters look like a little city

among the hills. In going to Oakland

and Berkely, we had to cross the bay, so

we drove our machine on the ferry boat

and spent a very pleasant day running

over the beautiful roads of Alameda

County.

After ten days in the Paris of America,

for so San Francisco is called, we started

south for San Jose, taking the Oakland

side of the bay. I do not believe there

can be fifty miles of better road on earth

than this. How our jaunty Rambler

spun along, seeming almost like a live

thing, enjoying the beauty of the country

and the joyousness of the world around us.

From San Jose we returned to Santa

Cruz for a day or two, and the men of the

party did some trout fishing in the won

derful trout retreats in the mountains,

back of Santa Cruz. A fine road through

these mountains had been closed to

autos on account of an accident to a

horse driven vehicle. But one man had

gone over the road to make a test case a

few days before our arrival, thus opening

to autoists one of the most magnificent

trips in California. This road is through

dense mountain forests of redwood trees

to the little mountain town, Ben Lemond.

THE FIRST CUSTOMS HOUSE IN CAI IFORNIA

BUILT IN 1814 AT MONTEREY,

A COOL RETREAT IN SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS

All along the way are the little log cabins,

summer homes of the rich people from

that section. Rustic bridges span the

streams, and summer girls and duck clad

men row or drift idly down these little

mountain ways, making life among these

mountains look wonderfully enticing.

Wherever a giant redwood has been cut

down, a circle of young trees shoot up

straight and tall trom the old stump,

thus making a fine little room there.

Many of these were used for out door

dining rooms, others to swing hammocks

111.

It was with great reluctance that we

left this magical region, but home in the

sunny southland was calling us, and

there was still much to see. So we

climbed aboard our waiting Rambler

and ran around the bay and down to Del

Monte and Pacific Grove.

Here we took in the world famous drive,

seventeen miles through pine forests

skirting the sea. Think of a rocky coast

where the spray was tossed high enough

to cover the great oaks and pines that

almost overhang its ragged edge. Think

of seventeen miles of elegant road where

one moment you nod to the sweeping

sea and the next you are whirled into semi

darkness—so dense are these forests of

pine and oak.

At the end of this great drive is the

old time, old fashioned Spanish town,

Monterey, with its many minute remind

ers of a day long since passed into the

history of California. Monterey con
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A RAMBLER SURREY, TYPE ONE

IN ALAMEDA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

tains the first custom house, first state

house, first theatre, etc., ever built in

California. The old mission was the

third in California and was founded by

Father Junipera Serra, the greatest of

all the old founders of religion in Cali

fornia. It is said that he walked from

San Diego, a distance of over four hun

dred miles, and started missions as he

journeyed. To any one knowing much

of the history of California, it is small

wonder that Mrs. Jane Stanford erected

on a hill overlooking the little town where

he labored, a monument to this pathfinder

who in his quiet way helped to open to

the American this Golden State of

Promise.

Turning our faces homeward once

more, we continued our journey through

Salinas, San Luis Obispe, deviating our

way a little to spend a night at Pismo

Beach, where the Bungalow hotel was

particularly inviting, and thence into

Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles,

and then back to the hills of Eagle Rock.

I want to add that although we know

of and met other machines that started

out on the same trip, and had to be ship

ped home, I am glad to say that except

for one hour's delay our Ramblers never

faltered, and when you consider that we

drove 1276 miles through nine mountain

passes and that one of the machines was

an old one that had already travelled

17,000 miles, I have only to ask, “How

much more could any one want?” This

machine has also three of the original

tires on, one of which, we made a bet,

would never get to San Francisco. It

did, however, and then was replaced in

San Francisco by a new one. About

half way home this new case punctured

and was cut, and the old one finished

the trip.

So we considered our trip a wonderful

success, and are never weary of singing

the praises of the sturdy little Ramblers

that carried us.

Rambler used as commercial vehicle in Omaha

George Rogers, a wholesale cigar dealer

of Omaha, Neb., finds a double use for

the automobile. For three years he has

taken care of the city delivery work with

and found a profitable source of adver

tising in a Model E, 7 horse power Ram

bler. The work was formerly done by a

good horse, but proved to great a strain

on a single animal. Mr. Rogers says that

the machine easily does the work in a day

that it formerly took a day and a half to

do with the horse. The cost, considering

the extra amount of territory which can

be covered, is less than that of maintain

ing a horse delivery.

CALIFORNIA's FIRST THEATRE, OPENED AT

MONTEREY IN 1831

W. R. HEARST HAS PURCHASED IT TO PRESERVE

AS A RELIC OF THE EARLY DAYS

 

 



Party of New York Ramblers enjoy trip to Canada

LAURA RINKLE JOHNSON

N August 11th we—a party of

four-started on a trip from

Boonville, Oneida County, N.

St. Law re n ceY., to the

River—a distance of

100 miles. We hoped

to reach Clayton the

first night, spend two

days on the river,

reaching home Aug

ust the fourteenth.

The day selected for

the start dawn ed

bright and clear, but

by the time we were

ready to set out the

clouds had gathered,

and a steady down

pour of rain was the

result. Nothing

daunted we started,

and, making the most

of the disagreeable

weather and the first

puncture of our entire

automobile experi

ence, reached Low

ville late in the after

no on. The car

plough e d bravely

through the deep mud, and only when

the rain became too heavy for the

peace of mind of the passengers, did we

seek shelter in a little village inn. This

road—the old State turnpike—in dry

weather is an excellent automobile high

way, much of it being macadamized.

The drive on the hills overlooking the

Black River valley was exceedingly beau

tiful, and as we reached Lowville, the

sun, setting in a bed of crimson clouds,

gave good promise for the morrow.

Leaving Lowville about 10:30, and

stopping at the little village for a call,

we reached Watertown via Copenhagen,

at one o’clock. After running about the

city for a little time, we drove out to

ON BOARD THE “KINGSTON”

BOUND FOR PRESCOTT

Brownville, on the road to Clayton, and

ate our lunch just outside this busy little

town, in true picnic fashion. We re

sumed our journey at three, and drove

into Clayton at six

o'clock Saturday after

noon. The day, unlike

the preceding, was

warm and bright, the

roads dusty, and very

smooth. The road be

tween Watertown and

Clayton is especially

good, as it is rock bed

all the way. The

rain of the first day

had put us one day

behind our schedule,

but as we were not

attempting to break

a record, time was a

matter of indifference

to us. We kept al

ways a very fair rate

of speed, but never so

fast that we were un

able to enjoy the ever

changing view. The

old stone houses es

pecially interested us,

and it was a great pleasure to note the

many varieties of front doors, little

windows, and other peculiarities.

While at the river we decided, as there

was no reason why we must hurry back

home, to take what proved to be the

finest automobile trip on the continent—

viz.: cross the St. Lawrence, drive to

Montreal, down lakes Champlain and

George, stop at Saratoga, and home

through the valleys of the Mohawk

River, and the West Canada Creek.

At seven o'clock Sunday morning, we

—automobile and all—boarded the boat

—“The Kingston”—bound for Prescott,

Ont. The charge for the car was $4.00

including one passenger. The ride down
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the picturesque St. Lawrence was most

enjoyable, furnishing a change from the

previous two days’ travel.

We reached Prescott at 10 o’clock,

and enjoyed a drive about the quaint old

town, with its narrow streets and little

whitewashed houses. While waiting for

the Custom ofiicials, we attended service

at an old English church. After service

we learned that we must pay a duty of

35 per cent of the value of the car, upon

entering the Dominion! This is the

objectionable feature, to touring across

the border, but, as there was no alterna

tive, we submitted,

receiving the amount

back upon crossing

the frontier on our

homeward way. Our

route from Prescott

lay along the bank of

the St. Lawrence

truly one of the most

wonderously beautiful

drives on this conti

nent. But the road

itself was not such as

we hoped to find.

Mud holes, deep ruts,

and timid horses com

bined to impede our

progress, but we

went slowly over the

rough places, enjoying

the scene of beauty

and trusting for better

luck! We dined that

day at Cardinal, a

tiny hamlet, where

we created a great

sensation, and took our departure sur

rounded by an admiring audience of

thirty-nine men and boys. Beyond

Cardinal we found the road much im

proved, being unusually good all the

way to Cornwall where we spent the

night.

The first ten miles of the next day’s

journey were travelled slowly, the road

evidently having been used for heavy

teaming, but the remainder of the run

was over finely kept highways. We

stopped for lunch at a small French

hotel at Lancaster, and here began our

experience with the French tongue. How

ever, by our combined efforts we managed

A RELIC OF ALMOST TWO HUNDRED YEARS AGO -

NEAR CARDINAL

  

to understand and be understood. We

drove out of town without inquiring the

way, and before we had discovered our

mistake, were about thirteen miles out

of our way. A farmer kindly gave us a

pitcher of delicious milk and cream, and

some apples, and our supper consisted

of these. At North Lancaster we pur

chased gasoline at the amazingly low

rate of three gallons for thirty-five cents.

We drove until ten o’clock that night,

striking the St. Lawrence Coteau Junc

"tion and driving for 15 miles over a road

as smooth as asphalt, This road is

built along a canal,
- K and is well cared for,

'~'_ and lighted with arc

‘ lights the entire

length. At the end of

the canal we learned

that we must ferry

over the Ottawa River

which enters the St.

Lawrence at this

point. We drove

along the bank of the

Ottawa for two miles,

and then camped

out beside the car,

sleeping on the rub

ber blankets with

steamer rugs over us.

This was a most en

joyable experience,

not the least pleasant

feature being the bril

liant sunrise the next

morning at four

o’clock. At five Tues

day morning we were

ready to set out again. Two stolid,

expressionless French boys showed us

to the ferry, where we put ourselves

and the car aboard a large flat boat,

and were rowed across, for which

service we paid $1.00. We drove a

cross the upper end of an island-—Isle

Perrot,—and were ferried over the Otta

wa River again, reaching Ste. Anne de

Bellevue at nine A. M. The road across

the island was absolutely the worst ima

ginable—a typical woods road, full of

ruts and rocks——and mud. We feared

each moment the car would be mired, but

we did not appreciate the resisting quali

ties of the machine, for our Rambler
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pushed steadily through the bad

stretch of road. At Ste. Anne

we breakfasted in a typical

French inn, starting on our way

again soon after. The country

was especially interesting—such

quaint little houses, neatly white

washed on the outside, sur

rounded with luxuriantly grow

ing, old fashioned flowers, and

adorned with a saint’s image

above the door. The shrines

for prayer along the roadside

were most picturesque. Some

of these shrines were most ela

borate, having not only the re

presentations of the crown of

thorns, the nails, the hammer,

and other articles connected with the Cru

cifixion,but also a small image of Christ,

in a. little niche cut in the pole, and shielded

by a. glass door. We reached Montreal

about noon, having driven over well nigh

faultless roads after leaving the island.

We passed many beautiful villas and

summer homes as we neared the city, and

a. more lovely location were most difficult

to find, on the bank, as they were, of the

St. Lawrence. Rain was falling in tor

rents when we reached Montreal, but,

nothing daunted, we spent the afternoon

in visiting many places of interest and

note. Leaving the city late in the day,

we crossed the Victoria Bridge, and after

a short run put up for the night at the

Hotel Terrapin, in Longueil, where we

were most royally entertained. Upon

starting the next morning we were much

surprised to find the roads in

such excellent - condition, con

sidering the heavy downfall of

the preceding day. The thatched

roofs of the barns, and the

small two-wheeled carts, drawn

by one horse, and loaded with

hay, gave such a foreign aspect

to the scene, that we could al

most believe we were touring in

France. We dined at St. Jean

at two o’clock, and shopped in

the little French stores. Across

the Richelieu River from St. ]ean

is Iberville, the two towns being

connected by an old pontoon

bridge. Our next stop was at

Chambly, a few miles on, where

  

OUR RAMBLER ON THE DOCK AT CLAYTON

we purchased souvenir post-cards. From

this point we ran along the Cham

bly Canal to Rouse’s Point, where we

spent the night. The road by the canal

was like a pavement——hard and smooth,

and the view glorious—the Green Moun

tains in sight all the way. About two

miles north of Rouse’s Point we halted

to mail some cards. This settlement——

Lacolle ]unction——was the last of the

French towns.

From Rouse’s Point to Plattsburgh—

a distance of 24 miles—was the shortest

day’s run we made. The first four miles

was over very good macadamized road,

but the remainder was heavy and rough,

necessitating slow progress. We, for

tunately, were in no haste this day, as

we were obliged to remain in Plattsburgh

over night, the only boat down the lake

  

HURRYING TO SEE THE R.-\.\llBl.ER
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AT ST. JEAN

leaving at seven in the morning. After

dining at Plattsburgh, we drove about

the town, which is beautifully located,

visiting the barracks, situated high on

a bluff overlooking the lake.

At seven o’clock Friday morning we

boarded the boat, finding another tour

ing car already there. The ride up the

lake was something to be remembered

always. The Green Mountains on the

east, looking like huge blocks of ice, and

the Adirondacks, green and vivid, on

the west, with the broad expanse of water

between, made a picture well worth com

ing a long journey to see. Noon brought

us to the head of the lake, and after a

swift run of five miles, we reached Ticon

deroga, where we embarked on the boat,

for the ride up Lake George. This lake

is a veritable little gem, surrounded by

high mountains, massed with heavy

ADMIRING AUDIENCE AT ST. JEAN

forests. The country hereabouts

was most interesting, because of

the historical connection. After

landing at Lake George we drove

| through a charming stretch of

| country, over an excellent road

which curved and wound about

constantly, giving us unexpected

glimpses of beauty all along the

way. We stopped at Glens Falls

where a firemen’s convention was

in progress, and by 7:30 were in

Saratoga, where we spent the

night. Saratoga proved most

entertaining to us, and we en

joyed much our short stay there.

We left this town of gaiety at

two o'clock Saturday afternoon,

driving through Ballston Spa to Amster

dam, where we purchased lunch, later

eating it by the roadside in the country.

The road through the Mohawk valley

was unexcelled, and the scenery un

surpassed by any we had seen during

our trip. We passed the old stone

church where General Herkimer wor

shipped, erected in 1770, and noted

many other points of interest along

this road. We dined that night at

Little Falls, a very pretty town, built in

a most picturesque manner upon solid

rock. After a good night's rest we start

ed Sunday morning in a fine mist, which

soon cleared away. We regretted that

our journey was nearing its end, and only

for the fact that business interests de

manded the return of one of our number,

we should have prolonged our tour in

definitely. We came home from Little

Falls via Herkimer, New

port, Poland, Trenton, and

Alder Creek. The first part

of the run was through the

pleasant valley of the West

Canada Creek, striking the

old state road at Remsen,

and continuing on this until

Boonville was reached.

We reached home Sunday

afternoon, not tired, but in

vigorated by our outing, voting

automobiling not only the

most interesting way of tra

velling, but by far the most

independent." The total cost
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A LIGHTHOUSE ON THE ST. L.~\\\"RE.\lCE

-of oil and gasoline for the ten days’ trip

was between $9.00 and $10.00.

The best compliment we can pay our

machine is to mention a remark made by

the gentlemen, who with his wife, was in

our party. The gentleman is an elec

trical engineer, ‘and has studied and

driven many makes of cars, and intends

purchasing a car in the near future. At

the conclusion of our trip he stated that

the Rambler is the only car for him, and

that he could be content with no other.

Here's a Chance for Somebody

LIINNEAPOLIS JOURNAL

The soil in North Dakota is so rich that

the editor of the Litchfield Bulletin has

bought a new automobile and is trying to

sell his old machine. His advertisement

reads thus:

I have a bay Rambler automobile I

want to sell. It is sound in wind and

limb; young, docile, is a good driver and

can go a mile in 2:20. I drove it all last

summer and fall while the other fellows

who owned automobiles were patroniz

ing the livery stables or walking. There

isn’t a blemish on it; no spavins, ringbones

or heaves trouble it and its appetite is

healthy. I feed it gasoline and can go

twenty-five miles on a gallon, or less than

one cent a mile.

The machine cost new $850 and $40

freight, but I will sell it for much less

than that because I have bought a much

larger car for 1906. Or I will trade it

for sound farm horses from 5 to 10 years

of age, weighing 1,200 to 1,400 pounds.

. I am willing to trade for horses because

I am going to farm 1,000 acres with hired

help this year and need a lot of horses

and good wishes if I am to pull out of

it in a sane and safe condition.

I will guarantee to teach any man who

wears pants how to run the Rambler

machine inside of two hours so that he

can steer clear of telephone poles and

miss most fence posts. Come in and

look at it. You don’t know anything

about automobiles, but then I don’t know

anything about horses, and wouldn‘t

know a case of string-halt if I saw it: so

it ought to be easy to trade, and m_v word

ought to be as good as a horse trader’s.

—The Editor.

We may look shortly for a horse trade

in North Dakota that will make David

Harum feel like joining the Baptist

church.

justice for the chauffeur

CHICAGO JOURNAL

One hundred and forty-seven Chicago

ans were killed by violence during August,

not one of them by an automobile.

Sixteen were killed by horse-drawn

vehicles; fifty-nine were killed by surface.

elevated and steam railroads; twenty-two

were murdered; twenty-six were drowned;

eleven fell to their death out of windows;

eight died as the result of careless handl

ing of matches and combustibles, and

five were killed by the heat.

Not one of these deaths was caused by

the “reckless chauffeur” about whom

there is such a strident outcry just at

present.

Yet automobiles rush through the

streets at a speed three or four times as

great as that of horse-drawn vehicles.

But horse-drawn vehicles killed sixteen

Chicagoans in a single month, while

automobiles killed nobody.

Evidently the Chicago automobile is

not the deadly devil-wagon some heated

imaginations have_belie\‘ed it to be.



The Mormon Leader at Kenosha

ACK of space and press of other

| matters have prevented earlier

reference to the trip of Presi

dent Smith, of “The Church

of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints,”

and party to our factory December

28th, 1905. We also have been wait

ing for a picture of the group, which

was taken as the party was leaving the

office of The Bain Wagon Co.

The Consolidated Wagon & Machine

Co., of Salt Lake City, which operates

very largely in Utah and Idaho, and of

which Mr. Joseph F. Smith is President,

sells the Rambler line, and General

Manager Odell of that concern expressed

the wish when he was here in the early

part of December, that President Smith

and party, who were going to make a

trip to Sharon, Vermont, for the purpose

of unveiling a monument to the memory

of Joseph Smith, the founder of this

THE MORMON PARTY IN FRONT OF THE BAIN WAGON Co.'s OFFICE, KENOSHA, wis.

church, should visit the Rambler and

some of the other factories with which

the company did business.

The Bain Wagon Co., together with

ourselves, extended a cordial invitation

to Mr. Odell for the party, and that gen

tleman arranged the railroad accommo

dations with Mr. H. R. McCullough,

Vice-President of the Chicago & North

Western Ry. We had in readiness for

the use of this party sufficient machines

to carry them to the different factories

in Kenosha and also at Racine, some

thirteen miles north, but unfortunately

it rained heavily and the party was com

pelled to use closed carriages.

A very enjoyable visit was had with

the entire party going through the auto

mobile factory, in which they were in

tensely interested, and no doubt a number

of the gentlemen, from the remarks they

made, will be operating Rambler cars in
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PRESIDENT JOSEPH F. SMITH

MR. GEO. T. ODELL, GENERAL MANAGER

CONSOLIDATED WAGON AND MACHINE CO.

S \LT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Utah before long. Although the party's

stay in Wisconsin was limited, ample

time was given to the inspection of our

factory and that of The Bain Wagon Co.

President Smith, together with several

directors of the C. W. & M. Co. and all

of the gentlemen and ladies present ex

pressed themselves as eminently satisfied

with their visit, and stated that the delay

enroute home to make same would be

profitable to their commercial interests

in the intermountain country.

MR. H. P. ELLIOTT

MANAGER AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT

CONSOLIDATED WAGON AND MACHINE CO.

The party consisted of the following

persons:

Presidents Joseph F. Smith and An

thon H. Lund; Francis M. Lyman, John

Henry Smith, George Albert Smith,

Charles W. Penrose, John Smith, Lewis

W. Shurtliff, Seymour B. Young, Frank

Y. Taylor, Jesse M. Smith, George F.

Richards, Ashby Snow, Angus N. Cannon,

Arthur Winter, George F. Richards,

Lorin Farr, George Romney, Elias A.

Smith, B. F. Grant, Benjamin Goddard,

Joseph F. Smith, Jr., John McDonald,

Sr., Ida B. Smith, Alice A. Richards and

baby, Ina C. Smith, Susan Young Gates,

Edith A. Smith, H. M. Sears and wife

(Mormon Missionaries, Chicago).

The Chauffeurs Banquet

Redd: Were you at the chauffeurs

dinner? Greene: Yes; it was great.

They had the table made to look exactly

like an automobile. “Is that right?”

“And say, that’s not all that made it

look realistic! Why a lot of the chauf

feurs were under the table.

 

 

 



Rambler owners are happy owners

It has been one of the claims of the manufacturers of the Rambler cars that

in whatever service these cars were placed they were giving universal satisfaction.

This claim has been based on the almost daily receipt of letters, a fair sample of

which we reproduce herewith. It will be noted that one of the writers makes a

statement to the effect “that equally important with the quality of the car is the

disposition of the manufacturer and dealer ‘to help him when he gets in trouble.’ ”

We believe this sentiment will meet the approval of practically every automobile

user in the world, regardless of whether he were driving a small, simply constructed

runabout or the most elaborate touring car.

MIDDLEBORO, MAss., Dec. 8, 1905.

MR. E. A. GILMORE, N. E. MGR.,

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Co., Boston, Mass.

DEAR SIR:—I take pleasure in inform

ing you that I have driven my Type One

Rambler car 15,441 miles this season,

since March lst.

As one of the chief requisites of a car

for business purposes is reliability, I am

glad to be able to state that after deliv

ery of the car in the spring, I ran it over

1,000 miles without trouble of any kind

(either with the machine or tires) with

out any repairs, replacements of parts, or

adjustments except to coil, vibrators and

clutch, which had loosened a little.

During this time I covered all of the

state highways in south-eastern Massa

chusetts, including those on Cape Cod

as far down as Chatham and Eastham——

  

W. R. I-‘ARRINGTON, MIDDLEBORO, MASS" WITH HIS

SURREY TYPE ONE

giving the car a thorough test. Also,

during the season it has been necessary

to replace some parts which have worn

out, and I have had some tire trouble

(as is to be expected in running a car

over 15,000 miles), I have not been tied

up on the road, have always been able to

run the car home under its power, and

have never had trouble in starting the

engine. This, I think, is a record of which

any manufacturer may well be proud.

In looking over accounts chargeable

to the auto, I find that I have used over

1,000 gallons of gasoline and 15 battery

cells this season, which to some extent

shows the amount of service the car has

seen. Yours very truly,

W. R. FARRINGTON.

P.S.—The distance the car has been run

as given above, is not guessed at but is

recorded by odomter.

OMAHA, ]anuary 20, 1906

MR. G. W. BENNETT,

Care of Thos. B. Jeffery 8: Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

DEAR SIR:—I have yourletter

of the 18th inst., I just want to say

in reply to this, that we are more

than pleased with our car since it

camebackfromthefactory. Ifeel

that Rambler people have treated

me with the utmost consideration

and fairness, and I have nothing

but the very best of words to say

for the “Rambler,” also for your

genial representative here, Mr.

Coit. Yours truly,

CHAS. HARDING,

Harding Cream Co.
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SURREY TYPE ONE OWNED BY MR. EGERMAN, AURdRA, ILL.

An Enthusiastic Automobilist atoneYear ofAge

I enclose under separate cover a photo

taken by me of my little one year old

baby girl, standing at the wheel of my

car. This little girl has traveled over

500 miles this summer in the machine

and enjoys riding as well as anyone. She

joins me in saying that the Rambler is

simple of operation and gives very little

trouble.

I have had perfect satisfaction from

my machine since the day I received it

I towed in a large touring car weighing

2,700 pounds, besides six men, a distance

of twelve miles and on a level stretch I

attained a speed of 21 miles an hour. I

call that a good test for my machine, as

including the weight of the men I had a

total weight of 3750 pounds at the end of

my tow line.

With best wishes for the “Rambler” I

beg to remain,

yours truly,

WALTER EGERMANN,

Aurora, Ill.

Pudge at the Whed

HAROLD K. WILSON, M. D., 1'.E\\'ISTO\\'.\', MONT.

This little dog took as much interest

in the auto as any human being could

have taken. He knew what the switch

on the coil box was for, as he would jump

around and bark whenever the switch

was turned on, even though I did not

touch the crank. He would guard the

machine for hours and all other animals

would have to keep a safe distance away.

The little fellow received many a good

licking by trying to keep dogs larger than

himself away from the machine while it

was left standing on the street. He was

accidentally killed by my father, who was

shooting at a mark. Pudge was only a

little dog but I always counted he and

the machine two of my truest friends, and

now when I go out in the Rambler for

a spin it seems as though there is some

thing missing, for Pudge, the Rambler

and myself have spent many a happy

hour together.
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CASCADE, MoNT., Jan. 28, 1906

THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE,

Kenosha, Wis.

GENTLEMEN:— Just to show

that Montana has Ramblers, I

enclose a camera picture which

I took of my Rambler Model J-2.

Part of the Rainbow Falls of the

Missouri are shown on the left.

This trip was made under very

poor road conditions for the

greater part of the distance, but

it thoroughly demonstrated to me,

the reliability and power of the

Rambler. Fifteen miles of the

road were of rain and snow soaked

gumbo. This alone is enough to

keep most automobiles in the

barn. Then cametwenty-five miles

of snow from two to four inches deep,

and here I had to put on my chains. The

last fifteen miles necessitated a climb of

over fifteen hundred feet, but aside from

boiling considerable water, the machine

went along very nicely.

Yours very truly,

W. C. SWETT.

The day returns and brings us the petty

round of irritating concerns and duties.

Help us to play the man; help us to per

form them with laughter and kind faces;

let cheerfulness abound with industry.

Give us to go blithely on our business all

this day, bring us to our resting place weary

and content and undishonored, and grant

us in the end, the spirit of sleep–Amen.

PUDGE AT THE WHEEL

 

 



About the Chicago Automobile Show

T 11 P. M., February 10th, with

the usual blare of horns and gen

eral pandemonium, passed into

history the greatest automobile

show ever held in the West, if not in

America.

Excellent weather throughout the week

not only added to the attendance that

crowded two great buildings, not to

mention “the bridge of sparks,” the name

given the covered passage nearly one

hundred yards long, connecting the Coli

seum and Armory, but kept the demon

strators busy. Not only was it a big

crowd but a buying crowd, and several

firms with a limited output announced

that they were unable to take further

orders for local delivery.

It is hardly necessary to state that the

Rambler was by no means overlooked,

and a force of seven to ten salesmen, as

well as several representatives of out-of

town agencies, were kept busy not only

showing the points of the cars but in

booking orders and the question was

not “to buy or not to buy,” but “how

soon can I get it?”

While naturally the four-cylinder mod

els attracted the greatest attention on

account of their departure from the more

familiar Rambler types, the new two

cylinder model, Surrey Type Three, had

more than its quota of admirers and was

generally conceded a class of its own

wherein was combined the extreme sim

plicity and sterling road qualities of

Type One with an elaboration of finish

and appointment exceeded in no car

exhibited.

Intending purchasers of ample means

who desired the best in external appear

ance but feared the complication of the

modern touring car, saw Surrey Three

and stopped. It was good enough forthem.

The Rambler display was the largest

shown from any one factory, and in

cluded Surreys One and Three, .\Iodels

14, 15 and 16, and a highly finished chas

sis of Model 15.

Several demonstrating cars of each

model were kept busy from early in the

forenoon until the closing hour at night

“showing” the multitude of interested

buyers the number of whom was so

great that trips had to be limited to

twenty minutes each in order to accom

modate them.

Old users of Ramblers foregathered

and told stories of long and sometimes

arduous trips with the inevitable ending

“but the Rambler got there just the

same.”

These same enthusiasts were, in many

cases inadvertently the real salesman, as

no doubting stranger could stay long in

that atmosphere of Rambler enthusiasm_

and not absorb a part of it.

One instance of this sort was in the

case of a gentleman who explained his

hesitancy by saying “It certainly looks

good but any company bringing out a

radically new design is liable to make

mistakes.” A few moments later an ac

quaintancecameinandonlearningthecon

ditions stated with some emphasis,“Look

here Ed, I have been using a Rambler

for two years and have just ordered a

new one and you can depend upon this,

a Rambler name plate goes on nothing

that company makes until they know

it’s right.”

As usual, the morning and afternoon

were the business sessions. In the even

ing the crowds of sight-seers and enthu

siasts blocked the aisles and exhibit

spaces to a point precluding the possibil

ity of continued conversation.

The passage between buildings was

entirely inadequate, being only about

four feet wide, and on several occasions

was absolutely blockaded, the congestion

only being relieved by opening doors

near the center and allowing the crowd

into the alley.

The decorative scheme was one of the

finest ever followed for an exhibition of
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the sort and the uniformity of color was

in pleasing and marked distinction from

earlier days when each exhibitor followed

his o\vn taste and ideas.

The color scheme in general was green

and gold with panelled wall and pillars

of mission style. Taken as a whole it

was a wonderful show and, while sales

men, demonstrators and others to whom

it meant long hours of hard work were

glad when it was over, will hold a vivid

place in the memories of those who at

tended, at least until next year brings a

new one possibly more elaborate.

New laurels for the Rambler

WONG the manufacturers of the

larger and more expensive tour

ing cars it has become an ac

to travel 1000

miles without stopping the motor. This

has several times been accomplished,

more often on the track than on the road,

and usually under generally favorable

circumstances.

It has remained for Mr. W. F. Smith,

of Philadelphia, to accomplish this feat

under the most severe conditions of road

and weather, and with a car equipped

with a double opposed motor and selling

at $1,200.

The run started at noon Tuesday,

February 20, from the Rambler Branch,

242 North Broad Street, Philadelphia,

and was made in relays of 38 miles each,

finishing at the starting point and going

through the hilly sections around Ogontz.

During the run the car was in charge of

J. E. Baugher, C. B. Cleaver, Herbert

Bittner and Joseph Kechline, the last two

named making the final relay of the

thousand miles.

During all of one day and night the

car plowed through mud and water in

one of the worst rain storms of the year,

the mud being in some cases nearly to

the hubs. Notwithstanding this, and

the constant running day and night, up

hill and down, the operators were never

called upon to make adjustments of any

sort. When finally stopped by Senator

Vivian S. Gable the engine had been

running continuously for ninety-eight

hours and six minutes, and the car had

covered 1383 miles under the worst con

ditions ever encountered byan automobile.

At the completion of the original un

dertaking of 1,000 miles the car was run

ning so smoothly that it was decided to

cepted stunt

continue the run, but as the operators

were all entirely worn out through ex

posure to wind and rain the car was left

standing with its engine running until

9 A. M. Friday, when Joseph Kechline

and Herbert Bittner started up state on

a 250 mile trip. The route embraced

Norristown, Pottstown, Phoenixville,

Reading, Lebanon and Harrisburg on the

up-trip, reaching the latter place at

10:45 P. M. Friday.

At places the roads were all but im

passable and about four miles from Har

risburg the three passengers had to go

ahead of the car and pick out the road

with the dash lamps, and finally about

twelve miles from Lancaster a hole was

encountered into which the car sunk

over the axles. One hour and twenty

minutes elapsed here, but the car was

finallyextricated by its own power with

out stopping the engine.

At each town many interested specta

tators were given trial trips,though the de

mand was so great that not all could be

accommodated. After returning to Phil

adelphia a number of trips were made

around the city, the engine being finally

stopped, as above stated, by Sen. Gable,

and the car taken to the Rambler booth

at the Philadelphia Automobile Show,

where it will remain on exhibition through

the week in all its muddy grandeur.

The manufacturers, Thomas B. Jeffery

& Company, are justly proud of the ac

complishment, as not only is it far beyond

any former record in the matter of miles

covered, but it is the work of a medium

priced car with double opposed motor,

rated at only 18 horse power, under the

worst possible condition, compared with

that of cars listed at and over three times

the price and power.



Chauffeur wins a pretty wife by driving feat

Proud youth of twenty-one and blushing girl of nineteen

one of the attractions at the Automobile Show

PHILADELPHIA PRESS

NYONE who sees a pretty, blush

ing girl of 19, and a proud, smil

ing youth of 21, in motor togs,

standing near one of the big

exhibits at the Automobile Show this

week may properly go forward and offer

them congratulations and good wishes

upon the happy ending of a pleasant

little whiz-wagon romance.

The youth is “Joe” Kachline, who

drove the Rambler car that made the

1000-mile non-stop record last week dur

ing most of its long run; and by doing so

he won the girl, who was Miss Pearl Ran

kin, and who watched him and cheered

him on every trip he made.

“If you get the record, you get me right

away,” said Miss Pearl when Kachline

started. And never was a motor car

driven more carefully and cheerfully than

that one.

Manager Smith, of the Rambler gar

age, thought that “Joe”was working so

well for the $100 prize that had been

offered each of the drivers, and so did

his mates on the trip. But little “Joe”

and the pretty, smiling maid in blue

knew better.

“Say, Mr. Smith,” said the boy when

the long run was over, “if it's all the same

to you, I wish you'd let me have my

money now.”

“Why, certainly, Joe, if you want it,”

said the manager.

“You see, it’s like this,” went on the

driver, diffidently, “I’m going to be

married tomorrow.” That was on Satur

day. There was one other favor, it seem

ed, that he wanted, too.

“I'd be much obliged if you'd let me

be married in the tonneau of that old

car.”

Smith assented, but the car was in the

Show yesterday, and the weather was

*

not propitious for outside exhibition, so

Kachline borrowed another machine,

closed it up tightly with top and side

covers, and amid the cheers of a small

group of admiring chauffeurs, honk

honked off to Chester with his bride-to

be at his side. Yesterday afternoon they

were married and this morning they will

speed up the Chester Pike and “Joe”

will go to work again.

Guide for automobilists

FITCHBURG SENTINEL

It may be well to reproduce a few

figures for guides on the speed of automo.

biles. If the machine is running five

hundred feet in thirty-four seconds it is

running at a rate of ten miles an hour,

which is the fastest it is allowed to run in

any part of the city, whether thickly or

thinly populated. It is not allowed to go

around a sharp curve or cross intersect

ing streets at a greater speed than eight

miles an hour. Here are the rates at

which an automobile is running that

makes three hundred feet in the given

number of seconds.

6 seconds-30.49 miles.

7 seconds-29 .22 miles.

S seconds-25.57 miles.

9 seconds—22.73 miles.

10 seconds—20.45 miles.

11 seconds—18.60 miles.

12 seconds—17.05 miles.

13 seconds—15.74 miles.

14 seconds—14.61 miles.

15 seconds—13.64 miles.

16 seconds—12.78 miles.

17 seconds—12.03 miles.

1S seconds—11.36 miles.

19 seconds—10.77 miles.

Surfeit is the foe of serenity.



A ramble down east

R. L. GREENE, \VAI.THAM, MASS.

E had just completed a trip

from Waltham, Mass., to

Lake Auburn, Me., and then

on to Moosehead Lake via

Skowhegan, Harmony, Abbott and Mon

son, and returned through Charleson to

Bangor, Waterville and Augusta back to

Lake Auburn—a nice little trip of about

500 miles in my new Rambler Type One‘,

when we received a letter from “Charley

Whitten,” the popular dealer in Lynn,

Massachusetts, and one of the cleverest

“drivers” that ever touched a wheel,

telling us that he would be at our camp

on Lake Auburn on the following Friday.

On Friday morning he wired us that he

left Lynn at eight fifteen, and that the

wheels were “turning round” in the road

for Lake Auburn. At about 3:57 in the

afternoon, sitting on the piazza of our

camp, 'we pulled our watch, remarked

the time, and said that “if every thing

has worked well Charley is in Portland,”

forty-four miles away; but as we spoke

we caught a glimpse of a dark yellow top

through the trees, and it was coming our

way, and coming fast with a long trail

of dust reaching out like the tail of a

comet, and the green ball at the head of

that cloud was a “Rambler” with my

smiling friend at the throttle, and it

looked to me as tho’ the “wheels were

turning” and turning with a whirr in

them. A few minutes over seven hours,

and a stretch of one hundred sixty-four

miles of country road to the credit of the

little car.

But that was not the largest item of

credit, for as we grasped the hand of the

driver, we said, “you have made great

time, and must have had a good run ;”

>“well,” said Charley with a twinkle in

his eyes, “I gave three fellows a run for

their money any way on the trip down.”

“How’s that, old fellow? Tell us about

it.” We knew Whitten, and we knew

the car, and knew that if some one had

been up against this particular combina

tion, they had a busy spell at least, and

we were anxious to know the story, and

so we said: “Out withit, tell us the yarn.”

“Oh, it was only a little fun on the way

down. You know just after crossing the

river at Nuburyport, they are repavmg

the state road, and I was making a de

tour through an orchard to get around the

place, when three machines went along a

little cross road, and went into the state

road again just ahead of me. I saw that

two of them were Packards, and one a

, Prizes Awarded for February Stories

First $25

JAMES T. SULLIVAN

Boston Globe

Second $15

C. G. SAULS

Columbus, Ga.

Third $5

w. J. CRUIKSHANK

Greenwood, Ill.

The same amounts will be awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing,

hunting parties and all pastimes and

plays an important part. -

occupations in which the Rambler

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Prizes be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

bemg given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs. Photos not retumed unless requested.
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French machine. I had the cape top up

with the rear curtains down, my wife

with me and our baggage, while they

were all stripped for the Glidden tour

with a man lying down to prevent hold

ing in the wind; but I thought I would

touch those fellows up a little, and so I

waited until we were clear of the village

and then went in. The dust was fearful,

but I drove her into that yellow bank for

keeps, came up to the rear one and went

by, and then disposed of the French fel

low; but the other Packard was away

down the road in a great cloud of dust,

and he was moving; but I gave her the

juice and drove for him, it was a long

pull but I got a great move on her by not

closing her down any on the hills; at last

I was in touching distance and shooting

her into that yellow bank without a

vision of the other car, my wife did not

say a word, and we were going; I edged

out a little where the dust was thinner,

and then I saw my man, gave him the

horn; but he would not have it, as I was

on the wrong side owing to the road con

dition, I worked her back through the

dust to the other side, and again gave him

the horn, and he played perfectly fair,

gave me a good chance and I went up to

his rear wheels but there I stuck, and

then that Packard seemed to have an

other link to let out, and he crawled

away by the inch; but I changed my mix

ture a bit, switched on th a fresh battery,

and the Rambler gathered herself and

cut down his lead by the foot, went out

ahead and cleared him clean and sweet,

and when he took my dust he was all in,

and I let her climb for Portland until I

knew the clip was too hot for the comfort

of Mrs. Whitten, when I let up and al

lowed. them to pass me while we took

things easy. For a stock car (I took this

one right out of the stock when I started)

it did great work, in fact I did not think

it had so much speed, but it was a fair

run for the Rambler.”

On Monday morning, leaving my car

in the stable, we took Mr. Whitten’s

Rambler and started on what proved to

be one of the finest tours in the state of

Maine. We visited the camps at Echo

Lake Farm in the town of Fayette, and

then after spending two days in fishing,

' during which Charley caught the “big

fish,” we drove through the towns of i\It.

Vernon, Rome and Belgrade to the

camps at North Pond. The road down

to the lake through the woods is a “wood

road,” but we should call it a “mud road,”

for it was ankle deep with soft mud, and

the hill was steep; but our driver let her

slide down with both drivers held im

movable by the brake, and she landed

after a merry coast in the sand on the

beach. “Well, old man, you are down

here, but how are you ever going out?”

“Well, by gum, we won’t be towed out,

she will go out herself or stay.” After

trying the bass both in the lake and on

the tables at these delightful camps, and

enjoying a concert arranged for our

benefit through the kindness of a friend

from New York, and witnessing a most

thrilling thunder shower, we slept under

the pines the sleep of tired and happy

autoists. The shower fixed that “mud

road” so that in the morning it was a

beauty to put an auto into. But we

oiled up, put the chains (blessed chains

—never go without them) on to the driv

ers, and Charley opened her up in the

presence of the entire camp; for every

man, woman, child and dog had assem

bled to see us stick in the mud. They

told us of an auto that had been in there

a little before and was towed out. It

would have done an auto enthusiast good

to see the courage of that green Rambler

as she went for that hill, and ploughed

and jumped her way to the top without

a skip or stop. Let me drive a peg

right here—you cannot beat this ma

chine when it comes to a plough through

the mud or a dead climb up Maine hills,

and they have hills, “what is hills” down

there. That day we visited the lower

Belgrade Lakes, and swept around the

north of the entire chain, across country

to Sandy river and up that wild stream

to Farmington. The views from some

of these grand old hills, will give a man

a larger vision of life, and a longer one.

Doing the beautiful village of Farmington

and tasting her hospitality for the night,

we started the following morning for the

Rangeleys. The ride up through these

mountains, following the tumbling Sandy

river, is one of the most picturesque in

Central Maine. We dined at the Range

ley Lake House, and then started for the
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Sandy River Ponds for the fishing part

of our programme. We found the fish

ing all right. Mr. Whitten and Mrs.

Greene went into a store in Rangeley and

fitted up with a “cooking outfit,” and

after we had landed thirty of the speckled

beauties from the Sandy River, we went

into our own camp for supper. Some

good saint had left a pile of nice dry wood

by the roadside, and we cooked those

trout to the queen’s (that’s Mrs. Whitten)

taste and ate our supper under those

mighty trees and the stars. What a

supper! What a grand speaking soli

tude!

Nine o’clock in the evening and we

were eighteen miles from our hotel.

Simply compare it with some tired fish

ermen of the good old days, with two or

three miles to drag themselves to camp.

We boarded our little Rambler and

“let her go” down that smooth mountain

road for camp, and it was a very short

hour of the most restful and exhilarating

ride and we were with “Mine Host” at

Phillips.

The next day was Saturday, and a

perfect day. That clear mountain air

intoxicated us. We were due that night

at Auburn; but those trout back there in

that stream invited and pulled at us un

til we yielded and headed again for the

Sandy River. We had ploughed through

the mud, and climbed hills with our

Rambler but we had not forded streams

until now. It happened to be my day

for driving (as we took turns) and we

wanted to cross the river in the moun

tains and go down an old road on the other

side to one of the small ponds for fishing.

I got out and examined the old bridge

across the stream and pronounced it un

safe. “We will ford the stream, said the

irrepressable Whitten, this machine

can swim, and as she has not had a swim

on this trip, we will give her one right

now.” I backed her up the road and

headed her for the stream above the

bridge, the ladies did not speak, and we

moved down toward the stream. Whit

ten shouted, “Send her Dr. and don’t

let her stop.” The Dr. sent her, we

felt her settle as she went under; but she

did not stop, and we simply scooped that

stream, and the water flew over her

bows as over the bows of a new war ship

on her first trial, and with a rush of water

we landed on the grass on the other

shore. “I told you she could swim,”

said Whitten, as he caught his breath

and blew the wet from his dripping face.

Another day of fine fishing, and another

day of glorious mountain air, and another

supper on the shore in the splendor of

that forest; yes, but when we were ready

to start for home it was six o’clock in the

evening and we were ninety miles from

our beds.

Think of that, ye old timers; but the

best of it was ninety miles for an evening

run did not phase us or the Rambler, we

simply boarded our faithful little car

and gave her her head; at Phillips we drew

up for supper, and then started again.

As we went out onto those nice even

roads below Phillips, Charley whispered,

“Remember Dr., these are the best roads

we shall have to-night.” The hint was

enough, and the Dr. let her find the road

as fast as the Maine law would allow.

At Farmington we lit our lamps and then

Charley drove her for three hours, the

roads were clear and we had the right of

way, and used it.

At ten o’clock the Dr. took his turn at

the wheel again and at 11:30 her rubber

feet touched the sand in North Auburn

village, with ninety miles stretched out

under her rear axle. Remember, it was

night, and country roads over which we

had never been before (after leaving

Farmington). In one place I pulled an

old guide board out of the grass, stood it

up and made it read the way we thought

we ought to go—it was right.

In all this trip the Rambler did not

give us a moment’s trouble or delay, save

to clean a vibrator once on the road.

We cared for the machine, most carefully,

gave it oil and water in abundance, and

a chance for its life on the road, and

then when we called for a ninety mile sprint,

it responded without a skip. Machines

are few that can equal it for country

touring, at any price.

By request of Gilmore, of Boston

My Rambler towed the “life saving

boat” and crew across Nahant Beach

during the last great storm, to save the

lives of some men who were swamped in

a dory. Perhaps you would like a

photo of the rig, it was rather unique.
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Motorphobia Not Always Profitable

MOTOR AGE

The Chicago Tribune, as the chief

exponent of motorphobia in the west, has

for nearly a fortnight snarled and snapped

at automobiles and automobilists to the

tune of anywhere from one to three col

umns a day. Let it be known, however,

that the amount of matter devoted to.

roasting automobilists and automobiling

was in inverse ratio to the amount of

automobile advertising the Tribune re

ceived during the week of the automobile

show.

A year ago the Tribune led all Chicago

morning papers in the amount of auto

mobile advertising; at this time it is at

the bottom of the list. The answer is its

attacks on automobilists and automobil

ing. It should be stated that, while

there have been infractions of the speed

regulations and a few accidents, other

morning papers told the stories from a

news point of view and without resorting

to happenings a year old to pad out a

story suficiently to warrant the copy

readers writing display heads for it.

The fact that the other papers did not

and that the Tribune did go out of the

way to stretch the simplest story and even

to go beyond the facts into untruths, and

the further fact that the other papers

received an abundance of automobile

advertising and the Tribune did not, is

suflicient to show the Tribune’s side of

the case in glaring light, notwithstanding

that paper’s proud boast that automo

bile advertising cannot buy the paper’s

opinion. Possibly the Tribune’s opinion

cannot be bought by advertising, but its

opinion has evidently been warped by

the absence of advertising.

Motor Age has repeatedly called at

tention to the fact that the papers of

Chicago persistently overlooked the fatal

ities that are caused almost daily by

trolley cars, which travel faster than

most automobiles. The Tribune has at

last turned its attention to this evil, and

if it is as persistent in hammering the

trolley as it has been the automobile it

will find little time for any other pursuit.

It’s attacks have been continuous of late.

 

A Hint on Washing

EDITOR Hons:-21.1-zss A012:

I am sending you a few words on a sub

ject I have not seen discussed in your

columns, and which is of more moment,

I am sure, than is realized by most own

ers who desire to maintain the new ap

pearance of their cars. Something should

be said at this time about the cause of

the shabby and worn appearance of the

paint on cars that were new even this

year. Cars are gray and streaked on the

hood, guards and panels. And why?

Surely not because the dust falling on

them wore the paint off!

If one would discover the cause go into

some large club or public garage and see

the method of washing. First two men

armed with sponges soaked in a strong

raw soap warranted to clean all dirt

(and also varnish), rub over the hood

and work back to the tonneau, leaving

a froth of soap all over the car. Then a

hose is used and chamois as usual.

Now the point is that soap should never

be used. The paint, in order to main

tain its color and lustre, needs the var

nish or transparent covering to protect

it. Soap is an enemy of varnish and

speedily ruins it.

You ask, “Then what is to be done

about the grease on the hubs and joints

exposed?” Use an old sponge, wet with

a very little kerosene on it, as kerosene

oil beats soap forever as an actual

grime remover. The reason why washers

use soap is because it dries somewhat

easier and makes a lazier wash. That’s

why your washer will still use soap if you

speak to him on the subject.

I earnestly ask all owners to look into

the washing and paint question, and they

will find, if no soap has been used, a car
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with an appearance that can with pride

be compared to new product, and only

the mechanical depreciation of 10-15 per

cent instead of the usual 33-50 per cent

which soap-eaten cars seem to justify.

FREDERICK A. FROST.

The subject of Mr. Frost’s letter is one

that undoubtedly deserves some atten

tion,and sound advice in this direction

will be welcomed by all automobile own

ers.

An employee, blissfully ignorant of the

ruinous action of soap upon finely fin

ished vehicles, especially automobiles,

can (in his desire to accomplish the re

moval of dust, mud and grease in the

shortest possible time) do considerable

damage to the outward appearance of

the car.

The following letter was received from

a man who is connected with one of the

largest paint concerns in the countryand

who has had seventeen years’ experience

in the manufacture and use of paints,

varnishes, etc.:

“Your letter received today, contain

ing clipping headed ‘A Hint on Washing.’

The information you ask for is hard

to give for the reason that many autos

do not receive the proper grade of var

nish, which is largely the cause of the

trouble you speak of-—turning chalky

and streaky after washing. These var

nishes are made with about 50 per cent

resin and 20 per cent naphtha instead of

good gum and turpentine, and where

such varnish is used, owners will always

have more or less trouble keeping their

autos free from white streaks and spots.

They will always have that dead hazy

look after three or four ordinary soap

washings.

The only method, and the best I could

recommend for washing an automobile,

is to turn on the hose first, which will

remove all the dust, sand and dirt, leav

ing little or no grit to scratch the varnish

when washing. Then use a sponge,

castile soap and water. You can apply

this soap as freely as you wish, as it

contains no acid nor alkali of any kind,

therefore, it is impossible for it to injure

even the most delicate finish.

After the sponge and soap have been

applied sufficiently, turn on the hose and

rinse the body thoroughly, after which it

may be dried with a chamois, which is the

best wiper and dryer for such work.

To remove the grease from around

the hubs and joints, use kerosene~—

never advise any one to use gasoline on

varnish for it kills the gloss.

Do not raise the objection that castile

soap is too expensive to be used in the

washing of an automobile, for compara

tively little is required on each occasion,

and when it enables one to wash the body

of a car until it is clean and bright,

without injuring the varnish, it will

prove the most economical.”

 

Starting with Cold Engine

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

The gasoline engine, like the steam

engine, in fact, like all engines, is all the

better for being run light for a few

minutes before it is called upon to exert

its full power. The motor should, there

fore, be run for a couple of minutes before

the car is required to start. A trained

ear will always be able to detect if every

thing is running smoothly, at any rate as

regards the engine, and will see that the

cylinder walls have become lubricated,

and the flow of the oil regular before

demanding any hard work of the engine.

Too often you see a driver start his car

from cold, jump on to the seat at once,

and be off up a steep hill without seem

ing to realize that the engine cannot

develop its full power for some minutes

after starting. Afterwards he will tell his

friends that the engine wasn’t working

well and that “he couldn’t make out what

was the matter with her.” For the first

few minutes of running the power will

gradually augment until the average max

imum is arrived at.

Cleaning Radiators

MOTOR AGE

Remove all water from the system and re

place with light lubricating oil. Run the

motor until the oil begins to volatilize. Al

low the motor to stand for twelve hours and

then start it, allowing it to run until the oil

again volatilizes. Drain off the oil and after

the motor cools, fill the system with water.

Start the motor again and after an hour's

run drain the water off and put in fresh

water. This will remove all ordinary cryst

alline deposits.
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Not An Unusual Effect

BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE

Hewitt—I act just like anti-lean on that

thin fellow.

]ewett—How is that?

Hewitt—He guts thick every time I talk

to him.

Requirements of Business

ASSOCIATE sumamz M.~\GAZI.\'E

Ioseph C. Lincoln, the author of

“Down East” stories, tells of the troubles

of an engaged couple he knows.

“Not long ago,” says Lincoln, “there

was a quarrel between the two which re

sulted in their not speaking to each other;

but it became necessary, by reason of

certain business questions, for the young

man to call on her father at the house.

“To the embarrassment of the lover,

his ring of the door-bell was answered by

the fair girl herself. Although, as the

young man after confessed, his heart beat

rapidly at the sight of his beloved, he

managed to affect an air of indifference

and coldness, and to ask:

“ ‘Does Mr. Blank live here?’

“ ‘He does,’ was the frigid reply.

“ ‘Is he at home?’

“ ‘He is not.’

“Then, turning to go, the young man

added: ‘Thank you, I shall call again.’

“But the girl was equal to the occasion.

‘Pardon me,’ she said, in the same cool

tone, ‘but whom shall I say called?’ ”

Too Many for Him

LADIES HOME JOURNAL

At the conclusion of the regular lessons

at a certain Sunday-school the superin

tendent made a short address to the as

sembled classes. At the end of his re

remarks he said:

“Now all you boys and girls that would

like to go to Heaven when you die hold

up your hands.”

Instantly every child had a hand in

the air except one little fellow sitting in

the far corner, who, in answering to the

superintendent's question, “Don’t you

want to go to Heaven?” replied: No, siree,

' 77)

not if that crowd’s agoin.

General Miles, in company with a

friend, was walking down Pennsylvania

avenue, when a person entirely unknown

to the veteran soldier rushed up to him,

and grasping his hand, said, warmly:

“Well, Nelse, old boy, I’ll bet you any

thing you don’t remember me.”“You

win!” coldly and laconically replied

Miles, as he released himself from the

grasp of the stranger and resumed his

walk.

“You say you’ve been making money

selling well-known English books in

France?” “Yes. I got rid of 5,000

copies of Children of the Abbey in one

week.” “Mercy! How did you do it?"

“The printer had misspelled the title so it

read ‘Children of the Abbe,’ and the

public thought they were getting some

thing racy.”

“Julia!” yelled the poet, “why don’t

you keep that kid quiet? What’s the

matter with it?” “Pm sure I don’t

know,” replied his patient wife; “I’m

singing one of your lullabies to the little

darling."

“I guess our boy ]osh is goin’ to be a

great statesman or suthin’," said Farmer

Corntossel. “Is he interested in the

tariff?” “No, but every time he runs

across a funny story he learns it by heart

an’ tells it at the dinner table.”

To be famous is to be slandered by

people who do not know you.
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His First Live One

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

“During one of my trips through Eu

rope,” says Charles Hawtrey, “I found

myself in a small village with no razors.

They had been packed in my handbag,

which I had left at the hotel where I had

stayed the day before. There was no

barber shop in the place and I was in a

quandary as to how I might get shaved.

The keeper told me that there was a man

in the village who occasionally shaved

people, and I determined to risk a cut or

two and sent for him. The amateur

barber arrived and after a little hesita

tion he said to me:

“ ‘Will you please, sir, lie down flat on

your back while I shave you, Sir?’

“Thinking that it was probably the

custom of the country, I stretched out

comfortably on my back and nearly went

to sleep while the fellow shaved me, so

light was his touch. When he had fin

ished I said:

“ ‘I am curious to know why you asked

me to lie down to be shaved?’

“ ‘Because, sir,’ was his ingenious re

ply, ‘I never before shaved a live man.’

“I may add that I sent for no more

amateur barbers to shave me during my

tr1p.”

They Let Him ln

Brown—So you lost your money in

that patent automobile scheme. I

thought they let you in on the ground

floor.

Jones—Well, they eventually landed

me in the cellar‘.

Looking for a Proper Notice

THE AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

The injured man could live but a few

moments.

“Tell them at home,” he whispered,

“that it was no common accident. Tell

them that I was run over by an auto

mobile, not by a trolley car.”

Thus pride remained with him to the

end.

In a Montana hotel there is a notice

which reads: “Boarders taken by the

day, week or month. Those who do not

pay promptly will be taken by the neck.”

An exchange has developed the biggest

trust on earth. It is the country news

paper. It trusts everybody, gets cussed

for trusting, mistrusted for cussing, and

if it busts for trusting, gets cussed for

busting. So there you are.

 

MacBoozer—“The eye doctor told me

I’d have to give up drink or go blind.”

Brother MacBoozer—“That’s hard

luck. What did you tell him?”

MacBoozer—“That I guess I’d seen

everything.”

 

Here is a list of questions for the wide-awake

boy. Can you answer all of them? You

can see any day a white horse, but did you

ever see a white colt? How many different

kinds of trees grow in your neighborhood,

and what are they good for? Why does a

horse eat grass backward and a cow forward ?

Why does a hope vine wind one way and a

bean vine the other? Where should a chim

ney be the larger, at the top or bottom, and

why? Can you tell why a horse when teth

ered with a rope always unravels it, while a

cow always twists it into a kinky knot? How

old must a grape vine be before it begins to

bear? Can you tell why leaves turn upside

down just before a rain? What wood will

bear the greatest weight before breaking?

 

It is well to make hay while the sun

shines, but if the sun should shine all the

time you would never make hay.

 

  

_ 5.3 mgplvll _

Pride of Birth

HAR1>1~:R’s MONTHLY

The Duck—She looks rather self-satis

fied, doesn’t she?

The Rooster—Yes, she claims to be

descended from a long line of incubators.
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The Turnbuckle Method

Simple and Safe

The Turnbuckle in the bead of the

Hartford Universal Rim not only takes

care of the varying diameters in rim

manufacture and change in size due

to shrinking the rim on the wheel, but

when the Bead, by means of the Turn

buckle, is drawn down into place in

the edge groove it is bonded to the rim.

It cannot rock and rim cut Tires of the Clincher type because it is immovable

Send for booklet of “THE HARTFORD UNIVERSAL RIM’’

which takes

Hartford Dunlop, Hartford Clincher and all standard tires

-m The Hartford

Rubber Works Co.

*::\ \ CLINCHER
Hartford, ' TREAD .

Connecticut

Have withstood all competition as the Safest, Most Reliable, Long

Wearing Tires made.

They combine all the best features of other makes with many marked

special virtues of their own,

Their absolutely safe rim attachment is undisputably a veritable

accident insurance. And they have a Quality peculiar to themselves,

given by combining only the best materials with particular care in each

one-as if our very reputation depended upon the particular service it

rendered. Write for Article on tire constructions.

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

--- .--

 

 

 

 

 

 



Every Rambler Owner

should receive this Magazine each month. If it is not

coming to you, send us your name and full address,

stating Model and Serial Number of car, and from

whom purchased. We will then place your name upon

our mailing list, sending you the Rambler Magazine

regularly, and such other interesting printed matter as

we send out from time to time. " It is our desire to

keep in close touch with our customers, and they with

each other, and with their coöperation do all we can to

maintain the feeling of unity and satisfaction that has

been so evident in our business relations. The

Rambler Magazine is one means to that end, and

we wish all owners of Ramblers to take an interest in it

and contribute to its columns all they can.
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A week's tour with two Ramblers

C. H. INGERSOLL

#(N November, 1904, my

friend K. of Philadelphia

announced his intention,

after several years’ confer

ence with myself and others

of buying a Rambler Model

and on his initial drive, as

I was visiting Atlantic City, he invited

me to join him. We made the trip from

Philadelphia to Atlantic City, sixty-five

miles, in less than three hours, and

though I had firmly intended to “hold

off” until the market settled, I could

not stand contemplating the amount of

fun I would lose during this process,

and in a few weeks I bought the “mate”

to his machine. (We judge from the

close proximity of the serial numbers

they were made the same day).

Up to the time of the tour I am to tell

of, each machine had followed about the

same smooth course and accomplished

about the same mileage from 2,000 to

2,500, without any but minor mishaps,

principally tire troubles.

In July, 1905, K. got a week leave of

absence and ran over to my home in

South Orange, bringing a friend, and

we decided to make Boston the objective.

We started Sunday A. M. at seven,

first stopping at East Orange to take on

two friends who would only accompany

us for the day. Mrs. I. being with me,

my car had four and surplus baggage

went in the other car.

The roads in north Jersey hardly

need mentioning, so well are they known,

and although we took it leisurely we

Copyright 1906, by Thomas B. Jeffery c. Company
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averaged good time to Newburg, passing

through Patterson, Ridgewood, Sufierns,

Tuxedo, Mountainville, etc. The com

bination of the charming scenery of the

Ramapo Valley and perfect undulating

roads made this probably the most en

joyable section of our trip. From New

burg, after dining, we elected to continue

on the west side of the Hudson, though

“the books” say cross the river. Certain

it is that this 25 or 30 miles to Kingston

has its share of sand, and when we reached

Kingston about 6 P. )1. we were liberally

coated with dust, and in rushing a bad

hill one of my tires “busted” and was

replaced with a new extra shoe. We

had then made about 95 miles, and after

discarding our human ballast started for

our day’s destination, Big Indian, about

35 miles farther, and this was indeed a

nerve racking evening ride. \\'e were

forewarned as to “three miles” but this

lengthened to 12 or 15 of most horrible

ruts of baked clay. Then we struck a

short section of new state road and were

beginning to feel like autoists again

when we were again plunged into a trail

so bad as to beggar description. I had

heretofore supposed a machine must be

handled with consideration, but follow

ing K’s lead these cars were certainly

given every degree and I marvel that no

breaks occurred. It was then dark and

after some miles along what seemed a

precipice fit only for mules, we again

struck the state road at Mount Pleasant

and through Phoenicia, Shandakin, Sho

kane,etc., reached Big Indian at ll P. .\1.

This is a summer place well up in the

Catskills on the Aesopus river, where

friends were stopping and when we

awoke, not very early Monday morning,

we found the glories of the mountains

surrounding us. We loafed and tink

ered until 2 P. M., and then started with

an addition of two nieces to our party.

We had intended to retrace our route to

Kingston and cross to Fishkill, but most

devoutly desiring to avoid the roads.

finally concluded to chance another

route from Mount Pleasant, skirting the

foot hills of the Catskills. This road we

found far preferable to the other, though

a typical mountain road and having

some bad spots. We had been given no

inkling however of a brand new and
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most perfect state road we struck at

Woodsback on which we cut loose for 15

miles to Saugerties, intending to pass onto

Catskill and cross to Hudson. We found

a ferry at Saugerties about to leave and we

crossed to Tivoli and finding the Albany

Post road ran to Hudson, 25 or 30 miles

via “Blue Store.” This road was muddy

in spots but the run was enjoyed, par

ticularly the panoramic view of all the

Catskills, which was grand. We arrived

before dark, finishing the second day of

about 70 miles. Wednesday we left

Hudson at 9 A. M. and had a delightful

morning run of about 30 miles to Great

Barrington and were in the Berkshire

country and while it is generally beauti

ful the scenic effects were not so im

posing as in the Catskills.

We then ran to Stockbridge, Lenox

and Lee, through most charming drives

and estates, and faced rather an unpopu

lar 30 miles mountainous run to Chester.

This was a winding, narrow, sandy,

gradual ascent and though not easy

was interesting until we reached ]acob’s

Ladder, meantime being repeatedly

told of the adventures of motorIsts

in attempting to scale this ladder,

until we were all scared. After a mile

of climbing we overtook a couple at a

point of decline (in the road) and asked

if this was all of the ladder and were

cheerfully told that “we had not yet

started on it.” The balance was indeed

a stiff climb but not for Ramblers, as

neither machine showed any strain in

delivering us to the summit from which

we could see a most gorgeous panorama

in every direction. In the descent “old

Philadelphia” waltzed considerably, but

“New York” forewarned, did not join in

the movement and at the foot we were

met by the but existing specimen of a

Massachusetts state road just completed,

which took us to the pretty village of

Chester in jig time, where we enjoyed

our first bite since breakfast, at 4 P. M.

VVe were then on the high (state) road

to Springfield, about 30 miles, which run

was enlivened by a few quiet speed con

tests with New York in the lead. Find

ing ourselves in S. long ahead of dark, we

decided to keep on and in no time were

at Palmer. The same spirit delivered us

as quickly to Warren and in both these
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runs, about 30 miles, there was little

holding down of the throttles, though

there was a section of sandy road, but

well packed by much auto travel. Find

ing no good hotel at the latter point and

though rain had set in, we voted and the

ladies with enthusiasm “to put up at

Leicester Inn that night,” so we lighted

our lamps and enjoyed a delightful night

run in which the conservative speed

limits of this neighborhood played no

part, and arrived at the Inn, which is

practically in Worcester, about 10:30

P. M., and ready to eat and rest after a

run of 125 to 150 miles. There was one

essential omitted in our equipment, name

ly an odometer, so my distances are at

random or from the “book.”

Wednesday at nine we were ready for

the finish to Boston, about 55 miles, and

this was, we afterwards read, the record

hot day of summer and the day of the

Glidden tour arrival there. Luck was

against us as two bad tire breaks came

my way and the art of removal and re

pair was not then acquired, so after

being passed with expressions verbal and

facial of sympathy by (it seems to me)

several hundred cars, we arrived at the

Commons at 2 P. M. and intended to

stay over and see the town. While the

others went shopping and sight seeing,

yours truly slept in the hotel lobby as

much as a vigilant porter would allow

and the manner permits. The ladies soon

returned and demanded to be “moved” to

prevent immediate suffocation so we
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C

voted to ‘see Boston” and started at 5

P. M. for Leicester. On leaving Com

monwealth Avenue I was chagrined to

receive a wireless message that my third

tire trouble had arrived and getting out

I laid down on a nice grass plot and

waited first for car No. 1 to come back

with the jack and incidentally for cour

age and strength to again take up my

incubus of bad luck. Every one was

kind and we finally opened up the tire

and found every patch cleanly melted

off the tube and counsel decided a new

tube was the only way out, and I parted

with mine at a shop near by. We again

started about dark and I assumed the

role of a Moses and tried to show up a

new road back. I don’t know where

or how far we went but it was all to the

good in roads and moonlight scenery and

took in north, south,east, west and cen

ter Framingham as well as Framingham

itself, and brought us again to charm

ing Leicester Inn by eleven, with

nearly 125 miles to our credit in

spite of bad luck.

Well, your space must be worth some

thing and as the hurry-up craze reached

the party about here it affects me simi

larly so I won’t go into much detail in

telling how we had two more troublesthe

next day, same car, same wheel and tire

and kind, but got to Waterbury, Connec

ticut, via Springfield, Windsor Locks,

Hartford, Uicldletown and Meriden.

Next day, Friday, we spent cleaning

up and looking through as big watch fac
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tory until nearly dark, when we started

for Bridgeport via Seymour and the

Naugatuck Valley, and shortly ran

against another blow out and likewise a

thunder and windstorm, but we got to a

hotel alongside the railroad tracks by

eleven, mudspattered and so tired that

300 expresses had no effect except one

especially noisy punctuated my dreams

that a big auto had broken into our room

and brought me upright in bed.

The next day, Saturday, found us hav

ing a most prosaic tea party on the banks

of the Boston Turnpike where it winds

through Westport at which were present

all of our folks and several neighbors.

We resolved to do the best we could by

all our tubes and affixed a dozen or two

patches. The particular occasion of this

was another blow out in mine which was

the twelfth change of tires for the trip,

all but one of mine which had up to then

given no trouble. New shoes bought for

the occasion were mostly responsible and

I might say I have this season had well

deserved free replacements of nearly

$300, and the end is not yet.

We finished at South Orange at 4 P.

M., voting the trip a most complete suc

cess in every way. At Portchester we

crossed country to Tarrytown and fer

ried to Nyack and home via Hackensack,

Rutherford, Belle ville, etc.

My friends did some tinkering on this

trip and it seemed to me unnecessarily,

as they are of the enquiring kind that

like to see what makes the thing go. All

I know is to keep oiled and lighted up

and always let well enough alone. I

had some trouble with missing on last

day or two. In fact it is still with me,

but it has not improved with my running

as I have made 1,000 to 1,500 miles

since this trip, in all over 4,000 miles and

my only expense on the car itself has been

$15.00 in tuning up and an endeavor to

find my elusive “miss.”

EXPLANATION OF PHOTOS

1 Before the start.

2 First stop near Mountainville.

2: Dined at Palatine Hotel, Newburgh, N. Y.

3 In the Catskills. Road from Mt. Pleasant.

4 Crossing the Hudson. Ferry from Sangerties

to Tivoli.

5 Town Pump at Hudson, N. Y.

6 Second night at Hudson, N. Y.

7 Entering the Berkshires. Typical Berkshire

road. -

8 Berkshire Inn, Great Barrington, Mass.

9. A toll gate in the Berkshires, not yet obsolete.

10 Scene of our first trouble, repairing tires at

Lee, Mass.

Approach to Jacob's Ladder, near Lee, Mass:

A state road under construction. Chester to

Springfield.

A sandy road between Warren and Palmer.

One of the best ever, Leicester Inn, Leicester,

Mass.

Having tire trouble on the road between Wor

cester and Boston.

Museum at Boston

The Philip Brooks Church, Boston, Mass.

19 On Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.

Back again to Leicester, Mass.

22 A tire mending bee at Brookfield.

23 A roadside view between Warren and Palmer

24 Through Springfield in a drizzle.

25 Ingersoll Watch Factory at Waterbury.

26 A tea party at Westport.

27 Waiting for the ferry at Tarrytown.

28 The lighthouse on the Hudson, near Tarry

town, seen from ferry boat.

29 On the Ferry to Nyack.

|!
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Our eleven hundred mile vacation trip

R. P. BAINBRIDGE

FTER six months’ experience

A driving a Rambler Surrey in

southeastern Ohio, I concluded

to attempt a tour in it as a va

cation trip. With a few misgivings as

to troubles unknown which we might en

counter, but with plenty of confidence in

the car which had never yet failed us, I

started from Mingo Junction on the

morning of September 21, with my wife

as sole passenger.

Our plans contemplated running to

Cleveland where we expected to stop with

friends for a few days, making some side

trips from there, then, if all was well, to

return by way of Pittsburg. This, our

first trip of any length, was a very modest

one as we planned it, but on one of the

“side trips” the Rambler gave such a

good account of itself that, on the sug

gestion of Mr. Whitcomb, the Rambler

agent at Cleveland, I was moved to write

an account of it.

In the words of Pleepy Shute, Thurs

day, the day selected for our start dawned

so “brite and fair” that it seemed a good

omen as indeed it proved to be. We

drove quickly to Steubenville where we

took the state road which is macadam

ized as far as East Springfield. This road

follows the ridges closely andl being

well drained, was in fine condition in

spite of the heavy showers the previous

day. Turning to the left as we entered

East Springfield, we followed a dirt road

through Jefferson and New Rumley to

Scio, where we stopped for lunch. Push

ing through Bowerston, we followed the

line of the Panhandle Railroad to Urich

ville, where we turned north on a fine

gravel road till we reached Canal Dover,

where we spent the night with friends.

The morning of Friday, the 22d, we

spent driving over the good roads around

Dover, leaving there after lunch with

three extra passengers who accompanied

us as far as Canton. These roads we

found, on the whole, good though some

what sandy in spots. Bidding our friends

farewell in Canton, we pushed on to

Akron, where we put up for the night at

the Buchtel, leaving the car at Valentine

garage. Saturday morning we drove

around Akron a while and did some shop

ping, leaving for Cleveland in the after

noon. Here we experienced our first

trouble and I was much puzzled over it

till I found out the cause some days

later.
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Starting up the steep grade going out

of the city, the car balked till I began to

think we would either have to be towed

up or turn around and go home. After

a few attempts however, we got to the

top and the car would run along beauti

fully for a mile or two, misfire for

fifty or a hundred yards, then pick up

again without any change in the adjust

ments. We took a wrong turning too

and went about 15 miles out of our way,

so I did not stop to locate the cause of

the misfiring as we were anxious to make

Cleveland as early as possible. At Bed

ford we came upon an automobile in

trouble and stopped to render assistance.

It was an incident which shows what

automobiles have to stand. The oil

pipes leading to the cylinders had clogged

and the pistons expanded till they

squealed woefully as the driver cranked

the motor. He was evidently an ama

teur of amateurs as he was completely at

sea, but accepted my diagnosis and a do

nation of cylinder oil with profuse thanks.

Reaching the outskirts of Cleveland we

had to inquire our way repeatedly-on

account of the number of streets torn up

for paving. At last, however, we reached

the home of our friends and placed the

car in the care of Mr. Whitcomb.

Sunday morning, after having the car
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looked over and adjustment of the car

buretter and vibrators made by one of

the men at the garage, we started for

Dover Bay where we lunched at the

Country Club. After a short rest we

drove back through the city to the other

end of the county, to Gates Mills and

had a most excellent dinner at the Inn.

On this run the car seemed to possess

almost human intelligence and our friends

were loud in their praise of it. In the

hurry of getting started I had neglected

to take on a supply of fuel and to my dis

may it gave out when we were about

half way to Gates Mills. There was a

grocery store at the cross roads where we

stopped and a short search located the

proprietor who very fortunately supplied

us with the wherewithal]. This was the

only store we saw between Cleveland and

Gates Mills. The drive back to the city

after dinner in the cool clear night air

was one long to be remembered.

Four more days we spent driving about

the parks and streets of Cleveland, and

during this time I took the opportunity

to give the exhaust valves a liberal dose

of coal oil, which made such an improve

ment in the running of the motor that I

saw at once that my trouble between

Akron and Cleveland had been caused

by dirty valve stems.

~.

  

smv JOSE, cat.
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On Friday, the 29th, we left Cleveland

with two of the friends with whom we

were stopping for what proved to be the

best part of the whole trip. It was a

clear warm day and the car was in the

mood for traveling. We started out

Euclid Avenue with Buffalo as our ob

jective point. Leaving the pavement at

Euclid we found the old plank road in

bad repair and very rough. We were

soon over this, however, and the dirt road

to Willoughby was very fair. As we

crossed the bridge in Willoughby and

started up the ascent, we saw just ahead

a fine new White Steamer which had

evidently got beyond control coming down

the hill the night before, and had crashed

into the embankment on the curve.

We were glad to learn later that none of

the party were seriously hurt, but the car

_was badly wrecked.

Passing through Mentoo, Painesville

and Madison, we came to Geneva where

we had lunch at the Tuttle House.

Pushing on after lunch we passed through

Ashtabula and a few miles farther on had

to stop a few minutes to adjust a vibrator

which had got out of tune. Near Con-'

neaut we found four or five miles of

macadamized road that was smoother

than asphalt. If the road commissioners

of the country would take a lesson from

the builders of this short stretch, the

farmers would soon be delivering their

produce in automobile trucks.

Striking the_ dirt road again we passed

through the neat little town of Girard,

climbing a couple of steep grades with

out trouble and reached Erie tired and

dusty, but well pleased with the ride.

We put up the car at the Star garage and

hied ourselves to the Reed House across

the street.

We left Cleveland with a full gasoline

tank and after the run of 110 miles it

took just 7% gallons to fill it again.

Leaving Erie on West Eighteenth street

we passed successively through the vil

lages of North East, Ripley, then into

New York state, through Westfield,

Brockton and Fredonia, running through

mile after mile of vineyards. Winding

at last along a beautiful gorge at the bot

tom of which runs Silver Creek, we came

to the village of that name. Turning to

the right and crossing the bridge, we

climbed a stiff grade and as we coasted

down the long slope on the other side we

got a fine view of Lake Erie. This part

of the ride was so fascinating and the

roads so good that we quite forgot about

lunch till we were out of reach of a town,

  

A PARTY OF RAMBLERS AT SAN JUAN, CAL.
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so we stopped at a farm house

and got a lunch of bread and

milk. As we were about to

take the road again I noticed

a barbed wire fence staple

sticking into one of the tires

and this necessitated a short

stop to repair the puncture.

The rest of the drive, along

the lake shore was over good

gravel roads though as it was

the season for road repairing,

we found hard pulling in spots

where fresh gravel had been

dumped in the middle of the

road a foot or more deep.

Reaching the outskirts of

Buffalo we were misdirected as to the

best way into the city and got into sand

clear over the wheel rims on the shore of

the lake. We got through it after a

hard struggle, much to the astonishment

of a boy in a grocery wagon who

expected we would have to call for help.

Laughing at his cheery call “You’re

doin’ fine, mister,” we crept slowly

through the soft sand and were glad at

last to get to a rough cobbblestone

pavement. We wondered where were

the miles of fine asphalt for which we

had heard Buffalo was famous. We

decided to go on to Niagara Falls as

we still had time to make it before dark

and inquired the way of a fat jolly look

ing policeman. As a precaution I also

inquired about the speed limit in the city

and he informed me that it was “eight

miles but,” with a sly twinkle in his eye,

“if ye go a little faster than that we

can’t catch ye anyway.”

We went out by Niagara street and

the river road and were rewarded by

seeing a beautiful sunset. We reached

the Falls just at dusk, well covered with

the dust of two states. Before cleaning

up I looked after the needs of the car and

was astonished to see that seven gallons

of gasoline filled the tank to the brim

after the run of 117 miles with four per

sons and about one hundred pounds of

baggage.

We were all glad to retire early to be

up in time for a ride around the Falls

before leaving. In the morning we drove

over to the Canadian side to get the

  

APRAID OF AN AUTOMOBILE

magnificent view of both falls, then

down the gorge road as far as the Whirl

pool. On the return trip we decided to

skip the rough cobblesin the Tonawanda

lumber district, so we crossed the railroad

tracks at Gratwick and took Delaware

avenue which is much the better way.

We reached Buffalo in an hour and fifteen

minutes, not record time by any means

-but not bad going either, considering the

roads. We stopped in Buffalo just long

enough to pass the time of day with Mr.

Poppenberg, the Rambler agent, who

gave us minute directions for getting

out of the city over good roads. And

it was well he did, as the way lies through

a maze of streets that would bewilder

anyone without exact directions. On

that part of the trip from Erie to Niagara

and back the car never worked better.

and took grades on the high speed in a

way that was very gratifying. On man_v

of the shorter hills we would drop down

on one side, the momentum carrying us

far enough up the other side to catch the

level without changing the throttle. The

long grade at Silver Creek we took at

high speed, the motor never laboring in

the slightest, though I had to shut the

power nearly off once to pass a restless

horse. Every buggy and road wagon in

that part of the country must have been

out that Sunday afternoon, as we met or

passed one or more on every hill. The

dust was quite heavy and I am afraid

what we stirred up as we bowled along

soiled quite a number of Sunday frocks.

Once a big four-cylinder rushed by us at
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a 40-mile clip and raised such a cloud

that we lay up on the road side for a

minute or two till the dust settled.

Nevertheless, we made very fair time and

enjoyed every minute of the ride. Our

running time, Buffalo to Erie, was five

hours and forty-five minutes, or an even

seven hours from Niagara to Erie. This

stage of the trip took seven and one half

gallons of fuel.

Monday morning we were up for an

early start, but as I cranked the motor I

noticed that only one cylinder was work

ing. Examination showed the exhaust

valve stem gummed with oil and dust so

that the spring failed to close it. With

the assistance of one of the men at the

garage, I took the valve out, cleaned it

thoroughly and we were soon on our way

again. The weather had been threaten

ing all night and there was a light shower

in the early morning hours. We pushed

on as rapidly as possible but were caught

in a down pour just as we reached Girard,

so we lay up for the day and night at the

Knoll House, a very good hostelry. As

it rained most of the day, Monday, the

roads were bad the next day and the rest

of the trip consisted of attempts to side

step the mud puddles. In these attempts

we were frequently frustrated by wagons

which kept the better side of the road

regardless of road laws. The stretch of

macadam near Conneaut seemed a God

send and this was the only chance we

had to “let her out” that day. Our fuel

tank showed the effects of the hard pull

ing through the stiff mud, as we used nine

RAMBLER IN FRONT OF CUSTOMS OFFICEICS RESIDENCE

gallons from Erie to Cleve

land. Our best fuel consump

tion was from Cleveland to

Niagara and back to Erie,

344 miles, which we covered

on 22 gallons of gasoline, or

15.7 miles to the gallon.

As our time was limited,

we only stopped over night

in Cleveland, leaving there

Wednesday morning for

Sharon, Pa., where we were

to spend a day or so. We

passed through Chagrin Falls,

Auburn and Troy (or Welsh

field) finding the roads more

or less rutty and cut up after

the rain on Monday. After a

good country dinner at the Troy House, we

pushed on to Farmington where we lost

the road, landing in Bristol instead of

going through Southington as we in

tended. After a considerable shaking

up on the rutty roads, we reached a good

pike which carried us through Warren

and a good part of the way to Sharon.

The steep West Hill in Sharon looked a

little dubious, but as it was the shorter

way we concluded to try it and climbed

it without the least trouble. The drop

down the other side was almost like fall

ing down a well and required the use of

both brakes.

After a day at Sharon we started out for

Pittsburg with one extra passenger, tak

ing a road that runs through New Wil

mington, Harlansburg and Portersville.

The first half of this journey was full of

turns and hills and we lost our way fre

quently. Owing to the number of cross

roads, however, we were able, by diligent

inquiry, to get on the right track without

retracing our way. After passing Zelien

ople, we struck a good dirt road which

eventually became the Perrysville Plank

Road and made excellent time, taking

all the grades at high speed. None of

the hills were very steep, but all of them

were long, one in particular being about

a mile and a half steady climb of about

ten per cent grade. On this trip the

car worked like clock-work.

  

We reached Pittsburg in good time and

spent Friday night and Saturday resting.

After a drive through the parks Sunday

morning we left for home in the after
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noon, taking the so-called Steu

benville pike. Excepting a few

miles of good macadam at the

Pittsburg end, and some good

dirt roads in West Virginia,

this road was rough, hilly and

stony. Altogether it was the

worst road we encountered.

Long stretches were simply a

succession of short, steep stony

hills on which we had to creep

up at slowest speed. This last

stage of our trip was soon over,

however, and its roughness

forgotten as we recalled some

of the better parts.

Our sturdy Rambler pulled

into the stable beating as

strongly as ever and apparent

ly fit to go on another trip. All

told, I figure we co\'ered 1,100

miles and used about 75 gallons of

gasoline, 3 gallons of cylinder oil and

four pounds of grease.

On going over the car since, I find it

in excellent condition, the only breakage

being two of the small rods that support

the low speed and reverse bands at the

back. This, by the way, with a new fibre

for the primary brake has been the sum

of my repairs after a season’s running.

York Staters erect guide boards

MOTOR \VAY

The work of erecting road guide posts

between Buffalo and Fredonia and be

tween Buffalo and Batavia, N. Y., was

started recently under the direction of

the Buffalo Automobile Club, of Buffalo,

N. Y. From Batavia to Rochester guide

boards were erected by the ofiicers of the

Rochester Automobile Club, and thus

there will be a through road, with signs

giving distances and directions, between

Buflalo and Rochester. The boards are

made of iron, covered with white and

blue enamel, these colors having been

found to be the best suited for the pur

pose as they can be seen from a greater

distance than other colors and give a

more distinct impression to the motorist

who drives past rapidly. The Buffalo

Automobile Club will ask clubs in other

cities to undertake similar road work,
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the intention being to erect guide boards

on at least one thousand miles of roads

in New York this season.

As an aid to church fairs

MOTOR \\’ORI.D

Now the automobile has entered the

precincts of the time-honored church fair.

At this season of the year these functions

are many, and the innovations that have

been introduced have been innumerable,

but it remained for the Baptist Church

of Brookline, Mass, to introduce the

automobile. One of the parishioners

loaned his machine and chauffeur to the

fair management, and nightly sight-see

ing tours of Brookline are being made.

The fee charged is 50 cents a person, and

the income of the fair has been materi

ally increased by the use of the horseless

vehicle.

An interstate highway is planned to ex

tend from the border of British Columbia

through Washington, Oregon and Cali

fornia to the Mexican boundary. It is

estimated that this road can be construct

ed at an average cost of $5,000 per mile.

King County, Washington, has already

appropriated the amount necessary to

build its portion, which is made available

during the next five years, and if other

counties act as promptly, the road will

be completed by 1911.



A Rambler in the mountains of New Hampshire

and Vermont

N. H. KILMER

One on June 23d, ran it about 4,500

miles through the summer, and on

September 12, 1905, with Mrs. Kilmer,

our daughter, and a lady friend of hers, with

about 200 pounds of baggage started on a

three weeks' trip, not knowing where we

were going, how long we would stop at the

different places we would come to; in

fact, no plans except to get all the enjoy

ment out of the trip possible from start

to finish. The first days run was an

easy one of 87 miles, from Ocean Grove

to New York via Staten Island. The

next day we had a fine run of 122 miles

through Rye, Porchester, and Bridge

port, following the shore of the Long

Island Sound to New Haven and from

there north to Hartford where we staid

all night. The next morning we went to

Springfield, Mass. This was through

the heart of the tobacco district of Con

necticut, and the fields both sides of the

I BOUGHT my Rambler Surrey Type road for miles were covered with tobacco,

some standing and some cut, waiting to

be carted to the many large curing houses

that you would find by almost every farm

house. From Springfield we turned east

to Worcester, where we spent the night.

From Worcester we again turned north

intending to go to Nashua, New Hamp

shire, via Lowell, but we got the wrong

road and went west to Fitchburg from

which we went to Nashua, making the

distance, a good deal more and not over

the main roads, but while it was harder

going I think we enjoyed it more than if we

had went the way we intended, as we could

pick apples and nuts off the trees along

the side of the road without getting out

of the car, the roads being so narrow.

From Nashua we followed the valley of

the Merrimac River through Reeds

Ferry, Manchester and Hooksett to

Concord, the capital of the state, where

we staid all night. This made the fourth
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day of our trip and we had the experi

ence of sleeping each night in a different

state. Monday night we slept in New

Jersey, Tuesday in New York, Wednes

day in Conneticut, Thursday in Massa

chusetts, and Friday in New Hampshire.

Saturday it was raining, but with glass

front and curtains down we did not

care anything about the rain, so we again

started northward up the Merrimac Valley.

This was a wild picturesque ride, through

sand in some places, over slippery clay

roads in others and it required very

careful going to keep the car on the road.

All the way it was either up hill or down,

with very few level spots the whole

distance, but it was a ride that is worth

taking by everybody that enjoys natural

scenery.

We stopped at Plymouth for dinner

and continued on up in the mountains

through Woodstock and North; Wood

stock to the Fume House, where, on ac

count of not having chains for the wheels

and the very muddy and slippery roads

and the heavy grades (many registering

from twenty to twenty-two per ecnt. on

the grade meter), we decided to spend

Sunday. Sunday and Monday it rained.

Tuesday morning, with some rope on

the wheels, we again started up the

famous Franconia notch, mud from six

to eighteen inches deep in the road, and

the first five miles all up grade—and very

heavy grades at that—then four miles

down grade, which was almost as bad to

go down as it had been to come up; but

we arrived safely at Bethlehem, 16 miles

from the Fume House, it taking us two

hours and a half to go the sixteen miles,

and the car was so covered with mud it

was impossible to tell whether it was

painted green, red or blue.

We made Bethlehem our headquarters

for one week, taking short trips to most

of the points of interest in this region.

It rained almost every day and the roads

were so muddy that it was hard for

horses and wagons to go through, but we

now had chain grips for the wheels and

could go nicely, even if the mud was deep.

Tuesday, September 26th, we started

homeward via Littleton, Lisbon, to Wells

River, and so down the valley of the Con

necticut river. The red, green and yellow

foliage and the road following the bends and

curves of the river, with new and beauti

ful views to be seen with each bend of

the road, made this one of the most

beautiful rides we had on the whole trip.

We continued on down the river through

Hanover, the seat of Darmouth College,

Clairmont, Bellows Falls, to Brattleboro,

where we turned west across the green
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mountains of Vermont to North Adams,

Massachusetts. This was the hardest

part of our trip but one that we enjoyed

as much, if not more,than any other of

the whole trip. The road, most of the

way, was through heavy forests of pine

and hemlock, with just room enough for

the car to go between the trees; on each

side the road bed was rough and stony

with “Thank you Marms” every few

feet,and grades that registered on the

grade meter up to 28 per cent and some

stretches of ten miles that did not have a

foot that was level but all up-grade, but

the view from the tops of the hills were

fine enough to pay for all the climbing.

From North Adams we went to Pittsfield

and so down through the Berkshire Hills

to Poughkeepsie and so down the river to

Newburg, where we stayed over Sunday.

.\Ionday we left Newburg, going down

through the Tuxedo Valley to Newark,

N. ]., from there to New Brunswick and

from there home; making our last day’s

run the longest of any on the trip, viz.:

158 miles. We were gone just three

weeks; traveled 1,437 miles; paid out

$5.75 for garage charges, $1.03 for fer

riage, 30 cents for asbestos, $1.50 to

blacksmith for fixing spring, used _101

gallons of gasoline and three gallons of

oil. Making the total cost of the car for

the whole trip $31.78. Now some one

asks, how much trouble did you have?

Well, I cannot say (as others have), “not

any,” for I had some, but was not at

any time delayed by the troubles over

one hour—and very seldom that long.

We had eight punctures in the tires;

the belt that holds the cam on the cam

shaft worked loose and gave me a half

hour’s work to find what was the matter;

the grease cup on the cam lever un

screwed and let the intake valve lever

drop in the bottom of the car, and we

ran two miles on one cylinder to where

we intended to stay all night. The next

morning upon unbuckling the cover

underneath I found trouble at once and

had it fixed in five minutes; the chain

run off once, and it took half an hour to

get it back in place again, and had to

put six different gaskets to rear cyinder.

This I lay to two causes: ,]ust before

starting I found that a valve seat was

cracked, so I put on a new cylinder head

and I think it did not fit quite as well as

it should (as since I came home I have

taken the head off, removed the studs,

and with some emery and oil ground

the head slightly, put in new gasket and

have had no further trouble) for I could

not get proper material to make a gasket

out of on_the road. For two or three

days the car missed explosions, some not

enough to materially affect the running,

but enough to annoy. I changed the

mixture in the carburretor, put in new

plugs, looked at all visible wires, and

pulled on all the concealed ones, for

breaks, but could not find any trouble

until I finally cut out the secondary wire

to the front cylinder and ran a wire direct

to the plug from coil. I then started the

car and found it ran all right so took out

the old wire and found that way up in the

hard rubber tubing the wire had parted

but the rubber insulation held it together

part of the time but when the rubber

stretched it would break the current, and

so cause the trouble. This, I think,

covers all the trouble we had of any kind

with the car on ,the whole trip,except that

a leaf of one of the front springs broke,

and I had a blacksmith take it out and

put in an old one he had on hand.

 

Whitcomb predicts heavy sales of low

priced cars

T. C. Whitcomb, of Cleveland, who

handles “independent” cars exclusively,

has moved into a new establishment at

400 Erie Street. He is handling the

Rambler and Premier lines. He claims

this is going to be a great year for

low priced cars. He has a number

of samples on hand and states that the

business has already opened in fine shape,

the ability to show a car and guarantee

its delivery at any time the purchaser

desires it being a great advantage at this

time of the year. Mr. Whitcomb is

equipping a complete repair shop.

Using filtered oil

MOTOR AGE

Do not use filtered oil in the cylinder of a

motor or on the bearings. Cut down the oil

feed until just the right amount is delivered

and then throw the drained oil away. The

lubricating qualities—the body—are de

stroyed when once used and for the best re

sults should not be used again.



Remarkable non-stop record made by d Rambler

Surrey Type One at Philadelphia

N this day of deeds and accomplish

I ment, men and things are judged

by their actions.

In the earlier days of the automo

bile industry, when the qualities of any

machine were largely problematical, the

prospective buyer was dependent upon

ON A PENNSYLVANIA PIKE

the promises of the salesman, but buyers

are now mainly “from Missouri” and

require positive evidence of the car's

ability. It was the development of this

condition that brought out the “Non

stop Run.”

In succession several manufacturers of

the larger and more expensive cars under

took, with varying success, to cover 1,000

miles without allowing the motor to stop.

These trials were first made on the

track, and later on city boulevards and

such leading thoroughfares as afforded

good running, and almost invariably

under favorable conditions of road and

weather. Even under such circumstances

failures were sufficiently common that

successful ones announced their accom

plishment with just pride.

On February 20th, with no blare of

trumpets, a vast accumulation of spare

wheels, tires and parts or an army of at

tendants, Mr. W. F. Smith, manager

of the Rambler branch at Philadelphia,

started an ordinary Type One Surrey,

taken from stock with no special pre

paration or equipment, after the coveted

record.

The roads were in many places axle

deep in mud and when more favorable

conditions existed rigid speed limits pre

cluded the possibility of fast time.

Therefore, no effort was made to accom

plish a speed record, the object being to

demonstrate the sturdy dependability of

a $1,200 Rambler in comparison with

cars at several times its selling price and

rated power.

The route originally decided upon

covered a circuitous course of about

thirty-eight miles on road that under

ordinary condition afforded good going,

but owing to continued rains was then

in a terrible condition, particularly in

the hilly section around Ogontz.

During the run the car was in charge

of J. E. Baugher, C. B. Cleaver, Herbert

AT PATTERSON, PA.
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ROAD BETIVEEN COLLEGEVILLE AND PHOE.\lIX\"ILLE

Bittner and Joseph Kachline, the last

two named making the final run of the

1,000 miles.

Throughout an entire day and night the

car plowed through mud and water in

one of the worst rain storms of the year,

the mud being in many cases nearly to

the hubs. Notwithstanding this, and the

constant running, up hill and down, there

was never a stop for adjustment or tink

ermg.

The original undertaking, 1,000 miles,

was accomplished at 2:45 A. M. Friday,

but so smoothly was the car running that

it was decided to continue the run until

the opening of the Philadelphia Auto

mobile Show on Saturday afternoon.

As both operators and observers were

entirely worn out, through exposure to

wind and weather, the car was left stand

ing, with the engine running, until 9

A. M., when Kachline and Walls started

up state on a 250-mile trip.

The route embraced Norristown, Potts

town, Phoenixville, Reading, Lebanon

and Harrisburg on the up trip, the latter

place being reached at 10:45 P. M.

The report of the work of this car, on

the original 1,000 miles, having preceded

it to the towns visited on this trip, a great

deal of interest and enthusiasm was

shown. At each town a delay of an

hour or two was made, taking prominent

citizens and interested spectators on

short trips.

In Reading the tired operators were

met by a large delegation headed by a

band and stayed there for some time,

leaving for Harrisburg at 4:30 in the

afternoon by way of Lebanon. The

 

  

  

IT \VAS DOWN HILL PART OF THE WAY—

—BUT UPHILL AT OTHERS

drivers from Philadelphia, Kachline and

Walls, were relieved at Harrisburg by

Baugher and Cleaver who drove the

car through the night at Harrisburg for

several hours and then started on the

return trip to Philadelphia by way of

Lancaster and the old Lancaster Pike.

The return trip of 113 miles proved

to be the worst of all and outside a small

village called Lemon Place, twelve miles

from Lancaster, the drive wheels sunk

in the mud holes so deep that the axle

rested on the road bed leaving the wheels

to revolve in the mud and slush without

traction. Fence rails, from a nearby

farm, were placed in front of the wheels
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and in this manner the car was enabled

to climb out of the hole and proceeded on

the way without further mishap.

Arriving in Philadelphia at about ll

A. M., the car was kept running continu

ously until 2:25 P. M., when, before a

large crowd in front of the Rambler

Branch, the switch pin was pulled by

Senator Vivian S. Gable. The motor at

this time had been running continuously

for 98 hours and 6 minutes and the car

had covered 1383 miles under some of

the worst conditions ever encountered by

an automobile.

A short time later the motor was again

started and the car taken to the Rambler

booth in the National Export Exposition

Building, where it remained the center of

attraction throughout the week of the

Philadelphia Automobile Show.

The car at all times carried, in addi

tion to the operators, a full complement

of passengers. Mr. H. S. Shirtell, of the

Philadelphia Inquirer, and a represen

tative of the Diamond Rubber Company

accompanied the car throughout practi

cally the entire run.

How the kidnapper was caught

moron WORLD

Enoch Coffey, a Kansas man, kid

napped his brother’s bo_v at Kenesaw,

Neb., and boarded a train with him. He

   

TAKING GASOLINE PREVIOUS TO STARTING

FOR READING

was observed by the boy’s father just as

the train was pulling out. The father

immediately secured the assistance of an

expert motorist and together they climbed

into a substantial touring car, which be

longed to a friend, and which happened

to be standing nearby. For thirty miles

the race between the train and auto con

tinued—and the automobile won, with

the result that the father secured his son

and the arrest of the kidnapper.

Prizes Awarded for March Stories

First $25

MRS. W. K. COWAN

Lou Angeles, Cal.

Second $1 5

LAURA R. JOHNSON

Boonville, N. Y.

Third $5

R. L. GR E EN E

Waltham, Man.

The same amounts will be awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing,

hunting parties and all pastimes and

plays an important part. '

occupations in which the Rambler

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Prizes will be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

being given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs. Photos not retumed unless requested.
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Automobilist wins before fanners'run HORSELESS AGE

The negligence suit brought by Mrs.

Frances ]. Reynolds against George B.

Baird, of Oneonta, for $5,000 damages

for injuries received in an accident at

Oneonta, September 17, 1904, was tried

here before ]ustice George F. Lyon and

a jury, ten of whom were farmers, Febru

ary 26 and 27. The result was a verdict

of no cause of action. This is regarded

as one of the first cases, if not indeed the

very, ever won before a farmers’ jury by

a defendant automobilist against whom

negligence had been alleged in a damage

suit.

The evidence showed that Mrs Rey

nolds was riding in a wagon driven by a

man named Dye, which had collided

with one of the posts of a bridge over the

Susquehanna river at Oneonta. The

three occupants had been thrown out,

and all more or less injured. The plain

tiff tried to show that the approaching

automobile had frightened the horses,

and that Mr. Baird had not stopped his

machine when requested to do so by

signals while still 10 or 12 rods distant.

Mr. Baird and his wife testified that

their machine had been stopped 25 feet

from the bridge, and that after stopping

with the transmission brake the team

had first shown fright, whereupon Mr.

Dye, the driver, had struck the near horse

with his whip, after which the collision

with the bridge post had occurred. It

was shown conclusively that the near

horse was a “puller,” and had on a jaw

breaker bit.

Mr. Baird assisted the injured and

took them home in his car.

Justice Lyon, after stating the laws

governing automobiles, said that coun

sel for one of the parties had commented

on the poverty of the plaintiff, and the

expensive raiment and diamonds of the

defendant, and, the judge thought it

would be a sorry day for Otsego county

when her jurymen where influenced in

the decision of cases by the poverty or

wealth of the parties or witnesses in

court where all were equal before the

law, whatever their rank or condition.

After an hour’s deliberation the jury

brought in a verdict of no cause of action.

Motoring in Ceylon

The picture shown on the front cover

page of this issue was taken in the Pera

deniga Gardens, Ceylon, and is one of

a group that will appear in the next

issue in connection with the story “Motor

ing in Ceylon,” by L. E. Phipps.

In the party with him are E. A. Olds,

Jr. on the left, H. M. Gallagher reclin

ing in the tonneau and Mr. Phipps him

self is on the right with a native squatting

in front of him. Note the giant bamboo

in the background growing to a. height

several times that of the car and canopy

top.

Mr. Phipps is traveling abroad in the

interest of Muller, Maclean & Co., of

New York, using a Surrey Type One in

his work, and he sees and experiences

much that is never enjoyed by those at

home who are limited in their use of

their cars to city streets or the country

roads of one or two states.

Why London cops are so active

MOTOR VVORLD

An explanation that sheds a flood of

light upon the intense zeal displayed by

the English “bobby” in apprehending

the motorist who is so indiscrete as to

exceed the legal limit by a hundredth of

a mile is to be found in the fact that

“Robert” is working for his own pocket

all the time. The fines go to the police

pension fund, and, judging from the

amount collected in the last twelve

months——something like $l,500,000— the

superanuated “peelers” of the “tight little

isle” should have nothing to fear for some

time to come.

It may be safely stated as a general

fact that every worn-out machine has lost

its usefulness solely from dry bearings,

and that its life would have been greatly

prolonged had its moving parts always

been protected by an unvarying lubricat

ing system from which each bearing had

received exact measured quantities of

lubricant at short intervals while in oper

ation. This being true of ordinary ma

chinery, is doubly true of automobile

machinery that must run most of the

time enveloped in clouds of gritty dust

or mud taken up from the roadway.
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Nettleton gets cup

CoLDwATER, MICH., COURIER

Readers of The Courier will recall the

automobile trip to Port Huron made last

August in Nettleton & Co.'s Rambler

touring car, when V. L. Nettleton, ac

companied by Chas. U. Champion, John

T. Starr and C. H. Newell, went to the

tunnel city to attend the American Road

makers’ Association meeting, an extended

account of which appeared in The Courier

at that time, and on which occasion the

party made the longest trip in an auto of

any person attending the convention and

were awarded the first prize, the trip

covering 215 miles.

The prize captured by Mr. Nettleton

is a very handsome silver loving cup, and

Mr. Nettleton can exhibit it to his friends

as a memento of a very delightful trip

he and his companions had, on which

occasion the Rambler demonstrated its

reliability and Mr. Nettleton proved a

splendid host. The trip was full of

pleasant experiences and made a most

delightful week's outing, notwithstanding

the fact that the journey was ended in the

midst of a terrific downpour of rain,

wherein the participants were thorough

ly soaked. -

 



Comments by experienced ones

LANDINGVILLE, PA., Feb. 1, 1906

MEssRs. THos. B. JEF FERY & Co.,

- Kenosha, Wis.

GENTLEMEN:—Your catalogue describ

ing 1906 automobiles to hand some time

ago. I am pleased with the same and

think it very interesting, giving a perfect

description of your make of cars, with

which I am fairly well acquainted.

I am the owner of a Rambler automo

bile now, and my confidence in the

Rambler is such that I have placed my

order with your Philadelphia Branch, 242

North Broad Street, for a new and

stronger car, with which I intend to

make a trip west to Indian Territory

next Summer.

Yours truly,

M. W. BROMMER.

THos. B. JEFFERY & Co., Kenosha,Wis.

DEAR SIRs:—The following may be a

benefit to you, and perhaps be of interest

in your magazine:

Last August I had a prospective buyer

who, being doubtful about the ability of

the Rambler Surrey Type One, to take

five passengers over rough country roads.

To convince him, I drove his family

over sixty miles of the worst roads in

central New York, both for hills and

roughness.

I also invited the owner of another

Rambler to make the trip with us in his

machine, to prove to my customer that

not only my car but other Ramblers can

make such trips successfully.

Both cars carried five passengers and

returned without trouble of any kind to

mar the pleasure of the trip.

I had no trouble in taking his order

for a Rambler on our return, and today

he is well pleased with his purchase.

Yours, etc.,

H. D. CRANSON,

Mngr. Rambler Auto Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Nov. 20, 1905.

AURORA, ILL., Jan. 20, 1906

THos. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

GENTLEMEN:-Your catalogue, des

criptive of your 1906 Rambler cars, at

hand. I wish to thank you for your

kindness in sending this to me, as it is

not only a work of art, but a book of

education on automobiles.

You will pardon us if we take this

opportunity to say that the car bought

from you April 14th, 1905, Surrey Type

One (five-passenger Rambler), has prov

en satisfactory, and better than you rep

resented. In fact, I and my friends

think it is one of the best cars made.

Have covered about 4,000 miles, and it

is in as good shape today as the day we

left your factory.

Expenses to car, outside of tire and fuel,

for the season will not exceed $10, and

it is with a marked degree of pleasure

that I advise you that we have not had

a break-down, and therefore have not

been compelled to be pulled in.

Yours truly,

C. D. HEALY,

Manager Standard Oil Co.

A substantial valentine

COLDWATER COURIER

C. H. Newell received a valentine of a

substantial sort in the form of a check

for $25 from the Thos. B. Jeffery Co.,

manufacturers of the Rambler automo

bile. Last August Mr. Newell accom

panied Mr. Nettleton and some other

friends to the international good roads

convention at Port Huron, making the

trip in a Rambler car. Later he wrote up

his trip for The Courier, and sent copies

of the paper to the Rambler Magazine,

who republished them. Mr. Newell was

not aware that prizes had been offered

for the best accounts of outing trips, and

was considerably surprised to see in THE

RAMBLER MAGAZINE the announcement

that the first prize was awarded to him.
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Womm and the automobile

MRS. FREDERICK J. LINZ

Vice-President Cal. Woman's Auto Club

If women only knew and realized fully

the joy of being a genuine chauffeuse,

there would be equally as many profi

cientwomenoperatorsbehind“TheWheel"

as men. Of course, I do not mean

“Taking the Wheel” and guiding a car

along the smooth country roads, or stop

ping it in a half-hearted way, with minute

instructions from some “masculine” oc

cupying the other half of the front seat,

or “posing at the wheel” for some friend

ly reporter, but a REAL understanding of

the car, a knowledge of the mechanism,

whether ever made practicable or not, it

must be there in theory; the surface of

the machine is not enough until automo

bile builders perfect them ABSOLUTELY,

and, one might become somewhat gray

in the interval.

Most women beginners take up motor

ing in a nervous, half hearted-way,

wondering if they can learn to operate

it; THAT to begin with is a mistake, when

they take the first lesson they should not

touch the wheel or levers, but sit SILENT

LY by the operator and warcu, memoriz

ing just what is being done, separately,

how he manipulates the machine in

starting, slowing down, stopping at

crossings, turns, going up or down a

grade, etc., etc.

The following lessons will come

easily after this first lesson of watching,

and if you have done so intently _vou

you will be surprised how quickly you

will next sit in the operators seat, and

actuate the theory. I have operated

both steam and gasoline automobiles

and believe the gasoline to be preferable

for women, owing to the more compli

cated machinery of a steam car. I have

taught a great many men and women to

drive, and my experience has been, that

women believe there is a doubt whether

or no they can learn, while a man never

gives this a thought. After a man de

cides on the kind of a car he wants, he

never worries about learning to either

drive or understand it, but most women’s

first querry is, “Do you think I can learn

to drive it?” Learn, why of course she

can learn, and after a little experience,

fully understand and derive more real

pleasure than any other sport in the cate

gory of out-door sports, with much

more real good to themselves in the way

of arm and lung development, while the

concentration of thought must and does

produce a nervous system of superior

strength. No matter how nervous a

woman may be in the tonneau, in the

operator's seat the same refractory nerves

are like steel, and the saddest epochs one

has perforce known, are all forgotten

and you are only wondering “if the en

gines are working even,” or “whether

you thought to turn on the oil.” Neces

sarily, like any other sport, one must give

a little time to rudimentary details, under

instructions from a proficient operator.

But the mental attitude must be FIRM,

perfectly so, or else those nerves will

destroy that attitude at the first grip of

the wheel.

In over three years’ motoring over the

mountains and deserts of both California

and Nevada, I have encountered manv

kinds of roads and have often traveled

over a dark surface, wondering if it were

the road, where wind and lack of carbide

connived to favor these “wonderings,”

but nerves played no part, the para mount

thought being to keep the engines going,

proving that concentration can cure

nerves, under very adverse circumstances.

Medical journals have quoted physicians

at Bellevue Hospitalin New York, as having

advised and caused nervous patientsto ride

in automobiles, for this particular reason,

of concentrating their minds, producing

temporary relief at intervals. which ulti

mately assists in regaining control. '

While in Carson City, Nevada, last

spring I found it neccessary to drive five
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miles out of town, alone, in a touring car,

on an extremely dark night over a road

which I had traveled but once before

and with lamps that for lack of fuel did

not burn more than two miles of the dis

ance, a combination which was not very

encouraging, to say the least, but the

best I could do was to keep going slow,

watch for irrigation ditches, and the

Mecca of my destination, a large white

gate.

Suddenly there began the most awful

grinding and grateing as if the pistons

were running without oil or the chain

riding and jumping the sprocket teeth",

I brought the car to a stand still and got

out to investigate by the sense of touch

principally, my eyes being second in im

portance in the darkness. I felt the

chain and found it normal as well as all

other parts as far as the sense of touch

could discover, but decided to use the

oil can in a promiscuous manner where

ever possible and where it was not neces

sary to remove screws. While replacing

the oil can my hand came in contact with

an unfamiliar sharp edge which proved

that the box fastened under the seat for

the purpose of carrying waste, etc., had

become unfastened (over the rough road)

and was dragging on the fly wheel which

caused the awful noise. I pulled the

box ofl and out and thanked myself that

the knowledge of the car lay not above

the surface of the floor, but below as well,

proving the necessity of knowing the ma

chinery of the car as well as the wheel,

levers and pedals. Of course with the

dreadful noise I would not have dared

to continue, realizing there was some

thing wrong but not being able to see or

determine the cause by the sound, I

could only have found it by the sense of

touch, as I did. I advise the prospective

chauffeuse to study the type of car she

intends to drive before she advances too

far with her manipulation of the surface

part, as unless she feels ABSOLUTE con

fidence the charm is broken, and she is

not deriving the pleasure or benefit she

ought and could.

Putting on a tire can be accomplished

by a woman, but I do not approve of it,

as it is too strenuous for the average

woman and quite unnecessary, for should

a tire become deflated by puncture or

blow out, it can be removed with little

exertion and the necessary distance com

pleted on the rim.

A knowledge of the coil is a very im

portant factor and can be quickly learned.

The substance is KNOW the trouble, if

there be any, and appreciate that in most

new models the little things, the things a

woman CAN do are those that remedy the

most frequent causes of trouble, as progres

sion has been so rapid in the world of

scientific automobile manufacturing, that

engines no longer have a_ habit of breaking,

or gears stripping, with the least wrong

manipulation of clutch or controlling

levers or other fatality which requires a

skilled mechanic to repair.

Spring overhauling

HORSELESS AGE

It may not be amiss to remind'motor

ists that this time of the year, when in

most districts the roads are entirely unfit

for motor traveling, is a proper time for

having the car overhauled and painted,

if necessary, or any changes made that

may be desired. At present the repair

shops are not as crowded with work as

they will be in a couple of months, when

everybody begins driving again, and in

consequence the work is likely to be done

more carefully; besides, it is a great

satisfaction to the owner to have his ma

chine in perfect trim when the driving

season opens, so he need not miss any

rides on early pleasant days.

As to the parts which should be speci

ally attended to in such an overhauling

it is hardly possible to lay down any

general rules. The bearings and all

wearing parts are, of course, most likely

to need attention, and all such parts

should be tested for the wear or play that

has developed. There is perhaps no

part of the car in which objectionable

play is so likely to occur as in the steering

gear, and all the parts of this gear shoulcl

be made the object of special scrutiny.

In high grade cars the joints of the steer

ing gear are generally case hardened,

and often the wear is even taken up auto

matically by cushion springs, but this

does not apply to the average automobile,

and if it is found that there is so much

back-lash to the steering wheel that it
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seriously affects the control of the car,

the worn parts should be determined and

bushed or renewed.

In addition to the steering gear, the

brakes deserve a special examination at

the beginning of the season. It should

not only be ascertained that they are so

adjusted that they will not drag when re

leased, and hold firmly when applied,

but the state of their wear should be de

termined, and if they have already been

taken up almost to the limit, it is advisable

to have them relined, or, if no lining is

used, to have the bands renewed. There

is the more reason for renewing or re

lining the brakes now, even though they

may not yet be completely worn out, be

cause if they reach this state later in the

season when the car is in daily use, there

is always a temptation to postpone the

repair, thus courting serious accidents.

The repairs and renewals that are most

needed will, of course, vary for each in

stance, and if the motorist is not compe

tent himself to decide what is necessary

he should place the car in the hands of

some responsible firm making a specialty

of automobile repair work, instructing

them to give it a general overhauling. If

he attends to it now there will be fewer

interruptions in the use of his car next

summer; it may not cost him as much in

the end, and he is less likely to miss the

enjoyable rides of fine days in the early

spring.

When the car goes sideways

THE AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

Side-slip is one of the most unpleasant

predicaments the motorist has to guard

against. There are no laws governing

side-slip, and at times no amount of skill

in driving will prevent it, though the

possible evil effects thereof may be modi

fied to an extent. The only thing to do

when the car begins to slide off is to take

out the clutch instantaneously, and let

the steering wheels of the car go in the

direction of the slip slightly, and then

right them in the desired direction rapid

ly. This may give the wheels a good grip

on the road again, and save damage, but

if the slippery condition of the road is

very bad, and the car is sliding quickly,

the driver is almost helpless. Side-slip

may be caused by putting the brakes

hard on when driving over slippery roads.

by getting off the crown of the road, by

taking a corner too sharply, or by driving

with the rear of the car too light. The

great thing to remember is to depress the

clutch pedal and disconnect the power

directly the slip is felt, or else a serious

accident may result. The moment the

car straightens, let the clutch in again.

Automatic motor starters

HORSELESS AG E

An inquiry recently made with the ob

ject of gathering material for an article

on automatic devices for starting vehicle

motors led to the somewhat depressing

conclusion that there are no such devices

on the American market at the present

time, although several have been exploited

in the past. One company which made a

specialty of such a device went out of

business; another gave up the manufac

ture of its device more than a year ago

“because neither the manufacturers nor

the public could be induced to pay the

price which they were obliged to ask,"

and a third company which is known to

have done some experimenting along this

line for a considerable time past report

that as yet there are some parts of their

device that are not perfected, and they do

not care to go ahead until they are abso

lutely sure of their ground.

There can be no doubt that the need

for an automatic starter has been con

siderably diminished by the course of pro

gress in automobile construction. Refine

ments in carburetters and ignition device

have minimized the amount of cranking

necessary, and the wide adoption of four

cylinder engines has, on the one hand

largely done away with the necessity of

cranking, by making it possible to start

on the spark, and on the other made the

cranking easier. In fact, the necessity of

cranking is at the present time nothing

like the bugbear that it was in the early

years of the gasoline automobile, and it

would require a very inexpensive, light.

simple and reliable device to meet any

demand. If one begins to look into the

details of the mechanical problem it

comes to appear rather doubtful whether

such a device will ever be successfully

produced.
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Clean your car when it comes in

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

When a car has been out on muddy roads,

it is always the part of wisdom to thoroughly

cleanse the mud off with a hose and to

properly finish the cleaning of the paintwork

with a smooth wash leather. The reasons

for this are fairly obvious, since if the car is

put away without cleaning the mud from

ofl it the mud dries on it, and much more

labor and time are later on required to re

move it. Again, when moisture or mud is

allowed to remain on the car, it tends to

dull the varnish, and what should otherwise

appear as a smart tum-out will then par

take of the nature of a shabby, dilapidated

second-hand aflair, apparently not worth the

amount which it really is worth. First

appearances go a long way, and a good im

pression is always caused by a well-cared-for

car. It is often necessary to run out at a

moment’s notice, and this is another reason

why the car should always be left ready in

every respect to take the road.

Caution

An article appearing on page 419 in

the March number of the Rambler maga

zine relative to cleaning radiators may be

the means of causing injury to a radiator

if strictly followed. The article was

copied from Motor Age, and it is thought

to have referred to the employment of an

oil somewhat of the nature of kerosene.

Some grades of this oil volatilizes at the

heat of boiling water, but lubricating oil

as ordinarily used will not volatilize at a

less degree of heat than that of melting

solder, the consequence of using then

would be very injurious to the radiator

and pipes that may be soldered to it.

One cause of lost power

MOTOR wor<r.r>

Loss of power in a car is not always

the result of as serious a cause as the in

experienced owner is wont to think. In

many cases it comes from no more im

portant source than the brakes which are

binding, either from poor adjustment or

because of a load of mud which has been

thrown into them and which they are

carrying, with consequent abrasion of

their surfaces.

National aid to highway improvements

The dominating principle in the Brown

low-Latimer bill for national aid to high

way improvement is that good roads are

state and national necessities, therefore

their construction is a joint state and

national obligation; that good roads be

ing' of prime importance to further state

and national development and progress,

it is necessary that road building be sys

tematized, that it be done on approved

plans, and that the roads constructed be

of a quality that is the best. Every

body is interested in better roads, whether

living in the city or in the country.

Touring routes and maps, work of A. A. A.

HORSELESS AGE

Much interest is taken by enthusiasts

in the work of the newly formed routes

and maps committee of the A. A. A., of

which Asa Goddard, of Worcester, .\Iass.,

is chairman. Mr. Goddard has under

taken the work of charting the principal

touring highways, and left New York last

Wednesday on his initial trip. His ob

jective was Boston, by way of Hartford,

Springfield and Worcester. From Boston

he will investigate road conditions in the

Cape Cod district and north from the

Hub. He carried in his touring car a

Jones odometer and supplies to be used

in the mapping of the roads and the

noting of routes in the territories he will

traverse.

The start was made from the A. A. A.

headquarters at No. 20 West Forty-second

street, the car being decorated with signs

which will make its mission known to all.

Mr. Goddard’s purpose is to travel as

far and as long as weather conditions will

permit this fall, and take up the work

again in the spring as soon as the roads

are passable. There may be a trip south

to Florida in the early winter. In addi

tion to the work regarding the roads and

routes, he will gather general data for the

use of the Association, and will enroll

hotels and garages as ofiicial A. A. A.

stopping places for man and machine.

Mr. Goddard will also do much general

missionary work, visiting local clubs

and taking individual applications for

membership.
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Greater love hath no man

BROOKLYN EAGLE

Tom (passionately)—I love you with

all my life.

lives.

Yes, even with all my nine

Dr. L. E. Wilson, a wealthy young

Baltimore physician, was awakened one

stormy night last week by a man who

declared the doctor’s services were wanted

three miles out in the country. ]ust be

fore the doctor called up the stable for

his horse, the visitor asked what the

charge would be. “Three dollars,” was

the reply. When the house containing

the supposed patient was reached, the

man alighted first, and, handing the doc

tor three dollars, remarked: “That will

be all, doctor. I couldn’t find a hack

man who would do it for less than six

dollars.”

 

There is one young woman with two bright

nephews who has learned the unwisdom of

taking youngsters riding on open and crowded

trolley cars where their guiltless conversation

can be overheard easily. She did this the

other day, however, “Can you toboggan,

auntie?” asked one little cherub with well de

veloped lungs. Auntie murmured that she

had done so one winter in Minneapolis. But

the small boy did not have in mind that kind.

“Why, we mean in your bath tub, of course.

You try it, auntie. All you have to do is to

soap yourself all over—” “Stop here,”

please,” said auntie to the conductor.

Misunderstood

YONKERS STATESMAN

She—“I told you I was going to paint

those porch stairs today, and I asked you

to go over to our neighbor's and borrow

some paint.” -

He—-“Yes, and I went over and asked

for some paint.”

She—“Well where is it?”

I-Ie—~—“O, the woman over there said

they had no paint that would go with

your face.”

“Mother, Henry writes thet he has ter

have money right away fer to git an automo

bile.”

“Land sakes!

extravagance P”

“Extavagance? looks ter me like it’s the

fust time he ever hed enny idee ’bout econo

my. He says he lives so fer from the college

he wants it to save carfare.”

What does he mean by sech

 

As anybody could see

Something in the machinery of the

automobile had given way, and the man

was looking in the snow for the scattered
parts. A

“Hello, Gugglesl” exclaimed the man

in the buggy. “Out on a pleasure trip?”

“No!” he snapped. “Business. I'm

trying to make collections,”

Leaving him still collecting, the man

in the buggy drove on.

Mr. Close—“About how much does an

automobile outfit for a woman cost?”

Mrs. Close (excitedly)—“Oh, George,

you are not going to buy an automobile,

are you?”

Mr. Close—“I should say not. I’m

merely trying to figure out how far beyond

his income that man Brassey is living.”

Phonographic

PUCK

Bleeker—The chap across the hall has

a phonograph, hasn't he?

Baxter—No,~ he’s a dentist, and is fill

ing Mrs. Gabbitt’s teeth. She is trying

to talk with two rubber bands, a napkin,

a mirror and a drill in her mouth, that’s

all!
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A boomerang explosive

COLLIERS \VEEI(L\'

A Connecticut man of an inventive

turn once sought an interview with Mr.

Root, while the latter was Secretary of

War, for the purpose of explaining the

merits of an explosive of his invention.

“This man,” said Major General Cor

bin, who chanced to be in the Secretary’s

ofice at the time the inventor was re

ceived, “claimed to have the most pow

erful explosive the world had ever seen.

‘It would destroy any army against which

it was directed,’ declared the Yankee.

‘Now I propose to send up a balloon over

any army attacking us, setting a fuse con

nected with a quantity of this explosive,

and so timing it that the explosion would

occur at the precise moment that the

balloon floated directly over the army of

the enemy

“ ‘That’s all very well,’ observed Mr.

Root, ‘but suppose that a current of air

should unexpectedly carry your explosive

balloon over our army what then?’

“ ‘My friend,’ calmly replied the in

ventor, impressively tapping the Secre

tary on the arm, ‘in that case, our army

would have to get up and run—and run

like the devil, too!’ ”

 

He was for peace

“War,” cried the old gentleman in the

Pugsburg Arms smoking room, “is a

curse and a disgrace! War,” he con

tinued, thumping the table with his fist,

“is an‘ abomination and a blot on civili

zation! The very name of war,” he

shouted, sweeping two glasses and a pint

pot off the board in his excitement, “the

very name of war is enough to makea

decent, respectable man go and ’ang

’isself out o’ pure disgust!”

Having thus delivered himself he rose

and left the room, his fine old face show

ing signs of strong emotion.

“Gentleman seems to feel rather deeply

on the subject,” said a commercial trav

eler who had been listening to his re

marks.

“He do,” assented one of the natives.

“Has he lost some near relative through

war?” inquired the commercial.

“He ’ave,” replied the other, oracularly.

“Who was it?” asked the querist.

“’Is wife’s fust’ usband!” was the reply.

lmpaired by torture

.\'E\\' YORK PRESS

“Isn’t your memory good?” thundered

the lawyer.

“W-well,” stammered the witness, “not

when I’m on the witness stand.”

First Banker—I—don’t see why you

keep that cashier. Second Banker—

What’s the matter with him? First

Banker—He’s extremely careless. Sec

ond Banker—That is one reason why I

keep him. He is likely to overlook a

lot of stuff in case he skips out.

Doctor—Don’t spend any more money

on medicine! The quickest way for you

to get fat is to have a contented mind.

The Patient—That may be, but medi

cines are cheaper. I couldn’t get a

contented mind for less than a million

dollars, and I haven’t got the price!

She—Don’t you know cigarettes are very

injurious?

He—Well, did you ever actually know a

man to die from smoking them?

“Can’t say positively that I have.”

“But you’ve known men to die who didn’t

smoke ’em, haven’t you?”

 

His preference

Mrs. Hatterson: Is your husband

fond of young women?

. Mrs. Catterson: Is he fond of them?

Why, his second wife isn’t born yet.

He didn't mind

A certain railway in Michigan has a

station entitled Sawyer’s .\Iills, but usu

ally called, for short, Sawyer’s.

A rural couple on one of the trains

attracted much attention by their evident

fondness for each other until the brake

man thrust his head in the doorway of

the car and called out “Sawyer! Sawyer!”

“Reuben” suddenly assumed the per

pendicular and indignantly exclaimed,

“VVell I don’t care if you did; we've been

engaged three weeks.”

“Llama, if Papa can why

can’t I?"

“My dear, it—that is~—the same rules

don’t apply to you both.” ~

“But we are both living with you.”

swear,
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We are delivering more

Hartford Universal Rims

Than all other Makers of Detachable Rims combined

OUR Rm PASSED rm-3 EXHIBITION STAGE

Tamar-: YEARS A00, THEREFORE

NOT EXPERIMENTAL

Both types of Tires

here shown on the same rim \\ith the beads or side rings transposed

The Hartford ' _, ' ‘ >

Rubber Works Co.
HARTFORD . '

H a rt ford, r:_1.:1= CLINCHER

Connecticut

A tire locked to the rim as is

A FISK TIRE

represents a Life Preserving Principle,

and Reduces Tire maintainance to

an Economic Basis.

Beads of a. wedge shape are

applied to a flat rim and held

by rings which are rolled on an

angle corresponding to that

of the bead, so that when

drawn down by clamping

bolts, the bead acts as an

inside cone wedge, with the

result that the tire is firmly

held to the rim, without air

pressure or circumferential

contraction.

Such a construction should

readily appeal to any discrim

inating buyer.

Write for further particulars in printed form.

THE FISK RUBBER CO.

Chicopee ‘Falls, Mass.

 

 



Touring Time is Close at Hand
And soon Rambler parties, conspicuous by their care-and-trou

ble-free enjoyment of their outings will be in evidence in

greater numbers than ever before. They will travel every pass

able route,and as they tour from their homes to distant parts will

appreciate meeting each other and exchanging hearty greetings.

Our hundreds of representatives throughout the country will

also be glad to meet Rambler tourists and are in a position to

contribute to the pleasure of the journey by giving reliable

information concerning routes, hotel accommodations, etc., in

their respective territories.

It will, therefore, be advisable to write us before starting on

an extended trip, stating the number of passengers, the route to

be followed and stop-over points. We will then furnish Ram

bler pins for the party and a list of our representatives along the

route described. We will also give to each party a letter of in

troduction, in which our representatives will be asked to give

courteous attention to those who call upon them in accordance

with this suggestion."

PROVIDE YOURSELF WITH THESE CONVENIENCES
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Paris to Dinard

MARY EVANS SPAULDING

%]HE following account of an

Q automobile trip in France

is not to enlighten a few

people who have not trav

eled, with my experiences

and what I saw—far from

O it'—but for a few friends

who perhaps, looked upon

the start with eyes of doubt, I am going to

tell the finish.

When the idea of motoring in France,

alone for two months, first came to my

mind, it seemed delightful—it had been a

pleasure here, why not there?

Matters were arranged, and when I

reached London, June 1st, I found a

cable stating the Rambler had been

shipped to Antwerp and would land the

last of the month

I made my plans accordingly and by

the middle of June, I was in Paris a wait

ing notification of its arrival at Antwerp,

expecting then to go to that city and run

the car from there to Paris with my two

sons, ten and twelve years of age, as

companions.

The car had been shipped through the

American Express Company and by

their good advice I decided to have the

motor come to me in Paris, as the Bel

gium customs were more or less trouble

some. Then to enter France, I must pay

according to the weight of the car and have

a license to drive the motor myself—no

small matters for a woman to put through

in a little frontier town without friends.

By the time the motor reached Paris,

I had had my picture taken and five of

Sixth Month

these pictures, to comply with the law,

were in the hands of the police. These

had gone to them with my application

for a permit. After I had waited a week

the American Express Co. kindly assisted

in securing my examination for compe

tency in operating a motor. The police

inspector sat on the front seat with me

and directed the route.

It is not a common thing in Paris to

see a woman running a motor, so per

haps for that reason, he gave me a good

test. We ran up and down the crowded

boulevards, in and out the smaller streets

such as rue Louis le Grand, Marches St.

Honore, rue des petits Champs. Finally

he requested me to turn around on the

Avenue de l’Opera in front of the Ameri

can Embassy. Up to that time I had

done as I was told without comment,

but to stop the traffic of the Avenue de

l’Opera while I turned around, seemed

too much. I politely told him, as it was

his order, I would make the turn but I

considered it a thing to be avoided. He

laughed and told me I had won my per

mit and he would go as my guest to the

Place Concorde and that I might choose

my own way.

The troubled state of mind I experienced

from that day until I left Paris would be

hard to describe. All my friends told

me the horrible things that had happened

either to friends of theirs or friends of

friends until my courage nearly failed.

At last the day came when I was ready

to start for Dinard, some three hundred

and ninety miles from Paris. I sent all

Copyright 1906, by Thomas B. Jeffery c. Company
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the heavy baggage ahead by express and

had with me a little wicker trunk, which

fitted on the rear of the motor, a mail

bag which took the place of a hold-all,

a tea basket and two small bags, with a

full set of “Cardes Taride,” the most

perfect set of road maps in the world,

an “Automobile Club of France” guide

book for hotels and garages, etc. I was

well equipped with road knowledge in

the abstract.

In spite of having made an early

start, it was nine o’clock before

we were well out of Paris,

when I stopped to fill the gaso

line tank, because it _is not

only cheaper, but by so doing

the Paris tax is avoided.

It is an enchanting picture

looking down on Paris from the

hill across the river, and on that

early morning, it made an im

pression on my mind never to

be forgotten. My fainting spirits

had risen with every turn of the

wheel as we climbed the hill, and

there—wa_v down there—lay all

my mental worries of the past

weeks. My fears seemed to

have been left behind, as I fairly flew

along the road past Versailles to Char

tres.

At Chartres we stopped to see the

cathedral, to have luncheon and to cable

home two words, “touring perfect.”

After a short rest we started on our

way again and as it was a hot after

noon ran just fast enough to create a

gentle breeze and leisurely enjoyed the

scenery.

  
The country

grew prettier after

we left Chartres

. for Nogentle-Ro

;; true,where we had
I ' decided to spend

the night.

ALEVERN

Everything had been running well

until I reached the court yard of the

hotel, where I decided to put the car

under shelter in case of rain. Upon

starting the engine and using the low

speed, the car, to my surprise, would

not move. The baggage was taken

off and put in the kitchen for the

night. Then I went to work to find the

trouble. It did not take long so we put

the machine in order, cleaned and oiled

it for the next da_v.

  

LUNCHEON IX THE FOREST

It was a nice little hotel. The kitchen

and ofiice were together on the main

street. The only other kitchen I ever

have seen like it was in a play on the

stage, “An Enemy to the King.” There

were the great fireplace, the long table

and it seemed to me, a hundred copper

kettles, polished like mirrors, hanging

from the rafters b_v their long handles.

Two or three pretty French maids with

white caps and aprons, and the madame

—a stout woman dressed in a black silk

dress, made at least twenty years ago, a

black lace bonnet on her head and her

hands folded comfortably in front of her

—stood bowing kindly to us as we en

tered. These maids were directed to

light Us to our rooms, which they did

with long handled brass candle

sticks. We asked for hot water

and in a few minutes, each

maid returned with a copper jug.

almost too small to describe

filled with hot water which gave

the boys no end of amusement.

Dinner was served and as we

were late, the proprietor felt it
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the other

He asked

his duty to entertain us,

guests having finished.

me all the questions he could think of,

and frankly told me we were objects of

curiosity, that all the maids had taken

turns waiting upon us so as to have a good

look—a woman touring alone with two

boys without a chaufieur, they had never

  

FRENCH BATTLESHIP AT ANCHOR IN THE RANCE

seen before. They showed us the greatest

of courtesy and directed us on our way

the next morning.

It was a beautiful day and in a hilly

country through Belleme, Mamers the

Foret de Perseique, to Alencon and on.

The boys wanted to picnic for luncheon.

so we bought the things we liked most,

which included a melon—is there any

thing better in the fruit line than one of

those great yellow French melons? We

carried our purchases along and

in the heat of the day, rested in

the cool of that lovely green for

est and had our luncheon. We

were in a very hilly country,

Normandy. I found the engine

was heating somewhat. When

ever we could, we stopped and put

in cold water, for as far as the

eye could reach, the hills contin

ued for us to climb. Our stops

were generally in the small vil

lages, for the French peasant lives

in small settlements, one rarely finding a

house between. On reaching the top of

a very steep hill, our joy was great to find

a small stone house with a queer looking

water jug made of wood, about two feet

high and bound with copper bands,

standing near the door. I sent the older

boy to ask the loan of the jug. A very

A TYPICAL

old looking woman appeared at the door

dressed in the coarsest of blue woolen

home-spuns, a brown burlap apron and

a really white cap on her head, which

fitted around her face quite closely,

scarcely permitting her to smile as broad

ly as she wished. She looked at us for a

few minutes seemingly listening, then

disappeared into the house

returning with a bottle of wine.

My son was quite in dispair,

said the old woman didn’t un

derstand his French and in

sisted on wine. I picked up the

jug and asked for water in my

best French and to my amaze

ment, she disappeared again in

the hovel of a house, and re

turned this time with no less than

four bottles of wine. I thanked

her, explained it was for the

motor. “Water, water,” she

exclaimed, “not water, wine for

an Automobile.” It was hopeless, she

had taken as much wine as she brought

us and there was no use in trying to make

her understand.

To her disgust, we filled the jug with

water, thanked her and gave her fifty

centimes, which she indignantly refused

saying over and over to herself, “Money

for water, never!”

The next stop for water was much more

exciting. It was about six o’clock when

  

FRENCH ROAD BETWEEN ST. IAMES AND PONTORSON

we stopped in a town on top of one of

the hills. The town seemed quite de

serted, but fortunately for us, they had

left a water jug by the town pump.

Having helped ourselves, we were about

to start when four men coming out of a

shop near by, walked rapidly toward us.

They seemed much excited as they neared
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the motor. One of them, a very stout

man about forty-five, stepped forward

and asked me if by any chance, my way

lay through Couterne and if so, would I

have the kindness to take him along if I

had the room. I think his size and the

linen duster he wore decided my wavering

mind, as I looked at the map to find the

toWn.

“Evans,” I said, “You sit

chauffeur's seat at the

in the

man’s feet with

that steel crank in your hands, while you,

-

- - -

CHILDREN BATHING NEAR MAMERS

Francis, sit right behind him with the

monkey-wrench in yours. If I say, 'go

for him, remember we will be fighting

for our lives, so pound him well.”

With these nice instructions to the boys

in English, which the poor man luckily

did not understand, I turned to him and

said in the most polite French I knew

that we would take him and asked him

to take the seat by me. He did so and

we started. Then he told me why he

had asked such a favor. He had a tele

phone to come at once to this small vil

lage to make a will for an old peasant

woman who was dying. She had left

her money and property, quite a small

fortune to charity, when her own grand

children were in the greatest need, one a

cripple. In her dying hour, she had re

pented and sent for him.

He asked me where I expected to spend

the night. I told him as long as the light

was good, we should run, knowing well

I expected to stay in Domfront, still away

inside, I was afraid and thought it best

to keep that to myself.

When we reached Couterne, he

£ thanked me as did most of the

villagers, including the parish

priest who told me of his anxiety

lest the notary should not get

there. There were no trains

until late and he knew most of

the horses in that part of the

country would be in the fields

with the hay carts until it might

be too late. They also told me

in case I stopped at Domfront,

the hotel I should find best—as

my fat friend said, “such a table."

with his eyes turned heavenward

and an expressive gesture near his heart.

Amidst pledges of lasting friendship and

promises to surely look him up, should we

ever be in that part of the country again,

we parted with the whole village. Those

who had not been able to get near the

motor, drank to us from their doorways

as we passed, in cider, the ever handy

drink in Normandy. As we ascended

the hill, cries of “Vive la belle Ameri:

can” (which doesn't always mean the

beautiful American) reached our ears.

So ended our rather strange adventure.

PLACE CONCORDE, PARIS
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We had an excellent dinner at Dom

front and wandered about through the

quaint old town. I told the boys as

much of the story of Gabrielle de

.\Iontgomery, of his seeking refuge there

after killing the King, as I could remem

ber.

Looking back the next morn

ing, we decided it was a very

safe place to go, being so high

up, but not a safe place to get

out of—such a winding descent.

Our tour was nearing its end,

to our real sorrow. It had been

such a pleasure with the weather

and roads so perfect.,.and those

courteous French people, all

along the route.

We took their advice at Dom

front and went through LeTeilleul

to Pontorson and Dol to St.

Malo, and to our disappoint

ment, missed seeing Mont Saint

Michel in the sea.

Here we were at last in St.

Malo, that queer old town across

the Rance from Dinard. I

knew we should have to ferry across

the river but no one had told me that

the rise and fall of the tide at St.

Malo was from 35 to 40 feet. When

we reached the stone wharf, there was a

sharp descent of 40 feet down a slippery

stone road to the ferry, which continued

straight into the sea without a protection

at the end. The tide was out so far it

was the last trip of the ferry on that tide.

To make matters worse, the ferry was

not at the end of this stone road, but at

the side, so to board the ferry, one

had to turn sharply to the left. If I

had had time to think, I never should

have gone that way but rather to

Dinard via Dinan. As it W.-;.., I had

on-ly time to tell the boys to get out. I

gave to Evans my letter of credit and

what gold I had—if anything should

happen, I would go into the sea alone.

Everything worked well and I reached

the ferry without trouble. On the way

  

across to Dinard, the captain took us

around the French war ships that were

in the harbor for the unveiling of the

Statue of Jacques Cartier at St. Malo.

The climb up at Dinard was as bad

as the descent at St. Malo, the connec

tion between the ferry and the stone

road being two thin planks, a very dis

agreeable incline. (This same ferry

turned turtle at the landing a week later

—no lives lost).

This ended our trip from Paris to

Dinard alone.

The reward of mastering one difliculty

is to meet another.

  

l

r

l

VERSAILLES



Motoring in Ceylon

L. E. PHIPPS

ing as our destination Cey

' lon’s “Sanitarium City,”
i’ Nuwara Eliya, which is

about 150 miles from C0

l0mbo,situated almost in the

center of the Island of Cey

lon, on a plateau,6,2OO feet above the level

of the sea. We did not want to make time,

as we were not motoring to make a record,

but to take an easy trip, and enjoy the

scenery. I drove the car and was ac

companied by Mr. Edward Allen Olds,

]r., of New York, and Mr. H. M. Gal

lagher, of Rangoon, Burma, and a me

chanic. We took the road through

“The Pettah,” which is the native

bazaar of Colombo, and made a fairly

quick run through the crowded streets of

this thickly populated part of the city,

until we came to the first toll bar, and

it will no doubt be interesting to you to

know that the roads are kept up in Cey

lon by means of charging a toll at fre

quent intervals, usually on the edge of

each town of fair size, The toll dues are

uniform all over the island, the rate for a

motor car, or in fact any four-wheeled

vehicle, is 40 cents, Ceylon currency, or

about 13 cents U. S. currency, and if the

motor car or vehicle passes the toll again

on its way back within the space of 24

hours, counting from 12 o’clock midnight

to 12 o’clock the following night, there

is no extra toll to be paid. These tolls

are put up at auction every year and

given to the highest bidder, and the pur

chaser (always a native) makes as much

as he can out of it. Some times he makes

quite a little and some times he loses. It

is really a matter of speculation.

Our destination that night was a

beautiful town, fifty miles from Colom

bo, called Kegalle, The roads are first

class all the way from Colombo to

Kegalle, and the country this far is as flat

  

as a pancake, and thickly populated, there

being villages of a few hundred people

all along the road, in fact it is seldom that

you cannot see a house or rather hut of

some kind anywhere along the route.

One meets many foot passengers go

ing from one to\vn,,to another, and bul

lock carts loaded with cocoanuts, and

sometimes with natives, who do not

seem to mind riding in these roughly

made carts with no springs in them, as

they sit on the bottom with their knees

up to their chins. The driver sits on

the pole with his legs astride it, twist

ing one bullocks tail with one hand

and prodding the other with a short stick

which he holds in the other hand, occa

sionally running his big toe into either

bullock in some tender place when he

wants him to go faster.

If it wasn’t for the horn on the motor

car, one would have no end of trouble

getting these chaps to get on their side

of the road, but they seem to know the

toot of a motor horn, and if you give it

to them far enough ahead, you will see

them gradually swerve to one side, and

by the time you are up to them they are

quite out of the way; and in this connec

tion I will say that I have found the Sing

halese people very good indeed and it is

almost impossible to pick a quarrel with

them, even if you do lose your temper

once in a while and do a little cussing.

The country along this route is very

luxurious in vegetation, with fields of

rice on either side for miles, and cocoa

nut trees by the million with their fruit

hanging up in clusters at the top.

Hundreds of royal palms grow in wild

profusion among the cocoanuts, and

wonderful banyan trees with their roots

hanging down, touch the ground

almost ready to take root as soon as they

can bury themselves in the soft earth.

Winding tropical vines seem to be

trying to strangle the banyan tree, as
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they cloak its grey trunk with a mass

of green, and dozens of wonderful

orchids hang from convenient notches

making a sight which I think most

residents in Ceylon fail to appreciate.

The racing sulky is a popular vehicle

among the natives of Ceylon. It is

a home made, two-wheeled affair,

not unlike our racing sulky in form, but

it is very crude and is pulled by

a special breed of bullock. This bullock

can go very fast indeed, and can make as

good time as an average Ceylon horse,

although attached to the sulky by a yoke

and driven by a line of thin rope which

is passed through ‘a"hole in his nostrils.

When we see one of these racing sulkies

ahead, we of course blow our horn, and

the bullock immediately starts to run as

fast as it can, and the owner invariably

keeps him in the middle of the road, as

though it was his intention to keep

ahead of the motor car, and it is not until

you are right on top of him that

the driver thinks of going to one side and

letting you pass. He then proceeds to

lose his head, as the bullock is going

as fast as he can and being suddenly

pulled to one side the fate of the

whole turnout can be imagined. If

you look around, you will see it all in

a heap in the ditch, but as a rule the

ditch is soft, and in most cases no serious

damage done to either the man, the

bullock or the sulky. Why the sulky

driver waits until the motor car is on top

of him, to get out of its way by

making his bullock go faster, I have

never been able to get any one in Ceylon

to explain.

We have another amusement in motor

ing in Ceylon called “metal throwing,"

and I have never seen this in any other

country, although I must say that for a

motor full of energetic men, it is good

sport. Ceylon is simply overrun with

parrier dogs, each house averaging from

one up, and I feel sure that there are

more of these mongrels in this little

island than people. About ninety-nine

out of at hundred of these beasts do not

  

IN THE PERADENIYIA GARDENS, NEAR KANDY, CEYLON
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like a white face, as they seldom see one

and when they hear the horn of a car

in the distance, they stand in the door

of the hut and start out to meet you

yelping like coyotes, and run along side

the car for a quarter of a mile if you

let them. This is very annoying to

pleasure seekers, especially if it is kept

up for miles and miles, by a relay of

these dogs.

To break the dog of this obnoxious

habit we motorists in Ceylon started

“metal throwing.” This consists of getting

a bag of granite stones, such as are used

in repairing the macadam roads, and I

may say that there are always piles of these

stones all along the government roads at

all seasons of the year, so that the roads

may be repaired in any particular part

without having to wait for stones to come

from some distant point. As a dog

runs up along side the car, the man

nearest him takes as good aim as he can

with the car moving at a lively pace, and

tries to strike the dog on the head with

the stone. Sometimes he hits the bulls»

eye (meaning the dog’s head in this in

stance) in which case the occupants of

the car are immediately apprised of the

shot by hearing a loud yelp, which some

times lasts for several hundred yards.

but in case of a miss, the shot has to be

repeated until the object is hit, in which

case the barking invariably stops, and

the dog slinks away probably -.1 little

sorry that he had been so bold as to at

tack a flying motor car.

The natives of Ceylon, even along the

government roads, still come flying ti»

the side of the road when they hear 11

motor car coming, especially a car like

the Rambler Surrey, with canopy top_

which was a real wonder to them, and they

look with amazement at the lux

urious appointments, never having seen

such a large and comfortable vehicle

the plate glass front especially attracts

their attention, and when this is fastened

up against the top of the canopy dozens

of little children, as naked as the day
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they were born, will crowd around and

look up to the glass to see their reflection

in it, wondering, perhaps, what this

glass is there for.

Well, we must get on to Kegalle.

We arrived there about five-thirty, after

passing three or four toll bars, and are

to stop in the government rest-house for

the night, so we run our Rambler up a

steep hill on the top of which the rest

house stands, and there is a nice little

garage in the yard to put our car for the

night. The garage is really a shed par

titioned off in stables which are used for

motors, horses or carriages.

We then give our orders to the rest

house keeper, telling him that we will

spend the night and to prepare rooms for

us, and dinner at 7:30 and breakfast at

six in the morning. The dinner consists

usually of soup, fish, roast chicken,

vegetables, pudding and coffee, not a

bad meal for a lot of hungry motorists,

and the rooms are as a rule very clean,

and the sheets and pillow cases are

changed for each guest. The furniture

consists of bed, lounge, bureau, wardrobe

and two'or three chairs, each room hav

ing a bath room, and you can have your

bath in the morning, just the same as

you can in Colombo. For breakfast

they serve tea or coffee, fruit, fish, eggs,

jam or marmalade and toast.

These rest-houses are a great institu

tion in Ceylon. They are run by what

is called a “Provincial Road Committee,”

a government organization, the main ob

ject of which is to attend to keeping the

roads in good order. In the majority of

cases, the rest-house keeper is on a

salary from the P. R. C., and there are

certain charges which are printed on a

cardboard, and hung up in the main

room, and you have to register your name

in a book, just the same as in a hotel, an_d

the rest-house keeper puts down in the

different columns just what he has col

lected for lodging and other things,

which must be turned over to the P.

R. C. at stated intervals. There is also

a complaint book, and if you find any

thing to complain of, or if you are par

ticularly well pleased with the rest-house

l~:eeper’s attention, food, etc., you may

:1 lso make some favorable remarks, and

it is from this book that the committee

are, in a measure, able to judge just how

the rest-house is being run. Of course

they have a man who goes around peri

odically to inspect these rest-houses and

make a report on each one. I do not

know what motorists or cyclists would

do if it were not for these rest-houses, as

there are no hotels in these smaller places,

and one would have to put up with a

great deal were it not for the thoughtful

ness of the Ceylon government, for I

believe that in the majority of cases,

these houses are run at a loss.

We were up at six the next morning,

after a good night’s sleep, and made for

Kandy, the old capital of Ceylon, which

is about twenty-five miles from Kegalle

and is located in the hilly section

but the road is quite level for

ten or twelve miles from Kegalle, and

then it commences to go up hill, winding

every few hundred yards, so that it is

impossible to make very fast time.

You can notice the vegetation changing

slightly as you get higher up, but this

change is not nearly so noticeable at

this part of the journey as it is from

Kandy to Nuwara Eliya, where the

height is much greater. Kandy is only

about 1,700 feet above the sea level, but

the air is quite good there, and you can

readily notice the difference between

this air and the heavy air of the plains.

Kandy is, however, full of tropical vege

tation. The Peradeniya Gardens which

are really part of Kandy, although nearly

four miles distant from the center of the

town, are one of the finest in the world.

They are full of giant bamboos, cocoa

trees, nutmeg, pepper, etc., etc., and all

sorts of the most beautiful specimens of

palms and orchids. They are so well

laid out and the situation of the gardens

on the banks of the river, make it a sight

which a lover of such things can never

forget.

Kandy itself is a modern city, for

Asia, having a European settle

ment, and a first -class hotel, “The

Queens,” where one can he most

comfortable, and the food is excellent.

It also has a number of first-class stores

which are branches of similar stores in

Colombo. Messrs. Walker, Sons & Co.,

Limited, have a large general hardware

store there, and have just completed a
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fire-proof garage which will accommo

date six or eight cars comfortably. They

also have a good sized foundry and re

pair shop, and can fix up anything that

might be wrong with any motor. They

also keep special storage tanks for gaso

line, and keep a good stock. This

petrol has to be brought up from Col

ombo, and can only be brought two days

of the photos which I had taken shows

one having a look in the tonneau of the

car, and from his actions, I could clearly

see that he was very much pleased with

it. It was the largest motor car that he

had ever seen.

We spent the whole day in Kandy and

as it rained very hard all afternoon we

had to stay the next morning so that we

 

THE ELEPHANT IS CURIOUS

in the week, in a special railway truck

which carries only explosives. The rail

way is under government control and

they are very strict about gasoline. It

is only imported by one concern in

Colombo who have special store houses

for it. Sumatra petrol is only used in

Ceylon. The wholesale price in Colom

bo is Rupees $1.50 per gallon, or 50

cents U. S. money, so you can see that

this is a heavy item for a motorist.

Not far from Kandy there are a num

ber of elephants, and they did not seem

to be a bit afraid of the Rambler. One

could get some photos, and at noon on

Monday, we started for Carolina estate

to visit friends who lived there.

The trip up was grand from a

scenic point of view, for the road was

winding and steep through tea estates

which literally covered every hill for

miles around, and as we neared \\-"ata

walla, which is the railway station for

the Carolina estate, we could see for

many miles over the hills and the low

country, and all we could see

was tea. The road was not over fifteen

feet wide at the most, and prob
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ably there are no finer roads in the world

in such a mountainous country. There

is sometimes a direct drop of 1,000 feet,

three or four feet on the left of the motor

car, and it really takes a steady driver

to turn some of the corners through these

lofty estates. We arrived at the estate

about five o’clock, and by blowing our

horn good and loud half a dozen times,

 

as we approached, our friends, Mr.

Barker and his wife, and Mr. Hutchison,

came down to greet us from their bun

galow, which stands several hundred

feet above the road, on top of a hill of

tea bushes.

We spent the evening there, and had a

very enjoyable time indeed, and after a

good night’s rest, we were up in the morn

ing early, to enjoy a magnificent sunrise,

and the clear pure air such as one gets

at that elevation. We had an early

breakfast and were off to Nuwara Eliya,

via Hatton and Telawakelle, by eight

o’clock. The view of Adam’s Peak, one

AT KATUGASTATA, MESSRS. GALLAGHER AND PHIPPS TAKE A RIDE ON THE ELEPHANT

of the best known mountains in Ceylon,

from Hatton was great, and we arrived

in Telawakelle at noon and had some

refreshments at Messrs. Brown & Davi

son, Ltd., an engineering concern who

supply the needs of the tea factories

in this district. They are also

agents for the Wellsley runabout. They

have probably sold six or eight of these,

 

 
-.

and they seem to be fairly well liked by

the planters on account of their small

size.

Brown & Davison also keep petrol

(gasoline) for which they charge Rs.

$2.25, or 72 cents a gallon U. S. money.

They claim to keep a good supply on

hand, but I found that they were almost

out of stock when I went up, and also

when I came back. They stated that

this was exceptional, however.

After an hour’s stop here, we went to

Nuwara Eliya, arriving there in the

afternoon at five o’clock. The roads

from Telawakelle to Nuwara Eliya were
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very good indeed, and the scenery as fine

as I have ever be held, the whole distance

being upward, and every hill covered

with tea plants. One cannot but

wonder how there can be a market

for so much tea.

Nuwara Eliya is about 6,300 feet above

the sea level and situated on a plateau.

Mt. Pedro, the highest mountain in

Ceylon, extends about fifteen feet

higher than this city, and one can walk

to the top in an hour or an hour and

a half from the time they leave Grand

Hotel, which is a first-class hotel in every

respect, for Ceylon. The air is very

clear and bracing in Nuwara Eliya, and

many people go up there to recuperate,

after working in Colombo for some time.

We stayed in Nuwara Eliya for a

whole day, and then left for Colombo, via

Kandy, but the monsoon had set in, and

we had to keep our rain curtains down

the whole way, so that the trip was not

so enjoyable. I ran from Telawakelle

to Nawalapitiya, a distance of twenty

three miles after dark in the pouring rain

and a fog mist, and if it had not been for

the big acetelyne lamps, it would have

been impossible to have reached Nawa

lapitiya that night, the sharp curves in

the roads, and the dangerous ravines on

one side making it very unsafe but with

our lamps we could see almost a hundred

feet ahead, they penetrating the mist

sufficiently for us to see the road.

We stayed all night at the rest-house

in Nawalapitiya, and went up to Kandy

the next morning in the pouring rain,

and after replenishing our stock of gaso

line, and having lunch again at the

Queens Hotel, we ran down to Colombo.

We found the roads and rice fields

almost all flooded, and we were glad

indeed to draw up to the Galle Face

Hotel at four o'clock in the afternoon,

all agreeing that we had a very

enjoyable trip, #nd feeling much better

than when we "started. The Rambler

was a “peach.” She never gave us

a bit of trouble, in fact I can say that

on the many Sunday trips which I

have gone with her up and down the

coast from Colombo to such places as

Negombo, Bentot, Kaltura, and Amb

langodde, that I have never been delayed

one minute or had anything break down,

and everyone who has accompanied me

on these trips, have been unanimous

in declaring that they never had a

finer trip, nor rode in as comfortable a

motor Car.

No. 270

BY A BACKNUMBER

envious meditation cross

es trail with our car down

some woodland road.

| The deserted parks and

#. boulevard's no longer

ū %Q& Pulse with suppressed
(S2'S) P'" pre:

energy, nor rapid fire

gun's song of the cut out, startles the

home trudger through the mid-winter's

stillness. Minnesota's rigorous winter

holds sway, and non-freeze liquids no

longer suggest a little spin.

Pierce and Rambler with unnamed

others, good friends all, are snugly within

their winter shelter. The periodical tonic

of motor literature keeps the mental

vibrators humming, and congenial groups

of drivers, by chance, lunching together,

spin many a yarn, and good ones some.

One in particular, for the truthfulness of

which I can vouch, proved unique be

cause of the constant attendance of the

Gods of Fortune upon the driver, who

carries a big No. 270 tag conspicuously

displayed upon his car. Good fortune

rather than worldly riches may well and

with truth describe his relations to all

things earthly.

He drives a big K Rambler, and,

weather permitting, gives it constant and

unceasing use in his profession and for

pleasure. Incidentally he likes the car,

and here again truth may appear stranger
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than fiction. No one would dare call

him careless (to his face), and yet the

facts about to be told seem in many a

point to prove him so. He claims

(and the rest of us who drive

might admit the fact) that about a city,

on short business runs, all thought of

mileage is forgotten, until such unpleas

ant conditions arise as force him to seek

the nearest grocery or telephone some

garage and patiently wait a supply of

gasoline. He also maintains and offers

IN THE CHICAGO-ST. PAUL RUN, NO. 270 AND ITS

FORGETFUL DRIVER

proof and reason that one does not run

dry on the long runs for such important

matters, the essence of which so inter

ested the “woods-kitty,” are then borne

in mind.

In telling our tale we must locate our .

scene, nor could it claim a happier loca

tion than its own, in the Saintly City of

St. Paul, a big capital marking star on

the maps, a paradise among the lakes of

Minnesota. Around it on every hand

are dependent towns and villages, sum

mer resorts, and the broad Mississippi,

the Father of Waters, eddying between

its sandstone cliffs and chafing the docks

at the head of navigation, On every

hand good roads, beauty of landscape

and Minnesota's atmosphere tempts the

driver to the long trail. But never mind,

you may not be lucky enough to live here,

so you can't know what it is to be at home

in Minnesota.

Our tale has little interest but for the

good fortunes it narrates, and this is the

way our friend, No. 270, told it:

“I sailed down the Sixth Street

grade, opened the throttle a mite to

push her the half block to my office,

when she quit and barely rounded up to

the curb, one door from her daily stand.

A garage in the same block, and around

the corner sent a nice big red can and she

was soon ready to wake up. A little

later and she was running up the Summit

Avenue grade to Sixth Street. Just

cresting the rise, a sickly wheeze and then

she died. Lifting the brake I let her

run backwards, gained momentum and

an opening between the passing teams

giving me a chance I cramped her around

sharply and, straightening out, went

down the grade head on and I eased

her up in front of Miller's grocery—not

a cent of money, but over the telephone

the bank said they knew me, and I was

soon pushing dust up that long grade

again.

The next time, with a sociable quin

tette, on one of those perfect Minnesota

full-moon lit evenings, we were threading

the boulevards at Como Park enjoying

the Mexican band and the animated scene,

when again I stopped on the side of the

road, not 100 feet from the Pavilion and

ice cream stand-stopped to hear the

music, of course—and one of the gentle

men unwittingly came to my assistance

with an invitation to all join him at one

of the nice little refreshment tables. I

declined, with plausible excuse, and seek

ing the management, could not induce a

drop of precious juice. The storage

house with its big padlock was before our

eyes and but 30 or 40 feet from the car.

Only the park superintendent had a key

and could give permission; his house was

across that big park of hundreds of acres

—and yet the luck of it—there he was in

a back seat listening to that delightful

band. “Hello, Nussbaumer, we want

some gasoline.' And the good natured

superintendent of one of the most beau

tiful parks in the country made us wel

come. I was just finishing oiling up

when my refreshed ice cream party came

down the pavillion steps. My reputa

tion was saved, temporarily.

The next case of short memory and

too long runs brought my car up to the

curb at the corner of Sixth and Minne

 



SOta StS. A half block away, Joy Bros.

Garage sent out another nice red can and

my troubles were ended (never had any

with the machine-only gas and tires).

The next short runs and out-of-gaso

line trouble came as I dodged my neigh

bor’s old tin cans and broken bottles in

our alley, and perhaps 100 feet from my

own auto house. Again one of those

bright red five-gallon cans came in a

moment to my rescue. It was, strange to

say, close at hand, and full, when needed.

The next time—now you fellows shut

up or I'll quit feeding you on facts. Well,

the next time, I was alone at Como and

just six o'clock. A friendly cop was go

ing off duty and heading for the street

cars, so I picked him up, and thinking I

might as well have the game as the name,

I broke several of my records as well as

the ordinance, and scared that poor spot

ter stiff on the Como Boulevard. Just as

we crossed the Dale Street Viaduct my old

BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA, AU-T

car wheezed a few sickly guzzles and died.

That twenty-mile momentum pushed

her over the rise and we sailed noiselessly

down the grade and the brakes stopped her

in front of a trifling grocery joint, where

they had the stuff, profitably diluted, and

took my good money.

So charmed a life could bring no ills,

and I must have forgotten where the gas

tank was, for a little later, I brought some

friends up from the depot, about 10:00

P. M. I was climbing the long Summit

Avenue grade to Sixth Street, when once

again the engine forgot its duty, and there

I was, fifty feet from where I had stopped

a couple of months before, and out of

juice again. A telephone across the

street brought a car and gasoline from

Joy's in just six minutes. No, that’s

not all, I'll have to own that the last

time I drove this fall, as I came home from

my office and over the grade in my

alley I noticed a loss of power, and as I

-
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IILE CLUB OUT FOR A SUNDAY RUN

cramped the wheels to my doorway,

there I was dry again, with a goodly sup

ply of gasoline behind the door.”

It is evident from our friend's story

that the historical suggestion of the

Governor of North Carolina. to the Gov

ernor of South Carolina might well stand

as a warning to all thoughtless drivers.

The foregoing tale showing such strange

good care by the Goddess of Luck is an

absolutely true narrative, and not one dry

spell has been omitted. We might further

say that any car would, with similar prov

ocation, decide to quit. This same

Rambler made that eventful Chicago-St.

Paul run last July, and if you don’t be

lieve it, look at the mud.

Learn something from errors and you will

make less of them, but get excited over mis

takes and they will increase till the insurance

companies will refuse you.

-Rambler Model “K.”

In av makim

 

Members of Bakersfield, California, Automobile

Club enjoy outing

On Sunday, December 10th,

The Bakersfield Automobile Club in

dulged in a very pleasant run covering

in all a distance of seventy miles. The

above illustration presents in life-like

fashion the motor enthusiasts as they are

formed in line for the photographer.

Among the cars participating were two

Rambler Surreys Type One and one

These three cars

distinguished themselves on this occa

sion inasmuch as they made the entire

trip without trouble. It was learned

after the run that the Ramblers were the

only cars that went through without the

application of a wrench, screw driver or

other tools. On the whole the outing

was declared a very satisfactory one,

and undoubtedly similar runs will be

made in the near future.

1905,
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Prominent eastem men buy Ramblers

BALTIMORE HERALD

Ex-Mayor W. C. White of Cumber

land, a visitor at the automobile show,

was a guest of Mr. J. E. MacDonald, of

the Philadelphia Branch of Thos. B.

Jeffery & Company. In company with

Mayor Timanus, Mr. MacDonald and

Mr. Davis, ex-Mayor White was given a

demonstration of the four-cylinder Ram

bler, known as Model 14, with such good

effect that he promptly placed his order

for one of these fine cars.

The Rambler in which the party rode

was driven by Mr. Herbert Bitner, one

of the Jeflery Company’s expert demon

strators. This is the second Rambler

purchased by one who has occupied the

mayorality chair of a Maryland city.

Mayor Timanus this week ordered a

Surrey Type 3, and now ex-Mayor

White contracts for a model 14 four-cyl

inder. In all justice, it must be said

that both showed good judgment in their

selection.

Had his spark coil stolen

Mr. C. C. Perry of the Golden Rule

Store, Bozeman, Montana, had an ex

perience recently that is likely to happen

to any owner of an automobile and which

caused him considerable annoyance, de

priving him of the use of his car for a

period of ten days or more.

Mr. Perry owns a Rambler runabout.

Upon the occasion referred to the

machine was left standing unwatched,

and as usual, in supposed safety. Upon

returning to the car, however, it was

found that someone had been there in

the meantime and removed the spark

coil, coil case, screws, etc., and made

their escape unnoticed.

Aside from the actual money loss

represented in the coil and temporary

idleness of the car, the inconvenience is

considerable and autoists in general

should make every effort to locate and

bring such thieves to punishment.

Coldwater autos

cor.Dw,\Tr:R (.\1rcH.) RI-ZPORTI-ZR

Our city claims the distinction of hav

ing more automobiles than any other city

in the country, in proportion to its popu

lation. This claim is made after a

thorough investigation and is accurate

beyond any question. No town has dis

puted it so far.

Detroit, the center of automobile in

dustries, has one car for every 150 of its

population, but Coldwater, with a popu

lation of 6,500, has sevent_v autos, or one

car for every ninety-five persons, and

before the close of the year at least twenty

new cars will be added to this list.

The automobiles owned and repre

sented here are as follows:—Reo, 12;

Rambler, 17; Oldsmobile, 14; Winton,

10; Jackson, 6'; Auburn, 2; Knox, 2;

Reliance, 2; Ford, 3; Northern, 1; Loco

mobile, 1.

RAMBLER OWNERS

J. T. T. Starr, Elmer Allen, Henry

Moore, V. L. Nettleton 2, Ed. Henning,

Otis Pierce, C. U. Champion, Ed. Legg,

L. F. Humphrey, John Lara, John

Mannerow, F. Flandermeyer, Dr. VV.

Wilson, Fred. Allen, W. J. Roberts,

Chas. R. Johnson.

Automobiles in Canada

At Winnipeg, Manitoba, it is proposed

to construct a 158-mile road for automo

bilists.. It will be oval in form, and the

expense of construction and maintenance

will be met by the tolls collected from

those who use it. It is proposed to run

some big races on the road, which will be

oiled to keep down the dust.

Four famous rules

.~\UTOMOBII.E MAGAZINE

To start and to stop a car properly

there are four hard and fast rules which

must be religiously observed. The first

is, invariably accelerate the motor as the

clutch is let in. This should be done not

so much as to increase its speed, but just

sufficient to prevent its being retarded by

the added load. Second, always speed

up the motor nearly to its limit before

releasing to make an ascending change.

Third, in making the step down changes

take plenty of time after the release, al

lowing the machine to reduce its pace

before attempting to mesh the gears.

Fourth, slip the clutch as little as possible.
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MRS. FREDERICK J. LINZ, VICE-PRES. CALIFORNIA WOMAN’S AUTOMOBILE CLUB, WHO CLIMBED THE STEPS OF

THE BAKERSFIELD COURT HOUSE “’ITH HER RAMBLER TOURING CAR

Mrs. F. Linz startles the crowd which cheers her as she

backs the machine down the steps

P the steep steps of the

court house and down again

in her automobile is the feat

which has won for Mrs. F.

Linz of San Francisco a

place among the daring

women riders in the coun

try.

Before a crowd of astonished Bakers

field citizens Mrs. Linz took her big tour

ing car up step by step and after reaching

the top waved her hand to the crowd and

backed down without a mishap of any

kind.

This hazardous ascent was not the first

adventure undertaken by Mrs. Linz. Re

cently she drove a car containing four

people a mile on the track at Fresno in a

minute and forty-four seconds.

The feat at Bakersfield was not the re

sult of premeditation. She simply was

  

attracted by the fun of the deed, declared

that she could take her machine up the

steps, heard somebody say, “Nonsense!

you could never do it!” and yet another

declared that it was too risky, and then

she made ready to make the trial. Her

first intention had been to mount half

way, but finding, as she afterwards de

clared, the feat to be “so easy,” she kept

right on when she had started, and soon

attained the top. Then she turned her

head and waved her hand to the crowd,

which sent up a cheer, and backed her

machine down again. Once more the

cheers, enthusiastic this time, and with

out admixture of the fear which the

spectators had felt when Mrs. Linz

was ascending and descending, broke out

heartily.

Mrs. Linz went with her husband to

Carson City, Nev., while a carnival was
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in progress. Immediately on arriving

there Mr. Linz and his chauffeur were

called back to San Francisco. Mrs. Linz

at once voluteered to remain and act as

the driver of the automobile stage, for as

theirs was the first machine to invade

that part of the country it was impossible

to obtain any other driver. In three

days’ staging Mrs. Linz earned $800, a

sum which, she says, she could have con

siderably increased had her car been

capable of carrying more people.

  

The dominant ambition of this Ama

zon of motoring is to have a chance to

break a record in a track race, and

some day, she says, she will achieve her

desire.

Conaways retum from Colorado

From their home in Marshalltown,

Iowa, to Colorado and return, in their

Rambler touring car, traveling in all 3000

  

miles, is a trip just completed by Dr.

and Mrs. A. B. Conaway and their son,

Dr. A. C. Conaway. They were absent

five weeks visiting in Haigler and other

Colorado points, making their principal

stay with Dr. Conawa_v’s brother at

York, Nebraska. From start to finish

there was not even a tire puncture to mar

the pleasure of the long journey.

Iest do your best, and praise er blame

That follers that counts jest the same.

 

Q“-\\\

RAMBLER SURREY TYPI-I THREE, OWNED BY F. C. CHEEVER, LYNN, MASS.

Sleighing in an auto car

BOSTON H I-IR ALD

Snow, ice nor storm possess any terror

for the real motorist—the man who en

joys the pleasure derived from motor

vehicles. One such is F. C. Cheever of

Lynn, who, during the storms of last

winter, mustered a party of his friends

and went out for a ride over the snow

covered grounds in his new surrey type
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Rambler of 18-horse power. Having

mustered his party, five in all, they took

possession of the car, and then com

menced a long and pleasant ride, far

pleasanter than those who have never

tasted the joys of driving an automobile

over the snow can appreciate.

From Lynn the route was over the

breakwater to Nahant and return——an

open and barren stretch of country in

the winter season, giving an automobile

some strenuous work. The

made in good shape. Then some one

suggested a ride to Ne\vburyport. just

to show the man from Missouri, Mr.

Cheever headed the car for Newburyport,

and the trip was made to the entire satis

faction of all. At its close every one of

the party admitted that there was just as

much pleasure in sleighing in an automo

bile as there is on steel runners of a horse

drawn sleigh.

trip was

More Honors for the Rambler

Just before going to press word was

received to the effect that a Model 15

Rambler had won first honors at Wilkes

Barre.

The Wilkes Barre hill climb has been

a topic of discussion in clubs and trade

papers for some weeks, on account of the

severe conditions to be encountered.

The motorists of the vicinity have a

paraphrase of the old nursery rhyme

which runs

“When ghiiroads are good they are not so very

“And wgrhenithey are bad they are horrid.”

However, the city boasts of one auto

mobile factory, the Matheson, two large

garages and several smaller ones.

The contest was a part of the cele

bration of the centennial of the incorpor

ation of Wilkes Barre, and immediately

attracted much attention, about forty

entries being received in the various

classes.

As to the hill, it is a climb of no incon

siderable magnitude to reach the starting

point in Georgetown, a one-street sub

urb on the ancient Wilkes Barre and

Easton turnpike.

This placing the starting point so high

up in the mountain was necessitated by

a railroad grade crossing in Georgetown

and the committees’ desire to avoid a

smash-up or delay to the contestants.

A flying start of 250 yards was allowed

and once past the tape, the hard work

began, as a lengthy 17 per cent grade

confronts the operator and continues

around the first bend.

This bend, known as the Devil's El

bow, is a full U turn with a grade of 18

per cent. After this the grade lessens

somewhat, but soon runs into an S curve

with a varying grade of from 15 to 20

per cent. '

Then comes Giant Despair, a straight

drive for the finish, with a grade of 27

per cent, a short distance beyond the top

of which the finish tape was laid.

The contestants were classed accord

ing to selling price and, for some reason

not known at the home office at the time

of going to press, Mr. W. F. Smith,

Manager of the Philadelphia branch of

Thomas B. jeffery & Company, entered

his $2,500 Model 15 in the $3500 class;

other contestants in that class being the

Pope-Toledo, Maxwell, Matheson, White

Steamer and others. The first three fin

ished after the Rambler in the order

named.

Readers of the magazine will remem

ber Mr. Smith as the gentleman who put

a Rambler Type One through a 1386-mile

non-stop run in February last, stopping

the motor finally in order to place the

car in his exhibition at the Philadelphia

Automobile Show. He is also known to

the trade as one of the old salesmen of

bicycle days who has made good in the

new industry.

Prompt Obedience

Mr. Tucker (with his face lathered)—

“I see I've made a mistake and got my

biggest shaving implement, Tommy.”

Tommy—“Yes sir.”

Mr. Tucker—“Bring me my ‘baby

razor’.”

Tommy (bawling out)—“Maw, come

here, Paw wants you.”
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Rambler Branch at San Francisco

totally destroyed

For several days after the disastrous

earthquake at San Francisco there was

ample cause for anxiety over the where

abouts and conditions of our representa

tives at that point.

Early newspaper reports showed con

clusively that our establishment had been

entirely destroyed and no word was heard

from its Manager, Mr. L. H. Bill, until

Monday, the 23d.

Mr. Bill had been temporarily residing

at Hayward, a suburb about twenty-two

miles from San Francisco, and, as the dis

turbance occurred early in the morning,

Mr. Bill was home at the time. He imme

diately endeavored to get into San Fran

cisco, and by noon of the 18th succeeded in

getting as far as Oakland, but all efforts

to reach San Francisco were unavailing,

as by that time martial law had been

declared and no one was allowed to enter

the city.

Mr. Bill’s first definite information was

obtained about noon on the 19th, when

he learned that the Market Street Store

was completely burned out and he then

wired the home oflice to that effect.

Owing to lack of room for the large

number of cars on hand, it was impos

sible to keep the entire stock at the

Rambler garage and, on the morning of

the disturbance, stock was distributed at

warehouses.

At the same time there were in the

hands of the freight company at the

yards ready for delivery, carloads of de

livery wagons and of Model 14’s.

These were destroyed by fire, as were

all the cars in warehouses.

Fred. Linz, one of the attachees of the

San Francisco store, reported to Mr. Bill

on the morning of the 20th that during

the night the wind had changed direction

suddenly and the Rambler garage on

Market Street was entirely destroyed.

He also reported that the cars at the gar

age had previously been removed to a

safe place.

Upon receipt of this report Mr. Bill

attempted to send men in to get the cars

that were still in good order, but none of

them returned and he learned on fairly

good authority that both men and cars

had been impressed by the military and

that they were then being used for the

needs of citizens.

The new uncompleted store and garage

at 125-131 Golden Gate Avenue was

dynamited in an attempt to stop the

spread of the fire.

On the 21st Mr. Bill succeeded in

reaching the wreck of the Market Street

store, but was not allowed to enter.

He reports that the safe appeared intact

but that everything else was utterly de

stroyed and that he could at that time

obtain no information as to the where

abouts of the cars saved from the fire.

A temporary ofiice has been opened at

31 Sanchez St., San Francisco,and a ship

ment of new cars and a full supply of

parts is already on the way.

One way to get an automobile

We are endeavoring to locate one of

our Model K cars that was stolen recently

by means somewhat out of the ordinary.

The car is the property of Mr. John

W. Lone of Lake Geneva, Wisconsin.

and on his departure to California for the

winter, was sent in to the Rambler fac

tory for some repairs and a general over

hauling.

It was understood that the car should

remain here until Mr. Lone's return in

the spring and, after completion of the

work, it was placed in one of the ware

houses to await his order.

Some weeks ago a man appeared at the

factory and inquired as to the condition

of the car and asked to see it. He ap

proved the work done and asked the

amount of the repair bill.

A few days later a letter was received

signed Iohn W. Lone, enclosing an ex

press order for the amount of the repairs

and directing that the car be shipped to

him at South Chicago.

The instructions were followed and

no more thought of the matter until a

few days since, when a letter was received

from Mr. Lone directing that the car be

shipped to Lake Geneva.

He was immediately notified that the

car had been shipped to South Chicago,

as per hisinstructions, and was shown the

letter authorizing such action. The letter

was at once pronounced a forgery and
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an endeavor is being made to trace the

car, though as yet no clues have been

discovered as to either the personality

or whereabouts of the thief.

The car is described as Model K.

number 4076; finish, royal blue body;

cream color chassis; tires 30x4 inch Dun

lop, and $50.00 is offered for information

leading to its recovery.

NoRwALK, O., Jan. 24, 1906

MEssRs. THos. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

G ENTLEMEN–Today we received your

catalogue and letter addressed to my

grandfather, Mr. S. W. Owen, of this

city, and will say that your line for this

year stands in very high favor in both

his and my estimation.

Last week I took my Surrey Type One

which he gave me the 7th of July, to

S. W. O.W. EN AND FAMILY

pieces, and after about 10,000 miles

running was in as fine shape as when

she left you. I tell you, gentlemen, I

cannot speak in high enough terms of

my Rambler. She carried me and four

others through 27 miles of mud, the

axles dragging and the running board

submerged, in two hours and fifteen

minutes. In the 27 miles I went 900

feet on high speed. Many places my

chum and I both had to hold on to

the steering wheel.

I have been thinking about asking

you to let me drive one of your four

cylinder models on an endurance run

of some kind. I have a friend who wants

to go with me and I would be glad to

have some kind of proposition from you.

I am, yours most sincerely, and ever

in praise of the Rambler,

OWEN DOUGHERTY.

Automobile as a rescuer

The usefulness of the automobile was

forcibly demonstrated last week after

the great calamity at San Francisco.

When the railroad and street car tracks

were thrown into tangled masses by the

upheaval of earth, making it impossible

for the cars to run; when horses and

wagons were practically useless—horses

being frightened and unmanageable amid

the fire, smoke and wreckage—when

there was no other possible means of

conveying the people and their valuables

to places of safety, then it was the auto

mobile was called upon to perform the

duties which have heretofore been allotted

to the railroads and street cars and horse

drawn vehicles.

Hundreds of automobiles were im

pressed into service as soon as the first

shock was over, and many of the refugees

doubtless owe their lives to the fact that

they were able to get away from the fall

ing walls by this method of transporta

tion.

While it is true that a few owners of

cars made capital of the disaster and

charged enormous prices for carrying

persons to places of safety, it is a pleasure

to note that in the majority of cases the

owners of automobiles freely gave not

only their cars, but their services as well

in the work of rescue. The Red Cross

messengers, on their errands of mercy to

all parts of the stricken city, were carried

in automobiles, and the sound of the horn

brought a feeling of happiness to many a

sufferer. The government authorities used

the automobile in their work, the firemen

impressed them into service, and every

where they were in evidence as man’s

helper and friend in the time of disaster.

Without the automobile the sad story

of San Francisco would be even sadder,

for many more tears would have been

shed over lost ones who might have per

ished had they not found this speedy

means of escape.
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The causes of knocking

HORSELESS AGE

“Knocking” or “hammering,” a frequent

trouble in gasoline motors, is often very

difficult to locate. The causes are always

rapid variations in the pressure on the

moving parts on the one hand and loose

ness in bearings or joints on the other.

There may be a slight knocking in the en

gine without any undue looseness any

where, but such knocking, which is gener

ally described as of the nature of a dull

thud, is solely due to the early ignition,

and can easily be remedied by retarding

the spark. In further explanation of this

form of knocking it may be said that in

ordinary operation the surfaces of a bear

ing are never in perfect contact, but are

separated by a film of oil. Now, when the

charge is fired prematurely so that the full

pressure is reached in the cylinder while

the piston is still on its up stroke, there is

evidently a sudden increase in pressure at

the bearing surfaces, as the piston is held

from moving away from this pressure, or

even compelled to move against it, by the

momentum of the flywheel. The film of

oil is then squeezed out between the bear

ing surfaces, and the surfaces are brought

up against each other. That there is no

very pronounced metallic ring in the case

is due to the fact that the surfaces are orig

inally very close to each other, and the

force of impact is much reduced by the

film of oil, which is not readily squeezed

out. If the surfaces were always in con

tact there could evidently be no ham

mering.

Although in a single acting engine the

working pressure is always directed the

same way, there is a reversal of pressure

at the bearing surfaces at the beginning

and end of the suction stroke, as during

this stroke the piston must evidently be

pulled by the crank, while during the

other strokes there is a pushing action be

tween crank and piston. The variation

in the pressure at these moments is not

sufficiently rapid to cause any knocking

if the bearings are tight, but if the bear

ings are loose there will be a hammering

sound at each reversal of the pressure at

the bearing surfaces. Such hammering

may be due to looseness of the main crank

bearings, but is more frequently due to

looseness of the crank pin or wrist pin

bearings or to looseness of the wrist pin

in the piston boxes.

A further cause of knocking in an en

gine is insuflicient tightness of the flywheel

on its shaft. In a single cylinder engine

the flywheel stores power during one stroke

and then gives it out again during the suc

ceeding three strokes, so that there is a

reversal of the pressure at the joint of the

flywheel to the engine shaft twice in every

cycle. The flywheel need not be so loose

on the shaft that it can be moved by hand.

in order to produce the knocking, as the

pressure due to the explosion is ever so

much greater than that possible to pro

duce by hand. With the growing practice

of bolting flywheels to integral flanges on

the crank shafts or to steel centers keyed

to shaft this trouble is likely to disappear.

All sorts of knocking are more common

in single than in multiple cylinder en

gines, but particularly is this so with

respect to knocking due to last mentioned

cause.

Almost all forms of knocking can be

materially reduced by varying the maxi

mum explosion pressure, by causing the

spark to occur later or increasing the rich

ness of the mixture so that it will burn

very slowly. But this does not remove

the real cause of the trouble.

 

When a new engine is being started for

the first time, don’t take it apart if it fails

to start on the first attempt. You might

have trouble in re-assembling it.

The better acquainted you and your

engine become, the better service you are

likely to get from it.
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Automobiling a panacea for indigestion

AUTOMOBILE rorrcs

Automobiling is one of the best cures

for the bodily infirmities due to poor

operation of the digestive organs, accord

ing to Dr. G. W. McCaskey, of Fort

Wayne, Ind., who addressed the Amer

ican Academy of Medicine at a meeting

at Chicago last week. His subject was

“The Physiology of Recreation,” and he

took a position said by members of the

society to be progressive, if not revolu

tionary.

“Mental depression can destroy entire

ly the effect of food, and cause digestive

disorders of the gravest nature,” Dr. Mc

Caskey said. “Recreation has a most

beneficial eflect, and the desire to go to

a restaurant after witnessing a pleasing

performance at some theater is due mainly

to the effects of having one’s mind re

lieved, and thus influencing the flow of

digestive fluids.

“For recreative effect, most persons

need some sort of diversion which con

tains fast motion, and this explains the

popularity of automobiling, the beneficial

effects of which I know by experience.

“It should be emphasized that the func

tional state and activity of the principal

organs of the body are dependent on the

controlling influences of mental condi

tions more than upon any other factor,

even more serious than upon all other

factors combined. The effect of physi

cal states on digestive processes is of the

greatest importance.

“The stimulating influences upon di

gestion of pleasant surroundings and

convival company is known, but theim

portance of the facts shown are not often

realized.”

Now f<>r_;:>d roads

MOTOR AGE

Under the scheme proposed by an ex

member of the Massachusetts legislature,

motorists can have good roads any time

they want them. All they have to do is

to get out on the Bay State highways, pull

the throttle wide open and trust to some

wideawake constable to catch their num

bers as they whiz by. The justice will

do the rest and the fines accumulated

this way will go to the state highway

commission, which will turn the coin of

the realm into good macadam roads. In

a nutshell, ex-Representative Doty, of

Waltham, Massachusetts, seems to have

solved the good roads problem with his

proposition that all fines paid by the

scorchers go to the maintenance of good

roads in the state instead of into the town

treasury where the pinch is made.

When one considers the possibilities

under such a system, he naturally is im

pressed with its feasibility. Doubtless

the constable and justice as well as the

selectman, would howl at cutting oli their

perquisites, but their voices will be as the

wail of a yellow dog run over by a car

traveling fifty miles an hour.

Just think of it! The bigger the fine

the better the roads and the better the

roads the bigger the fine!

The highway commission gets more

money by making better roads, ofiering

temptations to scorchers that they cannot

resist; they exceed the speed limit and

pay the fine and the roads are improved

by the enforced assessment. To live up

to their reputations as road makers

motorists will have to scorch.

Good roads their theme

GOOD ROADS MAGAZINE

Any prejudice that may have existed

against the automobile by farmers of the

country was pleasantly dissipated by the

sentiments expressed by these men of the

field at the international good roads con

vention held in Port Huron, Mich. High

way Commissioner Horatio S. Earle, of

Michigan, said in the beginning that the

farmers and motorists must work in har

mony if highway construction is to be

brought to a successful terminus. “If a

farmer didn’t behave right when he came

into the city I would have him arrested,”

said Senator Earle. “Likewise if the son

of some automobile owner went into the

country and purposely drove his machine

to scare every person who crossed his

path he should be handled without gloves

by the farmers.” The college man will

be an important factor in highway con

struction if a suggestion made by Kenyon

L. Butterfield, president of the Rhode

Island Agricultural College, is approved

of by the agricultural institution. Mr.

Butterfield took the stand that a course

in highway construction should form a
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part of the curriculum of every state agri

cultural college in the country and other

colleges as well. William S. Crandall,

editor of the New York Municipal News,

proposed a union of good roads workers.

He believes that all the organizations in

the country interested in the good roads

movement should unite their efforts and

work with one object in view.

Some pointers on pedals

.-\L'TOMOBILE MAGAZINE

In manipulating the clutch, whether by

the push or piano pedal type of lever, it

will be found restful and conducive of

better results if the heel is pressed firmly

against the foot board and the motion

imparted to the pedal solely by rocking

the foot, rather than by bearing down

upon with the toe. In this way a more

complete control of the clutch is obtained,

and the fatigue of the foot through its

frequent use will be lessened. When

starting from rest the leather should be

let in just until the car begins to move,

then more and more, the engine being

opened up proportionately until it is fully

seated. When changing speed it should

be dragged somewhat, but less than in

starting from rest, and in making the

change to the direct drive the speed ratios

are such in most cars that it may be drop

ped in almost immediately. On the road

when a hummock or a crossing is to be

taken, the pedal should always be de

pressed sufficiently to allow a little slip

ping so that the shock of the obstruction

may be absorbed by the clutch rather

than by the motor. When so easing it,

in order not to lose speed the engine may

be accelerated a bit to counteract the loss

of power due to slipping. Thus, by par

tially releasing from time to time, the

motor and gears may be relieved greatly

and the pleasure of riding increased very

materially.

The entire wiring of a car should be

carefully examined from time to time for

signs of wear in the insulation. At cer

tain places the wires are exposed to con

tinual, though slight, friction, which

will ultimately break through the insula

tion and establish a short circuit. The

timely application of a little insulating

tape will often save much trouble in this

respect. The heat of the exhaust pipe or

mufller, for example, will melt the insu

lation of the high tension cable, if too

close, and cause a defect.

The effective mixture of air from which

the oxygen is drawn and the gas from

gasoline varies from 6 to 1 to 11 to 1.

Mixtures varying above or below that

range will cause waste of gas and may be

entirely useless. A common cause of

failure with gasoline engines to start is

too much or too little air.

Prizes Awarded for April Stories

First $25

C. H. INGERSOLL

South Orange, N. J.

Second $1 5

R. P. BAINBRIDGE

Mingo Junction, Ohio

Third $5

N. H. KILMER

Ocean Grove, N. J.

The same amounts will be awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing.

hunting parties and all pastimes and

plays an important part.

occupations in which the Rambler

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Prizes will be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

being given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs. Photos not retumed unless requested.
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Stung

BR00KLYN DAILY BAGLE

The City Kid—Durn de Rube wot tel

led me dey kep hummin’ boids in dere!

There are automobiles nowadays that

warn you, in a low, musical hum, of their

approach. It would be proper, wouldn’t

it, to have an accessory that could play

“Lead, Kindly Light,” as a machine

bears down on a fated pedestrian?

Spoken from the heart

MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE

“It’s great to be single.”

“We bachelors realize that.”

“But not as a married man does.”

]ohnnie—Papa, a man who has a wife

too many is a bigamist, is he not?

Papa (thoughtfully)—Not always.

His future assured

NEW YORK SUN

Father—What are your prospects?

Suitor—I am distantly related to the

president of an insurance company.

Lo! the poor auto

An Indian described the first automo

bile he ever saw as “Bang, bang! Ph’t,

ph’t! Dam bad smell,”

“I can’t believe,” she said, “that you

were ever a barefooted boy.” “Yes,” he

answered, “I started in life that way."

The horse's failing

run NORMAN (OKLAHOMA) VOICE

Hans, the ruralist, was in search of a

horse.

“I’ve got the very thing you want,” said

Bill Lennox, the stableman, “a thorough

going road horse. Five years old, sound

as a quail, $175 cash down, and he goes

ten miles without stopping.”

Hans threw his hands skyward.

“Not for me,” he said, “not for me.

I vouldn’t gif you five cents for him. I

live eight miles out in de country, and

I’d haf to walk back two miles.”

Father—Tommy, you seem to be at

the foot of your class quite often. Why

aren’t you at the head occasionally, like

Willie Jones?”

Tomm_v—Oh, Willie has a smart

father and I suppose he takes after him.

His job below

MIL\'\"AUKEE EVENING VVISCONSIN

The Latest Shade——When on earth I was

e an automobilist.

His Satanic Majesty—Ah! then please

be kind enough to crawl under that fur

nace and see what’s the matter with the

grate; it seems to be klinked up.

Mother——Benny says you slapped him

and threw him out of the nursery.

Bertie—Well, I’m building a

palace, and he kept buttin’ in.

peace

Tommy's excuse

THE ARGONAUT

Tommy was absent from school for

one entire day. But he brought a note

of excuse the next morning which would

prove that he had been detained at home

legitimately. The writing was hardly

that of a feminine hand and the note

appeared to have been written laboriously.

Furthermore, the penmanship seemed

to be strangely familiar to his teacher.

The note read as follows:

“Dear Teacher—Please excuse Tomy

for not comeing to scool yestidy, he

couldn’t come. I tore my pants. Yours

truly, Mrs. Mulligan.”

“Is Callacott a good bridge player?"

“Too good.” “How so?" Nobody wants

to play with him.”
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Truth is stranger than fiction, because

there is less of it. It is not always the

apple with the rosy cheek that is the most

palatable. The proof of the pudding is

in the eating, but indigestion corrupts

good morals. In these days the man who

sows wild oats will reap them with a

patent binder. Misery loves company,

but is a notoriously poor entertainer.

Charity that begins at home seldom

passes the kindergarten effort.

 

The woman of the house who happened

to be a little nearsighted, motioned him

away from the kitchen door. “I haven’t _

any rags today,” she said. “I ain’t

buyin’ rags, madam,” said Saymold

Storey, drawing himself up with offended

dignity. “I’ve got rags to burn. Have

ye any cold vittles?”

 

Pauline—What do you do for the blues,

Penlope?

Penlope—Oh, I think of the things in

my life which would be different if other

things had been different.

  

The passing of the horse

rm:

An automobileious Nightmare.

SAN FRANCISCO NEVVS-LETTER

Addemup, who had taken a day ofl to

attend the bookkeepers’ picnic, was dis

playing his agility by climbing a tree.

He fell in such a way that his feet caught

in a fork of a tree, and there he hung,

head downward, ten feet from the ground.

“Help me down!” he exclaimed in a

voice of agony, “for hea\'en’s sake‘. My

fountain pen is leaking!”

Fifty Dollars Reward
For information leading to recovery

‘ of stolen Model K Rambler, No. 4076

Finish-—body, royal blue,

chassis, cream color, heavily

striped with blue. Tires,

30x-'1 inch Dunlop detach

able. One tire case had a

patch about 8 inches long

. vulcanized in tread. Fitted

_ with new single carburetter.

Rear door under front seat

titted with special latch

made from a strap hinge.

Water tank has been re

soldered around edges and

on top. Car when stolen

was equipped with one ex

tra tire, one lap robe and

full set of lamps and tools.

See particular: of the theft on page 474

Thomas B. Jeffery E? Company

Kenosha, Wisconsin
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Second Year JUNE, 1906

How we toured from Los Angeles to San Diego

C. LEROY LOWMAN

Angels about 8:30 o'clock

on the thirty-first of Decem

ber, 1905, a bright, clear,

sun-shiny December day,

we journeyed en automo

bile southward, towards the

old Pueblo of San Diego.

A light rain had fallen the night before,

making the city streets somewhat muddy

and necessitating our putting on the

chains. Shortly after this, a puncture

delayed us on the Ninth Street bridge

some twenty minutes. After this we

sped on with light hearts and happy

faces until we reached Downey. There

we were delayed again to repair a blow

out in the tire we had previously fixed;

the procedure being witnessed by a num

ber of small boys. Off we sailed again,

bearing southward through Ana

heim, and upon coming to the

wash of the Santa Ana River,

responded to the protests of our

inner selves and camped for

lunch. After an enjoyable lunch

e on, and the taking of some

snap-shots, we again boarded the

car and “Rambled” off through

the town of Orange and on

through Tustin and Irvine to the

long, undulating strip of country

beyond.

It was now getting late in the

afternoon, with a cold wind blow

ing across the broad expanse of

fields just turning green with a

new growth of barley. We could

-
- -

* * *- -

LUNCHEON ON THE DRY BED OF THE SANTA ANA RIVER

Seventh Month

readily tell that the breeze came from

the not far distant ocean. We ran on,

now passing broad acres under culti

vation, again, over low rolling hills,

whereon cattle by the hundreds were

grazing; past old deserted ranch houses,

the old adobes standing as monuments of

the days when these vast ranges were

owned by the caballeros of early times;

where vaqueros (instead of cow-boys)

rode after the cattle and herded the sheep.

With our minds reverting to these old

days, and going over again the story of

Romona and Alessandro, we came, as

the sun was sinking, to the old Pueblo

de San Juan Capistrano, with its Mission

of old, crumbling adobe, its harsh out

lines softened and colored with the rays

of the setting sun.

Stopping at the old Adobe Hotel, we

Copyright 1906, by Thomas B. Jeffery c. Company
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obtained water for the radiator, and

under the scrutiny of half a dozen old

Mexicans, we lit our lamps and were off

towards the sea, arriving soon after at

the old rancho of San Juan-by-the-Sea.

Long will we remember the beautiful

beach stretching off in the star-lit dis

tance, and bathed by the restless waves,

which seemed to chafe under the restraint.

Over all this, the light of the new moon

shone, silvering the sandy strip of beach

with its margin of rank bushes, and mel

lowing the out-line of the ragged bluffs

which rose above us to the left.

Our road wound around the foot of

the bluffs along the beach, now close to

the water, now following the outline of

across a fiat strip of valle_v to the river

of the same name.

It was now a few minutes before mid

night. The moon had long since hid itself

behind the hill tops, and a chilling night

breeze blew in from the ocean across the

flat, marsh-like strip between the river

in front and the hills behind us, intensify

ing the cold of the frosty air. The river

lay dark and sullen before us in the dim

star-light with long fingers and spicules of

ice shooting out from the edges of little

gravelly islands and tufts of rank water

plants which studded its shallow borders.

Stopping the engine, we alighted to

reconnoiter, and to replenish the radiator.

Upon examination we found the first

  

STALLED IN A RIVER AT MIDNIGHT

some inlet, now crossing the bed of some

creek where it came down to the sea with

its small offering of water, then finally

going up and out upon the mesa into the

moonlight, followed by the monotonous

and incessant roar of the surf as it breaks

on the beach we have left.

About 8:30 we stopped at a bridge over

a ravine, and soon, over a small blaze,

cooked supper, which we ate on the lee

side of the auto, sheltered from the now

chilling ocean breeze. Once more we

took our seats, and following the narrow

ribbon of road shown by our acetylene

lamps, we cross endless numbers of

bridged ravines, and on over the vast

expanse of dry, arid, ~'rolling country,

coming finally to a sharp descent which,

passing down through a canon called

the Santa Margarita, leads out and

channel of the river-bed to be about

twelve inches deep, and through the clear

cold water we could see the tracks of

wagons on the bottom, all entering in a

line with the road we were on, and ap

parently passing straight across to the

other side, emerging on the farther bank

directly opposite.

judging from the usual character of

southern California streams as to their

depth, we put on the chains, and with

some apprehension, drove under high

speed straight for the opposite shore.

Soon we found our apprehensions fully

justified, for after bravely crossing the

first channel, suddenly, and without

warning we plunged into a river hole three

and a half to four feet deep, the cold.

sluggish water closing in around us,

flooding and killing the engine.
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There we sat for a second or two, till

our chilled consciousness awoke to the

fact that we were stalled in the icy depths,

of the Santa Margarita, with nothing to

do but get out as best we could.

Stripping off his shoes and socks and

rolling up his trousers, the chauffeur

bravely slid into his cold, midnight bath,

followed shortly by the chef who carried

grub, clothes, blankets, lights, cooking

utensils, etc., etc., to shore, while his

stronger companion, with teeth beating a

tatoo, carried his mother and aunt to

shore on his back. After we had made

several trips back and forth the contents

of the machine were removed and with

great difiiculty a weak, sickly fire was

started ashore, which, owing to the fact

that everything was covered with frost

and wet, could scarcely be persuaded to

burn the handfuls of dead weeds and

grass that the ladies gathered.

There being no wood to be found in

the neighborhood of the camp, it was

necessary, after drying our numbed ex

tremities, to go foragingsfor some. We

ran back along the road for a mile or so

to the canon we had shortly before passed

through so cheerily, and, after searching

a long time, we found a dead tree which

we carried laboriously to camp, only to

find that it was so wet it would scarcely

burn. Our strenuous attempts at keep

ing the fire going helped to promote the

warmth we sought.

Thus, what was left of the night, we

passed huddled around the fire, alter

nately freezing one side while roasting

the other. We dried our shoes which

had become wet by tramping around in

the frosty grass, only to get them wet

again when we left the fire. Our spirits

were roused by the valiant efforts of a

band of coyotes on the neighboring hills.

Their ensemble work was excellent (all

being in good voice), and the-solo entries

particularly effective, till “the cold gray

of the morning after” was slowly dis

-‘pelled by the rays of the advancing sun

“whose kindly warmth heightened the

 

STOPPING TO TAKE PICTURES
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spirits that the coyote chorus had failed

to maintain. By rustling some good

fire wood we were enabled to finally

thaw out enough to get a little breakfast,

the hot cofl'ee being particularly enjoyed.

Next came a council of war to decide

where we should go to get assistance.

By consulting the road map, we found

we were probably within five miles of San

Luis Rey, but in which direction to go

was a question for thought. We finally

decided to leave one revolver with the

ladies, and start ofl down the railroad

track. We had just set out, when one

of the ladies espied a man in a buggy

coming across the flat. He came our

way and soon gave us our location, telling

us where we should have crossed the

stream; a point a few hundred feet farther

east. He very kindly took us to San

Luis Rey, where we procured a man and

team, and returning to the river soon had

ropes attached and the automobile pulled

ashore, seeming to be not much the worse

for the soaking.

After being towed to the top of a high

grade about a mile nearer town, we de

tached the machine, and set about put

ting it in running order. Great was our

surprise and delight, after working but a.

short half hour, to hear the engine which

had soaked in ice water for eleven hours,

catch the spark and throwing water from

the engine case several feet into the air

at every revolution, gradually resume its

old, familiar, steady throb. It seemed

like a great, lazy dog shaking itself after

a plunge.

We carefully oiled the whole mechan

ism, reloaded the baggage, and taking

our seats, bowled off down the hill sing

ing the praises of the Rambler. The

engine picked up at every stroke, work

ing better than we would have supposed

possible under the circumstances.

This was New Years, a cool, bright,

sun-shiny day, so we went to the: “Hotel

at San Luis Rey” for a New Year’s din

ner. We had baked potatoes, roast beef

and pan gravy, baked beans, stewed corn,

home made bread and butter and hot

coffee. We felt like difierent individuals

when we arose from the board.

After stocking our depleted larder, we

made haste to get to Vista, eleven miles

farther on, where we could get gasoline,

  

NEAR VALLEY CENTER BRIDGE

as we had but little in the tank, and this

was rapidly reduced by the work of going

up several miles of heavy grades, aver

aging from ten to twenty per cent, which

the faithful old Rambler gradually put

behind her, arriving at Vista with scarce

ly one inch of gasoline in the tank.

It was then about 4:30 p. m., so we

replenished the lamps as well as the

gasoline tank, but we could get no car

bide for the acetylene lamps, which fact

necessitated some strain on our eyes as

the shades of the evening fell. We found

a fairly good road, however. (though

somewhat hard to follow), all the way to

Escondido. We arrived at 6:30 p. m.,

cold, tired, and hungry. Of the latter

we were soon relieved at the Hotel Escon

dido, where we stayed for the night,

although the former condition was not

alleviated until we were snugly ensconced

in our beds, for the da_v had been excep

tionally cold; snow and hail having fallen

there during the day. The Hotel was

run on the Alaskan plan, i. e., with no

fires except in the cook stove.

Arising refreshed the next morning, we

had a good breakfast, cleaned and oiled

the machine; made a few minor adjust

ments, and got away on the road for

San Diego about 10:30, stopping

once to adjust the vibrator and spark

plug, and several times to take pictures.

The first ten or twelve of the thirty

two miles to San Diego were through

hilly country, with large out-croppings

of rock, the huge rounded masses of

boulders making many fantastic and

picturesque spots; these became more

numerous, new scenes opening up before

us as we climbed the long four-mile
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CAMP ON THE BANK OF THE SAN LUIS REY RIVER

AT PALA

“Poway” grade, upon which we passed

the San Diego and Escondido stage.

Soon we came to a long stretch of

freshly graded road, which, though some

what heavy, was not very hilly, and we

sped along at a good clip, straight in the

face of a sharp ocean breeze. Dropping

suddenly down a sharp grade, we rushed

0H across the Mission Valley, only to

climb the “Hospital Grade” on the other

side, w_hich brought us abruptly into the

residence portion of San Diego. Our

destination was won at last!

Going directly to Hotel Brewster, we

left the ladies and baggage, then went to

the garage, and arranged tr. have the

machine left and extra tires repaired.

After purchasing a few sundries, we re

turned to the hotel, washed up and went

to Rudder’s restaurant for luncheon,

after which the ladies went for films; the

“chef” to re-stock the larder; and the

“chauffeur” departed for the garage.

In the course of an hour we all re

turned to the garage, and as soon as the

car was ready, went for a spin around

the town, then back to the hotel to pre

pare for dinner.

Leaving the hotel about 6:00 p. m.,

we took a car to the ferry, and crossing

the bay, arrived at the Hotel Coronado

in time to dine under its spacious roof

and enjoy its air of elegance and refine

ment.

We returned to the city on the 9:40

boat, arriving at our hotel about 10:30.

The chauffeur and I then repaired to the

garage and gave the auto a good over

hauling for the return trip.

Seven o’clock the next day found us at

Sargents enjoying a good breakfast, and

by eight o’clock we were at the garage

and ready to start for home, but we found

that the tires which had been sent to be

repaired the day before, had not been

returned, so we had to wait around and

take some pictures of the town.

We got started at ten minutes of ten,

and soon were on our way back to Escon

dido where we arrived at noon. Here

we stopped at a small restaurant on the

main street, and after lunch, came out

to find a crowd of curious men and boys

sizing up “old faithful.” After answer

ing several questions as to the merits of

the Rambler while taking on another

five gallons of gasoline, we were shortly

off again for Valley Center.

]ust out of Escondido we found several

miles of beautiful road stretching to the

mountains, and bordered on either side

by prosperous looking orchards and

gardens. Arriving at the mountains, we

came to the second long grade, four

miles in length and averaging from five

to thirty per cent. The road following

the contour of the hill-sides above the

canon, was a very picturesque one; the

huge, jagged boulders, the brush, oak

and sycamore trees, all assisting in mak

ing the picture grand.

' Soon we were at the top and dropped

rapidly into the valley beyond, and com

ing to a bridge over a small creek,

stopped to take some pictures, the

scenes there being very effective and the

light just right. This was at Valley

Center, and from there we had another

range of mountains to climb.

The road rose gradually with many

little dips through gullies and over flat

places which made it possible to use the

high speed for several miles and winding

in and out, up and down, turning sharply

here, bending gracefully there, stretch

ing away in front, in the late afternoon

light, it seemed to us a tiny thread of

gold as it led us to the top of the ridge.

And then as we ran along the summit,

with canons on either side, the twilight

shadows began to fall around us, and we

saw far away in the distance the big

valley of the San Luis Rey touched here

and there by bands of sunlight from the

setting sun, which lingered as if loth to

break the enchanted scene.

We passed as the darkness deepened

as through a beautiful gallery, finally to
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drop abruptly down a very steep grade

through a canon which must have been

beautiful in the day time, and out into

the valley below, coming in a few minutes

to the San Luis River at Pala. Here we

did some careful reconnoitering before at

tempting to ford it. Finding a row of

stepping stones, we all crossed over ex

cept the chauffeur, who returned and

skillfully brought the machine across the

two channels of the river.

It was now nearly seven o’clock and

we were beginning to have “pangs,” and,

finding no dining accommodations in the

town, we made camp on the river bank.

The chef made a stove out of an oil can,

while the others gathered a large supply

of fire wood, and soon had ready a supper

of hot coffee, bacon, boiled eggs, and

French fried toast.

After supperwe arranged camp for the

night, and built a big camp fire. The

night turned out to be colder than we

expected, the cold frosty air, together

with the strangeness of the surroundings,

made sleep out of the question for the

ladies, so they kept the fire going while

we slept.

All were up before daylight, except

the chauffeur who slept peacefully until

breakfast time, and none of us begrudged

him the sleep after the trying drive of the

I

I

I

I
4

1

I

l

day and evening before with its attendant

responsibilities. After watching the day

light break over the hills across the river,

and the grey of the dawn change to pink,

and hearing the feathered “alarm-clocks”

of the neighborhood announce first call for

break_fast, we bestirred ourselves, washed

up and repaired to the “breakfast room”

and partook of our morning meal, the hot

foodand coffee being very acceptable to

our cliilled bodies.

After breakfast we cleaned up camp

and repacked the auto lockers. In the

meantime the chauffeur having fed and

groomed our steed, we were soon ready

to start on our homeward run.

Running out of the river bottom up a

slight hill, there suddenly burst on our

vision a beautiful picture; there in the

warm, early sunlight lay the old Mission

of Pala. Its old garden wall surmounted

by a tall narrow arch with two bells hung

gracefully under it. Upon the top of the

arch grew a hardy old cactus, its spiny

leaves adding to the picturesqueness of

the scene.

_ In the garden, some leaning against
"lthle wall, others standing around smoking,

were a number of stolid looking old In

tlians. Pala is the Government Reserva

tion for these Indians, as was indicated

b_\"the straight rows of galvanized iron

  

MISSION AT P.\l..~\ SHO\\'l.\'G BELLS AND GARDEN ‘YALL
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shacks of uniform size and shape, which

composed the town.

Leaving Pala attdits-~Mission to doze ‘

under the watchful eye of old .\It‘. Pala; VI

we made straight for the mountains on

the road to Temecula. Almost immedi

ately we began the ascent of the Pala

grade, the six long miles of which were to

carry us over the last range of mountains.

This grade was similar to the one from

Escondido to Valley Center, over which

we had passed the day before, winding

slowly up along the mountain side above

a beautiful canon where trees and boul

ders everywhere made scenes to gladden

the tra\'eler’s eyes.

After taking a number of pictures

along the way up, we finally arrived at

the top of the pass that carried us over

into another canon road that led out to

the beautiful valley which lay stretched

before us in the morning sunshine. Down

we went through groves of oak and

sycamore, turning sharply to right or

left around some huge protruding boul

der or overhanging wall of'ro'ck which

held up the hill-side; down and up,

through little gullies, gliding through

grassy glades, then up again around the

edge of some hill where the canon

seemed to want all the room for itself,

then down along straight slopes, the road

seeming to tire of the winding, and

anxious to meet the valley below.

While going through one of these

beautiful little glens filled with oak

trees, we came suddenly upon a bee

ranch nestling quietly there in the hills,

so we stopped, and soon had a couple of

combs of honey to add to our larder.

Some three or four miles farther on,

we glided out into as beautiful a strip of

roadway as ever was laid. Being still on

the down grade, the machine gained

momentum every yard. This was too

much for the chauffeur, whose love of

speed is well known, so he opened wide

the throttle, and then had the nerve to ask

me to count the telephone poles which

were rushing by so fast that they looked

like a solid wall,—-well, anyway, the

cracks between them couldn’t have been

more than eight or ten inches wide, at

the least!

Thus we flew on until it occurred to

the maniac beside me that we had had

  

AMONG THE BRUSH-COVERED HILLS

troubles enough for one trip, and could

do without a hot box very well, so he

dropped to about twenty miles per hour,

which brought us very shortly to Teme

cula where we stopped long enough to

water and feed the auto, and re-stock

the larder, and then off we bowled for

Elsinore. The road had long since

ceased its winding, and took us now by

long straight stretches across the valley,

and then following down the opposite

side brought us soon within view of the

placid surface of Lake Elsinore, which

lay in the mid-day sunshine, mirror-like

with not a ripple to disturb its quietude.

Then we came to the town of Elsinore,

nestling quietly on the shore of the lake.

It was noon and as we had a supply of good

things in our larder we did not wish to

stop at a restaurant, so did not delay

longer than to inquire the road to Corona,

which led us toward the hills again, there

to take a winding course, which we soon

found was leading us into a broad canon

bordered on either side by brush covered

hills; the aroma of the wild sage and

chapparal being carried to us on the

breeze.

This was found to be Coldwater Canon.

Through it our road ran in long, graceful

curves, slowly winding from side to side,

following with gentle bends the canon as

it took its way leisurely northward.

About one o’clock we came to a place

where we stopped for luncheon, and took

several pictures, it being a beautiful spot
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where a turn in the road crossed a wide

ravine, its gently sloping sides shaded

by large oak trees. Our luncheon con

sisted of flap-jacks and honey, fried

bacon, bread and butter, hot tea and

nuts, which proved suflicient to allay the

“pangs” which had come on soon after

leaving Elsinore at noon.

Immediately after lunch we started

for home, feeling certain that we would

run straight through without mishap.

The road through the remainder of the

canon and out into the valley beyond

was decidedly picturesque, and soon

brought us among the grain fields, just

beginning to take on a tinge of green

from the new growth of grain.

Here and there we passed old adobe

ranch houses, some occupied, but others

only crumbling ruins. Then we came

to an occasional orchard of orange or

lemon trees, which proclaimed our prox

imity to a town. Then we began to pass

more rigs on the road, and finally we

came to Corona (Crown) almost hidden

from \n'cw by the vast acres of orchards

surrounding it; the green of the trees
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A BEAUTIFUL SPOT IN COLDWATER CANON

being a change ‘and a rest to our eyes

after seeing so much of dry rocks and

bushes and hills.

The afternoon soon faded away, and

a gradually increasing breeze made us

wrap up a little warmer to meet the cool

of the approaching evening.

At Rincon, we stopped long enough to

water the engine, and were off again;

soon after arriving at Pomona where we

tarried long enough to get the where

withal to allay the “pangs” of a sweet

tooth.

  

From here we went to the north road,

or Foothill Boulevard, where every chug

of the engine brought us to familiar

sights. The breeze stiffened, and as the

sun dropped out of sight in the west its

chill gave us to understand that there

was snow on the nearby mountains. The

short twilight soon passed, and we

stopped to light the lamps. Under a

clear, star-lit sky, with the new moon ris

ing to help light us on our way, we sped

through the towns of Glendora, Azusa,

Duarte, Monrovia, Llamanda Park, Pas

adena and Garvanza. Each town in turn

told us of lessened distance between us

and home, which we reached about 9:45

p. m., chilled through by our ride in the

cold night air, but happy and thankful

for the watchful care that brought us

back home after 328 miles of eventful

motoring in one of the best cars—a

Rambler.

Prominent eastem men at Baltimore

The illustration shown in the oval of

the front cover page of this issue is from

a photograph taken in front of the Hotel

Belvidere, Baltimore, Md., on April 7th.

In the far seat of the tonneau of the

car is the Hon. E. Clay Timanus, the

present mayor of Baltimore, who pur

chased a Type Three Rambler the day

previous. On the near side of the ton

neau is the Hon. VV. C. White, ex-mayor

of Cumberland, Md., and in the center is

Mr. Milton C. Davis, a prominent builder

of Baltimore City.

Mr. White came down from Boston in

response to a telegraphic invitation from

Mr. ]. E. McDonald, of our Philadelphia

Branch, and was so impressed with the

demonstration given him in the .\lodel 14

car shown in the photograph, that he

placed his order for one at once.

On the front seat are Mr. Bittner at

the wheel and Mr. ]. E. McDonald, who

were demonstrating Ramblers in Balti

more during the week.

“A burnt child dreads the fire," said

the read_v-made philosopher. “I don’t

know about that,” answered the man who

always contradicts, “I see that Russia

wants a new navy.” '



Reporting the Vanderbilt Race in a Rambler

RICHARD VVRIGHT

UST how the Vanderbilt cup

race was won and lost last

fall has long been a matter

of history, but how the de

tails of the international

struggle for speed mastery

were reported and given to

a waiting world within a

few minutes from the time that Hemery

crossed the line a winner with Heath and

Tracy close behind is something that only

the scribes who started off at one A. M.

on the assignment are cognizant of. And

how a Rambler car played a rather im

portant part in this to the general public,

unknown accompaniment of every event of

general importance, is yet another story.

Four of us were ordered to rendezvous

at 34th street and Broadway, a landmark

in the center of what is euphoniously

termed New York’s “Tenderloin,” at

the wee’ sma’ hour of two in the morning,

there to meet a chauffeur with a Rambler

car. Ye scribe who aids in the com

pounding of that mixture of news, scan

dal and sage meditations on the editorial

page that greets the average citizen at the

breakfast table every morning, knows no

hours. He works from now till then,

from the time he begins till the time he

gets through, so we were all at the ap

pointed place promptly and after shak

ing the sleepy guardian of the steering

wheel into a semblance of wakefulness,

we piled the tonneau full of cameras,

ourselves and spare sweaters and over

coats. It was not cold then, but going a

good twenty-five an hour at four in the

morning lowers the temperature con

siderably.

In less than five minutes we were off

at a good clip for the Long Island Rail

road Ferry, for we were scheduled to

make the two-fifteen boat and losing it

meant either a wait of an hour or a de

tour of several miles by way of the

Williamsburg bridge. The scene of ani

mation at the ferry entrance would have

done credit to a Saturday half-holiday race

crowd instead of a time when all good

  

people are supposed to be indulging in

that aid to beauty—peaceful sleep. Auto

mobiles were everywhere and before our

Rambler party got within three blocks

of the gates it was a mad rush for place

in the waiting line, for the capacity of

the ferryboat for touring cars is strictly

limited, so it is a case of first come, first

served. For a few moments our hearts

went down; it looked as if we were in for

the hour’s wait or the long, way round

despite our promptness, for automobiles

seemed literally to spring out of the very

ground at every few feet—the street was

full of them. On we raced and fortune
  

AMONG THE WILD MUSTARD IN CALIFORNIA

favored us, for hugging the right hand

curb crosstown brought us smack up

against the tail end of the coveted line,

while many of our oponents ran by and

had to manoeuver to get back to it, los

ing valuable time in the process, for that

broad streak of thumping, chugging

machinery surmounted by gleaming shafts

of white light grew like magic.

By the time our fears were finally re

lieved by being handed a ticket and

told to move ahead in line, it had ex

tended to and beyond Second avenue, a

long block away. We were just one to

the good; the next man behind us who

had slipped into position while previous

arrivals were fumbling about to get in

line followed us onto the boat and then

the gates swung to in the faces of the

waiting line, condemning them to a long

and exasperating wait.
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SCENES AT FOX LAKE, ILLINOIS

Despite the usual strict rule against

restarting the motor before touching the

slip on the opposite side, every engine was

throbbing out a lively tune long before

the boat bumped into the slip on the

Long Island shore. One by one the

cars led off in a decorous line, but once

free from the restraining walls and fences

of the ferry enclosure it was a free-for-all,

go-as-you-please. The Island is noted

for its fine roads and with a trusty car

beneath you there is more than enough

exhilaration in speeding along at a clip

of better than thirty miles an hour

give it the added touch of the weird,

distorted shadows that only a moonless

night and the beams of numerous acely

lene headlights can produce and it is

positively fascinating.

Your newspaper man can sleep when

and where he may, and more than one of

us had determined to utilize the trip out

to indulge in a cat nap, but even had a

tonneau with three and their assorted

paraphernalia been conducive to repose,

the excitement of the scene and its sur

roundings would have been more than

sufficient to keep the most somnolent on

the alert. Cars to the right of us, cars

to the left of us, cars in front of us and

cars behind—every one with its driver

keenly on the qui vive to spy an opening

and let her out to gain a length and move

up one in the swiftly speeding line. Here

a spurt and a clever twist of the steering

wheel would bring us on even terms with

some monster of twice the Rambler’s

size, and then a battle of skill and power

would often end by landing us a notch

ahead in the procession, there, our

driver would catch the chauffeur of a

ponderous covered car napping and

shoot by him at an open space; these

impromptu encounters were constant

until ten or fifteen miles out on the way

the contestants had all settled into the

respective places allotted them by their

speed and endurance, for not a few of

them were laid out by the roadside mak

ing good, minor troubles that do not

seem so small at three A. M.

The battle was to the swift, and after

passing Jamaica, the road was clear be

fore and behind—under the impulse of

an open throttle and advanced spark the

Rambler was eating up the road in a

manner that would bring us to the end

of our journey long before daylight.

‘We were spinning along at a great rate

everything working smoothly and utterly

carefree, when seemingly from the nether

regions there sprung up directly in front

of us two baleful red eyes, dancing and

cutting circles against the background

of inky blackness.

A trap! The Long Island constable

has decided to take time by the forelock

and rake in a few shekels, was our first

thought, but those red lights presaged

no good and we instinctively feared
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something far more dangerous than the

predatory minion of the law. In a

twinkling the gears were out of mesh, the

engine throttled down and the brake

brought us to an easy stop within a few

feet of the waving red lanterns.

Constables, sure enough, but why did

they quietly get out of the way instead of

ordering us to step down and deliver.

It was a weird sort of performance that

savored more of the Arabian nights, but

in a few moments we realized the danger.

There, entirely blocking the road was a

large frame house in the course of being

moved along the highway, and a pretty

mess indeed, would a car have made,

charging it a la Don Quiote, in full tilt.

There might have been sad tales to tell

of that morning’s run had not those

same anti-automobile authorities had the

foresight to post, not one man merely,

but two—to keep one another awake

probably, for the house on its greased

timbers was squarely in the center of the

main road leading to the course. Once

safely by it, we let her out again with a

feeling of relief, but we went on just as

fast. Such is human nature, but then

houses usually do not flock in the middle

of the road, and one in a night is surely

enough.

  

HR. ARTHUR GRAY, HUDSON, N. Y. WITH RAMBLER AN

MOUNTAINS, THREE THOUSAND FEET ABOVE THE HUDSON RIVER.

Another quarter hour saw us at Mine

ola, just beyond the grandstand, and

here we lolled about until approaching

daylight warned us the time for business

was close at hand. Lightened of its

load by one passenger less, the faithful

Rambler sped along the ]ericho Turn

pike in the misty gray dawn of the Octo

ber morning and six miles further, at a

turn that promised to be “interesting”

when the speed monsters attempted to

negotiate it, we dropped another. Ten

miles further, at Albertson’s “S”, the

load was reduced to one and the driver,

and now time was pressing; we had but

a few minutes in which to cover the re

maining miles to the Lakeville turn be

fore at least two or three of the racing

machines would be well along on their

mad dash around the tortuous oval.

Around the curves lickety split, up and

down hill we pushed the Rambler for

every ounce of speed she could produce,

with the warning cry of the telephone

signal man “they’re Ofi, get off the course”

ringing in our ears. Faces lighted up

and late arrivals came on the run at the

sound of our mad rush, only to give way

to a disappointed expression at sight of

us, “It’s only a touring car.”

FIRST AUTO SEEN HERE

-1
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With two or three minutes to spare we

pulled off the course, had cameras out

and ready for business before the inter

mittent booming of the exhaust of the

first car \vas heard on the turn a half

mile above. All that forenoon the Ram

bler rushed back and forth, up one side

road and down another, striking the

course at as man_v points as possible dur

ing the running of the race and did

yeoman service. Then, when the tele

phone and key had done their duty in

telling the story of the race’s running

right in the newspaper oflices and on the

streets a quarter hour later, came the

mad rush back to reveal the work of the

cameras in the darkroom and show

those not fortunate enough to be able to

attend the race itself what it looked like,

and here again the Rambler scored.

Twelve hours after leaving, the car was

back in its home garage from the run of

sixty odd miles and ye scribes were dream

ing of other “beats” to come.

UP AMONG THE CLOUDS AT ESCONDXDO, CAL.

A night of peril in a Rambler

nus. 1-". J. uxz

TANDING in the red glow

of the awful fire, raging

half a mile from our home

on the edge of the park,

our nerves shattered from

the effects of the horrible

earthquake twenty-two

hours before, we decided

to drive our car to the top of an inter

vening hill and note the approach of

the fire.

We left the corner of Masonic Avenue

and Oak street at 2 a. m., dodging

thousands of homeless people, half-clad

and calm in their despair, dragging a

few hurriedly rescued household effects

to the parks, seeking a spot to lay their

weary bones on a mattress, quilt, or

blanket; and proceeded to the cornerof

Valencia and Market streets, where the

whole down-town and Mission districts

were one roaring, seething mass of flames.

We proceeded to the fire lines on Market

street and viewed, fascinated by the

very horror of it, all beautiful San Fran

cisco reduced to a city of ruins.

  

Turning our car, we began our wa_\'

back, when a squad of artillery men

signaled us to stop. Vl"e were told the

car must be put into service, and a sol

dier was put aboard; this man, we were

instructed at the point of a musket, we

were to deposit at the Ferry Building, or

as near as we could get to the water front

near the Ferry. Now we were not ex

actly happy close to the fire lines, but

when ordered to go through the district

inside of the fire lines, at the point of a

gun, our feelings are better imagined

than described. The soldier sat in front

with Mr. Linz, a Miss Wolff and myself

in the tonneau. The Surrey Three had

never had gasoline in the tank until ten

hours before. A cape cart top shielded

us from falling sparks. We began our

trip of two miles inside the fire lines,

with shaking limbs and prayers on our

lips. Over masses of fallen bricks, lines

of hose, gaping earth rent by the awful

quake, up and down hills never taken

by automobiles, where one slip of the

chain or brake would have killed us, the
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sturdy Rambler went. We sought to

drive as far from the awful heat as pos

sible, when our soldier would say “Go

through here,” often compelling us to

drive over piles of debris and between

tottering walls of fire. Frequently we

forded a ditch or street of water, caused

by a broken water main, broken glass,

hot from some building in the throes of

destruction, bars of iron, timbers and

wires of every kind and many rents in

the pavements three to nine inches

across. It seemed we would never reach

the end.

At last we stopped at command of the

soldier, two blocks from the wharf, and

just as a huge wall crashed in, not 30

feet from us on our right. Our soldier

gave us a pass to return in the name of

Col. Kelly, and left us to try and get

across the Bay to convey his orders to

Oakland.

Our return was by a safer way, and I

can positively sa_v, women had no more

perilous ride during the awful calamity

than Miss Wolff and myself on the morn

ing in question, being three hours in

closer proximity to death than most of

us ever are, all being saved not only by

daring driving, but a car unsurpassed in

MESSRS. SCHUNK AND FISHER, THE RAMBLER TEAM, IN BUCYRUS, OHIO, AUTOMOBILE RACES LAST FALL

faithful performance, proving itself equal

to such a test as rarely a car is called

upon to perform. We owe our safety to

the splendid service of the Rambler.

Where oiled roads are general

THE MOTQR WORLD

California has nearly 3,000 miles of

roads which have been transformed from

dusty, and often almost impassible high

ways, into excellent avenues by the use

of crude petroleum as a road dressing.

Out of the fifty-seven counties of the

state, at least forty now have oiled roads;

the use of oil on roads is as much adapted

to cities as to the country, and there are

over_ 500 miles of city streets treated in

this manner. There are also nearly 1,100

miles of oiled railway roadbed in the

state.

The first experiment in oiling roads

began in 1898 and it was found that

when oil was applied it immediately be

gan to bind together all the loose par

ticles and formed a stratum resembling

asphalt.

California now occupies a foremost

position as regards mileage of good roads,

as a result of this successful method of

treating highways.

 

.- ~ .  

 



Rambler success in different states

WELISBURG, W. V.A., Feb. 7, 1906

THos. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

GENTLEMEN-As heretofore promised

to you I here with hand you a photograph

of myself taking a winter drive in my

Surrey Type One, on the “Mountain

roads of West Virginia.” This car has

never failed me and is as good as new

after a season's run of better than 4,000

miles of mountainous driving. The Ram

bler stands up better than any other car

tested in this community.

Trusting that the enclosed will be of

service to you, I am,

Yours very truly,

F. A. CHAPMAN.

(See photo on frontispiece page)

RocKFoRD, ILL., Jan. 18, 1906

MR. J. JosLYN, Rambler Representative,

Rockford, Ill.

DEAR SIR:—I am pleased to make the

following statement in regard to the ser

vice received from my Model H single

cylinder Rambler, which I purchased

early in 1904. I have been well pleased

with the service and reliability which

this car has given me, also with the ex

treme low cost of maintaining and oper

ating.

My total maintaining and operating

expense for about 5,000 miles, including

gasoline, lubricating oil, repairs and re

placement of tires up to December 31,

1904, averaged $6.36 per month. The

operating and maintaining expense of my

car for 5,500 miles during 1905, including

the same items as for 1904, which is

everything that I have spent in connec

tion with a car, averaged $7.25 per month.

I have operated this car both for pleasure

and business, receiving from it good ser

vice both summer and winter of both

years.

I trust that the performance of this car

for me will be of benefit to you in selling

Rambler cars.

Yours very truly,

RoCK FORD GALVANIZING WORKS,

By D. F. Rogers.

A letter from Baraboo, Wis.

JERRY M. COUGHLIN

I made a trip with my Rambler the

other day to Durward's Glen, which is

thirteen miles from Baraboo. It is the

first machine to make the trip over the

bluff. The trip was made with a load of

five people. For hill climbing the ma

chine cannot be beat. The trip was

made in one hour and five minutes. It

is almost one constant climb from Bara

boo to the Glen. Also on this trip the

roads were slippery as it had rained the

day before, making it much harder

climbing. Several times I had to stop

to allow other vehicles to pass, and the

people were amazed to see a machine out

on those hills, but there was not one hill

that she had the least bit of trouble in

getting up. -

Would like to have you publish this

trip in the Rambler Magazine, as this

was the first Rambler or any other car to

make the trip on the bluff.

VAN WERT, O., Jan. 24, 1906

THos. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

DEAR SIRs:—In 1903, I purchased a

Model E. Rambler, and as a green-horn

at the business, I had remarkable suc

cess. At the end of the season I sold

the car, and at the Chicago Show of

that same winter, I bought a Model L,

double cylinder, which I ran more than

3,000 miles in 1904, with little or no

repairs. Sold car in Fall, and in the fol

lowing Spring purchased a Surrey Type

One. I cannot say too much for this

car. Late in the Fall I sold it, and

through your agent, Mr. G. E. Wert, of

this town, placed my order for a Model

15, four cylinder, 35–40 horse power car,

to be delivered last week in April.

I am an advocate of the Rambler car,

and you can use my name in saying I

think the line of Rambler cars for 1906

the best on the market today for the

money.

Yours very truly,

C. A. NATION.
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MR. L.AEDLEIN'S CONVERTED RAMBLER

WILLIAMSPORT, PA., Feb. 28, 1906.

THos. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

DEAR SIRs:—Your Surrey Type One

appealed to me for the purpose of pleasure

riding and I found it “filled the bill” very

satisfactorily, but I wanted to test the

practicability of automobile delivery for

my business, which is very exacting, as it

demands prompt delivery, whatever the

conditions of the weather or roads.

After considering the question with

your local representative, Mr. Rantz and

Mr. W. H. Simmons, a very able wood

worker and mechanic, we decided to cut

off the tonneau on a line with bottom of

doors, face the raw edges with brass.

The tonneau, when in position, is held

in place by a thumb-screw on each side

under the seat which clamps an iron arm

fastened permanently to steel frame of

chassis and swings down when not in

use. The tonneau can be removed in

three minutes and the delivery top put

on in ten. The delivery top is built light

as possible, and canvas covered. The box

is lined with copper to prevent salt water

from reaching the engines and extends

back over the springs, thereby giving us

considerable floor space. The rear is

closed with a light slat door or gate and

the whole arrangement can be easily

lifted by two men, using the side braces

as convenient handles, thus in less than

fifteen minutes we can have a stylish

pleasure car or an up-to-date delivery or

vice versa. The combination is so well

executed that many were led to believe

I had two cars.

As to the practicability of the delivery,

I am thoroughly convinced. We have

used it in all kinds of weather and con

ditions of roads, through deep mud and

over very rough, frozen ground and when

it comes to long distance deliveries, then

horseflesh is not in it with a machine.

No need to pity the horse if the weather

is hot or time is short. Give the machine

plenty of lubricant, turn on the gasoline,

touch the button and the “Rambler” will

get you there.

Yours respectfully,

A. LA EDLEIN.

 



--

A Rambler tried by fire

Rambler cars is a matter

of common occurrence, but

it is doubtful if one has

been more severely used

than that shown in the

accompanying illustrations.

It was the property of

Mr. B. Warner Rice of -

San Francisco and one of

the first put into public

service during the recent

trying times in that city.

Mr. Rice took an act

ive part in both relief and

general precautionary

work and served under

the authority of Gov

ernor George E. Pardee,

Mayor E. E. Schmitz and

General Funston, being

given authority to seize

a u to mobiles wherever

found and impress both

cars and operators under

the authority of these

gentlemen.

The car was first used in general relief

work, during which time the rear part

of the tonneau took fire and was torn off.

A rude floor of planks was then laid over

the rear portion of the frame and the car

became a dynamite wagon, being used

during the fire to carry thousands of

pounds of explosives for the destruction

of buildings in the effort to stop the pro

gress of the fire.

During this time little attention was

paid to streets or roadways, and the

shortest path was taken as the line of

least resistance, though it lay over brick

piles, scorching hot, or through a mass of

smoldering wreckage. Through all this

the Rambler never failed and when the

work was done was, though sadly dis

figured externally, running as steadily

as though such work was its regular

province.

The red cross emblem over the rear is

made of4 red flannel chest

protectors on a piece of

white cotton cloth.

The stick at the left of

the dash carried a red

flag while the car was

used as a dynamite

transport, but this was

removed by relic hunters

during the transit from

San Francisco to Chicago.

The machine, as shown

in the cuts, is now on ex

hibition at the Rambler

Branch in Chicago, a

mute but positive testi

mony of the absolute re

liability of the Rambler

line.
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Deadly "auto traps"

It is the history of the world that with

every step in the direction of progress

there has sprung up a more or less danger

ous class of obstructionists.

With the advent of the automobile, the

natural crop of this class was augmented by

the ever-present element who nurse a per

manent grievance against “money-bugs.”

The driver of a motor car, whether it

be an imported touring car representing

the value of a comfortable homestead, or

a modest little runabout, is immediately

identified as a grasping capitalist and the

common foe of the rest of mankind.

To the suffering motorist, who is by

no means always a “money bug,” it was

bad enough to be assessed with multi

tudinous taxes and license fees, but when

suburban village councils, as well as in

dividuals, generally the genus “jay,” ob

struct the public highways with “bumps”

and “motor traps” that are dangerous to

both life and property, it is encroaching

on the limit line.

One of the first instances was when the

honorable fathers of the little “two by

twice” village of Glencoe, a suburb of

Chicago, raised the street crossings along

Sheridan Road.

One of these finally caused the serious

injury of a gentleman who was speeding

for a doctor during the night—in a horse

drawn buggy. He brought suit against

the village authorities for damages and

the “bumps” were removed.

Only recently a vindictive ruralist

placed an obstruction in a road leading

out of Cleveland which resulted in the

death of Mr. Osborne, a prominent resi

dent of Cleveland, and the serious injury

of a companion.

As an example of the daily press re

ports, it is worthy of note that while they

stated the facts on the morning after the

disaster, practically nothing has been

said since and but little was said at the

time of the culpability of the murderer

he is worthy of no other term.

These obstructions are placed ostens

ibly for the purpose of impeding the pro

gress of automobiles and compelling the

driver to come down to the legal rate of

speed, but, being built by persons abso

lutely ignorant of conditions, result in not

only discomfort but serious danger to the

car and its occupants.

Without doubt, those who placed ob

structions upon the public ways had little

understanding of the legal liabilities in

which they were involving themselves.

No criminal action is deserving of more

condemnation than that of obstructing

public avenues of travel, and the laws of

every enlightened community deal harsh

ly with those who intentionally or negli

gently cause obstructing nuisances in

the roadway.

Neither a private individual nor a cor

poration has any right to interfere with a

highway, and obstacles placed in the

path of traffic constitute a public nuisance

and render the person responsible there

for subject to indictment at common law

and under statutes. Not only are the

parties subject to criminal liability for

obstructing the highway, but any traveler

who is injured by any obstacle unlaw

fully placed in the road may recover

damages from the responsible parties.
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Local municipal bodies, placing ob

structions upon the highways or know

ingly allowing obstructions so placed to

remain, are legally liable and subject to

the same action as individuals.

Any action of that nature is malicious.

It amounts to conspiracy and from no

standpoint is lawful or excusable, but is

a direct and intentional violation of the

law that merits both the established legal

penalties and the condemnation of all

law-abiding people.

 

Denaturized alcohol

In consideration of the interest in the

so-called free alcohol bill just passed,

and the prevalent discussion in regard to

the value of denaturized alcohol as a fuel

in hydro-carbon motors, a few words in

explanation of the terms and methods

in this connection may not be amiss.

Alcohol is of two distinct varieties,

ethyl or spirituos and methyl, commonly

known as wood alcohol. The former only

is of use as a fuel and, as it is also that

used for drinking, it has been heretofore

subject to a tax prohibitive of its use in a

motor.

The term “denaturizing” or "denatur

ing” simply means rendering this class

of alcohol unfit for drinking purposes by

admixture with poisonous liquids.

There are two general classes or de

grees of denaturizing, viz., the complete

and “incomplete,” according to the pur

poses for which the alcohol so denatur

ized is to be ultimately used.

As Germany has made more use of

this spirit than any other country and

has for some time admitted alcohol, duty

free, after having denaturized in the

presence of government officials, the

methods in use in that country may be

accepted as most advanced.

Complete denaturization of alcohol, by

the German system, is accomplished by

the addition, to every 100 liters, 261}

gallons of spirits—2} liters of denaturizer

made up of four parts wood alcohol, one

part pyridin (a nitrogeneous base ob

tained by distilling bone oil or coal tar)

with the addition of fifty grams to each

liter, of oil of lavender or rosemary, and 11>

liters of the above denaturizer and two lit

ers of benzol with everylO0liters of alcohol.

Incomplete denaturization, that is suffi

cient to prevent alcohol from being used

as a drink—but not to disqualify its use

for various special purposes for which

the wholly denaturized spirits would be

unavailable—is accomplished by several

methods, one of the most common of

which is admixture, with the ethyl, of

several parts of wood alcohol.

In regard to the use of alcohol in gaso

line engines, no change is necessary in

the motor proper, nor is, in fact, any

great change required in the carburetter

other than that it is necessary that there

be suflicient heat to vaporize the alcohol

which is not sufficiently volatile under

ordinary temperatures.

One experimenter has obtained very

satisfactory results with the use of an

ordinary carburetter in which the alcohol

is raised to the required temperature by

an electric heating device. Others have

obtained very good results by jacketing

the carburetter and sending the exhaust

vapors through this jacket. By this

arrangement the engine is first run with

gasoline until the carburetter is heated to

the proper temperature when, by means

of the required valve mechanism, the

gasoline is cut ofi and alcohol is fed into

the carburetter.

In regard to the efliciency, even with

the comparatively crude arrangements so

far used for the purpose, from three to

five per cent more power has been derived

from a given quantity of alcohol than

from the same quantity of gasoline, and

it is very probable that with the develop

ment of carburetting devices especially

adapted to this purpose, much better

results will be obtained.

As to the cost of denaturized alcohol,

the price in Germany at the present time

for alcohol of 95 per cent purity, the

quality ordinarily used' in that country

for burning purposes, sells at wholesale

at six and three-quarter cents to seven

cents per liter—one and one-sixth quarts

—and at retail at approximatelv seven

and eight-tenths cents per liter.

With gasoline at the prices prevailing

up to a recent date, probably but little

attention would have been given to alco

hol for automobile use, but with the

steady rise in the price of gasoline, and

in view of the possible still further increase

the use of alcohol will become a ques

tion of considerable importance and

will receive much careful attention on the

part of manufacturers and engineers.
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Of interest to dealers and repair men

Charging and care of storage batteries

With the steadily growing use of stor

age batteries for ignition purposes, the

local dealer and garage manager are

both confronted with a new problem and

offered a new source of profit.

To get something for nothing is, in

these days, in the nature of a paradox, but

that is what may, under some circum

stances, be done in charging a storage

battery.

Any direct current may be used if the

voltage is not in excess of 220 volts,

though it must be slightly in excess of

that of the battery or batteriesto be

charged.

An alternating current cannot and

must not be used.

The batteries most commonly in use

are either four or six volts, and it is be

coming common practice to build them

in units of such size that the amperage

and voltage are in proportion of ten to

one, hence the terms four-forty and six

sixty.

The voltage of the battery must neces

sarily be in proportion to the resistance

of the coil used. As many coils are

wound for six volts or over, considerable

trouble has been caused by attempting

to use a four-volt battery when the coil

requires at least five volts for prompt and

successful action.

As the six-volt unit is becoming the

accepted size we may take that as the

basis of our calculations.

Batteries may be charged either from

a dynamo of low amperage or from a

high ampere current reduced by proper

means.

The outfit required is, in addition to

the generator or in connection with the

main line, should current from an out

side source be used, merely a lamp

socket and one each fifty and one hun

dred candle power lights to be used as

ampere regulators or, as commonly

tremed, “resistance lamps.”

This term resistance is often misunder

stood and is really a misnomer, as the

  

function of the lamp in the circuit is

merely to regulate the amount of cur

rent passed through the battery.

Thus, the ordinary 16 candle power

lamp in a 110 volt current consumes, or

allows to pass through it, one-half ampere

and a 100 candle power lamp of the same

voltage passes three amperes.

This may be explained by the parallel

of a large water main, say twelveinches

in diameter, with the water exerting a

pressure of 110 pounds per square inch.

To direct the entire volume of the

main through any given channel would

be equivalent to connecting the terminals

of the main line wire with no resistance

in the circuit.

If, instead of so doing, a by-pass with

a valve of one inch was tapped into the

main, the volume of water passing

through that valve would correspond

with the current passing through a

lamp of say one ampere, that is a 32

candle power lamp in a 110 volt current.

Thus, the size of the valve or the size

of the lamp regulates the amount that

passes and is in the nature of a regulator

rather than a resistant, as the larger the

lamp the greater amount of current it

lets through.

The large lamp is used during all but

the last couple of hours of charging, when

the smaller one may be used as a matter

of safety in avoiding an over-charge.

In establishing a permanent wiring,

first ascertain the positive wire of the

main line and connect this to one termi

nal of the lamp socket. To the other

terminal of the socket connect a wire

which will then become the positive

charging wire.

The other wire of the main line is the

negative charging wire and is to be con

nected directly to the battery terminal.

The accompanying diagram clearly

shows this wiring system and the system

of connection.

There is also on the market what is

commonly termed a charging plug. This

comprises a combination plug and socket
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with wires running therefrom for attach

ing to the battery.

The plug end may be screwed into any

ordinary lamp socket and the regulating

lamp into the socket end, thus obviating

the necessity of any special wiring.

As to the voltage of the current, a six

volt battery will, as it nears a fully

charged condition, exert a back pressure

of about 71} volts.

Thus, to fully charge one battery-',a

current of eight volts thould be provided

and if the current is above this, say 110

as is most currents furnished for lighting

purposes, as many batteries may be

charged at one time as the voltage of the

current is a multiple of eight.

As connecting a number of batteries in

series, that is, connecting the negative

pole of one to the positive pole of the

next, increases the voltage either of cur

rent or resistance, but has no effect on

the amperes, a 110-volt current flowing

through a three ampere or one hundred

candle power lamp will charge 13 six

volt batteries at once.

In regard to cost of charging current,

the amount used is determined by the

regulating lamp and the current and the

expense is the same whether one battery

or the maximum number within the

capacity of the voltage is charged at a

time.

Thus, at fifteen cents per kilowatt, a

maximum price for lighting current,

13 sixty-six batteries may be fully charged

from zero for not to exceed one dollar.

In some cities current is furnished for

power and commercial purposes at five

cents per kilowatt, and the same number

of batteries may be charged for approx

imately thirty-three cents.

The operation of charging is very

simple. First, remove the cover or

plugs from the vents in the top of the

battery case to allow the gases generated

during charging to escape,

Put in each cell opening, preferably

by means of a rubber syringe, suflicient

dilute sulphuric acid to entirely cover

the plates.

This solution should consist of one

part sulphuric acid to ten parts water.

Ascertain the polarity of the charging

wires as follows:

With the lamp in place and the switch

closed, place the ends of the charging

wires in a glass of water, holding them

about one-half inch apart. The light

will glow and bubbles rise rapidly from

   

Y'\l\\l\ \.\\\E.

  

Charging circuit with single lamp

one of the wires. Tms IS nu: NEGA

TIVE Wnze. Attach this to the negative

post of the battery marked (—) and the

other, or positive wire, to the terminal

marked (x).

It will be seen that this reverses the

action of the battery, sending the current

through it backward, so to speak.

If more than one battery is to be

charged at once, place them side by side

and connect adjacent terminals, that is,

the positive of one to the negative of the

next.

Charging at the rate of three amperes,

it will require twenty hours to fully

charge a set of absolutely dead batteries,

and it is well to keep a record of the time

that each battery was placed in the line.

As a battery nears its full capacity, the

electrolyte will bubble freely and when a

point is reached when the bubbles rise

constantly, it is well to remove it from

the line with the one hundred candle

power lamp and finish charging through

one of the fifty candle power.

When the change is first made, the

bubbling will diminish or cease for a

time and when the rapid effervescence

is resumed, the battery may be consider

ed fully charged.

In charging a number of batteries on

one line, each should be watched as the

amount of energy in each at the time

of beginning will probably differ, and
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one may become fully charged long be

fore the others.

Thus, a charged battery may be re

moved at any time and a new one put in

its place, keeping the line full.

WANW \\\\\. l, +

-s/x we c.8

mas //y

& © 3 & 3 & #:

Utilizing sixteen candle power lamps and

their arrangement

When fully charged, remove the sur

plus electrolyte to avoid slopping over.

It is well to watch the batteries during

charging as, if too much of the acid solu

tion is put in at the beginning, it is liable

to rise and flood the well in the battery

case, in which event the over-flow should

be removed.

As previously stated, a direct current

must be used and if the energy locally

provided is of the alternating type, either

of two methods may be followed.

A small five-ampere direct current

dynamo may be obtained at from thirty

five to fifty dollars, according to its volt

age. This may be driven by a motor or

other source of power, and a small trans

forming equipment may be obtained,

comprising a motor and generator, built

on one shaft or joined by a flange

coupling.

There is also in every alternating cur

rent power plant an auxiliary dynamo

known as an exciter, which furnishes a

direct current and arrangements may

often be made for charging from this.

As there is no change in the volume of

the current passing through a lamp,

whether or not the batteries be in the

circuit, it is possible to charge them with

out expense when lamps are in use for

lighting purposes.

Thus, if 16 candle power lamps are

used, six may be connected in parallel

and the main line tapped and the battery

set therein, as shown in the diagram.

With one or two batteries thus intro

duced, the lights will not be materially

diminished in power and the battery will

get the benefit of a three ampere current

with no increase in the amount passing

through the watt meter.

The usual charge for this service varies

from twenty-five to seventy-five cents for

a six-sixty battery. One firm in Chicago

who do a big business in this line, and

get their current at five cents per kilo

watt, announce that they will charge any

igniting battery for fifteen cents, but this

largely in the nature of an advertising

expedient.

Watered gasoline stock

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

The presence of water in gasoline is,

to a certain extent, inevitable, and it be

comes an ingredient of gasoline partly

after it has left the refiners’ hands. Thus

the constant vaporization which goes on

in the gasoline tank of the car (especially

when the car is in motion) produces a

lowering of temperature sufficient to

cause condensation of aqueous vapor,

which condenses and settles on the sides

of the tank, there forming drops which

ultimately collect at the bottom of the

tank and eventually find their way to the

carburetter.

To empty gasoline from barrels

The best method is to syphon the gaso

line out with a rubber hose, says a cor

respondent of the Engineers' Review.

To start the flow of gasoline, pass a string

a few inches longer than the hose through

the hose by means of a plummet tied to

one end. To the other end tie a bunch

of rags. Push these into the end of the

hose, poke the hose rag end first into the

barrel to its lowest point, hold the hose

in place with one hand and pull on the

string with the other. When the rags

come out, the gasoline will follow.

The poorest people on earth are those

who make the most of what they have

and the least of what they are.
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Monthly review of the automobile press

  

Under this heading will be given a brief mention of the leading special articles in the automobile

papers of the previous month.

No attention will be given to reports of current events which may be covered by all papers, but to

articles discussing or containing information on subjects of particular interest.

The readers of the Rambler Magazine will thus be able to keep in touch with the topics of the day

without the time and expense incident to a perusal of the entire trade press.

HINTS ON THE CARE or A GAsor.r.\:E

MoTOR

I-Iorseless Age, .\L'.\y 30th.

By F. E. Watts. A somewhat lengthy article

treating in detail the care and operation of a

gasoline engine and embodying considerable in

formation of value to the layman.

THE MAINTENANCE or T1REs

Horseless Age, May 1l)th.

By Charles E. Durvea and I-Iarrv B. Haynes.

Two articles of considerable length, treating of

the use and abuse of pneumatic tires.

MAGNETIC VrBRAToR

Horseless Age, May 9th.

An exhaustive article on the construction of the

vibrator as applied to sparking coils, showin the

various types in common use and meth s of

adjustment and connection.

THE CARBURETTER AND ITs FUNCTIONS

The Automobile, May 3d.

An exhaustive description of the various types of

carburetters, illustrated by diagramatic views

showing their action.

Tnmvo Iomrron

Liotor World. May 10th.

When the spark affords most power. Evils of

incorrect timing. An article embodying some

valuable information on important subjects.

Moron LUBRICATION AND LUBRICANTS

Motor Age. May 31st.

A paper read by _]'. W. G. Booker, A. I. C., be

fore the Automobile and Cycle Club of England.

All phases of an important question treated in

detail.

VEHICLE SPEED CHART

Horseless Age. May 2d.

A quick method of ascertaining the speed of a

vehicle at a certain number of revolutions per

minute of the motor, or vice versa, the gear ratio

being known. The article embodies a chart

from which the infomiation can be readily. ob

tained, requiring no calculation whatsoever.

LEGAL STATUS or THE GARAGE

I-Iorseless Age, .\Iay illth.

A statement of the standing and responsibility

of the garage as a public institution.

BRAKE HoRsE-PowER or FOUR-CYCLE

Morons

The Automobile, May 2-lth.

A technical article by Geo. W. Rice, M. E.. on

the subject of brake tests, illustrated by several

diagrams, together with the various formulae

used in this connection.

THAT FLEETING Fmrsrr

Motor World, May 3d.

A discussion of the methods of washing and care

of an automobile, with the object of preserving

the lustre of the vamish.

THE MATTER or “Sr>AREs”

Motor World, May 3Ist.

An article of interest to tourists, treating of the

things most likely to be needed on an extended

trip for both the car and its occupants.

L1-:oAr. LIABILITY I-‘OR FRIGHTENING

HORSES

Horseless Age, May 2d.

An article by Xenophon P. Huddy, L. L. B.,

which is of interest to automobile users in general,

setting forth the operators’ liability in case of

damage due to frightened horses. Several legal

decisions are cited and the subject is covered

in a manner interesting to the user of a motor

car.

WREsTLrNo wrrrr THE Dvsr PROBLEM

Motor Way, May 23d.

An article devoted mainly to the origin and func

tions of Westrumite.

TYPICAL AMERICAN GARAor-:s

Horseless Age, May filth.

An extended description of the leading garages

of the United States, giving much valuable in

formation to the garage manager in both mechan

ical and business methods.

PRrvATE GARAGES

Horseless Age, May {filth

A series of articles giving more or less detailed

descriptions of various private garages great and

small, together with an estimate of their original

cost and maintenance.

GARAGE METHODS ABROAD

Horseless Age May iflth.

Design of the buildings and practices in vogue

among the public garages of Europe.
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Hard on father

BROOKLYN EAGLE

Father—I wrote William at college

that I would not send him any more

money until the first of the month.

Mother—What does he say in his letter

today? -

Father—That he will never forget my

unremitting kindness.

In a Glasgow street the other day a

Scots Gray went up to a bootblack and

asked to have his boots brushed. The

boy looked at the soldier's boots, and

then shouted to one of his chums who

was not far off: “Haw, Jamie,-come

an gie us a haun'; 'ave got an army

contract.”

There is one young woman with two

bright nephews who has learned the un

wisdom of taking youngsters riding on

open and crowded trolley cars where their

guiltless conversation can be overheard

easily. She did this the other day, how

ever. “Can you toboggan, auntie?” ask

ed one little cherub with well developed

lungs. Auntie murmured that she had

done so one winter in Minneapolis. But

the small boy did not have in mind that

kind. “Why, we mean in your bath tub,

of course. You try it, Auntie. All you

have to do is to soap yourself all over—”

“Stop here, please,” said auntie to the

conductor.

“Mother, Henry writes thet he has ter

have money right away fer to git an auto

mobile.”

“Land sakes! What does he mean by

sech extravagance?”

“Extravagance? looks ter me like it's

the fust time he ever hed enny idee 'bout

economy. He says he lives so fer from the

college he wants it to save carfare.”

Littleton—What under the canopy are

you going to do with all that white satin?

Mrs. Littleton—Why, it's for baby!

It was such a bargain! I knew I’d never

find any so cheap again, and it will be

lovely for her wedding gown.

Young Mr. Johnson had proposed to

the beautiful Miss Smith. “No, Clar

ence,” she answered him, sadly but firmly,

“if I married you there would be one less

Smith and one more Johnson-and you

already outnumber us in the city direc

tory.”

“Did you notice that the University of

Missouri has banished the sunflower

from its campus on the ground that it is

devoid of beauty and modesty?” “No.

I suppose they'll expel the grass next be

cause it’s so lacking in refinement and so

monotonously green.”

A man wanted a ticket to Olathe, and

only had a $2 bill. It required $3 to get the

ticket. He took the $2 bill to the pawn

shop, pawned it for $1.50. On his way

back to the depot he met a friend, to

whom he sold the pawn ticket for $1.50.

That gave him $3. Now, who's out that

dollar?

Misunderstood

YON KERS STATESMAN

She-“I told you I was going to paint

those porch stairs today, and I asked you

to go over to our neighbor's and borrow

some paint.”

He—“Yes, and I went over and asked

for some paint.”

She-“Well where is it?”

He—“O, the woman over there said

they had no paint that would go with

your face,”
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“John, dear," wrote Mrs. Newlywed

from the shore: “I inclose the hotel bill.”

“Dear Jane, I inclose the check,” wrote

John, “but please don’t buy any more

hotels at this price—they are robbing

you.”—San Francisco l\'eu's-Letter.

At a Chinese port is a foreigners’

burial ground adjoining a native ceme

tery. One day an English bluejacket

was making his way to the grave of a

former comrade to place a floral tribute

thereon, when he overtook a Chinaman

carrying a pail of rice. The two trudged

along side by side for some time, then

Jack, to start a conversation, asked John

what he was going to do with his rice.

John replied that he was going to place

it upon the grave of his friend. “And

when do you expect your friend to come

up and eat it?” laughingly asked John.

John was silent for a moment only,

and then gave answer: “Same time

your friend comes to smell your

flowers.”

“That Mrs. Snaggs is too much of an

aristycrat fur me to mingle wid.”

“I-Iow’s that?”

“She was knocked down by a push

cart, and she had it put into the paper

dat she was hit byan automobile."—Delmil

Free Press.

Guest (in restaurant)—.-\t the bottom

of your menu you have: "The manage

ment will be glad to hear any complaints

upon the incivility of the waiters.” \\-"hy

do you put that there? Proprietor

So there’ll be fewer complaints about the

the food.—San Francisco News-Leller.

 

Oh, La

Miss Angles—This new gown of mine

doesn’t give me the graceful figure the

tailor claimed it would. I must have it

altered.

Miss Pumpleigh—Why don’t you take

it to Paddem & Co.?

Miss Angles—Are they your tailors?

Miss Pumpleigh——Oh, no; the_\"re up

holsterers.

HAVE YOU HAD TROUBLE

With Your Ignition?

The fault lay in your batteries. If you have more, the fault is yours.

A VESTA STORAGE

BATTERY

will furnish a fat, hot spark that will

ignite any reasonable mixture at less ex

pense per year than by any other system,

and absolutely eliminate 90 per cent of

your motor troubles.

There are more high class cars equipped

with Vesta Batteries than any two others

on the market.

Won’t you send your address that we

may tell you why?

The Vesta Accumulator Co

1338 MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

  



Prizes Awarded for June Stories

First $25 Second $15 Third $5

C. LEROY LOWMAN CHARLES B. HAYWARD MRS. F. J. LINZ

Los Angeles, Cal. New York, N.Y. San Francisco, Cal.

The same amounts will be awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing,

hunting parties and all pastimes and occupations in which the Rambler

plays an important part. :- : :: : :: : -

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Prizes will be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

being given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs. : :: Photos not returned unless requested.
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Qur run through Brittany

R. F. SPAULDING

N_'August 19 I landed

at Cherborg and took

, the train for Dinard,

that most delightful

watering place on the

coa'st of Brittany,

where my family and

the motor were await

ing me. It is only

about one hundred

miles from Cherborg,

and yet it takes nearly a day’s time on

the slow cross-country French railways.

We expected to stay only a day or two

and then start on our motor journey but

found the life so fascinating and the trips

in the immediate vicinity so delightful,

that ten days had passed before we could

make up our minds to start on our run

through Brittany. One of these runs,

that to Mt. St. Michael, I remember

perhaps with the greatest interest. About

forty miles from Dinard, just a

pleasant little spin, and you come

to a narrow neck of land running

right out to sea, about half a mile

long and at the end of this neck,

a small mountain coming out of

the sea covered with a little village

and monastery that was founded

in 1709. At high tide, it is sur

rounded by water and when the

tide turns, it comes in faster than

a horse can trot. We arrived at

low tide and left our motor on

the sands and hurried to Hotel

Poulard where madam was pre

paring her delicious omelettes and

  

roasting her chickens before the great

open fire, and such a lunch! It is per

fectly safe to say that anyone who has

tasted it will never forget it.

After lunch we climbed to the top of

the Mount, an ascent of 662 steps, and

spent most of the afternoon going through

the monastery and around on top of it,

then back to Dinard in time for dinner.

By noon of August 31st we were all

packed, our spare luggage shipped to

Paris and we were headed for Josselin,

through Dinan, Caulnes, Saint Meen

and Mauron, only about sixty miles.

We found a most attractive inn and

learned that after nine in the morning we

could go over the Chateau.

We were on hand, and after strolling

through the beautiful grounds, we were

shown the lower part of the castle, the

most livable of any we saw. It over

hangs the river and is in the center of the

  

“ONT ST. MICHAEL
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VIEWS OF JOSS ELIN

dearest little village of white-washed

houses that look like a toy city.

At noon we started on through Pon

tivey, Loch Malo la Faouet, Scaer and

Rosporden to Quimper, about eighty

five miles. The roads were fully as good

as we expected, and we expected the best.

To give you some idea of the pleasure of

such a run, you have to imagine a per

fect road through a very hilly country

on both sides almost all the way border

ed with blackberry hedge, and all the

land as far as you can see in either direc

tion, under most perfect cultivation. We

ran through dozens of little villages of

quaint little white houses and peasant

women, generally in front, knitting and

watching the children and the geese.

Quimper, the city of fables and gables,

was fascinating. Its main street ran by

the side of the river and our hotel about

midway, overlooking the water. This is

the great butter country, and after we

had looked over the Cathedral, we went

to the market to see the women selling

their butter, each one with her basket in

front of her, with half a dozen large

loaves stamped with her own private

mark. It was hard to tear ourselves

away.

We left Quimper at noon with only

our general direction in mind and with

no particular destination for the night.

We retraced our steps as far as Respor

den, the most hilly and picturesque section

of our run on the day before. Then to

Bannalec, Quimperle, Lorient, Baud to

Locmine, about seventy-two miles.

It was getting dark as we entered the

village and beginning to rain a little, so,

although the inn did not look very at

tractive outside, we decided to look it

over and stay, if possible. The rooms

were fair and they assured us they could

give us a dinner right away, so we decid

ed to take a chance and unpacked the

auto. As the boys were cold, we took

them to the kitchen to get warm and

found there a small fire in a very large

fire place. While we were getting warm,

we looked over the supply of cooking

utensils, and it certainly looked pretty

dubious for a dinner. However, inside

of an hour we had a very good table de

hote of six or seven courses with two

kinds of wine as usual.
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SUNDAY FISHING

The next morning was Sunday and as

our inn was directly opposite the church,

we were awakened at 5:30 by the bells

for early mass. We therefore decided

we would have a reasonably early

breakfast and get started. While we

were getting the baggage packed on

the motor, the peasants began to come

out of church and we got a very good

picture of them as they watched us.

They certainly were dressy, the men

with velvet hats and checked blue and

white cotton blouses with trousers of the

same, cut very tight down the leg and

sprung out at the bottom over wooden

soled shoes with heavy cowhide uppers.

We started back for Josselin, then

through Ploermel, Phelan, Rennes and

south to Chateaubriant, a run of about

ninety miles, where we stayed over night.

When we were within about twenty

miles of Chateaubriant, our muffler

opened and we must have gained at

PEASANTS ON THE ROAD

QUIMPER

least ten horse power, and we were

tempted to leave it, but when we ran

through the little villages with their very

narrow streets, we made such a tremen

dous noise that it sounded like the

Fourth of July. so the next morning we

felt obliged to have it tightened, and

started late next day, as we had only a

short run to Ancenis which would finish

our Brittany run and we would start

from there up the Loire and through

the Chateau country.

Everywhere the peasants were most

polite and interested and always willing

to be photographed; sometimes the chil

dren felt a little bashful, but a little

chocolate judiciously distributed would

make friends.

One thing that strikes a traveler par

ticularly, is the evenness of the climate in

this section where strawberries will ripen

out of doors all but two months in the

year, and this, too, is the home of the

NEAR SCAER. THE CHO.COLATE FIENDS
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LOCMINE, SUNDAY MORNING.

ON THE ROAD

mistletoe, which looks like huge green

nests hanging in the trees.

We were held up a number of times at

the railroad crossings on account of a

peculiar way they have of compelling

the gates to be closed all the time and

only opened by request of the traveler.

Sometimes the wait is as long as the

patience can stand.

Cheap Alcohol

A DREAM FROM THE AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

Some farmers are beginning to see fat

fortunes from the raising of crops that

will produce alcohol. An acre in potatoes

can be made to produce 255 gallons of

commercial alcohol, by raising what may

be called alcohol potatoes, instead of

food potatoes. And alcohol, untaxed,

will not only turn the farmer's power mill

or work engine much cheaper than gaso

line or any other fuel, but will light his

sitting room and kitchen cheaper than

kerosene oil. With the tax removed grain

alcohol will be cheaper than wood alcohol.

when all the coal is dug and all the trees

cut down, the country will raise its fuel

from the soil, as alcohol, and get it

cheaper, probably, than it now gets fuel

from the coal mines.

An exciting trip from Wilmington, Del, to Geneva, N.Y.

in a red Rambler automobile

MRS. HARRY DE LONG

perhaps exciting, advent

ures,— rolled in the surf

between Newfoundland and

Halifax three days in win

ter, been thrown by a fright

ened horse in the depths of

a coal mine into a car in

the southern part of Ohio, been ship

wrecked off the coast of Massachusetts

with a fishing party, fell and lost the

heel of my boot on the slender iron

stairway in the dome of the Capitol at

Washington, but I think my recent

trip with Mr. DeLong and driver in a

Surrey Type One Rambler automobile

threw the other experiences far in the

shade. We left Wilmington, Delaware,

on Saturday, May 5th, on a sunny day,

with new linen ulsters on and everything

shining spick and span, and the car with

many new equipments. We arrived at

Geneva, New York, on a Friday after

noon, May 11th (not traveling on the

intervening Sunday, as it rained) dirty

and draggled. The distance is nearly

500 miles.

Not knowing the condition of the roads

or anything about the mountains we

supposed only hills would be encountered

as our guide maps called them hills. We

should not have attempted a trip of this

kind at this season of the year, but as it

was so dry and such perfect roads about

Wilmington, we supposed that the roads

would be good or fair. Being old trav

elers, and our driver, Mr. Anthony Orth

of the Wilmington garage, whom we

took with us on our first long trip,

“game to the back bone,” we did not
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turn back, although time and money

could have been saved by so doing.

The first day the roads were very good

and we made 145 miles in seven hours,

but near Harrisburg, Pa., we encount

ered rain and unfinished street car

tracks which made driving dangerous.

My husband (who was then driving)

attempted to get out of the way of an

approaching car, the front wheels landed

safely over the opposite rail but the drive

wheels skidded on the rails and in at

tempting to right the car the front wheels

jumped over the farthest rail, causing

the car to twist, right and left, and

bounding over both rails it skidded for

the ditch at the right. Before Mr. De

Long could release the high speed

clutch or close the throttle, the car was

in the ditch, the shock throwing him

out on the opposite bank. The car

plunged down into the ditch and over

the right side of the bank, toward

a telegraph pole which the machine

struck, bounding back and starting

again for another bump. Our driver

who was on the front seat instantly

sprang into the seat vacated thus sudden

ly by my husband and brought the ma

chine to a standstill. It was only a

miracle on account of our heavy stand

ing top that the car did not fall over, for

if it had it would have pinioned my

husband underneath. As it was, he es

caped with a few slight bruises. The

brass rim on the front of the hood, the

rod holding the gas lamps and the radi

ator received many dents and punctures.

Mr. Orth, assisted by my husband,

then worked all night at the Harrisburg,

Pa., garage to get things in shape to

start again, which we did on Monday, as

the rain prevented on Sunday, as I

stated above. Of course this did not im

prove the roads and then the real fun

began.

Monday we made fair time, consider

ing the roads, which were very bad,

making 55 miles in mud hub deep, being

obliged to use the slow gear almost con

tinuously. We climbed mountains be

tween Harrisburg and Lewisburg, Pa.,

one that was almost perpendicular and

for the first time the low gear could not

do the work without storming for read

, justment.

Then the following day (we did not

travel by night) the difiiculties thickened,

as the low gear did not work as well as

it should on account of its previous strain

and no good start could be made to

ascend on account of mud, stones, etc.

This day we climbed the Bald Eagle

mountain range, and though making

slow time, we arrived at Williamsport,

Pa., where my husband left us to attend

to some important business ahead and

the driver and myself finished the trip

which was by far much more difficult

than before.

Wednesday we celebrated by a big

skid as we were on a muddy clay road

and, had the driver not been a strong

man, the Rambler would have been

“rambling” far into the woods and many

times did he have to adjust and fix

things and get pails of water at the farm

houses to cool the machine, while I

scotched the wheels with stones on the

hills. This day we encountered rain

and snow and twice were obliged to use

horses to get up the mountain sides as

the car was loaded down, counting top,

luggage and all, to the weight of more

than five persons.

Thursday was perhaps worst of all on

account of low gear trouble and required

much ingenuity on the part of the driver

cutting up tin cans for washers, etc., as

we were not within reach of garages, but

we finally arrived at Elmira, New York,

where we met your representative, Mr.

Bowman, who asked me to write an ac

count of our remarkable trip for your

magazine. To show you ho\v good a

condition the machine was in after all

this, there being an excellent piece of

road from Elmira to Corning, N. Y.

(the first we had seen since leaving Har

risburg, Pa.), we made the run from

Elmira to Corning, N. Y., a distance of

about 18 or 20 miles, in the same time

as a four-cylinder car did, which preceded

us. They seemed to think at the

garages that we had done a very remark

able thing, and many people in the cities

flocked to look the car over, as it was

covered with mud, one spring down and

both fenders bent from contact with the

tire chains. We then started for Geneva,

New York, but encountered such bad

roads, that we had to retrace our course
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and take another route, staying at a farm

house all night. The next morning we

continued on our way and encountered

another one of the “small hills,” and the

driver, thinking all was secure (as I had

become quite accomplished in the “scotch

ing process”), stepped to the side of the

road for some purpose, but the stones I

used were not large enough to hold the car

and she started down the hill. Mr. Orth,

with gigantic strides and a muttered

“something” under his breath, with a

superhuman effort managed to stop

the car and reset the brakes. That

afternoon we arrived at Geneva, New

York, after getting stuck hub deep in the

mud eight miles outside of the town,

which required two farmers, a shovel

and several planks to extricate Miss

Rambler.

The following morning we started for

Fulton, New York, our destination, but

a few miles out, “with the pistol crack”

which all tourists know, the front tire

blew out, terminating the trip, and al

though we could have gone on by using

our new tire, we decided to return to

Geneva and continue our journey by

train, as it seemed utterly impossible to

find roads suitable for touring at this

season of the year, so we sent the car

back with our driver by freight to his

Wilmington, Delaware, garage, where

he had it photographed in its muddy

Iii-' I .3"

14

condition before repairing and putting

it back to its former attractive ap

pearance. There was no real damage

done, that is beyond easy repair. which

is the most remarkable part. The tire

can be vulcanized where it burst and the

back fenders repaired. This damage

was caused by collision with the tire

chains, as we use 32x4-inch rear tires,

instead of 30x3§-inch. One spring is

broken and one other slightly damaged,

which can be, of course, replaced from

the factory, and the brass rim on the

front of the hood also can be replaced

and the radiator soldered and retouched

with black paint, and a few days’ work

will bring it back to its former state.

The scenery was enough to make old

travelers enthusiastic; banks purple with

violets, whole fields gold carpeted with

dandelions, the “awakening of spring"

was everywhere with its beautiful coloring

and soft purple tints over mountains and

rivers. Never have I seen such beauty

in coloring. Mr. Orth, who is a German

by birth, says the scenery on the famous

Rhine is not more beautiful.

We cannot speak too highly of the

hospitality of the farmers of New York

and Pennsylvania, the home meals we

enjoyed and the “touch of nature that

makes the whole world kin,” we often

experienced in the helping hands ex

tended to us with no thought of pecuni

.

TI-II-I DE LONGS' CAR AS IT APPEARED UPON ARRIV.-\l. AT GF.NF.\',\
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ary gain back of any of it for what was

given had to be forced upon them.

We expect to have our car back with

us again in a few weeks and anticipate

compensation in good roads as the season

settles, for all that we have gone through

over those impassible river and moun

tain roads, and if the Rambler had not

been one in a thousand, it never could

have stood up under the “strenuous

action” it was subjected to. The engine

never once refused to respond under the

most trying circumstances.

In the towns and cities we passed

through, where the Rambler was known,

after seeing the condition of our car, and

what it still could do, there was more

“Rambler talk” in an hour than there

had been thereabouts for six months

previously, and I feel certain that cars of

greater cost and power could not have

endured and come through what our car

has done. '

Too much credit cannot be given to

our driver, Mr. Anthony Orth, who so

carefully and cleverly drove the car and

had he not been a skilled mechanic. it

would have been impossible to have

made the trip. Besides ruining a suit of

clothes, his hands were much bruised,

and, although a strong man, both arms

were lame to the shoulders and he stated

that he would not make a similar trip

for any amount of money.

A Wisconsin Tour

c. L. vnrrs, WEST SALEM, wrs.

(See Frontispiece)

EPTEMBER 13 (unlucky

day) we started on a tour

of the eastern part of the

' state of Wisconsin and

northern part of Illinois.

Our party, my son, daugh

ter, wife and myself were in

high spirits as we stepped

into our Rambler surrey Type One, with

my son at the wheel and with the cry

“All right, let her go,” and the good

byes of our many friends who came to see

us ofi', we were soon kicking up quite

a dust.

Our machine was in fine condition and

after a three hours’ run, we found our

selves in the “Kickapoo Country,” the

“Switzerland” of America. Talk about

hills, I don’t think there is another place

this side of the Rockies to equal the big

hills (mountains) and rough country we

passed over before we reached Richland

Center, where we arrived for supper, 85

miles from our home, and as we started

at 10 o’clock, we thought we had done

quite well.

Our ride this first day was quite inter

esting, and we enjoyed the scenery very

much. We passed through the fine

little cities of Viroqua and Viola. Near

  

Viola we found the hills very steep and

rocky, the road at times looked very dan

gerous to us but we had confidence in our

“Rambler” and not once did we have to

get out and walk. Our machine climbed

all the hills in fine shape, and we had no

accident or mishap of any kind to mar

our first day’s run.

After leaving Richland Center and

while in the Wisconsin River bottoms,

we found the sand very bad, but managed

to get through all right. On account of

a heavy rain, we were compelled to stop

at a farm house near Mazomanie, our

second night out. We were splendidly

entertained by Mr. Parmen and family

and shall always remember their hospi

tality and our short visit with them.

From Mazomanie the roads were fine all

the way to Madison. From Madison

we started for Oshkosh and enjoyed our

ride immensely, passing through the

beautiful cities of Columbus, Beaver Dam,

Waupun and Ripon. The roads from

Madison could not have been better, just

like a paved street, and it was all we

could do to keep our “Rambler” from

running away.

After a short visit in' Oshkosh, the

Sawdust City, we started for Chicago,
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where we arrived without incident worthy

of note. The country was beautiful and

the scenery grand, especially along the

Lake Shore. We passed through Zion

City, but did not tarry long for fear

Dowie would arrest us for using gasoline.

On our return trip, we left Sheridan

Road at Highland Park and struck

across the country to Lake Geneva, ar

riving at Evansville the first night. From

Evansville to Baraboo, and from there

home, making the trip from Chicago to

West Salem, a distance of over 300 miles,

in three days.

We traveled nearly 800 miles on our

tour, and over every mile of this our car

was driven by my son, only eighteen

years old, who had never stepped into an

automobile until I purchased this one, and

who had never had a word of instruction

from any one save what he learned from

the Rambler instruction book.

We all said that we had never enjoyed

an outing or a trip so well in our lives,

and hope our circumstances will per

mit us to almost live in our car this

season.

In conclusion,will say that we found our

car satisfactory in every way and all that

the makers claim for it. As a hill

climber and a roomy touring car, it has

no equal.

  

MESSRS. IUD JOSLYN, IAMES BLACKLAW AND \V. C. DAVIS OF ROCKFORD, ILL., PHOTOGRAPH!-ID UPON THEIR

RETURN FROM THEIR VISIT TO THE RAMBLER FACTORY A SHORT TIME AGO

Be careful and avoid trouble

A letter just received from Mr. C. S.

Baker, Evansville, Wis., calls attention

to an experience he had recently, due to

his own carelessness and which he

wishes us to mention here for the bene

fit of others who may have occasion to

make repairs or adjustments to their

machines.

Mr. Baker describes the occurrence as

follows: I was putting in new piston

rings and had the body off the car. The

cover of the spark coil box was also re

moved. After detaching the horn I laid

it upon the dash between the coil box

and battery box. After making repairs

on the engine I started it up, or rather

attempted to. In place of starting as

usual it back-fired in the rear cylinder

and started the other way for a few

turns. This was somewhat of a surprise

to me and I tried to start the engine

again with the same result. On looking

around I found that the horn had slipped

from the top of the dash and made con

tact with the vibrator to the rear cylinder.

causing the premature -explosion and

back-firing. This little piece of careless

ness might have caused a lot of worry

and work, but for once I was lucky and

located the source of trouble the first thing.
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Substantial home garage at little cost

By the courtesy of Mr. H. D. Rice,

W'atertown, S. D., we are enabled to re

produce herewith photographs showing

two views of a neat and durable garage

which he erected at his home, the de

tails of which, we have no doubt, will

prove valuable to any automobile owner

contemplating the construction of a build

ing for the same purpose. Here is the

description as given by Mr. Rice:

  

The building is made of cement blocks

10 inches thick, outside measurment 16

feet square, and 14 feet by 16 feet inside.

The walls are 10 feet high; the roof

covered with fire-proof sheet roofing.

Double, sheet iron covered doors are at

each end of the building to permit driv

ing clean through. The floor is of cement,

laid so as to drain. The thresholds of

the doors can be removed, allowing a

machine to be wheeled in or out by hand.

The building, with the possible excep

tion of the windows, is proof against fire

from the outside. The structure com

plete cost $175.00.

  

How many automobiles are in your town?

Can you beat these?

In the May issue of this Magazine we

published an article from the Coldwater,

(Michigan) Courier, to the efiect that

Coldwater, with 6,500 population and 70

automobiles, had a larger number of

automobiles in proportion to population

than any other city in the country. We

are just informed, however, by Mr.

George E. Anderson, Covina, Cal., that

the latter place has the lead over the

former by a large majority. Cov,i1_1a has

only 1,500 population and 40 automo

biles. Mr. Anderson attaches to his

letter a list showing the make of the dif

ferent cars and the names of their owners

to back up his statement.

We are glad to note that in both of

these towns a large percentage of the

machines in use are Ramblers, and we

shall be pleased to hear from other

parties who believe their respective towns

can make a better showing of automo

biles than the two mentioned above.

The following views were expressed by

an unitiated visitor to an auto race meet:

“Horseracing is foolish, motor-paced bike

races kindergarten work and looping the

loop mere tea-party pastime compared

to high-class auto racing, where each

I chauffeuncarries a self-addressed, stamp

ed envelope in which he may be mailed

h_ome if the expected happens. And

record breaking is a favorite game. The

daring autoist drives his machine out on

the track and his friends bet on what he

will break. A burst tire counts five

points, a wheel ten points, a blow-up is

fifty points, and a broken neck counts

game and the widow gets a medal.”

Young Indiana Cowboy

Wochris Metcalf, a nine-year-old lad

of Columbus, Indiana, has discovered an

automobile is different from a horse and

thus has another idea of youth been

blasted. Wochris, while playing Indian,

threw a lasso at a passing automobile.

The lasso “took” and before the driver of

the automobile saw the lad, he had been

dragged two squares. Physicians say

Wochris will recover.



Big touring car climbs steps

DECATUR REVIEW

startle the natives but for

the fact that about 200

or 300 of them saw the

picture taken and told near

ly everybody else about it.

Will Landis rode his big

Rambler touring car up the

stone steps leading to the street car land

ing at Fairview park and the picture

shows the car filled with sixteen living

witnesses to the feat, fifteen little girls

and one boy, and they clapped their

hands and declared it was the funniest

thing that ever happened.

with an

The question of climbing steep grades

automobile came up and Mr.

Landis made the assertion that he could

climb the steps at Fairview park in his

Rambler. It was a feat that no one had

ever attempted before. Costodian Frank

Torrence was asked for permission to

run the machine up the steps. Mr.

Torrence looked at his questioner fa

moment as though he thought he must

be crazy. Then when he saw the request

was asked in earnest he leaned back and

laughed heartily. It looked like an impos

sibility to him.

“Yes you can try it,” he said, “but

WILL LANDIs, DECATUR, IL.L., AND HIS RAMBLER witH WHICH HE CLIMBED THE STEPS IN FAIRVIEw PARK
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ANOTHER VIEW OF THE CAR ON THE STEPS

you had better station some one at the

top of the steps to stop the people, for

you might run over a lot of them,” and

he grinned at the idea of the machine

ever mounting those steps.

Then Mr. Landis ran in between a

couple of trees with the machine, a feat

of steering that was by no means bad,

and started the machine up the steps.

WP THE STEPS

It was perhaps as interesting a sight

as a person ever saw. The steps were

just far enough apart to cause the front

and rear wheels to hit a step at exactly

the same time, and this made it much

harder for the machine to climb. It went

up the steps on the jump, for all the world

like a monster toad. It would hop up a

step at a time and after each hop would

apparently stop to rest a moment and

then make another hop. There were

two Sunday school picnics being held at

the park and the children and grown peo

ple gathered around and watched the

strange sight. At the start two men vol

unteered to get behind and push on the

machine, but Mr. Landis said that would

not be a fair test and everybody kept

hands off. When the big machine was

nearly half way up the steps a stop was

made and Chenoweth Leforgee took a

picture of it.

Four famous rules

AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

To start and to stop a car properly

there are four hard and fast rules which

must be religiously observed. The first

is, in variably accelerate the motor as the

clutch is let in. This should be done not

so much as to increase its speed, but just

sufficient to prevent its being retarded by

the added load. Second, always speed

up the motor nearly to its limit before

releasing to make an ascending change.

Third, in making the step down changes

take plenty of time after the release, al

lowing the machine to reduce its pace

before attempting to mesh the gears.

Fourth, slip the clutch as little as possible.
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Ogden, Utah.

THOMAs B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

GENTLEMEN–I enclose you under sep

arate cover a photograph of the Rambler

Touring Car No. 5817, with five occu

pants reading from left to right as follows:

Front seat, Harry Elliot, chauffeur, C.

P. Critchlow, local manager C. W. & M.

Co., Ogden, Utah; rear seat, David L.

Evans of Malad City, Idaho, banker and

merchant; Geo. T. Odell, Gen. manager

C. W. & M. Co., Salt Lake City, Utah;

and R. J. Harding, traveling salesman

for the C. W. & M. Co.

This photograph was taken at Malad

City, Idaho, at 10 A. M., Thursday

morning, November 9, 1905. This car

left Salt Lake City at 2:30 P.M., Novem

ber 8th, carrying Elliot, general Manager

Geo. T. Odell and L. P. Goodhue,

representative of the Western Elaterite

Roofing Co., Denver Colo. This car

reached Ogden at 4:30 P.M., left Ogden

at 5:30 P. M., reached Brigham City, 23

miles north, at 6:35 P. M., left Brigham

City at 7:15 P.M., arrived at Malad City

at 10:30 P.M., a distance from Brigham

City of 65 miles over a rugged, winding

mountainous road; left Malad City at

10:45 A. M., going by way of St. Johns,

Samaria and Portage, arrived at Garland

at 1:30 P.M., having traveled a distance

of 55 miles, making a stop at Samaria for

an hour and climbing some very steep

mountainous grades. At Garland visited

the sugar factory and the beet fields and

were accompanied from Garland to

Ogden by field superintendent George

Austin, of the sugar factory. Arrived at

Ogden at 8:00 P. M., where local man

ager B. P. Critchlow left the car, which

proceeded on to Salt Lake that night,

after two hours' rest at Ogden, arriving

there at midnight. Having covered over

300 miles, consuming 20 gallons of gaso

line, thoroughly demonstrating that this

machine is capable of climbing the worst

mountainous roads and sandy deserts

that we have in this country.

Very truly yours,

CONSOLIDATED WAGON & MACHINE Co.,

C. B. Critchlow, Local Manager.

RAMBLER TOURING CAR No. 5817
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FROM THE OUTSIDE

Rushville, Neb., June 30, 1906

THE RAMBLER Co., Omaha, Neb.

Gentlemen——I have been too busy to

answer yours of the 25th, 26th and 29th,

until today. Last week we had thirty

one land seekers in, and this week seven

teen. The two new autos came Thurs

day morning, right in the midst of the

excitement. We unloaded them, and in

thirty minutes time they were pulling

loads of land seekers over the country

roads and doing duty as reliably as the

one I have been running for thirty days.

The Rambler goes anywhere or any dist

ance. I have travelled many miles over

the raw prairie where there is no road at

all with five large men in my machine.

Yours truly,

CHAS. P. BRESEE, Sec.

Maverick Loan & Trust Co.

Beaver, Pa., Ian. 23, 1906

Tnos. B. JEFFERY 8: Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

MY DEAR S1R:—I received your letter

of the 22d inst., also accompanying cata

logue under separate cover. My ex

perience with the Rambler began with

a Model K touring car in 1904. I knew

absolutely nothing about an automobile

and nothing about machinery. With this

equipment as to knowledge, I passed

through that season with varying results.

Last season I purchased a Surrey Type

One through your agent at Pittsburgh.

My experience with it was most satisfac

tory. Accompanied by a neighbor and

his wife, my wife and I toured from here

(near Pittsburgh) to Buffalo and Niagara

Falls, and returned by way of Cleveland

and Youngstown. We made the trip

 

from Niagara Falls to Cleveland, a.

distance of 235 miles, in ten and one-half

hours running time and never had to

touch a tap. My friend, who is an auto

mobile enthusiast, was delighted with the

peformance of the Rambler.

The new machines, I-have no doubt,

are all you claim for them, as I am satis

  

fied from experience that your people

don’t claim more for their machines than

can be demonstrated.

My 1905 Surrey Type One, is good

enough for me, I know, for many sea

sons yet to come.

Yours sincerely,

J. SHARP WILSON.

Wheeling,YV.—Va., Feb. 3, 1906'

MESSRS. THOS. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

GENTLEMENZ——Y0u1'S of January 22 to

hand, contents noted. Also thank you

for handsome catalogue of Rambler cars.

Your line should be ample to suit the

most exacting.

I owned and operated one single cyl

inder, one two cylinder opposed auto,

and must confess, the Rambler has them

both beat. There is more satisfaction

in driving a Rambler than any car I

know of for anything near the price of

the Rambler.

The Rambler has a handsome appear

ance and the size of the cylinders insures

the power. Last but not least is the cor

dial and fair manner the Rambler

management treat the owners of Ram

bler cars. I have had experience in that

line, and can say the Rambler people

have always treated me fairly, while my

former experience when using the other

two autos was unfair, and in one case

rank injustice.

In buying an automobile it is very im

portant to use good judgment in selecting

a machine well suited to what is required

of it, and lastly, but very important, to

select a firm that will treat you honestly.

Any auto may meet with an accident or

have a defect show up, and that is when

a fellow needs help, and an honest manu

facturer is the very best help he can

apply to.

I expect to drive my Rambler Surrey

this coming season. With best wishes,

I remain,

Yours very truly, .

l\’IARSDEN L. COLv1o.



  

A news-gathering Rambler

HE value of an automobile

to the working force of the

modern newspaper has

been many times shown on

special occasions, but the

publishers of the Evening

Telegram and Weekly Jour

nal of Bucyrus, Ohio, have

so greatly realized its advantages that

they now maintain a car as a part of

their regular equipment.

These papers are both published by the

I-lopley Printing Company, and ‘.\-Ir. F.

L. Hople_v, of that company, has fur

nished the Inland Printer with the follow

ing very interesting report of the service

of their car as a news-gathering auxiliary.

“So far as I know the Evening Tele

graph and Weekly Journal, of Bucyrus,

Ohio, were the first newspapers in this

state to give the automobile a practical

test as an adjunct to the news-gathering

department of a paper. These papers

have always endeavored to keep abreast

of the times in the matter of facilities for

news gathering and it was not a surprise

that the automobile should be early con

sidered. Even now but few papers

recognize the importance of the automo

bile in news gathering, but there is no

doubt of its value in the minds of the

owners of these two Bucyrus papers. It

was several years ago when the first car

was bought, but the tires had scarcely

become dust-covered in trial trips before

it was called into actual service for which

it was secured. Newspaper men partic

ularly will appreciate the importance of

time in getting a story in hand. From

the time the first tip of big news comes

into the ofiice, until all the facts have

been collected and transcribed to paper

and the copy is in the hands of the type

setters, every moment is of the utmost

importance. The first reporter to tap

the source of information from which the

best report can be had is the man most

sure to get the best story. This scramble

for time takes the nature, on a newspaper,

of a fire department in getting to a fire.

To be the first on the ground and to get

the most particulars and beat back to the

office with the story is a long way toward

the best report, which makes the most

popular paper.

“The first call upon our automobile in

a reportorial capacity was an hour before

press time when a report reached the

ofiice that a woman had met sudden

death in a peculiar and sensational man

ner five miles south of the city. There

was no telephone at the place and no

particulars could be had. There was

only one thing to do and that was to get

there as quickly as possible. Within five

minutes after the first tip was received

our automobile, carrying two reporters.

was on its way, and within an hour the

story was being put in type. This record

would have been impossible without the

use of the auto, and at the time of day

the tip was received any detailed report

of the matter would have been out of the

question for that day’s issue.

“Another quick tip took the auto, two

reporters and a photographer seven miles

from town where two aged spinsters had

lain down upon the railroad track and

met death locked in each other’s arms.

The coroner had been called and the tip

sent to the Telegraph. The reporters

were on the scene long before the coroner.

and abundant facts for a good story were

collected. From the time of leaving the

ofiice until ready to return the time was

not an hour. Just as the return trip had

begun a sudden storm broke and the trip

was one of the most severe tests an auto_

mobile has ever been put to in this part

of the state. The rain came down in

torrents, the wind blew a gale and there

were four miles to be covered over mud

roads before a pike could be reached.

Worse still, there was a mile stretch

where a pike was being constructed and

the workmen had scraped the road down

to a slimy, slippery clay. The rain was

so heavy that it was impossible to see
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more than a car length ahead and there

was only the regular protection for the

carburettor and cell box. But the trip

was made successfully, as most trips with

a good car are. The reporter’s note

books were soaked through and there

was not a dry thread of clothing in the

crowd. The story, however, was \vorth

the hardships it cost, as there were sensa

tional features and a bit of pathos which

made abundant material for a human

interest tale.

“On another occasion a wild man was

running amuck in the northern part of

the country, and officials wanted a quick

way of getting after the fellow and land

ing him in jail. A live newspaper is

always looking for such opportunities,

and as a consequence our reporters were

with the officials in the automobile, and

the man was landed behind the bars in

quick time via the auto route.

“On still another occasion a bad wreck

eight miles north of the city was tipped

ofi to the papers. Our auto was soon on

the way and reached the scene before the

doctors arrived. A passenger train had

run into a few freight cars which had

been blown out of a siding on to the main

track. The accident took place at a

cur\'e and was serious enough to produce

good copy. On the back trip a relief

train, which was returning to the city

with the wounded, left the scene of the

wreck at the same time as our automobile.

It was a race of steam against gasoline

with everything in favor of steam be

cause of bad roads, and yet the automo

bile was standing in front of the office

and part of the story was in type before

the passengers on the relief train had

reached the city. And this, too, in spite

of bad roads and the necessity of stops

for teams. The train had no stops to

make, was given a clear track and was

urged by needs of haste.

“One of the best bits of news gather

ing the automobile ever did was on the

occasion of a partial destruction of the

buildings at the county fair grounds by

fire. The grounds are a mile and a half

from the business part of the city. Our

papers had headquarters there with tele

phone connection. Late in the after

noon of the big day this message flashed

over the wire: ‘The fair buildings are

on fire, notify the department.’ There

was a buzz indicating further particulars

and then silence. The connection was

gone and no means of communication
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was left. The department was notified

and a run for the grounds made. The

auto beat the fire department and was on

the scene within ten minutes after the

first smoke was discovered. Ten thou

sand people were on the grounds and in

the middle of an exciting horse race an

exploding gasoline tank fired the grand

stand, which was almost instantly a

sheet of flame. The fire spread rapidly

until halfthe buildings were in flames,

and frantic exhibitors ripped costly dis

plays from the exhibit halls like so much

junk or damaged wall paper. The only

exit from the grand stand was cut off by

flames, and people leaped upon each

other in a frantic effort to escape. We

had four writers at work on the fire.

Copy was produced on the grounds and

the automobile carried it to the office,

where it was put in type. Trip after

trip was made, and in less than two hours

the paper was on the streets with six full

columns of the story, one of the best

beats of a year.

“At another time the buildings at the

county infirmary, seven miles from the

city, caught fire. The automobile squad

started a few minutes behind an electric

trolley car, which carried the oflicials of

the county bound for the fire. The

newspaper auto caught and passed the

car, got the story, had it written, in type

and printed while all the other people at

the fire were anxiously waiting at the

infirmary for a return trolley car to bring

them back to the city.

“These are only a few of the many

occasions when the automobile proved its

excellence as a part of the news-gather

ing department, and there are few days

when it is not on the go in some capacity.

We would not be without our car for a

great deal, as it is one of the hardest

worked members of a very energetic

staff.

“There are a number of things to con

sider in the selection of a machine

adapted for newspaper work. Our first

purchase was made largely on the recom

mendation of others, as we had no ex

perience. We bought a Rambler runa

bout, and though it was a stanch machine,

it had insufiicient power and carrying

capacity for all kinds of weather and con

ditions. We decided to replace it with a

- my _j_~_

-tough proposition.

larger car of the same make, and after a

long experience with many demands for

quick service, we feel that we selected

wisely. We are now using what is called

a Type One, and consider it especially

good for newspaper work. It has a

great capacity at a moderate cost, and

plenty of power to negotiate any road,

with ample reserve force for an extra

There is a seating

and pulling capacity which will enable

the carrying of several reporters and a

photographer, with room to spare, and

about all the speed that a good road

makes it possible to use even though the

impelling force is backed by the indom

itable hustle of an aggressive news

paper. In this age of the automobile in

business and pleasure the newspaper

should lead. There are new victories

for the paper with an auto, and an aggres

sive paper should not hesitate to get into

the game while it still has that novelty,

which will give the investment a double

earning capacity through its advertising

value and the real work which it will

accomplish.”

While Mr. Hopley refers to the use of

their car only in connection with the

reportorial department, we know of sev

eral publishers who make excellent use of

motor cars in their distributing depart

ments.

While this service lacks the spectacular

features of reportorial enterprise, it is of

fully equal value in making quick delivery

to agents and railroad depots. In this

use there is not only utility but economy

to be considered, and the saving in ex

pense in delivery will often more than

pay for the use of the car in news

gathering.  

A year or two ago a well known Ameri

can who was visiting China, was treated

with great courtesy by a certain Viceroy.

When the American was about to leave

he wished to convey to the Viceroy some

token of his appreciation. So he sent

the dignitary an uncommonly fine bull

pup he had brought from America. In

a few days came the Viceroy’s acknowl

edgment of the gift. “I myself am not

in the habit of eating that species of

dog, but I may say that my suite had it

served for breakfast, and accord it un

qualified praise.”
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Govemment aid to road-building

It is a remarkable trait of the Ameri

can public that while they will individu

ally and collectively arise in their might

against any new trouble or disturbance,

they either look upon the old ones with

supreme indifference or take spasmodic

and ineffectual action.

In no case is this more pronounced

than in the matter of roads. While

many individuals and some organizations

have devoted honest and well-meant

energy in the direction of road improve

ment, the general public, while decrying

“our awful roads,” has done little or

nothing in the direction of improvement.

On the contrary, the average tax-payer

who is not a direct user of the particular

piece of r.oad in question will go into

spasms over their small proportion of

taxes so expended. This same individual

will pay no attention to an enormous

subsidy paid to wealthy corporations for

the support of the merchant marine or

the appropriation of millions for turning

some diminutive stream into a great

waterway.

Certainly the waterways in and bor

dering our country have been liberally

treated with national aid, as have also

some private railways. Transcontinental

railroads have received large grants of

land and in some instances money sub

sidies. These gifts and expenditures

were ostensibly for the betterment of

transportation, but on the slightest con

sideration it will be seen that it was

entirely private corporations that

ceived the benefits.

The great Panama canal is really of

direct benefit only to strictly private

interests, but is a matter of such magni

tude as to materially affect our govern

mental policy and will draw from the

‘public funds many millions both in con

struction and maintenance.

In 1902 Congress enacted a reclaima

tion bill that gives several arid western

states immense construction enterprises

for controlling the waters of certain

rivers and making more valuable lands

now little more than worthless.

There has already been allotted to

these enterprises over $20,000,000 and

this is only a beginning.

There is no question that this service

is of vast benefit, but an equal amount

devoted to the improvement of leading

highways between important points would

be of equal benefit and to a far greater

number.

The necessity of government aid in

road building is becoming broadly recog

nized and several members of Congress

are formulating bills in this direction.

The prevalent and logical idea is to

let the government give national aid with

the states and counties in co-operation.

A great detriment to the furtherance

of this work has been that the actual

effort has been mainly made by those

using the roads principally for pleasure,

while those vitally interested regard their

efforts with more or less suspicion and

stand aloof through narrow-minded self

ishness.

Some figures from the United States

Bureau of Statistics may show that the

man who advocates better roads merely

to increase the usefulness of his automo

bile is by no means alone in the enjoy

1'6
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ment of results. The United States has

approximately 2,400,000 miles of common

roads and in one year the cost of hauling

over them was somewhat in excess of

$946,000,000. In connection with these

figures data has been collected and de

ductions made therefrom showing the

relative cost of transportation, whereby

it is shown that the cost of transporta

tion of a given quantity of produce by

hauling over the road would carry the

same amount fifty times as far by rail.

The figures given above show an aver

age cost of twenty-five cents per ton

mile, a totally excessive cost.

While the public will accept such con

ditions, let us note by comparison the

action of the railroads in the direction

of economy.

Millions are annually expended in re

ducing grades, avoiding and lengthening

curves and substituting heavy steel rails

for the old style of lighter sections.

The Pennsylvania railroad shows in its

reports that by this means the cost of

hauling has been reduced from two and

one-third cents to three-eighths of a cent

per ton mile.

In view of the condition of the vast

majority of our alleged highways, the

expense of hauling thereon should be

subject to a much greater proportional

reduction, but if reduced to only ten

cents per mile, the annual saving would

amount to approximately $600,000,000.

It is certainly worthy of note that the

benefits of such an economy would go to

the general public rather than to one or

more great corporations, but it is just

this condition that results in lack of con

certed action.

Let a great corporation feel the need

of special legislation and no expense or

effort is spared to start the governmental

machinery in that direction, but “what

is everybody’s business is nobody’s busi

ness” and beyond hurling anathema at

the road conditions the average man re

mains quiescent.

Several progressive eastern states have

established a plan of state aid. They,

through statutes, have created a control

ling body or state commission whose duty

it is to co-operate with the supervisors in

all road matters where state funds are to

be expended for road purposes. The

financial assistance required to carry out

the undertaking is spent through such

commission and the co-operative body.

The engineering skill is furnished by

the state, and road affairs are systema

tized and placed upon a proper basis.

A point to be particularly avoided is

the unfortunately prevalent plan of allow

ing the farmer to “work out his poll tax"

on the road. The nature of this work

and the results thereof are too well

known to require extensive comment. A

group of men without head or authority

and no knowledge whatever of scientific

road building and intent only on saving

the payment of a few dollars per capita

tax, can create only havoc.

The elements and ordinary use of the

road results in washing the loose dirt or

gravel back to the sides of the road leav

ing it worse than before and for sometime

after being “fixed” it is all but impass

ible.

Boldly grasping a new system in

handling road business, some of these

states have gradually remedied defective

parts of the laws under which they operate

until now the wisdom of their initiative

is full_v established and they have reached

a high standard of road construction.

Positi\'e proofs, there exist in the shape

of excellent stone roads with all their

attendant facilities and betterments.

These conditions have materially helped

the cause of national legislation and

are bringing public-spirited men to real

ize that the roads are a part of the internal

workings of the country and deserving of

the notice, attention and assistance of all

people who are vitally interested in their

improvement.
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New Rambler Models

Following the policy of presenting new

models as they are developed or as the

demand requires, rather than according

to season, Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company

have just added three new models to the

Rambler line.

One of these, Type Four, supersedes

Type Three which was probably the

most popular two-cylinder car ever placed

on the market. Not appreciating the

demand that would arise for this car,

arrangements were made for a limited

number of bodies and equipment with

the result that the entire output was dis

posed of long before it was possible to

make deliveries. As it was necessary to

go back to the very beginning in the con

struction of a new lot of these cars,

changes have been made mainly in the

body lines to conform with later ideas in

design. The chassis remains the same

as in Types One and Three except in the

slight extension in the wheel base. The

familiar and positively-proven two-cylin

der engine and planetary type of trans

mission is used, together with the usual

auxiliaries of throttle control and auto

matic timing ignition. The body is prac

tically identical with that on the four

c_vlinder Model 14, with curved metal

dash and rubber-covered running boards.

Wheels are 30 inches in diameter, fitted

with four-inch tires either G. & or

Dunlop. Finish is in Royal Blue and

highly polished brass. Price with com

plete equipment, including lens mirror

gas headlights with the latest type cylin

drical generator, oil side lamps and tail

lamp, horn, wrenches, oilers, pump and

repair kit, is $1350.

While Type Three was hailed as the

greatest proposition for the price ever

offered, Type Four with its longer body

and aristocratic lines is meeting an even

more rapid sale than did its predecessor.

In view of the growing demand for a

two-passenger car with all the power and

road capacity of the large touring cars,

Models 19 and 20 were designed and are

now ready for delivery. I

Model 19 is, in brief, the Type Four

chassis fitted with a two-passenger body

as per illustration herewith. Some

changes are made in the matter of ap

purtenances, particularly in the oiler and

batteries. The former is a six-feed

McCord oiler of the mechanical positive

sight feed type by which oil is delivered

in measured quantities to the various

points of requirement. The sight feeds

are located on top of the oil reservoir in

full view of the operator, whereby the

action may be noted at all times.

The spark coil is the latest double

unit type fitted with switch and remov

able plug.

The battery is a six-volt, sixty-ampere

storage cell carried in a highly finished

box on the running board. This equip

ment has been found, b_v careful test both

in the factory and on the road, to be the

most efiicient and generally economical
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RAMBLER MODEL 19

of any now in use and, owing to the in

tense spark delivered therefrom, ignition

troubles are almost entirely eliminated.

A particular feature that will appeal to

the experienced operator is the method

of body attachment. At each side of the

frame are two lock hinges of such design

that by slightly releasing two knurled

lock nuts the body may be swung to the

other side as shown in the illustration.

As the hinges on each side of the frame are

identical, the body may be swung either

way as desirable to obtain access to either

engine or transmission gear. As there is

absolutely no connection whatever between

power plant and body, by releasing all four

locks the body may be lifted entirely clear

from the frame, the whole operation being

done within two or three minutes. By this

arrangement the entire power

plant is as accessible as when

the machine was assembled on

the factory floor. The accessory

equipment of this car is identi

cal with that above described in

connection with Type Four and

the price therewith is $1250.

Fitted with removable ton

neau interchangeable with the

torpedo back this becomes

Model 20. With this addition

the external appearance is

practically identical with that

of Type Four. The price, so

equipped with full line of ac

cessories, is $1450.

The first of this model to leave the

factory was delivered to Dr. H. A. Robin

son of Kenosha, who immediately started

therewith on a trip through Canada. He

covered somewhat in excess of two

thousand miles and experienced no troub

bles whatever except a matter of one tire

puncture and some little trouble with the

spark coil which was readily remedied.

This is hardly in accordance with the

theory that the first of any new model is

sure to be defective and requires consider

able attention to get it into running order.

It is also worthy of note that this was

the Doctor's first acquaintance with an

automobile and he was, therefore, not a

full-fledged expert at the time of starting

on his trip, though he now asserts his

right to that title.

MODEL 19 WITH BODY TIPPED
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Of interest to dealers and repair men

Making the garage pay

Some of the asential factors—lmportance of labor-saving

equipment

THE MOTOR WORLD

In the rapidly increasing importance of

the public garage and the great amount of

rivalry which it entails, it is becoming

evident that only by the employment of

the most modern methods both in the

oflice and on the floor, can any measure

of success in competition be assured.

Hence the value of systematic methods of

accounting and rigid enforcement of dis

cipline among the employees, as well as

adequate equipment and proper technical

handling of the machines themselves

is growing in the magnitude of its im

portance.

But whatever may be the degree of care

which is outlayed upon the management

of the business end of the enterprise, it is

perfectly evident that no small measure

of success must rest with the use of thor

oughly modern and economical appli

ances both in the repair shop, which is

recognized as a profitable adjunct to

every garage, and on the storage floor.

Also, it is becoming evident that the two

must be conducted as independent de

partments, both for facility in operation

and for the sake of systematic accounting,

as in this way only can friction between

the operatives of the two branches of the

work be avoided, and proper track be

kept of the whereabouts and usefulness

of the various paraphernalia of the plant.

In the shop, it is essential that the ma

chinery employed be sufiiciently flexible,

and of proper capacity to cope with what

ever tasks may be taken in. And, also,

it goes without saying, that if due prestige

is to be maintained, only such work will

be assumed as can be creditably done,

and done in a workmanlike manner.

What is more, it should be seen to that

all tools are kept in good shape and not

subjected to the abuses which are likely

to result from the attempting of rush

jobs and work which is beyond the capa

ity of the equipment. The use of lathes

  

for drilling heavy pieces, or as extem

poraized boring machines, unless done

by the most skilled of mechanics, must

result in poor work and the injury of the

tools as well, and since the quality of the

workman is not invariably an assured

fact, the absolute prohibition of any but

regular work on the tools designed for

each set of operations should be enforced.

In a similar way, there is frequently an

overwhelming temptation to the mechanic

who is in a hurry, to use the heavy drill

as an arbor press, yet the practice elimi

nates the possibility of ever doing accurate

work on the machine afterward. Hence,

absolute and constant supervision over‘

all work in progress in self-protection as

well as in deference to the quality of

work which it is desired to turn out, is

essential at all times.

On the floor, on the other hand, an

even more close watch must be kept upon

all operations, to avoid the injuring of the

delicately finished and ornamental parts

of the cars, and to protect their fittings

and contents from abuse. As the opera

tions which are to be performed are for the

most part rather those of routine laborthan

of skilled artisanship, the natural result

is that they are given over to common

laborers, and by this very token, require

all the closer oversight. The evils and

abuses attendant on the washing and

cleaning of the cars are too well known

and evident to require mention. One

and all, they point to the never-failing

desire of mankind to avoid manual labor

by the same fact, they are to be avoided

with all the more care. In the equip

ment, there is "a constantly growing

scope for improvement. New devices for

the hastening and bettering of the work

are constantly being put upon the market,

and their use will pay their cost in most

cases within the first season where busi

ness is growing.

Throughout the entire establishment,

probably nothing can result in greater

saving of time and labor than the use of

portable tools. In the shop, for instance,
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the portable drill, electrically driven, can

be made to perform the work of three or

four men at a breast drill, and that in

half the time. Other operations as well

may be facilitated by the use of such

tools, and in the same connection, it

should be noted that the portable work

bench complete, is one of the most help

ful boons to the workman yet put upon

the market. On the fioor, on the other

hand, nothing consumes more time than

the cleaning of brasses In some modern

garages, this work is done entirely by the

aid of portable bufiing machines, elec

trically driven, and hauled about from

car to car. The work is by this means

better done, and done more quickly than

by hand, and by the same token, the cost

to the garagetnan is reduced in propor

tionate measure.

Such devices and many others of simi

lar nature, are to be had upon the open

market. Others will suggest themselves

to the ingenious foreman and will work

wonders in the management, if he is

permitted to have his head in putting his

ideas into execution. But what is quite

as important as the amount of saving

which they induce and the consequent

increase in profits, the very fact that a

garage is properly fitted out to carry the

work which it takes in, will serve as an

unfailing advertisement of the‘ business,

and hence will doubly repay its first cost

in the end.

Fools Police

MOTOR AGE

London automobilists are chuckling

hugely over the defeat of the police in an

attempt to browbeat friends of motorists

from attempting to warn them of the ex

istence of police traps. The man selected

for martyrdom in this way is named

Little, living outside a London suburb.

He observed a trap working close to his

residence, and, out of _sheer good nature,

proceeded to warn motorists. The police

objection to this took the form of prose

cution for “obstructing the police in the

conduct of their duty.” After grave and

patient hearing and learned argument,

the board magistrates, however, confessed

that it was unable to see that a. citizen

who prevents another from breaking the

law can in any way be regarded as ob

structing the police, whose duty only

comes in operation when that law is

broken.

Care of the brasaes

When a. car is brought in from the road

it is a very good plan to dust off the brass

parts and coat them with polish, leaving

it there until the machine is about to go

out again, thus keeping all water from

coming into contact with the bright sur

faces and tending to tarnish them, and

also protecting them from any moisture

which may be in the air, and from the

action of any vapors which may be in

jurious to their appearance. If the car

is to be taken out on a rainy day, it is

well to leave the coating in place and not

to attempt to polish the parts as the ac

tion of the rain is apt to tarnish them.

If liquid polish is used, it cannot be left

on in this way as it is likely to cut the

finish and do a good deal of harm, but

with most of the preparations which

are put up in the form of paste, and

with plain tallow, the coating may be

left on indefinitely without doing any in

jury whatever.

For filling in body bruises

MOTOR \\'ORLD

A good receipt for filling in deep bruises

and cavities in car botlies is the following

from the Carriage Monthly: “Make a

putty consisting of three parts of bolted

whiting and one part of white learl,

mixed with equal parts of pale drying

japan and raw linseed oil. Into the mass

stir a quantity of plush wool or velvet

pickings. If the hole to be filled is un

usually deep, drive two or three tacks

into the bottom of it. Fill in with the

putt_v, slashing across the top of the mix

ture to promote drying, and as the tiller

dries, fill the depressions with regular

putty.”

At Paducah, K_v., the other day a

motorist used a match to find out whether

the drain cock of his gasoline tank was

stopped up. He did not pay any atten

tion to which end of the match he

used for poking it, and the consequence

was that in withdrawing the match the

head got scratched and became ignited,

and the fire did not stop until all com

bustible parts of the car were consumed.
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Monthly review of the automobile press

Under this heading will be given a brief mention of the leading special articles in the automobile

papers of the previous month.

No attention will be given to reports of current events which may be covered by all papers, but to

articles discussing or containing information on subjects of particular interest.

The readers of the Rambler Magazine will thus be able to keep in touch with the topics of the day

without the time and expense incident to a perusal of the entire trade press.

CHEMISTRY OF ALCOHOL.

Horseless Age, June 27th.

By F. H. Reardon. A purely technical article

devoted to the manufacture and analyses of the

various grades of alcohol. Attention is also

given to the heating value and calculation of

thermal energy.

AUTOMOBILE EDUCATION IN FRANCE

The Automobile, June 7th.

An illustrated description of the various automo

bile schools in France, referring to both public

institutions and private classes in some of the

French factories.

CATECHISM OF THE GASOLINE AUTOMO

BILE.

The Automobile, beginning with issue of June 7th.

A series of articles by Forrest R. Jones, M. E.,

adopted for class instruction in the Manhattan

Automobile School for owners and mechanicians.

As the title suggests, these are in the form of

questions and answers and as the article is to

extend through several numbers it will cover the

construction and operation of the automobile in

a very thorough manner.

WHEN PREIGNITION OCCURS.

Motor World, June 7th.

What causes it and the remedies to apply.

“GENERAL OVER-HAULING.”

Motor World, June 14th.

What it may or may not mean in the situa

tions that arise.

IGNITION WITHOUT A SPARK.

Motor World, June 21st.

Vexatious troubles that occasionally arise and the

most probable cause.

GERMAN FACTS ABOUT ALCOHOL.

Motor Age, June 28th.

Official statistics—How industry is encouraged.

DANGERS ATTENDING THE USE OF GASO

LINE AUTOMOBILES.

Horseless Age, June 6th.

By Albert L. Clough. An article devoted to the

necessary care and handling of gasoline and

other points requiring attention in the use of a

gasoline automobile.

CHEMISTRY OF LUBRICATING OILs.

Horseless Age, June 6th.

By F. H. Reardon. A technical article devoted

to the analysis of various oils used in connec

tion with automobile lubrication.

TESTING SPARK PLUGS.

Horseless Age, June 6th.

By C. E. Duryea.

ALCOHOL FUEL FOR AUTOMOBILE

MOTORS. -

Horseless Age, June 6th.

An extensive article on the use of alcohol as a

fuel, illustrated by a number of indicator dia

grams showing the action of alcohols in internal

combustion engines.

LEGAL ASPECT OF TOURING.

Horseless Age, June 6th.

By X. P. Huddy, L.L.B. A brief digest of the

motor laws in various states, with reference to

non-resident tourists.

CARBURETTER TROU BLES.

Horseless Age, June 13th.

By F. S. Hanchett.

K EROSENE FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION

MOTORS.

Horseless Age, June 20th.

The Patent Situation. A brief review of the

various patents now in force covering kerosene

motors and accessories, illustrated with numer

ous drawings taken from the various patent

sheets.
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MOTOR VVAY

A good story is told by President Ly

man Edwards, of the Burlington, Iowa,

Merchants National bank. With some

friends he was driving his car in the

country when a carriage containing a

man and his wife were encountered.

The driver of the carriage stopped and

the woman leaped out and ran. Ed

wards approached and offered to lead the

animal past the motor car when the man

blurted out: “Blazes, no! The hoss is all

right. Lead the old woman past.”

He—That young woman from Boston

seems to weigh every word she says.

She—Yes; it’s a wonder she doesn’t break

the scales.

Paid for itself

CHICAGO DAILY NFWS

“We think,” wrote the manufacturer

of printing machinery, “that it is about

time you were paying us something on

the press you bought of us. It is now

almost a year since you got it.” “I

warn’t aware that I owed you anything.”

answered the editor of the Tallgrass

Bazoo, by return mail. “You told me

when I ordered the press that it would

pay for itself in six months.”

“Aunt Betsy, wha’ yo’ gwine all

dressed up in yo’ dese-heahs?” queried

Marthy Ann, devoured by a mighty curi

osity.

“Wha’ I’m gwine?” exploded Betsy,
fixingiher with a lurid glare. “Wha’ I’m

gwine? I’m gwine wha’ I‘m gwine, dat’s

wha’ I’m gwine! All de time axin’ me

wha’ I’m gwine!”

Marthy Ann was transfixed !—National

Magazine.

Stop Your Motor Troubles

I1] It is commonly stated that 99% of motor troubles arise from faulty ignition.

1]] Mis-fires result from various causes of which fouled plugs, faulty vapor,
poor contacts and weak batteries are the most prevalent. A

Vesta Storage Batteries

provide a hot, fat spark that, by reason of

its surplus energy, will overcome the first

three conditions and never become weak

except in case of absolute neglect.

(]]The Vesta battery is in no sense a

cure-all, but it is a positive fact that the

intensely hot spark derived therefrom will

ignite almost any mixture under most

adverse conditions.

1]] Ask any owner of a Vesta, or write us

for “Reasons Why”

The Vesta Accumulator Co

1338 MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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“ Nora”

BY ]. A. .\1.

husband at the station she

scarcely took time to tell

him that she and the chil

dren were all well and

happy before she launched

off into an ecstatic account

of the new cook. She’s a

perfect dream,“]im,” she said, “and every

time I sit down to a meal I’m afraid I’ll

wake up and find it’s not true.” “Oh,

your cooks are always dreams at first,

Betty,” said Mr. Edmunds as he stored

away his dress suit case and took a seat

in the comfortable auto by the side of

his wife, “The only trouble is they so

soon get to be nightmares. Let me see

how many dreams have you had in the

last year anyway?”

“But this one is difierent, ]im, and

you know I hired her the day after you

went to New York and that is three

weeks ago and she has been getting better

every day since. I have not been able

to talk about anything else for a week

and I expect I have made myself very

obnoxious, but you know none of our

friends have cooks fit to eat after and

Sally Kenny hasn’t had any for a month

and they are all jealous of me.” “And

where did this paragon of a cook come

come from? right from New York?”

“She did not have a sign of a recommen

dation but I don’t care for recommenda

tions anyway, what suits me wont suit

another. I hired her on her face, just

a good honest Irish face. She has red

hair and a brogue and all and she is all

right. The trouble, ]im, is that half the

women do not know how to treat their

cooks. They do not seem to have the

faculty of drawing out their good traits.”

“judging from past experience I should

say that was a faculty you had very

recently acquired yourself,” said Mr.

Edmunds, looking admiringly down

at the enthusiastic face of his wife,

“But I’\'e profited by experience,

you see, and I’ve found that there is

nothing that works like a little judicious

flattery. Now, Nora, her name is Nora

O’Brien, was right good at first, but I

praised her and she got better and I keep

on praising and she kept on getting better.

There is nothing like encouragement,

you know.” “I suppose so,” said Mr.

Edmunds,” but I should think Betty that

it would be a terrible strain on one to be

' constantly flattering somebody. It strikes

me that it would not be worth the wear

and tear on one’s nerves.” “Well it is

exhausting at times but it is absolutely

necessary these days to keep the cook

good natured. It doesn’t make much

difference how mad your husband may

be at you if you are only on good terms

with the cook. Now I have the art down

fine and there isn’t anything that Nora

wont do for me. Why, the other (lay I

started to take your ofiice suits to town

to be cleaned and pressed and Nora said

she had plenty of time and insisted on

doing it herselfand Ijust wish you could see

them. They look as if they had just come

from the tailors,” and “how much did

she want to borrowwhen she got through?”

“Not a cent, and she wouldn’t even ac

cept any extra pay.” "Well, Nora is too

Copyrizlrf, I906, ly Tlmmns R. ./2!/Pry C" ( ‘ompany
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good for this world, Betty, I should feel

worried about her if I were you.” “And

you know, the day I was to receive at the

Colonial Dame Reception, well, every

thing went wrong that day. Luella had

to go in town to get a tooth pulled

and I had the children on my hands all

the forenoon and they behaved like

hottentots. Then Sara Beverly was com

ing to shampoo my hair and she tele

phoned she couldn’t come and I was just

crazy, but Nora hustled through her

work and shampooed my hair better than

Beverly ever thought of doing it and after

lunch Nora left her dishes and came up

stairs to help me dress, for Luella couldn’t

get back before three, and of course I had

to be off before that. I never could have

gotten ready without Nora, she buttoned

‘ my shoes and hooked my dress, and there

are a million hooks on it, and she just

did everything and all the time she kept

getting off the most delicious little Irish

compliments, Oh,“an Irishman in the

house is as good as a tonic any day.”

By this time Mr. and Mrs Edmunds

reached home and further discussion of

the merits of the new cook was for the

time-being stopped by the clamorous

greetings of the little Edmunds, and of

course Mrs. Edmunds had many other

thinks to talk over with her husband,

she never lacked a topic of conversation

anyway but for the next few days she

kept up an unusual chatter trying as she

said, to make up for lost time. Mr Ed

munds’ trip to New York, and its busi

ness consequences, the people and plays

he had seen, the dinners he had eaten,

and the presents he had bought and

  

brought back for each of the famil_v all

had to be discussed.

Then the happenings at home, Harold‘s

progress at school, little ]im’s misde

meanors and mishaps of which there

were regularly a score a day, Margaret’s

birthday party and the baby’s new tooth,

and sundry other happenings had to be

related in detail. And the doings of the

kinfolks and friends, the latest engage

ment, the best score at bridge, the recep

tions and balls for the debutantes, and

the coming horse-show had to be given

due consideration. And yet, in spite of

these many and varied themes, the new

cook still continues to be the topic of

prime importance, and if occasionally

there was a day that Nora’s merits failed

to be dwelled upon at length, there was

always a gentle reminder at night when

they sat down to a deliciously prepared

dinner that Nora was one of the essential

factors of the household. Gradually

Nora’s fame spread abroad and her rolls

and coffee and broiled chicken and beaten

biscuits and salads and in fact, every

thing that Nora made gained a reputa

tion that ordinarily would have forboded

a strike for higher wages.

About two weeks after Mr. Edmunds'

return, Mrs. Edmunds accepted for her

self and husband an invitation to a box

party for the opening night of the Horse

Show and a little supper at the Club

afterwards. Inasmuch as the Edmunds

lived about fifteen miles from the city it

was decided not to return home ‘that

night but to stay in town. Mrs. Ed

munds had never staid away from her

children at night and this decision was
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reached only after a great deal of dis

cussion,—Mr. Edmunds reminding her

of what an efficient person Nora was to

leave the house in charge of, and that

she could get his mother to keep Luella

with the children and that there really

was no cause for uneasiness as they

could be telephoned for at any time and

could get home in their automobile in

short order.

As the arguments were presented in a

very convincing wa_v Mrs. Edmunds

finally consented and started off on the

evening in question in rather a satisfied

frame of mind.- She had left the most

minute instructions to Nora regarding

the locking up of the doors and windows

and just what to do in case of fire, cyclone

or burglars. To her mother-in-law she

had given the key to the medicine closet

and told just what to do in case of croups

cramps, or colic. To Luella she had

given the telephone numbers of the places

she would be as well as the telephone

number of the family physician. Her

little pearl-handled revolver had been

handed over to Nora as a guardian of the

household and having commanded the

stable boy to sleep with one eye open and

the two collies to lie on the rug at the foot

of the front stairs she went away feeling

quite content that her children would be

so well protected.

Upon arriving at the Horse Show build

ing, however, it was found that Mr.

Norris, who was to have given the little

supper had been taken suddenly ill and

the supper postponed until later in the

week, and Mrs. Edmunds beginning to

feel as the evening advanced that she

would be lots happier if she were going

  

INSPECIING THE VARIOUS WELLS IN A RAMBLER

  

IN THE CALIFORNIA OIL \VELL DISTRICT

home to her children proposed that Mr.

and Mrs. Fielding should go home with

them in their automobile and that

Cousin ]oe and his wife should go along

in their’s and spend anight with them in

the country. The fifteen mile ride would

give them the keenest_kind of appetites

and they could have a fine little Dutch

lunch before going to bed. Mrs. Ed

munds could always be very persuasive

and when she told of the chicken salad

that Nora had made for dinner, and that

theydidn’t have time to eat, and the beaten

biscuits and cheese and olives and the

beer already on ice, she was not long in

getting the others to consent to her plan.

And so it happened that along about

twelve o’clock the two automobiles were

speeding along the Pike towards the

Edmunds’. ]ust before they reached the

driveway, extending for about half a

mile between two rows of elms, up to

the house, they were met by another

automobile which had apparently

come out of the gate. In this auto

mobile were two men and behind were

strapped two immense hampers.

“We are looking for Captain Hilliards”

said one of the men slowing up as he

passed. “First house to the right called

back Mr. Edmunds as he turned into

his own gate.

On reaching the house Mrs. Edmunds

lost no time in rushing upstairs to see

that her children were safe and was more

than relieved to find them sleeping sound

ly, the little boys in one room with their

grandmother and the little girls in the

room adjoining with Luella, but Nora,

who had promised to sleep on the couch
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in the upper hall was not there. Mrs.

Edmunds went down into the back hall

and to the stairway leading to the third

floor calling Nora several times but no

Nora responded, and then going back

downstairs exclaiming “I can’t find

Nora,” she was met by an astonished

group in the hall. “Burglars,” exclaimed

Mr. Fielding excitedly. “They have

taken everything in sight,” said Cousin

Joe. “Betty, your sideboard and cabinet

are absolutely stripped,” said Cousin

Julia. “There is nothing to it boys, but

that it was those men in the auto and I

propose to give them a chase for their

money, ” and he rushed into the library

and secured two revolvers from a secret

drawer in his desk. “We can’t possibly

catch them,” said Mr. Fielding, why they

have a half hours start of us.’ “That’s

nothing, I’ll bank on my machine doing

it said Mr. Edmunds as he rushed off for

his auto with the other two men close

behind him, leaving the three women too

excited to protest. “I am simply fright

ened to death,” said Mrs. Edmunds,

“and here we have let those miserable

men go off and leave us.” Of course

those men were some of Dick Hilliard’s

college friends off on a trip and probably

the real robber is hidden in the house

right this minute and where is Nora?”

I bet Nora has given chase to the burglar

and probably has him cornered in the

milkhouse or some other place and not

a man to help her,” said Cousin Julia.

“Of course, just like her, she has nerve

enough for anything,” exclaimed Mrs.

Edmunds, “I wouldn’t be a bit frightened

if she were here, but girls, supposing she

is killed some place, who knows? Let's

go upstairs and lock the doors,” and

“look under the beds,” said Cousin

Julia.

“Listen, I thought I heard a noise in

the basement,” exclaimed Mrs. Fielding,

“It sounds like moans, said Mrs. Ed

munds. “Heavens, I bet it’s Nora, said

Cousin ]ulia, “and she may be dying",

said Mrs. Edmunds, “Girls, we must go

to her, but, Betty, the men may be

there,” said Mrs. Fielding, shaking from

head to foot.

“Well, I’ll wake up mother and Luella,

and then there’ll be five of us and every

body can take a club. We certainly

can’t let Nora bleed to death,” said Mrs.

Edmunds as she rushed up the stairs with

the two other women close at her heels.

(To be concluded in next is-sue)

 

 

 

 

  



Touring to Canada
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Us brother (John Milne) and

fa I conceived the idea of tak

ing an automobile trip from

our home, here in Cleve

land, Tennessee, up into

Canada, and we decided to

take the most direct route

North, and find the best

road we could. Of course, as you no doubt

are aware, the great trouble in going

from this section straight north to Cin

cinnati, is the Cumberland Mountain.

Occasionally, for the last two or three

years, I have heard of parties attempting

to cross from East Tennessee straight

North over the Cumberland Mountain,

but in every case it proved a failure.

Sometimes the parties lost heart and

turned back; again they broke down,

but in no case—up to this time—had

there ever been a machine across the

Cumberland Mountain, up in the ]ellico

or Cumberland Gap section. Occasion

ally some machines crossed from Chat

tanooga to Nashville, while this is con

sidered a hard trip, further up or east

along the Mountain, it is considered

impassible.

We figured out the route, after corre

,sponding with parties at various places

on the line, that we proposed to travel.

I simply asked them whether there was any

road from one point to ‘another, over

which a light vehicle could be driven,

not daring to tell them I proposed going

over in an automobile, as a great many

people do not have any idea of where an

automobile can travel, and I decided that

my machine ,(a Model L, 1904 Rambler)

could go almost any place that a person

would drive a vehicle. Our route,

mapped out, was from here to Lenoir

City, along the Southern Railway, thence

in the most direct route across country

to Jellico, Tennessee. From there we

proposed to go to Williamsburg, London,

and on to Richmond, Kentucky, after

which, of course, we expected our troubles

to be over. It was extremely difficult to

obtain gasoline, and we had to make pro

vision to take an extra supply with us, by

attaching two tanks, each containing eight

gallons, to the rear of the machine. This

however, we found superfluous as while

five gallons extra might have come in

handy, we carried a load of almost two

hundred pounds on the machine that was

unnecessary. Just before we were ready to

start a friend of ours, Mr. W. P. Sykes,who,

by the way, weighs two hundred to two

hundred and fifty pounds, decided to go

with us for the trip. So on Monday morn

ing, ]uly 31st, we left Cleveland about 1:00

o’clock in the morning. This, in the

first place, was a foolish move, but we

were anxious to cover as much ground

the first day as possible. We had a very

nice start-off and reached Lenoir City,

about sixty-five miles from Cleveland,

for breakfast, and from this point we left

the main road to work across toward

Jellico.

We found the road very nice for a

number of miles, but soon ran into some

hills that made very sharp climbing in

deed, but the machine took them all

right, and we arrived at LaFollette,

Tennessee, at 3:00 o’clock in the after

noon. I had been previously informed

by_a man who was interested in a coal

mine up in that section that we would

probably have some difiiculty in going

from LaFollette to ]ellico, there being

two mountains to cross, but he assured

me that he believed we could get through.

When we arrived at LaFollette we

were at once surrounded by at least two

hundred people and there was not one of

them who could tell us the road to take

to ]ellico, all claiming there was no road

at all, and it looked very much like our

trip was going to end right there. Finally,

however, a party who seemed to be a

little better informed than the others,

told us the only way the mountain could

be crossed was to go to Cumberland
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A SAMPLE OF THE ROAD ON THE WILDERNESS

TRAIL, CUMBERLAND MT., KY.

Gap. This was thirty-four miles, almost

direct east from LaFollette, which meant

that we had to go at least sixty miles out

of our way to cross the first ridge of the

Cumberland Mountain. However, as

there appeared nothing else for it, we at

once started out for Cumberland Gap,

and arrived there about 10:00 o’clock at

night, and had great difiiculty in getting

into a hotel, as every place was filled up

with yellow fever refugees from further

south. Finally we got one hotel man to

take us in, and we all slept in a room

about eight by ten. Mr. Sykes and my

self slept on a single bed and my brother

on the floor, but as it was quite cold in

the mountains, even during mid-summer,

we were glad to lie down to sleep. I

should have stated that before we got

into Cumberland Gap we had some very

severe hill climbing. In fact, it appeared

we were just beginning to strike

trouble.

After getting up next morning and

getting breakfast, we went carefully over

the machine and found everything in

very good shape, and the first start was

to climb the first range of the mountain.

For the information of strangers, I

might state that Middleton, Kentucky, is

three miles from Cumberland Gap, Ten

nessee, and livery hire, I understand, is

$4.00 for taking one party across, and

the party—after going over the road—

never objects to paying the $4.00 for

this short trip.

After leaving the hotel in Cumberland

Gap, we went about a mile east, as this

is where we were to strike the wilderness

trail, this being the trail used by Daniel

Boone and his followers, in going from

North Carolina across into Kentucky.

We followed this trail, at least the

natives advised us we were following the

Daniel Boone trail all the way, where we

did not get off the road, until we passed

through into Richmond, Kentucky. Well.

this day's trip from Cumberland Gap to

Barboursville, Kentucky, was almost one

continual ascent and descent. We trav

eled just thirty-three miles that day, and

I am inclined to the opinion there were

at least twenty miles of this on low gear.

We got into Barboursville, Kentucky.

Tuesday evening, about five o’clock. and

decided to get a good night’s rest start

ing out early next morning to get over

the Mountain and into the fiat Kentucky

country before dark. We got up quite

early, in Barboursville, and left the livery

stable, where we had our machine

stored, about five o’clock, intending to go

on to Corbin for breakfast, but we had

gotten just out of Barboursville about

two miles when, in going down a very

steep hill, (the road at this section if it

might be called a road was so washed

down in wedge shape), the outer hubs

of the front wheels plunged into the

bank and we stuck tight, and being:

mired up almost to the hubs in mud. it

   

OUR FIRST TIRE TROUBLE JUST OUT OF

BARBOURS\'Il.Ll-'., KY.
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looked as though we were going to stay

right there.

Finally we got out our axe, and by

chopping the slate off the side of the gap,

released our car, and just got to the

foot of the hill and found one of our

tires was down, and on examination, we

found we had picked up a ten-penny nail,

possibly, coming out of Barboursville.

The machine was covered with mud, and

while there was lots of mud it was im

possible to get water anyway near,

but finally we got a kettle of water and

washed the tire off a little and put on a

new casing and tube, as both the inside

and outside were thoroughly covered

with mud. After going about two miles

further, we finally came to a mountain

cabin where they were boarding some

railway men on the L. & N. road that

runs a branch out into some mines. We

got breakfast here and then started for

London, Kentucky, which we reached

just at 12:00 o’clock, in time for dinner.

After getting dinner at London, we in

quired the road from there over the

Mountain. One party stated the best

thing to do was to follow the road as

we originally planned, over Big Hill;

others stated we should go by Crab

Orchard. I do not know what the Crab

Orchard route is like, but I know posi

tively it is not any worse than the Big

Hill route. We left London, Kentucky,

shortly after one o’clock in our endeavor

to make over Big Hill, and all along the

road, from what we could hear, this was

where we would have the greatest trouble.

That is, if we could ever get up and down

Big Hill our troubles would be over.

A few minutes after leaving London,

the roads gradually got worse and finally

when we reached Cruis Ferry, at Rock

Castle River, it looked as if there was

no road at all. In fact, it was no road,

simply a trail over the rocks. We drove

down to Rock Castle River, which is a

small stream, and looked around for a

ferryman. Finally an old man came

down and we asked him if he owned the

ferry. He stated he did, and we asked

him to ferry us across. The ferry-boat

was sunk at the side of the river we were

on, having the appearance of not having

been used for several years, as I think all

parties crossing here nearlyalways ford the
river, ZlI1(l‘_i\\'€ were a little afraid we might

short circuit our machine, so decided to

use the boat.

After helping the old man bail out the

boat we got it back to the bank and started

to put the machine aboard, but in our

haste, we did not fix the approach in

proper shape and the rope parted and in

place of the machine going on the ferry

boat it pushed the boat out no the river

and the machine dropped down into the

soft mud. After working almost two

hours to get it back, we finally got the

machine on the boat and got across the

river without sinking. It was now

about an hour of dark, and what we

should have done was to stay right here

  

CUMBERLAND MT. MUD, NEAR FLAT LICK, KY.

instead of trying to go over Big Hill that

night. While we had been climbing

mountains all the time before we reached

Cumberland Gap, from the information

we could get, our worst trouble was yet

to come—the crossing of Big Hill.

This is the last portion of the Cumber

land mountain before going down into

the flat country in Kentucky. It is

about one mile up from the bottom to the

top, in a straight line, and grades any

way from twenty to forty per cent., and

is simply a pile of rocks and boulders, as

this is all there is to be called a road.

Then there are twelve miles of plateau,

and then straight down on the other side,

and our troubles were going to be over.

We found in many places consid

erable difiiculty in getting proper in

formation about the roads. In one case,
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NOONDAY LUNCH 1N CUMBERLAND MT., BETWEEN BARBOURSVILLE AND RUEYILLE, KY.

shortly after we left Cruis Ferry, we

came to a junction in the trail, and there

wasa cabin located back in a small_

clearing. Mr. Sykes went to inquire

the road, but just as he got to the door

it was slammed in his face, and as this

is in the feud section of Kentucky, we

endeavored to be a little careful. Of

course, none of the natives in this section

had ever seen an automobile before, only

when wecame across some man occasion

ally, whohad been out to Lexington or

some of the near-by towns. One inci

dent that was very amusing was: in

passing a cabin, one of us got out to

inquire the road, and there was a woman

and several children standing looking at

the machine, and when we started to

climb the fence the whole family took to

their heels in the cornfield, as they had

evidently never seen a man with goggles

on his face before.

They appeared to be frightened enough

when they saw the machine, but when

they saw a man with eyes like this,

coming toward them, that was the limit,

and we had to go on to the next house

where we could get close enough to talk

to the natives. They were very civilized

indeed, and tried to do all they possibly

could for us, but their knowledge of the

roads never appears to extend over two

or three miles away from home, and only

when we could come across some drover

or stock man were we able to get any

information that was any use to us.

'5'

\Vell, I left off just where we were

about to climb Big Hill, then twelve

miles more and our troubles would be

over.

_ We started up the hill just at dusk.

and by the time we got to the top it was

dark. We lit our lamps here and started

across the plateau. We naturally ex

pected to find reasonably fiat country—~

and we live right in a mountain section

here, such as Missionary Ridge and

Lookout Mountain—but we found ridges

as high as Missionary Ridge, with which

most people are familiar, that did not

seem to count at all, and some places we

had to pile in rocks in order to enable us

to help the machine climb ledges and

again to let it down easy, as in some places

the ledges would drop off from one ‘lo

two feet square down. After travelling

five or six miles, we finally came to

branch roads. I might state right here.

that if you ask the average native in the

mountains if there is any way to get off

the roads, he Will say, “No, just keep the

plain, straight road” and possibly inside

of a mile we will come to a fork in the

road and it is simply a matter of chance

whether you take the right one or not.

In this case, we happened to take the

right one, and after going a few miles

further we came to the first signs of civil

ization we had seen for miles.

This was a board shanty, or house.

and as there was a dog barking there.

we decided there must be somebody
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living there, and it was now 10:00 o’clock

at night, and, of course, everyone was in

bed, as people in the mountains usually

go to bed at dark. After a little trouble

we awoke the people in this house and

they informed us we were on the right

road to Richmond, and to keep the

straight, plain road, which is a common

expression, even if it is only a trail, and

we would soon go down Big Hill. We

were congratulating ourselves that our

trouble would soon be over, provided

we could get down Big Hill all right, and

we started on in good spirits, although

we had not had a bite to eat since noon,

back in London. After going two or

three miles further, we appeared to get

into the woods gradually, and the trail

grew less distinct, and while we were

gradually going down, from the appear

ance of the trail we were following, we

were almost satisfied we were lost.

However, we were not sure of it, and the

only thing to do was to either go to the

end of the trail or to the next cabin.

Finally, after traveling about four miles

from where we had inquired the road,

the trail ended in a small clearing, down

off the mountain apparently, as we could

see the mountain at our back but could

not find where the trail went any further.

Just at this time a dog started to bark in

the clearing, and we were glad to know

we were near civilization, and I took the

lamp ofi the machine and went across

the clearing and found a small cabin,

but no signs oflife. After we shouted for

some time, a boy came to the door and

asked what was wanted, and I inquired

the road for Richmond. He stated it

was on the other side of the mountain

and we found we had needlessly travelled

three miles down hill and there was no

way of getting to the Richmond road

without going back up the mountain

again.

I remember having remarked—“How

in the world will we ever get up those

hills,”——as it looked quite impossible.

All this time the machine had been work

ing beautifully, never missing a stroke.

(To be concluded in next issue)

Up the Canyon in a Rambler

TOD GOOD\\' IN

If your tours in an automobile have been -'

confined to the blazing asphalt or the dust

of the nearby roads, you have missed it.

In every niche in the great mountains

all around us there's a glorious canyon,

and while the beauty of some of them

surpasses that of the smaller canyons,

they are all delightful and all accessible

to an automobile if you happen to own

the right kind of a machine. '

Thewayofthe Ramblerisawonderfulone.

George T. Odell will tell you that, and not

only will he tell you, but he will prove it.

With Albert Bird at the wheel and

p accompanied by C. M. White of Logan,

Ernest Bare, and the writer, Mr. Odell

left the city the other evening in the big

four-cylinder Rambler car for a little

trip in the country.

It was 5:15 when we started; it was

6:45 when we returned. But the story

between, is one that cannot be appreci

ated by any who have not taken the trip.

As soon as we left the city, reaching

the sweet green country, the orders came

to go to Parley’s Canyon and the guests

in the car, who were unprepared to make

a night of it in the canyon, looked nerv

ously at their watches.

“Never mind, we'll be home in time

for dinner,” said the genial host, and for

the first time on record those guests in

wardly doubted the Odell veracity.

Up over the eastern hills we rolled,

past the penitentiary without the Warden

getting us, and then on along level slopes

to the break in the ground before the

mouth of the canyon was reached.
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Into the mud holes and over the ruts,

and up and down the steep little hills

that make every tour an obstacle race

before the walls of the canyon rise about

you, the machine bounded forward.

And then the canyon, with grades that

might feaze most vehicles if called upon

to make them in short order. Once we

were obliged to stop to allow a team to

pass, and then on up the mountain we

raced again.

There was a whirlwind of perfume in

the air, the scent of the choke cherry and

wild flowers; below the road the rippling

stream, and all about the little trees and

willows waving a warning to the uncivil

ized invaders who had come with a rush

and a roar and a weird “honk, honk,”

to wake them from their day dreams.

First the high gear, then the intermedi

ate and then the high again, never once

resorting to the low, and up, up, until the

miles were nearly twenty, and then the

start for home began.

From the point of turning to the mouth

of the canyon again seemed about as long

as three adult gasps. The hats came ofl,

the hood came down and we were off. In

and out and in and out, the curvetting of

the great machine was like that of some

wonderful bird with thousand wings,

though so easy under control that at the

slightest suspicion of danger, the speed

could be slackened instantly without the

slightest jar to the occupants of the car.

And when we broke from the canyon

into the sunset, and the view of the shim

mering lake, and the garish spires of the

city, and came back to things material.

we knew that the Odell veracity, aided

by the Rambler, had stood the strain and

that we would be in time for dinner.

It was a great run in a great machine,

remarkable for the fact that the car had

previously gone but a hundred and fifty

miles, and the parts had scarcely had

sufficient time to become smoothly atl

justed. —Gnodwin ‘s H 'e0kI_v.
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Plains, Kansas now leads

The article on page 517 of our July

issue regarding towns having greatest

n_umber of automobiles in proportion

to population, is attracting attention and

loyal citizens are making an effort to

lower the record in favor of their respect

ive towns.

This month we have two new names

to add to the list namely Emerick, Ne

braska, population 20, has one automo

bile, and Plains, Kansas, population 206,

has six automobiles (five of which are

Ramblers), a proportion of one to 34 of

population. The towns rank as follows:

Town No. of Autos Population Proportion

Emerick, Neb. 1 K) 1 to 20

Plains, Kans. 6 206 1 to 34

Covina, Cal. 40 1500 1 to 37

Coldwatcr, Mich. 70 6500 1 to 93

Emerick, Nebraska, because of its

dimunitive size cannot be regarded to

any noticeable extent as an automobile

town, and were this a contest with [an

award at the finish, it would not be

eligible except in a class by itself. '

We are particularly interested in these

reportsbecause of the fact that such a

large number of the cars owned are

Ramblers giving constant daily satisfac

tion in the double capacity of business

and pleasure vehicles.

Further interesting data in this direc

tion will undoubtedly be forthcoming.

A private design Rambler

Eastern automobile enthusiasts

now taking up private design cars.

Generally these are some well and favor

ably known chassis fitted with a special

body designed by or for the owner.

In the accompanying illustration is

shown Mr. F. E. Bowers of New Haven,

Connecticut, at the wheel of his latest pet.

Mr. Bowers has for some time been a

Rambler enthusiast, having used several

of the earlier models, and when he be

came possessed of the private design idea

turned naturally to the Rambler as the

basis for his design.

Using a model 14 chassis, some change

was made in the shape of the fenders and

the steering pillar was dropped to meet

the requirements of a low seat. Lower

ing the seat necessitated a different

position for the gasoline tank in order to

assure a steady flow to the carburetter,

and a special cylindrical tank was used,

located behind instead of under the seat.

In color the car is French gray with

green trimmings and is said to be one of

the handsomest cars on the eastern roads.

“Handsome is as handsome does” and

backed by the powerful four-cylinder

motor and highly eflicient transmission

gear of Model 14, Mr Bowers is prepared

to “do” anything on the road.

are

MR. I" E. BOWERS AND HIS PRIVATE DESIGN RAMBLER
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A ride in the mountains of Virginia

H. SHARTLE

I went to the peaks of Otter, about

forty miles from Lynchburg, last Sunday,

week. This is the highest mountain in

this part of the country, thirty-eight

hundred and seventy-five feet above sea

level. I made some photographs while

there and send you copies of them. On

» top the mountain is about half a square

in size and nothing but solid rocks. The

Hotel Mons we stopped at is about one

and a quarter miles from the top. They

say this is the first automobile that was

ever up at Hotel Mons. You may know

what a pull it was when we had to use

low gear for five miles and a half. We

went there and back with the Rambler

Surrey Type ()ne without any trouble.

Motorist fined for maiming a dog

One of the first cases of its kind on rec

ord, where an automobilist was charged

and convicted of cruelty to animals when

he ran over a dog, was tried at Mt. Ar

lington, N. ]., on Saturday last. The

unusual aspect of the case caused it to

attract considerable attention.

A PARTY OF RAMBLERS IX THE PEAKS OF THE OTTER MTS., VIRGINIA

On the 24th of last month, Walter ].

Knight, a Newark lawyer, who summers

at Lake Hopatcong, was going to the Mt.

Arlington station. He was in the regular

stage, while a valuable Irish setter trotted

along beside on the left-hand side. An

automobile owned by W. B. Keller, of

New York, came along and turning to

the left to pass the stage, ran over the

dog. Knight placed the case with the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals, and it made out a case, which

was tried in Mt.Arlingtonon Saturdaylast_

The defendant was present with counsel

but put in no defense,counsel simply cross

examining the prosecution's witnesses.

As the dog was not killed, ]ustice Cook,

before whom the evidence was placed,

decided that there had been a violation

of the cruelty to animals‘ act and imposed

a fine of $25 and costs.

Knight claimed the dog was practically

ruined for hunting purposes and immedi

ately brought civil suit against Keller

for damages. The same evidence was

introduced as in the cruelty case, with

two more witnesses to show the damage

done the dog in the shock to its nervous

system. On the question of damages

decision was reserved.
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F R O M T H E O U T S I D E

CHICAGo, Aug. 1, 1906

MR. WRIGHT ELsoM, JR.,

Rambler Representative,

Oak Park, Ills.

Dear Sir:—Replying to your favor of

the 31st ult., will say that I have now

driven my car a little over 6400 miles

and without any other than minor repairs.

You are at liberty to quote me in saying

that the car has more than met my ex

pectations, and that I bought it believing

that it would stand up under hard usage.

I believe that the Model 15 Rambler

will go over rougher roads, up steeper

hills, through deeper sand and more

mud than any other machine on the

market, without damage to the ma

chinery and with about half the tire

expense of other machines of its size.

So far as I know there is no other machine

of its horse-power and wheel base that

does not weigh about a thousand pounds

more than this machine, and this I be

lieve accounts for the fact that the tires

last longer and the machine stands up

better under rough usage.

Last Sunday I left Chicago at exactly

ten o’clock, driving by way of Hammond,

Crown Point and Valparaíso to Michigan

City, a round-about way to reach there.

I finished the drive of 83 miles at five

minutes of one. After an hour and a

half spent there for dinner, I drove on

to Laporte and thence returned to Chi

cago by a different route, making a total

drive of 169 miles and arriving in Chicago

at 6:30. Considering the fact that I had

five people in my car, and that a portion

of the drive was through deep sand, it

will be conceded that this was a very

satisfactory test of the machine, especi

ally as the drive was made absolutely

without adjustment or repairs of any

kind, and the machine was ready for an

other trip of the same kind, on our

return to Chicago.

Very truly yours,

R. O. EvANs,

R. O. Evans & Co., Investment Bankers,

Dexter, Bldg.

LExINGTON, NEB., April 20, 06

THE RAMBLER AUTO CO.,

Omaha, Neb.

Gentlemen:—I thought that you would

be pleased to know what success I had

with my Type One Rambler, that I just

bought of you in Omaha. We made the

run from Hastings to Lexington, 140

miles in 63 hours, with six people, and

did not have to use the low gear to climb

one single hill, and there were at least

twenty of them, and in two places I

pulled through thick mud that came up

to the hubs, so you see we gave the mas

chine a pretty good trial. I am pleased

to say that I am well pleased with the

machine and that it has ample power for

any country roads.

Yours respectfully,

J. S. BANCROFT.

WELLsBoRoUGH, PA., July 16,'06

THos. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

Gentlemen-I thank you for your

favor of the 11th inst and certainly shall

be glad if you will continue sending me

the Rambler Magazine for another year.

I enjoy reading its contents and so do

the members of my family who are all

enthusiastic autoists.

I own a 1904 Model L. Rambler which

is still in “A 1” condition, is in use nearly

every day, and is doing better work (that

which can be depended upon) than some

of our other makes of cars that are con

sidered up-to-date.”

If I were to purchase another car

today it would be a Rambler.

Yours truly,

FRANK A. DEANs.

THos. B. JEF FERY & Co.

Kenosha, Wis.,

Gentlemen:—My Rambler's Model“E”

serial number 2184, purchased from Mr.

W. K. Cowan of Los Angeles, Cal., two

and one-half years ago. It is still in fine

shape. The Rambler is O. K.

CoLIE BELL, Pomona, Cala.
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AUGUST, 1906

Trade tours and endurance tests

How often are the best intentioned

efforts perverted to ends far from the

original idea.

When Charles J. Glidden offered the

cup for touring, there is no reason to be

lieve that he had an idea beyond incul

cating in others a part of his enthusiasm.

He, no doubt, had rosy visions of a happy

family, entour under conditions con

ducive to the comfort and pleasure of all

concerned. Now that another of these

scrambles has become history, let us look

cooly at the circumstances. -

Fifty-three contestants started from

Buffalo, some of whom no doubt had

pleasant anticipations of a glorified per

ambulating picnic over perfect roads with

days of good-fellowship and nights of

hilarity or peaceful rest, according to the

individual preference. Not so with the

wise, many knew why they were there

and what was coming.

Which was the real incentive of this

army of autoists, was it a search for

pleasure, the alleged cause of the affair,

or search of gain, mere mercenary benefit,

that might be measured in hard American

dollars. Which ever the incentive, was

either result achieved?

()f the

started, it is reasonable to presume that

would pro

two score and thirteen who

* * *

all but the thirteen “perfects'

claim with one voice “not for me.” but

possibly with differing reasons according

to their varying degrees of discontent

with everything connected with the affair.

As most of the writers who took part

in the tour were either connected with the

trade press or newspaper writers whose

livelihood is directly dependent upon

their standing with the manufacturers,

their reports naturally show a favorable

tendency.

However, one trade paper, the Motor

World, had the courage to stand by their

convictions and said “The Glidden party

was not made up of uncommercial

tourists. Pleasure and experiences were

among the last real objectives on their

lists. They were in a hunt for a trophy

that would lead to increased sales.”

There is the whole proposition. Strip

ped of all pretense to being an affair in

which a lot of congenial people meet to

journey over a picturesque route, it be

comes a mere sorid scramble wherein

good-fellowship gives way to a not too

well.hidden glee when some ordinarily in

considerable accident leaves a fellow

tourist at the roadside and the more for

tunate one “passes by on the other side,”

happy that another competitor is out of it.

This pleasure, if such it may be called,

was all there was to it. Of bon-com -

raderie and true sportsmanship there was

none, even at the start, and when failure,

disaster and disappointment came, even

the pretense of sport was cast aside.

Men who were ordinarily the best of

fellows lost every vestige of their better

traits through the intensity of their de

Thus,

the affair was at no time one wherein a

desire for comfort and pleasure had any

real plan.

It was a contest between master-minds

and master mechanics of the greatest of

modern industries, backed by that great

est of all battle-winning commodities—

Now, stripped of the pretense

termination to win at any cost.

money.
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of a pleasure tour and judged merely as

an advertising project or a money getter,

did it pay?

Can any man, seeking to buy an auto

mobile best suited for general pleasure,

derive any real information from the

results? We question it.

At the start certain rules were an

nounced as covering all conditions, but as

there was but one cup and many con

tenders new rules were made which were

more of a trial on the operator than the

car and under which one contestant might,

through a trivial delay or miscalcula

tion of time or speed, be put out of the

running, while another, though suflering

much more serious accident, could, by

skill, spare wheels and luck, stay in the

fold of “perfects.”

Enough of the Glidden tour, let us

consider some of the other recent “tests.”

The Chicago Automobile Trade Asso

ciation recently arranged a hundred-mile

endurance run in which all were supposed

to have an equal chance at the laurels.

Perhaps they did, but let us see how

much the real quality of the car had to

do with final results.

The scoring was done on the penaliza

tion principle and one point was assessed

for each minute late at a control and two

points for each minute that a contestant

arrived ahead of time.

The schedule was arranged on the

basis of fifteen miles per hour, certainly

not a heavy undertaking for any modern

car, but how many non-professional

operators are there who can estimate the

speed to a matter of a minute on a run of

twenty to fifty miles. This condition

limited the winners to those provided

with speed meters and clocks and a

carefully prearranged schedule of times,

speeds and distances.

There were some hills on the course

and a penalty was set on changing gears

from high to low, but not from low to high.

The idea was that in starting it was

necessary to begin with the low or inter

mediate and change to high after under

way. Again good intentions went wrong.

The only really severe hill was but a

short distance from the Elgin control

and many wise ones retained the low

speed setting until over the hill and then

threw in the high and made up lost time

on the down-grade beyond. Thus, sev

eral contestants ran on the low gear all

way and kept a clean score, while the

less tricky operator followed the usual

method of setting the high gear as soon

as under way and ran his car to within

a few yards of the top of the hill and then

finished on the same gear ratio that his

competitor had come all the way. Re

sult, ten points penalty for reducing

gears, while the foxy one maintained a

clean score. Wherein does this show

the quality of the car?

Similar conditions existed in practically

all of the recent tests of endurance,

power and fuel economy, but as long as

a sufiicient number of manufacturers

and dealers see, or think they can,

pecuniary benefit from. the winning of

them they will continue, but will their

value continue?

What matters it to the purchaser that

the car he buys can, in the control of a

high-salaried expert be nursed and coaxed

several hundred miles without changing

the gear setting. When it is all done, it

simply indicates that the operator was

sufficiently adept to let his motor run at

high speed and by skillful manipulation

of the clutch obtain the efiect of a lower

gear.

Honest road capacity is the real point

from which the value of a car should be

judged, but the prospective purchaser

may far better be guided by the daily

service of -the car in consideration than

by the results of tests made under ab

normal conditions by specially prepared

or constructed cars in the hands of pro

fessional operators.



The 1907 Rambler Runabout

1907 shows in many points

the great strides in auto

mobile construction a n d

design.

While termed a runabout,

it is essentially a road car

designed for hard and wear

ing service under most severe conditions.

Heretofore, cars classed under this title

have been too light, both in weight and

power, for country service.

There is, however, no valid reason

why the user of a two-passenger car

should not be able to ride as comfortably

as though in a heavy touring car and

this point has been kept constantly in

view in the design of Model 27.

The wheel base is long for a runabout

(ninety inches), the seats are located

well forward of the rear axle and the

weight of the car, in connection with the

long springs, gives a degree of comfort

heretofore attained in only the heaviest

touring cars.

The power is ample and so efficiently

applied that the road capacity, either

in speed or hill climbing, is greater than

would ever be reasonably required from

anything but a specially designed rac

ing car.

The frame is pressed steel throughout.

with each piece especially designed and

formed for its place. Side members are

channel in section and tapered at the

forward ends to receive the drop forged

spring yokes.

The springs are long, with broad, com

paratively light leaves which gives the

greatest possible comfort with the mini

mum danger of broken springs.

The front springs are semi-elliptic and

the rear, full elliptic with involute ends

both thirty-eight inches long.

The wheels are wood, artillery type.

thirty inches in diameter with 34-inch

tires.

In general appearance Model 27 is a

pleasing compromise between the early

runabouts and the modern racing cars.

The motor is a strictly new pattern of

the double opposed type, four and a half

inch bore and five inch stroke.

The cylinders are cast in one piece,

with off-set valve chambers. The best

quality of close-grained gray iron is used

and after boring they are ground to ab

solute size and perfect surface.

Pistons are of the same material with

four rings each, three above and one be

low the pin. After both pistons and rings

are ground they are fitted to the cylinders

RAMBLER RUNA BOUT Molo E.L. 27
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and put through a special finishing pro

cess which gives a mirror polish and a

perfectly gas tight fit.

Valves are nickel steel drop forgings of

large diameter with heads of special

design that prevents breakage or warping.

Operation is by direct thrust from cams

and push rods. The latter are guarded

by large cylindrical fittings, avoiding

wear and furnishing means by which the

seating of the valves may be adjusted.

Two cam shafts are provided, each set

well removed from the crank, thereby re

ducing the length of valve stems and

push rods and allowing more free access

to the connecting rod bearings and in

terior of the crank case than would be

possible with a single cam shaft

The commutator is of the roller con

tact type and of such design that wear is

almost entirely eliminated.

The electrical energy is furnished in

the regular equipment, from two sets of

dry cells, but, as will be later explained,

a six-volt, sixty-ampere storage battery

is furnished as a special equipment.

The transmission gear is the planetary

type, located on an extension of the motor

shaft and entirely enclosed. The gear

case is attached directly to the crank

case of the motor and contains not only

the change speed gears but the fly wheel

and clutch. It is absolutely oil tight and

the entire transmitting mechanism runs

in an oil bath.

 

as ordinarily placed.

The bearings are of special

anti-friction metal and closely

fitted.

The main connecting rod bear

ings are of the hinge type and

readily adjustable through the

hand-hole in the upper side of

the crank case.

The piston pin bearings are of

a special type wherein the pin is

rigidly clamped in the end of the

connecting rod and the extending

ends oscillate in bronze bushings

in the piston. By this method

the bearing surface is much

greater than in the usual style

wherein the pin is fixed in the

piston.

Spark plugs are seated in the cylinder

heads directly over the inlet valves,

which assures clean, cool plugs and pre

vents premature ignition.

Motors are water cooled, the circula

tion being maintained by the use of

large leading tubes operating on the

thermo-syphon system. The radiator is

the flat tube type with about ten thousand

square inches of cooling surface.

Lubrication is by pressure feed with

three sight feed regulators on the dash.

From these oil is carried to both cylinders

and to the transmission gear case.

Ignition is by jump spark, the coil be

ing a double unit located on the dash

with two-way switch and cut-out plug

on the front of the coil box, and is the

latest design of one of the most prominent

coil-makers.

  

BODY RAISED SHOWING DASH AND POW]-.“l( PLANT

The motor and change speed gears

are thus an integral unit with three-point

support and the construction is of such

strength and rigidity that no torsion of

the motor frame, however severe, can

cause disalignment of the gears or

bearings.

This is a point that will be particularly

appreciated by those who have experience

with light cars of different construction,

wherein a large part of the power becomes

lost through friction resulting from bear

ings out of line.

The connection between motor and

transmitting gears in this model is 8.

multiple disc clutch which comprises

thirteen discs with ample friction sur

face.

All gears are cut from solid forgings

and carefully hardened.
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SHOWING MOTOR AND TRANSMISSION GEAR

The brake bands for setting the various

speeds are of large dimensions and faced

with friction bands of special material.

As the entire mechanism runs in oil,

there is practically no wear and no noise.

The application of the two forward

speeds is by a lever at the side of the car

and the reverse is applied by means of a

pedal in the foot board.

Two sets of brakes are provided, one of

the band type on the transmission gear

and a pair of powerful expanding ring

brakes in the rear wheels. The latter

are entirely enclosed in drums built in

tegral with the hubs and are operated

through a balance bar which, by pro

ducing equal pressure on each wheel,

prevents skidding.

Opponents of horizontal motors have,

while compelled to admit the many valu

able features of this type, laid great stress

on the lack of accessibility to motors

located under the body.

Knowing the great efficiency of a

power plant wherein the final drive could

be direct from motor to driving axle

without bevel gears or other means of

changing direction, the Rambler de

signers set about to maintain the good

qualities and eliminate all possible ob

jectionable features. This in short meant

the development of accessibility.

The first point to be considered was

the design of the motor and transmission

gear case, and the result of this is shown

in that the entire mechanis, with every

  

bolt and nut, is accessible from

above, thus eliminating any

possible necessity of crawling

under the car. A large plate on

the top of the motor crank ca.-e

gives access to the cam shafts.

gears and connecting rods.

The transmission gear case is

similarly provided, giving ad mis

sion to the brake bands and

applying mechanism.

The design of the motor sup

ports is such that, b_v releasing

the outer, the end of the crank

shaft may be lowered and b_v

removing the bolts holding the

gear case cover to the motor the

entire transmitting mechanism

may be removed from the main

shaft without quite detaching the

motor from the frame.

By similar means the crank shaft may

be removed from the motor without in

terference with cam shafts, cylinders or

pistons other than releasing the connect

ing rods from the main shaft.

By removing the cover plate over the

crank case the cam shafts may be re

moved entire without interference with

the valves.

All nuts and bolts are carefully titted

and furnished with most substantial lock

ing devices.

The carburetter is located at the left

of the engine between it and the side

frame and is, with all its connections,

within full view and easy access. It is

of the new Rambler type, very easy to

adjust and capable of giving full power

with little fuel.

Both inlet and exhaust pipes are

reached from over the motor, as are also

all oil pipes and connections.

The body of the car is absolutely inde

pendent of all controlling or other me

chanism and is joined to the chassis b_v

means of lock hinges of special design.

There are two of them at each side of the

body at the outside of the frame.

By loosening a knurled hand nut on

each of the two locks on either side of the

car, the entire body may be swung over

to the opposite side and held in place by

braces provided for the purpose.

By loosening all four hinges the body

may be entirely removed from the frame
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n less time than is usually required for

emoving the floor boards.

In the design of this model no efiort

was made to get out a car atapredecided

price, but every attention has been

directed to the production of a car that

is right in every particular, and in design,

material and construction there has been

one requirement—the best.

The regular equipment comprises two

Some hints on

'fi§ -\l'/- HERE is no requirement in

the care and operation of a

gasoline car wherein lack of

attention is as disastrous as

in the matter of lubrication.

It is in itself a simple

matter and its very simplic

ity in a measure accounts

for the common neglect.

Oil often, as a little at a time in the

right spot will do wonders in keeping

down the repair bills. Parts that are

least accessible to repair should have

special attention.

Frequent oiling means frequent in

spection and loose parts will readily be

noticed and attended to in due time.

  

\VI-IERE TO OIL

First, let us consider the Type 14

Rambler car. See that the transmission

case and rear axle case are well filled

with grease.

The universal joint just back of the

transmission case is oiled by a pipe from

the mechanical oiler on the dash board

and should have two drops at each stroke

of the oil pump.

Feed the cylinders three drops at each

stroke of the oil pump. This may seem

excessive but it allows a safe margin in

case the oil belt should get loose and slip

a little. The oil that is not used will

drip in the crank case and lubricate the

bearings. This will be just enough for

all the working parts and not produce a

smoky exhaust.

After a hard run it may be necessary

to put a little extra oil in the crank case

sets of dry batteries, two oil side lights,

full set of wrenches, oilers, pump and

tire repair kit. In this condition the

price is $950.

When desired, a storage battery of the

highest quality, lens mirror gas head

lights with separate generator and oil tail

light is furnished at an additional cost

of $50.

lubrication

so that each connecting rod end just dips

in the oil. D0n’t put it all in one com

partment because it will be wasted by

splashing up past the piston before it can

be distributed to all the compartments,

also causing dirty plugs and carbon in

the cylinders.

Pay strict attention to the steering

parts. All joints should be carefully

attended to before each trip. Many

an accident has been caused by neglect

ing to oil this most important part of the

car.

On the under side of the steering tube

and a little above the floor is an oil hole

provided for the steering screw and nut.

All the other joints are plainly in view

and need no mention here.

The cross bars that carry the brake

cables and clutch pedal are exposed to

mud and dirt and should he cleaned and

oiled often to keep them from either

working too hard or wearing loose and

rattling.

Should the brake shoes grip too tightly

and lock, oil them a little and they will

soon be working as nicely as ever.

GREASE CUPS

All the grease cups should be looked

after before each trip and the one on the

clutch hub should not be overlooked.

If this one is neglected it plays havoc

with the clutch bearing, transmission

bearings and universal joint. Almost

all of the other grease cups can easily be

found and need no mention here.

The oiling of Model 15 Rambler is

quite similar to that of Model 14, except
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‘day before using

the cardan shaft between the engine and

transmission. This should be oiled every

day the car is used. An oil gun is the

handiest to oil such parts since by forc

ing the nozzle in the oil hole and push

ing suddenly on the handle the oil will

be forced to all parts of the bearings.

In the several 1906 models of the two

cylinder type the oiling system is the

same.

The two oil cups on the crank case oil

the cylinders, cranks and cams. Adjust

the oilers to feed about twelve drops per

minute and also see that all possible

leaks in the crank case are closed so that

the oil will not be wasted. Also see that

the pipes leading from the crank case to

the cams are in place at each inspection,

All joints in the steering gear should

be oiled every day the same as in

Type 14 and 15 cars. Put a drop of oil

in the bearing of the valve levers every

the car.

The transmission should be oiled

through the screw hole in the drum and

through the slot in the middle band.

By moving the car backward or for

ward the screw will appear and may be

removed by a screw driver. Here an oil

gun can be used to advantage and about

one gill of oil put in at a time.

At the end of the crank shaft, where

the starting crank is attached, will be

found a little screw. Take this screw

out and put in all the oil the hole will

hold. This oil flows into the shaft

under the transmission bearings and oils

them, while the oil put in the transmis

sion drum oils the gears.

On the side of the difierential gear drum

where the large sprocket is attached will

be found an oil hole for the differential

gears and about one gill of oil should be

put in each week. See that there is

enough oil in the case over the cam shaft

gears so that they dip into it.

All the grease cups on the car can

easily be found and should be filled at

least once a week and oftener if the ser

vice demands.

The most important part of all is to be

sure that the cylinder oiler is turned on

before starting the motor.

Some makers connect the spark switch

and oiler so that they cannot be for

gotten.

Types 19 and 20 are provided with

mechanical oilers, so attention to this

detail is unnecessary, but should be ad

justed as for Type 14 and 15 cars. They

should be looked after occasionally to see

that dirt has not stopped the flow of oil.

The oiling on Models “E” and “H”

is quite similar to the two-cylinder cars

except in the transmission, which is oiled

through a stand pipe near the sprocket

on Model “E” and through a large brass

cap on the end of the crank shaft and a

screw plug in the gear drum under the

bands on Model “H”. These points

are very important and are often neglect

ed which results in spoiling the crank

shaft beyond repair.

Escape of force from cylinder

THE .~\UTO.\IOBILE )Ii\(i.\ZI.\'E

The heat in the gas engine cylinder or

rather in the walls of the cylinder should

be kept below a point where it will pre

vent smoking at the open end of the cyl

inder or a coughing noise which is some

times noticeable before the smoke. The

former is due to the burning of the lubri

cating oil and the latter to the escape of

the explosive force around the piston.

This is a direct result of a dry piston,

insuflicient lubrication coming from a

part or all of the oil having been con

sumed by heat, and the packing rings

and piston being therefore incapable of

serving their purpose properly. The

diameter of the piston must of course

always be less than the diameter of the

cylinder, otherwise the piston could not

be made to enter, or if forced into a cyl

inder of practically the same diameter,

no amount of lubrication could make it

work successfully. Therefore, it is the

custom of gas engine builders to make

the pistons from 1-100 to 1—64 of an

inch smaller in diameter than the cyl

inder. This difference is sufficient to

allow the escape of quite a bit of the ex

plosive force, if something is not done to

prevent it. Here is where a great many

persons seem to think that the packing or

piston rings alone serve to completely

overcome the escape. No matter how

well they are made they cannot do it suc

cessfully without some lubricant of the

right and proper kind.
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Of interest to dealers and repair men

  

Preserving vibrator contacts

There is but a faint resemblance be

tween the arc lights that adorn street cor

ners and the trembler contacts that often

do no more than adorn the end of the coil

box on the car. It requires a rather

heavy draft on the imagination to note

any similarity between these widely dif

fering applications of the electric current,

but the principles involved are identical

and a study of their effect in the former

case has led to valuable knowledge in

the latter.

Early experimenting with the electric

arc demonstrated the fact that it was not

merely a light but that regardless of the

materials forming the pole pieces which

it bridged, its continuance caused minute

particles to be detached from the positive

pole, to bridge the gap with the current

and be deposited on the other side in the

form of a cone. A cavity, correspond

ing in depth to the amount of material

detached, rapidly formed at the point

from which the arc sprung on the posi

tive carbons, originally twice as long

as the negative carbons. After continued

burning the latter will be found to have

scarcely decreased in size, whereas a

mere stump marks all that remains of the

ten or twelve inch stick terminating the

positive pole.

This is exactly what happens in the

case of the platinum contacts of the trem

bler used on the induction coils. After

long and continued usage it will be found

that the contact screw is practically inno

cent of the platinum tip which originally

terminated it and insured the passage of

the current. The service performed by

the coil on the high speed, multiple cyl

inder engine, especially where a single

coil is employed, causes the formation of

a practically -continuous arc at the trem

bler contact and after long usage a large

proportion of the platinum that has been

burned away from the adjustable screw

will be found deposited on the platinum

rivet in the trembler blade, which will

appear to be built up in exactly the same

manner as the negative carbon of an arc

light. This is because the platinum

screw is ordinarily connected to the x or

positive side of the source of current, and

when it arrives at this stage there is noth

ing to be done except to provide a new

screw and file off the excess platinum

that has deposited on the blade contact.

But there is a remedy and it lies in the

addition of the reversing switch in the

primary circuit. It will save its cost by

preventing the burning away of the plati

num in the course of the first season.

By its use the direction of the current

may be changed so that each point

alternately receives and gives up this

minute deposit of platinum, thus

lengthening the life of both. In order

to make it effective the polarity of the

current should be reversed every time the

car is taken out, by throwing the switch.

Another, and possibly more simple,

method may be followed when two sets

of batteries are used.

In wiring the primary circuit, in

stead of grounding the same pole of both

sets, ground the primary of one and the

negative of the other. As the other

battery wires lead to the switch termi

nals, the direction of the current may be

reversed by using the sets alternately.

Removing ;_ale from radiators

As some water, particularly well

water, contains such a large quantity of

lime that scale forms at a compara

tively low temperature, it is sometimes

necessary to remove the deposit from

automobile radiators.

This‘deposit is often the cause of over

heating of the motor, but is the last

looked for source of trouble.

The best known substance for remov

ing such scale is caustic soda, but it

must be remembered that this is in itself

an element extremely dangerous if not

properly handled. The harmful effect

is generally due to insufiicient washing

which leaves a soda deposit in parts of

the cooling system.

greatly
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The best method of cleaning is to

connect a hose from a running water

supply to the filler opening in the radia

tor and send a quantity of clear water

through the entire system with consider

able force. This should be continued

for at least five minutes after the scale or

sludge is apparently all removed.

Should the radiating system contain

any aluminum or zinc, as is sometimes

found in the circulating pumps, the su

lution must not come in contact with

these parts and it may be necessary to

disconnect the pump and clean the radia

tor and cylinder jackets separately.

In using the soda solution, the whole

of the water in the circulating system

must be run out and measured, taking

care that no water is left which would

have the efiect of diluting the solution

which is to take the place of the water.

The solution must be made by dis

solving 2} pounds of solid caustic soda,

so that it makes one gallon of solution.

If, say, five gallons is the capacity of the

whole system, it will clearly be neces

sary to dissolve 12») pounds of the soda.

Considerable heat is generated when the

soda is dissolved, and frequent stiring

is necessary unless the soda is hung in

an iron basket just under the surface of

the liquid. When the liquid has cooled

it may be introduced to the circulating

system until this is entirely filled. The

soda is allowed to remain in the system

all night, and is run out in the morning.

It must be borne in mind that caustic

soda will corrode aluminum or zinc, and

must not be used if the system should

have, for instance, an aluminum pump

cover. It acts to some extent upon rub

ber and brass, but it is not likely to seri

ously damage such fittings in one night.

Untimely adjustments

Some motorists have a fancy for taking

the carburetter apart on the slightest

provocation and are never satisfied that it

is not the source of trouble unless they

have it reduced to its lowest terms and

promiscuously distributed over the scen

ery. But the carburetter is not the pro

lific source of trouble that some accuse

it of being.

When an involuntary stop makes an

investigation necessary and the bewild

ered one has carefully gone over every

other possible cause—in his own estima

tion—and found them apparently in good

working order, it is as well to think twice

before dismantling the carburetter. It is

a delicate piece of apparatus at best, and

when taken to pieces by one whose under

standing of its principles is none too good,

its adjustment is liable to become

deranged, thus adding to the original

trouble.

Books and articles galore have been

written as to just what to do when the

motor refuses to start, and until experi

ence has superseded such primary direc

tions, it is not a bad idea to paste them

in one’s hat. They all differ more or

less, but are of necessity so similar in

their essential elements that a composite

may readily be made. It would be

something like the following: First, see

if there is anything in the tank; if it con

tains plenty of gasoline, do not take it for

granted that it is reaching the carburetter

but look for stoppages in the piping; see

that air inlet on tank, if of gravity type,

is not clogged; next inspect all parts of

ignition system if a test of battery or other

source of current reveals no defect there.

For mysterious and puzzling aberrations

the ignition doubtless takes the palm so

it is well to make this inspection a care

ful one. Valves and valve springs,

whether of the automatic or mechanically

operated type, are likewise prone to get

out of adjustment, and it is remarkable

what a slight derangement in them will

give rise to an alarming decrease of

power. These directions would seem to

indicate a lengthy process of inspection,_

but it will be considerably less than that

required to dismantle the carburetter

and reassemble it properly, particularly

when the latter proves not to be the root

of the trouble.

A clogged mufiler will cause loss of

power, and this cause of trouble may be

detected by cutting out the exhaust in

some way. With a mufiler cut-out valve

this is a simple matter; if there is no such

valve, the muffler or the exhaust pipe

may be disconnected in order to make

the necessary test, and the opportunity

taken of cleaning out the muffler.
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Monthly review of the automobile press

Under this heading will be given a brief mention of the leading special articles in the automobile

papers of the previous month.

No attention will be given to reports of current events which may be covered by all papers, but to

articles discussing or containing information on subjects of particular interest.

The readers of the Rambler Magazine will thus be able to keep in touch with the topics of the day

without the time and expense incident to a perusal of the entire trade press.

CONSIDERATIONS OF MOTOR CAR

ELEMENTS—THE MOTOR

Cycle & Automobile Trade Journal, July.

A discussion of the types and styles of motor

construction. By Hugh Dolnar.

LABELING OHIO's HIGHWAYS

Motor Age, July 5th.

A system of road guides erected by the Cleve

land Automobile Club.

LAWS FOR ROAD USERS

Motor Age. July 19th.

A set of rules to govern Chicago traffic.

THE REALM OF THE COMMERCIAL CAR

Motor Age, July 26th.

Caring for a motor truck. Second of a series of

articles devoted to this subject.

MYSTIFYING MIXTURES

Motor World. July 5th.

Some queer things the carburetter has done for

one amateur. A somewhat humorous article

containing many valuable points.

HANDLING STEEL

Motor World, July 5th.

Now an expert goes about producing the parti

cular kind he needs.

LOOKS AND UTILITY

Motor World, July 12th.

Opinions on both points, coupled with some ob

servations concerning care.

PERTAINING TO PUNCTURES

Motor World, July 12th.

Tire troubles that are improperly placed under

that head and the remedies.

WASTE OF POWER

Motor World, July 19th.

Information that indicates the waste and an in

teresting experiment.

ADJUSTING BRAKE CABLES

Motor World, July 19th.

How best to go about it—when splicing is neces

sary.

POSITION OF THE CARBURETTER

Motor World, July 19th.

Its effect on the performance of the engine,

other features involved.

OILING THE CYLINDERS

Motor World, July 19th.

The two systems in vogue and other possibili

ties.

REPAINTING OLD CARS

Motor World, July 26th.

Processes that permit of its being done at an old

car price.

THE USE OF DENATURED ALOCOHOL IN

INTERNAL COMBUSTION MOTORS

Horseless Age, July 4th.

An article containing a number of new points on

the now possible subject.

ALCOHOL CARBURETTERS

Horseless Age, July 18th

A descriptive article showing details of several

carburetters for alcohol consumption.

SPEED CHANGING GEARS–PLANETARY

SYSTEM

The Automobile, July 26th.

An article showing the action of the popular type

of transmitting gear.

INDICATED HORSE POWER AND

INDICATORS

The Automobile, July 26th.

An article descriptive of methods and appliances

for obtaining indicator diagrams from internal

combustion engines.
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Becoming

PUCK

"I wish to adopt a child,” said the

wealthy woman in the orphan asylum.

"What have you?”

“Oh, we have them in all shades,’ re

plied the superintendent. “Which do

you prefer?”

“I think a blond child will be the most

appropriate,” answered the wealthy

woman; my auto is finished in blue.”

Familiar

A large touring automobile containing

a man and his wife in a narrow road 'met

:1 hay wagon fully loaded, says the Phila

delphia Ledger. The woman declared

that the farmer must back out, but her

husband contended that she was un

reasonable.

“But you can’t back the automobile

so far,” she said, “and I don’t intend

to move for anybody. He should have

seen us.”

The husband pointed out that this was

impossible, owing to an abrupt turn in

the road.

“I don’t care,” she insisted, “I won’t

move if we have to stay here all night."

The man in the automobile was start

ing to argue the matter when the farmer

who had been sitting quietly on the hay,

interrupted:

“Never mind, sir,” he exclaimed, “I’ll

try to back out. I’ve got one just like

her at home.”

 

They’re telling of a Jackson county

farmer who found an auto horn in the

road and took it home and taught his

chickens to recognize its honk as their

feed call, says the Mt. Vernon Register.

Instead of calling them in the old-fash

ioned way, the farmer or his wife would

blow the auto horn. One day an auto

mobile passed the farm going about fif

teen miles an hour with horn tooting.

The chickens near the house took out

after the auto, and fourteen hens and three

roosters ran themselves to death behind

the machine.

Increase Your Power--- Decrease

Your Troubles

(IL
Many excellent motors are unjustly

condemned when the trouble is

caused by poor ignition.

ll] The intensely hot spark from a Vesta bat

tery insures rapid and thorough combustion

of the vapor, full power and clean cylinders

and spark plugs. ‘HA5 in the case of all

good things, the initial cost may be slightly

greater than that of the make-shift, but in a

season’s service a Vesta storage battery is

the most economical ignition plant ever put

in an automobile and is a positive insurance

against 99% of all motor troubles.

THE VESTA ACCUMULATOR COMPANY

1338 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

 



Prizes Awarded for August Stories

First $25 Second $15 Third $5

.. J. A. M. W. S. MILNE TOD GOODWIN

© Cleveland, Tenn. Salt Lake City, Utah

The same amounts will be awarded every month for three best Rambler

stories accompanied by photos illustrating the Rambler, outing, fishing,

hunting parties and all pastimes and occupations in which the Rambler

plays an important part. :: :: :: :: : :: -

EVERYBODY INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE

Prizes will be awarded and stories published every month, full credit

being given to authors and photographers if their names are signed to the

stories and photographs. : :: Photos not returned unless requested.
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“Nora”

av J. A. u.

(coxcworo)

FEW minutes later, the five

women, armed with a dis

carded policeman’s billy, a

stout hickory cane, two

butcher knives, and a

poker, stood listening at

the door in the pantry that

led down into the base

“It is bolted, so they did not get

in his way,” said Mrs. Edmunds and

the next minute she jumped back at the

unmistakeable sounds of shufiling feet

and would have started a grand rush for

the safety of the upper floor had not the

thought of Nora bleeding, dying perhaps,

given her an unnatural courage. Care

fully she drew the bolt and opened the

door and as she did so the two collies

rushed up the stairs and out upon the

trembling women, frightening them as

much as a pack of masked men would

have done. The dogs rushed about look

ing for an exit and it was only with dith

culty that Mrs. Edmunds finally secured

them and made them head the procession

that searched the cellar for the martyred

Nora.

In the meantime, Jim Edmunds’ auto

had crossed the meadow and down

Hilliard’s lane to the main road thereby

cutting off about two miles of the distance.

Once reaching the main road, the machine

was given full speed and responded to

the eagerness of the men with an intensity

that was half human. As they passed,

the sides of the road looked like streaks

of black in the darkness and the stretch

ment.

of white pike ahead of them made visible

by the powerful arc light, seemed to rise

and throw itself into their dazzled eyes.

Not a word was spoken. It was almost

impossible to catch one’s breath and had

words been attempted they would have

been driven back by the terrible current

of air that beat against their faces.

On and on they sped with scarcely an

abating as they struck an upgrade, the

road, going along the side of the hill and

making rather a steep climb for about

a mile and a half. Over the top of the

hill the moon, just emerging from behind

black clouds sent its long rays slanting

into the valley below, leaving the road

way on the hillside in a deep shadow.

Below the fields, and orchards, and farm

houses, and the little silver creek lay

bathed in moonlight and far ahead of

them shown the myriad lights of the city,

but around them was utter darkness,
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MR. ALBERT E. COBURN, “TESTON, MAS5., AND PARTY OF

WESTON SCHOOL TEACHERS OUT FOR A SPIN IN

HIS RAMBLER SURREY TYPE ONE

pierced only by the blinding rays of the

arc light. As they reached the high

point of the road, Mr. Edmunds slack

ened his speed to give the machine and

the men a chance to breathe. “That

was a terrible run, ]im,” exclaimed Mr.

Fielding, wiping the tears from his eyes,

“and a reckless run. Why, the least

thing would have thrown us over the

embankment.”

“Oh, I know every inch of this road,

and could drive it with my eyes shut, and

the machine has horse sense you know,”

answered Mr. Edmunds, as he started on

the down grade of the road.

Another mile or two was covered at

the same breathless, sightless speed, and

then suddenly as they came out from the

shadow of the hill into the bright moon

light a dark object appeared in

the distance and the unmistak

able beating of another engine

came back to them.

“There they are now,” said

Mr. Edmunds, giving the machine

its limit of speed, and the ma

chine realizing the glory that was

in store for it seemed to cover

the intervening space at a bound.

“Halt, or we’ll fire,” yelled Mr.

Fielding and ]oe, leveling their

revolvers as best they could, but

there was no response and no

halting, but the next minute the

two immense hampers fastened

to the back of the auto ahead of

them were let loose and ]im Ed

munds’ machine struck them

with full force. With a terrible

wrench it swerved to the right

and for a second seemed to be

balanced in mid air, then it gave

a plunge for the road again and

with undaunted spirit sped on.

]im Edmunds grit his teeth and

looked as if he intended running

right over the fated machine,

‘and at the same time, the other

two men began such a shooting

and yelling that it sounded as if

a horde of wild west bandits were

let loose on the night.

Evidently the men did not

fancy the combination of the

powerful auto and the reckless

shooting behind them for the

next instant they yelled back

“Surrendered,”and before many

yards were passed the two autos were

pulled up together by the side of the

road and while Mr. Fielding and Cousin

]oe stood with cocked pistols, Mr.

Edmunds bound the thieves hand and

foot with the ropes that had fastened the

ampers and thus secured, they took them

with a great deal of pride to a police

headquarters. The next day, as Mr.

Edmunds sat down to a dinner that his

wife and the house-maid had laboriously

prepared, he remarked, “I’ve good news

for you, Betty, everything that was

stolen has been recovered. Your grand

mother's tea service and the rest of the

silver was pretty well battered up and

there was nothing left of the case of

champagne that was dropped at the

same time, and nearly put us out of busi

  

ED\\'ARD I-‘. WHITMORF, RAMBLER AGENT AT

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
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MRS. G. \V. CASE, PORT JARVIS, N. Y., ON THI-I IIAWKS NEST

ROAD, SULLIVAN COUNTY, N. Y., WITH HER

RAMBLER TOURING CAR

ness, but still, we are mighty fortunate

in getting your jewelry back, to say noth

ing of my watch and clothes.”

“I should say so,” said Mrs. Edmunds,

“but really Jim, I am too tired to be

thankful about anything. I've literally

tramped this whole place over looking

for Nora. I dreamed I found her mur

dered in the current bushes and I am

sure she has been.” “And what would

you do if you had found her?”

“I would have buried her in the family

lot, of course, and put a headstone at her

grave, murdered, as she was, in defense

of our property.” “You wouldn’t wear

black, would you, Betty?”

“I don’t know, I might, for loosing one’s

cook is almost as serious as loosing one’s

husband, and I am sure I wouldn’t have

half the trouble in getting another hus

band that I will have in getting another

cook.” “Nora’s fate is sad but I think I

have known of sadder things, Betty,”

said Mr. Edmunds with suspicion of a

smile about the corners of his mouth.

“O, you men are so unfeeling,” said

Mrs. Edmunds, impatiently, “you are so

pufi'ed up over catching those thieves

that you haven’t given Nora a thought.”

“On the contrary, I’ve been thinking

about her the best part of the day and

I ’ve been wondering'if the officers of the

law would not let us take her back on

probation.” “Probation, what in the

world are you talking about? “Don’t

talk in riddles, whatever you do.”

“Well, to be explicit,” said Mr. Ed

munds, smiling rather blandly,

“our beloved Nora is now in jail

for despoiling our house of every

thing valuable.”

“Nora!” exclaimed Mrs. Ed

munds aghast. “Yes, Nora."

“But you said the two men you

caught were the only thieves.”

“That’s the sad part of it, Nora

was one of those men.”_. “Jim,

you surely do not mean it.”

“Every word of it. Of course, I

feel for you, Betty, but you have

been harboring a man in disguise

in your house.”

“And think how I have praised

her, and flattered and cajoled

her,” said Mrs. Edmunds. “You

mean him,” corrected her hus

band, “and thinks too, of the little

delicious Irish compliments he has be

stowed on you.” “And I gave her my

cast-ofi’ corsets, and hose supporters, and

O, Jim, think of that Colonial Dame Re

ception.” “Yes, I am thinking,” said

Mr. Edmunds. “You said she sham

pooed your hair better than Beverly."

“And buttoned my shoes,” said Mrs.

Edmunds. “And hooked your dress,”

said her husband; “really, Betty, the

situation for you is rather compromising."

“And I’ll never hear the last of it,” said

Mrs. Edmunds. “I ’ve boasted so of Nora

and now all the girls will be tickled to

death. And I’ve made such fun of Sally

Kinney about never having a cook and

now she and Fred will get it all back at

me.” “Oh, as far as they are concerned,

we can fix them all right. You know the

machine those fellows had was Fred’s.

It seems they broke into the Kinneys

stable, got the auto and brought it down

to our house where Nora had everything

packed and ready to be ofi' in a jiffy.

Now, Fred had always been thoroughly

obnoxious about that machine of his,

lots worse than you were about Nora,

and he never would say a decent word

about mine. Now, however, the two have

been tested. His had fully a half hour’s

start of mine. Oh, Betty I’ll never forget

that ride. It was thrilling and the ma

chine. Well, I just feel too full for utter

ance when I think of it. And, Betty, if

they ever joke you about Nora, you just

ask them why in the world they do not

sell their machine and buy a Rambler.”



Touring to Canada

  

\V. S. MILNE

(concwnr-:0)

T/"‘<‘<'qfg';" E finally hired the young boy

to go with us and show us

the proper road up the

mountian and back down

Big Hill.

Now, remembering the

terrible hills we had come

down, just a short distance

back, while I had every confidence in the

Rambler, still it looked like we were

past the limit where any machine could

possibly go; nevertheless, we went back

and went to the steady climbing again.

We had a set of chains on the rear wheels

and I must say right here—if it had not

been for those chains on the rear wheels

we never would have gotten through.

In going back up the mountain, with

only myself driving, the mountain was

so steep in a great many places that it

would stall the engine on low gear, and

then one of the parties would block the

wheel and I would start the engine in a

high speed and throw in the gear, and in

a great many cases we would move not

more than three feet before the engine

was stalled down almost to stopping

point. How in the world we got through

there without breaking some of the

gears, I am at a loss to understand. One

of our great troubles was in going up and

down the mountains, the rain had worn

down the wagon tracks so that the

tracks where the wheels went, in some

cases, were at least two feet lower than

the center, and a great many places the

center was just a pile of rocks which had

been moved up to get out of the way of

the wheels. This necessitated driving

one wheel up on the center, or ridge,

and the other ofi the side, and if by any

chance we struck a rock, the machine

was thrown from one side to the other

and was hung up on this ridge so that

none of the wheels touched the ground.

Now, in climbing this mountain, we

had almost gotten to the top when this

occurred, and, as I did not notice it, as

it was dark, the sprocket struck on a rock

and turned the rear axle so that the yoke

stuck down into the chain. After work

ing for about an hour, we got straight

ened up and started again, when we had

not gone the length of the car until the

sprocket struck another rock and turned

the yoke square down so that the yoke,

instead of being regular, one end was

straight down and the other straight up,

and as the chain did not break, some

thing had to go, and it simply pulled the

right side of the rear axle and bent the

radius rod in the center until it was

almost at right angles and the spring at

that side stuck straight up through the

mudguard. This was twelve o’clock at

night and we had nothing to eat from the

day before and it looked like we were

“down and out”, but we did not pro

pose to Stop at this, so we got off our

coats, put on overalls and proceeded to

untangle the machine. It took us almost

two hours to get the axle back again, as

the strain was so much on the chain we

could not get it uncoupled, but we finally

got it apart, and built a fire out of wood,

straightened up the radius rod with flat

rock, and got everything around in shape

again, and got up to the top of the

mountain ready to go down Big Hill

proper about eight o’clock Thursday

morning, and by a little careful work we

managed to get down Big Hill all right,

but this was like a great many other

hills that we had to go down. We set

the hub brake as tight as possible, put

on the low gear and then with all the

pressure I could bring to bear on the

engine brake, the grade was so steep that

the weight of the car would drive the

engine through on low ear with both

brakes set and the ignition shut ofi.

Finally we reached a small country

store, down in the flat country, about

sixteen miles south of-Richmond, Ken

tucky, and got breakfast about 10:00

o’clock.

Here we went carefully over our car,

and, while it appeared to be jarred up
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considerably, everything was in fairly

good running shape. After getting break

fast here, we started for Cincinnati.

Being quite exhausted from the night’s

trip, I laid down in the tonneau

and went to sleep, and my brother drove

the car. This was quite a fortunate

thing, as we wanted to get as close to

Cincinnati that night as possible, as we

went into Lexington and stopped there

for a few minutes, one of our rear tires

burst. We put on a new casing here,

and we were just ten or fifteen miles out

of Lexington when we looked down and

found our new tire

Corinth about eight o’clock in the morn

ing and got into Cincinnati just before

noon. We thought it would be a good

idea to have our car gone over here and

get some new tires, but unfortunately we

were able to find only one four-inch by

thirty-inch tire in the city, of the make we

wanted. So I decided to wire a friend

in Detroit to have some of the proper

sized tires at the Wayne Hotel when we

reached there.

We were rather unfortunate in getting

a mechanic, as the man who went over

the car appeared to know very little

indeed about it. In

 
had parted at the -

bead about a foot

and was liable to

blow ofi' the rim at

any minute.

We gathered up

some straps that

were in the machine

and buckled them

around as best we

could and hoped for

the best.

Bythis time it was

getting dusk, and

we endeavored to

reach Corinth, Ky.,

by that night, which

was about twenty

miles off. The

strain of the night

before was begin

ning to show on

my partners, and I

took the wheel, and

it was very fortu

nate that I had

taken the sleep

during the day, as, if not, I am afraid we

would have been ditched, as it was simply

impossible for them to keep awake, but

feeling quite fresh myself, I drove the car

into Corinth, Kentucky, and reached

there about ten o’clock Friday night.

We put up at a hotel there, which I

believe was the only stopping place in

town, and found a very nice place indeed.

It is kept by an old soldier who is well

acquainted with our section in Tennes

see, and was very glad to see us, having

traveled all over the country we had just

come over, during the war. We left

  

REPLACING THE CONES AND STEERING KNUCKLES

NEAR MAUMEE, OHIO

-— A ~ fact, he did not

know how to put in

a tube properly, as

he first put one end

get it to hold air,

took it off again

and found he had

pinched the tube.

We finally got

started out of Cin

cinnati about four

o’clock in the after

noon and went on

that evening to

Lebanon. We were

up again early next

morning, went into

Dayton for break

fast and from there

on to Springfield,

Urbana, Bellefon

tain, Kenton and

Findley, where we

stopped over night.

Now, we found

the roads good all

the way from Big Hill to Findley, with

the exception of occasionally where

they had been putting in broken rock

on the road and this was a little

hard on our tires. Just before going

into Findley we ran into the first rain

storm, in fact the only rain-storm that

occurred during our whole trip. And

just after this rain-storm I had one of the

best or worst examples of skidding I

ever experienced. The roads were quite

slippery from the rain, and along in this

section the center of the road was covered

with newly broken rock, and to avoid

in and could not‘
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same, it was necessary to run on either

one side or the other of the road.

We were going along at about a 12 or

15-mile per hour _clip, and in crossing

from one side of the road to the other,

just as the front wheel caught into this

broken rock or gravel, the rear end of the

car skidded around as quick as a flash,

and jumped across a ditch into a fence

before I could stop it, in fact, I had the

power shut off at once, and it was only

a space of one second from the time we

were going straight along the road until

we were into the fence; fortunately, the

ditch was not over three feet deep, and

with the assistance of a farmer and his

boys we managed to get the car backed

out without having to get a team. After

straightening around we found there was

nothing hurt about the car except a half

dozen of spokes in one of the rear wheels

slivered and the rubber tread torn ofl

one of the rear tires for about a foot.

We went on into Findley and put our

car up for the night.

 

 

CUMBERLAND RIVER NEAR PINEVILLE, KY.

 

We had learned from a motorist whom

we met down in Kentucky, and who came

from Tol_edo, Ohio, that the worst part

of the road was from Findley to Toledo,

and after getting instructions at the

automobile garage, we started for Toledo

Sunday morning. We took what is

known as the Western Route from Find

ley to Bowling Green; while we got along

very well, this would be a very danger

ous section, especially in wet weather,

on account of the very deep ditches

through this flat section, and a skid for

a few feet from one side to the other,

would mean going into a ditch eight to

ten feet deep, and nothing short 'ofa

derrick could bring a car out.

We were going along at quite a lively

clip about eleven o’clock, between Bowl

ing Green and Maumee, when I noticed

the right front wheel shaking back and

forth, and on examination found the

inner ball race was all cut out, and the

steering knuckle cut almost half into.

This was no doubt caused by the jar the

car got when we skidded into the fence

the evening before, and was not noticed

the morning we started; fortunately, we

had an extra steering knuckle, and it

was only the matter of about an hour's

work until we were going again, and we

got into Toledo for late dinner.

After eating dinner we left our friend,

Mr. Sykes, here and my brother and I

started on for Detroit, leaving Toledo

about four o’clock, P. M., The roads

between Detroit and Toledo we found

only fair, but still they looked very good

after our experience in the Cumberland

Mountains. As we approached Detroit

the roads gradually grew worse, as they

had apparently had considerable rain in

that section a few days before. After

considerable trouble in finding our way

into the city in the dark, which was on

account of the streets being closed for

repairs, we finally reached the Wayne

Hotel, about eleven o’clock, where we

had ordered all our mail sent and Cana

dian license.

We spent the next forenoon in Detroit,

then crossing the ferry over to Windsor

about three o’clock, and started out the

Talbot road which leads from Windsor

to Niagara Falls, running out through

Essex, Lemington and on to Blenheim
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for the night. We left here about seven

o’clock next morning, going on through

St. Thomas to Aylmer for dinner; then

we took a northerly direction to Ingersoll,

Woodstock, Paris, and left Dundas to

the right and went into Waterdown, stay

ing there all night.

For the information of other parties

making this route, would state, we made

a mistake by taking the Dundas road, as

we should have gone from Paris to Bran

ford, and from Branford into Hamilton,

as while the road from Paris to Dundas

has originally been alright it is consider

ably run down.

We left Waterdown about seven o’clock

next morning, Wednesday, August 9th,

for Toronto and reached Toronto in

about three hours over a fairly good road,

known in that section as the “Third Con

cession,” and which leads into Queen

Street, Toronto. After spending about

two hours in Toronto, and having our

car gone over, we left shortly before noon,

accompanied by Miss Anderson, cousin

of ours, who proposed taking the trip

with us up into Muskoka Section. We

ran out out to Rose Hill for dinner, left

there possibly about two o’clock, went on

through Richmond Hill, Aurora, New

Market, and on to Allendale and Barrie,

where we eat supper and took on some

more gasoline, and ran on to Orillia for

the night, over very good roads all the

way from Toronto.

On looking over the car the next morn

ing in Orillia, we found several leaves in

our rear springs broken, here I ordered

a set of springs to be sent on to Burks

Falls. After leaving Orillia a few miles

one of our rear springs finally gave down

altogether, and we fixed it up with blocks

best we could for several times, and got

into Gravenhurst about one o’clock.

After eating dinner we went to a machine

shop there and fixed up a couple of blocks

between the broken springs, and started

on to Brace bridge, and the riding was

very rough indeed, having no springs on

the rear end of the car, and we reached

Brace bridge early in the evening.

\Ve left Brace bridge next morning

about ten o’clock, leaving my brother

there, and going on with the car myself

accompanied by my cousin. The roads

gradually grew worse north of Brace

bridge, but we got into Utterson shortly

after twelve o’clock for dinner, then went

on to Huntsville; the roads gradually

getting more sandy and the hills steeper.

There are two roads from Huntsville to

Burke’s Falls, but we had to take the

hilly road on account of a bridge being

down.

The road from Huntsville to Emsdale

is either rocks or sand, but the Rambler

plowed along manfully, and about Novor

we had to climb some hills which are

almost as bad as the Cumberland Moun

tains, of course, not so high. just before

we got into Emsdale we ran into a section

of road that they were working, but I

managed to avoid the center by keeping

along at either side of the road; finally

in crossing from one side to the other the

car sank down to the axles in loose, dry

sand, and it was either a question of

getting some rails or lumber and pry it

out or hitch on a team, but being rather

tired from driving the car over the hills,

I was glad to let a friendly farmer hitch

on and pull me out; and this was the first
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AT THE FINISH, BURKS FALLS, ONTARIO, C.-\N.>\DA

time we had to hitch a team onto the

Rambler from the time we started from

Cleveland, and if my brother had been

with me I would not have had the team

hitched on. -

From the time we left Orillia it became

gradually more difficult in passing the

teams, as this was the first automobile

that ever had been as far north as Hunts

ville, and in going from Emsdale to

Burks Falls we met one continual

stream of vehicles, and in every case I

had to run the car to the side of the road

and then it was almost impossible to get

the horses by, and I am sure I had to

stop the motor at least 25 times in ten

miles, besides helping to assist the

horses by the machine, and this kind of

business certainly got tiresome, but I

finally got into Burks Falls just at dusk,

Friday, August llth, and our odometer

showed that we had traveled 1146 miles.

In backing our car out of the stables

next morning I broke the fiber gear in the

transmission, and I was then down and

out, and the only thing to do was to send

to Kenosha, Wis., and wait at least ten

days for these parts, as there is always

delay in having those parts clear the

customs; so rather than wait this long I

loaded the car on the train and shipped

it back- to Cleveland, Tennessee, having

abandoned my trip about 50 miles south

of the point we intended to go, but had

the satisfaction of running a car at least

50 miles further north than any one had

ever run an automobile in this section.

Will state in conclusion that it is still

our intention to reach North Bay in a

Rambler car, and intend to start in the

Model 15 from the factory at Kenosha,

Wisconsin, about the middle of ]uly

next, and hope to reach our last year’s

proposed destination, North Bay. From

there we intend to come back down and

go out to Kingston and Thousand Hills;

thence back to Toronto, Buffalo, Cleve

land, Ohio, Cincinnati, Nashville, Hunts

ville, Ala., Chattanooga, and then home

to Cleveland, Tenn.

Qld YarnEndish dress

The motor car had just reached a nice

level stretch of the road, and the man in

goggles was preparing for a scorch, when

an honest eyed old countryman stepped

from the hedgeside and held up his hand.

“Reckon you was jes’ goin’ to slip

along tidy fast,” he observed when the

motor was brought to a standstill.

The motorist gave no denial to the

statement. “What made you ask?” he

inquired.

The bucolic one produced a pair of

battered field glasses.

“Clap your eyes to these ’ere,” he re

marked, “and look up that there tree

along the road. Happen you’ll see some

thing as’ll make you change your mind.

“Great Scot! A police trap!” exclaimed

the motorist as he discerned a blue

trousered figure perched on a branch.

“Thanks, old friend,” and the clink of

coins was heard.

A minute later a motor car was crawl

ing past the tree at six miles an hour,

while its driver waved his hand airily to

the figure above. Two hundred yards

back an innocent looking old countryman

was counting his wealth and smiling.

“That there idea of cartin’ that scare

crow from the peafield and fixin’ of it to

the tree,” he chuckled, “worn’t ‘arf bad.”



A mountain trip in a Rambler

COURTESY OF THE HERALD, SALT LAKE CITY

T was 4:45 in the morning.

The stars were gleaming in

the blue sky overhead, but

behind the gaunt hills to

the east was the first gray

hint of the coming dawn.

The air was fresh

  

that of flying, so smoothly ran the car,

so successfully did the springs absorb all

the jarring, bumping, unpleasantness

found in many cars. The stars were

beginning to pale and the light in the

east was growing brighter. Here and

 

and bracing, full

of the quality that sends the

blood dancing through the veins

and gives to those who breathe

it the feeling that, after all, this

is a fine old world and life is well

worth living.

George T. Odell’s stock Ram

bler, model 15, with the power

of forty horses stored away under

its hood, was snorting like a

high-spirited horse, impatient at

the restraint of the bit. “Are

you all in back there?” asked

Albert Bird, Mr. Odell’s chauf

 

 
feur. “All in,” was the answer.

Bird touched a lever, gripped

the steering wheel and the great

car shot away in the darkness, her head

lights piercing the nightlike white fingers.

Down the state road to Murray, and

through that thriving town, where the

first of the early risers were just begin

ning to build their breakfast fires, sped

the car.

Then to the east. The sensation was

  

THE RESERVOIR

  

RUGGED GRANDEUR AT “Tm-: srarns"

there in the green fields on either side of

the road a meadow lark called sleepily

to its mate. A man came out of the

back door of a farm house with a milk

pail in his hand, and stared, open eyed,

at the Rambler and its occupants.

If he got the “Good morning” that

was wafted towards him he made no

sign. Indeed, the car was going at a

rate that would have prevented his reply

from reaching it, unless he had shouted

at the top of his voice. By this time it

was almost day. The gray behind the

mountains was shot with orange tints in

pressage of the sun's return to the throne

of day. Ahead loomed the paper mill,

known to all who have traveled the route

to Brighton, and the time was 5:22.

At 5:25 the first power house of the

Utah Light & Railway Company was

reached and passed, and at 5:40, fifty

five minutes from Mr. Odell’s resi

dence at 254 Fourth East Street, the

second power house was left behind.

Now the car is at the “Stairs.” The
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Stairs are to the average automobile,

what the pons asinorum of geometry is to

the average student—an impossible prop

osition. The Rambler took it like two

and two make four. The road at this

point is inconceivably rough.

It not only goes almost straight up,

 

AT DEVIL'S our:

but cloudbursts have washed great

gullies in it, and gaint boulders are every

where. In the spots that had been re

paired loose shale has been used, making

it extremely difiicult to get a tire grip on

it. But up, up, up went the

Rambler. To the party in the

car, consisting of ]ames H.

Moyle, Dr. R. R. Hampton and

]. Fred Odell, in addition to the

chauffeur, it seemed impossible

that the ascent, strewn with

tremendous difficulties as it was,

could be made. The Rambler

never faltercd, never missed an

explosion, never punctured a tire.

And at 5:47 the head of the Stairs

was reached.

It was the same story all the

way to the Brighton hotel. The

Rambler not only got over every

difiicult place, but it got over

them in such a way as to leave

the impression of strong reserve

power. All the way up the can

yon the ride was a joy and a

delight. On the hillsides the leaves

were still green, though here and there

could be seen the first touch of color

to indicate the passing of the summer.

Foaming over the rocks, dropping now

and then in falls that cast up bursts of

  

white spray, ran the mountain stream.

Very gradually rose the sun, a gentle

turning on of a light that the birds

seemed to revel and rejoice in as they

twittered among the pines. One hour

and six minutes from Salt Lake, to get

back to the figures again, the half-way

house was reached. Eight minutes later

came mill B, and then, in rapid succes

sion, the Lake Blanche road, the Max

field mine, Argenta, mill D and other

sights familiar to those who journey

along the road that leads to the summer

resort among the mountains.

It was just eleven minutes after 8

o’clock, in plenty of time for breakfast,

when Bird blew his horn in front of the

Brighton hotel. The elapsed time from

the Odell residence was two hours and

twenty-six minutes. The actual run

ning time was two hours and thirteen

minutes. The thirteen minutes’ delay

was occasioned by a brief stop to look at

the Maxfield mine, turning out and wait

ing for teams and other things in no way

connected with the operation of the car.

For the car ran straight through this

most arduous journey without the slight

est disaster of any kind.

 

ANOTHER VIE\V OF DEVIL'S GATE

The distance from the Odell residence

to the Brighton hotel is said to be thirty

two miles. If you should attempt to

walk it you would say it was a hundred

miles; by team it seems at least fifty. In

a Rambler automobile it is really nothing
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at all. Remember another thing. The

elevation of Salt Lake City is 4,200 feet.

The elevation of Brighton is 8,600 feet.

So the Rambler car, in addition to nego

tiating the all but impossible mountain

road, went more than four-fifths of a mile

in the air in covering the distance.

This establishes a new record, a record

that is sure to stand until some other

Rambler can break it. And the moral

of the story is perfectly obvious. It is:

When you buy a car for real service in

this section of the country you cannot

afford not to buy a Rambler. George

T. Odell can tell you about it, because he

sells it. But perhaps you would rather

talk to James H. Moyle or one of the

other members of the Brighton party.

You will find him, or any of them, just

as enthusiastic about the Rambler as

George T. Odell.

 

A Rambler in Canada

Mr. Asa G. Neville of Wellsburg, West

Virginia, recently purchased a new Ram

bler Model 20, and just to try the metal

of the car took a 2,200-mile jaunt through

Ohio and Central Canada.

The trip, which covered a period of

about five weeks, is thus described by

Mr. Neville’s local paper, The Daily

Herald:

Asa G. Neville arrived home last night,

he and Mrs. Neville having been gone

five weeks on an automobile tour of the

west, northwest and Canada. They cov

ered in all 2,200 miles and never had a

mishap of any sort to mar the pleasure of

the trip. Mr. Neville assures us he never

felt better in his life. Mrs. Neville did

not come home but will continue her

visit until met by Mr. Neville for the

second tour.

Mr. Neville speaks enthusiastically of

the roads of western Ohio and Canada,

although the strict automobile laws of the

latter were somewhat bothersome. Upon

entering‘ the country he was obliged to

put up a check for $1,000 as a bond to

guarantee the observance of the laws,

which required that the machine be locked

at every stop, even for a few minutes

at a store or post office. He was obliged

to fasten a chain through one wheel and

over the dash board or around a telephone

pole or tree so that there might be no

possibility of the machine moving while

the driver was away from it. Another

peculiar regulation up there is that the

tourist must leave the country by the

same road that he entered it over, or post

a $1,000 forfeit for each new route trav

eled. Mr. Neville wished to take a

different route out of Canada but was

obliged to change the route to suit the

laws.

On the entire trip not so much as a

punctured tire annoyed them, and Mr.

Neville has figured it carefully from the

record he kept of the trip that it cost him

less than one cent per mile, for fuel.

One amusing incident Mr. Neville tells

illustrating the adaptability of the auto

and adds a good joke on Mrs. Neville.

They were visiting at the home of his

sister-in-law,and Mrs. Neville, with other

ladies, decided to make a visit by train to

Cedar Point, 45 miles away, leaving Mr.

Neville sleeping peacefully. The latter

rose at eight, leisurely ate his breakfast

and in company with one of the ladies of

the house started out to overhaul Mrs.

Neville and party. Imagine the surprise

of the latter upon arriving at the hotel

for luncheon and finding Mr. Neville and

party there, with the old familiar Ram

bler pulled up to meet them.

A good hearty laugh was taken at the

time at Mrs. Neville’s expense, and Mr.

Neville still chuckles over it.

The tourists have only “lit to fly again,”

for, after a few days at home, they expect

to start on another tour to Chicago and

the west. As Mr. Neville says, this

beautiful fall weather is too precious to

be missed and he expects to be out in it

as much as possible.

 

Place for tail light

A tail lamp which is mounted close to

the body at the rear of a car cannot be

expected to stay alight, and if in addition

to this it is in the path of the exhaust

gases from the muffler, the case is hope

less. To keep the lamp alight it must be

mounted some inches from the body, and

preferably a trifle to one side, where it

will not be in a partial vacuum due to the

suction of the car. Not improbably this

will require a special bracket.
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The English view of motor stunts

In view of the many so-called endur

ance runs, where the prime requisite

seems to be to accomplish unnecessary

performances on the high gear and the

various non-motor stop runs, the English

opinion of such affairs may be of interest.

There is a very fair probability that if

American manufacturers would devote

their attention, as do the foreigners, to

the building of cars that would meet

daily requirements, rather than attempt

ing to meet exaggerated conditions,

American cars would bear a more favor

able comparison than they have in the

past when brought into competition with

the foreign product in the great Inter

national races.

Let it not be understood that we are

admitting the superiority of foreign-built

cars, far from it. There are many

American-made automobiles that will

stand the wear and tear of daily service

under execrable road conditions better

than any foreign product, but it is unfor

tunately a fact that many American

builders are attempting, as a matter of

advertising, road performances that are

entirely beyond the pale of ordinary

usage and that really show no logical

results when they are accomplished.

Some of these affairs where undertaken

in England, but were soon dropped.

One of the leading English publica

tions, The Auto-Car, editorially thus ex

press their opinion of these affairs:

“There have been a good many top

gear runs, and now the latest performance

of a petrol car has taken the form of a

thousand miles single gear run. We

should like it to be clearly understood

that this drive is only a demonstration_of

what can be done with a sufiiciently

powerful engine, the impulses being sulfi

ciently subdivided, and provided always

that the car is fitted with a clutch which

can be slipped as much as required. It

is true that the performance has been

accomplished for the first time on a six

cylinder engine, but we have no reason

to doubt that it could be done, but not

quite so comfortably or so smoothly, on

a four—cylinder engine of equal power and

with a clutch which would stand even

more slipping. The demonstration has

shown what can be done with a very

powerful engine, but not what it is ad

visable to do in every-day practice. The

cnly advantage worth considering of a

single gear instead of three, or preferably

four, speeds is that it is cheaper to make,

but this is certainly not a point which

appeals to those who can afford to buy

sixty horse power cars. Besides that, any

money which can be saved by the partial

elimination of the gear box will very soon

be lost in the extravagance in fuel con

sumption and clutch renewals, for al

though a clutch may stand a thousand

miles of inordinate slipping, it is very

certain that it cannot put up with such

abuse constantly.

We are speaking somewhat strongly

on the matter, because it is one of those

things which might easily mislead those

who did not realize the enormous power

of a six-cylinder engine of five-inch bore

and four-inch stroke, and they might be

led to imagine that because such an

engine could propel a car on a single gear,

machines of much more modest power

ought to perform similarly. They might

just as well argue that, because Sandow

can lift and sustain enormous weights,

every man should take a walk every day

with a grand piano on his head to keep

himself fit.

THE MISUSE OF THE TOP GEAR

As a matter of fact, there is a great

deal of misunderstanding among motor

ists generally about the proper use of the

top speed of a car. It is all very well to

keep the top speed in gear so long as the

engine is not labouring, but directly it

labours, a lower gear should be put in.

Yet we constantly see cars kept on the

top speed much too long when hill

climbing. It is true that the car will
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crawl over the summit of a hill without the

gear being changed, but the engine is

beating slowly and every impulse is a

jerk which imposes a tremendous strain

upon the whole mechanism and tires.

Further, this higher gear actually does

not drive the car so fast as would the

next lower gear with the engine making,

say, 1,000 revolutions a minute. No im

mediate injury may result, though crank

shafts and connecting rods have been

bent in this way before now, but it

stands to reason that if this foolish prac

tice is persisted in the life of the engine,

gear and tires will be shortened, and

repairs, renewals and adjustments will

be required much earlier than they would

had not the top gear been abused.

\\'HAT HAPPENS IN THE ENGINE

There is no question that this matter is

not generally realized. We may give a

very good example of what actually hap

pens, as shown by the Gibson indicator.

With this indicator, when running fast

and free upon the level, the pressure

registered on the gauge is only from ten

to twenty pounds above compression pres

sure. When the resistance is increased

by hill-climbing, it rapidly goes up to

some four times the pressure of com

pression, but if the hill increases in

severity and the gear is not changed down

sufficiently early the pressure rises to

over five times that of compression, and

if the dial would register sufficiently high

it would show an even higher pressure.

If top gear drives are really required,

then the engine must have such a reserve

of power that it is never unduly stressed.

When an engine flags, the pressure and

strain rise unduly until a change is made

to the lower gear. Immediately the

engine starts to pick up on the lower gear

the pressure in the cylinder decreases

proportionately. Therefore, we urge

automobilists not to misread the lessons

of top gea'r and single gear runs, but for

the sake of their cars to change down at

once when they find the engine labouring.

This is a practice which all motorists

adopt who have the natural gift of nurs

ing their engines, but many seem to be

unsympathetic, and so long as the engine

does not stop they do not mind how hard or

how jerkily it beats out its protest against

being kept too long on the top gear.”

The meeting of the monsters

cou.|ER‘s

No doubt but that, in clays of old,

Before the jolly flood,

The Cavemen yelled when they beheld

The first mad race for blood,

some gelding ground-sloth, trained and tractile,

Well matched against a pterodactyl.

Just as our own dust-coated braves

A mad excitement find

To try the wheels tin lieu of heels)

Oi all the monster-kincl—

Those vapor-snorting, thunder-lizards

Driven to death by goggled wizards.

Time and its Vehicles have changed-—

But ah, the game, the game!

The Sportsman‘: greed for speed, for speed,

ls evermore the same,

Whether he dwell in cave or palace,

The prize a ham bone or a c alice.

Tips that will save tires

MQTOR \\'ORLl.)

Air costs nothing—which tires do not

—therefore never allow the weight of the

car to rest on deflated tubes, even over

night.

Avoid sudden application of the brakes

—they hurt the tires more than is at first

apparent.

Running a flat tire, for even a very

short distance, is sure to be costly——to

someone.

If one side of a tire shows more wear

than the other, as sometimes occurs on

front wheels—turn it around for a while.

Always keep greases and oils away

from the tires—they tend to destroy the

rubber.

Keep the rims in good order, free from

dents and kinks, and always clear of rust.

Always carry at least one extra tube

when on the road—to save time when the

inevitable occurs.

Remember that a nipple that fits the

tire valve is almost as necessary as a

pump when that time comes.

Remember, also, that a small jack is

easier to manipulate than a section of a

brick wall when you want to change inner

tubes.

The best way to insure good results

with your tires, is to buy good goods in

the first place——and then take good care

of them.



  

Model 27

The Triumph

»,_ of Simple Construction
 

Unit power plant with three l

point support

Engine 8° transmission gear l

entirely enclosed

The most “get-at-able” car

ever designed



Model 21-with Tonneau

 



Rambler utility types

WING to their simplicity

of design and control and

constant readiness for any

kind of service, however

arduous, the two-cylinder

Ramblers have become

commonly known as general

utility cars.

The earlier types have fully earned

this title, and the new model, 21, shows

marked advance in every essential fea

ture.

Following the idea of utility, the body

is a strictly new design of the convertible

type, in which the connection between

the detachable tonneau and forward part

of the body is so designed that the un

pleasant appearance of earlier convert

ible bodies is entirely overcome. In fact,

it is only by most minute examination that

the joining lines may be seen at all.

The front seat is divided and the ton

neau is extraordinarily large, with wide

doors opening forward. Used as a t\vo

passenger touring car the tonneau is re

placed by a torpedo deck that gives a

racy appearance, with abundant storage

capacity. If an extended tour is con

templated, the deck may be omitted and the

floor used for hampers, camping kit, etc.

The frame is pressed steel throughout,

with each piece especially designed and

formed for its place. Side members are

channel in section and tapered at the

forward ends to receive the drop forged

spring yokes.

The front springs are semi-elliptic and

the rear full elliptic, with involute ends

and double shackles. They are long

with broad, comparatively light leaves,

which give the greatest degree of comfort

and minimizes the danger of breakage.

The wheels are wood, artillery type,

thirty inches in diameter, with Dunlop

Universal rims and four~inch tires, either

Dunlop, G. & ]., Diamond or Goodrich.

The power plant is of entirely new

design, retaining all the Rambler sim

plicity, with many modern features.

The motor is the double opposed type

with five-inch bore and six-inch stroke.

  

The cylinders are cast in one piece,

with off-set valve chambers. The best

quality of close-grained gray iron is used,

and after boring they are ground to

absolute size and perfect surface.

Pistons are of the same material with

four rings each, three above and one be

low the pin. After both pistons and rings

are ground they are fitted to the cylinders

and put through a special finishing pro

cess which gives a mirror polish and a

perfectly gas-tight fit.

Valves are nickel steel drop forgings of

large diameter, with heads of special de

sign, that prevents breakage or warping.

Operation is by direct thrust from cams

and push rods. The latter are guarded

by large cylindrical fittings, avoiding wear

and furnishing means by which the seat

ing of the valves may be adjusted.

Two cam shafts are provided, each set

well removed from the crank, thereby

reducing the length of valve stems and

push rods and allowing more free access

to the connecting rod bearings and in

terior of the crank case than would be

possible with a single cam shaft as ordin

arily placed.

The bearings are of special anti-friction

metal and closely fitted.

The main connecting rod bearings are

of the hinge type and readily adjustable

through the handhole in the upper side

of the crank case.

The piston pin bearings are of a special

type wherein the pin is rigidly clamped

in the end of the connecting rod and the

extending rods oscillate in bronze bushings

in the piston. By this method the bearing

surface is much greater than in the usual

style wherein the pin is fixed in the piston.

Spark plugs are seated in the cylinder

heads directly over the inlet valves, which

assures clean, cool plugs and prevents

premature ignition.

Motors are water cooled, the circulation

being maintained by the use of large

leading tubes operating on the thermo

syphon system. The radiator is the flat

tube type with about 10,000 square inches

of cooling surface.
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Lubrication is by pressure feed with

three sight feed regulators on the dash.

From these oil is carried to both c_vlin

ders and to the transmission gear case.

Ignition is by jump spark, the coil be

ing a double unit located on the dash with

two-way switch and cut-out plug on the

front of the coil box, and is the latest de

sign of one of the most prominent coil

makers.

The commutator is of the roller con

tact type and of such design that wear is

almost entirely eliminated.

The battery is a six-volt, sixty-ampere

storage cell, carried in a highly finished

brass-trimmed box on the running board.

The transmission gear is the planetary

type, located on an extension of the motor

shaft and entirely enclosed. The gear

case is attached directly to the crank case

of the motor and contains not only the

change speed gears but the fly wheel and

clutch. It is absolutety oil-tight and the

entire transmitting mechanism runs in an

oil bath.

The motor and change speed gears are

thus an integral unit with three-point

support and the construction is of such

strength and rigidity that no torsion of the

motor frame, however severe, can cause

disalignment of the gears or bearings.

This is a point that will be particularly

appreciated by those who have experi

ence with light cars of different constuc

tion, wherein a large part of the power

becomes lost through friction resulting

from bearings out of line.

The connection between motor and

transmission gears shows equal advance

in design and construction. It is a

multiple disc clutch with friction surface

greatly in excess of ordinary demands,

herein being followed the usual Rambler

system of ample reserve.

All gears are cut from solid forgings

and carefully hardened. _

The brake bands for setting the vari

ous speeds are of large dimensions and

faced with friction bands of special

material. As the entire mechanism runs

in oil, there is practically no wear and

no noise.

The application of the two forward

speeds is by a lever at the side of the car

and the reverse is applied by means of a

pedal in the foot board.

Two sets of brakes are provided, one

of the band type on the transmission

gear and a pair of powerful expanding

rear brakes in the rear wheels. The

latter are entirely enclosed in drums built

integral with the hubs and are operated

through a balance bar which, by produc

, ing equal pressure on each wheel, pre

vents skidding.

The many valuable features of hori

zontal motors have been freely and gener

ally admitted and the only criticism ever

offered was the lack of accessibility to

motors located under the body.

Knowing the great efficiency of a power

plant wherein the final drive could be

direct from motor to driving axle without

bevel gears or other means of changing

direction, the Rambler designers set

about to maintain the good qualities and

eliminate all possible objectionable fea

tures. This, in short, meant the devel

opment of accessibility.

The first point to be considered was

the design of the motor and transmission

gear case, and the result of this is shown

in that the entire mechanism, with every

bolt and nut, is accessible from above,

thus eliminating any possible necessity of

crawling under the car.

A large plate on the top of the motor

crank case gives access to the cam shafts,

gears and connecting rods.

The transmission gear case is similarly

provided, giving admission to the brake

bands and applying mechanism.

The design of the motor supports is

such that, by releasing the outer, the end

of the crank shaft may be lowered, and by

removing the bolts holding the gear case

cover to the motor the entire transmitting

mechanism may be removed from the

main shaft without detaching the motor

from the frame.

By similar means the crank shaft may

be removed from the motor without in

terference with cam shafts, cylinders or

pistons other than releasing the connect

ing rods from the main shaft.

By removing the cover plate over the

crank case the cam shafts may be re

moved entire without interference with

the valves.

All nuts and bolts are carefully fitted

and furnished with most substantial lock

ing devices.
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The carburetter is located at the left

of the engine between it and the side

frame and is, with all its connections,

within full view and easy access. It is of

the new Rambler type, very easy to ad

just and capable of giving full power with

little fuel.

Both inlet and exhaust pipes are

reached from over the motor, as are all

oil pipes and connections.

The body of the car is absolutely in

dependent of all controlling or other

mechanism and is joined to the chassis

by means of lock hinges of special design.

There are two of them at each side of the

body at the outside of the frame.

By loosening a knurled hand-nut on

each of the two locks on either side of the

car, the entire body may be swung over

to the opposite side and held in place by

braces provided for the purpose.

By loosening all four hinges the body

may be entirely removed from the frame

in less time than is usually required for

removing the floor boards.

The new Rambler testing laboratory

While careful tests of the various com

ponents of Rambler cars have always

been made, no special department has

been heretofore maintained for that pur

pose and each department has for itself

settled its o\vn problems as they arose.

The magnitude of our business requires

the investigation of so many things, that

we have created a department for this

special service, equipped with all the

necessary apparatus for determining any

physical fact that may be necessary in

the conduct of our business and the de

velopment of a scientifically perfect auto

mobile.

It is in charge of one whose sole duty

is to investigate, who is interested only in

the processes of manufacture, and not

distracted by the business of carrying

them out.

It is desirable that the machine turned

out should be light, but it is essential that

it shall be strong. To retain the essen

tial feature without undue sacrifice of

the desirable one, it is necessary to ob

tain material of great tensile strength

and elasticity, and these things depend

upon the composition of the steel and

the manner of working it into shape

Hence, we must be able to determine

chemically its composition and by ex

periment, create new composition if de

sirable, and we must have machines

capable of stretching and breaking and

bending the samples, registering exactly

the amount of stress required to do all

these things.

Economy in running is another desir

able feature which must not be ignored.

We must therefore know what compo

sition of air and gasoline will produce the

most perfect combustion, under what

pressure it isbest consumed, how to ob

tain this perfect combustion under all

loads and speeds. It is necessary to

know the time required to develop the

complete combustion of any composition.

To investigate all these things, it re

quires some delicate machinery. It re

quires means for analyzing the products

of combustion, dynamometers for determ

ining the power developed, and machines

for varying the load on the moving engine

so gradually that the power of the engine

may be determined to the minutest

degree.

If the engine is to work at its best

temperature to develop the most power

with the least expenditure of energy, it

is necessary to know the cooling capacity

of the radiators and to so adjust them

that they cool the engine sufficiently, but

not so much that unnecessary loss is

caused by merely heating water. We

must be able to reproduce all road con

ditions that we may know the drop in

temperature at any speed.

A moderate price at which to sell our

product is desirable and this can be

made only by the most rigid economy in

factory processes and methods. Rigid

economy does not mean nigardliness, but

the utilization of means for obtaining the

greatest output with the least expendi

ture and without in any way sacrificing

the quality of the work or pushing the

operatives to the limit of physical endur

ance. _

If a change in the processes of manu

facture is desirable, such as the manner

of tempering some of the many pieces

which go to make up our machine, it is

necessary to know in what way that
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change will affect the product, and that

is determined in the laboratory. If the

results are as good or better, the new

method is adopted, but if the product de

teriorates in any way from the former

standard, then the process, however

cheap it may be, is discarded.

In this department we prove anything.

Tradition is ignored and no one’s word

is accepted as a finality. It is the “Mis

souri” of the factory and should be called

the “show me” department. The sales

man with a new battery and long stories

as to its life and power can have all he

says proven in our laboratory. The man

with steel that is better than any other

can put his product “up against” the

laboratory, and each shipment of pig iron

which is supposed to contain certain

things is tested in the laboratory. Splen

did stories as to the merits of this, that or

the other thing are listened to, and ac

cepted for their literary value, but before

we bu_v, we get down to figures in the

laboratory.

A row of bottles all along one side cf

a big room, that are filled with many

colored, and sometimes vile smelling

chemicals, would not, at first thought, be

considered a necessary adjunct to a fac

tory, but with these bottles and the tables

full of flasks and graduates, test tubes and

buretts, burners, furnaces and platinum

crucibles, we learn all there is to know of

any chemical value about the things that

enter into the make-up of our automobile.

One of the scales of the laboratory

which will weigh a hair, and if you split

hairs will weigh a half of one, is not used

for weighing pig iron in any large quan

tities, nevertheless, it is an essential part

of this factory. Not twenty feet away

from it is another scale which will weigh

one hundred thousand pounds. It is

somewhat more massive than the assay

balance, but it is quite delicate enough"to

determine the strain required to break a

sample of steel.

These are the extremes of the labora

tory. We have all the things between

these extremes to prove all things. The

experimental physicist and investigator

is just as much a part of the well equipped

factory as is the engineer, and by his aid

we know that which to hold fast and that

which to discard.

A few points for the operator

It will be found necessary from time

to time to knock out a bolt which has a

thread on it. Before doing so, screw on

the nut till it is flush with the end of the

bolt, and then a hammer or a mallet

may be used without fear of damaging

the thread or increasing the diameter

of the bolt. The hammering might

otherwise either burr the thread or ex

pand the bolt so that the nut would not

screw on.

The outside of a chain doesn't need oil;

where lubricant is needed is in the rivet

bearings. Squirting oil all over the out

side of a chain is a waste of oil and energy.

The leaves of the axles require slight

lubrication from time to time. To do

this place the jack under the springs,

when it will be found easy to apply some

grease between them, using the blade of

a knife.

Dust laying tests

Quite satisfactory results have been

secured in Liverpool through the use of

oil sprinkled upon macadam roadways.

The surface having the cleanest and

whitest appearance was that coated with

creosote oil mixed with rosin, while that

covered with creosote oil mixed with

tallow had the least odor. The surface

covered with ordinary petroleum was the

first to show the dust. The next in order

was a mixture of creosote oil with rosin

and tallow, and then the hot creosote oil

alone. Creosote oil mixed with pitch,

cold creosote oil, and hot creosote oil

mixed with a small quantity of pitch gave

good results, but the latter gave a bad

appearance. The heavy black oil or coal

tar waste oil lasted slightly longer than

the creosote oil and was much cheaper.

Texas crude petroleum gave the most

lasting results, and portions of the road

heavily coated with this oil showed a

somewhat glazed surface formed of oil

and dust. From the standpoint of the

wear and tear of the road surface the oil

ing on the whole has proved advantage

ous; the wear appears to be less; the sur

face of the road dries more quickly after

rain, and the number of loose stones

picked up has been reduced.
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Of interest to dealers and repair men

Case hardening

A subject on which most mechanics

have considerable general, but compara

tively little detailed information in the

hardening of various metals.

In many instances processes are

applied that are absolutely inapplicable

to the particular metal in use. It is a

prevalent supposition that any steel may

be hardened by merely heating and sud

denly cooling by a plunge in oil or water.

This is true only of certain steels,

commonly known as tool and spring

steel, but ineffective in relation to mild,

or machine steel, and the various irons.

Steel is steel, iron is iron, and generally

speaking, their specific differences are

recognized only by their properties rather

than by the constitutional peculiarities

which differentiate them from one an

other. But what ever may be the average

understanding of the relation between

the principal materials of construction,

the half-way product, known as case

hardened iron or steel, frequent though

its application may be, is probably less

understood by the user than either the

iron or steel in their elementary structure.

Yet the methods by which it is obtained

are among the simplest known to the

exact science of metalurgy, and the struc

ture is one easily comprehensible.

Case-hardening, as the term in itself

implies, means the formation of a hard

ened surface on otherwise soft metal, and

the term is used more generally in regard

to iron and steel, although to some extent

a form of case-hardening can be applied

to copper and some of the bronzes hav

ing a high fusing temperature.

Ordinary wrought iron, mild steel, and

malleable cast-iron will case-harden well,

the last being the least satisfactory, but

still for some purposes being very suc

cessful. Ordinary cast-iron, if treated

by the case-hardening process, would

rather be softened, owing to its then being

annealed with an excess of carbon, part

of which would be absorbed.

In some cases only part of an article

 
 

can be case-hardened, while the other

parts are left soft; and although this may

involve some trouble, yet for particular

purposes the results are worth all the

trouble taken.

When iron or steel is case-hardened,

the articles are packed in annealing boxes

with animal carbon, and the boxes are

covered and the joints luted, or sealed

with damp fire-clay, then heated to just

that temperature at which absorbtion of

carbon takes place. The time the heat

is continued depends on the depth of

hardening required, and usually the work

is thrown into water and made dead hard

as soon as it is considered that a sufii

cient depth is penetrated by the carbon.

With the carbon may be used chemicals

to assist in its absorption, cyanides being

very frequently used, and according to

the skill and practice of individual oper

ators success is secured.

Especially constructed boxes are used,

having small holes pierced in the covers

for the insertion of test wires, these being

used to ascertain the state of the heat

and the penetration of the carbon. Both

circular and rectangular boxes are used,

and both forms have their special uses

according to the articles to be hardened;

but rectangular boxes usually heat most

regularly.

The packing may be of bone or leather

cuttings, and these may be used raw or

after conversion into charcoal. A layer

of the carbonized material is laid in the

bottom of the box, and then a layer of

the articles to be hardened is put in and

packed with carbon, and the process is

repeated until the box is full. Powdered

potassium cyanide or prussiate of potash

may be dusted over and among the ar

ticles and packing; but in all cases

phosphorous-bearing materials are avoid

ed, there being quite enough of this in

the carbonaceous matters used. When

the box is filled, a layer of the packing

material is put over the articles, the box

closed, and the cover luted down, the

test wires being inserted at the same time.
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Care must always be taken that the

packing is thoroughly dry, otherwise the

steam will force the luting, or in some

cases force off the cover; in such cases the

results not being extremely satisfactory.

In packing articles which have only to

be case-hardened in parts, the soft por

tions have a protective covering; while

the parts to be made hard are left ex

posed. For ordinary purposes a mixture

of white ash from the boxes and enough

fire-clay or pipe-clay to bind the ashes, is

as good a mixture as can readily be made

to save the soft parts from the carbon

aceous packing; but usually each operator

has his own especial mixture for the pur

pose.

When the boxes are ready they must be

placed in an oven in such a way as to

allow the heat to circulate all around

them, and when raised to the necessary

heat, they must be kept steadily at that

heat until it is judged that the necessary

depth of hardening is secured. Small

variations of heat will affect the results

obtained, and it is safe to say that hardly

any two ovens or operators give exactly

the same result in a given time. Differ

ences in the packing material also cause

some differences in the speed of the pene

tration of the hardenings.

After being placed in the oven, the

boxes are raised to the required heat

steadily and quickly, and the heat tested

from time to time by means of the test

wires. The progress of the hardening

can also be tested if the wires are of steel,

and are quenched in cold water on with

drawal from the boxes. On breaking

the wires so treated, the depth of the

hardening can be readily ascertained; but

this necessarily only refers to a moderate

depth of hardening. Large articles to be

deeply hardened can only be worked by

time, the effect being noted in practical

working. Some articles frequently re

quire packing and firing more than once.

When the boxes are opened, the usual

thing is to dump the whole of the con

tents into water and then to extract the

hardened articles when they are practi

cally cold, when they should be almost

glass-hard on the surface. In some cases

running water is used, and various addi

tions are made in other cascs'—solutions

of salt, cyanide, prussiates, and other

things being used; the chief apparent

object being to increase the coldness of

the water, the effects of the chemicals on

the metal being nearly, if not quite,

ignored. Some things, and particularly

the cyanides of potassium or potassium

and iron, appear to affect the iron and

steel more than is generally thought,

greatly increasing the hardness of a thin

layer on the surface of the metal, and for

this reason should always be used with

some articles; but where tempering is to

be done, their use is not necessary.

After the articles are cooled off they

are dried and thoroughly brushed with

wire brushes to leave them clean; and if

to be tempered, the surfaces are bright

ened. Any fine grinding is done before

tempering; but the final polish only after

the whole of the fire work has been

performed.

Timely hints

Emery in the wrong place is to be care

fully avoided, for the qualities that make

it valuable in valve grinding are just as

prominent if a few grains are lodged

between the piston and cylinder, their

effect in this case being, however, any

thing but beneficial. Every possible pre

caution should, therefore, be taken to

keep emery away from places where it

is not meant to be when grinding valves,

and when the operation is completed,

every particle of the powder should be

wiped away, finally washing the valve

seating with gasoline.

Although it is not readily accessible in

most cars, and although it requires but

little attention, the driver should not

neglect to force a syringe full of grease

into the steering box once in “about so

often;” it insures the proper and sufiicient

lubrication of that most important organ.

In the event of a ball being damaged

or broken in either ofthe bearings all the

balls should be changed. Do not re

place the damaged ball with a new one,

for unless it is exactly the same size as

the others—which is highly improbable—

it will take the whole of the weight, and

is sure to break sooner or later.



Making clever roadside repairs

MOTOR AGE

|OMEONE ought to get up

an experience club, a sort

of clearing house where driv

ers could meet and discuss

their troubles and furnish

ideas on what to do in

emergencies when the

nearest garage is miles

away and one has to depend mainly upon

one's wits to get out of the hole. If

such a club were formed E. E. Wilson,

superintendent of the Amos-Pierce Com

pany's garage here, would be prominent

in the interchange of dope on roadside

repairs.

“One of the most discouraging experi

ences I ever had was at Corey Hill near

Boston,” said Wilson the other day, re

hashing some of his experiences. “At

twelve o'clock at night the strut rod broke

and dropped down, letting off the chain.

I took off the sprocket, put a Stilson

wrench on the jackshaft, let it draw up

tight against the housing box, which

locked the differential and drove home

with one chain.

“One time my carburetter float started

leaking and filled up until the weight of

the float opened up the valve and allowed

the gasoline to run into the mixing

chamber until it became so rich it stalled

the engine. I located the trouble, bored

a hole into the copper float, turned out

what gasoline there was in the float and

made a wooden plug which just fitted

the hole bored. Then the float was put

back into this carburetter and the engine

was started. Every five miles the float

would fill up with gasoline. When that

happened I would remove the wooden

plug, empty out the gasoline and go on

until the engine refused to run, when the

same process would be gone through

again. The trip from Bridgeport, Conn.,

to Boston was made in this way.

“Once my automatic inlet valve broke

and sucked down into the cylinder head,

put a hole through the piston and stalled

the engine. I found the trouble, then I

removed the cylinder head, took the pis

ton and connecting rod out, and set the

head back so there could be water circu

lation. That side of the intake pipe was

plugged up so three cylinders could draw

gas from the carburetter and in this way

I was enabled to get home, driving from

Yonkers, N. Y., to New York City.

“Of course, tire troubles are constantly

occurring to everybody and the only

problem here is to protect the rim and

proceed slowly home. Once on the way

from Manchester to Portsmouth, N. H.,

I filled up the tire with hay and wound

rope around it to protect the rim.

“On the way from Providence to

Boston one time I had a plug wire that

had been broken several times and it

became so bad I couldn’t make connec

tions. This time I gave it a yank and

spoiled it altogether. I looked about the

road until I found a coil of ordinary

telegraph wire, put it in place of the old

wire and came along all right. I put

waste under the wire and fixed it so it

could not touch anything, thereby avoid

ing short circuit.

“The breaking of a spring when you

are out on the road is not serious. I

once drove 30 miles by placing a block

of wood under the spring and winding it

with a summer lap robe.

“If a brake gives out, it is perfectly

possible to so control the engine in going

down hill that there will be no accident.

Keep the engine on the high speed and

approach the grade slowly so as to see if

the coast is clear. Then throw off your

spark and let the engine hold you down

hill. Each piston will work up against

its own compression and the machine will

go down the hill steady as you please.

“One rather amusing incident occurred

when our batteries gave out. I bought

four door bell batteries from houses near

by and with them was enabled to get

home without more trouble, although

the batteries were nearly used up.”
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Monthly review of the automobile press

Under this heading will be given a brief mention of the leading special articles in the automobile

papers of the previous month.

No attention will be given to reports of current events which may be covered by all papers, but to

articles discussing or containing information on subjects of particular interest.

The readers of the Rambler Magazine will thus be able to keep in touch with the topics of the day

without the time and expense incident to a perusal of the entire trade press.

HOW MANY CYLINDERSP

Motor World, August 9.

Impartial discussion of the subject and the inter

esting conclusions reached.

TROUBLE WITH THE FLOAT.

Motor World, August 9.

TOURING IN GEORGIA.

Motor World, August 9.

Incidents that befell a motorist seeking experi

ences.

How MAGNETOS DIFFER.

Motor World, August 16.

Dissimilar characteristics of the high and low

tension varieties.

EvoluTION OF THE TIRE ACTION.

Motor World, August 23.

What long study of the pneumatic tire under

working conditions has demonstrated.

HISTORY OF ROAD MAKING AND MAIN

TENANCE.

Horseless Age, August 15.

THE KINETICS OF THE EXPLOSION

MOTOR.

Hoseless Age, August 15.

A purely technical article by P. Maisonneuve.
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Prizes Awarded for September Stories

Owing to the unusual length of the interesting first

and second prize stories in our August number, it

was necessary to continue them in the September

issue, thereby limiting our space to the accommoda

tion of only one September story—"A Mountain

Trip in a Rambler." It was written by Mr. Joel

L. Priest, editor of the Salt Lake Herald and

awarded the first prize, twenty-five dollars.
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THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE
NUMBER TWENTY-THREE‘.

A 2,509 mile trip from Cincinnati to coast of New

Jersey and return in a Rambler Surrey,

Type Qne, No. 6,983

BY FRANK HERSCH EDF.

.\t‘/W74‘ contemplated this trip "for

‘ our summer vacation for

several months and started

on the morning of July 25,

last, at 8:15 A. M. In the

car were seated besides my

self, my wife,two daughters,

respectively eleven and

thirteen years, and my son Alfred, nine

teen years old, at the wheel. We were

equipped with more than an ordinary

supply of tools, one outer casing and five

inner tubes, a wood dress suit case made

to fit the floor of our tonneau exactly,

and which proved quite a comfort to

those seated in the rear, and a basket

trunk and rack on the back. The whole

outfit weighed 3,400 pounds.

We had Columbus, Ohio, as our ob

jective point for the first day’s run, but as

we arrived there at 5:15 P. M. we con

cluded to go further and made Delaware,

Ohio, 149 miles, at 6:30 P. M. Our

running time was seven hours forty-five

minutes. Let me state here that we re

solved at the startout not to light our

lamps but make the entire trip by day

light, which resolution we faithfully car

ried out.

We departed from Delaware at 7:30

A. M. and arrived at Cleveland, 140 miles,

at 6:30 P. M. One half of the way was

hilly, rough or sandy and we had one

blow out on this day which proved to be

the only tire trouble on the entire trip

eastward. We stopped three hours for

lunch, replacing tire, etc.

We left Cleveland at 10 A. M. over a

road which for the most part was good but

  

sandy in spots, and arrived at Fredonia,

N. ]., 148 miles, at 7:15 P. M. Running

time seven hours thirty minutes. On

this run we were threatened to be over

taken by a heavy shower which was in

the back of us for several hours, but we

won out. Leaving Fredonia at 7 A. M.,

we arrived at “Idlewood” on the lake

front just beyond 18 Mile Creek (32

miles) at 8:30 where we paid a promised

visit to our friends, ;\-fr. and Mrs. Wm.

M. Ramsdell. Mr. Ramsdell is one of

the proprietors of “The Buffalo Express”

and with his charming wife made our

stay to the following day one of the most

delightful events of our whole trip.

We departed 10 A. M. Sunday, July

29th, for Buffalo, Batavia, Rochester,

arriving at Clyde, 130 miles, at 7:30

P. M. Running time 8 hours. The road

from Rochester to Clyde was mostly clay

and bad in many spots, which caused

our front right side spring to break,

but which we replaced the next morn

ing by a new one we purchased from

your general representative, Mr. Pappen

berg at Buffalo, who kindly suggested

we might need it going through the Mo

hawk Valley.

It rained during the night and the

next morning and therefore did not leave

until ll A. M., with “top up” and “chains

on” for Syracuse, 47 miles, where we

arrived at 4:30 P. M., spending two

hours in lunching, etc. Up to the time

we left Rochester we had not a particle

of trouble with our engine, but now

found the back cylinder leaking and put

in a new gasket, as we wanted to be

Copyright I906, by T7r0mas B. Jrlfary <1" Company
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prepared for the beautiful Mohawk Valley

with its vile roads which we expected to

“tackle” the next day.

Leaving Syracuse at 8 A. M. we ar

rived at Utica, 51 miles, at noon, spending

one hour on the road, partly to help out a

fellow automobilist with a Steamer which

had broken down. After partaking of a

good lunch we left at 1:30 P. M. to“tackle

our most formidable enemy” the Mo

hawk Valley. This is what the A. A. A.

Blue Book gave us as “an appetizer~:”

“There are two roads from Utica east

one on either side of the Mohawk River

——both bad under all weather conditions.

Usually it makes little difference which

is taken—take your choice and regret it

either way.” With this prophesy before

us we had 100 miles to make. Fortu

nately there had been no rain for a week

or more or we should not have made the

51 miles to Fonda, where we arrived at

6:30 P. M. to stop for the night. This

made the day’s run of 102 miles in eight

hours thirty minutes, half of which was

indeed the vilest along the entire route.

Steep hills, deep ruts, mire nearly axle

deep, which made our car skid and toss

right and left, up and down, expecting

every minute to be stalled, but she went

through it all with its precious burden,

never flinching under the skillful hand of

my son at the helm.

We went carefully over the car that

evening but could find nothing that re

quired adjustment except the spark.

The next morning we left Fonda at 8

A. M. with the remaining 50 miles of

“severe testing ground” to cover, and it

was nearly as bad as the first 50 miles,

but we made Albany at 11 A. M., stop

ping a half hour on the way. This was

  

  

 

 

 

very good time considering the condition

of the road. After stopping at Albany

an hour and a quarter, and three-quarters

of an hour on the way to Poughkeepsie,

where we arrived at 5:15 P. M., we con

cluded a 125 mile run in six and three

quarter hours.

The next morning we left Pough

keepsie at 8:15 to begin the most trying

day on our entire journey, but it was

well that we should take some of the

bitter with the sweet. It had rained all

the night and for several days previous,

and the roads, which for the most part

are quite hilly and were very muddy,

made progress slow with “top up”

and “chains on,” for it began to pour

down again after we left. We had to

splash through many puddles which put

our carbureter “on the bum” and for

lack of power could not climb ordinary

grades on high speed, when just before

we entered Peekskill, 32 miles, we had

to mount a long, 15 per cent grade, our

low gear gave out when we were nearly

at the top of the hill. We were towed in,

about a half mile, by your representa

tives there and concluded to go no farther

for that day. It was then 1:30 P. M.,

and had spent an hour and a half on the

way making adjustments. We put the

low gear in order at once and found

water in the carbureter, but otherwise

everything was in good order.

We left Peekskill the next morning at

eight and leisurely run to New York

City, 46 miles, where we arrived at the

Hotel Wellington, 7th Avenue and 55th

Street, at 2:30 P. M. We stopped an

hour and a half on the way.

It was not our intention to make this a

“record run,” for we took it leisurely and
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made a vacation out of it, nevertheless,

considering the number of miles, 951,

run in 60 hours and 15 minutes with a

Two Cylinder, 18 horse power “Ram

bler” with five passengers weighing 780

pounds, luggage, tools and accessories,

bringing the weight to a grand total of

3,400 pounds, is, to say the least, re

markable. But we have a better story

to tell about our return trip.

While in New York we put our car in

charge of your very able representatives,

Messrs. Homan & Schultz, who showed

us every courtesy, but could not per

suade us to make an exchange for a

Four Cylinder “Rambler,” for we

wanted our “faithful War Horse” to

take us back to Cincinnati. We met a

few tourists who made a similar trip, but

they sent their car home “by freight.”

After remaining in New York several

days we did considerable touring on

Long Island with its fine roads, return

ing however every evening to Auverne,

where our genial friends, Dr. and Mrs.

Felix Pfeiffer of New York, have their

cottage. Then we concluded to try the

much heralded roads of New Jersey.

We made our way to Jersey City to pro

cure our licence, but found the office of

the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles

closed, as it was after four P. M. We

did not relish returning to New York

City so we proceeded to Newark, which

we found out later was a “risky piece of

business.” At any rate we got through

unmolested to within a half a block of

Broad and Market Streets, when we in

quired from a pedestrian where the

nearest garage was. He informed us,

but at the same time observed that we

had no licence numbers and he cau

tioned us to hail the first “Cop” and ask

where to get a licence, adding, we were

running great risk in getting “nabbed,”

which would cost us 25 “plunks.” We

had in mind to do this anyway so we

halted a hundred feet further on and

hailed an officer and made the advised

inquiry, saying, we were told we had to

go to Newark to get the necessary paper.

He kindly pointed out the building to us

where the office of the C. of M. V. was

located, but cautioned us not to try and

take “a ride around” first, as we might

be arrested. It did not take this ad

monition to put us on our guard, for we

were feeling ourselves in hot water al

ready, for thousands of eyes were upon

us, as it was just 6 P.M. and the streets

were crowded. Well, we had hardly

thanked the kind officer and proceeded

fifty feet when another officer stepped

on our running board and said, “come

along, you have no licence.” We began

to explain to him that that was just what

we were going for now, when the first

officer kindly came to our rescue and

verified our good intention and to let us

go. Oh, my, but that was a narrow

escape.

We procured our licence the next morn

ing, had the required number plates

fastened front and back, and numbers on

our lamps and proceeded for Seabright,

were we arrived the same evening, scor

ing the first puncture since leaving Cin

cinnati.

The following day we toured the coast

south through Long Branch, Elberon,

Deal, Allenhurst, Asbury Park, Ocean

Grove, Spring Lake to Point Pleasant

and Lakewood, where we visited the

magnificent winter home of George
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Gould. We returned the same day to

Seabright.

The next morning we “pulled stakes”

and made our return trip over the famous

and beautiful Rumson'Road, with its

magnificent estates, and the Atlantic

Highlands via the New Bridge to Perth

Emboy and Staten Island to New York.

Truly, touring in France could not be

more charming then what we saw during

that week, and the roads could not be

better.

After spending a couple days in the

metropolis, during which time we had a

combination Odometer and Speedometer

added to our car, we left on Wednes

day, August 22, at 7 A. M. for Albany,

158 miles, where we arrived at 7 P. M.,

spending two hours on the way. Thus,

we accomplished in 10 hours what took

us two days under unfavorable condi

tions before.

Leaving Albany at 9 A. M. the next

morning we again “tackled” the notori

ous Mohawk Valley, passing through

Schenectady, Amsterdam, Fonda, Little

Falls and Herkimer to Utica, thence to

Oneida Castle, 123 miles, arriving at 7

P. M., stopping two hours on the way.

Considering the continuous bad road this

was a banner run. From Utica to

Oneida Castle the hard mud road had

been plowed up to a depth of two feet for

a distance of two to three miles. This

had been done since passing over the

road going east. This stretch seemed

never to end as we had to take it on the

low gear, and of all the pitching, jolting,

tossing, with one side of the car up in the

air and the other in a deep furrow, in

constant fear of having our axle bent or

being stalled in deep ruts, but we finally

came out all right and the car was none

the worse for the rough handling.

From Oneida, where we left at 7:30

A. M., we proceeded to Syracuse, Au

burn, Seneca Falls, Geneva, Canandaigua

to Rochester and Le Roy,where we arrived

at 7 P. M., making this day’s run of 150

miles in nine hours thirty minutes. We

stopped two hours on the way for lunch

and repaired our second puncture with

a new inner tube. The roads were for

the most part sandy and, for several miles

before reaching Seneca Falls,led through

low swamp land.

Leaving Le Roy on Saturday morn

ing we arrived in Buflalo, 50 miles, in

two hours and a quarter. We spent a day

at Niagara Falls, but which run is not

taken into account. We returned to

Buflalo the following day, Sunday, at

1:15 P. M. and arrived at “Idlewood”

to say “adieu” to our friends Ramsdells,

where we remained three hours and ar

rived at Fredonia, 100 miles from Le

Roy, at 6:45 P. M. Running time, five

hours.

It rained nearly all night and the next

day up to 2:30 P. M.; at Fredonia it

proved that this rain was general through

northern New York, Pennsylvania and

Ohio. However, we left at 3 P. M. and

reached Gerard, Pa., 65 miles, at 6:30

P. M. There were four Auto Touring

Parties at our hotel at Fredonia, two

would not venture going further.

We were now 370 miles from Cin

cinnati, and if possible we \vanted to

make it in two days. We succeeded in

this. We left Girarel, Pa., at 6:30 A. M.,

passing Ashtabula, Painsville, Cleveland,

Elyria and Mansfield, O., 170 miles,

arriving at 6:30 P. M., stopping two

hours on the way for lunch, etc. It

must be understood that the roads for

100 miles south of Cleveland are in some

places fully as bad as the worst spots in

the Mohawk Valley. The worst we

encountered on this day was in the very

heart of Elyria, O.

The last day of our run was a record

breaker for us. We started at 5:30 A. M.,

but had good roads for most of the

way, although we had not yet got over

all the hilly section we encountered the

day before. However, we made good

time to Delaware and Columbus, but

after leaving the latter place we broke a

front spring which we had replaced at

Xenia. But as the new one was not up

to your standard we had to proceed cau

tiously, arriving at Cincinnati at 7:30

P. M., making the 200 miles in 10 hours

running time.

This made the 966 mile run from New

York in 56 hours, or an average of 17

miles per hour. The highest speed we

attained was 38 miles per hour.

I take particular pleasure in stating

that we were not required to make one

single adjustment on the engine, gears or
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brakes during our entire return trip. It

is true, we understand our car, but if it

were not built for such wear all our

knowledge would avail nothing. Truly,

the Rambler Surry Type “One” is a

wonder in endurance. Several of my

friends in the east who own high priced

powerful cars, some of them foreign

made, would scarcely believe the accom

plishment of our car. What will they

have to say when they learn we returned

with it in good and complete order.

Some predicted it would reach home

“by freight.”

It is to the credit of my son Alfred,

considering his youth, 19 years, to bring

the car back after an almost uninter

rupted trip of 2,500 miles, over some of

the roughest roads in the country without

a scratch, for he was at the wheel during

the entire trip.

For those who own automobiles and

are in touch with them, I recommend

long distance touring as a recreation,

the like of which there is none better.

The ever change of scenery, exhilerating

air and the many pleasant incidents one

meets in touring is refreshing to mind

and body. As for us, we were never

happier than when we were in our car

on the road, and it is not fatiguing if

done moderately.

l-lans and the Rambler

N. H. PATTERSON

N Friday, the 12th of Octo

ber, 1906, the writer ex

perienced a feeling of

discontent and was unable

for a time to tell just what

was wrong. But, on going

into Allen’s jewelry store

and consulting the pro

prietor, a thorough sportsman, was soon

able to tell it was hunting fever that had

taken hold of me.

We called in consultation Mr. T. A.

Thompson, son of one of the pioneers of

this state, and decided the only remedy

was to phone Hans Skramstad, a worthy

son of Norway, and the fortunate pos

sessor of a Rambler touring car just pur

chased from the King-Piatt Auto C0. of

Cooperstown, N. D., and ask if he had

his plowing done. He immediately sus

pected what we were after and hisreply

was this: “I am eleven miles from

town, but be ready in an hour and we

will see what is in the country.” By the

time we were ready, Hans and the

Rambler appeared and at five o’clock,

p. m., we were sixteen miles west on

  

our favorite shooting grounds, old Lake,

Sibley, where the General made his stand

against the Indians. We each took our

positions in the blinds and remained

until dark. Results, one goose, six

ducks. Very poor.‘

We went to the farm, had supper and

thought of retiring in the hay mow for the

night, when Hans said, “Boys, let's go

to Binford—for I like to run her.” So

we lighted our lamps and started for

the town which was four miles distant,

replenished our supply of gasoline and

ammunition as we intended taking in

the morning shoot, and returned to the

farm. When Hans alighted at the farm

he said, “Boys, let’s go to Devils Lake

Indian Reservation or any place but bed

—for I like to run her.” It took only a.

few minutes to decide and fur coats were

soon on and all ready for an all night

ride over the prairie.

At 11:15 p. m. we were again on our

way to Binford and then to— —we hardly

knew where. After going about twenty

five miles we came to the Sheyenne River

and found the bridge undergoing re

pairs. We appealed to Hans and he said,

“We’ll ford her, boys.” So Mr. Thomp

son and I got out and finding a good

hard bottom, we went through and up

the hill, and then the road we were ac

quainted with was left behind.

Up to that time the question of sleep

had not entered our heads. But we

were assured by Hans that a straw stack

was as good as any place. Our lights

were now getting low so we filled up once

more and were off again on the old Fort
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Totten trail. We asked Hans how far

he intended to run. He assured us he

had an ample supply of gasoline and

carbide and could run until daylight,

“For, boys, I do like to run her.”

About 2:30 a. m. we came to two

shacks on the Reserve, got out, looked

in one which was empty, looked in the

second and discovered an empty keg.

Well, at 2:00 a. m. that doesn't look good

to a hunter, so we pulled out and in the

distance there was discovered by the

eagle eye of Allen, the outlines of an

elevator, which we found to be in the

new town of Hamar on the extension of

the Great Northern Railway on the Re

serve. There was also one store and

three shacks which looked from the out

side like mule stables for a construction

gang. But over one was the word

“boarding.” We called and from the

inside came back, “What do you want?”

“We are a party of hunters from Coopers

town and want to lie down until day

light.” “Well, open the door and come

in. It’s too cold to get up and open it.”

We did as told and soon had a good hot

fire and questioned the landlord as to

the prospects for game. “Prospects fine.

Slough one quarter of a mile north and full

of honkers.” That information brought

forth the pipes and drove sleep away.

We then decided to look the country

over and arrange for a later day, drained

the water from the car, as it was about

18 degrees below freezing, saw that

everything was in good order and again

sought the fire. At 4:30 the cook got

busy. Boiled potatoes, beans, bacon,

bread and cofiee made our breakfast,

and at 5:30 we were on our way to the

slough. We lined the shore for two

miles, got a good view of the birds as

they left for their feeding grounds and

at 7:30 returned to the shack, convinced

that we had located a garden spot. The

menu for eight o'clock breakfast was the

same as at 4:30, and at 8:30 we pulled

out of Hamar for home, arriving at noon,

having covered 125 miles on this unex

pected trip, and not one moment's

trouble with the car nor a wink of sleep.

On the 19th, just one week later, I

went to the bank as usual, but seemed

hot and feverish. Did not know what

was wrong, so went for another consul

tation with Mr. Allen, who said he

seemed to be in the same condition. I

suggested it might be goose fever and I

wish you could have seen him turn and

grab the phone. “Central, give me

Hans Skramstad (rural), please.” “Hello!

That you, Hans? Busy? Plowing?

What? Cut it out. Never looked better.

No. Airfull of geese. You will? Good

bye.” He turned around and said,

“Pattie, get ready, he will be here in an

hour and we will pull right out.”

At 1:30 we were off and at 5:30 were

again at the same old place, 60 miles

from home. We found geese had been

feeding all week and only two miles

away, on burned barley stubble. After

getting supper, (bacon,- beans and coffee

which Hans assured us would stick to

the ribs better on a hunting trip than

fresh meat) we housed our car in the

elevator, drained off the water as it was

very cold, and the boys were piloted to

the feeding grounds to dig pits while I

remained behind and carried hay to

make our beds on the floor of the elevator

office which had been kindly offered us

by Mr. Fogarty, an accommodating

young man in charge of the elevator, and

made that our headquarters during our

stay of three days. The boys dug two

pits 5x4x2 and returned to the elevator

when all turned in for the night. At

4:30 Saturday morning we were up

and, breakfast over, got the old reliable

ready and again started for a day’s sport,

little dreaming what was in store for us.

Mr. Thompson went to the slough with

Mr. Phipps while Allen, Hans and I

went to the pits, leaving the auto in a

ravine a quarter of a mile away, and as

we got in sight of our pits we saw a large

flock of geese on the ground. We got in

our pits as quietly as possible and at

daybreak the sport commenced. There

were thousands of geese in all directions

but, of course, all did not come our way.

The shooting was very fast at times and

lasted until 10:30, when Hans decided

he wanted to run her again, so we re

turned to the shack for more bacon,

beans, etc. The result of the morning’s

shoot was 54 geese.

About 12:30 we started on a tour to

see if we could not locate new feeding

grounds, but found nothing better and
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returned to the old place, at intervals

having good shooting. About 4:00 p. m.

Hans got restless and wanted to run her

some more. So in he got and was gone

for two hours, Allen being with him,

while Thompson and I stayed in the

pits. They had not been gone long when

a flock of honkers was discovered in the

stubble and Allen got out to have the

auto drive them over him. But they

seemed to take kindly to the Rambler

and showed no inclination to rise, so

Hans put on full speed and the result

was four nice honks for him out of the

one raise and running the car at the

same time. His first remark on return

ing was this: “Fellows, she is just as

good in stubble and plowed ground as

she is on the road, only I’d like to have

forty horse power.”

Twice during their absence Mr.

Thompson and I were compelled to fill

our pits with straw and burn it to keep

the ground warm, and after the fire had

burned out, get in the pits again, which

would he like an oven; for everyone

knows it takes cold weather to make

goose shooting, and fur coats are very

inconvenient.

At night, when we counted heads, we

had 72 geese and 28 canvas back and

redhead ducks and we were well satisfied

with what will no doubt be the hunt of

our lives. Sunday we spent all day in

the auto taking in the Reservation, which

was all new to me. We stopped at one

small town for gasoline at 30 cents per

gallon.

On Monday we started for home tak

ing in the lakes and sloughs enroute,

arriving at 5:30 p. m., after a trip of 305

miles. Tuesday afternoon we went to

the fair grounds, and the photo is the

result. We show 35 geese, 6 honkers

end 29 white geese. The balance were

left with Mr. Phipps at Mose, N. D., and

given away to our friends. Mr. Thomp

son sits in front with Hans, Mr. Allen

to my left in the rear.

During both our trips the machine took

gasoline, oil and water and not one

second of our time otherwise. It seemed

to have the spirit of the crowd. You

need not be surprised to see Hans call

on you at the factory some day just for

a little trip, for he surely likes to run her.

Precautionary measures in cold weather

While many automobiles are laid up

during the winter, or at least in extremely

cold weather, it is in many cases desir

able to keep the car in service. This

may be safely done if the water circu

lating system and supply are guarded

against freezing. During extreme weather

it is absolutely necessary that the follow

ing instructions be rigidly attended to:

_ Drain off all the water in radiator and

cylinders whenever the car is not in use.

A drain cock is provided at the bottom

of the radiator for this purpose. We rec

ommend, however, if possible, that the

car be stored during the winter in a room

heated to at least forty degrees Fahren

heit, both on account of possible freezing

of water in the cylinder jacket and piping

and on account of the effect of extreme

cold for a long period on the finish of the

car. The greatest danger probably lies

in leaving the car standing for any length

of time out doors when the engine is not

running, and if possible, the engine should

be left running at low speed in order to

maintain the heat of the water. It may

also be advisable, in extremely cold

weather, to remove the belt from the fan.

A number of anti-freezing mixtures are

in use and we have found the following

one the most satisfactory:

A solution of 25 per cent wood alcohol

25 per cent glycerine and 50 per cent

water, will not freeze at 15 degrees below

zero, and the deleterious effect of this

mixture '-upon the metals of the circula

tory system is probably less than that of

any other solution that might be used.

It is necessary to add but a small quan

tity of the wood alcohol from time to

time to replace evaporation, there being

no evaporation of the glycerine, and the

greatest loss that will occur will be of the

water, and consequently replaced with

water.

It may also be necessary to use this so

lution in the generator for your headlights,

as while freezing of the water will not

necessarily damage the generator, it will

certainly preclude the possibility of light.



An endurance testing drive in the mud

RALPH ROG F. RS

R. Robert Allen and myself

left Burlington, Iowa, at

11:45 on October 29th, in

a Model 14 Rambler altered

into a runabout by the

addition of a roomy turtle

back. It was a stock car

in every other respect ex

cept that there was an apron from the

radiator back beyond the front of the

propeller shaft, which absolutely kept

out all mud and dirt.

We made an eighteen mile run to

Oquawka, up through the beautiful

Mississippi Valley bottoms, in about an

hour. There had recently been con

siderable rain which made the roads

heavy, but not particularly muddy. Go

ing through the woods we found that

several trees had been blown across the

  

road, forcing us to make a detour into

the woods, lifting some of the logs out

of the way and backing between the

stumps, not a particularly easy perform

ance with a large four-cylinder car. We

got through the swamp all right, without

getting lost as many motorists do in go

ing through these bottoms and reached

the ferry where we had only a slight

delay as the writer had telephoned to

the ferryman making arrangements for

him to come there immediately upon

our arrival.

On reaching the Illinois side we found

the bank an exceedingly steep one com

posed of the pearl muscle shells that

allow the wheels to slip. We were able

to make it, however, by rushing on the

intermediate gear. From there to Mon

mouth our trip was very quick and com

-

.
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fortable except for the fact that the sky

clouded over and the weather became

quite cold. At Monmouth we enjoyed

a fine brick pavement connecting with

excellent country roads, and made very

rapid time to Galesburg. In fact, we

made an average speed of twenty miles

an hour from Burlington to Galesburg,

not having been bothered at all with

teams nor much by the bad roads.

From Galesburg on, however, we began

to find an increase in the amount of mud

and the car, as well as its occupants,

were well spattered.

In a little town a few miles out of

Galesburg we were held up by a repair

crew on the railroad crossing. We wait

ed a few minutes until we had talked the

section man into removing some of the

old lumber and helping us across the

railroad tracks only to find, however,

after we had gone across, that we had

very carefully gone a couple of miles

out of our road.

At four o’clock we were within sixteen

miles of Kewanee and Mr. Allen sug

gested that that would probably be our

resting place for the night, which the

writer disapproved of, for going at the

rate of twenty miles an hour we should

be way beyond. Mr. Allen proved to be

right as we got lost several times, found

heavy mud and were exceedingly glad

to drag into Kewanee a half hour before

dark, just as it began a nasty drizzling

rain. Here we hunted up Mr.‘ John T.

Ellis, a brother Rambler owner, and got

safely located in their little Kewanee

garage for the night. Our dress suit

cases had been strapped to the running

boards and presented a beautiful muddy

appearance before we took them into

the hotel.

We had a dispute as to exactly how

early we should get up in the morning

and there was some talk about getting

the landlord to get especially early break

fast. The facts of the case were, how

ever, that we got away at quarter of

eleven the next morning.

The second day was much different

from the first, as we got into mud con

tinually. However, the little car did

splendid work, maintaining the high gear

almost all the time and seldom dropping

below the intermediate on the hills. We

made Princeton by noon, getting a very

excellent dinner there and making the

only adjustment on the machine that we

made during the whole trip which con

sisted of tightening up the spring clips

on the front axle.

As soon as we got out of Princeton,

with our propensity to lose the roads, we

again got off the route and in some way

got down to La Salle instead of keeping

along the main line of the C. B. & Q.

After leaving La Salle, in attempting to

regain the main line of the “Q.”, we came

across miles and miles of unpiked roads

that were simply swimming in mud.

We inquired several times of the na

tives as to our route on the pike roads,

but failed to get any satisfactory inform

ation until we met a rather attractive

farmer’s wife driving a buggy, who gave

us detailed instructions which proved to

be right, landing us on the first pike roads

we had been on for hours. Our troubles

were not over, however, as it was now

dark and we had no carbide. We made

a few miles at a very good rate of speed,

splashing through the muddy pools on

the pike with nothing but oil lamps,

until we reached a little town where we

were able to get some large lumps of

carbide, such as are used in the acetylene

lighting plants in houses, at the unheard

of price of five cents a pound.

From this on we made very good

time to Yorkville, and from that on up

the picturesque Fox River until the car

stopped in the thick wood apparently

miles from nowhere. We tuned up the

spark coil and went on a few miles fur

ther until the same thing happened again.

We came to the conclusion by this time

that it must be lack of battery, though

the volt meter on the Apple automatic

switch persisted in saying nine volts.

On taking out the battery we found

practically no spark at all, a short circuit

showing that it was dead. For some

reason the Apple dynamo had evidently

not been charging and, in fact, we had a

suspicion that it took some of the current

out of our storage battery. We discon

nected it and connected up four worn out

dry cells which we had in the opposite

end of the battery box, to the correspond

ing poles of the storage battery and were

able to go on to Aurora in fine shape
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with the exception of a detour which we

made down a very good pike road, only

to find at the end of a mile or so that we

landed in a man's front dooryard.

On reaching Aurora we found that

there seemed to be no bottom to the mud

in the city streets, it was simply splash

all the time. We stopped at Anderson’s

garage long enough to get some gasoline

and take on an extra set of dry cells as

a precaution and started on to Chicago.

We did not get out of the city limits,_

however, before the engine began to run

on three cylinders, showing our combi

nation dry cells and storage batteries had

been exhausted, so we turned around

and spent the night in Aurora.

The next morning we got an early

start-—at 10:30 in place of 10:45 as usual

—and made a very good run until we

got into Riverside, where the engine

stopped. This we found was due to

lack of current. After taking out the

set of new dry cells which we put in that

morning and testing them for strength

which, by the way, is a very interesting

performance, we found that the auto

matic switch on the dash-‘board was not

working for some reason. When we got

it out, coupling up the batteries direct

to the coil and engine, we went on with

no further trouble except for the miser

able roads in one or two of the suburbs

of Chicago.

We reached Chicago about noon inha

very muddy condition, and probably

thanks to this had no trouble with the

policemen. In fact, every one that paid

any attention to us grinned and gave us

the high sign to go on, probably taking

‘pity on our generally muddy condition.

After a very comforting dinner we

started on the last fifty-one, miles to

Kenosha, making a rather good drive of

three and one-half hours in spite of

heavy mud after leaving Waukegan, the

explanation being, however, _i;t was too

cold and bleak for any of thepolicemen

to be out so that we only had t.o slow up

when going by the police station.

When we came to Waukegan we had

the extreme good luck to get all four

wheels on the street car tracks, thus

avoiding the miserable chuckwholes that

have been in these roads for several years.

Before we got quite down, however, the

front wheels dropped off the track, fol

lowed by the back wheels promptly and

we were utterly unable to get on the

tracks again, making us realize the lux

ury we had been enjoying.

After some more heavy mud we reached

Kenosha about six o’clock without having

made a single adjustment on the car or

engine itself.

Cochrane retums after long joumey

RIVERSIDE (CAL) ENTERPRISE

Brown and glad to get home, Mr. and

Mrs. David Cochrane, Mrs. Cochrane’s

uncle, ]. C. Sheldon, and Bert Hallam ar

rived home from a record trip of 2400

miles through California in a Rambler

auto. Their journey followed the route

given herewith: Riverside to Los Angeles,

thence to Ventura, Santa Barbara, El Pis

mo, San Luis Obispo, Paso Robles, San

Margarita, Salinas, San Jose, Los Gatos,

Saratoga, San Francisco, Oakland, Sacra

mento, Placerville, Summit, Lake Tahoe,

and then the home trip, which took in

Sacramento, with incidental stops, then

over the route to Snelling and Courters

ville, to Yosemite Park, back again to

Pleasant Valley, where the Santa Fe is

putting in some big work, then to Merced

again, backto San Luis Obispo,and thence

within four miles of Pismo,through to San

ta Barbara, Ventura and back to Los

Angeles.

They report that the machine stood the

test nobly. This was an enormous run,

and as Mr. Sheldon is a rather old man and

comes back hale, hearty and brown like

the rest of the occupants of the car, there

is everything to be said in favor of the

automobile as an excursion vehicle.

“In all the twenty-four hundred miles

there were but two hard places, from

Placerville to Lake Tahoe, or rather to

Lover’s Leap and from Snelling in Mar

iposo county to Caultersville. Here it

seems that nature took its course and we

followed the path. There were big

boulders washed out by rains and storms,

sand and mud. We got through them,

and I tell you there is nothing like auto

mobiling,” said Mr. Sheldon.
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RAMBLER BASE BALL TEAM, CHAMPIONS KENOSHA FACTORY LEAGUE, SEASON 1906

Names—rcading from left to right

First row—H. Snyder, O. Yule, R. Henderson, C. Sievers, F. Binniger,

(Sub) R. F. C. F., Capt. & Mgr. S. S. _ (Sub)

Second Row—C. Straangberg, W. Bock, M. Rupp, I. Henderson, A. Roff,

L. F. (Sub) P. C. 3rd B.

Third row—P. Zens, G. Dengler, R. E. Kniskern, E. Ernst,

(Sub) 1st B. & P. Secy. & Treas. 2nd B.

At the beginning of the season the “Factory League” consisted of eight teams,

all employees of and representing the following firms, viz.: Badger Brass Mfg. Co.,

Simmons Mfg. Co., (2), Chicago Brass Co., Visible Typewriter Co., Chicago-Kenosha

Hosiery Co., Kenosha Crib Co., and Thomas B. ]efi'ery & Company.

Much enthusiasm was shown in the organization and as it numbered many

excellent players among its members, the schedule of games arranged indicated that

the champions to be would have to work hard for the honor.

The nines met every Saturday afternoon during the 'season until forced by

rainy weather, to abandon the field.

The Rambler team played the full schedule, winning from their opponents

in every instance.

All games were warmly contested, notably those with the Badger Brass team,

they having some of the best players of the city in their line-up.

The third game with the Badger Brass team was really the deciding game of

the series and was won by the Ramblers in a score of four to three. Rupp pitched

a steady game and in the last inning, with the bases full and two men out, won the

game by striking the batter out.

A strong feature of the team’s work was the batting of ]. Henderson, consisting

mainly of long clean drives with many home runs.

All members of the team played star games and much credit is due their Captain

and Manager, R. Henderson, for his untiring and successful efforts to keep the

Rambler team on top.

It is expected that the Factory League will be maintained and the members

are looking forward to next season's work with considerable interest.
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NUMBER TWENTY-THREE
 

Beginning with this issue the Rambler Magazine

will be numbered serially instead of dated as here

tofore. They will, however, appear monthly and

the only diflerence will be in the method of enumer

ating. The current issue, number twenty-three,

follows that dated Se tember, 1906.

Owing to other airs in connection with the

Advertising Department it has been at times im

possible to prepare the magazine promptly on the

date specified for its appearance and we take this

method of simplifying matters. The recipient may

hereafter check the sequence of their copies by the

serial number.

The future of the automobile

The future of the automobile and its ultimate

place in the world's affairs is a ‘subject of common

decision among both motorists and non-motorists,

with an occasional diatribe on the part of the

motorphobe. This is a matter of more than

casual interest to the prospective purchaser as no

one cares to invest in a dying hobby.

A little thought on the condition and interests

involved will show that far from being even remotely

related to a hobby the automobile marks a distinct

era in the world’s ro ess.

Many hold up t e ecadence of the bicycle as a

criterion by which the fate of the automobile may

be deduced but there is really no ground for com

parison.

Bicycling was, and is today, the greatest outdoor

exercise ever devised but in its heyday it was a

pastime in which practical utility held a decidedly

minor position.

The bicycle was a new method of individual trans

portation that really took the place of no previous

method and supplanted nothing but “shanks mare."

Its road qualities were entirely dependent upon

the physical ability of the rider which naturally, in

a great measure, confined its use to the younger

element.

The motor-driven vehicle, on the contrary, has

all the qualities of the equine equipment with a speed

and mileage capacity limited only by law and reason.

It may be assumed that every automobile on the

road today has in some way supplanted a horse and

carriage. If the motorist did not originally use a

horse he probably balanced the benefits to be de

rived therefrom against the care or expense in

volved in its maintenance. The theory that an

automobile may be satisfactorily maintained at a

less expenditure of time than is required for the

keep of a horse is only partially right.

A car in constant daily use should be given a fair

amount of attention in the matter of lubrication

and cleaning, beyond the mere matter of washing

and polishin the exterior.

If this is one, it will robably require nearly if

not as much time as need e spent in merely feeding

and bedding a horse. There rs, however, this to be

considered—-the car needs attention only in propor

tion to its use and as to the nature of its care, even

the smell of gasoline and oil is preferable to the

odor of a stable.

As to practical utility a short review of the pro

gress of recent years offers a criterion by which we

may logically judge the future of the motor-driven

vehicle. A few years ago the probable end of the

work-horse who had outlived usefulness was the

deadly grind of the horse power.

It is one of the stains on the escutcheon of human

ity that many poor beasts that had well earned a

peaceful retirement were deliberately blinded for

this pu se, as a blind horse would travel his end

less pat more steadily than would one who could

see his surroundings.

Practically every small mill and grain elevator

had a horse power as the basis of its operating

system and the annual threshing and corn shelling

was done by the same method.

Where now are all the horse

and gasoline engines have not only supplanted

them but in many cases the windmill.

The larger and more prosperous farmers have

long since realized the value of the economical -

line motor that runs all the time over the win mill

that is dependent upon the elements.

The automobile as applied to commercial uses is

already beyond comparison with the crude gasoline

motors that supplanted the horse for stationary

work and with the development of passable roads

there will be less reason for the use of horse-drawn

vehicles than there is now for the resumption of the

obsolete horse power in its one-time sphere of use

fulness.

The horse, horse service and trans

eflicient as it can ever be. The automobile, prac

tical as it has become, and great as are its past and

present achievements, is being improved inexorably

and unremittingly day by day and year after year.

It is a vital factor in the social and economic

organism and there is no more probability of its

retrogression or elimination than of the reversion

of the human race to hand looms, cave dwellings

or the implements of the stone age.

Admitting that the field of the automobile is that

occupied by the horse, it is only necessary to turn

to horse vehicle statistics to arrive at figures as

astounding as incontrovertible.

According to the reports of the eleventh census

there were manufactured in the United States during

the year 1900 one million, six hundred and three

thousand, three hundred and seventy-one horse

vehicles. Nearly a million and a half horse vehicles

a year, year after year, in a field that would appear

already filled. In view of this, ask yourself if there

is any immediate liability of over-production in the

automobile industry or in the decadence of a vehicle

that would do the work of those horse-drawn at less

than one-fourth the expense.

The small proportionate expense is assumed on

the basis of comparative mileage and cost of trans

portation per ton mile.

powers? Steam

portation is as
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Rambler Touring Cars for l907
  

MODEL 25, 35-40 H. P.

While the four-cylinder Ramblers of 1906 marked a radical change from previ

ous Rambler construction, they in every way upheld the reputation of the name.

The successors to these cars, as prepared for 1907, not only show the improve

ments natural to a year of careful trial and development, but established a standard

of excellence never before reached in automobile construction. They mark the

highest attainable degree of design, material and construction.

Careful attention has been given to structural methods and designs with the

result that Models 24 and 25 are the highest possible product of the best materials,

scientific design and skilled workmanship.

These cars succeed Models 14 and 15 of the 1906 line and, while similarin general

character, show in every essential feature marked improvements over those models.

Model 25 is a large touring car with 112” wheel base and standard tread. Its

general appearance is that of power and elegance and will bear most critical com

parison with any car regardless of price.

Model 24 is a medium weight touring car with many new but thoroughly tested

features.

The motor is one of the most accessible ever built and contains many new and

valuable features. The bore is 4Q inches with 44}-inch stroke, giving fully 25-30

horse power. ,

The cylinders are cast in separate units with the valves directly over the com

bustion chamber, assuring maximum efficiency, quick clearance of the exhaust gas

and greatly facilitating cooling.

The valves are operated by means of rocker arms provided with set screws by

which the time and extent of opening may be accurately regulated. Rambler lock

nuts positively prevent loosening or disarrangement. The valve springs are entirely

exposed and readily removed. Each individual valve is assembled with its spring

and locking devices in a separate cage locked into the cylinder head and may be

removed therefrom, for cleaning or regrinding, without any disarrangement of ad

justment.
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The inlet valves are set above the combustion chamber allowing room for the spark

plugs directly under the valves. By this means the plugs are always clean and cool.

The valve cams are made in integral pairs for each cylinder, one adjustment

thereby assuring the action of inlet and exhaust valves in proper relation to each other.

They are made from drop forgings accurately machined and carefully hardened.

The shaft is of ample size and readily removable with all cams securely attached.

The lift rods act through long bronze bushings that reduce wear and friction

to the lowest point.

The cam gears are of ample size and while outside the crank case are entirely

enclosed and run in oil.

The pistons are provided with four rings each, three above and one below the

piston pin.

The crank case is easily accessible by means of large band plates held in place

by wing nuts.

The entire lower half of the case is removable, giving access to the crank shaft

and connecting rod bearings.

The main bearings are three in number and of ample size. They are of a special

anti-friction metal that has such great wearing qualities that adjustment is unneces

sary even after a season’s hard service.

The motor is supported at three points with a universal joint between clutch

and transmission ‘gear.

The pump for maintaining the circulation of the cooling water is located on an

extension of the cam shaft, thus eliminating gears, chains, etc., and their attendant noise.

The commutator is conveniently located at the forward end of the crank case

and operated by the cam shaft through bevel gears housed with the cam shaft gears.

Motor suspension is at three points by means of laterally extending arms near

the fore end of the crank case and a frame girder passing under the rear main bear

ing between crank case and fly wheel.

The motor of Model 25 is in every way of heavier construction with five-inch

bore and 5}-inch stroke.

Cylinder design and valve action is similar to that of Model 24.

The lower half of the crank case is removable and large side plates give access

to the cam shaft and connecting rod bearings.

Main shaft bearings are of special anti-friction metal, three in number and of

ample dimensions.

Three-point support is attained by laterally extending arms from near the for

ward end of the crank case and a cross frame member passing under the bearing

extension at the rear.

Steering and controlling mechanism and such accessories as carburetter, igniting,

lubricating and cooling systems are practically the same in both models.

IGNITION

Ignition is by jump spark system which comprises a six-volt, sixty-ampere

storage battery, a four-unit coil located on the dash and a roller type commutator

of special design.

A leading feature of this is that the member to which the wires are attached is

stationary, even when shifting the spark, thus avoiding breakage of wires and con

nections.

After exhaustive tests we have adopted the roller contact system for all 1907

models. By use of tool steel rollers and contact plates, wear is almost entirely elim

inated and absolutely correct synchronizing of ignition is attained, even after long

and continuous service.

The setting of the contact roller is capable of minute adjustment and is abso

lutely positive.

LUBRICATION

Lubrication is by mechanical force feed oiler by which the oil is positively de

livered in measured quantities to every point of friction.
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The oiler is belt-driven from the motor and is operative only when the car is in use.

Parts_other than those supplied by this oiler are, except the transmission gears

which run_in a constant supply in the gear case, lubricated by means of conveniently

located grease cups.

CARBURETTER

The carburetter is an entirely new type with automatic air control and capable

of the most minute and exact adjustment of any carburetter ever built.

The gasoline feed is regulated by a float with the nozzle concentric with the

float, thereby removing all trouble incident to throwing the. carburetter out of ver

tical alignment, as in running on a slanting road or steep grades.

Air control is by three automatic valves with springs of varying strength, so

adjusted that on starting the motor, or at very low speed, all valves remain closed.

On increasing the motor speed the valve with the lightest spring opens, allowing

additional air. On still further increase of speed, when more air is required than

will pass freely through the light spring valve, the one with theintermediate spring

opens, and on extreme speed all three become active.

By this construction more accurate air adjustment ‘is assured than could be

obtained by varying compression of a single spring.

  

MODEL 24, 25-30 H. P.

Throttle control is by means of a butterfly valve in the inlet pipe to the motor.

This carburetter has been severely tested under varying conditions and has

been found not only most economical but a ready starter and subject to a wide range
of speed control, giving a practically perfect mixture at all times. i

The fuel supply is contained in a strong brass oblong tank having pressed ends,

securely fastened. It is located under the front seat, reached for filling by removal

of the operator’s cushion. Capacity, fifteen gallons.

COOLING SYSTEM

Cooling is by water forced by a centrifugal pump located on the cam shaft.

The radiator is the flat tube type and by means of great radiating surface main

tains a low temperature of the water with slight evaporation.
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A five-blade fan is located back of and adjacent to the radiator, driven by belt

direct from the motor shaft and its speed is always in ratio to the motor speed.

MOTOR CONTROL

Motor control is effected by the familiar Rambler ring throttle under the steering

pillar used in connection with separate levers for spark and auxiliary air control.

The latter is used only during extreme speeds or under abnormal atmospheric con

ditions.

' TRANSMISSION GEARS

Transmission gear of Model 24 is of entirely new and light design. It is the

sliding gear progressive type immersed in oil and carried on the support of the pro

peller shaft, dispensing with the usual universal clutch between the gear and propel

ler shaft.

In the new Rambler transmission the driven gear on one shaft is not keyed

directly thereto, but is seated on the hub of a driving arm. This driving arm pro

jects through the web of the driven gear with a play of about ten degrees and allows

the gear to yield slightly and permit easy engagement of the shifting gears. The

arm is normally centrally balanced by springs projecting from each side and bearing

against the shoulders, but when the car is in motion bears solidly against those

shoulders in the direction of rotation.

The advantages of this device are not only in the ease of action but by it is

avoided somewhat injury to the gear teeth.

The setting of the gears is accomplished by the lever at the driver’s seat, so

located that when in the neutral position both gear and brake lever are well out of

the way when entering or leaving the car.

The propeller shaft bearings consist of two adjustable roller and one cylindrical

bearing.

The rear axle is the floating type with ball bearings at the inner ends and roller

bearings in the wheels.

The driving axles are of extra large Rambler construction with the spur gears

of the differential, forged on the inner ends.

This construction eliminates the troubles unavoidable in separate gears, keyed

or otherwise attached to the shaft. Both transmission and differential gear housings

are provided with hand plates, enabling all adjustments to be easily made.

Front axles are of seamless steel tube with heavy drop forged yokes carrying

the pressure on the knuckle pivots through ball bearings.

Rear axle housings are also of steel tubing with outer ends supported by roller

bearings in the wheels.

The change speed gear of Model 25 is also of the sliding type, giving three for

ward speeds and reverse, with gears of large dimensions, both in diameter, face

and pitch, ensuring long endurance and ability to sustain considerable abuse.

The various settings are through one lever, at the side of the operator’s seat.

The gear case is aluminum alloy. A large cover plate, with easily reached thumb

nuts, permits access to the gears.

The final drive is by chain to each rear wheel, and the differential gear is en

closed in the case with the sliding gears.

The transverse shaft carrying the driving sprockets rotates within tubular sleeves

extending outwardly from the gear case and suspended from the side frames by

drop-forged Supporting blocks.

The forward end of the gear case rests upon one of the frame members, thus

affording, in connection with the transverse arms, a three-point support for the

entire transmission, with the points of support exactly at the points of greatest strain.

The differential gear is of spur type, entirely enclosed with the periphery

of the case adapted to a powerful band brake, operated by a foot lever.

The sprockets on the traction wheels and the brake drums are built integral

with the hubs, three devices being combined in one.
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Models 24 and 25 are equipped with the new Rambler balanced clutch. This

is an entirely new device by which the engagement may be made as gently as desired,

but by virtue of the extraordinarily powerful spring by which the clutch is finally seated,

slipping is absolutely eliminated under any conditions. Those desirous of achieving

high gear stunts find this as flexible in action as a friction transmission, without

the loss of power usually incident thereto.

As in all Rambler cars, the frames are of pressed steel throughout, each com

ponent part being formed in section and size best adapted to meet the strains in

cident to its particular service. There is no sub-frame in either model, the motor

and transmission gears being suspended from the main frame construction.

The three-point support principle has been carried out in a most efieclive manner.

The motors of both models have this method of support, as previously described.

In Model 25 both motor and transmission gear are so supported and by means

of the double universal coupling between motor and transmission gear disalignment

of gears or strains on the bearings, due to temporary deflections of the frame, are

entirely eliminated.

Wheels are wood, artillery type, 34-inches in diameter with 4-inch tires. Stand

ard tire equipment is the Hartford-Dunlop, but G & J or Diamond are optional.

Two sets of brakes are provided. In Model 24 l)oth primary and emergency

brakes act upon drums in the rear hubs. In Model 25 the primary is a powerful

bandbrake operating on the drum striping. Upholstery in black

of the differential within the leather.

transmission gear housing. Model 24 is pearl gray with buff

The emergency brake is in leather. All brass parts are

the form of an expansive ring highly buffed and lacquered.

acting within the brakedrums of Metal parts, such as fenders,

each rear wheel. hoods, etc., are first japanned

  

Primary brakes are applied

by pedals and emergency brakes

by hand levers at the side of the

speed change lever.

The bodies of these cars are

artistic in design and of the

highest possible quality of mate

rials built in the best possible

manner, thoroughly braced and

handsomely finished.

Upholstering is the best

known heavily padded with

curled hair over ample springs.

Model 25 is beach nut brown
withidarker trimmings and gold

  
then painted and finished, mak

ing them thoroughly weather

proof.

Equipment comprises full

cape top with storm aprons, gas

headlights with separate genera

tor, oil side and tail lights, horn,

pump, full set of wrenches and

tire repair kit.

Model 24 thus equipped sells

at $2000 and Model 25 at $2500.

These are offered in full con

fidence that no better cars can be

built at any price.

TRANSMISSION AND REAR AXLE nonar. 24



l\/lodel Z5 proves its economy

 
  

  

Like its predecessor, Model 15, the new Rambler Model 25 showed its colors

even before its presentation to the public.

In the recent economy test under the auspices of the Chicago Automobile Trade

Association a car of this model was entered by Mr. T. B. Jelfery and operated by

Edw. T. Collier,—]ovial “Ted” of the testing department. Though a new car, just

from the assembling room and practically untried, the distance, 53 miles, was covered

on three gallons of gasoline.

The roads were in very bad condition and the entire run was made in a rain

varying from a drizzle to a driving storm.

The accomplishment is particularly gratifying in view of the fact that it was

equalled only by cars selling at much higher prices and that the cylinder volume and

consequent reserve power of Model 25 is greater than nearly every car coming any

where near it in gasoline consumption.

The latest applicant for long distance tire record honors is O. E. Shepard of

Campbell, California. A Diamond tire on a Rambler touring car driven by Mr.

Shepard has run a total of 25,500 miles without a puncture and without ever having

been off the rim. The tread of the lire is much worn, but aside from this is said to be

in excellent condition. The period covered by its service is about two years.
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Of interest to dealers and repair men

  

Some hints on adjustments

Next in importance to lubrication, in

an automobile, is the adjustment of the

various parts. If these adjustments are

neglected, the machine soon pounds

itself to pieces and gets very noisy.

Usually when anything is wrong, the

motor produces a sound and from these

sounds the trouble can often be located.

If the bearings are loose the motor will

pound and if the spark governor springs

are too loose the motor will produce a

sharp, metallic knock.

If the igniting system is incorrectly

timed the motor will mis-fire. Should

there be any foreign matter in the carbu

retter the motor will run irregularly, if

at all.

Perhaps the best method to be followed

by the average owner of an automobile,

when adjusting the engine bearings, is to

remove the spark plugs so that the motor

can be turned over freely. Then tighten

one of the bearings until it binds slightly

and gradually release until it will turn

freely but without play. Follow this

procedure throughout all adjustments.

To adjust the connecting rod bearings,

remove the crank case cover. Then

while at it, the valves and spark may be

timed and the markings on the rim of the

fly wheel should be carefully followed.

The exhaust valve should open about

five inches before the end of the power

stroke and close at the end, or one inch

after the end of the exhaust stroke.

The inlet valve should open about

three inches after the exhaust closes and

remain open until one inch after the end

of the suction stroke.

The exhaust timing should not vary

from this rule, but the intake may open

a little earlier and close a little later

without seriously affecting the smooth

running of the motor.

The spark timer should be set so that

ignition begins on center and continues

for seven inches of the fly wheel travel.

If the contact points on the timer are

worn they should be removed, cleaned

and dressed with a file. The time of

contact may be varied by the adjusting

screw on the timer contact spring. 0

The springs on the governor weights

should be just tight enough to hold the

weights up to the shaft, and no more.

If too loose the motor will knock and if

too tight it will have but little speed and

power.

The spark coil vibrator contact point

should be clean and flat and the contact

screw point should be rounded so that

particles of dust or dirt cannot lodge

between the points.

The vibrator should be adjusted so as

to stand one-sixteenth of an inch away

from the core of the coil. Then the

contact screw may be screwed down

until the tune of vibration is of a fairly

high pitch and steady. The color of the

spark produced at the plug should be

anything but blue.

No attempt should be made to adjust

the carburetter until the spark and valves

are correctly adjusted.

The Models “E” and “K” carburetters

are quite similar and may be adjusted

according to the same rule. They should

be so adjusted that the motor will fire

regularly at all speeds without showing

black smoke or a strong smell of gas

from the exhaust.

If the motor misses fire or fires back

in the carburetter when the throttle is

opened, the nut on the air valve stem on

top of the carburetter should be screwed

down so as to tighten the air valve spring

and reduce the air feed until the motor

fires regularly.

If the motor chokes and emits black

smoke from the exhaust, when the

throttle is opened, screw the nut up, al

lowing more air until the motor fires

regularly.

On Types One, Three and Four the

carburetter is of a different form. The

needle valve under the mixing chamber

is to adjust the gasoline feed and the air

lever under the steering wheel is to ad

just the air.
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The needle valve should be opened

about one full turn; then, by lifting up

the air lever the motor may be started.

For ordinary speeds the air lever should

be lowered nearly all the way down and

all the way for high speed.

If the air lever requires very much ad

justing, while running, remove the top

of the carburetter, take out the spring

and stretch it about one-half or three

quarters of an inch which will remedy

the trouble.

The carburetter for Models 14 and 15

is of another form. The needle valve

should be opened three-quarters of a

turn and the air valve should be so ad

justed that the outside or weaker spring

just holds the valve firmly on its seat,

but not too tight. There should be

about one-sixteenth of an inch motion

of the valve before it engages the stifler

or inside spring.

To test the adjustment start the engine,

then, without advancing the spark, open

the throttle. If the motor misses or

fires back into the carburetter, tighten

the air valve one turn. If it still misses

and fires back, turn on more gasoline.

The air valve should not be tightened

enough to cause a hissing sound, but as

much as possible without so doing.

If the motor misses at low speed and

exhausts black smoke, the mixture is too

strong and the gasoline should be turned

ofi a little.

If the carburetter leaks, examine the

float to see if it is punctured and filled

with gasoline. If not, then try the needle

valve on top of the float to see if it seats

good and if not, grind it until it is tight.

To repair a leaky float, first warm it a

little, then turn it over, watching the

under side. The pressure caused by

warming will force part of the gasoline

out through the opening. When located

enlarge the hole, draw ofl the gasoline,

place the float partly in water to keep

cool and then solder. If you attempt

to solder it without placing it in water it

will explode from the expanding gases

inside. After soldering, trim off all sur

plus’ solder to avoid over-weight.

Occasionally the plug in the bottom

of the float chamber should be removed

to drain off water or any other foreign

matter that might be therein.

The wheel bearings and transmission

bearings should be adjusted so that there

is a little play, otherwise the ball may

be crushed and the cones destroyed.

The ten motoring commandments

FROM MORGAN‘S MOTORING MESSAGE

1. Thou shalt not scorch on the pub

lic roads or challenge thine enemy to a

race on same.

2. Thou shalt not boast of thy mile

age or of thy tires, for pride goeth before

a puncture.

3. Thou shalt not gayly pass another

by and refuse assistance, for thou may be

in a like condition some day.

4. Remember thy spark plugs and

keep them clean and thy batteries

charged.

5. Thou shalt not neglect to work for

good roads so that thy going shall be

smooth.

6. Fill thy tanks with gasoline before

starting on a journey so that you may not

be stuck in the woods miles from home.

7. Honor an honest repairer, but keep

tabs on thy chaufleur so that thy auto

mobile be not abused.

8. Do unto the drivers of other ve

hicles as you would have them to do to

you. .

9. Thou shalt not borrow thy neigh

bor’s pump, nor his jack, nor his tube or

anything that is thy neighbor’s.

10. Thou shalt not try to improve on

the work of thy manufacturer, because

they that take lessons from schools of

correspondence are oft times shy of knowl

edge.

Knocking

There is an old saying that “One does

not kick the stone that lies in the road,

but that which lies in his path.” Ad

mitting the truth of this, it in part ac

counts for the abuse automobile salesmen

lavish upon their competitors’ goods,

ignoring in their efforts any merits their

own may possess.
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Monthly review of the automobile press

  

Under this heading will be given a brief mention of the leading special articles in the automobile

papers of the previous month.

No attention will be given to reports of current events which may be covered by all papers, but to

articles discusing or containing information on subjects of particular interest.

The readers of the Rambler Magazine will thus be able to keep in touch with the topics of the day

without the time and expense incident to a perusal of the entire trade press.

CORNCOBS AS A FUEL POSSIBILITY.

Motor Age, October -1, 1906.

Government puts two men to work investigating

practicability of using waste product from the

fields in the production of alcohol.

UNGLE SAM TELLs How TO Do IT.

Motor Age, October 14.

Government issues re lations providing for the

withdrawal from bon tax free of domestic alco

hol which has been denatured under official ob

servation.

MOToRING CoNDITIoNs IN JAPAN.

Motor Age, October 18.

ADJUSTING AN AUTOMATIC CARBURETTER

Motor Age, October 1.

An extensive article on the subject of automatic

carburetters both domestic and foreign design.

PRE-IGNITIGN. CAUsEs, Svnprons,

REMEDIES.

Motor Age, November 22.

Goon RoADs QuEsTION IN ENGLAND.

Motor Way, October 18.

SUITABLE SI>RINGs AND SUSPENSION.

Motor Way, October 18.

An article on spring construction translated from

the French.

FUTURE SPEED TEsTs IN FRANCE.

Motor Way, October 25.

MIssIoN RoADs IN CALIFORNIA.

Motor Way, November I5.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES IN FRANCE.

Motor Way, November 22.

THE PROBLEM or DENATURED ALcoIIoL

The Automobile, October 18.

LUBRIGATING SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMO

BILES.

The Automobile, October I8.

DEVELOPMENT or THE Two-cvcLE GAs

ENGINE.

The Automobile Oct. 25—Nov. l.

HINTs 0N FILING, HARDENING AND

TEMPERI NG.

The Automobile, October 25.

How T0 IMPROVE AN OLD CAR.

The Automobile, November I5.

SoURcEs or BATTERY TROUBLES.

Motor World, October 25.

Many ills charged to batteries for which they are

not responsible. Some shortcomings pointed out.

NoIsEs THAT GIvE WARNING.

Motor World, October 25.

Why the warnings should be promptly heeded.

Expensive experiments that come of failure to

do so.

EXPLOSIONS 01-" EMPTY TANKS.

Motor World, November 1.

Mysteries explained. Misunderstandings of gas

oline vapor that prevail.

PosITIoN or THE CARBURETTER.

Motor World, November 8.

Foreign tendencies and the future possibilities.

Suggestions that present practice permits.

BENzoL As A POSSIBLE FUEL.

Motor World, November 15.

Report on experiment with a cold tar product.

ELAsTIc WHEELS.

Horseless Age, Oct. 3—Oct. 10.

An article descriptive of the various elastic

wheels offered both here and abroad.

COMPRESSION. Irs UsoAI. LIMITS AND

PROBABLE TENDENcIEs.

Horselcss Age, October 17.

ELEcTRIc IGNITION.

Horseless Age, October 17.

MAGNETOS AND OTHER MEGIIANIGAI.

IGNITING GENERAToRs.

Horseless Age, October 17.

IGNITIoN CoNNEcTIoNs.

Horseless Age, Oct. 2-I—Oct. 31.

Various systems explained and (liagramatically

illustrated.
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Close resemblance

vnu norm, 1A., RECORD

“The sweet little darling. He has

eyes like his mother’s—]ournal Amusant.

 

Highly charged

PUCK

“Eh-yah!” said Constable Slackputter,

telling of the affair. “He was so blamed

drunk that he fell over his own feet and

nearly fractured his skull by butting

against a barber pole; and when I nabbed

him he said, says he, ‘Oshifer, what in

shunder you sh’pose zhat lady wi’ zhe

striped stocking’s has got againsht me?

Ponnonner nev’ saw her beforsh ’nall m’

life!”

The precise reason

An Edinburgh lawyer was given to

swearing. One night his small boy was

sitting by him, studying arithmetic. The

father broke out, “What on earth ails

you? Why can’t you sit still—wiggling

and writhing every minute?”

“It’s all your fault,” blubbered the

boy.

“Why is it?”

“Cos I askt you last night how much a

billion was and you said it was a ‘d——

lot.’ The teacher asked me the same

question today and I said the same thing.

And that’s why I can’t keep still.”

He apologized

PHILADELPHIA TELEGRAPH

She has bright eyes, rosy cheeks, and

an awful weighty estimate of the proper

confines of propriety. It is an invari

able rule of hers to observe that subtle

barrier of modesty, which all well-ordered

young women should observe, and better

still she prides herself on making the

sterner sex observe this barrier in all its

invisible but nice distinctions.

Then how this incident must have

shocked her.

Being a telephone girl it is her obnoxi

ous duty to hold converse with the “mean

things” of the world, otherwise known

as men. The other afternoon a sub

scriber called for a certain number in

Germantown.

“What number did you say?” she cood

“Germantown 33333-z quick.”

“I can’t understand; please repeat it.”

“Blank, blankety blank, x y z.”

“Well, if you don’t say what number

you want I can’t give it to you. I am

not going to fool here all day.”

“Now keep your shirt on, little girl;

keep your shirt on"— —But the sub

scriber got no further; she slammed up

her cam, rushed to the overseer with

flaming cheeks and reported the sub

scriber. The company rightly said that

subscribers had no right to comment on

how its employees should treat their

wearing apparel, and demanded that the

subscriber apologize or lose his phone.

The subscriber was willing. He called

up the girl with the bright eyes and said:

“Are you the young lady whom I just

told to keep her shirt on?”

“Yes,” was the curt rejoinder.

“Well, possibly I was a little hasty.

It may be warm in your oflice; so now

you may take it off.”

There once was a dignified mme,

Who scorched on a road of macme;

When lo! by mistake,

A rough road she did take,

And immediately thought that she hme.

Rebecca—“What? You surely don’t

want me to marry that hollow chested

creature?”

Mrs. Cohen—“Ah, my dear, but shust

look at de tiamont he has in der cavity.”
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NUMBER TWENTY-FOUR

One thousand and fifty-five miles in a Rambler automo

bile without a cent's worth of

repair

From Hamilton, Illinois, to Boulder, Colorado, over rough roads and hills, through mud, water,

alkali holes, quicksand, sand hills and deserts, skirting canons and following

trails where the prairies were a solid mass of cactus

DR. F. A. WAGGONNER

T noon on June 25, 1906, we

started from Hamilton, Ill.,

in a Model“H” single cylin

der Rambler bound for

Colorado, loaded with three

hundred and thirty-five

pounds of freight, a heavy

top and necessary accessor

ies, the little red car puffed out of the alley.

It seemed like a big undertaking, especial

ly as we looked back and saw our loved

ones vanish from view. However, we

drove on and in two hours crossed the

Ft. Madison bridge over the Mississippi

River and began our journey across

Iowa. As we pitched our tent for the

night little did we think what was before

us, for according to our memorandum

thirty rain storms came to mar the

pleasure and spoil the roads for our

automobile. Indeed, we only reached

Fort Madison when we were informed

that heavy rains had visited the country

we had planned to cross and that the

deep mud west of Fort Madison was im

passible. So we changed our route and

drove north through Denmark, Salem,

Hillsborough, Lockport, Birmingham,

Libertyville, Agency and Ottumwa.

I neglected to state in the beginning

that we had a box made to fit on the

back of our automobile in place of the

tonneau to carry our camping outfit.

My wife had a hand in packing the

first time and I want to give her credit

for knowing how, for she put enough

stuff in that box to fill a good sized room.

Father and I worked until eleven o’clock

every morning trying to pack; had to tie

some on behind, underneath, and in the

seat. Father thought for a while he

would have to ride the cowcatcher, but

we managed to avoid this by shipping

part of our stuff. -

The roads as we wound around Skunk

river were almost impassible. The Iowa

soil had been cut up into deep ruts and

was almost as hard as stone. The hills

were continuous, one after another, on

nearly this whole route. Rolling, the

map said; true, we rolled up one hill and

right down another. Our G & J tires

stood the rough roads remarkably well

for it was impossible to keep out of ruts

which scraped all rubber from sides of

tires and several thicknesses of canvas,

only leaving a strip of rubber in center

of the tires. By the time we reached

Oskaloosa a number of automobile men

said “I would never cross Iowa with

those tires.” At Des Moines we were

told we could not possibly reach

Omaha, and at Omaha that to cross

Nebraska with them would be an utter

impossibility, but here we are in Boulder,

Colorado, with only one new casing.

Copyright 1907, by Thomas B. Jeffery c. Company
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The old case was so badly~cut that after

three blow-outs in western Nebraska we

put on a one new.

From Ottumwa we drove through

Eddyville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe,

Fairmount, Prairie City and Des Moines.

The roads on this route were muddy, rough

and hilly, part of the way we used chain

grips and pulled through deep mud where

a horse and wagon would almost stick.

We laid over south of Eddyville five days

on account of heavy rains. We stayed

over two days in Oskaloosa where the

rain came down in torrents.

We left De Moines July 8, and con

tinued west through Waukee, Adel, Red

field, Dexter, Stewart, Menlo, Casey,

Wiota and Atlantic. This was another

hard pull, as the roads were drying and

rough. We drove through Lewis, Gris

wold and Carson. On this part of the

route we had our first and only puncture.

From Atlanticidown valley we had a

fine road, which only lasted until we

reached the hilly country from Griswold

to Council Bluffs. At Carson we laid

up in camp five days on account of sick

ness. The day we left camp we made

two efiorts to travel, but each time were

caught in rain on the road and spent the

night with one of Iowa’s prosperous

farmers who had everything up to date;

the grinding, churning, and running of

the cream separator, etc., was done with

gasoline engines. Indeed, an automo

bile ride through western Iowa reminds

one of the description of the pleasant

farms of England. The primitive shan

ties of thirty years ago have given place

to commodious farm houses flanked by

great barns and hay ricks. In rich

meadows herds of fine blooded cattle

are grazing. What was once a bleak

dreary landscape is now garden-like and

inviting. The poor saplings of the earlier

days, which seemed to be apologizing to

the robust corn stalks in the neighboring

field have grown on that deep soil into

great spreading trees. Each farm house

is sheltered from winter winds by its own

dense groves

We crossed the Missouri river at Coun

cil Bluffs and continued on twelve miles

west of Omaha to camp. Here we again

held up three days on account of heavy

rains, day and night. We drove on to

Elkhorn, Nebraska, one of the hardest

pulls on our trip, following the Union

Pacific Railroad through bottom lands

where water was standing in the road in

many places. We ran almost the whole

distance from camp to Elkhorn on slow

speed and stopped at Elkhorn for dinner.

While resting another few minutes an

other rain came up so rapidly that we

could hardly get the automobile to the

livery barn. We put up at the hotel that

night and late next day resumed our

journey through Nebraska, taking the

following route: Waterloo, Valley, Fre

mont, Ames, North Bend, Rogers, Schuy

ler, Benton, Columbus, Duncan, Silver

Creek, Havens, Clarks. Central City,

Chapman, Grand Island, Woodriver,

Shelton, Gibbon, Buda, Kearney, Odessa,

Elm Creek, Lexington, Gothenburg and

North Platte. The roads on this part of

the trip were level, not even a grade from

Elkhorn to North Platte. It would have

been the ideal automobile route if it had

not been for rains. It was a great dis

appointment to us, as we anticipated a

grand trip across Nebraska, but day

after day we laid over on account of

rains. When we did start the roads were

muddy and in about a day rough, re

maining so until the next rain. We did

not travel a dusty road from Denmark,

Iowa, to Denver, Colorado, except in sub

urbs of Des Moines. On this part of the

route we also had alkali holes, quick-sand

and irrigating ditches to contend with.

-At Gothenburg we crossed the Platte

river, traveling a distance of fifty miles

before we reached another town, the

only signs of civilization being a little sod

house dotted here and there. The roads

were very good, except crossing several

prairies where our only guide was a

single path.

At North Platte we laid over six days

at the hotel while the rain and hail con

tinued to pour down. From North

Platte we continued through Hershey,

Parton, Ogallala to Julesburg, Colorado.

A. short distance west of North Platte we

passed Buffalo Bill's ranch consisting

of many acres of level prairie. The

roads were a fright, some places graded

up with clods the size of a bushel measure

with irrigating ditches on the sides, but

we had to take it. Another place a new
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_ road had been opened up and graded for

several miles. Other places, no roads at

all, simply a little track filled with weeds

as high as the car. This continued for

miles, the weeds of various sizes

pounding against the mud guards of our

car sounded like a regular brass band.

At other times we were skirting canons,

narrow ledges and crossing large river

bottoms covered with sand which was a

test on the little Rambler. We found

many public roads fenced in, in Nebraska,

and opening and shutting gates on a.

public highway seemed a nuisance.

Through Colorado we followed Sedg

wick, Crook, Sterling, Atwood, Hillrose,

Brush, Ft. Morgan, Carona, Byers,

Watkins, Denver to Boulder. For many

miles we traveled over open prairies fol

lowing a single path they called the old

ox trail. The ground was covered with

cactus so thick we could not dodge them,

thus filling the tires full of little thorns.

On this part of the route we traveled

thirty hours without food, drink or place

to stay, absolutely no sign of life except

an occasional jack-rabbitt, buffalo gnat

or grasshopper. In the distance we saw

some old sheds which we made for with

increased speed. It was nearing dark

and a heavy storm was coming across

the prairie. We reached the building

which was an old dilapidated ranch.

No signs of life except five hounds and a

little pony grazing in the field. We

pulled in behind one of the buildings,

covered the automobile with canvas and

sat up in the car seat all night while we

listened to the rain pour down upon us.

The next morning we started early

without breakfast and continued across

the prairie. About ten o’clock we came to

a covered wagon camped upon the prairie.

We had lost all signs of a road, not even

a path. So we asked the campers if they

could direct us to a road. They said they

didn’t know of any, that they hadjust pulled

in over the mountain but that we couldn’t

make it with our kind of a wagon. We

did, however, and by aid of a compass

traveled southwest until in the afternoon

we found a place to get something to eat.

We drove on until almost dark when we

arrived at Hillrose, a small place with

only one hotel. We knocked around for

a while and could find no one. The

neighbors said the hotel was closed for

the present but for us to go in and help
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ourselves. So we covered the automo

bile in the back yard, picked out the best

room in the house and went to sleep,

without supper, of course. In the morn

ing we expected to eat breakfast at the

station house, but overslept so special

word was sent over for us not to come

as it was late and everything was eaten

up. So without breakfast we continued

west. Late in the afternoon we reached

a very nice looking place called Dorsey's

Ranch. By considerable persuasion we

finally induced them to cook us something

to eat.

The rest of our route was over very

good roads and nothing of special im

portance happened except at Corona we

were held up forty-five cents a gallon for

gasoline.

We arrived in Denver August 15th,

eleven A. M., where we met Mr. E. R.

Cumbe of the Rambler garage who

treated us very nicely and took our

pictures.

The next day we drove to Boulder

where we were escorted part way up

Green Mountain to what was called

Hamilton Camp, composed of a party of

our old Hamilton friends, Mr. and Mrs.

Henry Kammerer and Mr. and Mrs.

Chas. Carter and families, where we

were entertained for a few days until

rain storms drove us to the city.

SUMMARY:

Veeder odometer registered 1055 miles.

Number of hours on road, 120.

Average running time, 88 miles per day.

Gasoline used, 73% gallons.

Cylinder oil, 2% gallons.

Transmission oil, 5 pints.

Hard oil, pound.

Number dry cells, 12.

Car came through in perfect condition.

No repairs.

Only adjustments were tightening chain

slow speed band and adjusting vibrator.

Made complete trip on our own power.

-

MR. THEODORE BALL (IN RIGHT REAR SEAT) THEN DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR OF

CALIFORNIA, TOURING THE STATE IN A RAMBLER

 



A delightful run in California with a

Model l5 Rambler

.\lRS. I-‘RI-ID]-lRICl\' J. LXNZ

NE of the most interesting

trips and one not often

taken by the automobilist,

is the drive from San Fran

cisco to Dillon Beach, Cali

fornia; while the distance

is only about 100 miles, the

route is one continuous pan

orama of mountain and vale, bay and

ocean, and fraught with interest.

Boarding the Sausalito Ferry boat

at San Francisco at 10:10, we land

in picturesque Sausalito at 10:50, five

miles distant. Our Model 15 Rambler

is pushed ashore, no gasoline being al

’owed in the tank on these boats, and

after obtaining fuel at a little grocery

nearby, we begin our pretty drive; wind

ing through foot-hills, over rustic bridges,

ever in sight of the bay, we arrive at

fashionable San Rafael, 17 miles from

Sausalito. Here we drive very slowly, as

the speed limit is eight miles per hour,

with an enforcement of the law, which

means slow down in earnest. The cot

tages and homes are extremely pretty

and the architecture of most modern de

sign. Driving through the main street

we turned out Petaluma avenue, stopping

at the Hotel Rafael for luncheon. This

hotel is one of the finest in the state, the

grounds and winding drives are ideal for

motoring, and the surrounding scenery

cannot be surpassed. After luncheon we

started on our way, and the rythmatic

chord of the engine sounded better to us

just then than any symphony Bach or

Chopin ever wrote.

The roads were in excellent shape for

a brisk pace and the big car seemed de

termined to go fast. V\'e covered the 22

miles to Petaluma in an hour, not using

the foot throttle or changing a lever.

As nearly every one knows Petaluma is

the home of the California chicken, the

one and only industry being the raising

of this necessary poultry. Thousands

are shipped from here every year, and

  

one peculiar feature is they are all white

chickens; why always white, no one

seems able to explain, but white they all

are, just like the owners’ houses and out

buildings. We stopped for a brief call

on some friends and then headed for

Santa Rosa, 17 miles distant. It was

nearly three o’clock when we left and at

  

RAMBLER CAMP AT DILLONlS BEACH—MRS. CLARK AT

THE WHEEL OF HER MODEL l4

3:35 we entered the once pretty city of

Santa Rosa, now practically ruined by

the earthquake and fire. All the busi

ness section was flat, with the exception

of a block of one story brick stores, half

of which is occupied by the home of the

Rambler, The Geo. Shilling Garage.

Hardly a brick was left in place of the

other buildings, and we realized Santa

Rosa had been shaken much worse than

San Francisco. The Court House, oc

cupying a square in the town’s center,

four stories high with cupola and built of

stone, had the appearance of being cut in

half, so that only two stories remained,

and most of the other buildings were

completely fiat. We tarried an hour

here, filling the gasoline tank and lubri

cator, preparatory to reaching our desti

nation at Dillon’s Beach as early as

possible, as we had tents to pitch and

camp to arrange before dark. Mr. and
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DILLON’S BEACH, WHERE RAMBLER CAMP WAS LOCATED

Mrs. Talmadge and little son of Santa

Rosa accompanied us from here, after

sending earlier in the day their Indian

maid and men servants with three tents,

provisions and bedding by team from

their ranch at Fulton. The direction we

took was directly west and through

mountainous country. The fog was hang

ing thick on the mountain tops while the

ocean gleamed occasionally between them.

The air pungent with eucalyptus and the

breeze of salt wafted from tree and ocean,

served an invigoration found only in

California mountains, while the chug

chug of our ideal auto, over grades rarely

less than 25 per cent., but taken as easily

as 10 per cent. would be, made a typical

trip into Tomales, 24 miles from Santa

Rosa and once the home of the famous

Tomale tribe of Indians. Here on this

Bay of Bodega in 1824 the Russians ven

tured to settle quite a number encamp

ing at Fort Ross and Tomales. Here is

the burying ground of the whole Tomale

tribe of Indians, dating back 500 years,

and where 250 years ago Hi-Oosa, the

Tomale Indian chief was burried; his

grave was marked by a large boulder,

which lay in the track of the main earth

quake fault and which has subsequently

disappeared in the crevice thus made.

Hi-Oosa has left a tradition; being nearly

eight feet in height and large in propor

tion, he is said to have had an appetite

equally as large, being able to devour a

whole deer and a cart load of clams at

one meal. The Tomale tribe was the

most powerful of all coast tribes, it is

said, and according to their Chief’s diet,

it can be readily believed. During the

quake of April 18th, many skulls and

bones were unearthed and laid bare near

the Chief’s resting place, and the peculiar

skulls, devoid of forehead, proves their

lack of intellect. The four miles from

  

here to Dillon’s Beach and Americano

Estero is part of the coast trail traveled

by the Russians in 1833 while making

their settlements, south of Dillon’s

and the ranches of the entire tribe. We

hit this trail with our Rambler at a very

careful gait, as the road is very narrow

and extremely dangerous in meeting

teams. The little hotel and its genial

host, Tom Keegan, looked extremely

good to us, and I dare say we looked good

to him, (few automobiles coming there),

so as Sam, the Indian, had not yet come

with our necessities, we housed the car,

washed and did justice to the excellent

country dinner. We waited eagerly for

the servants to show up, but not until

ten o’clock did we deem it wise to investi

gate; the Rambler was taken out and we

started after Sam. About two miles

  

EVERYBODY RIDES AT RAMBLER CAMP
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DIGGING CLAMS AT DILLOi\l'S BEACH

down the road on a steep grade the horses

had given out and there was “nothing

doing” for Sam. A long rope was at

tached to the pole of the wagon and

secured to the car, and with this combi

nation we made the steep grade. We

soon had the tents pitched, beds made

and occupied, and we went to sleep, with

the breakers washing on the beach below

and the salt air ever in our lungs. Next

morning we rose early and never did a

breakfast taste better. By ten o’clock

most of the 200 people had donned bath

ing costumes and were in the surf. The

water was delightful, as the shouts of the

bathers testified. We were disappointed

in one way, we could not make any side

runs from the beach with our automo

bile, as the one and only road was the

trail over which we had come. On the

third day, however, we heard the unmis

takable toot of a Gabriel horn, and run

ning out, joy of joys——a big Model 14

Rambler was coming up the grade. It

proved to be Mr. Clark and family from

    

their ranch at Mount Olivet, 35 miles

distant. This gentleman holds the record

of the clean car; never is his car other

wise, and before he purchased his Model

14 he disposed of his Surrey One at

exactly what he paid for it, not a bad

bargain surely, considering he had driven

it nearly every day for over a year. He

immediately saw the Rambler Camp and

after a welcome all around, we enjoyed

luncheon together and brought the cam

era into use. No automobiles being

allowed after dark on the mountain road,

they left at five o’clock on their return

run. Two days later we broke camp,

and the return to San Francisco, a con

tinuous run of 89 miles to Sausalito, was

made in five hours, allowing half an

hour at Petaluma to repair our first

puncture. Altogether it was a delightful

trip, the excellent roads, the beautiful

ever changing scenery, the pure salt air,

the notes of interest and a “car of qual

ity” combining to make our enjoyment

complete.

 

 
  

‘MAKING HER SWIM.

BUT TALK

THEY WILL DO ANYTHING NOTHING BUT A SURREY CAN TAKE THESE SAND HILL

IN SUSSEX COUNTY. THEY ARE IT.

E. I. ALLEN, SEAFORD DEL.



A story of Rambler service

  

H. B. LONGSVVORTH

Y machine was delivered to

me by the agent at Geneva,

Ind., at one p. m. After

filling up with oil and gaso

line and driving it a few

times around the little

town, I started for Lima

at five p. m.

“I had never been over the road before

and as the lamps were not delivered with

the machine, I was without a light of

any kind which inconvenienced me great

ly in operating the car over the muddy

roads caused by the heavy thunder storm

that came up shortly after I had started.

“That, in connection with the darkness

which was relieved only by flashes of

lightning, made the trip a very hazard

ous one and although I arrived at my

destination without accident or trouble

of any kind, I would not attempt it again

under the same conditions.

“I think if a novice can do that stunt

any person should be able to drive a

machine in daylight, whether he has had

previous experience or not. But what

is most important to the manufacturer is,

how much expense has been attached to

a car that has run three full seasons and

a part of the fourth, and what were the

difficulties encountered with the car in

its entirety. I wish to state at this time

that my machine has traveled over

30,000 miles over all kinds of roads in all

kinds of weather, and has only been

pulled three miles in that time.

“The expense of absolute repairs and

new parts on the machine does not ex

ceed $70.00 during that time and the

other expenses on it represent whims of

my own, such as changing the shape of

the body, and a few minor things of

that kind. The original machinery is

still in the car, and I just finished a trip

of about 375 miles in four days, looking

after my business in the oil fields of Ohio

and Indiana, during that time. I had

about twenty minutes of trouble with my

spark plug and coil, owing to a weak

battery. In the four seasons my touble

with the car has been caused by trouble

with weak batteries, through neglect to

renew often enough. I have had to grind

valves occasionally, and to make adjust

ments but a few times. I can sa_v this

for the Rambler people, when you buy a

Rambler you buy the best in mechanical

construction, in material, simplicity of

handling and operation, with the maxi

mum of power and strength. The ques

tion often is asked, ‘How does it come

that the Rambler engine has so much

power according to its size?’ My answer

is, ‘On account of the high quality of

  

MR. LONGSWORTH AND HIS MODEL E RAMBLER

work and close attention to its perfett con

struction, which same attention is given

to the whole machine, consequently, a

strong, swift and perfect running car.’

“My car runs equally good after run

ing it four seasons as it did when new.

and my time across country is made at

an average speed of 18 miles per hour. I

cannot recommend it any higher than by

saying that if I change cars for a new one

the next one will be a Rambler. I have

investigated most of the cars now in

use and have arrived at the conclusion

that the Rambler is an honestly con

structed one in which strength is not.

sacrificed for weight, or workmanship for

expense in building.”



Short talks by Rambler owners

Escanaba, Mich., Nov. 18, '06.

THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE,

Kenosha, Wis.

Gentlemen:—The enclosed photo speaks

for the quality of the “Rambler.” The

photo is of my Model 14 with myself at

the wheel after a seventy-five mile jaunt

from Menominee, Mich., to Escanaba in

a rainstorm over clay roads that were

covered with water, which we thought it

was almost impossible to get through.

A great part of the time the wheels were

sunk in the mud up to the hub, but it

was in those places that the car proved

its worth, by delivering the goods.

MR. CLARENCE F. CAREY, ESCANABA, MICH., IN HIS MODEL 14 RAMBLER

I received my first copy of the Magazine

and am more than pleased with it, and

in time I think I will send in some North

ern stories to compete for prizes.

Very truly yours,

CLARENCE F. CAREY.

Perth, West Australia.

T. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis., U. S. A.

Dear Sirs:—We thought perhaps you

might like to hear how well satisfied we

are with the Surrey Rambler Chassis No.

06628 supplied to us through Messrs.

Muller, Maclean & Co. You will re

member that it was to have been Stand

ard five feet 3 inches gauge and to be

geared down to 20 miles per hour, also

fitted with 34-inch tubular steel wheels

and 33-inch Swinehart solid tyres. On

its arrival here we fitted a light eight-pas

senger body, and it has now been running

eleven months up in Kalgoorlie, and as

you know the Goldfield roads are not the

best in the world.

The combination of elliptic springs and

solid tires are excellent and it is impos

sible to detect any more vibration with

these than with the pneumatic.

The repairs to the car during the time

it has been running are practically nil,

the following exceptions which can hardly

be called repairs.

The sparking coils were burned out

because too high voltage was used

namely ten volts, and one steering

knuckle broke owing to a flaw in the

metal which of course was replaced.

The machinery has just had a thorough

inspection and as far as we can see the

only item required during the next 12
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months will be a new driving chain;

although at present it shows very little

wear, we are ordering a spare one so as

to be on the safe side.

The tyre wear has been three-quarter

inch on the rear wheel and five-sixteenth

inch on the front; there is still two inches

left so that we expect to run another twelve

months before making any tyre replace

ments. The machine has run during

the eleven months 8,700 miles.

We are, yours faithfully,

AMERICAN Moron CAR 8: V1-znrcu-: Co.,

By C. W. Deane.

 

Mt. Pleasant, Ia., Nov. 30, '06

Tnonms B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

Gentlemen:—I enclose photo taken

while touring this fall. The “I852”

outfit is owned and driven by the old man

standing at the oxen’s heads and left

Portland, Oregan, last january headed

for Indianapolis. After a fast ride in my

No. 15 Rambler he said, “Your automo

beel is faster than mine but I guess I’ll

stick to mine fur its a durned sight safer.”

Incidentally in regard to the No. 15, I

wish to mention that I recently made the

trip from Chicago to Mt. Pleasant, Iowa,

in what I am sure is record time for that

route. Leaving Chicago at 4:30 at a

time when no policemen bothered, I was

at Aurora at 6:00; Mendota at 8:00;

stopping 30 minutes for breakfast and

gasoline; through to Kewanee without a

stop, where we spent fifteen minutes for

oil; then to Galesburg, where we took on

gasoline; crossed the Mississippi river at

Oquawka on the Ferry at 3:00; arrived

at Burlington at 4;30 and paid a short

visit to your agent, Ralph Rogers; out

of Burlington at 5:00 and in Mt. Pleasant

at 6:00 for dinner—an average of 27

miles per hour and never lifted the hood

nor opened the tool box. I have been

trying for two years to do the trick but

was outside the money until I got my

No. 15. If the picture and run willldo

the Rambler Magazine any good, you

may turn them over the card and letter_

Yours truly,

E. BECKWITH.

 

 

  

MR. E. BECKVVITH AND HIS MODEL I5 RAMBLER WHILE ON .-\ TOUR LAST FALL MET THIS PRAIRIE

SCHOONER AND OX TEAM OUTFIT. THE OLD GENTLEMAN’S SENTIMENTS ARE

EXPRESSED IN THE ABOVE LETTER
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Bridgeton, N. J.

MEssRs. THos. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

Gentlemen: - The enclosed picture

shows Mrs. Eugene H. Hires of Salem,

New Jersey, at the wheel of her Surrey

Type One Rambler presented to her by

her husband, Mr. Eugene H. Hires, on

May 8, 1906. Since that date she has

driven the car fifty-two hundred miles.

Mr. Hires always travels with her, but

never runs the car, feeling perfectly satis

fied with Mrs. Hires at the wheel.

They have toured the state several

times. She says she has all confidence

in her Rambler car. Also Miss Gertrude

Lilly, a sister of Mrs. Hires, is quite an

expert at the wheel.

Besides running her car they take

great interest in keeping it in good con

dition, doing most of their own repairing.

On a few occasions they both have tried

their skill at the sliding gear of a Model

14 Rambler and have proven their

ability to master the car very successfully.

The occupants of the car, reading

from the rear are Mr. Eugene H. Hires,

Mr. E. B. Fagan, demonstrator for

Riley Bros., Mrs. Eugene H. Hires at

the wheel and O. P. Riley of Riley Bros.,

Bridgeton, N. J.

If this will be of any benefit to you or

your business to further the sales of

Rambler cars, you may use it any place

you may choose. Yours truly,

RILEY BROTHERS.

Fitchburg, Jan. 2, 1907.

THOMAs B. JEFFERY & Co., Boston.

MR. C. A. GILMORE, Mgr.

DEAR SIR:—In reply to your letter of

recent date, I beg to inform you that I

have run the machine I purchased from

you in the spring of 1905 about ten

thousand miles.

I was never held up on the road five

minutes through any fault of the ma

chine and during the two seasons that I

have run it I have spent only about fifty

dollars for new parts and repairs, one

half of this amount being spent for labor

in overhauling the machine last winter.

In conclusion will say that the car has

been satisfactory in every respect.

Yours very truly,

Signed, WARREN B. WHEELER.

MRS. EUGENE. H. HIRES, OF SALEM, N.J.,

DRIVING HER RAMBLER

Boston, Dec. 8, 1906.

MEssRs. THos. B. JEFFERY & Co.,

145 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

GENTLEMEN:—In February, 1906, we

purchased of you one of your twenty

horse power two-cylinder 1906 touring

cars for use in the Automobile School of

the Boston Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation. This car was at once put on

the road and since that time has been

driven over 14,000 miles. A total of 140

different students have been given their

road lessons on this car and it has naturally

received most severe and continued usage.

It gives me great pleasure to state that

on all sorts of roads and in all sorts of

weather and in the hands of inexperienced

persons this car has given unqualified

satisfaction. We have never had a

breakdown of serious nature on the road,

there have been no defective parts and

the car has come through to the time of

writing in excellent condition and is now

in active service daily.

This testimony is wholly unsolicited

on your part but I feel that it is due to

you in view of the remarkable perform

ance of this moderate cost motor car.

We have, of course, had to renew some

of the moving parts but they were simply

worn out by excessive usage. The car

has been economical on its tires and has

been eminently satisfactory in every

respect. Yours very truly,

Signed, FRANK P. SPEARE,

Educational Director, Boston Branch of Y. M. C. A.
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Norwalk, Conn.

Massns. Homan 8: Scnurz, New York.

GEN'1‘LEMEN:——I wish to express to

you the satisfaction that my four-cylinder

Rambler, bought from you this spring,

has given me.

As I have run the car for more than

five thousand miles and most of this

distance has been evenings on my return

from business, and up to the present

time I have not spent a cent on repairs,

in fact, I have the same spark plugs in

the cylinders that were in the car when

delivered.

This car has given me so much pleas

ure and satisfaction that I feel it my duty

to write you as above, and I would

willingly recommend it to any one that

you may take the liberty of sending to

me at any time.

Respectfully yours,

Signed,- JOSEPH BINNS.

New York.

MR. T. D. HOMAN, President,

Homan & Schulz Company,

38 W. 62d St., New York City.

MY DEAR SIR:—Replying to your

letter of September 29, in which you make

inquiry as to my opinion of Rambler

cars, I can unhesitatingly say that the

Rambler type embodies simplicity of

operation and qualities of endurance in

high degree. If any owner of the Ram

bler will take the trouble to study his

car, he will derive unlimited satisfaction

from its possession. I have subjected

my type three to severe tests and it has

served me exceedingly well. I would

not hesitate at any time to start on a

journey of any length, having abundant

faith in the working capacity of the car.

Very truly yours,

Signed, A. H. HOWE.

Georgetown, Conn.

1\IF.ssns. Honum & Scntmz Co.

62nd St. & Broadway, New York.

GEN'rI.nMEN:—Having had my Rambler

for one year am pleased to inform you

that I never have had a bit of trouble

with the machine as yet, never having to

get out of my seat while driving the car.

Have run it about 2,500 miles over

good and bad roads, but unfortunately I

am obliged to travel on rather poor roads

near my home.

The car at present is as good as the

day I bought it as far as I can see and

Ithink I have had it long enough to

develop any weak points which might be

in it, if any were there.

I never had my hands on a steering

wheel before buying this car and all my

learning has been donewithit. As a rule a

car receives worse usage in the hands of a

greenhorn and I have yet to find any

fault with same. I can heartily endorse

the Rambler car to anyone interested.

Hoping that I can be of some service

to you, I remain,

Yours truly,

Signed, FLOYD C. Jnuumos.

 

A stitch in time

The old adage in regard to a stitch in

time is particularly applicable to any

piece of machinery.

Occasional attention to adjustments,

locking nuts, etc., will, in many cases,

prevent expensive and possible serious

accidents.

A case in point is the rear wheel lock

nuts. Axle shafts are sometimes sent in

to the factory with the key seats badly

worn and in some cases the shaft is

ruined.

This damage is caused by the lock nut

at the end of the axle becoming loose,

thus allowing the wheel to loosen on the

shaft. Such damage to the shaft cannot

possibly occur while the lock nut is

properly set.

Another point that should be given

occasional attention is the set screws in

the spring blocks on the rear axle.

Should these become loosened the

axle housing is liable to revolve until the

yoke or cage enclosing the differential

gear strikes the chain.

Owing to the noise made thereby this

will generally be discovered before dam

age to the chain results, but occasionally

the movement of the yoke will be sufli

ciently sudden to break the chain.
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A few things not to do

A large proportion of the accidents

and breakages connected with motoring

is due to misuse and neglect both in care

and operation.

One of the most flagrant abuses is that

of the high gear, and the better the car

the more liable is this to be done.

It is a too common practice among

operators to adhere to the high speed

setting of the transmission gears even

though so doing may entail more actual

trouble and effort than would be required

for a temporary shift to a lower setting

and return to the high gear after the bad

going is past. ~

The bad results are several and seri

ous. If the method employed is to par

tially release the clutch, thus allowing it

to slip and reduce the load on the motor,

this may be successfully worked and is

the secret of the “high gear stunts” now

in vogue.

The results may not and probably will

not be immediately disastrous but the

wear from such abuse of the clutch is

many times in excess of that from normal

use of the clutch.

It is, however, not only the clutch but

the entire power plant and transmitting

mechanism that sufiers. Crowding a

motor down to low speed by over-loading

with an open throttle results in severe

and sudden strains that too often result

in broken crank shafts, stripped gears

and stretched or broken chains.

Another abuse of the gears is the use

of the reverse as a brake. It is really

remarkable how many drivers have the

habit of making quick stops by applying

the reverse either in conjunction with or

in place of the regular brake.

This, of course, is generally applicable

to gears of the planetary type only and is

usually done by young operators or that

class of hired chauffeurs addicted to

“grand stand plays.”

A moment’s consideration will show to

anyone the enormous strains to which such

a sudden reversal of power subjects every

part of the car from motor to tires.

Last, but not least, do not leave your

car standing alone with the motor run

ning. In the present day of easy starting

motors and good carburetters this is dan

gerous and unnecessary. If the motor is

thus left running with the gears in neutral

position, the danger is merely that of the

motor racing or over-heating. A racing

motor, without a load, is necessarily sub

jected to great vibration and this develops

crystallization that will eventually result

in breakage.

Above all, do not leave the motor run

ning with gears in mesh and the clutch

held out of engagement by application of

the emergency brake. A car thus left

has all the dangerous potentialities of a

loaded gun. Like the gun, it is harmless

if left alone, but, let some of the inevitable

meddlers come along and the chances of

trouble become alarmingly great.

To cite but two instances: There is

the recent case of a man who left his car

in this condition in an alleyway facing a

blank wall. His two boys began to play

about the car and while one of them stood

in front of the radiator the other released

the emergency brake lever. The car

moved forward picking up the other boy

on the end of the spring irons and crush

ing him against the wall. The car held

him fast for several minutes and he was

dead before he could be released.

In the second case a driver left a car in

this way at the curb facing another one

which stood about fifty feet away. One

of the usual type of “hangers-on” about

a garage began to monkey with the side

levers, and before he realized what he had

done the car started off at a good pace

down the street. The result was a head

on collision seriously damaging both cars

and resulting in legal proceedings in

which the plaintiff lost owing to the non

liability of the defendant for the acts of

the irresponsible person who was the

moving cause of the damage.



Rambler Tourabout Model Z2

U‘ HERE is a great and growing

!'\ demand for high-powered

two-passenger cars that are

' entirely out of the runabout

class, at least under the

heretofore accepted mean

ing of that term.

As the Rambler runa

bouts Model 27 were all sold even before

deliveries were begun, it has been decided

in order to meet this demand to build

a runabout on the Model 21 chassis.

This will be known as Model 22 and

will be sold at $1250.

  

It must be remembered that the chassis

of this car is primarily that of a large

touring car adapted to a runabout body

and not a runabout over loaded with a

tonneau. Neither has it in either case

the unpleasant make-shift appearance of

the earlier patterns of the convertible

type.

The frame is pressed steel throughout,

with each piece especially designed and

formed for its place. Side members are

channel in section and tapered at the

forward ends to receive the drop forged

spring yokes.

 
 

MODEL 22 AS A TWO-PASSENGER TOURING CAR

A feature that will particularly appeal

to a great many is the body construction.

The rear deck is the torpedo type and

removable. Thus the deck may be re

moved and a flat platform or floor

remains which may be used for storing

baggage when touring, or a tonneau may

be attached, making a five-passenger

touring car. This tonneau is identical

with that of Model 21 and is sold as an

extra at $125.

Thus in this car is combined a power

ful, speedy two-passenger car, equally

adapted to city service or the demands

of country touring, and a five-passenger

car capable of meeting any road require

ments.

The front springs are semi-elliptic and

the rear full elliptic, with involute ends

and double shackles. They are long

with broad, comparatively light leaves,

which give the greatest degree of comfort

and minimizes the danger of breakage.

The wheels are wood, artillery type,

thirty inches in diameter. Standard tire

equipment is Hartford-Dunlops on Dun

lop universal rims. Options G & ]' or

Goodrich on standard clincher rims.

The power plant is of entirely new

design, retaining all the Rambler sim

plicity, with many modern features.

The motor is the double opposed type

with five-inch bore and six-inch stroke.

The cylinders are cast in one piece,
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with ofl-set valve chambers. The best

quality of close-grained gray iron is used,

and after boring they are ground to ab

solute size and perfect surface.

Pistons are of the same material with

four rings each, three above and one be

low the pin. After both pistons and rings

are ground they are fitted to the cylinders

and put through a special finishing pro

cess which gives a mirror polish and a

perfectly gas-tight fit.

Valves are steel, drop forgings, of

large diameter, with heads of special de

sign, that prevents breakage or warping.

Operation is by direct thrust from cams

and push rods. The latter are guarded

by:-large cylindrical fittings, avoiding wear

andifurnishing means by which the seat

ing_of_the valves may be adjusted.

Spark plugs are seated in the cylinder

heads directly over the inlet valves, which

assures clean, cool plugs and prevents

premature ignition.

Motors are water cooled, the circula

tion being maintained by the thermo

syphon system. The radiator is the fiat

tube type with about 10,000 square inches

of cooling surface.

Lubrication is by pressure feed with

three sight feed regulators on the dash.

From these oil is carried to both cylin

ders and to the transmission gear case.

Ignition is by jump spark,the coil being

a double unit located on the dash with two

way switch and cut-out plug on the front

of the coil box, and is the latest design

of one of the most prominent coil

makers.

  

MODEL 22 WITH TONNEAU

Two cam shafts are provided, each set

well removed from the crank, thereby

reducing the length of valve stems and

push rods and allowing more free access

to the connecting rod bearings and in

terior of the crank case than would be

possible with a single cam shaft as ordin

arily placed.

The bearings are of special anti-friction

metal and closely fitted.

The main connecting rod bearings are

of the hinge type and readily adjustable

through the handhole in the upper side

of the crank case.

The piston pin bearings are of a special

type wherein the pin is rigidly clamped

in the end of the connecting rod and the

extending rods oscillate in bronze bushings

in the piston. By this method the bearing

surface is much greater than in the usual

style wherein the pin is fixed in the piston.

The commutator is of the roller con

tact type and of such design that wear is

almost entirely eliminated.

The battery is a six-volt, sixty-ampere

storage cell, carried in a highly finished

metal box on the running board.

The transmission gear is the planetary

type, located on an extension of the motor

shaft and entirely enclosed. The gear

case is attached directly to the crank case

of the motor and contains not only the

change speed gears but the fly wheel and

clutch. It is absolutely oil-tight and the

entire transmitting mechanism runs in

an oil bath.

The motor and change speed gears are

thus an integral unit with three-point sup

port and the constructionisof such strength

and rigidity that no torsion of the motor

frame, however severe, can cause dis

alignment of the gears or bearings.
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MODEL T\V ENTY-T\VO CHASSIS

This is a point that will be particularly

appreciated by those who have experi

ence with light cars of dif

ferent construction, wherein

a large part of the power

becomes lost through fric

tion resulting from bearings

out of line.

The connection between

motor and transmission

gears shows equal advance

in design and construction.

It is a multiple disc clutch

with friction surface greatly

in excess of ordinary

demands, herein being followed the usual

Rambler system of ample reserve.

The brake bands for setting the various

speeds are of large dimensions and faced

with friction bands of special material.

As the entire mechanism runs in oil,

there is practically no wear and no noise.

The application of the two forward

speeds is by a lever at the side of the car

and the reverse is applied by means of a

pedal in the foot board.

Two sets of brakes are provided_. one

of the band type on the transmission

gear and a pair of powerful expanding

rear brakes in the rear wheels. The

latter are entirely enclosed in drums built

integral with the hubs and are operated

through a balance bar which, by produc

ing equal pressure on each wheel, pre

vents skidding.

The many valuable features of hori

zontal motors have been freely and gener

ally admitted and the only criticism ever

offered was the lack of accessibility to

motors located under the dody.

Knowing the great efficiency of a power

plant wherein the final drive could be

direct from motor to driving axle without

bevel gears or other means of changing

direction, the Rambler designers set

about to maintain the good qualities and

eliminate all possible objectionable fea

tures. This, in short, meant the devel

opment of accessibility.

The first point to be considered was

the design of the motor and transmission

gear case, and the result of this is shown

in that the entire mechanism, with every

bolt and nut, is accessible from above,

thus eliminating any possible necessity of

crawling under the car.

  

INLET SIDE OF MOTOR, CARBURETTER ATTACHED
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The carburetter is located at the left

of the engine between it and the side

frame and is, with all its connections,

within full view and easy

access. It is of the new

Rambler type, very easy

to adjust and capable of

giving full power with little

fuel.

Both inlet and exhaust

pipes are reached from

over the motor, as are all

oil pipes and connections.

A large plate on the top of the motor

crank case gives access to the cam shafts,

gears and connecting rods.

The transmission gear

case is similarly provided, |

giving admission to the

brake bands and apply

ing mechanism.

The design of the

motor supports is such

that, by releasing the

outer, the end of the

crank shaft may be low

ered, and by removing

the bolts hold

ing the gear

Case Cover to

the motor the

entire trans

mitting mech

anism may be

removed from

Mill"

-".
-

-

the main shaft

without de

taching the

motor from

the frame.

By similar

m e a n s the

crank shaft

may be removed from the motor without

interference with cam shafts, cylinders or

pistons other than releasing the connect

ing rods from

the m a in

shaft.

By remov

ing the cover

plate over the

cam gears the

cam shafts

may be re

moved entire

without inter

ference with

the valves.

A l l nuts

and bolts are

care fully fit

ted and fur

nished with most substantial locking

devices.

SHOWING COVER PLATES REMOVED FOR ACCESS TO CRANK

SHAFT AND TRANSMISSION GEAR

RAMBLER UNIT POWER PLANT

The body of the car is

absolutely in

dependent of

all controlling

or oth e r

mechanism

and is joined

to the chassis

by means of

lock hinges of

special design.

There are .

two of them

at each side

of the body at

the outside of

the frame.

By loosening a knurled hand-nut on

each of the two locks on either side of the

car, the entire body may be swung over

to the oppo

site side and

held in place

by b r a c e s

provided for

the purpose.

By loosen

ing all four

h in g e s the

body may be

ent i r el y

re m oved

from the

frame in less

time than is

usually re

quired for

removing the floor boards.
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RAMBLER EXHIBIT AT NEW YORK AUTO.\iOBILE SHOW, GRAND CENTRAL PALACE

The Rambler at the Palace Show

The Seventh Annual Automobile Show

given under the auspices of the Automo

bile Club of America, in the Grand Cen

tral Palace, New York, in December,

afforded motor enthusiasts the first op

portunity of direct comparison between

the 1907 Models of leading manufacturers.

Naturally the exhibit of Thomas B.

Jeffery & Company was the center of

attraction. With the hundreds of loyal,

earnest, enthusiastic and successful dealers

from every state and territory in the

Union and with over 10,000 Rambler

cars in steady service, it would be ex

pected that there would be many in

attendance who had a large personal in

terest in the new models.

The Rambler occupied one of the

largest and most prominent spaces, direct

ly fronting on the main aisle, just to the

left of the entrance. The exhibit was

most tastefully arranged, the four differ

ent models shown being placed at the

four corners of the space with a polished

chassis of the Model 27 directly in front.

The lighting scheme of this chassis was a

very clever arrangement, for by the aid

of a portable electric light stand and

four-inch tubular “show case” lamps,

the electric rays were thrown upon the

working parts of the car, which

clearly showed the simplicity of construc

tion and the accessibility of all parts.

The Model 21, in its bright, brilliant

red, was a particularly attractive part of

the exhibit and looked more like a four

cylinder car than a two-cylinder

machine. When the sign card,

“Price $1350,” was placed on this model

the universal expression was, “How can

you do it?” “How is it possible to make

so good a car and so attractive in appear

ance for so low a price?” This machine as

well as Model 27 Runabout, really attract

ed more attention than any other cars in

the entire exhibition. The many superior

points worked out by the Jefiery Company

were most favorably commented upon.

Particular interest was shown in the

tilting body, which is a feature of the

Rambler two-cylinder cars, and which

makes the engine and transmission easily

accessible, either for adjustment or repair.

The four-cylinder machines, of course,

attracted a large share of attention and

Model 25 was frequently favorably com

pared with cars listing at $4000 and above.

It is interesting to note that during the

week over three hundred demonstrations

were given and every one most satisfactory

and successful, although weather condi

tions were by no means conducive to the

successful operation of cars. Specifica

tions for shipment of a number of cars

were obtained solely on the strength of

the demonstrations that were given.

One of the strong impressions at this

Show was that comparatively little interest

was shown in the high-priced cars, both

of American and foreign manufacture.

The exhibition spaces of cars selling at

from $1000 to $3000 were invariably

more crowded and much more interest

was shown in such cars than in cars

listing at $4000 and above. The con

clusion to be drawn is that the popular

priced car is, and will continue to be,

the car that will be largely in demand.
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Of interest to dealers and repair men

A four-cylinder Rambler for l907 at $l 750

This model is not catalogued, and

announcement of it has heretofore been

held back by inability to deliver.

It is a 20-25 horse power car, of

106-inch wheel base, 32-inch wheels,

4-inch tires, and a well finished and up

holstered body; color, royal blue, known

as Model 147. The list price includes

top irons, two gas head lights with lens

mirror reflectors, generator, two oil side

lights and tail light, horn, and the usual

wrenches and oilers.

In appearance the car is similar to

Model 14 of 1906, the engine with minor

refinements and a new carburetter is the

same as was used in that model. A

double universal joint is provided be

tween the engine and the transmission.

This joint, the transmission gears, pro

peller shaft, rear axle and controlling

levers and mechanism are identical to

those used on Model 24 Rambler.

The use of these parts reduces the

weight from that of Model 14 one hun

dred pounds, and so much friction is

eliminated by the new transmission,

propeller shaft and rear axle that there

is a noticeable increase over Model 14, in

power developed at the wheels.

Delivery may be had now.

 

Adjusting vibrators to economize current

There is probably no part of the work

ing mechanism of a car that receives so

little intelligent attention as the vibrators

on the spark coils.

When it is taken into consideration

that on the adjustment of these is de

pendent the amount of current consumed

and therefore the life of the batteries, it

will be seen that it is a matter of some

importance.

It is common practice to gauge this

adjustment by holding the end of the

secondary terminal a quarter of an inch

or more distant from the motor and turn

ing the adjusting screw down until the

most intense spark is apparently attained.

This generally results in great waste of

  

energy and no gain in effectiveness of

ignition. To obtain proper results this

should be done by means of an ammeter.

This may be done in several ways, any

one of which may be more or less con

venient according to the arrangement of

the connections on your car. The object

is to insert the ammeter, or testing in

strument, in the low-tension circuit; that

is, the wire leading from the battery to

the coil. This may be done by stopping

the timer on the contact representing the

vibrator to be tested, then disconnecting

the wire from that contact and putting the

testing instrument in the gap, or by dis

connecting at the coil, utilizing the break

there to pass the current through the

ammeter. The instrument must be in

series, that is, so as to constitute a con

necting link of the circuit in order that the

entire battery current supplied to the coil

will pass through it, and not merely

bridged across the circuit as may be done

in testing for voltage. As the scale of the

average pocket ammeter is only roughly

divided into fractions, and but few of

them at that, it is not of great value for

the purpose. If possible, a testing in

strument calibrated in tenths of an

ampere should be procured.

The vibrator will begin to buzz as soon

as the connections are made and the

reading of the instrument will show how

much current the coil is taking. If the

adjustment is correct and everything is

in good order this should not exceed .6

to .8 of an ampere, many coils working

on even less than this. Increasing the

tension of the vibrator, i. e., screwing

down the spring, increases the amount of

current required, and in the majority of

cases, vibrators are adjusted to take

more current than is actually required to

do the work. The coil will fire the charge

perfectly on a given amount of current

and anything in excess of this is not only

wasted but also tends to burn away the

platinum points of the vibrator as well

as the timer contacts. Each vibrator

must be tested independently.
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Graphite for cold weather

The following information, which is

vouchsafed by the ]oseph Dixon Crucible

Company, is interesting at this time of the

year: “Almost any bearing that requires

oil in it will work harder in winter than

in summer, as the oil is bound to be more

viscous when cold than when warm. It

is for this reason that experienced men

who have tried it suggest that a possible

solution of dificulties in lubrication may

be found in the use of flake graphite

along with some thin mineral oil. The

lubrication will be as good, if not better,

and the drag and slowness will dis

appear.”
 

Placarding Illinois roads

Joseph F. Gunther, representing the

Chicago Automobile Trade Association,

the Chicago Motor Club and the Chicago

Automobile Club, has started a campaign

for placing sign boards throughout the

country districts within a radius of one

hundred miles of Chicago. He has

asked for an expression of opinion from

club oflicials through the state and has

outlined to them the plans of the Chicago

organization to promote this work. Mo

torists will be asked to contribute to a

fund which will be used to purchase and

erect signs, and the work will be com

menced in the early spring.

 

importance of proper lubricating oil

THE r\UTOI\IOBII.E LIAGAZINE

The oil used for cylinder lubrication

is not only intended to make two iron

surfaces run smoother upon or in con

tact with each other, but one of its chief

offices is to pack the piston and rings

successfully against the explosive force.

In other words, the thin film of oil which

surrounds the 'piston is just of sufficient

body to completely close up the 1/100 to

I/64 of an inch difference between the

piston and the cylinder diameters. This

film of oil then in connection with the

rings completes the packing which closes

up the space between piston and cylinder.

One without the other is insufiicient, and

when the cylinder gets so hot as to burn

the oil, trouble is sure to arise because

the piston and cylinder walls becoming

dry permit the escape of the explosive

force.

It is not always the fault of the cooling

arrangement or the insufliciency thereof

that causes the oil to burn. It is some

times the result of the inferior grade of

oil that is used. The oil may be all right

for steam piston lubrication but is

not fitted to act as a lubricant in the gas

engine cylinder. An engine may oper

ate successfully under a much higher

degree of heat with a good gas engine oil,

than with an oil that is not intended to

withstand such heat. Consequently an

oil to be successful in lubricating the gas

engine cylinder must be able to withstand

a high degree of heat. It must be a high

fire test oil. In this connection it should

be noted that the hotter an engine cylin

der can be kept and yet run successfully

and lubricate properly, the less heat is

consumed or radiated throughout the

cylinder walls and consequently the less

heat and fuel is wasted. Hence, the

importance of selecting carefully a lubri

cant with a high-fire test, good lubricat

ing qualities, with little carbon in it, and

yet with sufficient body and viscidity to

always maintain a close film or envelope

of oil around the piston.

A thick oil is not advisable for use in

the gas engine, especially in winter time,

even if it is of a high-fire test, owing to

the difiiculty of feeding it properly from

the oil cup. It is a mistake to think that

a gas engine cylinder, on the outside, at

the explosive end,'must be so cool that

one can bear his hand on it with comfort.

Such a condition is not necessary if the

proper kind of lubricant is used. If one

stops to think of the enormous amount of

heat waste through the water and cylinder

walls necessary to maintain such a cold

condition of the outer cylinder he will see

the logic of using a high-fire test oil and

running his engine hot.

 

Squirting gasoline in the cylinders

Sometimes in cold weather, especially

if the plugs are not sparking properly, it

will be necessary to squirt a little gasoline

into the combustion chamber for the in

itial explosions. As a rule, this can be

done through the compression taps on

the top of the cylinder; if these are not

fitted squirt it upwards through the

mechanically operated inlet valves, or

failing this, through the exhaust valves.
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Monthly review of the automobile press

  

Under this heading will be given a brief mention of the leading special articles in the automobile

papers of the previous month.

No attention will be given to reports of current events which may be covered by all papers, but to

articles discussing or containing information on sub'ccts of particular interest.

The readers of the Rambler Magazine will t us be able to keep in touch with the topics of the day

without the time and expense incident to a perusal of the entire trade press.

One COUNTRY AND One LICENSE.

Motor Way, Dec. 13.

A discussion of the automobile license question

by Chas. Duryea.

.\IAoNero Svsrems or Icmrrou

Motor Way, Dec. 27.

THE MOTORIST AND Goon Roaos

Motor Way, Dec. 27.

A discusion of the road problem by Horatio S.

Earl, Michigan State Highway Commissioner.

Sees A CHANCE I-‘OR ALL

Motor Age, Dec. 20.

An expert believes small co-operative distillers

will manufacture denatured alcohol.

UP-TO-DATE DEVELOPMENT 01-‘ THE

GARAGE

The Automobile, Dec. 20.

DEVELOPMENT or THE Two-CvcLe EN

cme No. 2

The Automobile, Dec. 27.

Continuation of an article on two-cycle engine

construction, initial chapters of which ran in The

Automobile issues of October 25th and Novem

ber lst, respectively.

THE OLYMPIA Snow

Horseless Age. Dee. 5.

Description of four- and six-cylinder motors ex

hibited at the English Automobile show.

WATER COOLING Svsrems AT THE New

YORK Snow

Horseless Age, Dec. 12.

An elaborate description of the various water

cooling appliances.

BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS

Horseless Age, Dec. 12.

A scientific comparison by Thomas _]'. Fay.

UNIVERSAL ]orNrs

Homeless Age, Dec. 26.

Description of the various types used in auto

mobile practice.

A New HoRse PoweR FORMULA

Motor World, Dec. 13.

British organization makes a move in the right

direction. The basis that is proposed.

He FAVORS SMALL CARS

Motor World, Dec. 13.

He was from the South and the reasons for his

favoritism \vere characteristically stated.

CARE or ACCUMULATORS

Motor World, Dec. 13.

Sources of failure and how they may be avoided

and better and longer service obtained.

Luck!-:’s Tesrs or ALCOHOL

Motor World, Dec. 13.

Government expert discloses some results of his

experimentation. They prove very favorable.

ALCOHOL FueL IN FOREIGN LANDS

Motor \\'orld, DEC. 13.

THE SCHEME THAT FAILED

Motor World. Dec. 20.

It involved the factory education of chauffeurs

and the story of its failure is instructive.

AL='roMoB1L1No ON THE RAILS

Motor World, Dec. 20.

Globe Girdler Glidden relates some of his ex

periences and sensations.

CONCERNING SPARK CoIL

Motor World, Dec. 20.

Not much given to trouble but how trouble may

be_ caused. Amateur tinkering is not advisable.

EXPERIMENTS ev PROF. BoNe

Motor World, Dec. 20.

They dealt with principles and processes of com

bustion and were full of real instruction.

VVHAT Suooesreo "me AIR TIRE

Motor World, Dec. 20.

Dunlop tells the story and describes his experi

ments.

DISAGREE WITH PROF. Lucxe.

Motor World, Dec. 20.

Others not so sanguine to alcohol fuel as is the

federal expert.

To Tesr THEIR EFFICIENCY

Motor World, Dec. 27.

No genius instruments in use abroad for indicat

ing power of engine and brakes.
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The Proof of the Tire is in the

Service it Gives

The service given by the

G. &

Oval Raised Tread

TIRE

Has proven it to be beyond all comparison

The Best Automobile Tire ever made

Call on us at the New York and Chicago Automobile Shows We

are always glad to talk tire and will make it interesting to you.

DEPOTS: DEPOTS:

New York IRE O. Boston

Chicago Cleveland

Detroit INDIANAPOLIS San Francisco

DISTRIBUTING |AGENCIES:

G. & | Tire Agency, Buffalo. N. Y. G & J Tire Agency, Philadelphia, Pa.

G & J Tire\' Denver, Colo. Plant Bros., Minneapolis, Minn.

Keats & Co., Portland, Oregon. Western Rubber & Supply Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Omaha Rubber Shoe Co., Omaha, Neb. Northwest Auto Supply Co., Spokane, Wash.

Pittsburg Rubber Co., Pittsburg, Pa. Enterprise Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.
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THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE
NUMBER TWENTY-FIVE

A ten days ramble through Ohio

L. L. PEDDINGHAUS

%]E had been planning the trip
N for over a year, and had in

tended to start the last week

of July, which was the anni

versary of our charming

tour of a year ago, but first

one thing and then another

had prevented, so that we

did not get away until September 19th.

Then all seemed propitious for an auto

mobile trip and our Rambler seemed

equal to anything we might ask of it.

The road along the Muskingum River,

the beautiful Hudson of the West, as it is

frequently called, is fine, but owing to a

change of grade being made, we found

we would have to cross to the west side.

This we did by means of the “Free

Ferry.” This boat is maintained by the

government. You load yourselves on,

the ferryman pulls you across by a rope;

no charge.

The road to Zanesville is good—some

hills, Ohio hills and beautiful scenery.

We stopped above McConnellsville to

eat our lunch, an Ohio lunch which we

had taken with us. We had gone only

four miles after lunch when the rain be

gan to fall. Then we learned what

skidding means, part of the time we were

in a ditch on one side of the road, then

trying to climb a telephone pole on the

other side. Sometimes the radiator went

first, then the muffler was the pilot.

The wheels would be turned towards

Texas and the car going in the direction

of New York. Finally the girls protested

so George and I sat down in the rain and

mud and put on the chains. Then we

had twenty-five miles of hard going,

sometimes the mud touched the hubs,

but the Rambler got us into Zanesville in

time for a fine supper. Zanesville has

a good hotel and a good garage, conse

quently it is a good town.

AND THE EVENING AND THE MORNING

WERE THE FIRST DAY

Thursday, just after dinner, we were

off for Columbus and on a perfectly level

paved street the chain broke. After

pulling through twenty-five miles of

muddy country roads, why should a chain

break on a good and crowded city street?

George and I got down on our marrow

bones on the bricks and, helped by an

appreciative audience, soon had the spare

link in.

From Zanesville to Columbus we took

the old National road, and it is good as

one could wish for. Columbus also has

good hotels and a garage that might be

better.

The McKinley monument erected this

past summer, is just in front of the

capitol and, of course, was an object of

interest to all. In the evening we took a

walk and saw what we could of the city.

AND THE EVENING AND THE MORNING

WERE THE SECOND DAY

Friday morning we left Columbus for

Dayton via Springfield, still taking the

National pike. The road is fine. We

made thirty-six miles in one hour, which,

for a machine rated at thirty-five miles

per hour, is good going. We had a fine

dinner at the Arcade Hotel in Springfield

and then were off again through fields of

tobacco to Dayton.

This is a beautiful city, full of points

of interest—The National Cash Register

Company and the Soldiers' Home, etc.

Copyright 1907, by Thomas B. Jeffery & Company
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After supper we went to see ]ohnnie

Jones at one of the theatres.

AND THE EVENING AND THE MORNING

WERE THE THIRD DAY

Saturday morning we visited the Sol

diers’ Home, and by ten thirty were once

more on our way headed for Lima, which

was to be our night’s resting place.

The road is excellent, having many

miles of new macadam on which you can

make great time.

Going out of Dayton we proceeded to

get lost, and from this on we were lost

in everytown we passed through. Usually

  

should one ounce of moral suasion fail.

We reached Lima late in the afternoon

after passing through miles of oil coun

try. The Standard have quantities of

thirtythousand barrel tanks where the oil

is stored and they operate here one of the

largest refineries in the world. Both the

hotel and garage in Lima were fine, about

as good as any we found on our trip.

AND THE EVENING AND THE MORNING

WERE THE FOURTH DAY

Sunday we expected to reach Sandusky,

ninety-six miles, and as we could obtain

very little information about the road,

and that little was unfavorable,

we agreed to have a seven

o’clock breakfast and so get an

early start. Promptly at seven

we approached the dining room

to find that breakfast was not

served on Sunday until eight

o’clock. However, we brought

the Rambler from the garage,

packed the luggage on the rack

and made as much use of the

wasted hour as possible.

The road from Lima to Tifiin

is good. Ten miles out we

found our hub brakes tight and

spent some time in adjusting

them. While we were working,
 

THE ROAD ALONG THE MUSKINGUM RIVER,

THE HUDSON OF T1-IE VVEST

we started out at one end of the town

and soon discovered we should have

taken the other end. George, who had

charge of the mileage, time and direction,

invariably chose the wrong road which

did not make much difference to us as

we were out for fun, but it worried him.

We passed through Sidney, Piqua,

Troy and Wapakoneta, all very pretty

towns, broad, clean streets and plenty of

beautiful shade trees. In this part of

the state was the only place we had any

trouble with horses and drivers. When

the horses were not afraid, they took most

of the road. One driver picked up a

rock after holding up his hand for us to

stop. We persuaded him that his horse

was not afraid, but as he still held the

rock in his hand we took the precaution

to keep the crank in ours. His might be

called “concealed weapons,” but not so

ours. It was just our pound of cure

the girls gathered golden rod

and wild asters and decorated

the car till it looked like a

“float” in one of the Feasts of Flowers.

Near Bluffton, in turning out for a

team, the bank caved and we went into

a ditch about five feet deep. We pulled

out without much trouble, while the

teamster gave us the merry ha, ha. Next

time he must turn out.

Before reaching Findlay one of the

girls discovered a bad cut in one of the

rear tires. We put on a leather sleeve

which only wore about one day. As

usual, we got lost in going through Find

lay but reached Tiflin in time for dinner

at the Shaw House. From here to San

dusky the roads were muddy and rough.

The guide books do not give this route

and information from the “natives” was

varied. We went via Bellevue, possibly

there is a better road; this is bad.

We reached Sandusky at four o’clock

in the afternoon and stopped at the poor

est hotel we have found so far. We had
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a small leak in the muffler connection

which was quite audible, and asked the

garage man if he knew what was the

trouble. He said “it is your air escap

ing.” I decided to leave repairs until

we found some one better informed. In

the evening we walked down to the lake

and saw one of the large steamers

just starting out.

AND THE EVENING AND THE MORNING

WERE THE FIFTH DAY

Monday morning we left Sandusky at

eight thirty, after waiting some time for

the hotel clerk to figure out our bill—

they do not often have Rambler guests,

and their charges had to be made ac

cordingly. -- - '-.._ .'

The road to Cleveland is fine, most of

the way quite near the lake.

It was just the season for grapes, and

the vineyards bordered the road for miles.

Dozens of good looking girls were picking

and packing them in baskets. The girls

of our party “swiped” as many as they

could carry and later sat on them, which

is good for the upholstery of your car.

We passed through Vermillion, Lorain

and Rocky River. At Lorain we had to

wait on the draw bridge for one of the

big freight steamers to pass. View of

the shipping, iron works and the lake is

fine from this bridge.

Going into Cleveland we ran over

thirteen miles of new asphalt road; fine,

but limited to twenty-five miles per hour.

Only lost our way once in getting into

Cleveland. We stopped at the Hollenden

and put the car up with Mr. Whitcomb,

the Rambler Company’s agent on Erie

street.

AND THE EVENING AND THE MORNING

wERE THE s1xTH DAY

Tuesday we spent in Cleveland; the

girls shopping and sightseeing, we putting

the car in good shape.

Automobiles are more in evidence in

Cleveland than in any city I know of and

Ramblers figure largely. In the evening

we went to one of the theatres and saw

Elsie Janis in the Vanderbilt Cup Race,

Barney Oldfield driving one of the racing

cars. Of course, this show appealed to

us all and we thoroughly enjoyed it.

AND THE EVENING AND THE MORNING

WERE THE SEVENTH DAY

When we came down to breakfast

Wednesday morning we found that it

was raining hard. As we wanted to

make Wooster for the night and knew

that some of the worst hills in Ohio were

in that direction, the rain was certainly

discouraging. However, by twelve o’clock

it cleared a little, and with top up and

glass front in place, we started. We

 

THE FREE FERRY
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1.

STEAMER ON LAKE ERIE

could get no particulars as to the route.

The secretary of the Cleveland Automo

bile Club said that so far as he knew no

one had ever taken this road, which did

not sound promising. As it turned out,

the road was better than we had expected.

Leaving Cleveland we went south on

Third Street, crossed Brooklyn Bridge

and from there straight to Wooster Pike

and came to the first toll gates we had

ever seen in Ohio. We paid seven cents

and had nineteen miles of good brick

pavement. The tollgate keeper said

we could go as fast as we wanted to, and

we did. At the end of the brick there is

another tollgate, four cents, and then a

dirt road which, excepting the hills, is

fine. Just out of Brunswick, twenty-two

miles, we stopped for lunch, a good one,

which George had bought in Cleveland.

Near Seville, thirty-seven miles out,

we ran into mud and water and

so pulled out on side of the road

and put on chains.

Near Creston we came to the

worst hill we had yet seen. When

nearly at the top our car stopped

moving, though the engine was

running fast. Here we discov

ered what the charge made in

Columbus garage for repairing

the low speed clutch meant.

From Columbus to this point,

341 miles, we had not needed

the hill climbing gear, except to

start the car. In Columbus

they must have repaired not

wisely. After setting the belt

up that makes the wheels go, we

WE PULLED OUT ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD AND

started, and at four fifty-five P. M., pulled

into Wooster and found it “dry.” The

hotel American, displaying “W.C.T. U.

Headquarters” over the door. This was

a great disappointment to George. The

hotel proprietor had his own garrage

which he invited us to share. In the

evening we went to a moving picture

show, which was the wildest dissipation

the town afforded.

AND THE EVENING AND THE MORNING

WERE THE EIGHTH DAY

Wooster to Zanesville, 77 miles, a day

of mud and trouble. From Wooster to

Morehead is only six miles, yet a lot of

things can happen in a few miles. Run

ning through the mud near the latter

town one of the tire chains caught on the

bolt of the mud guard and bent the guard

so badly that we had to take it off and

straighten it. A little further on in going

up a long, steep hill the low speed clutch

went wrong again and we could not make

it hold. While we worked with it, the

girls walked about a mile to the nearest

farm house and arranged with two boys

to bring their team and pull us up the

hill. The boys said they had pulled

several machines up this hill. Before

the boys and team came we had adjusted

the clutch and went up on our own power.

We took dinner at Millersburgh and it

seemed particularly good.

Near Bloomfield we had a bad cut in

the rear tire from running over crushed

stone. We put on an Adwear tire sleeve

which lasted until we reached home.

PUT ON THE CHAINS
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VVHEN THE ROADS WERE GOOD WE MADE RECORD TIME

The road from Bloomfield to Coshoc

ton is good and the scenery fine. A little

earlier in the season, before the road

builders commenced using crushed stone

for repairs and before the fall rains had

come, this would be a delightful route.

Approaching Coshocton, we met a man

and woman driving a very dilapidated

looking horse which, more out of curi

osity than fright, as we drew near, stopped

and refused to start. We pulled to the

side of the road and waited for them to

pass us. As they went by the woman

remarked that she knew her horse never

would pass one of them nasty things.

We were lost in every town we tried to

pass through this day. Out of Dresden

we were stuck on a bad hill again, the

clutch refusing to work. We decided

that when we reached Zanesville we cer

tainly would have that part of the car put

in shape. After more than an hour’s

work we managed to reach the top of

the hill, only to find ourselves lost in the

woods and swamp. Cross roads seemed

to run in every direction and all looked

equally good and well traveled. It was

so dark that we had lighted our lamps

and were making time, but in what

direction we knew not. Finally we came

to a house and repeated calls brought a

woman to the door who set us straight

as to the right road. We then made a

fast run into Zanesville, only to find the

hotel dining room closed for the night so

we had oysters at the “best restaurant in

town,” which was bad enough. This

was the hardest day and most trouble we

have ever had (all on account of the

Columbus garage man) and the only

time we had used our lamps this trip.

Every one was tired enough to retire and

there were very few remarks made.

AND THE EVENING AND THE MORNING

WERE THE NINTH DAY

Friday; this is the last day of our trip.

It is only sixty-four miles home, but the

day is cold and raw and looks as if rain

might come any minute. We worked

until nearly twelve o’clock on the car,

getting the clutches in shape in antici

pation of hills ahead, cleaning and oiling

up. We took a lunch from the hotel and

planned to eat it on the porch of the same

summer cottage that had afforded us a

dining room ten days before on our first
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day out. We had forgotten how far

this cottage was from Zanesville, but

Mrs. “George” whose friend owned the

house, assured us it was only a few miles

After ten miles going we were all hungry;

after fifteen we commenced to get cross;

at twenty we began to question Mrs.

George’s ideas of distance, but at twenty

five miles the cottage appeared in sight

and we opened and ate our lunch.

Near Eaglesport workmen were re

pairing a bridge, and in going around it

we got into a ditch with mud over the

hubs. The car would neither go for

ward nor backward. Finally we got

planks under the wheels and worked out.

We stopped a few minutes to call on a

friend at McConnellsville, then started

for home.

Near Beverly we met a young lady on

horseback. As soon as she saw us she

jumped off and let the horse go. Natur

ally he turned about and ran in the direc

tion we were going. The girl was so

good looking that George didn’t hesitate

for a moment. He jumped out of the

car, chased the horse and returned it to

the blushing damsel.

At Lowell they told us the Free Ferry

would stop running at six o’clock. As it

was only 5:15 now and the ferry only

seven miles away, we saw no reason for

speed. But just after we had crossed to

the west side of the river at Lowell we

came to a “peach” of a hill, black, soft

mud and steep. The Rambler would

go up part way then, with wheels spin

ning, would slip back. We were fully

an hour trying to climb that hill and at

]AnA1cA, L. I.

Homm 8: Scnurz Co.,

38 W. 62nd St., New York City.

Gentlemen:—Thinking you would be

interested in the performance of my Type

Three Rambler, I write to tell you that I

have driven my car over 3,000 miles and

with the exception of tightening the low

speed clutch once have not had to do

any work on the engine since I bought it.

Four times last August I traveled over

15 miles of sandy road that owners of

higher powered cars than mine said their

cars would not go through and with the

exception of two or three grades did it in

my high gear.

last, with engine going at full speed and

every one pushing, we reached the top.

By this time it was dark, but with lamps

lighted on a wet, slippery road running

only a few feet from the steep banks of

the river, we drove at full speed and

found the ferr_v boat waiting on our side

of the river. They did not stop for the

night until eight P. M. Then the drive

home over familiar roads and our trip

was over.

AND BEHOLD 1T WAS VERY GOOD, AND THE

EVENING AND THE MORNING

WERE THE TENTH DAY

We had no engine trouble, except the

low speed clutch; no punctures, two bad

cuts in the tires from new stone roads.

We ran 625 miles, average seventeen per

hour. Earlier in the season when the

roads were not wet, this average would

be better, although we have found

seventeen to nineteen miles over Eastern

Ohio hills and dirt roads a good average.

‘Probably this seems a low mileage to

one accustomed to level, fine roads—but

we did not have that kind. In fact, a

good many drivers of motor cars do not

know what hills really are. The car

must be strong in every respect to be

able to make them.

This is our third season with Ramblers,

starting with the Model “H” in 1904.

They have never stopped going for us

and we have never been towed in.

We expect now to drive a No. 24

Rambler in 1907, and if it is as much of

an improvement over 1905 as that year

was over 1904, we will be pleased.

On my way from Stamford to Danbury

this summer I went over a hill that I

was told by the residents of the latter

place “nothing but a horse ever went

over.”

On a run through Connecticut of 103

miles where I had to take several bad

grades on my low speed I averaged

slightly less than 15 miles to the gallon

of gasoline.

With the exception of the hill into

Danbury I had five people and a full

equipment of touring extras with me on

all occasions. -Yours,

Signed— \\'.\1. P. Tnomrsorv.
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road tests of an automobile

ever made was carried

through in and around Mil

waukee during the latter

part of February.

It was out of the ordinary

even in the manner of its

inception and deviated from established

precedence in nearly every point to and

after its ending.

The immediate cause was an article in

a Milwaukee paper of Sunday, February

l7th, in which comment was made on the

recent non-stop and endurance runs. A

statement was made that while such runs

were undoubtedly severe tests of the cars,

the public were prone to question the

results owing to the common understand

ing that the cars used for the purpose

were invariably new cars and generally

especially built for the particular purpose

in view. They questioned the ability of

the ordinary stock car as delivered to the

buyer to give equal service.

There was also some question raised

as to the durability of the American car

in comparison with those of foreign make.

  

This article attracted the attention of

Mr. Van Evra B. Martin, a Milwaukee

automobile enthusiast, the object of

whose faith is a Rambler Surrey Type

One. He, on the day following the pub

lication of the article in question, an

swered it stating that he not only had

unbounded faith in one stock car, but

was prepared to back up his confidence

by undertaking a non-motor stop run of

not less than one thousand miles without

any preparation whatsoever beyond ar

ranging for drivers, observers, etc., and

invited the publisher of the first article

and any or all other Milwaukee papers

to furnish observers to carefully check

the action of the car.

The result was that Mr. Martin started

with his car at 10:30 a. m. February 21st,

arrangements having been made in the

meantime for drivers and observers

necessary to keep the car on the road

continuously, day and night, until such

time as the motor might stop of its own

accord or the desired mileage be accom

plished.

Owing to the social prominence of the

owner of the car and the circumstances
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ARRIVAL OF MR. MARTIN'S PARTY AT KENOSHA

under which the run was inaugurated, it

attracted considerable attention and a

large crowd was present at the time it

started.

Promptly at 10:30 a. m., the engine

was cranked by Sherburn M. Becker, the

- famous boy Mayor of Milwaukee, and

Mr. Martin, with one of the salesmen

from the Milwaukee branch of the Ram

bler Company, a repre

a local business man, as observer. After

spending about two hours in Kenosha the

trip to Chicago was resumed and it was

found that while the roads north of Keno

sha were bad, those south were worse.

Approximately twenty miles of the road

between Racine and Zion City is sand

and in summer is often cut to a depth of

over a foot. For several days previous

 

sentative of the associ

ated press and Cester

M. Harbridge of Mil

waukee, acting as ofiicial

observer, started on the

first trip of the long run.

This took them around

the lake region northwest

of Milwaukee. The

return was made late in

the day and drivers and

observers changed and

the car spent the night

along the Whitefish Bay

road, aggregating 331

miles in the first twenty

four hours of the test.

 

  

The roads were at this

time in the worst possible

condition but the carwas started for Chi

cago over a road in many places impass

ible to horse-drawn vehicles.

The first stop was a visit to the Ram

bler plant at Kenosha. Here the party

stopped for dinner and a tour through

the factory, the car being in the meantime

taken in hand by one of the factory

demonstrators with Mr. F. L. ]ackson,

NEAR NORTH CHICAGO

to the starting of this test the weather had

been warm with heavy rains, with the

result that these roads were cut hub deep.

Then came a sudden, severe drop in

temperature and they were frozen to the

hardness of rock, making travel over

them about as enjoyable as running over

a pile of granite paving blocks. On this

road speed was utterly out of the question
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start for Milwaukee was

made at one o’clock.

The temperature had

risen somewhat and the

return trip was made a

little more comfortably

than had been possible

on the trip into Chicago

at which time the ther

mometer was close to

the zero mark. By a

daring and somewhat

reckless drive, Landane

arrived in Kenosha in a

few minutes over three

 

 

ENTERING WAUKEGAN FROM TEE SOUTH

and the, plunging and ditching of the car

was so violent that the passengers arrived

at Waukegan in an almost exhausted

condition. Mr. Martin, in fact, was so

thoroughly used up that he was com

pelled to leave the car at Waukegan and

return to Milwaukee by train. Dave

Smith, a Milwaukee driver, continued

with the car, arriving in Chicago late in

the evening.

Their first stop was made at the

Rambler garage on Sheridan Road

where a driver from the garage, with a

representative of one of the Chicago news

papers as observer, ran the car through

out the night in and around Chicago.

The next morning it was found that

the wear on the tires over the frozen roads

had been very severe, at least along the

sides of the tire. The

hours. Here the gaso

line supply was replen

ished and the car proceeded to Milwaukee,

covering the final thirty-five miles in less

than two hours. From that time on the

run was continued over the roads north

and west of Milwaukee until 7:06 a. m.,

February 27th, when the motor stopped

through clogging of the gasoline pipe,

after a continuous run of 140 hours and

36 minutes, during which time the car

had traveled a distance of 20021; miles.

The gasoline pipe was disconnected

from the carburetter and by blowing into

the gasoline tank the pipe was cleared.

It was replaced and the motor started

immediately after a delay of less than

one minute. This, of course, terminated

the non-stop feature of the run. The

car was, however, kept on the road under

the same surveilance of observers as be

   

  

treads, which were the

Midgley wire type, were

but slightly worn but

owing to scraping in the

sides of the frozen ruts

the rubber was entirely

torn off the outer sides

of the tires. It was

decided to remove all

four tires and turn

them, placing the sides

originally toward the

car out as they showed

but little wear at that

point, the ruts seeming to

act on the outside only. With Gunner

Landane, a driver from the Rambler

factory, and August M. Fick of the

Milwaukee Free Press, as observer, the

ALONG THE SHORE OF LAKE MICHIGAN

fore the stop and arrangements were im

mediately made for a public examination

of the car by two technical engineers of

national repute.
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MISS RAACH ENJOYS THE RAMBLER

During the progress of the run Miss Clara Raach, a Milwaukee motor enthusiast, became interested and after only a few moments

instruction took the car and ran it for over an hour.

of such moment.

Invitation was extended through the

Milwaukee newspapers to every automo

bile owner and driver in Milwaukee and

to the public in general to participate in

this examination at the Rambler garage

at 11:00 a. m., February 28th.

Written invitations were also sent to

every automobile dealer in Milwaukee.

Promptly at the hour specified the car

was turned over, by the observer in

charge, to Edward B. Waite, A.S.M.E.,

editor of the Technical World ,Magazine

and head of the Instruction Department

of the American School of~-Correspond

ence and Prof. Virgil Oldberg, head of

the engineering department of the Ar

mour Institute of Technology. ‘ The mile

age at this time had aggregated 2281 and

the motor had been running 168% hours.

The motor was immediately stopped,

the body removed and the motor tested

for compression. The rear cylinder

showed the maximum normal compres

sion, the front cylinder showed a slight

leakage, the fall being about five pounds.

The motor was then entirely dismantled,

pistons and cylinders removed and care

fully gauged.

This was probably the first instance of a lady operator on a test

S0 pleased was she with the car that she is now the owner of a Model 21 Rambler

The rear cylinder and piston were

found in perfect condition. The for

ward cylinder showed some scoring and

the piston rings were somewhat worn,

this being apparently due to the motor

having been at some time run without

sufficient oil in that cylinder.

The inlet valves were reported in per

fect working order, the stems being

slightly worn but not sufliciently to cause

any defect in the seating of the valves.

The exhaust valves were somewhat

pitted and the stems considerably worn.

The crank pins and connecting rod bear

ings showed no wear whatever and were

in perfect condition.

The main bearings at the left side of

the motor showed no wear. The inside,

or right main bearing, showed a slight

wear in the upper half or cap. It was

reported that this must have been due to

improper shimming of the bearing cap

and it was shownthat there was an abund

ance of babbit in the bearing, whereby all

that was necessary to put it in perfect

working order was the removal of a part

of the shims and the rescraping of the

upper half of the bearing.
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The wrist pins and bearings showed

no wear whatever. The valve cams and

cam rollers were in good condition. The

roller pins showed some wear as evi

denced by slight lost motion. It was,

however, reported by the examiners that

this wear could not be considered ex

cessive even in normal conditions of oper

ation.

The engineers reported that the general

condition of the engine was good and that

with the minor repairs necessary to

remedy the above mentioned conditions

will be rendered practically as good as a

new engine.

The wheel bearings were carefully ex

amined and the cones showed very little

wear, not enough to do them any material

damage or interfere with long continued

service.

On examination of the gasoline tank

and feed pipe to the carburetter, there

was considerable deposit of gray sedi

ment and some lint found in the pipe.

This was sufiicient to seriously interfere

with and finally stop the flow of gasoline

to the carburetter, thus stopping the en

gine. Beyond this the engineers found

no reason whatever for stoppage or any

serious interference with the continued

running of the engine.

In summarizing the engineers’ report,

the history and service of the car should

be taken into consideration.

Rambler Surrey Type One, Number

5054, was first shipped from the factory

at Kenosha to Mr. C. G. Norton, then

the Rambler agent at Milwaukee, in

October, I904. In May, 1905, after

several months hard service as a demon

strating car among the hills and sand

roads surrounding Milwaukee, the car

was sold to Mr. Martin who took it

_ rather than wait delivery of a strictly

new car.

Mr. Martin being an enthusiast and

somewhat methodical in taste, has kept

a careful and comprehensive record of

  

 

_AI"TF.R THE EXAMINATION BY THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
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his gasoline consumption, mileage and

general running expense during the time

the car was in his possession.

Briefly, the car had covered, between

the time Mr. Martin obtained it and the

beginning of this non-stop test, somewhat

in excess of forty thousand miles. His

gasoline record shows a consumption of

slightly over fifteen miles per gallon.

In making preparations for this test,

there was, as above stated, no change or

replacement other than in the matter of

tires and batteries. The gasoline tank

was not even cleaned out, and had this

been done there is every reason to believe

that the motor might still be running

without a stop, as the sediment removed

from the pipes was, no doubt, the accum

ulation of nearly three years.

A record of the time consumed in

changing drivers, observers, filling the

gasoline and oil tanks, changing tires,

taking photographs and other delays,

shows that the car was ofl the road

slightly over fifteen hours. The gasoline

consumed during this period was 137%

gallons. Thus the total mileage covered

was 14% miles per gallon. It must, how

ever, be remembered that this compila

tion is based on the total consumption

of gasoline including the fifteen hours

that the car was not in motion.

The oil consumption was l9§ quarts.

Figuring the gasoline at 18c per gallon,

the present retail price in Milwaukee,

and the lubricating oil at 50 cents per

gallon, the fuel cost aggregates $24.75.

The total mileage, up to the time the car

was stopped and turned over’ to the tech

nical committee was 2281 miles and the

total elapsed time was 168% hours.

On the basis of the engineers’ report,

replacing every worn part of the motor

and putting it in perfect running order,

would amount to $8.60, which may be

itemized as follows:

Scraping and resetting upper half of right main

bearing, one-half hour labor.

2 exhaust valves at 55 cents each $1.10

4 valve lever roller pins at 10c each .40

1 new piston and rings complete 5.00

Labor in making these replacements

3 hours.

Total, including 31} hours labor, at 60c 2 .10

O QB

This, it must be understood, does not

represent the wear and depreciation due

to the 2281 miles only, but to the entire

service of the car, no doubt aggregating

well in excess of forty-five thousand miles.

Upon examination of the entire car by

a competent repairman, it was reported

that the entire machine could be put in

perfect condition, with the exception of

repainting, and including the replacement

of all bearing cones showing any wear

whatever and new contacts in the com

mutator, at a cost to the owner of not in

excess of $25.00.

The tire service was, under the existing

conditions, remarkable.

Outside of the transfer of tires, the

first tire trouble encountered was an ex

plosion of the left rear tire when the car

had covered 1027 miles. This explosion

occurred at a point where all the rubber

and three layers of the fabric had been

worn away by the sides of the ruts and

cutting of the broken ice, as above de

scribed. At the same time the other rear

tire was changed as a precautionary

measure.

After ire car had traveled something

in excess of I500 miles, one of the new

rear tires was punctured during the night

by a large nail which cut into the side of

the tire just off the tread. The nail was

withdrawn, a new inner tube substituted

and no further attention was required.

The tires used were Hartford-Dunlop

with the Midgley wire tread and in spite

of the grueling service to which they were

submitted, the tread showed, even at

the end of the test, very little wear, and

the front tires that had covered the full

distance of 2281 miles were, with the

exception of the sides, apparantly unim

paired.

An estimation of mileage cost of tires

based on this run would be misleading,

as the trip from Chicago to Milwaukee

and return, aggregating about I50 miles,

practically resulted in the ruining of the

tires, and were it not for the Midgley

treads the destruction would probably

have been complete.

This was also a trip that would never

have been contemplated under ordinary

conditions, either from the standpoint

of wear on the car or the strain on the

passengers.
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The car of accomplishment

The past month has been for the

Rambler a month of accomplishment.

Mr. Martin’s non-stop run, elsewhere

described, was beyond question one of

the greatest educational value in the

automobile line ever undertaken.

Being instituted and carried out by a

private individual, it attracted widespread

attention, as the primal object was to

establish an authentic basis from which

to judge the wearing qualities and relia

bility of a stock car of American make.

When Mr. Martin announced his

willingness to undertake th test, the

manager of the Rambler Gar ge at Mil

waukee naturally offered all possible

assistance in the way of drivers and the

facilities of the garage as headquarters

during the run.

Few who have not participated in such

an afiair appreciate the magnitude and

requirements. First, there must be at all

times two people with the car as driver

and assistant, the latter to attend to tire

repairs and such adjustments as may be

required.

As the success of the attempt requires

the constant running of the motor, the

operator dare not leave the throttle for a

moment, as a throttle too nearly closed

or too greatly retarted spark might at

any moment result in accidental stoppage

of a motor in perfect condition.

While the stopping of the motor was

deeply regretted, all were glad that it

was through no error or inattention on

the part of the drivers and, as shown by

the report of the examining engineers,

through no fault or weakness of the

motor.

Absolute publicity prevailed throughout

the test and it has been widely com

 

mented on as the first real demonstrating

test made by a private owner and for the

benefit of the buyer rather than the sales

department of a manufacturer.

The most radical departure from

established precedents was the final ex

amination of the car by strictly disinter

ested engineers and the publicity given

their report.

Heretofore, at the conclusion of such

runs, the car used has either immediately

disappeared from public view or been

displayed in some window or show stand

where the admiring public could gaze

upon its muddy grandeur but were tot

ally ignorant of its inner condition.

Here, on the contrary, after an elabor

ate public announcement, the car, with

the motor still running, thus precluding

the possibility of replacements, was pub

licly delivered to the examining com

mittee and immediately dismantled in the

presence of a large assemblage of local

motorists.

In short, it was a thorough and drastic

test by an owner from an owner’s stand

point, and the Rambler was tried and

found good.

It is at this point worthy of note that

another car of the same model was the

first car fitted with a motor of less than

four cylinders or costing less than $4000

to accomplish a thousand mile non-stop

run. The other instance was a run in

augurated and carried out by W. F.

Smith, Manager of the Rambler Branch

at Philadelphia. This was also done in

February, the roads at that time being

hub deep in mud.

The car covered a distance of 1386

miles and the motor was intentionally

stopped in order that the car might be

displayed at the Philadelphia Automo

bile Show then opening.

A few days later W. K. Cowan, the

Rambler dealer at Los Angeles, entered

a Model 15 Rambler in the Pasadena

Altadena hill-climb.

Here the Rambler not only showed its

mettle by defeating every car in its class,

but beat the time of every touring car but

one, and that a car of considerable highel

price.

Considering the weather and road con

ditions, the run of the new Model 24
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from Kenosha to Chicago during the

Chicago Automobile Show was also a

test that few cars could withstand.

This was a case of successive plunges

through snow drifts and over roads where

there was not even a trail broken to show

the wagon track.

 

In view of the fact that this car had

been assembled and put on the road in

less than fourteen hours and that the

Chicago run was really its trial trip, it

was another convincing proof of Rambler

reliability.

 

 

The Rambler at the Chicago Show

The story of the Rambler at Chicago

is simply a story of crowds, crowds and

more crowds. Not mere sight seers and

seekers of souvenirs, but deeply inter

ested seekers of motor facts who were

looking for the car that would fulfill

their ideas of the ideal automobile.

There were thousands of these at the

show and their interest seemed to center

in the Rambler. Dealers from every

direction brought their prospects and

offered the Rambler in comparison with

all the market afforded, and then booked

their orders.

Not including the prospects brought

and attended to by out of town dealers,

fifteen salesmen and five demonstrators

were kept busy from early morning until

the show closed at 10:30 P. M., attend

ing to the hordes of Rambler enthusiasts

present and future.

Sales were many and limited only by

the ability of the factory to deliver the

cars. Before the show was half over,

dealers were begging an increase in their

allotments.

The center of attraction was the

polished chassis of Model 27 and around

it crowded all that could by any possi

bility get within seeing distance, while the

salesmen took turns describing its lead

ing features.

In short, while the Rambler lays no

claim to being all the show, the show

could have done no more for the Rambler

without a decided increase in factory

facilities.



When events moved rapidly

WING to a delay in receipt

of crank shafts for the

Model24 motors, the manu

facturers were somewhat

handicapped in the produc

tion of the first Rambler

cars of that model. The

first completed car was

shipped to Chicago in time for the

Opening of the Automobile Show on

February 2nd. Another was immediately

finished and ready for shipment on

Saturday.

Shipments from Kenosha to Chicago

are commonly made by boat, but when

this car was ready for shipment the com

pany was informed that owing to ice in

the harbor the boat could not that day

touch at Kenosha.

Shortly after noon on Monday informa

tion was received to the effect that the

harbor had cleared sufliciently that the

boat could land and the new car, sadly

needed in Chicago as a show demonstra

tor, was started for the loading pier.

There was a blinding snow storm on at

that time, rendering objects indiscernable

at a distance of one hundred yards or

over. The result of this was that as the

car was crossing the C. 8: N. W. tracks

it was struck by a north bound limited

and scattered along the tracks for a

distance of over forty yards.

The efiect of this collision was, in

many ways, remarkable. First, the driv

ers were thrown clear of the wreckage

and neither were injured beyond a

severe shaking up. The engine struck

apparently almost directly in line with

the rear axle and the entire rear portion

of the car was entirely demolished. The

body was torn from the frame and thrown

a distance of some fifty feet. The rear

axle, propeller shaft and transmission

gear were carried on down the track and

dropped some forty yards from the point

where the collision occurred. The frame

and front axle were left a twisted mass of

steel and iron midway between the body

and rear axle.

The wreckage was gathered up and

returned to the factory about six o’clock

  
in the evening. There it was discovered

that in spite of the completeness of the

destruction in every other respect, the

motor, owing to the rigid bracing of the

frame surrounding it, was absolutely

uninjured.

As there were already nearly one hun

dred applications for demonstrations of

this car filed by the representatives at the

Chicago show, it may be readily under

stood what the wreckage of this car

meant.

As the delay on these cars was entirely

a matter of motors, it was immediately

decided to set this motor in a new chassis.

Work was begun thereon immediately.

By nine o’clock in the evening the

chassis was assembled. It was then sent

out on the track and the necessary ad

justments made, being turned over to the

paint shop about 11:30. Here a coat of

quick-drying gray was given the main

frame, springs and axles.

In the morning the body and finished

wheels were placed and by 9:00 a. m. the

car was again ready for delivery, the

total elapsed time, since its receipt at the

factory, being approximately thirteen

hours.

The force at the Chicago show were

notified that a new car was ready and

would be shipped by boat that afternoon,

but, in the midst of their rejoicings over

this good news, word was telephoned

from the headquarters of the boat com

pany that owing to the storm then pre

vailing landing was impossible and it

might be so for some days.

After a hurried consultation it was

decided to brave the elements and send

the car overland to Chicago. Ted Col

lier, head of the testing department, a

driver who has proved his mettle on many

previous occasions, assumed the respon

sibility of delivering the car at the Col

liseum.

With two additional passengers the

start from Kenosha was made at one

o’clock. Even before leaving the limits

of Kenosha, Collier realized the serious

ness of his undertaking.
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Owing to the extreme cold the snow

fall, while heavy, was not of a character

that would pack and the car cut through

the snow to the rough road bed below.

The road for some ten miles south of

Kenosha was through the sand belt and

was, of course, at that time frozen hard.

There was a fairly worn track some

where under the snow but it twisted to

and fro from one side of the roadway to

the other to avoid pools and pitch holes,

and as the snow lay in a smooth, un

broken mass from fence to fence, there

was no way of finding this track. The

result was that the car plunged from side

to side in a way that threatened to tear

the top from the body irons.

of the radiator from which arose clouds

of steam as the snow struck the hot pipes.

Many times for a distance of a quarter

to a half mile the snow was over the hubs

and when the car arrived at Chicago it

was found that the snow had packed in

around the lower part of the crank case

and the carburetter was entirely covered.

All that saved stopping of the motor on

this account was the location of the air

intake. This is in the form of a pipe

reaching up close under the exhaust pipes

with a screen cap at the top. As the

snow did not reach this height there was

no trouble on that account.

During the trip two stops were made,

one at Waukegan, in order that Collier,

  

 

 

 

Collier was, however, bent on making

time and plowed through the snow

regardless of the strain on the car or the

comfort of his passengers.

Further south, where the road became

better, but hilly, heavy drifts were en

countered where the driving wind had

blown the snow clear from the tops of

the grades and piled it at the bottoms.

Many times the car plunged into snow

banks that reached well up .on the front

who was then in a nearly frozen condi

tion, might obtain a pair of overshoes.

A few miles south of there the engine

began to misfire. It was found that two

of the spark plugs were fouled and they

were immediately changed. This was

due to the fact that there had been no

adjustment of the oil feeds, they having

been left open to the full capacity and

had, up to that time, delivered nearly

the entire contents of the oiler—six pints
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—to the engine. While Collier changed

the spark plugs one of the party refilled

and adjusted the oiler. This entailed a

stop of possibly five minutes and the

journey Chicagoward was continued.

With no further mishap the party ar

rived at the Coliseum at 5:30, the actual

running time being three hours and two

minutes, deducting the time spent at

Waukegan in warming Collier’s “cold

feet.”

The Rambler representatives at the

show had been notified that the car was

on the way and were in watch for its

arrival. A photographer was on hand

and a picture taken of the car showing its

accumulation of snow and ice.

In spite of the hurried manner of its

assembling and the sky rocket flight of

the motor after contact with the North

western train, the car arrived in Chicago

in perfect working order and was, with

out attention or adjustment—other than

the removal of the snow—put on the

road as a demonstrator during the re

mainder of the show.

While the weather was, as stated, ex

tremely cold and the storm lasted until

well into the limits of Chicago, the party

arrived fairly comfortable owing to the

protection of the top and storm curtains

by which the car was completely en

closed. However, it was not a trip that

is liable to be ever undertaken as a pleas

ure jaunt.

Model l4 7 Rambler

A demand exists for a reliable four

cylinder touring car with comfortable

seating capacity for five and suflicient

power to permit travel on ordinary coun

try roads. Model 147 meets this demand.

Although listing at a lesser price than

Model 24, this Model is the equal of that

in material and workmanship. The dif

ference in cost is due to the lower power,

smaller size, the finish and limitations of

the equipment. Notwithstanding the

latter, this car is, however, furnished with

every article necessary for road use even

to complete equipment of lamps and a

horn.

The frame is of pressed steel with

strongly braced cross girders securely

riveted in place.

The rear springs are full elliptic; the

front, long, semi-elliptic.

The front axle is a heavy, seamless

tube, re-enforced by a solid bar; the

center is dropped to protect the ma

chinery from road obstructions. The

steering knuckles are extra heavy and

strong and are rotated on ball bearings.

The rear axle is identical to that used

on Model 24. The axle housing is

heavy seamless steel tubing made integral

by a special process of our own, with the

aluminum differential housing.

The diflerential is of the spur gear

type and years of actual service on pre

vious types of Ramblers have proved it

to be practically indestructible. The

axle shafts and large differential gears

are integral, the blank for the gear being _

upset, i. e., forged on the shaft proper.

Compensation for end thrust is

vided by adjustable ball bearings on each

side of the differential case. The wheel

or outer ends of the shafts are carried on

roller bearings, placed outside of the

tube, providing what is commonly known

as a floating type axle. The weight of

the car is thus supported on the tube, and

the shaft serves only to transmit the

power. Any of the bearings can be

easily replaced at but nominal cost in

the event of wear.

The motor, which develops 20-25 horse

power, has cylinders cast separate, 4

inch by 4:}-inch bore and stroke. The

crank case is of special aluminum

alloy providing extreme strength with

lightness.

The valves which are located in the

cylinder head, are placed in removable

cages, a method which greatly facilitates

valve grinding or other valve repairs.

With this construction the charge is

entirely contained directly above the

pl'O—_
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THE NEW MODEL 147

piston and,asthere are no valve chambers

or pockets, the burned charge is quickly

and entirely discharged in the exhaust

stroke. Thus, the intake stroke begins

with an empty cylinder and the result is

a full charge of cool vapor. The arrange

ment also simplifies the cooling problem

by reducing the area which it is necessary

to water jacket, and more perfect expul

sion of the burned gases can be expected

with the exhaust valve located directly

over the piston, than if it were placed in

one of two offset pockets.

The valves open downwardly and are

operated by exterior push rods obtaining

their motion from cams located in the

crank case.

Access to both the cams and connect

ing rods is obtained by the removal of

hand plates, at the right side of the

motor, held in place by thumb nuts,

easily removed. With the overhead

valves, exterior valve rods and these hand

plates, almost perfect accessibility is

provided.

The cylinders, pistons and rings are all

carefully ground, 'and are thoroughly

worn in with oil and rouge before assem

bly into a car.

The crank shaft, size Iii inches diam

eter, is an apt illustration of the large

factor of safety provided throughout this

car. The average size for a motor of

similar power, is about 11} inches. Every

part subjected to strain is similarly pro

portioned with even a larger reservation

for emergencies than is usually consid

ered necessary.

The cooling mechanism is so well

planned and arranged that it is almost

impossible to overheat the motor and the

car can be driven indefinitely without

need for replenishing the water supply.

A high speed five-blade fan, to assist in

the cooling, is located in back of the

radiator.

Ignition is by jump spark for which

current is furnished by a 6-volt 60-am

pere storage battery used in conjunction

with a standard four-unit vibrator coil

on the dash. The timer is of'our own

design and is so arranged that the term

inal posts for the wires are stationary and

the wires consequently do not move as

the spark is advanced or retarded, and

the tendency of the wires to loosen and

break is accordingly minimized.

Lubrication for the motor is provided

by a five feed mechanical oiler also placed

on the dash. The transmission and

differential are oil tight and can be filled

with oil. Other parts are lubricated by

hard grease cups accessibly located.

The clutch is of the cone type, leather

faced with a ball bearing to take the

spring thrust. All tendency of the clutch

to bind or to get out of line is removed

by a double universal joint located be

tween the clutch and the transmission.

This universal joint is the only one in

the driving mechanism, and it is so far

removed from the rear axle, that under

load, the angle is so little removed from

horizontal that the movement of the joint

and the work on it is barely perceptible.

The transmission is of the progressive
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sliding gear type. The main shaft,

which is also the propeller shaft—the

transmission being hung on and in line

with the propeller shaft—is carried on

roller bearings. Although of the pro

gressive type, by an ingenious and origi

nal device, any change of gear possible

can be accomplished without hesitancy,

jar, or undue noise. The design is neat

and compact, requires but one lever and

one slot, and provides the most advan

tages with the least complication of any

transmission yet made. The construc

tion of the transmission gear case is such

that it is more nearly oil tight than the

average gear case, and the bearings are

so arranged that if wear develops they

can at any time be easily replaced at

small expense.

The propeller shaft rotates in Timken

adjustable roller bearings, provision be

ing made for minute adjustment to com

pensate for any wear. The bevel gears

are comparatively narrow faced but of

heavy coarse pitch, this construction be

ing adopted to eliminate noise. An ad

ditional bearing for the propeller shaft

is placed below the bevel gear so that

this gear is supported on both sides and

the possibility of springing the shaft and

binding or throwing the gears out of line

is thus eliminated.

The transmission, propeller shaft, and

rear axle, assembled, become a unit, with

three-point suspension—two at the bear

ings in the rear wheels, and the third in

28 Maple Ave.,

ROSEBANK, N. Y., Nov. 12, ’06.

HOMAN & SCHULZ Co.,

38 W. 62nd St., New York City.

Gentlemen:—I have had a Rambler

automobile for about one year and have

traveled through New York, New jersey

and'Staten Island considerably during

that time and can truthfully say that it

has given excellent satisfaction in every

respect.

Outside of new tires, the cost of repairs

to my car has been about $5.00 for the

entire year.

I cheerfully recommend the Rambler

to anyone contemplating buying an auto

mobile. Respectfully yours,

CAPT. G1-:0. W. MCCARTY.

a combined sliding and ball and socket

joint at the front end of the transmission.

This joint has its rigid part attached to

the cross girder of the frame. A fixed

distance between the rear axle and this

girder is maintained by radius rods.

Control is by tilting wheel beneath the

steering wheel, which regulates the throt

tle, and a ratchet lever for the spark.

Two brakes are provided; one, consisting

of expanding rings acting on the inside

of the rear wheel hub drums is operated

by a pedal; the other, constrictive bands

acting upon the exterior diameter of the

hub drums is operated by a lever.

The body is well and strongly made.

The frame work is seasoned ash braced

with angle steel. Seat backs are made

of sheet steel. The finish is an attractive

shade of royal blue, striped with a fine

gold line. The upholstery is the best

grade of machine bufied leather with

properly located coil springs and hair

and moss combined.

The finish and equipment is that of a

strictly high grade machine as indeed is

the design, material and workma-nship.

So much value is only possible by

virtue of the advantages over competitors

which we possess, our experience in

manufacturing being greater than that of

the majority of automobile manufactur

ers, if not greater than any; and our fac

tory itself being probably the largest,

most complete and best equipped for the

production of automobiles in this country.

W. M. HEPBURN, M. D., T

FREEHQLD, N. ]., Oct 1, ’06.

I'I_0MAN & ScHu1.z Co. '

Dear Sirs :—The Rambler Surrey which

I purchased from you last spring I have

had no cause to regret having purchased.

Our roads, as a whole, are good, but

whether on the good or whether cutting

across sandy back roads it has done its

work admirably and to-day I think it is

in just about as good shape as when I

first operated it. It seems to take the

whole family (four adults and three

children) with just about the same ease

as when I go alone.

Very truly yours,

Signed—-W. M. HEPBURN.
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Of interest to dealers and repair men

  

Attractiveness brings business

There is no feature of modern business

methods more noticeable or more effec

tive than the tendency toward attractive

and in many cases elegant establishments.

]ust make a mental comparison of the

up-to-date salesrooms with similar estab

lishments of ten or even five years ago.

Retailers in every line have fully realized

the value of pleasant surroundings and

spare no expense in catering to the con

venience and comfort of their customers.

It is, however, to be regretted that

while some automobile dealers are fully

alive to these conditions, a far greater

number apparently consider oil, grease

and mud a decorative floor covering and

smoke, grime and dust a pleasing finish

for walls and windows. Some of these

may to a fair degree succeed financially,

but it is in spite of themselves rather

than a just reward.

In making a salesroom or garage attract

ive we by no means mean to make it a

convenient loafing place for chauffeurs

and the always present type of hangers-on.

Many automobile dealers are old

bicycle dealers and apparently do not

realize that as the cyclist in “knickers”

of ten years ago has developed into the_

business and professional man of to-day

he has also changed in character and

instincts and no longer enjoys the pro

pinquity of that class of “hot dogs” who

camp down on the end of a work bench

and tell in strident tones how they“burned

up the road to somewhere.”

Another thing to be considered is that

very few automobiles are bought without

approval of one or more members of the

fair sex. No matter how attractive the

car, the chances of favorable impression

are greatly reduced if the lady be required

to divide her attention between the beau

ties of the car and the protection of her

skirts from a greasy floor. So much for

cleanliness, but that is not all.

There are, of course, many dealers in

comparatively small towns, the volume of

whose business prohibits elaborate sales

rooms and decorative effects, but there

are none so small that their salesroom

may not be divided from the work room

 

 

 

  

SALESROOM OF RAMBLER BRANCH AT PHILADELPHIA
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if only ,by a partition seven feet or more

in height and having thus established a

work room, do your work there.

A common and very satisfactory meth

od, where the space is limited, is to cut

ofl a certain space as office or reception

room by means of a railing. Here your

customers may be entertained while dis

cussing points or awaiting demonstra

tions, and with clean and comfortable

surroundings.

Do not forget that the people who are

abletto invest in luxuries are accustomed

to attractive environments and will have

a natural and deep-rooted preference for

the same conditions in all their affairs.

There is no truer proverb than the old

one,“nothing succeeds like success,” and

there is no better aid to success than the

outward appearance of stability.

The attractiveness and decoration we

suggest do not necessarily involve waxed

floors or mahogany fittings, but merely

cleanliness, comfort and convenience.

The accompanying illustration shows

the sales floor of the Rambler Branch at

Philadelphia and shows what may be

done at little expense and without elab

orate architecture.

We will be pleased to receive photo

graphs and descriptive notes of garages

and salerooms and will run in this de

partment as many as possible.

This portion of the Rmabler Magazine

is primarily for the benefit of Rambler

dealers and we would be pleased to re

ceive notes of interest from the trade and

will run them with or without the name

of the sender as he may prefer. 13“ - -

Make it a clearing house for questions,

hints and suggestions and become ac

quainted with each other.

 

NEWTON, MASS., Ian. 25, ’07

MR. C. A. GILMORE,

Manager Boston Branch, Thos. B.

Iefiery & Company.

Dear Mr. Gilmore:—You well know

that I have owned and run a Rambler

automobile for the last four years; the

first year a runabout and since that time

a touring car.

My car is in commission during the

whole year; not simply in pleasant

weather, but night and day in all kinds

of weather, in hot or cold, in ruin or sun

shine.

A great deal has been written and said

about trouble with water cooled cars dur

ing cold weather. I know nothing about

other cars or persons, I wish simply to

state my experience with he Rambler.

During the time that I have owned a

car there has never been anything but

clear water put into the water tank.

Cold nights, when the car was not in use,

this water has been drawn off and a fresh

supply used in the morning. When it

has been very cold, hot water has been

used in the morning that the engine might

start quicker when cranked. Yesterday

the engine started at eight o’clock in the

morning with the thermometer at nine

degrees below zero. The car was run all

day without the least bit of trouble with

the thermometer not above eight during

the whole day.

When I stop the car I stop the engine

as well, but take the precaution to throw

a blanket over the radiator where it re

mains until the car is started again.

Not once during the four years has a

pipe or anything frozen about the engine

or car and I believe this to be owing to

the fine system of water circulation, large

pipes and so forth, used in the Rambler.

My son remarked today that he did

not see how any car made could run

better than our car.

I volunteer to send you this statement

that people interested may not be fearful

of trouble with water cooled cars during

cold weather, nor spend money for non

freezing mixtures which will perhaps‘ do

their cars harm.

Yours respectfully.

JAMES UTLTY, M. D.

FARMINGDALE, L. I., Oct. 24, 1906.

HOMAN 8: Scrwrz Co.,

62nd St. & Broadway, New York.

Dear Sirs:—Sometime ago you asked

us for a testimonial of the Rambler car.

- We take pleasure in saying that the car

has given perfect satisfaction in every

way and can recommend them to any

one looking for full value for their money,

and the best part is their low cost of

maintainance. Yours truly,

Signed—-Nosrnnm) Bnos.
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Monthly review of the automobile press

  

Under this heading will be given a brief mention of the leading special articles in the automobile

papers of the previous month.

No attention will be given to reports of current events which may be covered by all papers, but to

articles discussing or containing information on subjects of particular interest.

The readers of the Rambler Magazine will thus be able to keep in touch with the topics of the day

without the time and expense incident to a perusal of the entire trade press.

DROP FORGINGS IN AUTOMOBILE CoN

STRUCTION.

Horseless Age, February 6.

A long and comprehensive article by P. M. Heldt.

LENGTHENING THE WHEEL BAsE.

Horseless Age_ February 6. _

A suggestion for extending the front of the side

frames to advance the position of the front axle.

WHY AUTOMOBILING IS AN EXPENSIVE

LUXURY.

_ Horseless Age, February 6. _

A collection of figures by H. B. Haines.

LIABILITY or GUEsTs.

Hosreless Age, February G.

A legal standpoint by Xenophon P. Huddy.

ENGINE TEsTINo IN THE FACTORY.

Horseless Age, February l_3.

A long and comprehensive article by E. VV.

Winans.

HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION or POWER.

_ Horseless Age, February 13.

Roy Lindsay.

INCORPORATION or AUTOMOBILE L1NEs.

Horseless Age, February 13.

Is AUTOMOBILING AN EXPENSIVE

LUXURY?

Horseless Age, February 20. _

A counter-comment on a previous article by H.

B. Haines.

ACCESSIBILITY AND CLEANLINESS-——BEST

MEANs FOR ATTAINING THEM.

Horseless e, _Febr_uary 2]. _

A paper read before e institution of Automobile

Engineers of London, F. L. Martineau.

REMODELING OLD CARS.

Horscless Age, February 27.

STEERING WHEELS.

Horseless Age, _Februa_ry 27. _

A somewhat lengthy discussion of the various

types.

SELF-STARTING DEv1cEs.

Horseless Age, February 27.

HARDENING STEEL.

Horseless Age. February 27.

Leon Guillet.

CoNDITIoNs or IoNIrIoN IN INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENc.INEs.

_ Horseless Age, February 27.

F. IV: Spnnger.

Two AND Form CvcLE TYPES CoiIi>ARED

_ The Automobile, February 7.

A technical article from the Sibley Journal of

Engineering.

THE HORSE AND TI-IE AUTOMOBILE.

The Automobile, February 14.

EssENTIAL ELEMENTS or EI.EcT1uc

IoNITIoN.

The Automobile, February 21.

A profusely illustrated article by Chas. B. Hay

ward.

A CRUCIAL TEsT or MODERN ALLov

STEEL.

The Automobile, February 28.

Thos. Fay, E.E.

SOURCES OF ELECTRIC IGNITION.

The Automobile, February 28.

Chas. B. Hayward.

FINISHING A GAs ENo1NE PIsToN.

Motor Age, February 14.

FAcTs ABOUT THE Moron INDUsTRv.

Motor Age, February 21.

Report of the Federal Census Bureau.

BUs1NEss SENsE IN BUYING.

Motor World, February 28.

EFFECTS or VARIOUS O1Ls.

Motor World, February 28.

FUEL LEvEL IN CARBURETTERS.

Motor World, February 28.

RELATIoN or COMPRESSION T0 SPEED

AND EcoNoMv.

Motor \Vny, February.

Herbert L. Towle.

THE USEFUL LIFE or A Moron CAR.

Motor Way. February.

Howard Greene.

TOURING IN IRELAND.

Motor, February.

The many and varied channs of the Emerald

Isle that can be found only with a motor car.

R. P. Heame.
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Got the wrong nursery

The anxious mother rings up what

she thinks is the nursery to ask for some

advice regarding her child. She asks

central for the nursery, and is given Mr.

Gottfried Gluber, the florist and tree

dealer. The following conversation en

SLICSI

“I called up the nursery. Is this the

nursery?”

“Yes Ma’am.”

“I am so worried about my little

Rose.”

“Vat seems to be der madder.”

“Oh, not so very much perhaps, but

just a general listlessness and lack of life.”

“Aint growing righd.”

“No Sir.”

“Vell I dell you vat you do. You

dake der skissers und cut off apoud two

inches vrom der limbs.”

“Wh-a-at?”

“I say dake der skissers und cut ofi

apoud two inches vrom der limbs und

den turn der garten hose on for apoud

four hours in der morning—”

“Wh-a-at?”

“Turn der garten hose on for apoud

four hours in der morning und den pile

a lot of plack dirt all around, und shprin

gle mit insegt powter all ofer der top.”

“Sir-r-r?”

“Shpringle mit insegt powter all ofer

der top. You know uSually id is noth

dings but pugs.”

“How dare you?

by such language?”

“Noddings but pugs dot chenerally

causes der troubles; und den you vant to

vash der rose mit liquid preparations I

haf for sale.”

“Who in the world is this anyway?”

“Gottfried Gluber, the florist.”

“Oh-o-0 (weakly) Good bye.”

What do you mean

 

The American truth-teller was in form

“Talking of ants,” he said, “we’ve got

’em as big as crabs out West. I guess

I’ve seen ’em fight with long thorns,

which they used as lances, charging each

other like savages.”

“They don’t compare to the ants I saw

in the East,” said an inoffensive individ

ual near by. “The natives have trained

them as beasts of burden. One of ’em

could trail a ton load for miles with ease.

They worked willingly, but occasionally

they turned on their attendants and

killed them.”

But this was drawing the long-bow a

little too far.

“I say, old chap,” said a shocked

voice from the corner, “what sort of ants

were they?”

“Elephants,” said the quiet man.

 

When the hnyseeds get you

The poor suburban automobilist had

again been hauled before the rural judge.

“And so once more they arrested you

for scaring horses,” said the sympathetic

friend. “Why don’t you give up the

motor car and buy an airship?”

The man, who knew the rural brand

of sorrow and justice at sad expense to

himself, shook his head.

“It is no use,” he said, sadly. “If I

had an airship they would arrest me for

scaring birds.”

Old yam in dress

TIT BITS

The motor car had just reached a nice

level stretch of the road, and the man in

goggles was preparing for a scortch, when

an honest eyed old countryman stepped

from the hedgeside and held up his hand.

“Reckon you was jes’ goin’ to slip

along tidy fast,”-he observed when the

motor was brought to a standstill.

The motorist gave no denial to the

statement. “What made you ask?” he

inquired.

The bucolic one produced a pair of

battered field glasses.

“Clap your eyes to these ’ere,” he re

marked, “and look up that there tree

along the road. Happen you’ll see some

thing as’ll make you change your mind.”

“Great Scot! A police trap!” exclaimed

the motorist as he discerned a blue

trousered figure perched on a branch.

“Thanks old friend,” and the clink of

coins was heard.

A minute later a motor car was crawl

ing past the tree at six miles an hour,

while its driver waved his hand airily to

the figure above. Two hundred yards

back an innocent looking old countryman

was counting his wealth and smiling.

“That there idea of cartin’ that scare

crow from the peafield and fixin’ of it to

the tree,” he chuckled, “worn’t ’arf bad.”
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| Good /Motor Car’’
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Models 14, 15, 19, 20, 24 and 25

!, McCORD & COMPANY
Old Colony Bldg., New York Office

Chicago 24 Broad St.
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BUSY SEASOl\iAT HAND

“TIME COUNTS." Indeed it does in the automobile and allied trades, especially for the

next 60 days. Just here we want to call the attention of the trade and automobile owners

generally to our exce tional facilities for sup lyin their needs for everything in the line of

rubber tires. Either fi-om our headquarters Hart "ord, Conn., or from our branch houses, or

our regularly established agencies, we can reach any part of the country with quick deliveries.

By the way, have you thought of the economy of liuying a full line from one liousef

——es 'ally when that house has ten branches conveniently located throughout

the nited States? These branch houses save time and money to both of us;

they are in charge of direct representatives of the compan , and oui- well known

headquarters policy covers them al .

The Hartford Rubber Works Company

Hartford, Connecticut, U. S. A.

New York, 88 Chambers St._ and 1709 Broadway. Chicago, 83 Michigan Ave.- Boston, 494 Atlantic Ave. and

10% Boylston St. Philadelphia, 133 N. 10th St. Bufialo, 725 Main St. Cleveland, 1831 Euclid Ave.

Detroit. 256 Jefferson Ave. Denver. 1564 Broadway. Los Angeles. 880 South Los Angeles St.

Sun Francisco, 423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

AGENCIES: Pittsburg Rubber Co., 913-915 Liberty Ave., Pittsburg. Gugler Electric Mfg. Co., Minneapolis.

Mercantile Lumber 81 Supply Co., Kansas City. Alexander-Ely-ea Co., Atlanta. I-‘. P. Kennan Co., Portland, Ore.

Salt hike Hardware Co., Salt Lake City. Chas. L. Seeger (Compania Mexicana De Vehiculos Electric0s)Cityof Mexico

SPECIAL AGENTS FOR HARTFORD SOLID MOTOR TIRES IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Mitchell. Lewis 8: Staver Co.. Portland and Salem, Ore. Seattle and Spokane, Wash., and Boise. Idaho

 

 

SECURELY LOCKED

TO RIM

INSURINGPOSITIVESAFEIY

Their Exclusive Features

have given FISK TIRES

world-wide celebrity.

V These points of advantage.

- combined with durability ,,,

(insured by the finest qui

ity and workmanship) have

caused their enthusiastic

endorsement by every one

of experience.

NOTE TIIE AIR SPACE

ALL ABOVE THE RIM!

The Fisk Rubber Co.,

Chlcopco Falls, Dfass.
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The Greatest Financial Proposition Ever Offered

A strictly high class four-cylinder touring car of medium weight and

power at a price that malces an era in the automobile industry

SPECIFICATIONS

Motor. 20-25 horse power; transmission, sliding gear, three lorward speeds and reverse, built integral

with prope|Ior shalt; rear axle, floating type with roller bearings, wheel-base, I06 inches; wheels, 32

inches with tour-inch tires. Equipment comprises lull cape top with side curtains and storm apron,

6-volt, 60-ampere storage battery, gas headlights, oil side and tail lights, hom, pump. tools and tire ltit.

Price, as above, $1,750

The quality is up to the Rambler standard in every respect and it is only by means ol our enormous

lactory lacilities that we are enabled to oller such a car at the price. The quantity ol this Model will

be limited and an early investigation is advised. Wnte lor circular I47 M. It is at your service.

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company
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Model 21

Price $1,135O

BUILT for the man who wants all of the enjoyments of

automobiling, at the minimum of cost and worry,

Rambler Model 21 affords the maximum of satisfaction

every way.

Ample power and speed for country touring are com

bined with a degree of comfort and perfection of equip

ment that can be found only in the Rambler at the

price, $1,350.

The Rambler unit power plant, as used in this model,

is easily the feature of the year. Write for our handsome

catalog, or ask our nearest representative to demonstrate

the Rambler superiority to you.

Main Oflice and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin

Branches:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco.

New York Agency, 38-40 West 62nd St. Representatives in all leading cities.

Thomas B. Jeffery (9. Company
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S P L IT D ORF IGNITION

Why domostof the lead

ing makers of cars use

SPLITDORF

IGNITION

Why do so many motor

ists discard other spark

ingdevicesandsubstitute

SPLITDORF

IGNITION

Why are 80 per cent. of

American cars equipped

with

* SPLITDORF

IGNITION,

Simply because it is so

' better than its

many imitators

Used by Thomas B. Jeffery & Company Ask Dept. E. for Catalog

C. F. SPLITDORF, - 17-27 Vandewater Street, New York

UPTOWN BRANCH, 1679 BROADWAY

An absolutely clean,

non-corrosive and re

liable battery that will

at all times give a fat,

hot spark and elimi

nate 90% of your motor

troubles. The most

economical source of

electrical energy (ever

put in an automobile

Write for our book on

Ignition Troubles

THE VESTA ACCUMULATOR CO.

1 33 8 M ic hig an Avenue, Chicago, I l l in o is
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Motor Supplies

No matter in what part of the country

you are located we can fill your ‘orders

for supplies same day as received. Our

prices are as low as consistent with good

service.

\\'rite us your needs, let us quote you

prices on anything you want. We are

qualified to advise you and are glad to

hear from Rambler owners and othcrs at

any time.

Our l907iP. LI. S. searchlight, 6",

with genuine French mirror lens, and

swivel bracket (for dashboard), price

$10. With basket generator, $18.

Rubber tubing included when both

are ordered together. Lamp is high

grade in every particular, brass body

and copper front and back. Just

Qthc thing for small cars.

Complete catalog sent to interested parties

D E A L E R S : Write for our price:

before buying elsewhere

 

Pierson Motor Supply Co.

(Formerly Brooklyn Motor Supply Co.)

1175 Bedford Avenue - - BROOKLYN, NEW YORK



High Grade Driving

Chains

  

“Whitney" Chains in 1907 will break all previous rvmrds for durability

“Whitney” Roller Chains are furnished in two types, Deta('lml)le and

Riveled, all parts of both being illlerrllallgenble

Hand and Weight Feed Milling Machines

The Woodruff Patent System of Keying

  

Hartford, Connecticut



"Scientifically _Made Auto Lamps

(ll some lamp-makers seem to think all that is necessary

in making a Motor Car Lamp is to put a jet and lens

mirror in a nicely polished body with a glass front.

q There is science required that each part be perfectly made and placed

in exactly the conect position to give the greatest amount of light.

1] SOLAR LAMPS are not only beautiful, but are scientifically

made. Each one is tested before it leaves the factory, and proven

to be perfect and in exact focus. q That is why SOLARS

always give the greatest quantity of light from the amount of gas

consumed. 1] The quality of material is always the best and is

extra heavy to withstand any wear. The assembling is done only

by the most expert lamp-makers in the country. q These are

some of the points why you should equip your car with a

Our I907 Catalogue tells all about

them. It's free—want one?

BADGER BRASS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

KENQSHA, WI S.

Eastern Branch. llih Ave-, 36th and 37th Streets, New York City
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Solar Motor Lamps

FOr Rambler Motor Cars

Awarded Gold Medal

AT st. Lo U1s wo RLD's FAIR

THE HIGHEST A MODEL 75 F

award for acety or 76 F Search

light will perfectly

complete any lamp

equipment.

lene gas lamps, gen

erators and search

lights, and oil side

and tail lamps.

ASK THE MOTOR CAR OPTICIANS

FOR PRICES

Badger Brass Manufacturing Co.

KENOSHA, WIS.
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The Records of

Wrapped Tread

Construction

1905 Tires tell the Story

At thg Auto Shows 1' World’s Records Won in the

 

 

78 sets of Diamond Tires

New Yor on cars exhibited. Nearest

competitor 43 sets, second nearest 29 sets.

35 sets of Diamond

Tires on cars exhib

ited. Nearest competitor 19 sets, next nearest

13 sets.

74 sets of Diamond Tires on

Florida Races, January 23-30,1905

 

Mile, 38 seconds; kilometer, 24-I-5 seconds.

This time, made by Louis S. Ross. is the fastest

ever run by an American car or tires. The

Dewar International Championship, the Corin

thian and Clowry prizes were also won on

Diamond tires. Their record for reliability

and durability was also the best on the beach

—not one Diamond tire was wrenched from

wheel, blown out or punctured.

Haw iian Tri

I

Chicago cars exhibited. Nearest com

petitor 43 sets. second nearest 31 sets.

Mr.

Furnishes evidence of the durability and

thorough trustworthiness of Diamond Tires

Turner’s

(See article In reading pages of this magazine)

Writing from San Francisco, Nov. 4. 1904. Mr. Turner said:

"The casings left with you for recoating have been used by me

during the past season and have covered over 5000 miles, giving

perfect satisfaction. I certainly have no cause tofcomplain, and

can speak in the highest terms of your tire.

"While touring the Hawaiian Islands I was cautioned with

reference to the Algeroba Thorn. as it had been giving autoists

considerable trouble. During my month’: stay at the Island

there was not one that ever got far enough into the casing to

puncture the inner tube. ln fact.I had but one puncture on

this trip, and that was occasioned by along wire nail.

"I am particularly pleased at your report that these identical

tires can be renewed at a nominal expense."

Our Book ' THE PNEUMATIC TIRE" tells all about the proper

careoitirs.SENT ON REQUEST

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO.

A K R o N, o H I o

BRANCHES

CLEVELAND . . . . . . . .323 Huron Street

CHICAGO . . . . . . . . I67-I69 Lake Street

" . . . . . . . I241 Michigan Avenue

DENVER . . . . . . . . 322 Boston Building

SAN FRANCISCO . . . . . 608Mission Street

MINNEAPOLIS . . . .011 First Avenue South

 

BRANCHES

NEW YORK .15 Warren St. and 1717 Broadway

BOSTON . . . . . . . I74 Columbus Avenue

PHILADELPHIA . . 30-#306 North Broad Street

BUFFALO . . . . . . . . . .715 Main Street

DETROIT . . . . . . .310 Woodward Avenue

ST. LOUIS . . . . . . . . . 3966 Olive Street
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In our Advertising December 1, 1904, we said:

Five hundred sets of Diamond 1905 tires subjected to road tests

since June, give results enabling us to say, after noting all

other tire announcements, that there will be a clean sweep for

Diamond
1905 C on struction

A Veritable Diamond

L AND S L I DE

The Shows

tell the Story

21x21 in colors. Free to automobile tire users.

Following are the totals-representing tire equipment on an

aggregate of 679 cars exhibited (excluding trucks) at the five shows

thus far held—New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleveland

DIAMOND WRAPPED TREAD CONSTRUCTION

230 sets or 33 87-100 per cent of the whole

Nearest Competitor, 134 sets or 19 2-3 per cent of the whole

The remaining 46% per cent is divided among eight other makes of

tires, American and foreign. We have detailed figures if you want them

Our Book “T H E PNEUMATIC TIRE” tells all about the proper care of tires

S E. N T O N R E Q U E S T

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY

A KRON, O HIO

BRANCHES BRANCHES

NEW YORK . . . 15 Warren St. and 1717 Broadway CLEVELAND . . . . . . . . . . 323 Huron Street

BOSTON. . . . . . . . . . 174 Columbus Avenue CHICAGO . . 167-109 Lake St., 1241 Michigan Ave

PHILADELPHIA . . . .304-306 North Broad Sreet DENVER. . . . . . . . . . . 322 Boston Building

BUFFALO . . . . . . . . . . . .715 Main Street SAN FRANCISCO . . . . . . . 608 Mission Street

DETROIT. . . . . . . . . 310 Woodward Avenue MINNEAPOLIS . . . . . . 611 First Avenue South

ST. LOUIS. . . . . . . . . . . .3966 Olive Street ATLANTA. . . . . . . . . . . 94 N. Pryor Street
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SERVICE IS THE REAL TEST

//rapped Tread Construction

AS APPLIED TO

Diamond

‘Detachable Tires

First An outlay of $150,000 -

for equipment for W

manufacturing by this, the

only right process.

Second Tires more expen

sive to make in

every way, but which will out

wear from two to four full

molded tires.

Thfr The use of rubber

for the tread that

resists chipping, cutting, pene

tration and wear—a kind that

cannot be successfully cured

by the full-molded process.

324 sets of Diamond wrapped tread

tires 0n the 958 cars exhibited at

shows to this date, March 18, against

323 Sets for the next two

highest makes combined

M e a n 5

Fourt The use of rubber

for the skeleton

and bead or clincher of the

tire exactly suited to the pur

pose, and cured to the finest

degree of scientific accuracy.

Rim cutting is virtually elimi

nated.

Fifth That when the treads

do at last wear down,

new ones can be applied re

peatedly without injury to the

rest of the tire—an impossibil

ity with full-molded tires.

The verdict of the shows is but the forerunner of the greater

verdict of the users when the season’s activities have applied the

test of actual service rendered—THE TEST THAT TELLS

Our Book “T H E PNEUMATIC TIRE” tells all about the proper care of tires. SENT ON REQUEST

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO.

AKRON, OHIO

BRANCHES BRANCHES

NEW YORK . . . 15 Warren St. and 1717 Broadway CLEVELAND. . . . . . . . . . . 323 Huron Street

B()STON . . . . . . . . . . 174 Columbus Avenue CHICAGO. . . . 167-169 Lake St., 1241 Michigan Ave

PHILADELPHIA . . . . 304-306 North Broad Street DENVER . . . . . . . . . . . 322 Boston Building

IBUFFALC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 715 Main Street SAN FRANCISCO . . . . . . . . 608 Mission Street

I)ETROIT . . . . . . . . . 310 Woodward Avenue MINNEAPOLIS. . . . . . . 611 First Avenue, South

ST. LOUIS . . . . . . . . . . . . 3066 Olive Street ATLANTA. . . . . . . . . . . .94 N. Pryor Street
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The

California

Verdict

illond
Wrapped Tread Construction

and nothing else wanted

With over 80 machines with Diamond

Wrapped-Tread Tires in use, our custom

ers' cars, we have yet to receive first com

plaint. Other equipment will not be

accepted by customers.

MOBILE CARRIAGE,

Pierce Agents,

SAN FRANCISCO

April 20, 1905 Wm. S. Harvey, Manager

Diamond Tires give absolute satisfac

tion. We recommend them to all our

customers and have our cars fitted with

Diamond Wrapped-Tread Tires.

POPE-TOLEDO TOURING

CAR CO.

April 20, 1905 SAN FRANCISCO

We find Diamond Wrapped-Tread Tires

the most economical on the market for

rent service on account of their durability

and the ease with which they can be

removed and replaced in case of puncture.

CALIFORNIA AUTOMOBILE

LIVERY CO.

April 20, 1905 SAN FRANCISCO

We supply all our customers with

Diamond Wrapped-Tread Tires with

absolutely no complaint.

ANDREWS, KEENAN &

BLASAUF

April 20, 1905 , SAN FRANCIsco

Get our instruction book, “The Pneumatic Tire'

Yours for the asking

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO.

AKRON, OHIO

BRANCHES

NEW YORK 78 Reade St. and 1717 Broadway

BOSTON . . . . . . . . 174 Columbus Avenue

PHILADELPHIA . . 304-306 North Broad Street

BUFFALO. . . . . . . . . . . 715 Main Street

DETROIT . . . . . . . 310 Woodward Avenue

ST. LOUIS . . . . . . . . . . 3066 Olive Street

BRANCHES

CLEVELAND. . . . . . . . . 323 Huron Street

CHICAGO. . 167-169 Lake St., 1241 Michigan Ave

DENVER . . . . . . . . . 322 Boston Building

SAN FRANCISCO . . . . . . 608 Mission Street

MINNEAPOLIS. . . . . 611 First Avenue, South

ATLANTA. . . . . . . . . . 94 N. Pryor Street
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The Big Race Meets Emphasize

the Supremacy of

* * -
- l * A- .* ~~

, 1
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Wrapped Tread Construction

Tires

-*-*.

- -

* f :-, - .

*

At Harlem Track, Chicago,

May 27, 29, 30

There were 16) sets of Dia

mond tires on the 33 cars par

ticipating. Diamond tires

At Readville Track,

Boston, May 30

Fifteen of 29 cars partici

pating were equipped with

Diamond tires. They were

were in the winning of the majority of all

events including the winning of the hotly

contested $1000 ten-mile open race won by a

White steamer driven by Webb Jay, and a

in the winning of a corresponding number of

events, including the world's five-mile record

for Stock Touring cars—5.594–made by a

30 h. p. Pope-Toledo driven by George

special five-mile $500 match race in which Soules.

Webb Jay defeated Louis Cheverolet.

At Empire City Track, New York, May 30

Diamond tires were the equipment on 8 of the 17 cars participating and were in the

winning of the largest event, the Empire handicap, won by an Ardsley car, driven by W. S.

Howard, against eight competitors.

Our Information Bureau will answer questions

pertaining to tires in any way, at any time.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY

AKRON, OHIO

BRANCHES BRANCHES

NEW YORK . . . . . . 78 Reade St. and 1717 Broadway CLEVELANI) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 323 Huron Street

130)STON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 174 Columbus Avenue CHICAGO .... 167–169 Lake St., 1241 Michigan Ave

PH II. VI) ELPHIA . . . . . . .304-306 North Broad Street IDENVER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .322 Boston Building

BUFFALC) . . . . . . . . 715 Main Street SAN FRANCISCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 608 Mission Street

in ETRöir . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .310 Woodward Avenue MiNNišAPOLIS ... . . . . . . 611 First Avenue, South

ST. LOUIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3066 Olive Street ATLANTA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 N. Pryor Street

*--*****
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The Cleanest Tire Record in the

Gordon Bennett Race

was made by

Diamond
Wrapped Tread Construction

CABLEGRAM

FROM CLERMONT FERRAND, JULY 6, 1905

“DIRUBCO’’

The Diamond Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio

Best record any other tires in Gordon Bennett race was

two complete changes. Diamonds on my car lasted whole four

rounds with only one change. Very pleased.

5:43 p.m. H. H. LYTLE

Diamond tires on Tracey's Locomobile and Dingley's

Pope-Toledo did equally well.

For the first time in history an American car finished in

the great international event.

It marks a distinct victory for the American automobile

industry, and every American can conscientiously take off his

hat to it.

And the showing made by Diamond tires in this race was

the best ever made by any tire, American or foreign, in this

or any previous year. -

DIAMOND RUBBER CO., Akron, Ohio

BRANCHES

NEW YORK. . . . 78 Reade St. and 1717 Broadway

BOSTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 174 Columbus Avenue

PH ! LAI) ELPHIA . . . . . . .304 30t, North Broad Street

BUFFALC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 715 Main Street

DETROIT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310 Woodward Avenue

ST. LOUIS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3066 Olive Street

BRANCHES

CLEVELAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 323 Huron Street

CHICAGO . . . . 167–169 Lake St., 1241 Michigan Ave

IDENVER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .322 Boston Building

SAN FRANCISCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 608 Mission Street

MINNEAPOLIS. . . . . . . . . . 611 First Avenue, South

ATLANTA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 N. Pryor Street
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\Glidden Tour

Participants

Say of

Diamond

Wrapped Tread Tires:

RoBERT LEE MoRRELL: Comparing my experience on the Glidden Tour with that of the tourists

using foreign tires, I come to the conclusion that Diamond tires are the best in the world.

ALBERT L. PoPE: My 45 h.p. Pope-Toledo was fitted with Diamond tires in the Glidden tour

and made the 1,000 miles without even a puncture.

WALTER C. WHITE: The Diamond tires on my White car in the Glidden Tour were the same

I used in the St. Paul Tour, and without the least trouble in either trip.

W. N. EPPING: You have the best tire in the world—one which has eased the mind of the auto

ist more than any other. I had not the semblance of trouble in the Glidden Tour.

E. H. CUTLER: Diamond tires on our Knox car in the Glidden Tour gave no trouble, and also

none during 500 miles since run. -

E. A. GILMoRE: Nothing better could be asked for in the way of tires than the Diamond

Wrapped Treads on my surrey type Rambler in the Glidden Tour.

CHAs. E. WALKER: No trouble whatever with Diamond tires on our Pope-Hartford in the Glid

den Tour, except picking up two nails. -

EzRA H. FITCH: The Glidden Tour makes 2,500 miles of rough riding since putting Diamond

tires on my White car, and I have never had such perfect tire satisfaction.

AUGUSTU's Post: I had no trouble whatever in the Glidden Tour and gave my Diamond tires

not so much as a thought.

GEO. H. TYRRELL: I will match Diamond tires against anything in the world; did not even pump

my tires in the Glidden Tour.

CARI. H. PAGE: Experience with Diamond tires on my White car in the Glidden Tour only con

firms my opinion of the desirability of using Diamond tires whenever possible.

GEo. Otis DRAPER: I had no tire trouble in the Glidden Tour. Have had but one puncture

the entire season.

DIAMOND RUBBER CO., Akron, Ohio

BRANCHES BRANCHES

NEW YORK.... 78 Reade St. and 1717 Broadway CLEVELAND. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 323 Huron Street

BOSTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 174 Columbus Avenue CHICAGO . . . . 167–169 Lake St., 1241 Michigan Ave

PHILADELPHIA . . . . . . .304-306 North Broad Street DENVER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .322 Boston Building

BUFFALO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 715 Main Street SAN FRANCISCO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 608 Mission Street

DETROIT, . 310 Woodward Avenue MINNEAPOLIS. . . . . . . . . . 611 First Avenue South

ST. LOUIS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3066 Olive Street ATLANTA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 N. Pryor Street
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Awarded Gold Medal at St. Louis Worlds Fair

“SHOW THE WAY.”
A SOLAR SEARCHLIGHT WILL PERFECTLY COMPLETE

ANY RAMBLER LAMP EQUIPMENT

Model 666, 6-inch Searchlight, $23.50

Model 667, 7-inch Searchlight, 27.50

Model 668, 8-inch Searchlight, 37.50

Prices do not include Generator

Badger Brass Manufacturing Co.

KENO SHA, WISCONSIN
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Just as Good on the Road as in the

Exhibition Hall

Six months' use of the Goodrich Quick Detachable Tire and Rim

by various users of all sorts and conditions of roads, has developed no defects or

weaknesses and the tire has proven to be just as good as it looks. Easy and quick to

detach and attach if the necessity arises, but with the strong Integral Construction

and Tough Goodrich Tread there is rarely any need of roadside attention.

* w

Akron, Ohio

New York, 66-68 Reade Street and 1625 Broadway Chicago, 141 Lake Street

San Francisco, 392 Mission Street Boston, 161 Columbus Avenue

Philadelphia, 909 Arch Street Buffalo, 731 Main Street

Detroit, 80 E. Congress Street Denver, 1444 Curtis Street

St. Louis, 3926-28 Olive Street Cleveland, 2188 Ninth St., S. E. London, E. C. 7 Snow Hill

Latest and Best

THE MARSH RIM

“Quick as a wink”

You see at a glance just how it works.

No complicated instructions, no bolts,

screws or small parts.

No staybolts necessary. No tube pinching.

For use with any standard type of Clincher Tire,

but there is only one best tire, and that is

*

Wrapped Tread

The Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

Branches in all the principal cities
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Announcement No. 3

O'Cimond-

Wrapped Tread Tires

We desire to say when we selected the name “Wrapped Tread” as applied

to Diamond Wrapped Tread Tires it was our purpose only to call attention to

the radical departure from the full molded construction, showing the mold mark

on the center of the tread.

The Wrapped Tread feature, while important, will not prove of

any great value when not backed up by six other equally important

points entering into our construction.

Note that our 1906 book “CARE AND Use of PNEUMATIC TIREs” will be ready early in April. Send name and

address for free copy. The best work of the kind published.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO.

AKRON, OHIO

B R A N C H E S 1 N A L L T H E PRIN c 1 P A L C 1 T 1 Es

f

Bööclf.
e:Tre:Rim

Where we stood at the Shows

Thousands of visiting motor car owners viewed the Goodrich Quick

Detachable Construction and in many instances operated the tire off

and on the rim for their own satisfaction and with this general verdict:

This was the opinion ofJust as simple and effec

tive as it looks; wonder- people who were there

fully easy to operate and to find out things and

by long odds the tire fea- draw conclusions by direct

| ture of the show. comparisons.

"REG. U. S. PAT. off.” -

Have you received our book which tells all about it 2

The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, O.
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=OTWOH00ns and a 5107
That describes the

Good

Does it sound complicated? Not much. Just about as

simple a method of fastening as a button in a buttonhole.

Absolutely secure yet the hooks can be thrown out of

position by the operator, the locking ring released, and the tire

detached in less time than it takes to read this advertisement.

If interested send us your address and we will arrange to

have the outfit shown for inspection.

Rims branded in the chan- -

nel with this copyrighted The B. F. GOODRICH CO.
mark have been inspected AKRON, OHIO

and pronounced perfect. New York, 66-68 Reed St. and 1625 Broadway Chicago, 141 Lake St.

We guarantee our lires San Francisco, 392 Mission St. Philadelphia, 900 Areh St.

only on rims so Boston, 161 Columbus Ave. Buffalo, 731 Main St.

branded. Detroit, 80 E. Congress St. Denver, 1444 Curtis St.

"Rec. U. S. EAT. off, st."""" ",**st. s." ", e.e. snow Hill

*

UE

T H E R E A S O N W H Y

Wrapped Tread Tires

Lead all competitors on exibition cars is because they out

wear all other makes in actual work

Mr. E. Ray Speare, Treasurer and General Manager of the Alden

Speare's Sons Co., Boston, writes:

“I put on a brand new Diamond Tire side by side on my rear wheels with a brand new tire of for

eign make and your tire outlasted the foreign tire by over a thousand miles. , I have have had the same

retreaded and your tire, with the new tread which you put on it, has in use lasted just double the mile

age of the foreign tire and seems to be in good condition today. I certainly can not speak in too high
terms of the fine quality of your tire and the excellent satisfaction I have had from its use.

"Yours very truly, E. RAY SPEARE.”

The so-called “superiority” of foreign tires vanishes when tested beside

DIAMOND WRAPPED TREAD TIRES

The Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio
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Equipment at the Shows Service on the road,

Indicates a tire's popularity shows a tire's quality

Wrapped Tread Tires
Were the equipment on more exhibition cars at the Em

pire City Track Open Air Show, than any other make.

- • Were the equipment on the 35 to 40

Diamond Wrapped Tread TiTeS H. P.'' in its world’s record

non-stop run from Springfield, Mass., to New York and return on Memorial Day. Time, 19

hours, 53 minutes. Car, passengers and baggage weighed 4,485 pounds. Tires were not

touched on the entire trip.

READ THIS TELEGRAM:

Diamond Rubber Co.—Diamond Tires went throught the Boston-New York and return non-stop run without

any trouble of any kind, carrying seven passengers and three hundred pounds of baggage.May 31. po KNOX AUTO CO.

The Tire for wear. Let us send you our new catalogue and instruction book

The Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

*GOODRICH

Y)0uickDetachable

% Tire are Rim

Z A Combination of Tire

Strength and E a sy

Rim Manipulation

The strain-resisting features and tough tread of the Integral Construction stand

sponsor for the durability of the tire and the locking device of the detachable rim

admits of quick and easy operation and positively holds the tire on deflated or inflated

The Tire Cannot Work Loose

The 1906 Goodrich Tire Looms Big on the Automobile Horizon

Rims branded in the chan- -

£ The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.
mark have been inspecte New York, 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broad Clai 141 Lake St.

and pronounced perfect. ''''''''''"'n.'''

We guarantee our tires Boston, 161 Columbus Ave. Buffalo, 731 Main St.

only on rims so Detroit, 80 E. Congress St. Denver, 1444 Curtis St.

branded. St. Louis, 3926-280liveSt. Cleveland, 2188 9th St. S.E. London, E.C. 7 Snow Mill

"REG. U. S. PAT. off.”
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easiest operated detachable rim.

You can’t get better tire service than the Goodrich

Integral construction gives you.

And the Goodrich Detachable Rim is just as perfect as the
Goodrich Tire.

Holds the tire on deflated or inflated.

No creeping or pinching, no lugs, no bolts, and the tire cannot work loose.

Let us send you the book.

###### | The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.
mark have been inspected New York: *6-68 Reade St., and 1625 Broadway chiengo, 141 Lakest.

and pronounced perfect. Oakland. Cal. Fourth & Washington Sts. Philadelphia, boo Arel, St.

We guarantee our tires Boston, 161 Columbus Ave. Buffalo. 731 Main St.

only on rims so

dry-d. "REG. U. S. PAT. off.”

Detroit, 80 E. Congress St. Denver, 1444 Curtis St.

St. Louis, 3926-28 olive St. Cleveland, 2188 9th St. s.e. London, E.C. 7 Snow 11111

- --

-

* - -
* - " - -- - -

The best will continue to be the only automobile tires worth considering

| *

Wrapped Tread Construction

Will continue to be the best product that experience, high-grade rubber fabric, and

skilled workmen have combined to produce. (I, Automobilists of experience haven't

forgotten the demand for cheap tires that caused them so much trouble three years ago.

They’re riding Quality Tires

now, and nothing can change

them. CI. Only the inexper-

ienced are in danger of being

led into error. And they

can save themselves much

trouble by consulting exper

ienced tire users about the

tire situation before they

specify tire equipment. It’s

quality that counts. GI, Our fine, new

- catalogue contains much that is inter

esting and will help all tire users. Yours for the asking.

The Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

* * * * * * - - - * *- --- --

The strongest, toughest tire—and the simplest,
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Glidden 75% Diamond

A perfect score in the most important American

touring event of the year

-

134 DIA MOND Wrapped Tread Tires started

in the Glidden Tour, twice as many as any

other make. © This showed the tire’s popularity.

QI NOT ONE Diamond Tire developed rim-cutting,

separation or any other defect. These were all

PERFECT TIRES.

75 er Cent of the Diamond Tires reached

D Bretton Woods with the air

put in them at Buffalo,-not having been touched.

G| The total mileage of Diamond Tires in the Glidden

Tour was 120,000 miles. QThis shows that Diamond

popularity is founded on quality and service. T A car

having much tire trouble could make a perfect score under

the Glidden rules. © Therefore we prefer to discuss

the tires.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY

AKRON, OHIO
*

* * * *****-es-- ***-------***** *- *** *=

Glidden–66%%—Goodrich

Records are made at the end of a

contest, and the only per cent

mark that counts is the one

that shows final a chieve ment

In the contest for the Glidden Trophy thirteen In the contest for the Deming Trophy two

cars finished with a clean score: nine of who cars finished with a clean score; one of which,

were equipped with Goodrich Tires. White Steamer, driven by Mr. Augustus Post,

was equipped with Goodrich Tires.

ToTAL–Fifteen cars showed a clean score; 10, or 663 per cent equipped with

Goodrich Tires; 5, or 33% per cent divided between all other makes.

Of the ten clean scores, cars showing Goodrich Tire equipment,

six used Goodrich Quick Detachable Construction.

:::::: | | The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.
:*:: New York, 66-68 Reade St. and Broadway Chieago, 24 K. Lake St.
and pronounced perfect. Oakland, Cal. Fourth Av. & Washington St. Philadelphia, 909 Areh St.

We guarantee our tires Boston, 161 Columbus Ave. Buffalo, 781 Main St.

only on rims so Detroit, 266 Jefferson Av. Denver, 1444 Curtis St.

branded. * * U. S. PAT. OFF ," Louis, 3926-280live St. Cleveland, 2188 9th St. S. E. London, E.C. 7 saow hill

REG, U. S. * -

* * * * ** * * ** * * * * ***** *-**-a sa--- - - -
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7/O ALI/7ctureS
Between SanFrancisco

represents the sum total of tire troubles in the

remarkable transcontinental record run

of a Franklin car equipped with

D R C H. T. R. E. S.

QA new cross country speed record (3500

miles in 15 days) and another practical demon

stration of Goodrich Tire superiority following

close upon the Glidden Tour accomplishment

where 663 per cent of the clean score cars

were equipped with Goodrich Automobile Tires

The B.F. GoodrichCompany
AKRON, OHIO

New York, 66-68 Reade St. & Broadway £ 24 E. Lake St.

Oakland, 4th and Washington Sts. Boston. 161 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia, 909 Arch St. Buffalo. 731 Main St.

Detroit, 266 Jefferson Ave. Denver, 1444 Curtis St.

Cleveland. 2188 Ninth St., S.E. St. Louis, 3926-28 Olive St.

London, E. C., 7 Snow Hill

GOODRICHTIRES

What was the equipment of EVERY car in the Vanderbilt cup trials?

What will be the equipment of EVERYAmerican car in the Vanderbilt cup race?

Wrapped Tread Tires

On ALL of them

Could there possibly be an endorsement more deeply significant?

Did you notice what LeBlon said? “Positively the finest tires I ever rode

on.” Or what Caillois said? “I never dreamed a tire could be so fine.”

The record Diamond tires made in the trials is the foundation of these

enthusiastic expressions from the great French drivers and from others. It

has never been equaled in any country.

We have a folder just off the press giving the complete tire history of the cup trials

that we'll be glad to send you
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1900–Diamond Single Tube Tires, the only automobile tires made in America.

1901–Diamond Single Tube Tires have imitators.

1902–Diamond Single Tube Tires still a year in advance of competition.

1903–Diamond Detachable Clincher Tires extremely popular. Diamond

Single Tubes conceded absolute supremacy.

1904—Diamond Detachable Clincher Tires lead at shows, in sales and on the

road.

1905–

Wrapped Tread£world’s best. Another year gained on

all competitors.

1906–Diamond Wrapped Tread Clincher Tires and Diamond Wrapped Tread

Quick Detachable Tires the equipment of 66 per cent of the year's

production of automobiles.

1907-It will be to the interest of manufacturers, dealers and consumers to

communicate with us.

We have a few of our 1906 books, “The Right Care of Tires” still on hand.
A copy for the asking while they last.

Now is the season of the year when tire values are being chalked up

on the board of experience and under the heading-Satisfactory—there is

no name written more frequently or in bigger letters than

If you have had a peck of trouble with some other make of tire the interesting and con

vincing achievements of the 1906 Goodrich Pneumatic Automobile Tire in the most notable

endurance contests of the season, and the heaped up measure of satisfaction which has so

generally attended the use of Goodrich Tires, ought to lead

you to believe that here is really a tire after your own way of

thinking—A HELPFUL TIRE.

The B. F. Good rich Co.

AKRON, OHIO
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GOODRIC
Quick Detachab/e

Construction

embodies speed, safety, comfort, satisfaction, economy.

(I,Its simplicity places the novice and the expert on

equal terms.

G.It's no trick to take off the Goodrich Quick Detachable Tire–

anyone can do it—and do it quickly-only a minute or two at

the longest. CI.Putting the tire on is just as simple-just as easy—

just as speedy. There are only two pieces—the Rim and the

Locking-ring. (I.The Locking-ring will go on only one way—the

right way. The hooked ends engage the slot and the dowei regis

ter pin on Rim insures an accurate, easy fit. (I.Once on, the tire

will stay on until you want it to come off. Cannot possibly work

loose. No pinching. no creeping, no lugs, clips, bolts, screws,

nuts, no turnbuckles of any kind—and then there's the biggest

item of all for consideration—the way Goodrich Quick Detachable

Tire wear—records of five, ten, fifteen, twenty thousand miles were

literally sprinkled through the season of 1906. For booklet and

further information address

The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio

Significant Tire Facts from Grand Central

Palace Auto Show, December 1-8

57 cars were equipped with

Wrapped Tread Tires

37 cars were equipped with nearest competing make. 17 other makes of tires divided the

remaining 145 cars. THE MARSH RIM and Diamond Quick Detachable Tires were a dis

tinct feature of the show, and had the attention of thousands. If you are not fully

informed concerning these tires and the rim which is always easy, always quick, and always

safe, better write us or call at one of our branches for a demonstration.

New York, 78 Reade St. Buffalo, 715 Main St. St. Louis, 3965 Olive St.

New York, 1717 Broadway Detroit, 258 Jefferson Ave. Minneapolis, 117 South Sixth St.

Boston, 174 Columbus Ave. Cleveland, 1514 Euclid Ave. Denver, 1735 Arapahoe St.

Philadelphia, 304-306 N. Broad St. Chicago, 1523.31 Michigan Ave. Oakland, 108-12 Telegraph Ave.

Diamond Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
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1788 CARS HAVE BEEN EXHIBITED

IN THE SEASON'S SHOWS

WRAPPED TREAD TIRES

Have been the equipment on more of them

than any other three makes combined

591 SETS of Diamond tires in the grand total of 1788 cars exhibited in the

principal shows, as compared to 574 SETS of the next three highest makes of

tires combined on cars in the same shows. 17 other makes of tires divided the

remaining cars. These figures are from impartial records.

Every Diamond tire was bought and paid for at regular prices.

The shows included are Grand Central Palace, New York; Madison Sq. Garden, New York;

Philadelphia, Washington, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, San Francisco, Minneapolis and Boston.

Our 1907 Book, “Instructions to Tire Users” will soon be ready. Yours for the asking.

Diamond Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

- 'we' # £&W'-
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U. - Every Link a Good One

W | N
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GOODRICH #TIRE's
form | unity of strength, resiliëncy, reliability and co # ruction which is proof gainst

the wearing attacks of rough | ads, accident, puncture; and big mileage.

Q. A l ain is no stronger that its weakest link. Th"Goodrich chain is so | ongly

fortifižl by integral constru ton that it resists attack as a unit. |

* TheNEoodrich shows 50 perc '' greater mileage than the next best tire-by actuall:curate

tests. .

S. For book' and further* address

THE B. F. GGODRICH 3O., Akron' O.

-"The Franklin record run, 15&ays San Francisco to N. |
Results that count:0 ork, 3,500 miles, was made- four Goodrich tires; £[. w

| two punctures. Tires arriv '' New York in excellent shah |

- -

|A -

Rough Road: BigFileage- Aftert- A.:

|
|

  



THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE

FOR AUTOMOBILES

  

Send Your Name and Address

For descriptive matter, or better still,

send in an order for a sample barrel

Agents 0/ reliability assigned ex(Iusi"ve territory

BARNEY OLDFIELD

USES ENERGINE EXCLUSIVELY
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Three Vehicles on One Chassis

RUNABOUT, TOUR IN G CAR AND DE LIVERY WA GON

Their exceptional serviceability is made clear by the contributions of users in the reading pages of this magazine

MODEL G, $750.

CAPACITY-2 passengers.

POWER-8 h.p., ample for grades up to 40

per cent.

SPEED–Variable up to 25 miles per hour.

WHEEL BASE—81 inches.

TIRES—Highest grade detachable, 28 inches

by 3 inches.

FINISH – Rambler carmine and polished

brass.

EQUIPMENT—Rubber mat, drop forged

wrenches, oilers, pump, repair kit, brass oil

side lamps and brass horn.

Either tonneau or delivery wagon top

can be added at any time for

S100 extra.

DELIVERY WAGON, $850.

CAPACITY – 2 passengers and 2 cubical

yards of carrying space.

POWER–8 h.p., ample for grades up to 40

per cent.

SPEED–Variable up to 25 miles per hour.

WHEEL BASE-81 inches.

TIRES-Highest grade detachable, 28 inches

by 3 inches.

FINISH – Rambler carmine and polished

brass.

EQUIPMENT – Rubber mat, drop forged

wrenches, oilers, pump, repair kit, brass oil

side lamps and brass horn.

Top detachable in a few moments.

MODEL H. $850.

CAPACITY-4 passengers.

POWER-8 h.p., ample for grades up to 40

per cent.

SPEED–Variable up to 25 miles per hour.

WHEEL BASE–81 inches.

TIRES Highest grade detachable, 28 inches

by 3 inches.

FINISH – Rambler carmine and polished

brass.

EQUIPMENT– Rubber mat, '' forged

wrenches, oilers,'' repair kit, brass oil

side lamps and brass horn.

Tonneau detachable in a few moments

For those who wish a larger, more powerful vehicle with the convertible features of Models G and H, we

offer MODEL K2, which consists of the chassis of Surrey, Type One (see advertisement under table of
! contents) and a detachable tonneau body similar to that on Model K $1250, complete with brass side,

, tail and gas headlight, brass horn, drop forged wrenches, oilers, pump and repair kit. Photographs and

specifications of this model furnished on request.
- --

- - - -– - ----- -- - -

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Kenosha, Wisconsin

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Solar Motor Lamps
“ Tum night-lime into day-time ”

 

 

For Rambler Motor Cars
 

Awarded Gold Medal

AT ST. LOUIS WORLD‘S FAIR

 

A MODEL 75 F

or 76 F Search

THE HIGHEST

award for acety

lene gas lamps, gen

erators and search

lights, and oil side

and tail lamps.

light will perfectly

complete any lamp

equipment.

  

ASK THE MOTOR CAR OPTICIANS

FOR PRICES

 

Badger Brass Manufacturing Co.

KENOSHA, WIS.

 

Wright & Joys Co., Printers. Milwaukee



The great G. &J. thread fabric

tire. Fastest, safest, most

durable, most easily handled.

G. & J. TIRE COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS DETROIT AND CHICAGO
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